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Art. I.— The Story of the Old Bamboo- Ilctccr. (Taketori

no Okina no Monogatari.) A Japanese Romance of the

Tenth Century. Translated, with Notes, etc., by F.

Victor Dickins, M.It.A.S.

The Coming of the Lady Kaguya and the Days of

Childhood.

(Kaguya Hime no oitachi.)

Formerly 1 there lived an old man, a bamboo-hewer, who

hewed bamboos on the bosky bill-side, and manywise be

wrought them to serve men’s needs, and bis name was

Sanugi no Miyakko .
2 Now one day, while plying the

hatchet in a grove of bamboos, was he suddenly ware of a

tall stem, whence streamed forth through the gloom a dazzling

light. Much marvelling, he drew nigh to the reed, and saw

that the glory proceeded from the heart thereof, and he

looked again and beheld a tiny creature, a palm’s breadth

in stature and of rare loveliness, which stood midmost the

splendour. Then he said to himself, “ Day after day, from

dawn to dusk, toil I among these bamboo-reeds, and this

child that abides amidst them I may surely claim as mine

own.” So he put forth his hand, and took the tiny being,

and carried it home, and gave it to the goodwife and her

1 Mukashi—here, as often, equivalent to the Latin ‘ olira.’
2 Or Saruki, or Sadaki. Sanugi, or Sanuki, is a province of Shikoku.

Miyakko is miya-tsu-ko, servant of the August Home, that is, of the Court or

Palace, equivalent to ason
(
axomi , asobi) or Baron. The expression was also

used in the sense of ‘ ruler,’ ‘ governor.’ But, like many other titles, it degenerated,

as here, into a mere name.

VOL. xix .—[new series.] 1



2 THE OLD BAMBOO-HEWER: JAPANESE ROMANCE.

women to be nourished. And passing fair was the child,

but so frail and tender that it was needful to place it in a

basket to be reared. But after lighting upon this gift whilst

hewing bamboos, he ceased not from his daily toil, and night

after night, as he shore through the reeds and opened their

internodes, came he upon one filled with grain of gold, and

so, ere long, he amassed great wealth. Meanwhile the child,

being duly tended, grew daily in stature, and after three

months—wonderful to relate !—her stature was as that of a

maiden of full years. Then her tresses were lifted 1 and she

donned the robe of maidenhood, but still came not forth

from behind the curtain .
2 Thus cherished and watched over

and tenderly reared, grew she fair of form, nor could the

world show her like, and there was no gloom in any corner

of the dwelling, but brightness reigned throughout, nor ever

did the Ancient fall into a sorrowful mood but that his sad-

ness was chased away when he beheld the maiden, nor was

any angry word ever heard beneath that roof, and happily

the days went by. Long the Ancient hewed bamboos, and

gathered gold, and thus it was that he came to flourish

exceedingly in the land. After this wise grew the girl to

maidenhood, and the Ancient named her Mimurodo Imube

no Akita, but she was more commonly called the Lady

Ivaguya, the Precious Slender Bamboo of the Field of

Autumn .

3 Then for three days a great feast was held, and

1 Anciently the hair was allowed to fall in Ion" tresses on either shoulder. At
the age of 13 or 14 these were brought up and fastened in a sort of knot on the

crown or side of the head. The custom is alluded to in a “tanka” of the

Manyoshu (The Myriad Leaves—an Anthology of the tenth century)

:

Tacliibana no Under the long-root bright with the hues

reflected

tereru nagaya ni from the orange-blooms,

waga ineshi : have I slumbered

—

unalii bakari wa a girl of tender years,

kami agetsuran ka ? shall my tresses ever be bound up ?

2 Hung before the toko, or alcove, or upper end of the house-place. The
meaning is that she remained within her mother's care, unbetrothed and unmarried.

3 Mimurodo means the place of three caves, alluding, perhaps, to the aboriginal

habit (still practised in Yezo) of living in caves or half-underground huts. It is

sometimes written mimoro, which has the signification of a sacred (mi) place.

Imube (imbe or um be) were originally the hereditary builders of Shinto shrines.

In certain provinces—Sanuki was one— the designation became a family-name.

Mr. Satow explains it as signifying an association (me or be) eschewing (tmi) un-

cleanness. Akita is the Field of Autumn, more strictly the laboured field made
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the neighbours, one and all, menfolk and womenfolk, were

invited, and they came in merry crowds and noble was the

revelry .
1

The Wooing of ihe Maiden.

(Tsuma-goi.)

Now the gentles dwelling in those parts, men of name

and eke men of low degree, thought of nothing but how

they might win this fair maiden to wife, or even gaze upon

her beauty, and so distracted were they with love that they let

their passion be plain to all the world .
2 Around the fence

and about the porch they lingered, but in vain, for no

glimpse of the maiden could be got, nor slept they when

night came but wandered out in the darkness, and made

holes here and there in the fence and peered through these,

but to no purpose did they strain their eyes, for never caught

they sight of her on whom they longed to gaze, and thus

sped their wooing from the twilight-hour of the monkey

onwards. Well-nigh beside themselves were they with love

and woe, but no sign was vouchsafed them, and though they

essayed to gain speech of some among the household, no word

of answer ever got they. So it was, yet many a noble suitor

still lingered thereabouts, watching through the livelong day

and through the livelong night, to catch some glimpse of the

ready in late autumn for the rice-sowing. It is a not uncommon place-name. The
whoie subject of Japanese place, family, and personal names awaits investigation.

Kaguya is often written ‘illumer of darkness,’ hence, perhaps, the

present legend. On the other hand, it may, and probably did originally, mean
simply the Princess or Goddess (hi me, i.e. glorious lady) of Kaguyama, or Kago-
yama (deer-hill, as Kagoshima is deer-islaud), the ya being an emphatic suffix.

Kaguyama is the subject of an oft-quoted stanza, said to have been composed by
the Emperor Jito (a.d. 690-696) on beholding the mountain bathed in a flood of

summer sunlight (some say moonlight)

:

Haru sugite The spring hath passed away,
natsu ki ni kerashi : and the summer hath come

;

shiro taye no and the pure white raiment (of the gods)
koromo hosu cho is spread out belike,

Ama no Kaguyama ! on the slopes of Amonokagu !

1 Such appears to be the meaning of the text, here probably corrupt. The
original is otoko ona kirawazu yobiUudoyete ito knshikoku asobu, which the com-
mentary thus explains, otoko onna no kirai naku nigiwashiku yobitsudoyetaru
nari. Another reading is otoko wa ulcekirawazu yo hi hodoyete, etc.

2 MTiich was contrary to good manners, and so a proof of the intensity of their
love.
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maiden; but those of low degree after a time bethought tjiem

’fcwere vain to pace up and down thus bootlessly, and they

departed and came no more. But there tarried five suitors,

true lovers, and worthier of the name belike, in whose hearts,

love died not down, and night and day they still haunted the

spot. And these noble lovers were the Prince Ishizukuri 1

and the Prince Kuramochi, the Sadaijin Dainagon Abe no

Miushi and the Chiunagon Otorno no Miyuki, and Morotada,

the Lord of Iso.

When a woman is somewhat fairer than the crowd of

women, how greatly do men long to gaze upon her beauty

!

How much more filled with desire to behold the rare loveli-

ness of the Lady Kaguya were these lords, who would touch

no food, nor could wean their thoughts from her, and con-

tinued to pace up and down without the fence, albeit their

pain was thus in no wise eased. They indited supplications,

but no answer was vouchsafed
;
they offered stanzas of com-

plaint, but these too were disregarded
;
yet their love lessened

no whit, and they affronted the ice and snow of winter and

the thunderous heats of mid-summer 2 with equal fortitude.

So passed the days, and upon a certain day these lords

summoned the Hewer and prayed him to bestow his daughter

upon one of them, bowing before him and rubbing their

palms together suppliantwise. But he said: “No child of

mine by blood is the maiden, nor can she be constrained

to follow my will.” And the days and the months went by,

and the lords returned to their mansions, but their thoughts

still dwelt upon the Maiden, and many a piteous prayer they

made, and many a supplication they indited, nor cared they

to cease their wooing, for surely, they said to themselves,

the Maiden might not remain unmated for ever. And they

1 These names, at least sueh as require it, will be explained below.
2 Minazuki, i.e. Kami-nashi-tsuki, part of July and August under the old

calendar. The name signifies “ godless month,” because during it all the gods

were believed to be absent from the world holding council in the bed of the Stream of

Heaven (the Milky Way), to determine the fortunes of men during the ensuing

year. This legend is of Chinese origin, ns indeed arc most Japanese legends in a

greater or less degree, and embodies, perhaps, some memory of the time when the

ancestors of the Chinese dwelt about the sources of the Yellow River, which was

supposed to be the continuation on earth of the Streum of Heaven.
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continued their suit, and so plainly did they manifest the

strength of their passion that the Ancient was constrained

to say to the Maiden, “ By the grace of Buddha, 1 through

the cycle of changes hast thou come to us, daughter, ^nd

from babe to maid have we cherished thee, and I pray thee

hearken to the words of an old man who loveth thee passing

well.”

And the Maiden answered :

“ What might my father say that his daughter would not

give dutiful ear to ? I know not if 1 came to thee through

the cycle of changes, but this I know, that thou art my dear

father.”

Then the Ancient replied :

“ Bight happy do thy words make me, daughter; but con-

sider, I am an old man whose years outnumber seventy,

to-day I may pass away or to-morrow, and ’tis the way
of the world that the youth cleave to the maid, and the maid

to the youth, for thus the world increaseth, nor otherwise are

things ordered.”

But Kaguya said :

“ Oh father, what mean these words you utter
;
must it

then be as you say ?
”

“Ay,” replied the Ancient, “though strangely hast thou

come to us through the cycle of changes, yet hast thou the

nature of a woman, while such are thy father’s years that he

may not long tarry in the world to protect thee. These lords

have sought thee to wife for months and years, listen, prithee,

to their supplication, and let them have speech with thee,

each in due turn.”

Kaguya answered :

“Not so fair am I that I may be certain of a man’s faith,

and were I to mate with one whose heart proved fickle,

what a miserable fate were mine ! Noble lords, with-

out doubt, are these of whom thou speakest, but I would

not wed a man whose heart should be all untried and

unknown.”

1 Or “my child, my Buddha,” i.e.
“ my darling.”
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And the Ancient said :

“ Thou speakest my very thoughts, daughter. But,

prithee, what manner of man hast thou a mind to mate

with ? Assuredly these lords are of noble nature and

nurture.”

Then she answered :

“ Nay, ’tis but that that I would know what the quality

of these noble gentlemen’s constancy may he. So like are

the hearts of men that one may by no means easily part the

better from the worse
;
go, I pray you, to these lords, and say

to them, your daughter will follow him who shall prove him-

self the worthiest to mate with.”

And the Ancient, nodding assent to her words, said :

“
’Tis well.”

Now the night fell, and the suitors assembled and sere-

naded the Maiden with flute-music and with singing, with

chanting to accompaniments and piping, and with cadenced

tap and clap of fan, in the midst whereof came forth the

Ancient, and thus spake them :

“ Months and years have myr lords tarried by this poor

hut, and their servant presents his respectful homage and

ventures to offer his humble gratitude for their high favour.

But many are his years, and he knows not whether he may
pass away to-day or to-morrow. After this wise hath he

spoken to the Maiden and prayed her to choose one among

your lordships for a husband; but she would fain learn which

of you be the worthiest, and him alone will she wred. Fair

seemed her speech to your servant, perchance your lordships,

too, will not disdain her words.” And they nodded assent,

saying :
“ It is well.” Whereupon the Ancient went within

and spoke with the damsel, and thus she expressed her

will

:

‘‘In Tenjiku 1 is a beggar’s bowl of stone, which, of old,

the Buddha himself bore, in quest w'hercof let Prince Islii-

zukuri depart and bring me the same. And on the mountain

1 Tho Japanese form of the Chinese Buddhist name for Northern India, said to

he a corruption of “ Shiutuh,” or the Chinese form of the name now known
as Scinde.
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Herat, that towers over the Eastern ocean, grows a tree with

roots of silver and trunk of gold and fruitage of pure white

jade, and I bid Prince Kuramochi fare thither and break off

and bring me a branch thereof. Again in the land of Moro-

koshi men fashion fur-robes of the pelt of the Flame-proof

Rat, and I pray the Dainagon to find me one such. Then of

the Chiunagon I require the rainbow-hued jewel that hides

its sparkle deep in the dragou’s head
;
and from the hands of

the Lord of Iso would I fain receive the cowry-shell that the

swallow brings hither over the broad sea-plain.”

But the Ancient said :

“ Terrible tasks these be—the things thou requirest,

daughter, are not to be found within the four seas
;
how

may one bid these noble lords depart upon like quests ?
”

“Nay,” quoth the damsel, “these be no tasks beyond stout

men’s strength.”

Thereupon the Ancient saw that there was nothing for it

but to obey, and he went out from her, and told the suitors

all that had passed, saying :

“ Thus hath it been willed, and these are the tasks that

must be accomplished that your worth may be known.”

But the princes and the lords murmured among them-

selves, and said :

“’Tis, forsooth, that the Lady holds in disdain our courteous

suit.” So they turned and with heavy hearts fared each to

his own home.

The Sacred Begging-Bowl of the Buddha.

(Hotoke no mi ishi no hachi.)

Now the days to come seemed void of pleasure to Prince

Ishizukuri 1 if never he might gaze upon the Lady’s beauty,

and he fell to turning over in his mind whether lie might not

light upon the Holy Buddha’s bowl if he went up and down the

1 Ishizukuri no tniko. Jliko is noble (mi) child (ko), originally a prince of the

blood roval. Ishizukuri (tsukuri) may mean ‘ stone-built,’ or, in a bad sense,

‘ stone-counterfeit.’ Sei-yo zukuri is still a common expression for ‘ westem-
fashioned.’
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land of Tenjiku in search thereof. But the Prince cared not

to set out lightly on such a journey, and after much ponder-

ing over the matter he bethought himself it were after all a

vain quest to fare tens of thousands of leagues on the chance

of finding, in all the broad land of Tenjiku, a certain

beggar’s dish. Therefore, he let it he made known to the

Lady that he had that very day undertaken the Quest ;
but

towards Tenjiku he fared not a league, but hid him in

Yamato, and abode there three years, at the end whereof, in

a hill-monastery in Tochi, he found upon an altar of Binzuru 1

a bowl blackened by age and begrimed with smoke, which

he took and wrapped in a web of brocade. He then attached

the gift to an artificial Bloom-branch, 2 and sought again the

dwelling of the Lady Kaguya, and caused the gift to be

carried in to her. And as she looked upon the Bowl she

marvelled greatly, and in it lay a scroll, which she opened,

and a stanza was writ thereon :

Umi yama no

michi no kokoro wTo

tsukushi-hate :

ishi no hachi no

namida nagare wa !
3

Over seas, over hills

hath thy servant fared, and weary

and wayworn he perisheth :

0 what tears hath cost this bowl of

stone,

what floods of streaming tears !

Then the Lady looked again to see if the Bowl shone with

light,4 but not so much as a firefly’s twinkle could she

discover, and she caused the bowl to be returned to the

Prince, and with it was bestowed a scroll whereon was writ

a verse

:

1 Pindola, the Succourer in Sickness, one of the sixteen Rakan. In the liutsti-

zo-zui this Arhat (Rakan) is the first enumerated, and is called Ilatsura tasha.

He is represented as an old man seated by the edge <>f a precipice overlooking the

sea, and holding in his right hand a feather-brush (P) to keep off flies, in his left

a scroll (or tablet ?) of the law.
* It was a pretty custom in Old Japan to accompany a gift with a branch of

peach or plum or wild cherry in full bloom.
3 The last two lines, by a word-play, may be read ishi no tea chi no namida

nagare tea '! which would mean ‘ of a truth this stone hath been the bed of a

stream of tears of blood.’ In winter, when the rivers in Japan are at their driest,

the stony central portion of the broad river-bed is laid bare, along which flows

the diminished stream.
4 The intrinsic splendour of a true relic of the Buddha is meant.
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Oku tsuyu no

hikari wo da ni mo
yadosumashi

:

Ogura yama nite

nani motomekemu?

Of the hanging dewdrop

not even the passing sheen

dwells herein :

On the Hill of Darkness, the Ilill

of Ogura ,

1

what couldest tliou hope to find ?

Thereupon the Prince cast away the Bowl and made answer

thuswise

:

Shirayama 2 ni

ayeba hikari no

usuru ka to

:

hachi wo sutete mo

tanomaruru kana !

Nay, on the Hill of Brightness

what splendour

will not pale ?

would that away from the light

of thy beauty

the sheen of yonder Bowl might

prove me true

!

But no answer would the Lady make, nor give ear to any

supplication, and the Prince, wearied with bootless com-

plainings, after awhile turned him sadly away and departed.

And still men say of a crestfallen fellow, “hachi (haji) wo

suteru.” 3

1 Situate in the district in which the Bowl had been found. In gura
{kura with nigori

)
is involved the sense of darkness

(
kurashi), though the

character used iu writing the name means “granary/’
the Manyoshu :

—
Yuu sareba,

Ogura no yama ni

naku shika no
koyoi wa nakazu,
ine ni kerashi

!

And again :

—

Ohoigawa
ukayeru fune no

kagari-bi ni

Ogura no yama wa
na nomi narikeri

!

So in a tanka (ode) of

As the shades of evening fall

on the Hill of Ogura,

the calling deer

cease this night their cry,

and in slumber is wrapped the world.

On the waters of the Ohoi
float the fisher-barks

;

was it in the glare of their decoy-fires,

0 Hill of Ogura,
thou gainedst thy name ?

2 Shirayama is said to be opposite in situation as in the meaning involved

in its name (originally, no doubt, Shiroyama or Castle Hill, but corrupted into

Shirayama or White Hill), to Ogurayama. The intrinsic brilliance of the Bowl was
lost in that of the Lady's beauty, if it were cast aside out of her presence its sheen
would become visible.

3 Hachi, bowl, by nigori becomes haji, shame
;
hence the word-play, conveying

a sense of the shame which attends the defeat of a tricky and dishonest scheme.
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The Jewel-B earing Branch of Mount Horai.

(HoRAI NO TAMA NO YEDA.)

Of a wily turn was Prince Kuramoclii, and he gave out to

the world that he was about to take the baths in the land of

Tsukushi, but to the Lady Kaguya he let it be declared that

he was setting out upon the Quest after the Jewel-laden

Branch. So he fared towards Naniwa with some of his

squires, but not many, for he alleged him fain to travel

without state, and took with him but a few of those who
were in closest attendance upon their lord, and even these,

after they had watched him with their eyes as he took boat,

went back to Miako. Thus the Prince made folk think he

had departed faring towards Tsukushi or towards Horai, but

he tarried three days at Naniwa, and then turned him again

capitalwards, being sculled up-stream. Beforehand all need-

ful commands had been given, and six men of the Uchimaro

family, the most noted craftsmen of the time, had been

sought out and lodged in a dwelling aloof from the world-

ways and surrounded with a triple fence, and there the

Prince too retreated. Then he furnished the chief of the

craftsmen with resources drawn from sixteen of his farms
,

1

the produce of which he allotted to that purpose, and caused

furnaces to be erected and a jewel-laden branch to be

fashioned differing no whit from that which the Lady

Kaguya had bidden him go in quest of. Thus cunningly

the Prince laid his scheme, and taking the branch with him

set off secretly, and embarking in a boat journeyed down to

Naniwa, whence he let it be made known to his squires that

he had returned, and assuming the guise of one terribly

worn and spent with travel, awaited their coming. And his

squires and retainers came accordingly to meet him, where-

1 This seems to be the general sense of an obscure and probably corrupt

passage—shirasetamattaru kagiri jiuroku so wo (o f) Kami ni kudo wo akete, etc.

I have followed the hints given in the commentary of Oliide. Perhaps the passage

ought to read,jiuroku sho (so) no Kami no K ura, etc. Another commentator suggests

that So o Kami is the county of Sdkami, and retains Kudo, furnace, the reference

then being to sixteen furnaces or pottery ovens in Sokami. But this interpreta-

tion seems far-fetched. Possibly a sort of pun is intended on the Prince's name,

Kuramochi, which really meaning
(
Kuruma-mochi), “ guardian or keeper of the

Mikado’s carriages,” may also be read as signifying “superintendent of the

Royal treasuries or granaries.”
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1

upon the Prince caused the Branch to be placed in a coffer

which was covered with brocade, and a clamour arose as he

went through the city. “Wonderful! the Prince Kuramochi

comes up to the capital, bearing with him the Udonge 1 in

bloom.” But the Lady Kaguya, when these tidings reached

her, said to herself, “This Prince hath surely gotten the

better of me,” and her heart broke within her. While thus

matters stood was heard a knocking at the entrance, and

presently it was announced that the Prince had presented

himself and begged to be permitted to speak with the Lady,

although still wearing his travelling-garb, for he had perilled

his life in the quest after the Jewel-laden Branch, and had

won it, and now desired to lay it at her feet. The Ancient

received the message, and took the Branch and carried it

within, and attached to it was a scroll whereon was written

a stanza :

Itazura ni, Though it were at the peril

mi wa nashitsu tomo, of my very life,

tama no ye wo without the Jewel-laden Branch

taorade, saye wa in my hands never again

kayerazaramashi ! would I have dared to return !

But the Lady looked on the Branch and was sad, and the

Ancient came to her hastily, saying, “ ’Tis the very branch,

daughter, thou desiredst the Prince to bring thee from Mount
Horai, and he has accomplished the Quest thou badest him

undertake without failing in any particular, nor mayst thou

delay his guerdon
;
without tarrying to change his raiment,

and before seeking his own mansion, has he hasted hither,

nor longer canst thou refuse his suit.”

But the maiden answered nothing, resting her chin mourn-

fully on her palm, while the tears streamed in floods over

her cheeks. Meanwhile the Prince, thinking that now he

need dread no denial, remained waiting in the porch-way,

and the Ancient resuming, said :
“ The like of this Jewel-

laden Branch is not to be found within the four seas, thou

1 The Buddhist Udumbara
;
the fig-tree ( Ficus glomerata), believed to flower

once only in three thousand years, hence the expression is used in respect of any-
thing very rare and marvellous.
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canst not refuse the promised guerdon, nor is the Prince un-

comely of person.”

But the Lady answered :
“ Hard it is thus still to oppose

my father’s will, but this thing is deemed unattainable

whereof I laid the quest upon the Prince, yet how easily

hath he won it; a bitter grief it is to thy daughter.” Then

the Ancient fell to busying himself with putting the chamber

in order, and after awhile went out and accosted the Prince

again, saying : “Your servant would fain know what manner

of place it may be where grows this tree—how wonderful a

thing it is, and lovely and pleasant to see!” And the Prince

answered :
“ The year before yesteryear, on the tenth of the

second month
(
Kisaragi), we took boat at Naniwa and sculled

out into the ocean, not knowing what track to follow; but I

thought to myself, what would be the profit of continuing

life if I might not attain the desire of my heart
;
so pressed

we onwards, blown where the wind listed. If we perished

even what mattered it, while we lived we would make what

way we could over the sea-plain, and perchance thus might

we somehow reach the mountain men do call H5rai. So re-

solved we sculled further and further over the heaving

waters, until far behind us lay the shores of our own land.

And as we wandered thus, now deep in the trough of the sea

we saw its very bottom, now blown by the gale we came to

strange lands, where creatures like demons fell upon us

and were like to have slain us Now, knowing neither

whence we had come nor whither we tended, we were almost

swallowed up by the sea
;

now, failing of food we were

driven to live upon roots
;
now, again, indescribably terrible

beings came forth and would have devoured us
;
or we had

to sustain our bodies by eatiug of the spoil of the sea.

Beneath strange skies were we, and no human creature was

there to give us succour; to many diseases fell we prey as we

drifted along knowing not whitherwards, and so tossed we

over the sea-plain, letting our boat follow the wind for five

hundred days. Then, about the hour of the dragon, four

hours ere noon, saw we a high hill looming faintly over the

watery wuste. Long we gazed at it, aud marvelled at the
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majesty of the mountain rising out of the sea. Lofty it was

and fair of form, and doubting not it was the mountain

we were seeking, our hearts were filled with awe. AN e plied

the oar, and coasted it for two days or three, and then we

saw a woman, arrayed like an angel, come forth out of the

hills, bearing a silver vessel which she filled with water.

So we landed and accosted her, saying :
‘ How call men this

mountain?’ and she said,
‘ ’Tis Mount Horai,’ whereat our

hearts were filled with joy. ‘And you, who tell us this, who

then are you,’ we inquired. 1 My name is Hokanruri,’ she

answered, and thereupon suddenly withdrew among the hills.

On scanning the mountain, we saw no man could climb its

slopes, so steep were they, and we wandered about the foot

thereof, where grew trees bearing blooms the world cannot show

the like of. There we found a stream flowing down from the

mountain, the waters whereof were rainbow-hued, yellow as

gold, wdiite as silver, blue as precious ruri
;

1 and the stream

was spanned by bridges built up of divers gems, and by it

grew trees laden with dazzling jewels, and from one of these

I broke off the branch which I venture now to offer to the

Lady Kaguya. An evil deed, I fear me, but how could

I do otherwise than accomplish the object of my Quest?

Delightful beyond all words is yonder mountain, in all the

world there exists not its like. After I had plucked off the

branch, my heart brake within me, and I hasted on board,

and we sped hitherwards with a fair wind behind us, and

after some four hundred days came to Naniwa, whence

I departed without tarrying, so great was my desire to lay

the Branch at the feet of the Lady, nor did I even change my
raiment, soddened with the brine of ocean.”

Moved by the piteous tale the Ancient composed a stanza :

Kuretake no

yoyo no take toru

noj'ama ni mo :

saya wa wabishiki

fushi wo nomi miji

Amid the gloomy bamboo-groves

long long have I hewed bamboos,

even upon the wild hill-sides

;

but thus sad an internode

(thus sad a fortune) never have

I beheld.

1 See below.
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The Prince read the verse and said :

“ For these many
days have I endured misery, now methinks shall I know
peace,” and indited a stanza in reply :

Waga tamoto

kiyo kawakereba,

wabishiki no

chigusa 1 no kazu mo
wasurarenubeshi !

The sleeve of my garment

but this day hath become dry,

and of miseries

the countless kinds I have endured

no longer will be remembered

by me.

At this juncture came six men within the fence, one after

the other, and one of them carried a cleft bamboo, bearing a

scroll in the cleft, and said :
“ The chief of the craftsmen,

Ayabe no Uchimaro, humbly represents that he and his

fellows for the space of a thousand days broke their hearts

and spent their strength in fashioning the Jewel-laden

Branch. Yet, though long and heavy their labours, they

have received no wage for their toil, and he humbly prays

that they may be accorded due payment that they may have

wherewithal to buy food for their wives and little ones.”

Then he lifted up the bamboo with the scroll in its cleft.

The Ancient, with his head on one side, marvelled as he

heard the words of the caaftsman, but the Prince was beside

himself with dismay, and felt his liver perish within him.

And the Lady Kaguya, hearing of the matter, commanded

that the scroll should be brought to her, whereupon it was

taken within and unrolled and thus was it writ thereon :

“ Lately His Highness shut himself up with us mean crafts-

men, and caused a jewel-laden branch of the rarest beauty

to be fashioned, and promised me by way of guerdon the

mastership of the craft. And after pondering over the

matter, coming to know that the Branch was to be bestowed

upon the Lady Kaguya, who was about to become a Lady of

the Palace, I deemed it well to seek aid at the Lady’s

dwelling that my guerdon might be given me and the wages

due be paid to us.”

1 C/iiffiisa, thousand herbs—an expression signifying n thousand kinds, or the

innumerable, that is, all kinds and varieties of wretchedness.
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As the Lady Kaguya read these words, her face, which

had been clouded with grief, turned radiant with joy, and

she summoned the Ancient and smilingly said to him :
“ Ha!

a veritable Branch from Horai this ; by my faith, let his false

and trickful Highness be dismissed at once and take his

Jewel-laden Branch with him !

”

The Ancient nodded assent, saying: “As the Branch is

clearly a counterfeit, there need be no hesitation about

returning it.”

And with the Branch the Lady Kaguya, her heart now

free of gloom, sent this stanza :

Makoto ka to

kikite mitsureba,

koto no ha wo

kazareru tama no

yeda ni zo arikeru !

Was it the true branch of Ildrai

I asked as I gazed on thy gift

:

mere leaves of sound (words)

were the jewels that adorned it,

the Branch of Bloom thou

broughtest me.

So was the False Branch returned to the Prince. The

Ancient remembered the lying tale wherewith he had been

beguiled, and regarded His Highness with anger, who mean-

while stood still a space, not knowing whether to go or stay.

But as the sun sank deeper in the west, he bethought him

again, and slunk off. Xow the Ladv Kaguya summoned the

craftsmen who had caused this pother, and praised them, giving

them ample largesse, whereat they rejoiced greatly, saying,

thus they knew things would be, and departed. But on

their way homewards they were set upon and punished by

order of the Prince, blood was shed, and all their treasure

was taken from them, and thus despoiled they fled and

vanished. But His Highness felt he was put to unexampled

shame, and his discomfiture threw a shadow over the

remainder of his days. “ Xot only,” he complained, “have

I lost my mistress, but my name has become a reproach

throughout the land.” Thereupon he fled to the deepest

recesses of the hills, and dwelt there all the rest of his days.

Times and again the chiefs and retainers of his household

sought to discover their lord's retreat, but could not, and he
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was as it were dead. And it was out of this history of His

Highness Prince Kuramochi that arose the expression “tama-

zakaru.” 1

The Flame-proof Fur-Robe.

(Hi -NEZUMI NO KaWAGOROMO.)

The Sadaijin 2 Abe no Miushi 3 was a lord of wealth and

substance, and mighty withal. In the year whereof we
speak, came to our country a merchant of Morokoshi

,

4 by

name Wokei
,

5 on board a ship of that land, to whom was

indited a letter requiring him to buy for the Sadaijin a

fur-robe, which was said to exist, made of the pelt of the

Flame-proof Rat
,

6 and Ono no Fusamori, one of the trustiest

of his lord’s squires, was despatched in charge of the missive.

So Fusamori took the letter and went down to the coast
,

7 and

delivered it to Wokei, to whom he likewise gave gold.

Wokei unrolled the scroll and read it, and made answer thus:

“The Flame-proof Fur-Robe is not to be obtained in my
country

;
men have talked of such a robe, but it has not been

seen. If it exists anywhere, it is a thing that should assuredly

be brought to this land, but ’tis very hard to get by way of

trade. Nevertheless, if by any hap such a robe has been

carried to India, the great merchants may be able to obtain

it, and should they fail, the gold now bestowed upon me
shall be returned to him who brought it, to hand back to the

Lord Sadaijin.”

Upon the ship’s return from the land of Morokoshi,

' An expression which may by taken to mean either, “ blooming' with jewels,”

or “ preciously blooming,” or again, tamaahii-zakaru, “to have one’s wits gone

a wool-gathering.”
2 Sadaijin, Left Great Minister, next in rank to the Daijodaijin or Premier.
3 In some texts Abe no Mimuraii. Mi-muraji is Great Chieftain, see Mr.

Chamberlain’s translation of the Kojiki.

4 An invented name. The characters arc J Jjj)p.

6 A common designation of China, even up to recent times. Its derivation is

uncertain.
11 Si-nezumi. Nezumi (root-gnawer or perhaps rice (ine) gnawer) is a generic

name for Rodents. In the legend is doubtless involved an allusion to the asbestos,

cloth mentioned in Colonel Yule’s admirable work on Marco Polo, ns a product

of the country lying north of China proper.
7 Probably to llakata in Chikuzen, a favourite resort of Chinese traders in

early times.
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the Sadaijin, having tidings that. Fusaraori was on board and

was making ready to come up to the capital, despatched

a swift horse to meet him, so that he journeyed from

Tsukushi to Miako in the short space of seven days .

1 Then a

letter was delivered to the Sadaijin, who unrolled it and read

these words: “The Flame-proof Fur-robe have I finally

won, after great toil and the despatch of many men in quest

thereof, for difficult it is to find now, as it was of old. Long

ago a venerable priest from India brought such a robe into

our land, and I heard that it was preserved in a certain

temple lving among the remote western hills. I besought

the aid of the ruler of the district, which was accorded me,

and was allowed to purchase the robe, but the money was not

sufficient, and fifty riyos 2 of my own monies were added,

which doubtless will be repaid to me ere the ship depart, or

the Robe will be returned as pledge for the same.” “Xay,”

cried the Sadaijin, “ what is this talk about the gold
;

let the

merchant have his gold without delay
;

welcome to me
beyond words is the fruit of his quest.” And turning his

face towards the land of Morokoshi, he bowed him thrice,

clasping his hands thankfully. Then, looking at the casket

wherein the Fur-Robe was laid folded, he saw that it was

beautifully adorned with inlaid work of various kinds of

precious ruri
,

3 and the Robe itself was of a glaucous 4 colour,

the hairs tipped with shining gold, a treasure indeed of

incomparable loveliness, more to be admired for its pure

excellence than even for its virtue in resisting the flame

of fire.
“ ’Tis the \ery Robe, how pleased, methinks, the

Lady Kaguya will be,” cried the Sadaijin, and laid the Robe

1 The distance is described as more than 900 ri (the Chinese li are meant)
hy the land route.

2 l.iang or taels, greatly exceeding in purchasing value, but to an extent not
now definitely ascertainable, the tael or riyo of the present day.

3 In the Commentary ruri is said to be a kind of precious stone that stands the

fire, ten kinds of which are found within the famous ^ ^ Ta Ts'in

country, supposed hy some to he the Roman Empire, by others the countries

lying west of China. Possibly varieties of turquoise or lapis lazuli are covered
by the name. It has also been identified with the emerald and Dr. 'Williams

says it is the Sanskrit Yaidurya
,
which appears to be a sort of lapis lazuli.

*
§j!|'. Probably a brilliant (lit. golden) shade of blue is meant. The

Commentary explains the tint as superior to that of the sky ^
VOL. xix.—[new series.] 2
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carefully in the casket which he attached to a Branch of

Bloom
;
and putting on his fairest apparel

,

1 and feeling

assured that the gift would win him his wooing, added a

scroll, whereon was writ a stanza, and carried the gift to the

Lady’s abode.

Kagiri naki

omoi ni yakenu

kawagoromo

:

tamoto kawakite

kiyo koso wa mime !

Endless are the fires of love

that consume me, yet unconsumed

is the Robe of Fur :

dry at last are my sleeves,

for shall I not see her face this day

!

Thus cheering himself, the Sadaijin reached the entrance

of the Lady’s dwelling, and the Ancient came out and took

the casket and bore it within to the Lady Kaguya. And she

gazed awhile upon the Robe and said :

“ A fair robe of fur it seems to be, but till it be proved,

how can we know if it be not false.”

But the Ancient answered :

“ However that may be, deign to invite the Sadaijin to

enter ;
the like of yonder Robe the world doth not appear

to hold
;
be not so distrustful, daughter, nor drive men to

despair.”

Then he went out and invited the Sadaijin to enter. And
now the Lady, though her heart was heavy, felt she must

receive him, for greatly as the Ancient had grieved over her

continued maidenhood, seeking ever to find her a worthy

mate, yet never had he sought to constrain her, seeing how

deeply she dreaded to give herself to any man.

But she said to the Ancient: “If this Robe be thrown

amid the flames and be not burnt up, I shall know it is in

very truth the Flame proof Robe, and may no longer refuse

this lord’s suit. As it has not its fellow in the world, and ’tis

averred to be, without doubt, the famous Robe that resists

flame, the proof may well be dared.”

And the Ancient agreed, and told the Sadaijin it must be

so, whereupon he answered :
“ What doubt cun there be

—

1 More literally, taking the greatest pains with his personal appearance, as if

he was going to a Court Levee—on mi no keso [keshoj ilo itaku shite.
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even in the land of Morokoshi the Robe was not to be got,

and could only be found after long and toilsome search ;

nevertheless, as the Lady will have it so, let the Robe be cast

among the flames.”

And a fire was kindled, and the Robe was flung therein

and in a flash of flame perished utterly. So was it shown

that it was not, in truth, made of the famous Flame-proof

Fur. When the Sadaijin saw this, his face grew green as

grass, and he stood there astonished. But the Lady Kaguva

rejoiced exceedingly, and caused the casket to be returned

with a scroll in it whereon was writ a verse :
—

Nagori naku mo
moyu to shiriseba,

kawagoromo

omoi no hoka ni

okite mimashi wo

!

Without a vestige even left

thus to burn utterly away,

had I dreamt it of this Robe of Fur,

Alas the pretty thing ! far otherwise

would I have dealt with it .

1

But the Sadaijin withdrew discomfited and shut himself

up in his mansion. And men, hearing that Abe had ac-

complished his Quest and was abiding with the Lady

Kaguva, inquired at the Lady’s dwelling if that were so,

and were told the fate of the Robe of Fur and that he

abode not with the Lady, and hearing this they exclaimed

“An ahenashi,- piece of work in truth, this fruitless job
”

The Jewel in the Dragon’s Head.

(TaTSU NO KUBI NO TAMA.)

The Dainagon 3 Utomo no Miyuki
,

4

being in his mansion,

assembled his household and deigned to say :
“ In the head

of the Dragon lies a jewel, rainbow-hued, and on him who

1 There is a word-play here on the » (hi) of omof, hi meaning 1
flame.’

3 Ahennshi (nyenashx), with tttgori, abrnashi. Aytnashi or

is a locution used of a bootless undertaking, something feeble, awkward and un-
successful.

5 I)a\nagrn. Great Councillor, next in rank to the Udaijin, or Right Great
Minister, who followed the Sadaijin.

* Otorno seems to mean many multitudes or companies of men. Miruki—the
personal name—is homophonous with the word signifying a Royal Progress or
Promenade.
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shall win it me shall nought remain unbestowed he may
desire.” His men listened to their lord’s words, and one

said humbly :
“ The high behests of our lord his servants

hear with trembling awe
;
but how shall a mortal man light

upon such a jewel, or draw it forth from the head of a

Dragon !
” Whereto the Dainagon answered :

“ If ye call

yourselves the servants of your lord, even at the peril of your

lives are ye bound to do his bidding. The jewel whereof

I speak is not to be found in our land
,

1 nor yet in the land

of Tenjiku, nor in that of Morokoshi
;

the Dragon is

a monster that creeps up the hill-slopes from the sea

and rushes down them into the ocean 2—but of what can

ye be thinking in shirking this Quest?” And they said :

“ As our lord wills, so must it be, and albeit the task were a

perilous one, we will not shirk it.” Whereupon the Dainagon

regarded them with a smile, and cried,
“ Ye would not

surely put shame on your lord’s name nor refuse to do his

bidding.”

Then he dismissed them upon the Quest after the Dragon’s

head gem, and that they might not want for food and

support on their way, endless store of silk and cotton and

coin and other things needful were bestowed upon them.

And the Dainagon promised that he would live in seclusion,

awaiting their return, and bade them not cast their looks

homewards until they had won the jewel. So they hearkened

humbly each of them and departed.

They were bidden to take the jewel from the Dragon’s

head, but where to turn their steps they could not tell, and

they fell to reproaching their lord for being thus bewitched

by a fair face. Then they divided amongst them what had

been bestowed upon them, and some withdrew to their

houses, there to lie hid, while others went whither they

1 That is, in none of the Sanlcolcu (three countries, Japan, India, and Chinn),

of which, iu imitation of the Chinese Sankwoh, the civilized world was supposed

to consist.
2 In some provinces, says the Commentary, the rivers, roaring down the

narrow valleys to the sea during the heavy rains, are supposed to be changed into

this particular form of Dragon, which 1ms been seen to lift itself from the sea-

surface towards a descending cloud—an interpretation doubtless of the phenomena

attending the formation of a waterspout.
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listed. ’Twas very well to be loyal to parent and prince, as

the maxim runs, they muttered, hut a behest so burdensome

as this could not be obeyed, and bitterly they reproached

their lord for having laid upon them such a task.

Meanwhile the Dainagon deeming his mansion common

and mean, and unfit to receive the Lady Kaguya, caused

it to be adorned throughout and made beautiful with curious

lacquer-work in gold and silver, as well as with plain bright

lacquer, and over the roof he ordered silken cloths of divers

colours to be drawn, and every chamber to be hung with fine

brocade, and the panels of the sliding partitions to be en-

riched with cunningly-wrought pictures, and the splendour

of the mansion passed all description. And feeling sure that

ere long he should obtain possession of the Lady Kaguya, he

put away all the women of his household, and passed the

days and the nights in solitude, and through the days and

the nights awaited the return of his men; and so a year came

and went, but still he heard no tidings of them. At last,

weary of waiting, and sick at heart with the lack of news, he

took two of his squires with him, and thus meanly served

journeyed to Naniwa, and made inquiry there if any of his

folk had taken boat in quest of the Dragon, to slay the

monster and win the jewel that lay in his head
;

but the

shipmen laughed and answered :
“ 'Tis a strange thing thou

speakest of
;
on such a business be sure no boat has left this

haven.” Thereupon the Dainagon said to himself :
“ These

be but silly, feeble ship- folk, how should they know aught

of this matter ? Myself I will take my bow and despatch

this monster, and draw the jewel from his head, nor wait

longer for these kmo-ard fellows of mine.” So he took a

boat, and embarked in it, and fared over sea until the land

lay far behind him, and still he caused the boat to be sculled

on until his keel rode on the waters of distant Tsukushi.

Then without any foresign the wind rose and the air dark-

ened, and the craft was driven hither and thither, blown

about by the gale
;
now it seemed as though the boat must

founder in the trough of the sea, now great billows threat-

ened to topple over and overwhelm it, while the thunder-god
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thundered so appallingly that his monstrous drums seemed

to hang close overhead. So the Dainagon lost heart, and

cried aloud, saying : “ Never before have I been in such

perilous case, alas ! what help may be invoked ? ” And the

helmsman answered: “Long have I voyaged in these waters,

yet so terrible an ill fortune as this never hath befallen me

;

if we sink not to the bottom of the sea, the thunder will

strike us; if by good hap the favour of the gods save us from

these perils, the gale will drive the boat far amid (the

barbarian islands of) the southern ocean
;
woe worth the day

I took service with my lord of evil fate, where death, belike,

must be the wages !
” And as he spoke the shipman burst

into tears. But the Dainagon said :

“ He who fares over sea must needs trust himself to the

helmsman, who should be steadfast as a high hill. Why
speakest thou then thus despairfully ?” and as he uttered

these words a terrible sickness came upon him. Then the

helmsman answered: “Is your servant then a god that he

can render service now ? The howling of the wind and the

raging of the waves and the mighty roar of the thunder

are signs of the wrath of the god whom my lord offends,

who would slay the dragon of the deep, for through the

dragon is the storm raised, and well it were if my lord

offered a prayer.”

“ Thou sayest wisely,” answered the Dainagon, and he

fell to calling upon the god of seafolk, repenting him of his

frowardness and folly who had sought to slay the Dragon,

and vowing solemnly that never more would he strive to

harm so much as a hair of the great ruler of the deep. A
thousand times he repeated his prayer, neither standing nor

sitting (but bowing him humbly before the god without

ceasing). Then—was it not in answer to his prayer?—the

thunder died down and the gloom lifted, but still the wind

blew mightily. “
’Tis the Dragon’s handiwork,” said the

helmsman after a while, “a fair wind blows now, and drives

the boat swiftly towards our own land.” But the Dainagon

could not understand him. For three or four days the bark

sped before the wind till land came in sight, and they saw
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it was the strand of Akashi in Tlarima. Nevertheless the

Dainagon would not be persuaded they had not been blown

southwards on some savage shore, and lay motionless and

panting in the bottom of the boat, nor would be rise, when

the governor of the district, to whom his squires had sent

tidings of their lord’s misadventure, presented himself. But

under the pine trees that overshadowed the beach mats were

spread, whereupon the Dainagon saw it was on no savage

shore they had drifted, and he roused himself and got on land.

And when the governor saw him, he could not forbear smiling

at the wretched appearance of the discomfited lord, chilled to

the very bone, with swollen belly and eyes lustreless as sloes.

But the proper orders were given, and a litter got ready in

which the Dainagon was borne slowly to his mansion. Then

those of his followers whom he had sent upon the Quest

got wind somehow of their lord’s return, and presented

themselves humbly before him, saying :
“ AYe have failed

in our quest, and have lost all claim to an audience, but

now ’tis known how terribly hard was the task imposed,

and hither have we ventured to come, and we trust that a

gracious forbearance will be extended and that we shall not

be driven out of our lord’s following.”

The Dainagon went out to receive tbem and said :

“ Ye
have done well to return, even empty-handed. Yonder

Dragon, assuredly, has kinship with the Thunder-God, and

whoever shall lay hands on him to take the jewel that

gleams in his head shall find himself in parlous peril.

Myself am sore spent with toil and hardship, and no guerdon

bave I won. A thief of men’s souls, and a destroyer of their

bodies, is the Lady Kaguya, nor ever will I seek her abode

again, nor ever bend ye your steps thitherwards.”

Then the Dainagon took what was left of his substance,

and divided it among those whom he had bidden go in

quest of the Jewel. And when his women, whom he had

dismissed, heard of his misadventure, they laughed till their

sides were sore, while the silken cloths he had caused to

be drawn over the roof of his mansion were carried away,

thread by thread, by the crows to line their nests with.
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And when men asked whether the Dainagon Otomo had

won the Dragon- Jewel, they were answered :
“ Not so, but

his eyeballs are become two jewels very like a pair of sloes, 1

nor other jewels has he won.” “Ana! tayegata,” 2 was the

reply, and thus the expression first arose.

The Royal Hunt.

(Mi-kari no miyuki.)

Meanwhile the fame of the incomparable loveliness of the

Lady Kaguya had reached the Court, and the Mikado caused

one of the palace dames, Fusago by name, to be summoned,

and said to her :
“ Of many a man has the strange beauty of

this Kaguya been the ruin
;
go thou, therefore, and see what

manner of damsel the girl be.”

The Dame heard and departed, and came to the dwelling

of the Bamboo-Hewer, where she was courteously received by

the goodwife and invited to enter. “ ’Tis at the bidding

of His Majesty I have journeyed hither, who has heard that

the beauty of the Lady Kaguya passes all description, and

has commanded me to seek audience of her.”

So spoke she and the goodwife answered, “ Your servant

will humbly repeat your message,” and sought the inner

apartment, and prayed the maiden to receive the Palace Dame.

But she would not, for that she was no wise beautiful, she said.

Then the goodwife chided her for her churlish speech, and in-

quired how she dared treat thus rudely the King’s message.

But the Lady Kaguya still refused to receive the Dame, saying

that His Majesty showed little wisdom in despatching one

of his ladies upon such an errand. Nor might the Ancient

nor his goodwife constrain her, for though she filled the

place of a child born to them, ever she held herself aloof

from the ways of the world. So the goodwife sought again

the Palace Dame, and said, “ Pity ’tis, but of so tender years

1 Sumomo. Chinese opposed to the jijjj
,

the peach, symbol of beauty

and plumpness.
2 Tayegata (tahcgala) moans ‘insupportable’ but with nigori

(
tabrgata), un-

eatable. The Dainagon had got his eyeballs swollen like sloes, and these were

uneatable fruits, for his pains.
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is our daughter she may not venture to meet a Lady of the

Court.” But the Dame answered, not without some anger .

“ The Damsel may not be excused, for Ilis Majesty has

bidden me see her, and how can I return without fulfilling

the Royal behest? Will she set at nought the commands of

the Ruler of the Land, and so be guilty of an unexampled

folly?”

Still the Lady Kaguya willed not to give audience to the

Palace Dame, saying : “ I cannot yield obedience in this

matter, if need be, let me be put to death.”

And the Dame thereupon returned to the Palace, and

made report of what had occurred.

“Verily,” said His Majesty,” I can well believe ’tis a

woman who revels in the destruction of men.” So after

a pause, thinking over the matter, the Mikado concluded

that she must be constrained to yield due obedience, and

caused the Ancient to be summoned to the Palace, to whom
was conveyed this command. “ A daughter thou hast,

Kaguya by name, whom we bid thee bring to us. Fair of

face and form we have heard she is, and we sent one of our

Ladies to see her, but she would not be seen. How comes

it our will is thus disdainfully received in thy house ?
”

To which the Ancient answered humbly :
“ It is true the

child willed not to become a Lady of the Palace, and caused

your servant sore grief, but he will hasten back to his dwell-

ing and lay your Majesty’s gracious commands upon her.”

To which was deigned the reply :
“ How ! has not the

Ancient reared the child, and may she oppose his will ? Let

the Maiden be brought hither, and a hat of nobility, per-

chance, shall be her father’s reward.”

The Ancient rejoiced greatly at hearing this, and returned

to his dwelling, and conveyed the Royal command to the

Lady Kaguya, bidding her no longer refuse obedience. But
she said : “Never will I serve His Majesty as ’tis desired;

and if constraint be used towards your daughter, she will

pine away and die, and the price of my father’s hat of

nobility will be the destruction of his child.”

“Nay, die thou shalt not,” cried the Ancient
;
“ what were
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a hat of nobility to me if never again I beheld thee ? Yet,

daughter, I pray thee, tell thy father why thou refusest to

become a Lady of the Palace and why shouldest thou die if

thou shouldest serve his Majesty ?”

“ Empty words seem thy daughter’s,” answered the

Damsel, “ but true will they prove if she be constrained to

do this thing. Many a suitor has wooed her, lords of no

mean estate, who nevertheless have been dismissed, and

should she listen to his Majesty, her name would become a

reproach among men.”

Then the Ancient answered :
“ Little care I for matters of

state, but thy days must know no peril, nor shalt thou be in

any wise constrained, and I will hasten to the palace and

humbly represent to His Majesty that thou mayest not become

an inmate thereof.

Thereupon he went up to the Capital, and represented that

the Lady Kaguya, after hearing the Royal Command, never-

theless willed not to become a Lady of the Palace, and might

not be constrained without peril of her life
;
and further,

that she was not the born child of Miyakko Maro, but had

been found by him one day when hewing bamboos on the

hill-side, and that she was in ways and moods of other

fashion than the fashion of this world. Upon this being

reported to his Majesty, he said :
“ Dwells not this Miyakko

Maro among the hills hard by our capital ? Let a Royal

Hunt be ordered, and, perchance, thus we may gain a glimpse

of the Maiden.”

The Ancient, when the Royal pleasure was made known

to him, said :
“

’Tis an excellent device
;

thus may his

Majesty, without difficult)7
,
on the Hunt being unexpectedly

ordered, gain a glimpse of the Lady Kaguya ere a thought

of it enters her heart.”

So a day was appointed, and the Royal Hunt ordered, and

the Mikado watched for an opportunity and entered the

Bamboo-Hewer’s dwelling. And as the threshold was

crossed, it was seen that the house was filled with light, and

midmost the glory stood a Being. “ Ha ! ’tis the Lady,”

cried the Mikado, and drew nigh, but she made to fly, and a
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roval hand was laid upon her sleeve, and she covered her

face, but not with such swiftness that a glimpse of it was not

caught, and the loveliness of it was seen to be incomparable.

And His Majesty would fain have led her forth, but she stood

there and spoke these words :
“ No liege of your Majesty is

his servant, and she may not therefore be thus led away.”

But it was answered that she must not resist the Royal W ill,

and a palace litter approached, whereupon of a sudden the

Lady dissolved in thin air and vanished. The monarch stood

dumb with astonishment, and understood that the Lady was

of no mortal mould, and said :
“ It shall be as thou desirest,

Maiden
;
but 'tis prayed that thou resume thy form, that

once more thy beauty may be seen.”

So she resumed her form and the glory of her loveliness

filled the Royal heart with overwhelming delight
;

and

graciously was the Ancient remembered, through whom this

joy had come to His Majesty, and upon him was bestowed

the rank of Chief of the Hiyak’kwan .
1

But great was the grief that the Lady willed not to dwell

in the Palace, and as the Monarch was about to be borne

away, it seemed as if the Royal soul was being left behind,

and a stanza was composed whereof the words were these

:

Kayeru sa no

miyuki mono uku

omohoyete

;

somukite tomaru

Kaguya Hime yuye !

Mournful the return

of the Royal Hunt,

and full of sorrow the broooding

heart

;

for she resists and stays behind,

the Lady Kaguya

!

And the Lady answered thuswise :

—

Mugura hafu

shimo ni mo toshi wa
tdrinuru mi no

;

nanika wa tama no

utena wo mo mimu !

Under the roof o’ergrown with
hopbine

long were the years

she passed,

how may she dare to look upon

the Palace of Precious Jade P

1 Here Chief of the Mikado’s Retinue :—it was, however, merely an honorary,
not a real appointment.
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When the answer was read, more than ever was the

Monarch disinclined to go back bootless to the Palace, and

long the litter was delayed, for no resolve could be come to,

until it seemed at last as though the dawn would be there

waited for through the night
;
whereupon reluctantly was

the order given to return. But the Ladies of the Court

were disdained, for their beauty paled before that of the

Lady Kaguya, aye the fairest of them, when compared with

her image, lost all her charms. Only on the Lady could

the Royal heart dwell, and on none other, and the apart-

ments of the Palace Dames were abandoned and desolate,

sad to say ! while letter after letter was sent to the Lady

Kaguya, who answered them not ungently
,

1 and verses were

composed and fairly writ on scrolls attached to posies, and

interchanged, and thus the days passed by.

The Celestial Robe of Feathers .

2

(Ame no ha-goromo.)

So in the Palace and in the Hut was consolation attained
;

and three years went by, when, in the early spring, the Lady

Kaguya fell to gazing upon the shining orb of the rising

moon, and a brooding sadness seemed to take possession of

her. She was counselled not thus ceaselessly to contemplate

the face of the moon, for so was bred mournfulness
;
but she

still in solitude watched the orb, until tears of grief ran

down her cheeks in floods. Then, on the mid-month day of

the seventh month rose the full moon, and unutterable grew

the misery, and the maidens who served the Lady sought the

Ancient and said :
“ Long has the Lady Kaguya watched

the moon, waxing in melancholy with the waxing thereof,

and her woe now passes all measure, and sorely she weeps

and wails
;

wherefore we counsel thee to speak with

her.”

1 “ Go hcnji sasuga ni nikukarazu kikoyekawashitamaite.”
2 The fifth quest — that of the Lord of’lso— is omitted, principally on account

of its triviality and lack of interest. A brief account of it will be found in the

concluding portion of this article.
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And the Ancient went to her and said :
“ What hast thou

on thy mind, daughter, that ever thou gazest thus sadly on

yonder moon’s pallid face? Lackest thou aught that may be

needed for thy happiness ?
”

But she answered : “As I gaze upon the moon I am sad

because my heart is broken as I consider the wretchedness of

this world.”

And deeper grew her melancholy each time the Ancient

visited her chamber, till sorrow-struck by her distress, he

said: “Ah! my darling, my Buddha, why broodest thou

thus? what grief oppresses thee?”
“ ’Tis no grief, save the grief that breaks my heart because

of the wretchedness of the world.”

“Watch yonder moon no more, daughter; ever art thou

gazing upon it, and thus thy woe deepens.”

“ How may I cease, father, to gaze upon the orb !
” said

the Lady, and still she watched the moon from its rising to

its setting, her face wet with tears the while
;
but when the

nights were moonless
,

1 her woe departed from her. Yet as

the new moon came and waxed again, the Lady wailed and

wept, and her women whispered among themselves that ever

deeper grew the misery; but they could not learn the secret

of her woe, neither could the Ancient. So the eighth month

came in due course, and when the moon was at its full the

Lady wept floods of tears, nor essayed she to hide her grief.

And again and again her foster-parents prayed her to tell

them the cause of her wretchedness. The Lady yielded to

their prayer, and said, weeping sorely the while :
“ Again

and again have I willed to tell you all, but I felt assured

your hearts would be wrung with grief by my words, and

therefore have I forborne till now
;
and now is the hour come I

may no longer abide with you. No maid of this mortal land

am I, but the Capital of Moonland is my birth-place. Long
ago it was decreed that I should descend upon this earth,

and bide there somewhile
;
but now is the time at hand when

I must go back whence I came, for when yonder orb shall be

After the 21st day of the month, explains the Commentary.
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at its fullest, a company of moonfolk will come down from

the sky to bear me away. Well I knew this was my doom,

and now ye can understand my misery and wherefore I

have wept and wailed so sorely since the spring followed

winter.”

And as the Lady spoke, again the tears flowed in abund-

ance down her cheeks. But the Ancient said :
“ What thing

is this thou speakest, daughter? I found thee, ’tis true, in the

hollow of a bamboo, but no bigger wert tbou than a rape-

seed, and have we not cherished thee while thou grewest up

to full maidenhood? None dare take thee from us, by heaven!

I will not let thee go.”

And he clamoured, amid his tears, that he was like to die;

unbearably piteous ’twas to see his misery. But the Lady

answered :
“ My father and my mother are still numbered

among the dwellers in yonder Moonland’s capital. It was

but for a while I came down to earth, and now many a year

has gone by since you found me. So long have I dwelt

among you that I have forgotten my father and my mother,

and now I look upon you as though I were your very

child
;
nor indeed would I fain do otherwise than remain

with you, but, though terrible to me is the thought of

quitting you, I may not flee my fate.” And she fell to

weeping, and the old folk wept also, and her women who

had tended her through so many years and watched her

grow up into perfect beauty, now hearing they must lose her

whom they loved so well, could not swallow their tears, and,

oppressed by a like woe, were consumed with grief.

Now the Mikado, hearing of these things, sent a messenger

to the Ilewer’s dwelling, and the Ancient came out to receive

him, weeping abundantly. So bitter had been his grief that

his hair had turned white, and his limbs become bowed, and

his eyes blear, and though his years were but fifty, 1 he

seemed as if his woe had all at once turned him into an

old man.

The messenger inquired if the tidings which had reached

1 He has previously been described as a man of seventy. The Commentary
treats the question with befitting gravity in a long note.
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His Majesty as to the cause of the Hewer’s distress were

true, and the Ancient, still weeping, answered

:

“ At the full moon a company from the Moonland capital

will come down to bear away our daughter. Deeply grateful

am I to His Majesty, who deigns to make inquiry about this

matter, and I humblv represent that if at the time of full

moon a guard of soldiers be granted us, these Moonfolk, if

they make their raid, may all be captured.”

The messenger thereupon returned, and reported to the

Mikado the plight wherein he found the Ancient.

And the Mikado said: “But a passing glimpse have I had

of the Lady Kaguya, yet never shall I lose the memory of

her exceeding loveliness; how hard then must it be for those

who are wont to see her morning and evening to lose

her !
” So orders were given that the captains should be

ready bv the full moon, and the General Taka no Okuni was

commanded to take a thousand men from each of the Left

and Right Regiments of Royal Guards to protect the Hewer’s

dwelling against the raid of the Moonfolk. When the two

thousand soldiers reached the Ancient’s abode, one moiety

was posted around it on the earth platform whereon it stood,

and the other moiety on the roof of the house, all with bow

bent and arrow on string, while the men of the household

too were arrayed, and so many were the defenders that no

spot remained unguarded, and even within the dwelling the

women kept watch and ward, while the Lady was placed in

the store-house, surrounded by her attendants, the door

whereof the Ancient bolted, and posted himself outside there-

of, saying :
“ Watch and ward thus strict, even Heavenfolk

may not win through,” and crying to the soldiers on the roof

to look out for the first sign of a swoop being made through

the air, and slay whatever creature might in this wav ap-

proach them, whereto they answered :
“ Have no care, so

keen our watch not even a bat shall escape our artillerv, and

due exposure of its head, by way of punishment, should it

venture near our ranks.”

And the Ancient was greatly comforted bv these words,

but the Lady Kaguya said :
“ Though ye thus surround me
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and protect me and make ye ready to fight for me, yet ye

cannot prevail over the folk of yonder land, nor will your

artillery harm them nor your defences avail aught against

them, for every door will fly open at their approach, nor may
your valour help, for be ye never so stout-hearted, when the

Moonfolk come, vain will be your struggle with them.”

Then the Ancient was angered, and shouted :
“ If these

Moonfolk come, my nails shall turn into talons to claw out

their eyes. I will seize them by their forelocks and twist them

off, and trample upon them
;
their hinder-parts will I tear to

pieces
;

to shame will I put them before the face of these

Boyal warmen.”

But the Lady said: “Make not so great a clamour, lest

the warmen hear thee, which were unseemly. Ere long,

alas ! I shall no longer be within your love, ere long I must

know the bitterness of parting, nor can I ever return to show

my love and gratitude, for closed to me will be the world’s

ways. When I went out month after month to watch the

waxing moon, I prayed for j'et another year to bide with

you; but the boon was refused me, and I could but wail and

weep as ye saw me. I have beguiled your hearts to love me,

and now must quit you
;

alas, alas ! Of that pure essence

are these Moonfolk that they know not old age nor ever

suffer from any pain or grief, yet fain would I abide with

my foster-parents
;
terrible it is to me to think that ye will

grow old with no child to cherish you.” So saying, the

Lady wept sorely, but the Ancient, restraining his grief, said :

“ Nay, daughter, thou must not anger beings so lovely as

those thou speakest of.”

Meanwhile, the night wore away, and, at the hour of the

Bat, behold ! a glory fell about the dwelling that exceeded

the splendour of noon and was ten times as bright as the

brightness of the full moon, so that the smallest hair-pore

could be seen on the skin. In the midst thereof came down

through the air a company of angels riding on a coil of cloud

that descended until it hovered some cubits’ height above the

ground. And there the angels stood ranked in due order;

und when the warmen on guard saw them, a great fear fell
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upon them, upon those without as upon those within the

dwelling, and they had no stomach for fighting. But after

a while they rallied
;
and some bent the bow, but the strength

departed from their arms, and they were as though stricken

with palsy
;
and mightier men let fly anon, but the shafts

went all astray, and these too could not fight, and thus

feeble and bootless proved the vaunted watch and ward of

the Royal Warmen.
In shining: garments were the angels clad, that had not

their like under heaven, and in the midst of them, as they

stood in serried ranks upon the cloud, was seen a canopied

car hung with curtains of finest woollen fabric, where sat

One who seemed to be their lord. And the Archangel turned

towards the Hewer’s abode, and cried out in a loud voice,

“ Come thou forth, Miyakko Maro.” And the Hewer came

forth, staggering: like a drunken man, and fell on his face

prostrate.

Then the Archangel said, “ Thou fool ! Some small virtue

didst thou display in thy life, and to reward thee was this

maiden sent to bide with thee somewhile, and years and

years hath she dwelt under thy ward, and heaps and heaps

of gold have been bestowed upon thee, and thou hast as it

were become a new man. To expiate a fault she had com-

mitted was the Lady Kaguya doomed to bide a little while

in thy wretched home, and now is the doom fulfilled, and

we are come to bear her away from thine earth. Yain is

tby weeping and lamentation, render up the girl and delay

not.”

Then the Ancient answered humbly, “ For over a score

of years thy servant has cherished the maiden, whereof his

lord speaks strangely as being but a little while. Perchance

the Lady whom his lord would bear away with him dwells

elsewhere
; the Lady Kaguya who bides beneath this roof

is very sick and may not leave her chamber.”

Xo answer was vouchsafed, but the Car was borne upwards

on the cloud till it hovered over the houseroof and a voice

cried, “ Ho there, Kaguya ! how long wouldest thou tarry in

this sorry place?”
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Thereupon the outer door of the storehouse, wherein stood

the Lady Xaguya, flew open and the inner lattice-work, un-

touched by any hand, slid back and the Lady was seen in

the light of the doorway, surrounded by ber women, who,

understanding that her departure could no longer be stayed,

lifted up their hands and wept. But the Lady passed out,

and drew nigh to where lay the Hewer, grovelling on the

ground, weeping and stunned with grief, and said :
“ My

fate bids me, father
;

will jmu not follow me with your

eyes as I am borne away ?”

But the Hewer answered :

“ Why in my misery should

I follow thee with my eyes ? Let it be done unto me as

may be listed, let me be left desolate, let these angels who
have come down from the sky to fetch thee bear thee thither

with them.” And the Ancient refused to be comforted.

Then the Lady indited a scroll, seeing that her foster-father

was too overcome with grief to listen to her words, and left

it to be given him after she had gone, weeping sorely and

saying that when her father should yearn after his daughter,

the words she had written should be read. And these were

the words she wrote :
“ Had I been born in this land, never

should I have quitted it until the time came for my father

to suffer no sorrow for his child
;

1 but now, on the contrary,

must I pass beyond the boundaries of this world, though

sorely against my will. My silken mantle I leave behind

me as a memorial, and when the moon lights up the night,

let my father gaze upon it ;
now my eyes must take their

last look, and I must mount to yonder sky, whence I fain

would fall meteor-wise to earth.”

Now the Angels brought with them a coffer, wherein were

contained a Celestial Feather Robe and a joint of bamboo

filled with the Elixir of Life, and one of them said to the

Lady Kaguya :
“ Taste, I pray you, of this Elixir, for soiled

has your spirit become with the grossnesscs of this filthy

world.”

1 An euphemistic phrnso hinting at her longing to remain with her father till

death took him, and her fate could no longer grieve him.
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Then the Lady tasted of the Elixir, and would have

privily wrapt up a portion in the mantle she was leaving

behind, as a memorial of her; but an Angel stayed her, and

drawing forth the Celestial Robe, made ready to throw it over

her shoulders, whereupon she said :
“ Have patience yet

awhile
;
who dons yonder robe changes his heart, and I have

still somewhat to say ere I depart.” And again she fell to

writing, and an Angel said :

“ ’Tis late, and you delay, Lady,

overmuch.” But she rebuked him, and before all, mournfully

and composedly, she wrote on
;
and the words she wrote

were these

:

“ Your Majesty deigned to send a host to protect your

servant, but it was not to be, and now is the misery at hand

of departing with those who have come to bear her away

with them. Not permitted was it to her to serve your

Majesty, and maugre her will was it that she yielded not

obedience to the Royal Command, and wrung with grief

is her heart thereat, and perchance your Majesty may have

thought the Royal will was not understood, and was

opposed by her, and so will she appear to your Majesty

lacking in good manners, which she would not your Majesty

deemed her to be, and therefore humbly she lays this

writing at the Royal Feet. And now must she don the

Feather Robe and mournfully bid her lord farewell.” Then

when she had finished writing the scroll, the captain of the

host was called, and it was delivered over, together with the

bamboo joint containing the Elixir, into his hands, and as he

took it, the Feather Robe was thrown over the Lad}*- Kaguva,

and in a trice, all memory of her foster-father’s woe vanished,

for those who don yonder Robe know sorrow no more. Then
the Lady entered the car, surrounded by the company of

Angels, and mounted skywards, while the Hewer and his

Dame and the women who had served the Lady shed tears of

blood, and stood stunned with grief; but there was no help.

And the scroll left for the Ancient was read to him, but he

said

:

“ TVhat have I to live for ? a bitter old age is mine. Of
what profit is my life ? whom have I to love ? ” Nor would
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he take of the Elixir, but lay prostrate on the ground and

would not rise.

Meanwhile the Captain of the host returned to the capital

with his men, and reported how vain had been the attempt

to stay the departure of the Lady Kaguya, and all that had

occurred, and gave the scroll, together with the bamboo joint

containing the Elixir, to be laid before the Mikado. And
His Majesty unrolled the scroll and read it, and was greatly

moved, nor would take food nor any diversion. After a

while a Grand Council was summoned, and it was inquired

which among the mountains of the land towered highest

towards heaven. And one said :

“ In Suruga stands a

mountain, not remote from the capital, that towers highest

towards heaven among all the mountains of the land.”

Whereof His Majesty being informed composed a stanza :

Au koto mo,

namida ni ukabu

waga mi ni wa
;

shinanu kusuri wa
nani ni ka wa semu ?

Never more to see her !

Tears of grief overwhelm me,

and as for me,

with the Elixir of Life

what have I to do ?

And the scroll together with the Elixir was given into

the hands of one of the ladies of the palace, and she was

charged to deliver them to one Tsuki no Iwakasa, with

the injunction to bear them to the summit of the highest

mountain in Suruga, that there, standing on the top of the

highest peak thereof, he should cause the scroll and the

Elixir to be consumed with fire.

So Tsuki no Iwakasa heard humbly the Royal Command,

and took with him a company of warriors, and climbed the

mountain and did as he had been bidden. And it was from

that time forth that the name of Fuji 1 was given to yonder

mountain, and men say that the smoke of that burning

still curls from its high peak to mingle with the clouds of

Heaven.

1 One among the many ways of writing Fuji
(
Fusiyama

)

was * n,
J mmortal.
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Japanese literature begins with the Kojiki x or Record of

Ancient Matters, which appeared in a.d. 712. During the

eighth and ninth centuries various works were produced,

none of which, if we except the Anthologies, have any claim

to admiration on literary grounds. But in the next century

the Japanese mind seems to have taken a fresh flight, or

rather to have awakened to a consciousness of its powers, and

the remarkable series of monogatari or romances, of which

the Tale of Taketori is at once the earliest example and the

type, gave a lustre hitherto unknown to the literature of

Japan.

Among these early romances, unsurpassed, probably un-

equalled, in literary quality, by the later fiction of Japan,

the Gcnji-inonogatari 2 holds the chief place in the estimation

of native critics, who scarcely condescend to notice the

Hewer’s simple and tender story. To European readers,

however, the record of Genji’s love-adventures soon becomes

wearisome, despite the clever dialogues upon the virtues and

failings of women regarded as ministers to men’s sensuous

or aesthetic pleasures that relieve the monotony of the

narrative—dialogues, by the way, that wear a strangely

modern air, and might, with a few necessary changes, be

transported bodily into a drawing-room novel of nineteenth-

century London.

In the sense in which Shakespeare is said to have had

little invention, the nameless author of the Taketori lacked

originality. Most of the materials of his story are drawn

from Chinese or Sinico-Indian sources. It could hardly

1 This extraordinary farrago of feeble and often filthy myths and legends has

had the good fortune to meet with so able a translator as Mr. B. H. Chamberlain.
Trivial, even childish, as the collection is, it is interesting as furnishing striking

instances of what myths in their crude beginnings really were. In addition, the

traits of a fairly ample picture of the social life of the unsinicized Japanese may
be gathered from it, and the songs it contains, though devoid of literary value,

have considerable philological interest. Mr. Chamberlain has enriched his

version with notes and commentaries that constitute an invaluable aid to the

study of the origins of Dai Nippon.
2 Many chapters of this history of a Japanese Don Juan have been recently

translated by Mr. Suyematsu.
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have been otherwise, for even as early as the tenth century

the legends and traditions of his country had been either

replaced by Chinese myths or recast in a Chinese mould,

and, excepting in the Rituals of Shinto, and some of the

songs quoted in the Kojiki or collected in the Anthologies,

all vestiges of the unwritten literature of primitive Japan

seem to have been lost. But the art and grace of the story

of the Lady Kaguya are native, its unstrained pathos, its

natural sweetness, are its own, and in simple charm and

purity of thought and language it has no rival in the fiction

either of the Middle Kingdom or of the Bragon-Flv Land.

The tags of word-plays that close the tale of each Quest are,

I cannot but believe, the additions of later hands, and I am
loth to look upon the story of the fifth Quest 1 as other

than the broad farce of some manipulator of a coarser period.

Perhaps, indeed, the Moon-maiden’s story stood originally

alone, the work of some pious but not too orthodox Buddhist,

who shaped a Taouist legend into an allegory exemplifying

the great doctrine of inguwa, or Cause and Effect, in the

maiden’s recovery of her celestial home through subduance

of the very feeling the indulgence of which had led her to

exile, despite the circumstance that a Mikado sought to

inspire, and a father to foster, the tender sentiment. In

such a story the narratives of the Quests may have been

afterwards interpolated, partly to display more fully the

maiden’s constancy and purity, partly by way of gentle

1 The Chiunagon Marotada has to present the Lady with a Cowry shell

(
Koyasugai

)
brought by a swallow, tsubakurame

,
probably the Hirundo gutturalis,

Scop., which, according to Messrs, lilakiston and Fryer, nests always in a house,

where a shelf is provided for its accommodation. lie has recourse to his retainers,

who devise various schemes, more or less trivial and ridiculous, in pursuance of

one of which the Chiunagon endeavours to catch a swallow sitting upon its nest

and in the act of wagging its tad. Thus far he is successful, but only to be
rewarded by a ball of dung, which he grasps firmlv in his hand, believing he has

obtained the much-desired prize. In being lowered from his post of observation,

to which he had been raised in a sort of basket attached by a rope, he meets with

a mishap, and falls into a rice cauldron, from which his retainers drag him out

still grasping his supposed prize—the nature of which he then, to his stupefaction,

discovers.

The Koyasugai is described in the Wakan sanzai as the shell currency of

ancient China. The word is often written
,
under a falso notion of its

etymology—probably Koyasu is a strengthened form of the root Koyc, to bring

over, import, etc.
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satire upon the taste for love-adventures which all the early

romances show to have characterized the peaceful age, when

neither llei nor Gen had yet raised the stormy din of

factious arms.

To render literally an Oriental text involves the effacement

of whatever charm the original may possess .
1 I have there-

fore sought to give an English dress to the ideas, rather

than to the mere language of the teller of this old-world

story, probably the most ancient work of fiction extant of the

whole Altaic race. But I have desired, at the same time, to

preserve in the version as much as possible of the spirit, as

distinct from the structure, of the unsinicized tongue of early

Japan
;

and with this object have reproduced, to some

extent, the loosely composite paragraph and sentence

characteristic of Japanese prose, and abhorred of Chinese

writers, who delight in a terse and antithetic, but bald and

artificial style, that too commonly sacrifices wit to an obscure

brevity, and loses all naturalness in the strain after mere

symmetry of literary form. I have endeavoured, also, to

retain the impersonality which so markedly differentiates

Turanian 2 from Aryan speech
;
but I have usually found

this possible only so far as it resulted from avoidance of

metaphorical forms of expression. Of the numerous word-

plays that disfigure the text I have not attempted any ex-

planation unless needed to give some definite meaning to the

passages where they occur. The ‘honorifics’ in Japanese

have often little more than a pronominal value, and I have

not been careful to translate them when not used to emphasize

respect. The word ‘mi’ is the honorific commonly employed

in the text in relation to the Alikado, and is usually rendered

1 An Italian version of the Taketori has been made by M. Severini, which
I cannot greatly praise. It has also been translated into German, and through
German into English. Of these latter versions I have seen neither. The present
is, I believe, the first direct translation into English that has been produced,
and the only one based on Daishu’s text, or annotated with any approach to

adequacy.
2 On this peculiar feature of Turanian languages the reader is referred to some

excellent observations by Mr. Lowell in his Choson or Land of Morning Calm
(Korea). Mr. Aston, too, has some admirable remarks on the subject in a paper
on the Korean and Japanese languages, which will be found in Vol. XI. Part
III. of this Journal.
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‘imperial’ or ‘august,’ expressions to which I have preferred

the simpler ‘ royal.’ In his preface Tanaka Daishu (the

Sinico-Japanese pronunciation of the characters with which

Ohide is written) says that if you read the Taketori over

lightly, it will seem quite easy to understand; but if you want

to ‘ taste ’ it, you will find it no easy matter thoroughly to

comprehend it, not only because the style is antique and

concise, but because by dint of frequent copying the text is

not unfrequently corrupt. I have experienced to the full

the justice of these remarks, and am less certain now of the

accuracy of many passages in my translation than I was at

the beginning of my task
;

it was only after prolonged study

of the text that I found I did not always fully ‘ taste ’ it.

Japanese art has but rarely drawn its motives from the

scenes of the Tale of Taketori. The earliest edition I have

met with is illustrated with coarse woodcuts, but these are

destitute of all merit. My friend M. Philippe Burty, how-

ever, possesses the concluding roll of an illuminated maki-

mono, which he has kindly lent me, and the second of the

three chromo-lithographs, with which I have been allowed to

illustrate this translation—the Upbearing of Kaguya—is a

reduced reproduction of its last scene. The two remaining

chromo-lithographs are taken from makimonos in my own

possession
;
the View of Fujisan from a roll bearing the title

Sanka rekishozu, a Series of Pictures of Ilills and Streams,

and the other, which I have called The Oread’s Haunt, from

a roll that is partly calligraphic and partly a copy of a

Chinese painting. The latter roll is contained in a case of

black persimmon wood
(
Diospyros kaki), superscribed Togen

senseki, ^ {Jj-j, and on the silk lining of its lid is a

legend written in Chinese by the copyist, of which the sub-

joined version may be found interesting:

—

“ Hath any mortal, pray you, ever trod the streamy

domains where the Fairy’s 1 peach-tree blooms? Now the

1 The Chinese Oread
( ||[|), Si Wang Mu, the Western Royal Mother, who on

Mount Kwenlun rules over thousands of Taoist genii. A peach-tree growing within

her domain on the borders of the Gem Lake
( ^jjj)

bears fruits which confer

immortality upon those who are allowed by the Mother to partake of them.
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sage Tdrei (f^ £*>) beheld the wickedness of the world, and

his heart was sore within him, and he fled from men, and

made his abode among the Eastern wilds, and the gates of

the Fairies’ domain were opened to him, and in that mystic

land untrodden by foot of man he gained the fruits of

creative energy. To Meichd (HJj *), whose days were

when the Ming ruled, came the fame of the adventure of

Tdrei, and he bethought him and wrought a picture, and

depicted the high hills rising endlessly one above the other,

and many a dizzy precipice, and the mulberry bush and the

hemp plant, and fair to behold was the varied scene. There,

too, were upland fields and valley rice-lands, and amidst

them was seen the humble thatch of the husbandman. It

was cunningly limned, one might liken it to fine needlework

or the tracery of a patterned fabric. And in the course of

time the scroll was brought within the borders of Kishiu,

and my lord begged the loan of it, and at my lord’s behest

I made this copy of the picture. Though the scroll has

been borne over the surging sea, amid roaring gales, over

wild passes and streamy hills, and has been in peril from fire

and struggle of armed men, and from tooth of rat and gnaw
of worm, as from harm by spear or arrow, yet has no hurt

come to it, for the gods and demons, I trow, have ever

watched over its safety, during the many hundred years that

have passed since it was wrought. Fair is the retreat

among the wild hills, by the lintels of the door waves a

willow, hard by the chrysanth blows, and a little beyond

a pine-tree overshadows the meeting of three ways. Who
shall now say that never have the gates of the Fairy Domain

been thrown open to mortals? Written on a forenoon,

in the second month of the second year of Ansei(A.D. 1855-6),

at Sanke (?), within the province of Kishiu, by Kikuchi

Tosei.”

As the legend of Mount Horai (P’eng lai) is, doubtless,

Kwenlun is by some identified with the range of mountains known as the Hindu
Kush (see Mayers’ Chinese Readers’ Manual, p. 108), and the legend is evidently

in great part of Indian origin.

1 Not to be confounded with the Japanese Meichd BJJ -p. .
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intimately connected, in part at least, with that of Si Wang
Mu, I have used a portion of Chao’s picture, no adequate

representation of the Island Mountain, being known to me,

as fairly conveying the Sinico-Japanese idea of the fabled

Immortal Isle of the Eastern Ocean. 1

In the third volume of the Gunsho ichiran (a Japanese

bibliography published about the year 1800), the early

monogatari, among which the Hewer’s tale holds the first

place in merit as in time, are enumerated and briefly noticed,

often with a good deal of learning and acumen. The account

given of Taketori mentions as sources of some of the elements

of the story the Manydshiu and the Kojiki
,

2 and among others

the Naigeden ( j^J ^ Jfi.), whence a curious Buddhist legend

is cited to the following effect. Three recluses, after long-

continued meditation, found themselves possessed of the truth,

and so great was their joy that their hearts broke and they

died. Their souls thereupon took the form of bamboos with

leaves of gold and roots of precious jade, and after a period

of ten months had elapsed, the stems of these bamboos split

open and disclosed each a beauteous boy. The three youths

sat on the ground under their bamboos, and after seven days’

meditation they, too, became possessed of the truth, where-

upon their bodies assumed a golden hue and displayed the

marks of saintliness, while the bamboos disappeared and

were replaced by seven magnificent temples. The legend

is manifestly of Indian origin, and seems to have been first

quoted by Kukai or Kobo Daishi from a sutra intituled

Hdrokaku
( 5^ fffj )• Of the authorship of the Taketori

nothing certain is said to be known, but it is doubtfully

ascribed to one Minamoto Jun, who is also believed by some

to have had a hand in the composition of the Utsubo mono-

gatari,

s and the Ochikubo monogatari, both of which are

1 See Mayers, op. cit., Nos. 559 and 647. Compare also the description of

Amida’s Paradise in Prof. Max Muller's translation of the text of the &n/Jiavati

brought from Japan Part II. Vol. XII. of this Journal.
2 Kaguya, for instance, is the name of a princess who is mentioned in the

history of the Mikado Suinin (b.c. 70-a.d. 70), and one of her live lovers is, I

believe, called Otomo no Miyuki (see the third Quest).
3 An account of this work will, I believe, be found in the American Cyclopa:dia,

from the pen of Mr. Satow.
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noticed in the Gunsho. The Sumiyoshi monogatari is a

lengthy love-story, the plot turning mainly upon the craft

and cruelty of a step-mother : it is considered one of the

best of the series. An old writer, says the Gunsho, ascribes

the authorship to the heroine of the tale, who is said to have

written the whole story on a screen in a small room near the

north-eastern gate of the Palace, which was a favourite

rendezvous for lovers. More popular, perhaps, is another

of the series, the Yamato monogatari, a collection of tales

from which Mr. Chamberlain has taken his pretty story of

the Maiden of Unai. It seems to have been, in part at

all events, written bv the Retired Mikado Kwanzan (a.d.

983-5), and the accepted editions contain nearly three

hundred ‘ uta ’ or quintains. It is specially recommended,

together with the Ise monogatari and the Genji monogatari

to the attention of those who desire to become proficient in

the art of composing ‘ uta ’ with elegance and rapidity, an

art held in high honour at the court of the early Mikados.

For an account of the Genji the reader is referred to

Mr. Suyematsu’s translation. The authoress, the Princess

Murasaki Shikibu, was asked, says the Gttnsho, to compose

a story in a more modern style than that of the earlier

romances such as the Taketori, and this she was able to do

after passing a moonlit night in meditation and prayer. She

repented towards the close of her life of the frivolities of her

youth, and made with her own hands six hundred copies of

the Hanniva Sutra in order to merit salvation. The lzumi

Shikibu monogatari, which is next described, contains the lady’s

correspondence with her lover, the fourth son of the Mikado

Reizei. Among the remaining monogatari a few only can

be briefly mentioned here. The Ima monogatari is rather a

series of poet-biographies than a romance, but it narrates,

among other curious matters, a singular dream of one of

its personages that Murasaki Shikibu may, after all,

have gone down into Hell. The sixty volumes of the

Ima mukashi monogatari (so called from its beginning

with the time-honoured phrase ima mukashi ‘ once upon

a time ’) describe the habits and customs of Japan
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and India, the wonders to be found in both countries,

the examples and effects of good and bad conduct they

afford, and the traditions concerning the Buddha current in

them.

The Akinoyonaga no monogatari (A Long Autumn-night’s

Story) is of later date. It narrates the unlawful loves of the

priest Keikai, who lived in the reign of Horikawa II. (a.d.

1222-34), and is characterized as extremely pathetic and

interesting. The priest finally repented of his evil ways and

founded the temple of Unkyo. The Matsuho monogatari is

similar to the last in style and matter. The Omina meshi

monogatari
,

or ‘ Girls’ Stories,’ is a series of narratives of

celebrated women, containing many wise saws and exemplary

instances of successful diligence. Of the remainder of the

nineteen monogatari enumerated, some are collections of

essays rather than stories, and are evidently compilations.

Indeed, in the Hewer’s tale we have the only pure fiction of

the whole series—at least the story of the Lady Kaguya may
justly be so regarded—absolutely free from every trace of

grossness, which is more than can be said of the monogatari

which succeeded it. The word-plays it contains are its only

blemishes, and these are far less common than in the later

romances, where almost every page bristles with them. Even

the narrative of the fifth Quest is rather vulgar and trivial

than coarse in matter or manner, and in the imaginative

literature of Japan which it ushered into being, the Taketori

monogatari remains to the present day unsurpassed, nay

unequalled, in purity, simplicity, pathos, and unstrained

quality of style.

Three editions of the Taketori are known to me. One in

two volumes has been already mentioned. Another, also in

two volumes, published in the period Temmei 1781-9, is en-

riched with interpretative notes, by Koyama Tadashi. But

the edition I have used is the work of Tanaka Daishu, a native

of the province of Owari, which appeared in the year 1829.

It is in six volumes, the first being an introductory essay

upon the story and its sources, the remaining five volumes

containing the text, distributed in short portions, each followed
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by a commentary, in which obsolete expressions and customs

are explained, and various readings are presented and dis-

cussed, often at great length, and always with considerable

learning and critical power. I have subjoined Daishu’s text

romanized in accordance with the system adopted by the

Romaji-kai (Society for the Romanization of Japanese—a re-

form I was the first to advocate some twenty years ago). It

does not appear that the Taketori was printed before the

middle of the last century, and the text has doubtless suffered

considerably at the hands of the MS. copyists, whose labours

have handed it down during a period of eight hundred years.

The language of the text, the oldest prose of the Altaic

races
,

1
is almost wholly archaic Japanese ( Yamato lcotoba

) ;

but a few Chinese expressions occur in it. Originally it was

probably written, like the Manyoshiu
,

partly in syllabic

partly in Chinese, character, and the rendering of the latter

into Yamato lcotoba has, doubtless, not been accurately

preserved in all cases. It is worthy of notice, as showing

the extent to which Japan merged whatever indigenous

civilization she possessed in the imported civilization of

China, that the Taketori hardly contains a single reference

to Shinto or to any primitive tradition or myth. So at the

present day we see modern Japan, discarding Chinese modes

of life and thought, engaged in a strenuous endeavour,

despite her geographical remoteness, to gain a place in the

great family of AYestern nations.

It had been my intention to extend these somewhat

superficial notes so as to include some criticism of the text

and an adequate examination of the Chinese and Sinico-

Indian sources whence the author of the Taketori drew most

of his materials. But I found my own library quite in-

sufficient for the purpose, and with regard to researches of

the kind I had in view, the doors of the great library in

Bloomsbury are practically closed to those who do not

command a much more abundant leisure than I am ever

likely to enjoy.

1 The Eojiki, Nihongi, etc. are written in a style which is a bad imitation of

Chinese.
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THE TEXT.

Kaguya Hime no oi-tachi.

Ima \va mukasbi Taketori no okina to iyeru mono arikeri. Shigeyama ni

majirite take wo toritsutsu, yorozu no koto ni tsukaikeri
;
na wo ba Sanugi no

Miyakko to namu iikeru. Sono take no naka ni moto bikaru take narnu hito suji

arikeri. Ayasliigarite yorite miru ni, tsutsu no naka hikaritari. Sore wo mireba,
san sun bakari naru bito ito utsukushiute itari. Okina iu yo :

“Ware asa goto yu goto ni mini take no naka ni owasuru nite shirinu 1 ko ni

naritamobeki bito nameri.” 'To te, te ni uchi-irete, iye ye motte kinu, me no
ona 2 ni azukarite yasbinawasu. Utsukuskiki koto kagiri-nashi, ito osanakereba

ko 3 ni irete yashinau.

Taketori no okina take toru ni kono ko wo mitsukete. nochi ni take toru ni

fusbi wo hedatete, yo goto ni kogane aru take wo mitsukuru koto kasanarinu.

Kakute okina yoyo yutaka ni nari-yuku. Kono chigo yashinau hodo ni sugu-
suguto okini nari-masaru. Mi tsuki bakari ni naru bodo ni yoki hodo
naru bito ni narinureba kamiage nado tadasbite 4 kami-age-sesase mo 5 gisu cho 6

no uchi yori idasazu. Itsuki-kashizuki yashinau hodo ni kono chigo no katachi

kyora 1 naru koto yo ni naku, ya no uchi wa kuraki tokoro naku, bikari-michitari.

Okina kokocbi asbiku kurushiki toki mo kono ko wo mireba kurushiki koto mo
yaminu haradatashiki koto mo nagusamikeri. Okina take wo toru koto hisashiku

nari
;

ikioi mo 8 no mono ni nari ni keri.

Kono ko ito oki ni narinureba, na wo ba Mimuro Imube no Akita wo yobite

tsukesasu Akita Nayotake no Kaguya Hime to tsuketsu. Kono hodo mi ka uclii-

age-asobu yorozu no asobi wo zo sbikeru, otoko ona kirawazu yobi-tsudoyete ito

kasbikoku asobu.

Tsuma-goi.

Sekai no onoko, ate naru mo iyashiki mo, ikade kono Kaguya nime wo yeteshi

gana, miteshi gana to, oto ni kiki mcdetc mado.

Sono atari no kaki ni mo, iye no to ni mo. oru bito da ni tawayasuku mirumajiki

mono wo, yoru wa yasuki i mo nezu, yami no yo ni idete mo ana wo kujiri, koko

kasliiko yori nozoki, kaima mi-madoi ayeri, saru toki yori namu yobai to wa iikeru.

Hito no monoshi to mo senu tokoro ni madoi arikedomo, nani no shirushi arubeku

mo miyezu, iye no bito domo ni mono wo da ni iwamu tote iikakaredomo koto to

mo sezu. Atari wo hanarenu kimi-tachi yoru wo akasbi hi wo kurasu bito okari.

Oroka naru hito wa yo naki ariki wa yoshinakarikeri tote kozu nari ni keri. Sono

naka ni nawo iikeru wa
;
irogonomi to iwaruru hito go nin omoi yamu toki naku

yoru hiru kitari keru. Sono na, hitori wa Ishizukuri no miko, hitori wa Ivura-

mocbi no miko, hitori wa Sadaijin Abe no Miushi Dainagon, hitori wa (Homo no

Miyuki Chiunagon, hitori wa iso no Kami no Marotada kono bitobito narikeri.

Yo no naka ni okaru bito wo da ni sukosbi mo katachi yoshi to kikite wa mima-
hoshiu suru hitobito narikereba, Kaguya Hime wo mimahoshiushite mono mo
kuwazu omoitsutsu ;

kono iye ni yukite tatazumi arikikeredomo ka-i arubeku

mo arazu, fumi wo kakite yaredomo kayeri-goto mo sezu, wabi-uta undo kakite

yaredomo kayeshi mo sezu, ka-i nasbi to omoyedomo, sbimoteuki sliiwa.su no furi,

kori, minazuki no teri-hatataku ni mo sawarazu kikeri. Kono bitobito aru toki wa
Taketori wo yobi-idete “ musume wo ware ni tabe” to fuslii-ogami te wo suri

1 Shiru sometimes, as here, means to exercise power, have rights over, etc.

2 otnina ,
ouna. 3 hako or kago.

4 Sa-u-shite ( iz), soshite. sosoku (sozoki?).

6
Jgj.

0

|[j||
kMo. 7 kesd.

Most editions omit the sentence beginning with ikioi.
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notamayeba “ Ono ga nasanu ko nareba kokoro ni mo shitagawazu narau aru ” to

iite, tsuki hi wo sugusu. Kakareba kono hitobito iye ni kayerite mono wo
omoi inori oshi guwan 1 wo bite omoi yamerau to suredomo yamubeku mo arazu.

Saritomo tsui ni otoko awasezaramu ya wa to omoite, tonomi wo kaketari,

anugachi ni kokoro-zashi wo miye arite, kore wo mitsukete Okina Kaguya Hirne

ni iu vo

:

“ Waga ko no hotoke henguye no hito to moshinngara warawa okisa made
yashinaitotematsuru kokoro-zaslxi orokanarazu okina no mosamu hito kiki-tamaiten

ya.”

To iyeba, Kaguya ITime

:

“Xanigoto wo'ka notomawamu koto wo uketamawarazaramu, henguye no

mono nite haberikemu mi to mo shirazu, oya to koso omoi-tatematsure.” To
iyeba. okina :

“ Ureshiku notamo mono gana !
” to iu :

“ okina toshi nanasoii ni

a’marinu, kyo tomo asu to mo shirazu, kono yo no hito wa, otoko wa ona ni o koto

wo su ona wa otoko ni 6 koto wo su, sono nochi narnu kado mo hiroku nari-haberu,

ikadeka saru koto nakute wa owashimasenu.”

Kaguya Hime no iwaku :

“ Xajo, saru koto ka shihaheramu ” to iyeba, “ Henguye no hito to iu tomo,

ona no mi-mochi tamaveri, Okina no aramu kagiri wa kote 2 mo imazu 3 kari

namu kashi, kono hitobito no toshi tsuki wo hete ko nonii imashitsutsu, notamo
koto wo omoi-sadamete,hitori-bitori ni aitatematsuritamaine ” to iyeba, Kaguya
Hime iwaku :

“ Yoku mo aranu katochi wo fukaki kokoro mo shirade, ada

kokoro tsukinaba, nochi kuyashiki koto mo arubeki wo to omo bakari nari, yo

no kashikoki hito naritomo, 'fukaki kokorozashi wo shirade wa aigatashi to namu
omo ” to iu. Okina iwaku :

“ Omoi no gotoku mo notamo kana ! Somosomo
ikavo naru kokorozashi aramu hito ni ka awamu to obosu kabakari, kokorozashi

orokanaranu hito bito ni koso amere.” Kaguya Hime no iwaku :
“ Nani bakari

no fukaki wo ka mirau to iwarnu isasaka no koto nari. Hito no kokorozashi

hitoshi kannari, ikadeka naka ni otorimasari wa shiranu. Go nin bito no naka
ni yukashiki mono wo misetamayeramu ni on kokorozashi masaritari tote tsuko-

matsuramu, to sono owasuramu hito bito ni moshi tamaye ” to iu, “ Yoki koto

nari ’’ to uketsu. Hi kururu hodo rei no atsmarinu hitobito, aruiwa fuye wo
fuke, aruiwa uta wo utai. aruiwa shoga ‘ wo shi, aruiwa uso wo fuki, ogi wo
narashi nado suru ni Okina idete iwaku :

“ Katajikenaku mo kitanagenaru

tokoro ni toshi tsuki wo hete mono shitamo koto kiwamaritoru kashikomari to

mosu, Okina no inochi kyo asu to mo shiranu wo. kaku notamo, 5 ‘ kimidachi ni mo
yoku omoi sadamete tsukomatsure to moseba fukaki no kokoro wo shirade wa to

namu mosu, sa mosu mo kotowari nari. i/.ure otori-masari ow:ishimaseneba yuka-
shiki mono misetamayeramu ni on kokorozashi no hodo miyubeshi, tsukomatsuramu
koto wa sore ni namu sadamubeki ’ to iu ;

kore yoki koto nari, hito no urami mo
uramaji ” to iyeba, go nin no hitobito mo “Yoki koto Dari” to iyeba, Okina
irite iu 6

:
“ Kaguya Hime Ishizukuri no miko ni wa, Tenjiku ni Hotoke no mi

ishi no hachi to iu mono ari, sore wo torite tamaye to iu
;
Kuramochi no miko

ni wa, Higashi no umi ni Horai to iu yama annari, sore ni shirogane wo ne to

shi, kogane wo kuki to shi, shiraki tama wo mi to shite tateru ki are, sore hito

yeda orite tamawaramu to iu ; ima hitori ni wa Morokoshi ni aru hinezumi no

kawagoromo wo tamaye ; Otomo no Dainagon ni wa, tatsu no kubi ni go shiki

ni hikaru tama ari, sore wo torite tamaye
;
Iso no kami no Chiunagon ni wa,

1 negai. The words from omoi to suredomo are omitted in other editions.
2 i.e. kakute.
3 Perhaps imazu is a form of ima zo.

"i m-
5 The subject of notamo is the Lady Kaguya.
6 This very complicated sentence is a good example of the loose style of com-

position common among Japanese writers. The whole passage is corrupt
;
another

rendering is to moshi mo kotowari nari, izure mo otori masari owashimasemba
mi kokorozashi no tea milamobeshi tsukomatsuran koto wa sore ni namu sadamubeki
to iyeba. . . .
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tsubakarame no motaru koyasugai torite tamaye ’
’ to iu. Okina

,

4

1

kataki kotodorao

ni koso amere, kono kuni ni aru mono ni mo arazu, kaku kataki koto wo ba ika ni

mosan ” to iu
;
Kaguya Hime, “nanika katakaramu ” to iyeba, Okina tomare

kakumare mosamu tote idete, “ kaku namu kikoyuru yo ni misetamaye ” to

iyeba, mikotachi-kamudachibe 1 kikite, “ Oiraka ni 1 atari yori da ni na ariki so
’

to ya wa notamawanu” to iite, unjite mina kayerinu.

Hotoke no miishi no hachi.

Nawo kono onna mide wa, yo ni arumajiki kokocbi nosbikereba, Temujiku ni

aru mono mo mote konu mono ka wa to omoi megurasliite, Ishizukuri no Miko
wa, kokoro no sbitakumi aru bito nite, Temujiku ni futatsu to naki hachi wo
hyaku sen man ri no hodo ikitaru to mo, ikadeka torubeki to omoite, Kaguya
Hime no moto ni wa kyo namu Temujiku ye ishi no hachi tori ni makaru to

kikasete, mi tose bakari hete, Yamato no kuni, Tochi no kori ni aru yamadera ni

Binzuru no maye naru hachi no hitakuro ni susuzukitaru wo torite, nishiki no
i'ukuro ni irite, tsukuri-hana no yeda ni tsukite, Kaguya Hime no iye ni motekite

raisekereba, Kaguya Hime ayashigarite miru ni, hachi no nakani fumi ari, hirogete

mireba

:

“Umi yama no
|

michi ni kokoro wo
|

tsukushi-hate
: |

mi ishi no hachi no
|

namida nagare wa!”
Kaguya Hime liikari ya aru to miru ni hotaru bakari no hikari da ni nashi.

“ Oku tsuyu no
|
hikari wo da ni mo

|

yado-sumashi
: |

Ogura no yama nite
|

nani motomekemu !

”

Tote kayeshi-idasu. Hachi wo kado ni sutete kono uta no kayeshi wo su :

‘ Shirayama ni
|

ayeba, hikari no
|
usuru ka to ?

|

hachi wo sutete mo
|
tano-

maruru kana !

’

To yomite-iretari. Kaguya Hime kayeshi mo sezu narinu. Mimi ni mo kiki-

irezarikereba iiwazuraite kayerinu. Kano hachi wo sutete mata iikeru yori zo

omonaki koto wo ba “ Hachi wo sutsuru ” to zo iikeru.

HoRAI NO TAMA NO YEDA.

Kuramochi no miko wa, kokoro tabakari aru hito nite, oyake ni wa, Tsukushi

no kuni ni yuami ni makaramu tote, itoma inoshite Kaguya Hime no iye ni wa,
tama no yeda tori ni namu makaru to iwasete, kudaritamo ni tsukomatsurubeki

hitobito mina Naniwa made okuri-shikeri.

Miko ito shinobite to notomawasete, hito mo amata ite owashimasezu, chiko

tsukomatsuru kagiri shite, idetamainu, mi okuri no hitobito mi-tatematsuri okurite

kayerinu, owasiiimashinu to hito ni wa miyetamaite mitsu hi bakari arite kogi-

kayeri tamainu.

Kanete koto mina ohosetarikereba, sono toki ichi no takumi 2 narikeru Uchi
marora rokti nin wo meshitorite, tawayasku hito yori-kumajiki iye wo tsukurite,

kama ye wo miye ni shikometo, takumi-ra wo iritamaitsutsu, miko mo onaji

tokoro ni komoritamaite, shirasetamaitaru kagiri jiu-roku so wo kami ni kudo

wo akete, tama no yeda wo tsukuritamo.

Kaguya Dime notamo yo ni tagawazu tsukuri-idetsu. Ito kashikoku tabakarite

Naniwa ni misoka ni moto idenu. fune ni norite kayeriki ni kcri to tono ni tsuge

yarito ito itaku kurushigenaru sama shite i-tamayen.

Mukaye ni ni hito ohoku mairitari, tama no yeda wo zo nagahitsu ni irete, mono
ohoite mochite maim. “ Itsuka kiknmu Kuramochi no miko wa udomuguye no

liana mochite nobori tamayeri !
” to nouoshirikcri.

Kore wo Kaguya Hime kikite, “ Ware wa kono miko ni makenu-bcshi !” to

mune tsuburete omoikeri. Kakaru hodo ni, kado wo tatakite “ Kuramochi no

miko owashitari ” to tsugu.

1 The word be has a collective force. Compare Imibc, etc. Kamudachi is

equivalent to kami- or kimi-tachi.
2 Of ichi no takumi a variant is hitotsu no takara.
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Tabi no on sugata nagara, owashimashitari to iveba aitntematsuru miko nota-

mawaku: “Inochi wo sutete, kauo tama no yeda mote kitari” tote Kaguya llime

ni misetatematsuritamaye to iyeba, Okina mochite irifcari ; kono tama no yeda

ni fumi wo zo tsuketan keru :

“ Itazura ni
i
mi wa uashitsu to mo,

|
tama no ye wo

|
taorade sara ni

|

kayera-

zaramashi !

”

Kore wo mo aware to mite oru ni Taketori no Okina hashiri irite iwaku

:

“ Kono miko ni moshitamaishi Ildrai no tama no yeda wo hitotsu no tokoro mo
ayashiki tokoro naku ayamatazu, mote owashimaseri, n ini wo mochite ka to kaku
mosubeki ni arazu. Tabi no mi-sugata nagara ware on iye ye mo yori- tamawazu-

shite owashimashitari, haya kono miko ni aitsukomatsuri tamaye ” to iu ni mono
mo iwadzu, tsura/.uye mo tsukite imijiku nagekashige ni omoitari.

Kono miko ima sara nani ka to mbekarazu to iu mama ni, yen ni hai-nobori

tamainu. Okina kotowari ni omo, “ Kono kuni ni miyenu tama no yeda nari,

kono tabi wa ikadeka inaimosamu, hito sama mo yoki hit > ni owasu” ii-itari.

Kaguya Hirae no iu yo
;
“ova no notamo koto wo hitaburu ni inabimosanu

koto no ito hoshisa ni yegataki mono wo yukasbi to wa moshitsuru wo kaku
asamashiku mote kuru koto namu netaku omoi haberu” to iyedo nawo Okina
wa neya no uchi shitsurai nado su. Okina miko ni mosu yo: “ Ikanaru tokoro ni

ka kono ki wa soraikemu, ayashiku uruwashiku medetaki mono ni mo” to mosu.

Miko kotayete notomawaku :
“ Saotodoshi no kisaragi no to ka goro ni,

Naniwa yori tune ni norite, umi naka ni yukatnu kata mo shirazu oboveshikado,

omo koto narade yo no naka no iki nani ka wa semu to omoishikaba, tada muna-
shiki kaze ni makasete ariku. Inochi shinaba, ikaga wa semu ; ikite aramu
kagiri, kaku arikite Horai to iuramu yama ni au ya to umi ni kogi tadayoi-arikite,

waga kuui no uchi wo hanarete ariki-makari shi ni, aru toki wa nami aretsutsu.

umi no soko ni mo irinubeku
;
aru toki ni wa, kaze ni tsukete shiranu kuni ni

fuki-yoserarete, oni no yo naru mono idekite korosamu to shiki. Aru toki ni wa,

koshi kata yuku suye mo shirade umi ni magiremu to shi, aru toki ni wa, kate

tsukite, kusa no ne wo kuimono to shi, aru toti iwamu kata naku mukutsuge naru
mono no kite kui-kakaramu to shiki, aru toki wa umi no kai wo torite inochi

wo tsugu. Tabi no sora ni tasuke-tamobeki hito mo naki tokoro ni iroiro no
yamai wo shite yuku kata sora mo oboyezu, fune no yuku ni makasete umi ni

tadayoite iho ka to iu. Tatsu no koku bakari ni umi no naka ni wazuka ni yama
miyu. Fune no uchi wo namu semete miru. Umi no uye ni tadayoeru yama ito

oki nite ari. Sono yama no sama takaku uruwashi. Kare ya waga motomuru
yama naramu to omoite sasuga ni osoroshiku oboyete yama no raeguri wo sashi-

xaegurashite futsu ka mi ka bakari mi-ariku ni, amabito no yosohoi shitaru ouna
yama no naka yori idekite shirogane no kanamaru wo mochite mizu wo kumi-
ariku. Kore wo mite, fune yori orite, “ Kono yama no na wo nani to ka mosu”
to to. Ouna kotayete iu, “ Kore wa Horai no yama nari” to kotau. Kore wo
kiku ni, ureshiki koto kagiri nashi. “ Kono ouna kaku notamo wa tazo” to to.

“Waga na wa Hokanruri” to iite, futo yama no naka ni irinu.”
“ Kono yama wo miru ni, sara ni noboru-beki sama nashi. Sono yama no soba-

zura wo megureba, yo no naka ni naki hona no ki domo tateri, kogane, shirogane,

ruri iro no mizu nagareidetaru. Sore ni wa iro-iro no tama no hashi wataseri,

sono atari ni teri kagayaku ki-tomo tateri, sono naka ni kono torite mochite mode
kitarishi wa ito warokarishi ka domo, notamaishi ni tagawamashikaba tote, kono
hana wo torite mode kitaru nari. Yama wa kagiri-naku omoshiroshi, yo ni tato-

beki ni arazarishi ka do, kono yeda wo oriteshikaba, sara ni kokoromoto nakute,
fune ni norite, oi-kaze fukite, shi hyaku yo nichi ni namu mode-ki ni shi. Dai
kuwan no chikara ni ya Naniwa yori kino namu Miyako ni mode kitsuru, sara

m shiwo ni nuretaru kinu wo da ni nugi-kayenade namu koclii mode kitsuru” to

notamayeba, Okina kikite, uchinagekite yomeru

:

“ Kuretake no I yoyo no taketoru I no yama ni mo, I saya wa wabishiki I fushi

wonomimiji!”
Kore wo miko kikite, kokora no higoro omoiwabi haberitsuru kokoro wa, kyo

namu ochi-inuru to notamaite kayeshiseshi

:

“Wagatamoto
|
kiyo kawakereba,

|
wabishiki no

|
chigusa no kazu mo

|

wasurarenubeshi !

”

tol. xix —[new series.] 4
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To notamai
;
kakarn hoflo ni otokodomo roku nin tsuranete niwa ni idekitari

;

bitori no otoko fubasami ni fumi wo basamite mosu :

“ Tsuku mo dokoro no zukasa no takumi Ayabe no Ucbimaro mosakn : Tama
no ki wo tsukuritsukomatsurishi kokoro wo kudakite, sen yo nicbi ni cbikara wo
tsukushitaru koto sukunakurazu, shikaru ni roku imada tamawarazu, kore wo
tamawarite wakachite kego ni tamawasen” to iite sasagetaru.

Taketori no Okina kono takumira ga mdsu koto wa nanigoto zo to katabuki-ori,

miko wa ware ni mo aranu kimo kiyenubeki kokocbi sbite itamayeri.

Kore wo Kaguya Hime kikite, kono tatematsuru fumi wo “ tore ” to iite mireba,

fumi ni moshikeru yo “ Miko no Ivimi sen yo michi iyashiki takumira to morotomo
ni onaji tokoro ni kakure i-tamaite, kashikoki tama no yeda wo tsukurase-tamaite,

tsukasa mo tamawamu to ose-tamaiki
;
kore wo kono goro auzuru ni mi tsukai to

owasbimasubeki Kaguya Hime no yoj i tamobeki narikeri to uke tamawatte kono
miya yori tamawaramu to mosbite tamawarubeki nail.”

Kaguya Jlime kururu mama ni omoi-wabitsuru kokocbi yemi sakayote, Okina wo
yobitorite in yo : Makoto H5rai no ki ka to koso omoitsure ! kaku asamasbiki

sora goto nite arikereba, haya tote kayeshi tamaye,” to iyeba, Okina koto

:

“ sadaka ni tskurasetaru mono to kikitsureba, kayesamu koto ito yasuslii to

unazuki ori.”

Kaguya Hime no kokoro yukihatete aritsuru uta no kayeshi

:

“ Makoto ka to
|
kikite mitsureba,

|

koto no ba wo
|
kazareru tama no

|
yeda

ni zo arikeru
!”

To iite, tama no yeda mo kayeshitsu. Taketori no Okina sabakavi kataraitsuru

ga sasuga ni oboyete neburi ori. Miko wa tatsu mo hashita, iru mo hashita nite

itamayeri hi no kurenureba suberi detamainu.
Kano ureyesesbi takumi ra wo ba, Kaguya Hime yobisuyete, ureshiki hito domo

nari to iite, roku ito oku torase-tamo; takumira imijiku yorokobite “ omoitsuru

yo ni mo aru kana !
” To iite, kayeru micbi nite, Kuramochi no miko, cbi no

nagaruru made chozesasetamo, roku yeshi ka'i mo naku, mina torisntesase

tamaite kereba, nige-use ni keri.

Kakute kono miko issho no baji, kore ni suguru wa araji, ouna wo yezu narinuru

nomi ni arazu ; ame no sbita no hito no omowamu koto no hazukashi koto to

notamaite, tada hito tokoro fukaki yama ye iritamainu. Miya-zukasa soro hito bito

mina te wo wakachite motome-tatematsuredomo on shini mo ya shitamaikemu

ye mi-tsuke-tatematsurazu narinu. Miko wa mi tomo ni da ni kakusbi-tamawamu
tote, tosbi goro miyctamawazarikcru narikeri. Kore wo namu tamazakaru to wa
ii-bajimekeru.

Hinf.zumi no Kawagoromo.

Sadai-jin Abe no Minsbi wa, takara yutaka ni iye biroki bito ni zo owashikeru.

Sono tosbi watarikeru Morokosbi fune no Wokei to in mono no moto ni fumi wo
kakite, Hinedzumi no Kawagoromo to iu naru mono kaite okosevo tote, tsuko-

matsuru bito no naka ni kokoro tasbikanaru wo ycrabite, Ono no Fusamori to iu

hito wo tsukete tsukawasu.
Mote itarite kano ura ni oru Wokei ni kogane wo torasu. Wokei fumi wo

birogete mite kahcrigo'o kaku, “ Hinedzumi no Kawagoromo wnga kuui ni naki

mono nari, oto ni wa kikedomo imada minu mono nari, yo ni aru mono narnba

kono kuni ni mo mote modeki namashi
;

ito kataki akinai nari ;
sbikaredomo

mosbi Temujiku ni tama-saka ni mote watarinaba, mosbi chdja no atari m
toburai motomemu ni naki mono naraba tsukai ni soyete kogane wo ba kayeshi

tatematsuramu ” to iyeri

Kano Morokosbi fune ki-keri Ono no Futamori mode kite, mo noboru to iu koto

wo kikite, ayumi-to sum muma wo mote hnshirase mukaye-saso-tamo, toki ni,

muma ni norite, Tsukusbi yori tada nanuka ni nobori-mode kitari. Fumi wo
mini ni iwaku “Hinedzumi no Kawagoromo karbjite, bito wo dnshite motomete

tatematsuru. Ima no yo ni mo, mukaski no yo ni mo, kono kawa wa tawaynsku

naki mono narikeri. Mukashi kashikoki Temujiku no Hi
j
iri kono kuni ni mote

watarite tsukamatsurikeri. Nisbi no yama-dera ni nri to kiki-oyobite ovake ni

mosbite karojite, kai-totte-tatematsuru, atai no kane sukunasbi to kokushi
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tsukai ni moshikaba, Wokei ga mono kuwayete kaitari. Ima kogane gojiu

riyo taraawarubeshi. Fune no kayeramu ni tsukete tabi-okure, nioshi kane

tamawanu mono naraba kano koroino wo sbicbi kayesbi tabe” to iyeru koto

wo mite

:

“ Nani obosu, ima kogane sukoshi no koto ni koso anare, kanarazu okurubcki

mono ni koso anare, ureshikushito okosetaru kana !
” tote, Morokoshi no kata ni

mukaite fushi-ogami-tamo. Kono kawa-goromo iretaru hako wo mireba kusa

gusa no uruwashiki ruri wo iroyete tsukureri.

Kawagoromo wo miieba, konjo no iro uari, ke no suye ni wa kogane no terashi

kagayaki-tari, ge ni takara to mive, uruwashiki koto narabubeki mononasbi. Hi

ni yakenu koto yori mo kiyora naru koto narabi nashi. *‘Ube; Kaguya Hime no

konomoshikaritamo ni koso arikere !
” to notamaite “ ana kashiko !" tote hako ni

iretamaite, mono no yeda ni tsukete, on mi no keso ito itakushite, yagate tomari

namu mono zo to oboshite, uta yomi-kuwayete moeliite imashitari : sono uta

wa;
“ Kagiri naki

|
omoi ni yakenu

|

Kawagoromo ; |
taraoto kawakite

|
kiyo koso

wa mime” to iyeri.

Iye no kado ni mote itarite tateri, Taketori idekite tori-irite, Kaguya Hime ni

misu. Kaguva Hime kano kawagoromo wo mite iwaku :
“ Uruwashiki kawa

naraeri, wakite makoto no kawa naran to mo shirazu.” Taketori kotayete

iwaku :
“ Tomare kakumare mazu shiiji iretatematsuran yo naka ni miyenu

kawagoromo no sama nareba, kore wo makoto to omoi-tamaine, hito ua itaku wabi-

sase-tamaizo ” to Lite yobi-suye-tatematsureri.

Kaku yobi-suvete kono tabi wa kanarazu awan to ona no kokoro ni mo omoi

ori ; kono Okina wa Kaguya Hime no yamome naru wo nagekashi-kereba, yoki

hito ni awasemu to omoi hakaredomo sechi ni ina to iu koto nareba yeshiinu wa
kotowari nari.

Kaguya Hime Okina ni iu: “ Kono kawagoromo wa hi ni yakamu ni yakezuba

koso makoto narame to omoite, hito no iu koto ni mo makemu, yo ni naki mono
nareba, kore wo makoto to utagai naku omowan to notamO, nawo kore wo yakite

kokoromite” to iu. Okina, “ sore sa mo iwaretari ” to iite, Daijin ni kaku namu
mashi to iu; Daijin kotayete iu. “ Kono kawa wa Morokoshi ni mo nakarikeru

wo karojite motometazune vetaru nari ; naui no utagai aramu, sa wa mosu to mo
hava yakite mitamaye ” to iyeba, hi no naka iu uchikubete yakasetamo ni, mera-

mera to yakenu. Sareba koso koto-mono no ka«a nari keri to iu.

Daijin kore wo mi-tamaite, on kao wa kusa no ha no iro nite i-tamayeri.

Kaguya Hime wa, ‘‘Ana ureshi !
” to yorokobite itari. Kano yomi-tamaikeru

uta no henji hako ni irete kayesu

:

“ Nagori naku mo
|
moyu to shiriseba, I Kawagoromo.

|

Omoi no hoka ni
|

okite mimashi wo.”
|
to ari'keru, sareba kayeri imashi ni keri.

Yo no hito-bito ‘‘Abe no Daijin Kinedzumino Kawagoromo wo mote imashite,

Kaguya Hime ni sumitamo to na koko ni ya imasu ? ” nado to. aru hito no iu

:

“ Kawa wa hi ni kubete yakitarishikaba mera mera-to yake ni shikaba Kaguya
Hime aitamawazu” to ii-kereba, kore wo kiite zo togeuaki mono wo ba

“abenashi” to iikeru.

TaTSC NO KUBI NO TAMA.

Otomo no Miyuki no Dainagon wa, waga iye ni ari to aru hito wo atsumete,

notamawakn, “ Tatsu no kubi ni go shiki no hikari aru tama anari, sore wo tonte

tatematsuritaramu hito ni wa negawamu koto wo kanawamu ” to notamo.
Onoko tomo ose no koto wo kikite mosaku :

“ Owase no koto wa itomo totoshi,

tadashi kono tama tawayasku yuki-torashi wo, iwanya ! Tatsu no kubi no tama
wa ikaga toramu’’ to moshi ageri. Dainagon notamo: “ Kimi no tsukai to iwan
mono wa. inochi wo sutete rao one ga kimi no ose koto woba kanawamu to koso
omobekere. Kono kuni ni naki, Temujiku, Morokoshi no mono ni mo arazu.

Kono kuni no umi yama yori tatsu wa ori notoru mono nari
; ikani omoite ka,

nanjira kataki mono to mosuheki P ” Onoko tomo mosu yo :
*‘ Saraba, ikaga wa

sen, kataki mono nari tomo, bseru ni shitagate, motome ni makaramu ” to mosu
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ni Dainagon miwaraite, “nanjira ya kimi no na wo nagashitsu kimi no ose koto

wo zo ikaga soraukubeki? ” to notamo.

Tatsu no kubi no tama tori ni tote idashite tamo. Ivono hito bito no michi no
kate kui mono ni tono no ucbi no kinu, wata, zeni nado, aru kagiri tori idesoyete

tsukawasu. Kono liito bito tomo kayeru made, imoi wo shite, ware wa orarnu,

kono tama toreyede wa maye ni kayerikuna to notamawasekeri. Ono ono ose

uketamawarite makari-ideuu.
“ Tatsu no kubi no tama toriyezuba kayerikuna !

” to notamayeba, izuclii mo,
izuchi mo, ashi no mukitaramu kata ye inan to su

;
kakaru suki goto wo shitamo

koto to soshiri ayeri tamawasetaru mono wa, ono ono wake tsutsu tori, aruiwa
ono ga iye ni komori-i aruiwa ono ga yukamahoshiki tokoro ye inu.

Oya kimi to mosu tomo, kaku tsukinaki koto wo ose tamo koto to koto yukanu
mono yuye Dainagon wo soshiri-aitari.

Kaguya Hime suyemu ni wa rei no yo ni wa mi-nikushi to notamaite,

uruwashiki ya wo tsukuritamaite, urushi wo nuri, makiye wo shi iroyeshi-

tamaite, ya no uye ni wa, ito wo somete iro iro ni fukasete. uchi uchi no
shitsurai ni wa iubeku mo aranu

; aya orimono ni ye wo kakite magoto ni

haritari.

Moto no medomo wa mina oi-haraite Kaguya Hime wo kanarazu awamu
mokeshite, hitori akashi kurashi tamo. Tsukawashislii hito wa, yoru hiru machi
tamo ni, toshi koyuru made, oto mo sezu. Kokoromoto nagarite, ito shinobite,

tada toneri futabito meshitsugi to shite, yatsuretamaite, Naniwa ni owashima-

shite, toitamo koto wa, “ Utomo no Dainagon no hito ya, fune ni norite, tatsu

korosliite, so ga kubi no tama toreru to ya kiku " to towasuru ni, funabito

kotayete iwaku :
“ Ayashiki koto kana !

” to waraite, ‘
‘ Saru 1 waza suru fune mo

naslii !
” to kotayuru ni, “ Ojinaki koto suru funabito ni mo aru kana

!
yeshirade

kaku iu to oboshite, waga yumi no cliikara wa tatsu araba futo i-korosliite, kubi

no tama wa toritemu, osoku kuru yatsubara wo mataji ” to notamaite, fune ni

norite, umi koto ni ariki-tamb ni, ito tohokute Tsukushi no kata no umi kogi-

ide-tamainu. Ikaga shikemu, hayaki kaze fukite, sekai kuragarite, fuue wo
fuki-mote ariku. Izure no kata tomo shirazu. Fune wo umi naka ni makari
idenubeku

;
fuki-mawashite, nami wa fuue ni uchikake-tsutsu maki-ire, nami

wa oehi kakaru yo ni hirameki
;

kakuru- ni Dainagon wa madoite, “tnada
kakaru wabishikime wa mizu, ikanaramu to suru zo !

” to notamo, kajitori

kotayete mosu :
“ kokora fune ni norite makari ariku ni mada kaku wabishikime

wo mizu, fune umi no soko ni irazuha, kami ochikakarinubeshi, moshi saiwni

ni kami no tasuke araba, uankai ni fukare-owashiuubeshi, utate aru nushi no
ou moto ni tsukayematsurite, susuro naru shini wo subekameru kana ” to kajitori

naku.
Dainagon kore wo kikite, notamawaku, “ Fune ni norite wa, kajitori no mosu

koto wo koso takaki yamn to mo tanome nado, kaku tanomoshige-uaki koto wo
mosu zo !

” to awohedo wo tsukite, notamo.

Kaji tori kotayete mosu: “Kami naraneba ani waza wo ka tsukomatsuramu,

kaze fuki nami hageshikeredomo kami save itadaki ni ochikakaru yo naru wa
tatsu wo korosamu to motometamai sorayaba kaku anuari

;
hayate mo tatsu no

fukasuru nari, haya kami ni inori tainaye !
” to iu.

“Yoki koto nari” tote, kajitori no mi kami kikoshimese, “ Ojinaku, kokoro

osanaku, tatsu wo korosamu to omoikeri, ima yori noclii wa ke no suye hito suji

wo da ni ugokaslii tsukamatsuraji ” to yogoto wo hauaehite, tachi-i naku naku,

yobai tamo koto, chitabi bakari moshitamb
;

ge ni va aramu !
yoyo kaminari

yaminu, sukoshi akarite kaze wa nawo liayaku fuku Kajitori no iwaku; “Kore
v. a tatsu no sbiwaza ni koso arikere, kono fuku kaze wa yoki lib no kaze nari,

ashiki kata no kaze ni wa airazu, yoki kata ni omonuikite fuku nari” to ivedomo,

Dainagon wa kore wo kiki-ire-tamawazu. Mika yoka fukite, fuki-kayeshi yose-

tari, hama wo mireba, Harima no Akashi no llama narikeri. Daiuagon nankai

no hama ni fuki-yoseraretaru ni ya aramu to omoite, ikitsuki fushi-tamayeri,

fune ni aru onokodomo kuni ni tsugetaraba, kuni no tsukasa mbde-toburb in mo
ye-oki-agari-tamawade, funa-zoko ni fushi-tamayeri. Jlatsu-hara ni mi mushiro

1 i.e. la aru.
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shikite oroshi-tntematsuru, sono toki ni zo nankai ni arazarikeri to onioite,

karojite, okiagari-tamayeru wo, mireba, knze ito omoki hito nite hara ito fukure,

konata, kanatn no me ni wa sumomo wo tutatsu tsuketaru yd nari. Koro wo mi-

tatemateurite zo kuni no tsukosa mo hohoyemitaru. Kuni ni dsetamaite, tagoshi

tsukurasetamaite, nyonyo ni nawarete, iye ni iritamainuru wo, ikadeka kikcmu,

tsukawashite, onoko domo mairite mdsu yo, ‘‘tatsu no kubi no taina wo yetora-

zn risbikaba, namu, touo ye mo yemairazarisbi, tama no torikatakarisbi koto wo
shiritamayereba, namu, lcandd araji tote, mairitsuru ” to mosu. Dainagon
oki-idete notamawaku “ Namujira yoku mote kozu narinu. Tatsu wa naru kami

no mi nite koso arikere, sorega tama wo toramu tote, sokora no hitobito no gai

serarenamu to shikeri, mashite, tatsu wo torayetaramashikaba, mata koto mo
naku ive wa gai sernrenamashi, yoku torayezu nari ni keri. Kaguva Hime ebb

6 nusubito no yatsu ga hito wo korosamu to saru narikeri, ware no atari da ni

ima wa tbraji, onokodomo mo na ariki so” tote, ware ni sukoshi nokoritarikeru

monodomo wa, tatsu no tama toranu monodomo ni tabitsu. Kore wo kikite

hanaretamaishi moto no uye wa, bara wo kirite waraitamd, ito wo fukasete

tsukurishi yane wa tobi-karasu no su ni mina kui-inote i ni keri. Sekai no hito

no iikeru wa, Otomo no Dainagon wa, tatsu no kubi no tama ya torite owashitaru,

ina sa mo arazu, on manako futatsu ni sumomo no yo naru tama wo zo soyete

imashitaru, to iikereba, anata yegata ! to iikeru yori zo, yo ni awanu koto wo
ba Ana tayegata ! to ii-hajimekeru.

TsUllAKVRAME NO KoYASt’GAT.

Chiunagon Isonokami Marotada wa iye ni tsukawaruru onoko tomo no moto
ni “ tsubakurame no sukuitaraba tsugeyo ” to notamo wo uketamawarite :

“ Nani no yo ni ka aramu ” to mosu. Kotayete notamo yo :
“ Tsubakurame no

motaru koyasugai wo toramu riyo nari” to notamo. Onoko domo kotayete

mosu, “Tsubakurame wo amata koroshite mini ni da ni mo, hara ni naki mono
nari

;
tadashi ko umu toki namu ikadeka idasuramu to mosu hito da ni mireba

usenu” to mosu.
Mata hito no mosu yo: “ oizukasa no ii kashiku ya no mune ni tsuku no ana

goto ni tsubakurame wa su wo kui- aru ; sore ni mame naramu onoko domo wo
ite makarite, agura wo yuiagete ukagawasemu ni, sokora no tsubakurame ko
umasaramu ya wa, sate, koso torashime tamawame” to mosu.

Chiunagon yorokobitamaite “ okashiki koto ni mo aru kana ! mottomo yeshi-

razarikeri, kiyd aru koto moshitari” to notamaite mame naru onokodomo nijiu

nin bakari tsukawashite auanai ni age-suyeraretari. Dono yori tsukai hima naku
tamawasete koyasu no gai toritaru ka to mukawasetamd. Tsubakurame no hito

no amata nobori itaru ni, su ni noborikozu, kakaru yoshi go henji wo moshikereba,

kiki-tamaite, ikaga subeki to oboshimeshi wazuro ni kano tsukasa no kuwan-nin
Kuratsu-maro to mosu okina mosu yo :

“ Koyasugai toramu to oboshimesaba,

tabakari mosamu” tote, on maye ni mairitareba, Chiunagon hitai wo awasete,

mukai-tamayeri. Kuratsu Maro ga mosu yo :
“ Kono tsubakurame koyasugai

wa ashiku tabakarite torase-tamo nari
;

sate wa, yetorasetamawaji, ananai ni

odoro-odoro-shiku nijiunin no hito no nobotte habereba arete yori-mode kozu
namu. Sesasetamobeki yo wa, kono ananai wo kobochite, hito mina shirizokite,

mame nasamu hito hitori wo arako ni nosesu-shite, tsuna w'o kamayete, tori no ko
nmamu ma ni tsuna wo tsuri-age-sasete futo koyasugai wo torasetamawamu namu
yokarubeki” to mosu. Chiunagon notamo yo :

“ Ito yoki koto nari” tote, ananai
wo kobochite, hito mina kayeri modekinu. Chiunagon Kuratsu Maro ni nota-
mawaku : “Tsubakurame wa, ikanaru toki ni ka ko wo umu to shirite hito wo
ha agubeki” to notamo, Kuratsu Maro mosu yd : Tsubakurame koumamu to suru
toki wa, o wo sasagete, nanatabi megurite, namu, umi otosumeru, sate, nanatabi
meguramu ori hikiagete, sono ori koyasugai wa torasetamaye” to mosu. Chiunagon
yorokobitamaite yorozu no hito ni mo shirasetamawade, misoka ni tsukasa ni

imashite. onokodomo no naka ni majirite, yoru wo hiru ni naskite, torashime tamo.
Kuratsu Maro kaku mosu wo ito itaku yorokobitamaite notamo :

“ Koko ni

tsukawaruru hito ni mo naki ni negai wo kanoru koto no ureshisa !
” to iite, on zo

nugite, kazuke-tamaitsu
;

sara ni yosari kono tsukasa ni mode-koto notamaite
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tsukawashitsu. Higurenureba kano tsukasa ni owashite mi-tamo ni, makoto ni

tsubakurame su tsukureri, Kuratsu Maro ga mosu yo o wo sasagete meguru ni,

arako ni hito wo nosete, tsuriagesasete, tsubakurame no su ni te wo saskiiresasete,

saguru ni mono mo naslii to mosu ni Cbiunagon asbiku sagureba naki nari to

baradachite, “ Tarebakari oboyemu ni tote ware nobotte saguran” to notamaite,

ko ni norite tsurare-noborite, ukagaitamayeru ni, tsubakurame o wo sasagete

itaku meguru ni awasete, te wo sasagete saguritamo ni, te ni birameru mono
sawaru. toki ni “ware mono nigiritari ima wa oroshite yo, okina sbiyetari !” to

notamaite, atsumarite, toku orosamu tote, tsuna wo hiki sugisbite, tsuna tayuru,

sunahachi ni Yasbima no kanaye no uye ni nokesama ni oebitamayeri.

Hito-bito asamashigarite, yotte, kakayetsukamatsureri, on me wa shirame mte
fushi tamayeri, bitobito on kucbi ni mizu wo sukui, iretsukamatsuru, karojite iki

detamayeru ni, mata kanaye no uye yori tetori, asbitori sbite, sageorosbitate-

matsuru.

Karojite, on kokocbi wa ikaga obosaruru to toyaba, iki no sbita nite mono wa
sukosbi oboyuredo, kosbi namu ugokarenu.

Saredo koyasugai wo futo nigiri motareba, uresbiku oboyuni nari. Mazu
sbisokusesbite, kokono kai gao mimu to tsukushi motagete on te wo biroge tamayeru
ni, tsubakurame no mariokeru furu kuso wo nigiritamayeru narikeri. Sore wo
mitamaite, “ ana ! kaina no waza ya ” to notamaikeru yori zo omo ni tago koto

wo zo “ kai nashi ” to iikeri.

Kai ni mo arazu to mitamaikeru ni, on kokocbi mo tagaite, karabitsu no futa

ni irare tamobeku mo arazu. On kosbi wa ore ni keri, Chiunagon wa iwaketaru

waza sbite yamu koto wo bito ni kikaseji to sbitamaikeredo, sore wo yamai nite ito

yowaku naritamai ni keri. Kai wo yetorazu narinikeru yori mo bito no kiki-

warawamu koto wo hi ni soyete omoitamaikereba, tada ni yamishinuru yori mo
hitogiki hazukashiku oboyetamo nari keri. Kore wo Kaguya Hime kikite torai

ni tsukawashikeru uta

:

“ Toki wo bete,
|

nami tacbi yaranu
|
Suminoye no

[

matsu kai nashi to
|

kiku wa makoto ka ?
”

To aru wo yonde kikasu. Ito yowaki kokochi ni kashira motagete hito ni kami
wo motasete kurushiki kokocbi ni karojite kakitamo :

“ Kai wa kaku
|

arikeru mono wo
|

wabi-sutete,
|

sbinuru inocbi wo
|
sukui

ya wa senu !

”

To kaki hatsuru to taye-iri-tamainu. Kore wo kikite, Kaguya Hime, sukosbi

aware to obosliikeri. Sore yori, namu, sukoshi uresbild koto wo ba “kai ari”

to zo iikeru.

Mikari no Miyuki.

Sate Kaguya Hime katacbi no yo ni nizu medetaki koto wo Mikado kikoshi-

meshite. naishi Nakatomi no Fusako ni notamo, “Oku no bito no mi wo ituzura

ni nashite awazanaru Kaguya Hime wa, ika bakari no ouna zo to makarite mite
maire,” to notamo. Fusako uketamawarite makareri, Taketori no iye ni

kashikomarite shoji irite ayeri, ouna ni naishi notamo, “ ose goto ni Kaguya
Hime no katachi iu ni oyobazu to nari, yoku mite mairubeki yoshi notama-
warctsuru ni namu mairitsuru ” to iyeba, “ saraba kaku to moshi-haberamu ” to

iite irinu.

Kaguya Hime ni, “Haya kano mi tsukai ni taimen shi-tamaye” to iyeba,

Kaguya Hime, ‘ yoki katacbi ni mo aranu, ikadeka miyubeki ” to iyeba, “ utate

mo notamo kana ! Mikado no mi tsukai wo ba ikadeka oroka ni semu ” to

iyeba Kaguya Ilime no kotayeru yo, “Mikado no meshite notawawamu koto

kashikoshi to mo omowazu “ to iite. sara ni miyubeku mo arazu. Umeru ko no
yo ni wa aredo ito kokoro liazukashige ni orosokanaru yo ni iikereba kokoro no
mama ni mo yesemezu.

Ouna naishi no moto ni kayeri idete, “ kucbiosbiku kono osanaki mono wa
kowaku baberu mono nite, taimensumajiki to mosu.” Naishi, “ Kanarazu mi-
tatematsurite maire to bsegoto aritsuru mono wo mitatematsurade wa, ikadeka
kayeri mairamu, koku-wo no osogoto wo inasa ni yo ni sumitamawamu bito no

uketamawari tumawade wa arinamu ya iwarcuu koto nasbitamai yo !
” to kotoba
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hajishiku iikereba, kore wo kikite, mashite Kaguya Hime kikubeku mo arazu
*• Kokuwo no osegoto wo somukaba, haya koroshitamaite yokashi” to iu. Kouo
naishi kayeri-mairite kono yoshi wo sosu. Mikado kikoshimesbite “oku no hito

koroshitegeru kokoro zo kasbi !
” to notamawaite yami ni keredo nawo oboshi-

meslii owashimashite, “Kono ouna no tabakari ni ya makemu” to oboshimeshite

Taketori no Okiua wo meskite osetamo “ Xanji ga motto habem Kaguya Hime
tsukumatsure, kaokatachi yosbi to kikoshimesbite mi tsukai wo tabishikado kai

naku miyezu nari ni keri, kaku taidaisbiku ya wa narawasubeki ?” to Okina kashi-

komarite, go henji mosu yo, “ kono me no warawa wa, tayete miyazukaye tsuko-

matsuruheku mo arazu haberu wo mote, wazurai kaberu ; saritomo makarite ose

tamawamu” to sosu. Kore wo kikoshimesbite, on idasetamo “Nado ka! Okina
no te ni okoskitatetaramu mouo wo kokoro ni makasezaramu, kono ouna tnoshi

tate matsuritaru mono naraba Okina ni koburi wo nado ka tabasezaramu.”
Okiua yorokobite iye ni kayerite. Kaguya llime ni kataro yo, “ Kaku namu

Mikado no osetamayeru nawo ya wa tsukomatsuri-tamawanu ” to iveba Kaguya
nime notamawaite iu, “ mobara sayo no miyazukaye tsukomatsuraji to omo wo
shiite tsukomatsurase-tamawaba kiyeuse nari, mi zukasa koburi -tskomatsurite

shinu bakari nari.” Okina irayuru yo, “ Xa shitamai zo, tsukasa koburi mo
waga ko wo mitatematsurade wa, nani ni ka wa semu, sa wa aritomo nadoka
miyazukaye wo shitamawazaramu sbinitamo-beki yo ya wa arubeki” to iu.

“Nawo sora goto ka to, tsukomatsurasete shinazu ya aru to mite tamaye,
amata no hito no kokorozashi oroka-narazariski wo munashiku nashite shi koso

are. Kino kiyo Mikado no notamawamu koto ni tsukamu bitogiki yasasbi ” to

iyeba, Okina kotayete iwaku, “ amenoshita no koto wa, to aritomo kakaritomo,
on inochi no ayosa koso oki naru sawari nareba nawo tsukumatsurumajiki koto
wo, mairite mosamu” tote mairite mosu yo, “ose no koto no kashikoki ni kano
warawa wo mairasemu tote, tsukomatsuivba miyazukaye ni dashitatenaba shinu.

beshi to mosu. Miyakko Maro ga te ni umasetaru ko nite mo arazu, mukashi
yama nite mitsuketaru

; kakareba kokoro-base mo yo no hito ni nizu zo haberu”
to sd-sesasu. Mikado osetamawaku, “ Miyakko Maro ga iye wa yama moto
cbikaku nari, mikari no rniyuki shitamawamu yo nite mitemu ya,” to notama-
wasu.

Miyakko Maro ga mosu yo, “ Ito yoki koto nari, nanika kokoro mo nakute
aramu ni futo mi-yuki shite go ranzerare naniu” to sosureba Mikado niwaka ni

hi wo sadamete, mi kari ni ide tamaite, Kaguya Hime no iye ni iritamaite,

mi-tamo ni, hikari michite, kiyora nite itaru hito ari, “kore naramu !
” to

oboshite chikaku yorasetamo ni nigete iru. Sode wo toraye-tamaveba, omote wo
futagite sorayedo, hajime yoku go rau-jitsureba, tagui-naku medetaku oboyesa-
setamaite, ‘yurusaji to su’ tote iteowashimasamu to suru ni, Kaguya Hime
kotayete sosu, “ onoga mi wa, kono kuni ni umarete haberaba, koso tsuka-

itamawame
;

ito ite owoshimashigataku ya haberamu” to sosu. Mikado,
nadoka sa aramu, nawo ite owashimasamu tote, on koshi wo yose-tamo ni

kono Kaguya Hime kito kage ni narinu
;
hakanaku kuehi-oshi to oboshite, ge ni

tadabito ni wa arazarikeri to oboshite, “saraba, on moto ni wa ite-ikaji, moto
no on katachi to nari-tamaine, sore wo mite da ni kayeri namu” to oserarureba,

Kaguya Hime moto no katachi ni narinu. Mikado nawo medetaku oboshi-

mesaruru koto sekitome-gatashi, kaku misetsuru Miyakko Maro wo yorokobi-

tamo; sate, tsukamatsuru hiyaku-kuwan hitobito ni aruji ikameshiu tsukomatsuru.

Mikado Kaguya Hime wo todomete kayeri-tamawamu koto wo akazu kuehi-

oshiku oboshikeredo, tamashii wo todometaru kokochi shite, namu, kayera-

setamaikeru on koshi ni tatematsurite, nochi ni Kaguya Hime ni

:

“ Kayeru sa no
|

myuki mono uku
|

omohoyete;
|
somukite toraaru

|
Kaguya

Hime yuye !

”

Go henji wo

:

“ Mugura hafu
|

shimo ni mo toshi wa
|

henuru mi no
|

nanika wa tama no
|

utena wo mo mimu.”
Kore wo Mikado goranjite, itodo kayeritamawamu, sora mo naku obosaru, mi

kokoro wa sara ni taciu-kayerubeku mo obosarezarikeredo, saritote, ya wo
akaskitamobeki ni mo araneba kayerasetamainu.

Tsune ni tsukomatsuru hito wo mitamo ni Kaguya Hime no katawara ni
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yorubeku da ni arazari keri, koto hito yori wa kiyora nari to oboshikem hito,

kare ni obosbi-awasureba hito ni mo arazu. Kaguya Hime nomi on kokoro ni

kakarite tada hitori sugusbitamo, yosbinakute on katagata ni mo wataritamawazu.
Kaguya Hime no moto ni zo mi fumi wo kakite kayowasase tamo, go nenji

sasuga ni nikukarazu kikoyekawasbitamaite, omosbiroki ki-gusa ni tsukete mo,
on uta wo yomite tsukawasu.

Ama no Hagoromo.

Kayo nite on kokoro wo tagai ni nagusame tamo bodo ni mi tose bakari

arite, baru no hajime yori Kaguya Hime tsuki no omoshiro idetaru wo mite,

tsune yori mo mono omoitaru sama nari. “ Aru hito no tsuki no kawo miru wa,

imu koto!” to seishikeredomo, tomo sureba hito-ma ni mo tsuki wo mite wa
imijiku naki-tamo. Fu-tsuki no mocbi no tsuki ni ide-ite, secbi ni mono omoyeru
kesbiki nari. Cbikaku tsukawaruru bitobito Taketori no Okina ni tsugete iwaku,
“ Kaguya Hime rei mo tsuki wo aware gari-tamai keredo, kono goro to narite wa
tada-koto ni mo haberazameri imijiku oboskinageku koto arubeshi yoku yoku mi-

tsukamatsurase-tamaye ” to iu wo kikite, Kaguya Hime ni iu yo :
“ najo kokochi

sureba, kaku mono wo omoitaru sama nite, tsuki wo mitamo zo, umashiki yo ni”
to iu. Kaguya Hime 1 ‘ tsuki wo mireba, yo no naka kokoro-bosoku aware ni baberi

nap mono wo ka nageki ni haberu beki ” to iu. Kaguya Hime no aru tokoro ni

itari mireba nawo mono omoyeru kesbiki nari. Kore wo mite, “aga hotoke! nani

goto omoitamfl zo? obosuramu koto nani goto zo ?” to iyeba, “ omo koto mo nasbi

mono, namu, kokoro-bosoku oboyuru” to iyeba, Okina, “tsuki na mi tamo zo.

Kore wo mi-tamayeba mono obosu kesbiki wa aru zo !
” to iyeba, “ ikade tsuld

wo ba mizute wa aramu?” tote, nawo tsuki izureba ide-i-tsutsu, nageki omoyeri,

yuyami ni wa mono omawanu kesbiki nari.

Tsuki no hodo ni narinureba, nawo toki-doki wa ucliinageki naki nado su.

Kore wo tsukau monodomo nawo mono obosu koto arubeshi to sasayakedo, oya

wo hajimete nanigoto to mo sbirazu.

Hatsuki no mochi bakari no tsuki ni ideite Kaguya Hime ito itaku naki tamo,

hito me mo ima wa tsutsumitamawazu naki tamo. Kore wo mite, oyadomo mo
“ nani goto zo” toi-sawagu. Kaguya Hime naku naku iu “ Saki-zaki mo mosamu
to omoishikadomo, kanarazu kokoro madowashitamawamu mono zo to omoite,

ima made sugushi haberitsuru nari. Sa nomi ya wa tote, uebi-ide haberinuru zo

onoga mi wa kono kuni no liito ni mo arazu, tsuki no miyako no hito nari. Sore

wo mukashi no chigiri arikeru ni yorite namu kono sekai ni wa modekitarikeru,

ima wa kayerubeki ni ki ni kereba, kono tsuki no mochi-hi ni kano moto no kuni

yori mukaye ni bitobito mode komuzu sarazu makariuubekereba, oboshi nagekamu
ga kanasbiki koto wo kono baru yori omoi-nageki haberu nari ” to iite imijiu naku.

Okina wa, “ najo koto wo notamo zo ? take no naka yori mitsuke kikoyetarishikado

natane no okisa owascshi wo waga take-dachi narabu made yasbinai-tatematsuri-

taru, waga ko wo nani hito ga mukaye kikoyemu. Masa ni yurusamu ya" to iite,

ware koso shinamo tote naki-nonoshiru koto ito tayegatage nari.

Kaguya Ilime no iwaku, “Tsuki no miyako no liito nite, chichi haha ari

;

kata toki no ma tote kono kuni yori mbde-koshikadomo, kaku kono kuni ni wa
amata no toslii wo henuru ni namu arikeru. Kano kuni no chichi baba no koto

mo oboyezu, koko ni wa kaku hisashiku asobi-kikoyete narai-tatematsureri,

imijikaramu kokochi mo sezu kanashiku nomi, namu, aru. Saredo ono ga kokoro

liarazu makari namu to suru ” to iite morotomo ni imiiiu naku.

Tsukawaruru hito bito mo toshigoro naraite, tachiwakare, namu, koto wo
kokorobaye nado ateyaka ni utsukusnikaritsuru koto wo minaraite, koishikaramu

koto no tayegatakn, yumizu mo nomarezu onaji kokoro ni nagekasbigankeri.

Kono koto wo Mikado kikoshimeshito Taketori no iye ni on tsukai tsnkawasa-

setamo. On tsukai ni Taketori ideaite naku koto kagiri-nasbi. Kono koto wo
nageku ni, hige mo sbiroku, koshi mo kagawari, me mo tadaro ni kcri. Okina
kotoshi wa isoji bakari narikeredo, mono omoi ni wa kata toki ni namu oi ni

nari ni keri to miyn.

On tsukai osegoto tote Okina ni iwaku, “ Ito kokorogurushikti mono omo naru

wa makoto ni ka to osetamo?” Taketori nakunaku mosu, “kono mocbi ni,

namu, tsuki no yori Kaguya Hime no mukaye ni modeku naru; totoku towase-
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tamo kono mochi ni wa hitobito tamawarite tsuki no mivako no hito mode koba
toraye-sasemu ” to mosu.
On tsukai kayerimairite, Okina no arisama mdshite soshi-tsuru koto domo

mosu wo kikoshimeshite notamo, “Hito me mitamaishi mi kokoro ni da ni

wasuretamawanu ni, akegure minaretaru Kaguya Hime wo yarite wa ikaga

oradbeki !
” Kano mochi no hi tsukasa-zukasa ni osete chokushi ni wa, shdsbd

Takano no Okuni to iu hito wo sashite rokuye no tsukasa awasete ni sen nin no
hito wo Taketori no ire ni tsukawasu.

Iye ni makarite tsni-hi-ji no uye ni sen nin, ya no uye ni sen nin, iye no hito-

bito ito okarikeru ni, awasete, akeru hima mo’ naku mamorasu. Kono mamoru
hitobito mo yumi ya wo taishite ori, moya no uchi ni wa, ouna domo wo ban ni

suyete mamorasu. Ouna nuri-gome no uchi ni Kaguya Hime wo idakayete ori,

Okina mo nurigome no to wo sasliite tokuchi ni ori
;
Okina no iu “ kabakari

mamoru tokoro ni ama no hito ni mo makemu ya “ to iite, ya no uye ni oru
hitobito ni iwaku, “ Tsuyu mo mono sora ni kakeraba futoi-koroshitam ye !

”

Mamoru hitobito no iu “ Kabakarishite mamoru tokoro ni kahahori hitotsu da ni

araba mazu i-koroshite to ni sarasamu to omoihaberu “to iu; Okina kore wo
kikite tanomoshigari ori.

Kore wo kikite, Kaguya Hime wa, “ Sashikomete, mamori tatakaubeki shita-

kumi wo shitaritomo, ano kuni no hito wo yetatakawanu nari
;
yumiya shite

irareji, kaku sashikomete aru tomo kono kuni no hito koba mina akinamu to su,

aitatakawamu to su tomo kano kuni no hito kinaba takeki kokoro tsukau hito mo
yd mo araji.” Okina no iu yd “ on mukayeni komu hito wo ba, nagaki tsume shite,

manako wo tsukami-tsubasamu, sakagami wo torite, kanaguri otosamu, sagashiri

no kaki-idete-kokora no ovake hito ni misete haji misemu” to hara-dachi oru.

Kaguya Hime iwaku, ukowa-daka ni na notamai zo, ya no uye ni oru hitodomo
no kiku ni ito masanashi. Ima sukarizuru kokorozashi domo wo omoi mo
shirade-makari namu zuru koto no kuchioshiu habekeri, nagaki chigiri no
nakari-kereba, hodonaku makarinubeki nameri to omoga kanashiku baberu nari.

Oya tachi no kayeri-mi wo isasaka da ni tsukomatsurade makararau michi mo
yasuku mo arumajiki ni tsuki goro mo ideite, kotoshi bakari no itoma wo moshi-
isuredo, sara ni yurusarenu ni votte, namu, kaku omoi nageki baberu on kokoro
wo nomi madowaslite sarinamu koto no kanasbiku tayegataku haberu nari. Kano
mivako no hito wa ito kivora nite oi mo sezu, namu, omd koto mo naku haberu
nari. Saru tokoro ye makaramuzuru mo imijiku mo haberazu. Oi otoroye

tamayeru sama wo mi tatematsurazaramu koso koisbikarame ” to iite naku.
Okina mune idaki,’’ koto na shi tamo zo, urawashiki sugata shitaru tsukai ni

mo sawaraji “to netami ori. Kakaru hodo ni yohi uchisugite ne no toki

bakari ni, iye no atari, hiru no akasa ni mo sugite, hikaritari, mochi-tsuki no
akasa wo to wo awasetaru bakari nite, aru hito no ke no ana save miyuru hodo nari.

O-zora yori hito kumo ni norite, orikite, tsuchi yori go shaku bakari agaritaru
hodo ni tachitsuraretari ; kore wo mite uchi soto naru hito no kokoro tomo mono
ni osowaruru yo nite aitatakawamu kokoro mo nakarikeri, kardjite, omoi okoshite,

yumi ya toritatemu to suredomo, te ni chikara mo nakunarite nayekagamaritam
naka ni kokoro sakashiki mono nenjite in to suredomo, hoka zama ye kikereba
are mo tatakawade, kokoehi tada shire ni shirete mamori ayeri.

Tateru hito-domo wa, sozoku no kiyora naru koto mono ni mo nizu, tobu
kuruma hitotsu gushitari. rakai sashitnri, sono naka ni wo to oboshiki hito
iye ni ” Miyakko Maro mode-ko ! “ to iu ni, takeku omoitsuru Miyakko Maro mo
mono ni yeitaru h koehi shite, utsubushi ni fuseri. Iwaku,” nanji osanaki hito,

isasaka naru kudoku wo Okina tsukurikeru ni yorite, nanji ga taske ni tote, kata-
koki no hodo tote, kudashishi wo, sokora no toshigoro, sokora no kogane tamaite,
mi wo kayetaru ga gotoku nari ni keri. Kaguya H ime wa tsumi wo tsukuri tamayeri
kereba, kaku iyasbiki onore ga moto ni shibashi owashitsuru nari ; tsumi no kagiri
hate-nureba, kaku mukoru wo Okina wa naki nageku atawanu koto nari, haya
kayeshi tatematsure ’’ to iu. Okina kotayete mosu

;
“ Kaguya Hime wo yashinai-

tatematsuru koto hata tose amari ni narinu. Kata-toki to notamo ni ayashiku nari
haberinu, mata koto tokoro ni Kaguya H ime to mosu hito zo owasbimasuramu ” to

iu “koko ni owasuru Kaguya Hime wa oraoki wazurai wo shitamayeba ye-ide
owashimasumaji ” to moseba, sono henji wa nakute ya no uye ni tobu kuruma wo
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yosete “ iza Kaguya Hime kitanaki tokoro ni ikadeka hisaskiku owasemu” to

ii-tate kometaru tokoro no to sunawachi tada aki ni akinu koskidomo, mo kito

wa nakuskite akinu, ouna idakite, Kaguya Hime to ni ideuu, ye-todomumaji-
kereba, tada sashi-ogite naki ori. Taketori kokoro madoite naki-fuseru tokoro

ni yorite Kaguya Hime iu, “ Koko ni mo, kokoro ni mo arade, kaku makaru ni

noboramu wo da ni, mi-okuri tamaye” to iyedomo “ nani shi ni kanaskiki ni mi-
okuri tatematsuramu, ware wo ika ni seyo tote, sutete wa, nobori tamo zo gu-shite

ite owasene ” to uakite fusereba, on kokoro madoinu, fumi wo kaki okite makaramu,
koishikaramu ori-ori tori-dashite mi-tamaye, tote uchi-nakite kaku kotoba wa,
“ kono kuni ni umarenuru to naraba, nagekase-tatematsuranu hodo made kaberubeki
wo kaberade sugiwakarenuru koto, kayesugayesu ho i naku koso oboye-habere, nugi-
oku kinu wo katami to mi-tamaye, tsuki no idetaramu yo wa mi-okose-tamaye mi-
sute-tatcma tsurite makaru sora yori mo ockiuubeki kokocki su” to kaki-oku.

Amabito no naka ni motosetaru hako ari
;
ama no ha-goromo ireri, mata aru

wa fushi no kusuri ireri. Hitori no amabito iu “ Tsubo naru on kusuri tatema-
tsure, kitanaki tokoro no mono kikoshimeshitareba on kokocki askikaramu mono
zo ” tote, mote yoritareba, isasaka name-tamaite, sukoski katami tote, nugi
oku kinu ni tsutsumamu to sureba, aru amabito “ tsutsumasezu ” on zo wo
tori-idashite kisemu to su.

Sono toki ni Kaguya Hime, “ skibaski mate ” to iite “ kinu kisetsuru kito wa ko-
koro kotoni narunari” to iu, “Monohito goto iiokubeki koto ari nari” to iite, l'urni

kaki; Amabito “ososki to kokoro moto nagari-tamo” Kaguya Hime“mono skirauu

koto na notamai zo” tote, imijiku sliidzuka ni oyake ni mi fumi tatematsuritamo,

awatenu sama nari. “ Kaku amata no kito wo tamaite, todomesase-tamayedo yuru-

sanUjinukaye-modekite tori-ide makarinurebakuckioskiku kanaskiki koto miyazuka-

ye tsukomatsurazu narinuru mo, kaku wazurawashiki mi nite liabereba, kokoro yezu
oboshimeshitsuramedomo, kokoro tsuyoku uketamawarazu nari ni shi koto nainege

naru mono ni obosliimeski todomerarenuru namu kokoro ni tomari kaberiuu tote.

“ Ima wo tote
|

ama no kagoromo
|
kiru ori zo

|

kimi wo aware ! to
|

omoi-
idekeru.’’

Tote tsubo no kusuri soyete to no chiusko wo yobiyosete tatematsurasu, chiusko ni

amabito torite tsutau, chiusko toritsureba futo ama no kagoromo uchi-kisereri

tsureba, Okina wo ito oskikanashi to oboshitsuru koto mo usenu.

Kono kinu kitsuru kito wa, mono omoi naku nari ni kereba, kuruma ni norite

kiyaku nin bakari amabito gushite noborinu. Sono noclii Okina ouna chi no
namida wo nagashite madoyedo ka-i nashi. A no kaki-okiski fumi wo yomite,

kikase keredo “ Nani semu ni ka, inochi mo oshikaramu taga tame ni ka, nunigoto

mo yo mo nashi !
” tote, kusuri mo kuwazu, yagate oki mo agarazu yami-fuseri.

Chiusko hitobito kikiguskite kayeri-mawarite, Kaguya Hime wo ye-tatakai-

toniezu narinuru wo komagoma to sosu. Kusuri no tsubo ni on fumi soyete

mairasu. Hirogete goranjite itaku awaregarasetamaite, mono mo kikoshimesezu,

mi asobi nado mo nakarikeri. Daijin-Kami-dacliibe wo meshite izure no yama
ka ama ni ckikaki to towase-tamo ni, aru kito sosu “ Suruga no kuni ni aru

yama
,

1 namu. kono miyako chikaku, ama mo ckikaku kaberu” sosu: kore wo
kikase-tamaite.

“ Au koto mo
namida ni ukabu
waga mi ni wa ;

shinauu kusuri wa
nani ni ka wa semu !”

Kano tatematsurarera skinanu no kusuri no tsubo ni on fumi gushite mi zukaye

ni tamawasu, chokuslii ni wa. “Tsuki no Iwakasa to iu kito wo meshite, Suruga
no kuni ni a-naru yama no itadaki ni mote-yukubeki yoshi ” osetamo.

Mine nite subelu yo oskiyesasetamo, “on fumi fushi no kusuri no tsubo

narabete, hi wo tsukete moyasubeki yoshi ” osetamo. Sono yoshi uketamawaite,

mononofu mo amata gushite yama ye noborikeru yori, namu, sono yama wo Fuji

no yama to wa nazukeru. Sono keburi imada kumo no naka ye tacki-uoboru to zo

iitsutayetaru.

1 Also aru naru yama,
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Art. II.

—

An Essay on the Brahui Grammar, after the

German of the late Dr. Trumpp, of Munich University.

By Dr. Theodore Duka, M.R.A.S., Surgeon-Major

Bengal Army.

In the range of philological study and research there is

nothing so attractive as the discovery of certain tribes who

speak a language unconnected with the languages of the

peoples which surround them. In Europe we have the

striking example of the Basque language on the French and

Spanish frontier, and, on a larger scale, we find the

descendants of the ancient conquerors of the upper part

of Pannonia — the Hungarians— surrounded by German,

Slav and Latin elements, speaking the Magyar language,

a language wholly isolated, whose philological position has

not as yet been determined to the satisfaction of all. Such

isolated peoples appear like islets on the vast ocean of

Languages. Another remarkable example is the language of

the Brahui in the north of Sindh and on the east of Baluchis-

tan, on the north-west of British India, which is the subject

of the present essay. This language is spoken in a region to

which much attention has been attracted of late
;

it is the

territory formerly known as the Khanat of Khelat. The

writing of the Brahui is the Arabic alphabet, and the letters

l and t are pronounced from the roof of the mouth with a

strong emission of the breath.

The first notice of this language was given by the late

Major Leech, of the Bombay Army, who, in 1838, presented

a short sketch of it, with a list of words and sentences,

adding a few fables, published in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal for 1839.

Professor Christian Lassen, of Bonn, has critically analyzed

Major Leech’s work in the fifth volume of the “Zeitschrift fur
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die Kunde des Morgenlandes.” After careful examination,

he came to the conclusion that the language of the Brahui

people belongs to the Dravidian family; but the material at

Lassen’s disposal was so scanty and so incorrect, being, more-

over, overladen by typographical errors, that he could not

venture beyond certain general conclusions on the subject.

The structure of the speech had to be guessed at rather than

fixed with any certainty, in consequence of which suspicion

arose that the Brahui had been wrongly classified as an idiom

connected with the southern Dravidian languages.

The monograph of the Italian philologist, Felice Finzi, 1

scarcely deserves serious consideration—he merely copied

Leech. His comparisons are far too superficial to be of any

value, and his own additions are mostly erroneous.

In 1874 Dr. Bellew published a work entitled “From the

Indus to the Tigris” (Triibner and Co.), to which, by way
of appendix, he added a short grammar and vocabulary of

the Brahui language. Bellew accompanied Sir Richard Pol-

lock’s mission, traversed that very region which is the home

of the Brahui, and being an industrious observer, he availed

himself of his opportunities, and, in the capacity of a medical

man, often came in contact with the people; great credit is due

to him for having bestowed so much attention on the subject

of language, and for having made careful notes of his en-

quiries. Welcome as this addition to our knowledge was, no

important advance was made by it. Bellew did not fully

grasp the subject, and, not being previously acquainted with

the language, he stated much that was erroneous : he even

repeated the mistakes into which Leech fell. In 1877

there appeared at Karachi a “ Handbook of the Birouhi

Language, by Alla Bux,” 2 a native of India. His grammar

covers barely thirty-nine pages, but it is a considerable stride

in the right direction, since the grammatical rules were

worked out with the assistance of some of the native Brahui,

who frequently visit Karachi in large numbers. This essay

is merely a compendium of elementary grammatical forms
;

1 Ilollctino della Societa Geografica Italiana, June, 1850.

2 The author, <0.1
,
thus anglicizes his name, which we have retained.
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in many points it is deficient
;

but in addition to a very

valuable list of the most important irregular verbs, the

correctness of which has been since verified, we find sixty-

three pages of Brahui text, with an English translation, and

the next twenty-two pages contain Brahui fables with transla-

tion into English. From a thorough study of this material,

the grammar is capable of being considerably amplified. I)r.

Trumpp, 1 an Agent of the Church Missionary Society, who was

for some years in Sindh, compiled a Brahui grammar and

presented his important work to the Academy of Sciences of

Munich on the 4th December, 1880. The following pages are

intended to be an adaptation of his work for English students.

Trumpp makes frequent use of Alla Bux’s colloquial sentences

and stories, since, notwithstanding numerous misprints, what

the Maulawi says can be thoroughly depended on.

Leech states that the Persian alphabet had already been

adopted for the Brahui, but it is the Maulawi’s merit of

having (in a linguistic treatise) for the first time made use

of it. In this manner we are better enabled to judge of the

language, and also to facilitate the learning of it to the

Brahui themselves. The Hindustani development of the

Arabic alphabet is peculiarly suited to it, as it is capable

of noting all the cerebrals. Moreover, as the Brahui are

followers of Muhammad, nothing better could be offered for

their acceptance. Some vowel-sounds, however, cannot be

indicated with complete precision.

In the same year and place as the Maulawi, Capt. Nicolson

published a Brahui reader, under the title of “ Meanee,” etc.,

being a compilation of extracts from Napier’s Conquest of

Sindh and Grant Duff’s Mahratta History, etc., translated

into English. The title of this book scarcely corresponds

with its contents, as the extracts just mentioned are very

short and very few : the work was compiled with the aid of

some Brahui Sepoys, the translation being from English into

the vernacular. Capt. Nicolson tells us that the first trans-

lation was submitted to a committee of native Brahui, and
1 The Reverend Dr. Ernest Trumpp, late Professor of Oriental Languages at

Munich, died in 1884. He was the author of Sindhi and Pashtu Grammars,
and translator of the Adi Granth.
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that passages which they could not make out were altered,

until the Hindustani translation made by the committee was

made to correspond with the English text. The merit of these

Brahui texts, therefore, is that we can with certainty rely upon

idiomatic Brahui expressions. Unfortunately, we have here

only the text, without any vocabulary : the learner, therefore,

is obliged to get through his task the best way he can.

The first desideratum now is a dictionary, for which Mr.

Masson, the celebrated traveller’s, collection of words could

very well be utilized. Until a lexicon is obtained, no further

progress can naturally be hoped for.

Upon the material mentioned above, and especially on the

Brahui texts of Alla Bux and of Capt. Nicolson, all of which

have been carefully examined and collected, Dr. Trumpp com-

piled his grammar, regarding which he says: “I hope that, by

comparing this language with the Dravidian idioms on one

hand, and on the other with its neighbours the Baluchi and

the Sindhi languages, I may have succeeded in establishing

the grammatical structure of the Brahui language, as well as

its position in Philology. With the scanty material at my
disposal, I cannot claim for my investigations anything liko

completeness
;
they are intended rather as a guide to others

who may have the opportunity and advantage of prosecuting

the study of the Brahui, in the country of that people.”

Dr. Trumpp is fully convinced that the Brahui is a lan-

guage belonging to the Dravidian family. At first he was

inclined to class it with the Ivolarian group, but further

investigations convinced him that this would be an error,

especially as the Brahui knows nothing of the formation of

a dual, which is a prominent characteristic of the Kolarian

class of languages.

We must admit, nevertheless, that the Brahui differs in

certain points from the South Dravidian dialects, but that is

hardly to be wondered at, considering the gap of a thousand

years by which it is separated from them. It is, on the

contrary, very notable that, notwithstanding its complete

separation from its sister-dialects, and absolutely without any

literature, the Brahui should have possessed sufficient vitality
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to maintain its linguistic type. As to its neighbours, only

the Baluchi language seems to have exerted recently some

influence upon its grammatical forms; but even this apparent

influence may admit of further explanation.

From the Jat dialect of the Sindhi language on the east the

Brahui has certainly borrowed many words, but its gram-

matical structure is in no way affected by it.

Of the ancient history of this neglected and cast-away

people hardly anything is known. So much, however, may

be inferred, that the Brahui were probably driven away

from their ancient abode on the Lower Indus, towards the

inhospitable and inclement mountainous regions of Middle

Baluchistan, where they hold their own to this day against

tlie encroachments of the Baluchi from the west. The

Baluchi are a nomadic tribe. Notwithstanding the high

altitude of their domicile and the cold climate in which they

live, the Brahui have retained a dark complexion, which

distinguishes them at once from their immediate neighbours,

the Jat and the Baluchi. It is true, however, that the

Brahui do not intermarry with other tribes. Many of them

live in Sindh, and all retain the distinguishing peculiarities of

their race, namely, the olive-coloured skin, a feeble, middle-

sized frame, and a dark, thin beard. Their features have

nothing of the Mongolian type
;
on the contrary, they re-

semble entirely the Caucasian race. The habits of the Brahui

are favourably described not only by Pottinger, but by all the

more recent travellers; they bear a favourable comparison with

their robber-neighbours the Baluchi. They lead a pastoral

life, living on the produce of their herds, and are generally in-

offensive, sociable, and given to hospitality. Bellew mentions a

laudable instance of gratitude of a wounded Brahui horseman.

They are divided into several tribes, owing chiefly to the

difficulty of access to their mountain-homes : these, as a rule,

they abandon in the winter for a warmer climate in the

plains. There they live in Tumans, or tent-villages, in the

Provinces of Sarawan and Jalawan, penetrating as far as

Kuch in Makran, on the south-west. They avoid the heat

in the plains, where the Baluchi reside.
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The Brahui consider themselves as the original in-

habitants of the country, and probably they are. But,

judging from appearances, the Persians from Seistan seem

to have preceded them and taken possession of the fertile

tracts of Baluchistan, because we find to-day the middle and

westerly parts of the Khanat of Kelat occupied by an agri-

cultural tribe, the Tajik, whose mother-tongue is Persian. In

the south-east, the province of Las, and the plains extending

towards the Indus, and almost the whole province of Kuch

Gandava, is the home of the Jat, who speak a dialect of the

Sindhi language. The Baluchi, coming from the south-west,

were the last settlers. Being unable to dislodge the Brahui

from their mountain slopes, they migrated towards the north-

east, and possessed themselves of the tract between Sindh

and Kuch Gandava. Thence they pressed into Sindh, under

the leadership of the Talpur, and took possession of the

most fertile tracts of land.

The first historical record of the Brahui we find men-

tioned at the end of the seventeenth century, when Kambar,

the head of the Mirvari tribe, drove away the sovereign of

Kelat and took possession of his throne. Ever since, this

Brahui dynasty has reigned in Kelat; the different nationali-

ties, having embraced Islam, formed themselves under it for

political reasons into one homogeneous state, although powerful

clansmen even yet occasionally disturb the sway of the Khan.

It is remarkable, however, that although the sovereign power

is now in the hands of a Brahui dynasty, the language of the

Court is Baluchi, or Persian, the Brahui language being con-

sidered as not sufficiently refined for Government purposes.

The national name, Brahui, is pronounced in several ways.

Nicolson and Maulawi Alla Bux spell it Biruhi (that is,

Biroohi or Birouhi)
;
but we must not forget that Biruhi

(fro*) is a Sindhi word, and it is therefore difficult to say

how the people in question call themselves. In Nicolson’s

Header the word occurs twice written which cannot

be pronounced otherwise than Brahui or Birahui, and this

should, therefore, be adopted as the proper pronunciation of

the word.
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AVe find also the name Kurdgali given to the language,

meaning the speech of the Kurds, evidently from the fact

that the Kurds are a tribe of the Brahui people, having

many subdivisions on the northern parts of the Khanat, as

far as the Dasht-i-bi-daulat, “ the luckless desert.”

Notwithstanding the many subdivisions into numerous

tribes and subtribes, and the general ignorance of the people,

their language has nevertheless, as Dr. Trumpp pointedly

declares, proved itself to be the intellectual power which

kept up the bond and consciousness of national unity among

them to this day. In the absence of all historical records

and tradition, the language remains the only means which

enables us to assign to the Brahui people its due place in the

great family of nations.

§ 1. The System of Sounds (the Alphabet).

The vowels in Brahui are the following :

simple : a, a ; e, e ; i, i ; o, 6 ; u, u.

compound : ai, au.

The sound of e frequently occurs at the end of a word, and

is marked by hamza •*, sometimes by the letter
,
but it is

always short
;

o has often the sound of u. Compound vowels, or

diphthongs, occur chiefly in foreign words. To facilitate the

exact pronunciation of the long e and o, Trumpp recommends the

signs
i
and j for the use of Europeans.

The consonants are as follows :

Gutturals : CS k. 4 kh, '*-2 9 . 4 9h , £ kh.

Palatals

:

_ ch,
<!L

^s>- chh,
TL J '

jk.

Cerebrals : CL) t, 4 tk, 5 d, dh, J r.

Dentals

:

m t, tha, J d, JbJ dh.

Labials

:

Sr9 P, pk, S-9 h p ik, i_J /.

Sibilants

:

L/" s
>

*k, j z -

Nasals : m
, V n -

Demivowels lJ y, J J h • V.
J

Aspirate : 8 h.

1 The use of the Greek letter is Dr. Trumpp’s.

VOL. xix .—[new sekjes.] 5
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To these should he added the special Arabic sounds which,

however, occur only in foreign words; they are pronounced

® ^ z
; j z^e

> \jp ? j ^r5 ?

j

^ z
>

— ?!

c = ain
;

c = gha in already mentioned.

From the above we notice that the Brahui possesses cerebral

sounds, hut among them there is no cerebral n : the ” r is a modifi-

cation of the sound 3 d, as in Sindhi and Hindi, and the two are

often substituted one for another.

A striking peculiarity in the Brahui is this, that through all the

Yargas the aspirates are identical with those used in the Indo-

Arian languages, and the Brahui would therefore seem to be

intimately connected with them
;

whilst, on the contrary, the

Dravidian languages of the South, according to their fundamental

type, are, as a rule, wanting in such aspirates. Many words,

however, are reducible to a Sindhi origin, such as

chhanding ‘ to shake,’ Sindhi ejjlSIir ;
dhagi

‘

a cow,’ Sindhi

etc. Nevertheless, the use of aspirates seems not to he

opposed to the spirit of the Brahui language itself. In words of

Persian, Arabic, or Hindi origin, the aspirate occurs as a matter of

course; like chhokari "a girl’; kothi ‘a room,’ etc.

Such undoubted Brahui words as phuden ‘ cold,’

phudi ‘ coldness,’ possess aspirates, and may therefore he taken

as a proof of the fact.

The sound ^ kh, although foreign to Dravidian tongues, occurs

in true Brahui words, and may be considered as a softened k.

For instance, khal ‘stone,’ in Tamil kal

;

Brahui khan
‘

eye,’ in Tamil kan. It also occurs in many Brahui verbs, as

C-Xxs>~LA- khaching to lie down,’ khaling ‘to strike.’

The sound
(
ghain

)

also occurs in pure Brahui words, e g.

c jo j diday
‘

the pupil (eye),’ horay
‘

thunder, ’ cjl iray

‘ bread.’ The is also used, as in Persian, to fill the hiatus

between two vowel-sounds, hut especially in the declensions, e.g.

zaym
‘

sword,’ ,lij dayur,
‘

land.’

The palatal sounds are fully represented, and are pronounced in
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the usual way. Lassen thought that jh was absent, such,

however, is not the case, e.g. jhamar the cloud.’

The cerebral ® r is one of the accepted sounds : for instance,^!

ir ‘ sister,’ giru ‘ a thing.’

The labial * > f is peculiar to the language, whilst it is unknown

to the Dravidian group in general. For instance, harafing

‘to ask,’ lafing ‘ to bind.’ We shall further see that the

formation of the causal verb is effected by the addition of i to

the root; in the negative form, however, the i i changes with i__>,

in accordance to certain rules. The , i occurring in Brahui words

is sometimes changed into i_—>, as J.Jj pilpil for Jili pepper.’

Among the sibilants, the sound expressed by \ z is of especial

interest, because it occurs not merely in words borrowed from

other sources, but we find it in those of undoubted Brahui origin :

for instance, jU.1 bhdz
'

much,’ Joj zll
‘

finger nail.’

As to the nasal sounds, the Brahui does not possess the Anusvara,

and, therefore, these sounds should always be fully pronounced,

even when in combination with a consonant. For instance, in the

terminal syllable of the infinitive ing the g is fully sounded.

Of the demi-vowels, the r often drops, as we shall notice in the

conjugations. In some instances the r changes into s, as, for

example, ase for ,\
= ' he is.’ So, likewise, the Brahui

uses sometimes the sound s, when in other Dravidian idioms the

sound r prevails.

The aspirate i is soft
;

therefore we find indifferently written

1 ant, and liant = ‘ what ? ’ +• am, and ** ham = ‘
also.’

Dr. Trumpp proposes that when the Hindustani alphabet is

used, the sound of the short final a, in the nouns, should be

expressed by s, as in Persian, with the view of avoiding mis-

takes in reading, and also because the Persian words ending in

s have almost the same inflection as in the Brahui. In order to

recognize the final a in the present definite tense, he proposes to

discard the long alif (1) and mark it likewise with s, particularly

as the accent does not rest on it
;
by this practice much confusion

would be avoided.
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Compounding of consonants is rare in the Brahui : if it does

occur, it is seldom that there are more than two consonants in

apposition. Reduplication of consonantal sounds is common enough,

as, for instance, pinni ‘ the thigh,’ lummah
‘

mother,’

khalli
‘

a jug.’

§ 2. The Roust, its Gendee and Rumbee.

The Brahui, like the whole Dravidian group, makes no distinc-

tion of gender in the nouns. Where it is necessary to distinguish

sexes, the words ‘ male,’ mudah
‘

female,’ are used.

Example : J>
‘ male donkey,’ sjl* ' female donkey.’

The same rule exists in the Malayalam and in the Rew Persian.

The Brahui has two numbers, the singular and the plural
;
the

Kolarian group of languages possesses a dual as well.

The plural number is formed by an affix, hence, strictly speaking,

there is only one type of the plural. But observe that

:

1. Rouns ending in a consonant add the affix die to the root
;
for

instance, lumas ‘nose,’ pi. uijTLuVu lamas-ak
;
cAaj landay

'man,’ landay-die ‘men.’ The exceptions to this rule are:

a. Rouns ending in ^ ,
where the preceding vowel is short, the

letter Jc alone assists in forming the plural, for instance, ^3- khan

‘ eye,’ pi. khan-k ‘ eyes’; pin ‘name,’ pi. (XXaj pin-k

‘ names.’

b. Rouns ending in LU or
,
drop their final-consonant for the

sake of euphony, and simply substitute the plural k for it, as oJ
nat ‘foot,’ pi. (JJo ‘feet;’ hut the difference, with respect to a

long penultimate vowel followed by r, is this, that the r falls off,

for instance, ,L* mar ‘ son,’ pi. mdk
'

sons.’

2. Rouns ending with the aspirate take, for the sake of euphony,

the sound c before the plural termination, for instance, aXJ lummah

‘ mother,’ clAiX lumma-y-uk ‘ mothers.’ The aspirate of the

singular may he disregarded and dropped, as it stands there merely

as a diacritical sign.

3. Rouns ending in a long vowel form the plural by the simple

addition of k, as lilj dunu ‘a wise man,’ pi. dunu-k
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* wise men ’
;
.6 da

‘

hand,’ pi. J du-k ‘ hands.’ But nouns

ending in a long i may form their plural in iy-uk.

It often happens that the plural affix is not used at all, its

presence can be guessed at from the context. But when a col-

lective noun is the subject of a verb, then the verb must stand in

the plural number, for instance, U.1

‘ his soldiers will cook one thousand fowls
;

’ here the plural future

basor indicates that the word sepahy requires the

plural number. But it is incorrect to say, as Leech teaches, that

in similar cases the word jb buz much’ is used to indicate the

plural. The word buz always retains its own meaning, and is

not used as an expletive. Caldwell’s observation, therefore, that

the number of the nouns in Brahui remains as a rule undefined,

is applicable to very few instances. Caldwell repeats Leech’s

remark as to the use of the words * much ’ and * some,’ which

Trumpp declares to he incorrect.

That the plural suffix dk and k is of Dravidian origin may be

assumed with certainty.

This plural sound k occurs in what were called the Northern

Turanian languages
;
in Hungarian we have, for instance, haz

‘

a

house,’ pi. hdz-ak\ there are even traces in the Turkish of the

plural k, as, for instance, cJ-X-;' id-ik
‘

we were.’

§ 3. The Declexsiox.

Declension, properly so called, is unknown in the Brahui, as

in what Trumpp calls the Dravido-Turanian group of languages

;

the cases are determined by affixes, which, with slight modifica-

tions, are the same in both the numbers.

The root of the noun always stands in the nominative, hut an

interesting point occurs when we closely consider the formation of

the Brahui singular and plural.

The Dravidian languages, in a large number of nouns, add their

case-affixes not to the root, hut to what is called the formative,

and we know such to be the case in languages of Northern

India also
;
this phenomenon, Trumpp tells us, is entirely absent
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in the Turanian. In this peculiarity the Brahui approaches, in a

striking manner, the Dravidian idioms, a circumstance which has

been overlooked hitherto. The cases of the singular number are

formed merely by the addition of the affixes, hut in the plural we

notice vestiges of the formative, as we shall presently see.

The affixes of the singular number are these :

Nominative the root

Genitive nd

Dative
]

1

Accusative i

®

Instrumental at

Conjunctive to, ato

Ablative an

Locative de and tl

When the nominative ends in a consonant, or in a long vowel,

or the short vowel a ah, the affixes are simply added; not un-

frequently we find the letter c inserted between the final letter

and the affix. Supposing the affix commences with a vowel, in

such a case the final mute s ah is dropped
;
example, Dat. Acc.

£Aa~xJi zaifa or zaija-y-e "to a woman.’

There is an important peculiarity in the use of affixes, as far as

the plural number is concerned. The nominative plural, as we

saw, ends in ah or merely in lc
;
we might therefore expect that

the affixes would, as in the singular number, be simply added,

and Bellew in his Grammar puts it so, that is, he writes kasardk
‘

the

ways,’ genitive kasaruk-na, dative kasardk-e. Trurnpp, however,

states that he only found one single instance of such an inflexion.

Example: »\ L—C
,
^*,1 l> Lvj li lLS l- Aeo

shar bandayuk nd mahabbat padd yd man, (i as rang (i 6
‘

the love of

good men to our face or behind our back is of the same colour
’

(Nicolson, p. 14, line 1). It is therefore possible that the form

may prevail in some of the Brahui dialects, but it appears to be

very rare. Leech and Bux make no mention of it at all. This is

a point for further investigation.
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The peculiar phenomenon connected with the plural is this : the

nominative of the plural ends in uk or k. We should therefore

expect that the affixes will be added to the termination. But such

is not the case, because uk or k changes into at or t. The genitive

plural should stand as a rule thus : ut-nd or t-na, but it changes

into ut-d or t-d. The affix e of the dative-accusative is similarly

added to at and t, and becomes dt-e and t-e. It should be here

stated that this case serves as a formative for the instrumental,

conjunctive, ablative, and the locative, and for some other affixes.

As to the origin of these affixes, we have noticed already that

the genitive affixes nd and a are found in Dravidian languages

;

the same happens with the dative-accusative affix e, of which there

is an equivalent in Tamil in ai, and in Malayalam in -e.

The vocative is identical with the nominative, hut is usually

preceded by the interjection ai, and occasionally the Persian affix

ai is added. For instance, '.b ‘ 0 father !

’

The inflexions given by Bellew, Leech, and Finzi, appear

according to Trumpp to be erroneous.

Here follow examples of nominal inflexions.

I. Honrs Ending in a Consonant.

a. khal
‘

stone.’

Singular. Plural.

Horn. khal. khal-ak.

Gen. bjri- khal-na. \jU- khal-at-d.

Dat. )

Acc. )

khal-e. khal-dt-e.

Instr. cuU khal-at. khal-dt-e-at.

Conjunct. khal-td. yjU. khal-dt-e-td .

Abl. khal-an. khal-dt-e-dn.

Loc. <

khal-ae. khal-at-e-ae.

1 khal-tl.
i

khal-at-e-tl.

Yoc. ai khal. ai khal-ak.
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The orthography of the inflected nouns Yaries considerably.

Nicolson sometimes simply adds them to the root, at others he

writes them separately. Trumpp prefers adding simply to the

root those affixes which begin with a vowel
;
but such as com-

mence with a consonant, stand separate. As to the pronunciation,

Bux changes the e of the plural into i, and for euphony’s sake inserts

y between them. Tor instance, in the ablative and locative cases,

khalatiydn, khalatiyde. This mode of writing, however, appears to

have been borrowed from the Urdu, as the spirit of the Brahui

would prefer using the c to fill up hiatuses. The e of the

accusative sing, and plural seems to be short and mute, because

the accent appears to fall on the root. For instance, khal-e, khal-

dJc, khal-dt-d, khal-dte-at (or khal-utiydt), khal-dteto, khal-dtedn,

(klial-utiydn), khal-dte-de fkhal-dtiyde) ,
khal-dteti.

Concerning the affix to, we find in Bux’s examples the following

forms: ybyj* masirdt-td and li.L< ldva-y-dt-e-td. We see

in the first case the to added to the plural at, and in the other

to the formative of the plural. Trumpp found it mostly in con-

nection with the formative of the plural.

1. Nouns ending in n.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. khan
‘

eye.’ khan-k.

Gen. khan-nd. khan-t-a.

Dat.
\ , ,

klian-e khan-t-e.

Acc. )

Instr. khan-at. khan-t-e-at.

Conjunct. khan-to. khan-t-e-td.

Abl. khan-un. khan-t-e-dn.

Loc. <

khan-de. khan-t-e-ae.

( khan-fi. khan-t-e-(l.

Yoc.
,ip- o' ai khan. ai khan-k.
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c. Nouns with final t (r).

Kora.

Gen.

Dat. )

Acc. )

Instr.

Conjunct.

Abl.

Loc.

Singular.

nat foot.’

nat-nd.

nat-e.

cUJ nat-at.

nat-td.

J* nat-dn.

nat-de.

B

nat-tl.

Voc. ai nat.

Plural.

uL<i na-k.

IJj nat-t-d.

« •

nat-t-e.

cUyJ nat-t-e-at.

rJP nat-t-e-to.

nat-t-e-dn.

J-U3 nat-t-e-de.

n .

nat-t-e-fi.

CiJ ^j\ ai na-k.

Kouns ending in r, preceded by a short vowel, are regular. For in-

stance,jtS kasar "way,’ pi. cJL—i kasar-dk, genitive l kasar-

dt-d, etc. In those nouns on the other hand, in which the final

r is preceded by a long vowel, the r is dropped, and the plural k

substituted. For instance, ,L* mar ‘son,’ pi. lITL* md-k ‘sons.’

Trumpp cites only one instance of an oblique case of viz.

U.L* \j Li kand ilum nd mar-t-d kitdbdk ardrek-o
J "-T J J V ~

Where are my brother’s children’s books? ’—Bux. p. 53, 1. 9.

II. Kouns Ending in ah.

Singular. Plural.

Kom. lummah,
‘

mother.

Gen. UaJU lummah-nd.

Dat.
] j

l

£<UJ lummah-e.

Acc.
j j

lummah-y-e.

Instr. cJLj'A*! lummah- at.

Conjunct. 1
j y lummah-to.

[
lumma-y-dto.

Abl. lumma-y-dn.

Loc.
j

j

lumma-y-de.

(
^5<UJ lummah-tl.

Yoc. <UJ o' «* lummah.

lumma-y-dk.

\j lx**] lumma-y-at-d.

lumma-y-dt-e.

lumma-y-dt-e-at.

jy
lumma-y-dt-e- to.

lumma-y-ate-dn.

lumma-y-dt-e-de.

lumma-y-dt-e-ti.

i_$\ ai lumma-y-dk.
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III. Nouns Ending in a Long Yowel.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Acc.

Instr.

Conjunct.

Abl.

Singular.

\J\
urd, ‘house.’

urd-nd.

urd-e.

(JL>s\j\ urd-at.

y\J\
urd-td.

urd-dn.

ura-y-dn.

Loc.

Yoc.

urd-y-ue.

urd-tl.

ai ura.

Plural.

CJ
\J\

urd-Tc.

\i\j\ urd-t-d.

urd-t-e.

CL~j\J\ urd-t-e-at.

urd-t-e-to.

vW urd-t-e an.

urd-t-e-de.

ura-t-e-ti.

CJ\j\ i_>1 ai urd-h.

Nouns ending in l, 6
,
u, and e, follow the same rule

;
the words

in l form their plural in i-uk, i-dt-u, etc. The accusative singular

of words ending in l, o, u, e, is marked hy a hamzah merely. For

instance, sipuhl-e ‘ to the soldiers.’

The
^

(ain) is an unknown sound in the Brahui
;

therefore,

words written with a final ^ are considered as ending in a simple

long vowel. For instance shuru^ ‘beginning,’

shuru^-y-dn ‘ from the beginning.’

The Articles.

The definite article is unknown in the Brahui, but there is the

indefinite one as. If the noun ends in a consonant, as (the short

form of asi ‘one ’) is added thereto
;
but it often happens that

the is used at the same time before the noun, for instance,

asi banday-as ‘one man.’

When the noun ends in a vowel, the
,
as a rule, is put

before
;
an instance to the contrary is cited by Trumpp in

chifhi-as (Bux, p. 12, 1. 9).
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When the noun ends in s ah, the postposition as is written

separately, for instance, P,nJra ~as a cage.’

Observe, however, that the as can never be put between the root

and the injecting syllabic.

§ 4. The Adjective and its Grammatical Kelations.

The language of the Brahui knows only roots of nouns and has

no special adjectives
;
the noun, used in the form of an adjective,

has therefore no gender, and is subject to the general rules of

inflection given above.

The noun-adjective precedes the subject, and forms with it

a grammatical whole
;
the affixes, therefore, of the number and

cases belong to the last noun only. Example: Jac bliJcj b^J

^3 ‘ according to the wise men it is good.’

The noun-adjective remains in the singular, even if the subject

to which it relates stand in the plural number. Example :

jJJ* ^bb-»£ \J
‘

over this matter they were per-

plexed’ (Nicolson, p. 22, 1. 8).

A peculiarity noticeable here is this, that the descriptive adjec-

tives are capable of assuming a determinate or indeterminate form,

by the addition of a long a I for the former, and, as a rule, of a short

o > for the latter, for instance, ^J^iy Ljsbijb^> J-sv1
* L*i

' thou sittest in thy palace on the royal throne ’ (Abu’l Hasan, p.

7, 1. 9) ;
the adjective here is Ju ladshahi, its determinate

form being budshahid. Also ,ls kabena harem ' the im-

portant business’ (adj. Adjectives ending in I a or j

remain unchanged. Example: jb (JjUaaj )Lj (Sindhi

= !Uj) ‘honest men like we’ (Hicolson, p. 1, 1. 5 from below).

Ho examples are forthcoming of adjectives ending in other vowels.

It seems, however, not to be the absolute rule to determinate

an adjective by the addition of \ d ; exception to this we find

especially in foreign words. Example : l

iJUjy t— ^ ‘

Show love to weak

subjects, that thou mayest not be overcome by a strong enemy’

(Xicolson, p. 5, 1. 6).
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The indeterminate form is expressed, as a rule, by affixing . 5.

Example

:

‘a blind man’ (Bux, p. 116, 1. 11),

tj-i asl plro are 'an old man,’ c^A-j a good man,’

c&U) aj ‘an ugly man.’ Adjectives ending in a long

vowel remain unchanged when the vowel is an i. Example :

^iA-j ‘ a drunken man’ (Xicolson, p. 19, 1. 5).

When the ending is in a 1, the • 6 may be added or not.

Example: A ‘ a wise man said,’

jALjus ‘nobody wants an old woman.’ A few

adjectives change the terminal 1 a into » o. Example : Af> bhald

‘ good ’ (from IfJ, Sindhi Example : Ai: l) (_LXL« Ia ,J

thou art a great vezir of this kingdom’ (Xicolson, p.

23, 1 3).

Adjectives with a terminal s ah remain unchanged or assume

an j o. Example : li c^a:j ^ ^ "this

is a deed of a low and ungrateful man ’ (Xicolson, p. 7, 1. 7),

‘ a bad thing.’

These affixes have struck Lassen’s attention, without being able

to explain their meaning
;
nor can Trumpp determine from the

scanty materials at his disposal what the original signification

of the above affixes \ and
^

a and 6 may be. They seem to be

traceable to some Dravidian affinity. The affix anga ‘ like’ appears

to he of Baluchi origin, e.g. lAi plr-anga ‘old,’ fromj*j pir ‘an old

man.’ The affix aga seems also to ho of Baluchi source, having

converted the Baluchi adjective termination en into ang, anga, e.g.

jLa jLLx? AjAiis j\$j
‘

many swift horses perished,’ li jU-o

‘ the sick man recovered ’ oyA*1 A-J AaaA

£ »\aj ‘the lame donkey accomplished his journey ’ (Xicolson,

p. 16, 1. 1,2)

Degrees of comparison there are none in the Brahfii : we find the

same peculiarity in all the Dravidians. The adjective remains

unchanged, and the object with which it is compared is placed in

the ablative case, as ^jL l t

‘ It is better
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to sit still than to quarrel ’ (Bux, p. 108, 1. 6), c alj ^

0- . g- l-.S^ \j hamina ust banday tia ustdn sakht are his

heart is harder than the heart of the man’ (Bux, p. 116, 1. 1).

You may also raise the meaning of the' adjective by the use of

the words 'ilf.
1 bahdz much,’ and bhalo great,’ or the word

ziyasti ‘addition,’ e.g. ^ m7

sister is more beautiful than I’ (Bux, p. 129, 1. 2),
'»>

Ji da ziyiisti shar e that is better.’

The superlative is expressed by the word kill or

drust e e:. J -1 ,'ls 'j*s? da tajvlz kaldn shar e that plan is
> o j *

best’ (Bux, p. 86, 1. 9).

§ 5. The Numerals.

The Brahui has words of its own for the first three numbers

only
;

the rest have been probably forgotten and eventually

borrowed from the neighbours, especially from the Persian tongue.

The Cardinals are as follows

:

one.

two.’

‘ three.’

etc.

Ordinal Numbers.

muhlko or »-Cl' avvalko ‘ the first.’

kj",l irat-miko ‘ the second.’

musit-miko or mus-viko the third.’

*.G . char-vlko ‘the fourth,’ etc., etc.

Instead of muhlko, we find UG« munha and J* munhana,

according to Bux and Nicolson, mun or mon meaning the fore-

part, the same as in the Tamil. The other Ordinal Numbers are
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formed in a regular manner by affixing mlko or vllco. The terminal

ko seems to answer to the Dravidian agu (Caldwell, p. 251).

The meaning ‘ times ’ is expressed in Brahui as in Baluchi and

Persian by j\», for instance, y IJ ‘this is the first

time,’ (Nicolson, p. 33, 1. 7), l) dovdr pa ‘ say it a second time.’

The subject numbered stands, after a cardinal number, as a rule,

in the singular, for instance, JLj Ju? sad sal ‘one hundred years’

(Bux, p. 115, 1. 4-5), LA«j
\J\

'I have taken

up two asses’ burden;’ but sometimes the plural also is used.

Example: liJ ^jy\ U-iLbS y jjj
^y Ic y-i

^j\jxi j\j&
‘ When the Sultan gives an order

to take five eggs by force, then his soldiers will cook a thousand

fowls ’ (Nicolson, p. 8, 1. 5 from below). The verb stands in the

plural with the numbered subject, even when after a cardinal

number the subject be in the singular. Example : £aLj

'jL\ yyy yy tbpj y ^jzjyiJbJjJ* ^Jli \ Jw* ‘forty thousand

infantry extended over the plain, fifty big guns accompanied them ’

(Nicolson, p. 28, 1. 2-5 from below).

Norn.

Gen.

Dat.
|

Acc.
)

Conjunct.

Abl.

Loc. <

§ 6. PRONOUNS.
a. Personal Pronouns.

The First Person.

Singular. Plural.

Jl 1
,
1. c/ nan.

ul hand. Li nand.

J kane. LT5 none.

r’u/ kan-to. nane-to.

kane-dn. nane-dn.

kane-de. J-Ui nane-de.

y yS kane-fi. natie-fl.

jy IsAj sing. Ji.

1 were ’ plur.
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The instrumental case should be kane-at, nane-at, hut Trumpp

has not met with an instance of it.

How far l and kan are related to the Dravidian forms is still

uncertain. The plural nan corresponds entirely to the Dravidian

analogies (for instance, nam in Tamil), and we may therefore con-

clude, with some certainty, that there must be a Dravidian root for

the singular as well.

"We might ask, why should not the genitive he written kan-na

and nan-na ? Bellew indeed writes “kanu and in the plural nannd,”

but this is not admissible. Bux declures that the final n, for

instance, in kan before the genitive affix na, should be dropped
;

hence kanu, nanu would be preferable.

The Second Person.

Singular. Plural.

Xom. nl, ‘thou.’
P

num.

Gen. 1) na. Ui numd.

Dat. i p

Acc.
)

J> nS - nume.

Conjunct. yi ne-to.
P

*j ,+j nume-to.
j

Abl. ni-dn. WLJ nume-an.

Loc.
1

^l^.1 m-ae. nume-de.

C ^

1[Jj ne-ti. A nume-ti.

Ois .—The root nl, num
(
numd

)
is found in all the Dravidian

languages (Caldwell, p. 519).

In Brahui the genitives of pronouns stand for the possessive

pronouns.

The Third Person.

The Brahui has no pronoun for the third person
;
such is the

case in the Dravidian languages also
;
but, to supply this defect, it

makes use of Demonstrative Pronouns. These are : 1 J da this,’

o
' the same,’ e

'

that.’



r
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b. The Demonstrative Pronouns.

1. 1J da = ‘ this.’

Singular. Plural.

Nom. da. dafk.

Gen. U’j dd-nd. dufta.

Dat. )

Acc.
)

dud-e. dufte.

Conjunct. JAM dud to. dafte-to.

Abl. jjlj dade-dn. ddfte-dn.

Loc.
(

dade-ue. ddft-ae.

(
dude-tl. dafte-tl.

Obs .— is very irregular in its inflexion, and must not be

confounded with the Pashtu lj ‘this,’ but is to be referred to the

Dravidian demonstrative adi, which in Telugu answers to the da

in the formative. The demonstrative root da appears in the

adverbial formations also, for instance, du-re or 0-Ljfcb
dd-tige ‘here,’ Lslj du-sa ‘now.’

To appreciate properly the inflexion of the oblique cases of the

singular (with the exception of the genitive), it is necessary to

assume that dad is the root, the final d of which is changed into

the cerebral d or r; and, indeed, such cerebral d Is to be found in

the Telugu word vddu ‘ he.’ The plural form daf-lc would show

that there exists a singular in da

f

or dav
;
these final letters, how-

ever (/ and v), may be used by way of euphony.

We also find that the Brahui adopts the Persian particle ham

‘ that very,’ as a preposition to the demonstrative pronoun 1J ,
and

says handa. Example: l> Aj' jZ\

li Lsl aLS ‘ if that matter is so, speak, that I may now go ’
;
handud-to

bardm etc ‘ marry me to this man ’ (Leech, p. 15, 1. 5 from below).

The use of in connection with the demonstrative pronoun has

evidently been borrowed from the Baluchi.
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2. o= ‘it, the same.’

This occupies a middle place between the demonstrative pronoun

da and e, and corresponds to the Dravidian u
‘

it,’ Latin ‘
is.’

Singular. Plural.

Horn. j\ 6 . dfk.

Gen. bjl dn-d. ofta.

Dat. )

Acc. )

od-e. ofte.

Con
j
unct. od-to. y ofte-to.

Abl. od-dn. d ‘ dft-dn.

Loc.
^ Jj! dd-ue. oft-ue.

(
ode-ti. ofte-tl.

—Occasionally the forms o'-**' ode, ore,

are used instead of the above.

In the singular number the postpositions, beginning with a

consonant, are simply added to the form od, od, or. Example

:

Jl=>- lj jjujj
‘

Zubaidah saw

her in this condition, upon which she wept much for him ’ (Hicol-

son, Abu’l Hasan, p. 19, 1. 6-9).

The compound form y*Js harno is inflected in the same manner as

the simple demonstrative, and is in frequent use. Example

:

y V*^J5
‘ thus he spent his life contentedly ’

(Abu’l Hasan, p. 2, 1. 2).

3. t_sl e.

Singular. Plural.

Horn. e. lIXsjJ e/Jc.

Gen.

Dat. )

UjJ end. Ijjbl efta.

Acc. )

ed-e. efte.

Conjunct. y Sj\ ed-to. y efte-to.

Abl. ed-an. ^ujb\ eft-an.

Loc.

|

ed-de.

ede-tl.

eft-de.

t c'
,

'' ifte-ti.

vol. xix .—[hew series.]
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The composite form ham-e is in frequent use. Instead of

Jql ede, we often find ,_jJu! ede and y~'} ere, etc. Example

:

, j! \j i_$j\ U yjt> ! j u]y}
‘

as^ that man whether

this horse is yours or not?’ A,!jjj! irol khoda

mehrlani karve
‘

God will have mercy on him.’ In the locative

case we meet with the form
,
J hame ti, as CSj Ji si. j,

hame tl yark marik he will be drowned in it.’

These demonstratives are completely inflected only when they

stand independently^! lLX>j
! fl)

f>- hamefak

tamam kliaraho arek arer
‘

those are very had men (husbands)
’

(Bux. p. 50, 1. 9) ; ^j\ y aj!
‘ I saw no

fault in them ’ (Nicolson, p. 3, 1. 6). But when the demonstratives

refer to a noun, they are looked upon as adjectives, and are

not inflected, e.g. li da mochirik lining

nu. arer ‘these shoes are there to put on ’
;

<tj*3 UlcioJ !i

‘ this is that man’s mother’ (Bux, p. 96, 1. 6) ; y ^
j !

(

JbL» »Li)
‘

are the fish in this river very large ’ (Bux,

p. 52, 1. 1 from below).

c. The Reflective Pronoun.

Immediately on the personal pronouns follows the reflective

pronoun ten or tenat

:

the latter is used in the

nominative only, while all the case-affixes are connected with

In the Draviclian languages this occurs as tan or tan, and is

there inflected in a regular form.

The form or ten or tenat has no plural, the number

being expressed either by another pronoun or by a verb.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.
|

Acc.

Singular and Plural.

^y ten, CLyj iina(,
‘

self.’

\y tend.

yy tone.
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Conjunct.

Abl.

Loc.

y tin-td.

ten-tin.

teni-de.
u>

ten-fi.

The locative seems irregular. It should stand ten-tie ;

but Nicolson gives the following example : J o tinitie

hira ‘ he looked upon himself.’

An example of how is used in the plural form is given by

Hicolson
: ?y»- y Ajly mams bahtinah-to tin6

murdah jor kin
‘

we shall by simulation make ourselves dead ’

(Abu’l-Hasan, p. 18, 1. 2).

tljr
J is used in the same manner as _V£- in Persian, because

it expresses not merely the meaning, ‘self,’ in the nominative

(Example
: ^Js (JL-uy Ly jS>

'

let every man look out

for himself,’ Bux, p. 90, 1. 9), but in the other cases represents

the pronoun referring to the subject of the sentence. Example :

Ur •J JU- .1 o khale ten to tikhti he took the stone to him-* J J

self ’ (Xicolson, p. 9, 1. 6 from the bottom).

The genitive uy represents in Brahui the possessive also, since

it has to follow the subject to which it refers, like the Persian

Jp- following after a noun. Examples : U uy ^
^Jj

‘

I shall not put thee again, in the place of
p

a friend,’ etc. (Nicolson, Abu’l-Hasan, p. 14, 1. 3 from below), \jS

IpL lyj ‘ Afterwards he gave the order to his

treasurer ’ (Nicolson, Abu’l Hasan, p. 20, 1. 5).

d. Interrogative Pronouns.

1. The interrogative pronoun yj dir
‘

who,’ refers to living

subjects only. It has no plural, and therefore the idea of

plurality has to be gathered from the context. It is used as a

substantive noun only.
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Singular and Plural.

Norn. der.

Gen. Uj din-nd.

Dat.
|

Acc.
)

der-e.

Conjunct. dir-to.

Abl. dvr-dn}

Loc.
dcr-de.

der-ti.

Dcr is of Dravidian origin. Caldwell, at p. 317, mentions ylr,

and with a transition from ye in de and dcr.

For the genitive case we must suppose the existence of

din, which has been formed by adding the formative n to de.

There is a corresponding form dane
‘

what/ in the Tulu.2

Example: J ni der-us ‘who are you?’ %j.\ J !J da

male dcr-o ‘who are these boys?’ \j\ da urd dinnd-e

‘ whose house is this? ’ Idiomatically we may say,

nd pin der-ae ‘what is your name ?’ (Bux, p. 56, 1. 4), because the

word name refers to a person : on the other hand, ^ l)

da shahar nd pin antase ‘ what is the name of this town ?
’

(Bux, p. 58, 1. 9 from below). Here inquiry is made for the name

of a thing.

2. and ant or hant refers to inanimate subjects only,

whether nouns or adjectives, and is not inflected, e.g. ^
nd kulcrn ant-se

(
ant-ase

)
what is your command?’ (Bux, p. 54,

1 8), ni ant kunds ‘ what wilt thou eat?’ {ibid. 1. 4),

w p-'/i Li—i
\

^ji ni ant harem kisd ‘what business are you

doing?’ (Bux, p. 56, 1. 15). To emphasize the question ‘what

kind,’ the word as ‘ a, an ’ may be affixed to the noun, e.g.

^<«Jh kame ant gunah-us kareni
‘

what crime has

lie committed?’ (Bux, p. 56, 1. 7).

1 Hollow gives the case as doryan, winch according to Trumpp is incorrect.
2 In Telugu y<!mi is

1 what,’ of which yidi is the neuter
;
deni is the inflection

of both.
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N\B.— corresponds to the Tamil enda, which, according to

Caldwell, is an adjective interrogative by changing e into a.

The Brahui form anta-e ‘ why ? ’ should be noticed here,

e.g. *.....£ anta-e raham kapesd ‘ why do you not show

mercy?’ (Nicolson, p. 19, 1. 6). This seems to correspond to the

Tamil ennamuy (Caldwell, p. 321), which is formed in a similar

manner.

3. \j\ ara, both in meaning and in use, is the same as
,
e.g.

^ 1.1 \ ,\ t\ ao ura dtd-ae ‘what house is that?’ (Bux, p. 62, 1. 6),
y y

^lid- lJ-*' CL-Jj 'j\ ne drd vakt aode khanus at what time

sawest thou him”?’ (Bux, p. 64, 1. 2).

The etymology of I ,! is doubtful
;
perhaps it is related to the

Telugu eld (Caldwell, p. 327).

If or \j\ follow the relative pronoun ^ kah, then these

interrogatives become demonstrative pronouns, ‘ that which,’ eg.

cliob LjJ Ai ^ j**

‘ he who takes away his hand from his head, speaks that which

comes into his heart ’ (Nicolson, p. 1, 11. 3-4). Should, moreover,

‘

a, an ’ be added to or \j \ ,
then the meaning is what-

ever,’ e.g. ^jj\ lj Ijci- caaj Ah j! ‘whatever a

man does, proceeds from God,’ (Bux, p. 134, 1. 1).

ant-ase-kih (this is written mostly in this form) signifies

‘ because that,’
‘ for that,’ literally, ‘ what is it that,’ eg.

^Aj^h \ Ad- ^_z\ Ah ‘ because that, which I have done,

God has done ’ (Bux, p. 134, 1. 5 from below).

e. Relative Pronoun.

In conformity with the true Dravidian dialects, the Brahui

possesses no real relative pronoun. From its neighbour, the

Baluchi, it borrows Ah keh to represent the relative pronoun,

which is used entirely in the same manner as in the Baluchi,

and in the Persian languages
;

the case and the number,

which, as a matter of course, should belong to the relative, are

taken up by a real pronoun. If the relative, logically speaking,
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stand in the nominative case : then, the pronoun just alluded to

is left out, the same happens as to its accusative case also, e.g.

j ^ A 'A.*j
fij

\ ^ A^.J Ij 1 A>- Ai l

‘ Such as are God-fearing men do not vex the hearts of their

enemies’ (Nicolson, p. 13, 1. 2 from below), j-J a£ c Ax>

t
That man to

whom sleep is better than waking, his death is better than his

life’ (Mcolson, p. 6, 1. 2 from below).

Ai by itself is sufficient to express this relation, especially when

it refers to quality, quantity, time, or place, e.g. a£

'as you speak, so will you hear’ (Bux, p. 106, 1. 17),

IxJ AA>1
j

Ai la-Jj ‘at that time when the

ascetic returned to his house ’ (Nicolson, p. 14, 1. 5 from below).

(Ai-^) Ari-1

jSi \

IP
A.'

‘ what number ’ (how many ?)

/. Indefinite and Adjective Pronouns

are the following, in alphabetical order

:

akhas,

akhah (fiakhah)

_ * }
asasi every.

. . ^ j
asi one.

as-ilo
‘

this one, that one.’

a-qadr
‘

so much’ (Brahui and Arab).

umar
(
hamar

)

‘

what kind?’

uliun
‘

of that kind.’

eld
‘

another.’

(jl^)jlj luz (Muz) ‘much’ (Baluchi).

pen
‘

another.’

fir

—
^ pen hech kas ‘ not another ’ (Brah.-Bal.).

lIAC.J tumakdk ‘ both.’

tin pd-tin
‘

with one another ’ (Brah.-Bal.).

duk/iah ‘ so much.’

,AJ du-qadr ‘ so much’ (in quantity).
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(er°) cAA

J*

y
u-y

i-T*

A

uAjA

ja

lAA

i AJ »/0

crV^

crrr*^

,A
(i.

V-^su

iA ^

somebody.’

rfnwtf
‘
all, every ’ (Baluchi).

duhun, duhun ‘ on this manner, such.’

has

hag-as

hul ‘ all ’ (Arab-Bal.)

gird
j ,

? something.’
girds

)

m&chhif

e,isr* machhi

‘ a little.’

‘ a few, some.’
man

man-tdk

har ‘ every one ’ (Pers.-Bal.)

har-dsit every one’ (Pers.-Bal.)

har-pen ‘every other’ (Brah.-Bal.)

har-tumdk
j

har-tuman / ‘both’ (Brah.-Bal.)

har-tumahdh J

har-do ) .

both’ (Pers.-Bal.)
har-dumdh

)

har-has ‘ every person ’ (Pers.-Bal
)

hamokhah ‘exactly the same.’

hamd-qdr ‘ so much in quantity.’

hamun ‘ such, of that kind.’

hamohun )

hamehun )

handun,

hanun

hech ‘ something’ (Pers.-Bal.)

hcch-ra ‘ a little ’ (Bal.-Sindhl.)

hech-has
‘

somebody ’ (Pers.-Bal.)

‘ of that kind.’

‘ of this kind.’
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N.B.— 1. The subject, following on akhah ‘ what number? ’

always stands in the singular, whilst the verb connected with

it we find in the plural number, e.g. jL\ cjy

akhah, landay (masc. sing.) hdzir asur (pi.) ‘ what number of

persons were present ? ’ (Bux, p. 64, 1. 7).

2. (jry ten paten (literally, ‘self with self’) ‘with each

other, between each other,’ e.g.^Jclisr' jjJuyA ^
drd dervish tin patin dosti takhdsur

‘

two dervishes made friendship

with each other’ (Nicolson, p. 22, 1. 1). There are examples,

also, where tin patin occurs as one word, and the locative

affix is added to it, e.g.JJ\ uJj'j Ji ^ cSu*
hamefak tenpaten-tl mussat vdkaf dsur ‘ They were formerly ac-

quainted (Avith each other) ’ (Bux, p. 110, last line).

3.

yi! dmar ‘what kind of’ takes a final
^ 6, if used in the form

of an adjective, because the subject about which the inquiry is

made is naturally undetermined, e g. dmro kitdbdk

drir ? ‘ what kind of books are they ? ’ (Bux, p. 52, 1. 15), 1a

‘ What kind of animal is that?’ (Bux, p. 54, 1. 8).

Yet the following sentence occurs also : J*\ U nd

tabiat umar-ae ‘ How is your health ? ’ (Bux, p. 54, 1. 9).

4. ltegarding tumakdk or cJl (iAJL«.Ay)

hartumdk ‘ both,’ it is to be noticed that, the ending dk is the

regular termination of the nominative plural, which in the oblique

cases is transformed into at, e.g. JJi i ycul^.Ay y
‘ Between you tAvo what fighting is there ? ’ (Bux, p. 58, 1. 3),

jiJ\ l!

L

jA !a lL qarlb dolatmand

hartomakdk dd dunia nokrdk ar<~r
‘

the poor (and) rich both arc

servants of this world ’ (Nicolson, p. 5, 1. 1 ),

'-( yA hanak hiralc tomakdtidn dir kahaskuni ‘go,

see which of both (them) is dead’ (Nicolson, Abu’l Hasan, p. 21,

1. 8).

5. \y£ gird ‘ something,’ is used both as a substantive noun and

as an adjective. In the substantive form it means a ‘ thing,’ and

is used in the plural as avcII, e.g. ^jj\
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da girdtide girds sang are
1

on these goods is there any discount ?’

(Bux, p. 58, 1. 4)
; ^ ‘

wil1 y°u sa7 something to

me?’ (Bux, p. 54, 1. 16); ^jj\ is tbere an7 news

to day?’ (Bux, p. 60, 1. 16).

6. clAli* mant-ak
‘

a few, some,’ is, according to its form, a

plural, e.g
‘

after a

few years had passed, I came at the same time from Damascus ’

(Nicolson, p. 20, 1. 2 from below).

7. kas, heck, and their compounds are, as a rule, used
<5.

only in a negative or interrogative sentence, in the same manner as

in the Baluchi and Persian.

8. Correlatives are formed by adding the relative pronoun Ai to

the interrogative adjective of quality or quantity, in consequence

of which it obtains the power of a demonstrative pronoun, being

a correlative in an adjectival form, answering the question.

A>-^J — Ai Ai-\ \

— Ai As-* ’

iAJ — Ai ,&7 J

as much—so much.’

— Ai

,Ji. — Ai

e g. ArA^S Ai A^b* hakha ke khdhak hamokha ditas
‘

as

much as he wishes, so much you may give ’ (Bux, p. 90, 1. 4) ;

>iJi ...L'/li eij* Ai hamon ke astad maro-e,

hamon shdgirddn maror ‘as the teacher, so will the pupils be’ (Bux,

p. 102, 1. 11).

§ 7. THE YEEB.

The Brahui language has only one conjugation, which, in accord-

ance with the general type of the Dravidian languages, is inflected

in a regular manner by agglutination. It differs, nevertheless,

from the more cultivated of the Dravidians, as, for instance, from

Tamil, in so far, that it has developed a greater number of tenses,
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owing probably to the influence of tbe neighbouring language, the

Baluchi.

As regards the form, there is no difference between transitive

and intransitive verbs
;
both are inflected in the same manner

;

and so is the causative verb, which in the Brahui was developed

in accordance with the analogy of the Dravidian idioms.

The Brahui has an active as well as a passive form, although the

latter seems to be seldom used.

But the special marie, which characterizes the Brahui as a

Dravidian tongue, is the existence of the negative form, which

runs through all the tenses. The negative is formed by a dding

the negation to the verbal root, before the personal inflection.

The Brahui has no moods, except the imperative—we find no

subjunctive, no optative, no conditional. The manner in which

these are expressed we shall notice further on. The development

of the participles is likewise very meagre.

§ 8. The Active, Affirmative Form of the Verb.

All the tenses in the Brahui language are divided into

—

I. Such as are composed with the infinitive, and

II. Such as are composed with the past participle.

I. Tenses which are composed with the Infinitive and the Verbal Root.

The infinitive of all the Brahui verbs ends in ing, e.g. L_

bin-ing ‘ to hear,’ t— hin-ing ‘ to go.’

The infinitive is a verbal noun, and can therefore be declined

like any other noun, e.g. ^jj\ i U wi viluy-tae

nd urddah are ‘is it your wish to go to Europe?’ (Bux. p. 58, 1. 7).

This ending of the infinitive corresponds to the Tamil infinitive

g-a, with a nasal pronunciation hg, with which the affix hgei

should bo compared (Caldwell, pp. 425, 434). By dropping the

terminal syllabic ing, wc obtain not merely the root, but also the

second person of the imperative, e.g. X-xi bin-ing ‘ to hear,’ ^
bin ‘hear thou’

;
kun-ing ‘to cat,’ imperative Jp ‘eat thou.’
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The second person plural of the imperative is formed by using

the terminal 'y bo, e g. fH bin-bo ‘hear ye,’ yyS lcun-bo ‘ eat ye.’

There are a great number of verbs, which, as in the new-Persian,

form their imperative in an irregular manner, since they do not

derive it from the root inherent in the infinitive, but substitute a

different verbal root for it; e.g tin-ing ‘to give,’ imper.

ete; kin-ing ‘ to see,’ imper. hir ‘ see,’ from C—Xl.4

hir-ing, which is also in use.

As a rule, verbs whose root in the infinitive ends in n, change

it in the imperative into r, and now and then the syllable ak is

added, being an affix which seems to emphasize the imperative,

e g. man-ing ‘ to be,’ Imp. J* mar ‘ be thou ’
;
1—XJ3

dan-ing ‘to take away,’ Imp. CJ'3 ddralc 1

;
l— kan-ing ‘to do,’

Imp. CJ'S kd-rak

;

L-Xaj ban-ing ‘ to come,’ Imp. barak
;

i— khan-ing ‘to see,’ Imp. lISXA- khdn-ak
;

bin-ing ‘to

hear,’ Imp. or i_1Xj bin-ak.

Other imperatives drop the terminal consonants of the root of

the infinitive, e.g. C_Xjl> pan-ing ‘to say,’ Imp. pa; or they

add th to it, e.g. C_XJ^J tul-ing ‘to sit,’ Imp. tulth

;

lXU khal-ing ‘ to strike,’ Imp. khal-th

;

L—XXs hal-ing

* to take,’ Imp. hal-th.

Others, again, retain in the imperative the same root as in the

infinitive, e.g. C-J char-ing * to peregrinate,’ Imp.

charing, Sindhi J tar-ing ‘to spin,’ Imp. L_jC J

taring
; ras-ing to arrive,’ Imp. raising (Sindhi

Persian rasidan).

The affix ak is dropped before the plural termination bo, e.g.

hin-ak, plur. hin-bd.

If the Imperative ends in j r or <**>- khe, these letters are also

dropped before the plural termination bo, e.g. bar-ak, pi. yy
ba-bo;y kar ‘do,’ yS kabo

;

cl«i shay ‘ put down, ’pi.y Li sha-bd, etc.

Th will likewise, like ak, be dropped in all plural cases, e.g.

khal-th ‘strike,’ plur. .Xi- khal-bo. There are, however,

1 dkrak CJ'Z; the accent is Dr. Trumpp’s, as it is, in all the instances,

where the \ (alif) is not apparent.
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exceptions, e.g. l) aS" ' A da gud na dcre palth-lo
‘

wring

the water from the clothes ’ (Bux, p. 80, 1. 19). The same happens

with the final vowel, e.g. ete
‘

give,’ plur. et-bo.

These peculiarities of the Brahui imperative require further

elucidation, when more material is placed at our disposal.

From the infinitive the continuous present 1
is formed by adding

to the present tense of the substantive verb Cb\ -ut, the post-

position ti ‘in,’ thus: <JL>\ tikhing-tl ut, literally,

‘

I am placing.’ This, however, can hardly be called a tense, as,

in fact, it is a complete sentence, in which the infinitive takes the

place of a noun, with a case-affix added thereto. Similar formations

are to be found in the Baluchi, whence they were borrowed by the

Brahui.

From the verbal root of the imperative, after dropping the

emphasized terminal ale and th, are formed

:

a. The indefinite (simple
)
present tense (the aorist of English

grammar) defining the time in a general way, and may therefore

he used in the subjunctive, potential, and optative mood.
e

The verb substantive ut is added to the root, but its pro-

nunciation becomes soft. Moreover, the terminal t (ut) changes

into v, hut only in the present tense (both definite and indefinite)

;

in the future, in the preterite, and in the perfect tenses, the

t (of ut) is retained. In the third person plural, the personal

termination r is strongly accentuated, whilst in the substantive

verb the r is dropped.

The following arc the terminations of the indefinite present tense.

It should, however, he observed here that the Brahui verbs use no

personal pronouns, except when emphasis is to be placed on a

special person. Bux uses the personal pronouns, as in English.

Singular, Plural.

1 Pers. iv ( ev )
in (en)

2 ,,
is

(
es

)
ire (re)

3 >> e ir («r)

1 rraesens continuum of Dr. Trumpp.
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If the root ends in a long vowel, the * (above) is dropped, c g.

%\) pu-(i)v ‘ I may say,’ plur. pu-n
‘

we may say.’ The e of the

3rd person singular, however, remains, e.g. (or ^Ij) P&-e

may say.’ The accent falls on the root
;

therefore, the personal

endings are not sounded, e g. .i-) tikh-iv
‘

I may place.’

b. The definite present tense is formed from the indefinite present

tense by adding an a to the first and second persons singular, and

likewise to the first and third persons plural. The third person

singular takes a terminal k, whilst the second person plural re-

mains the same as in the indefinite form.

Singular.

1 Pers. iv-a (eva).

2 ,, is-a (esa ).

3 „ e-k.

Plural,

in-a
(
ena ).

ir-e (ere),

ir-a (era).

N.B.—To avoid confusion, which is noticed in the writings of

Nicolson, Leech, Bux, and Bellew, not to mention Finzi, Dr.

Trumpp proposes that the terminal a of the conjugations be desig-

nated by the aspirate a
,
instead of the I

,
or the diacritical

9
fath,

because this terminal a is not pronounced.

c. The Simple Future Tense

is formed by adding the terminal o to the verbal root, and also the

verb substantive, which drops its vowel sound, except in the 3rd

person singular. Therefore

:

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. o-t. o-n.

2
)) 0-S. o-re.

3 )> o-e. 6-r.

From the imperative jy] He, the future will be formed thus

:

et-d-t
1

1 shall give.’ From present indefinite jli ^j\ l kav

‘ I may go,’ the future will be z ko-t, etc.

The Brahui \ is derived from the Dravidian v by changes

through av.
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d. The Compound Future

}

Is formed by adding to the formative of the future ending 6, the

past tense of the substantive verb, viz. etc., and dropping,

as in the simple future, the a. In the 3rd person singular the pre-

terite of the substantive verb will be sas (
= asas), instead of the usual

form of asak or as. The personal terminations therefore are these :

Singular. Plural.

1 Person : o-sut. o-sun.

2
))

o-sus. 6-sure.

3 yy o-sas. 6-sur.

N.B.—Bux, Bellew, Leech, and particularly the Italian Finzi,

have entirely mistaken the composition of this tense.

II. Tenses compounded with the Past Participle.

The real difficulty in studying the verbs commences with the

formation of the past tenses, all of which proceed from the past

participle. The usual way of forming the past participle is by

adding u or e to the verbal root, e.g. LJ^sP tikh-ing, past participle

Lkr tikhd
;
lJ~aj tam-ing ' to fall,’ past participle L*J tam-u

;

lJ,j$ thar-ing
‘

to cut,’ past participle thar-e.

If the verbal root end in < • /, the past participle terminates

with very few exceptions in e
;

e.g. LJusu taf-ing, past participle

taf-e.

Some past participles end in a consonant, changing at the same

time their infinitive verbal root, like the following

:

lJ^s

lJ^
Lj.ll

Ljj J

past participle has.ban-ing ‘to come,’

bin-ing ‘to hear,’ ,, ,, lJuj bing.

khal-ing
‘

to strike,’ ,, ,,
LJiJ- khalk.

dan-ing
‘

to take away,’ ,, „ jJdar, ^jjJdar-e.

Other verbs retain the infinitive entirely, and form the past

participle by simply adding to it the letter 1 « ;
e g. L-.Ciy>-

char-ing
‘

to wander,’ past participle charing-a ;

rasing to arrive at,’ past participle l rasing-u,

1 Fuiurum exactum of Hr. Trumpp.
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It is important to note here that the past participles, be they

formed by transitive or intransitive verbs, have an active meaning

and never a passive one, e.g. lU^JL khalk means
‘

one that has

struck,’ and not ‘ one that was struck.’ This is quite contrary to

what we find in the Baluchi, and in the North Indian languages.

The following is the formation of those tenses which are effected

by composition with the past participle :

1. The Simple Past Tense}

The present tense of the substantive verb is added to the past

participle
;
the 3rd person of the singular, however, has no such

an addition, yet ale (-k) may be added, especially if the previous

syllable end in a vowel.

If the past participle end in a consonant, the personal termina-

tions are added unchanged, except that in the third person plural

we find «r used instead of o.

The following is the form :

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. (JL-XLi- khalk-ut 2 ‘

I struck,’ etc. khalk-un.

2 ,, khalk-us khalk-ure.

( cL&ri. ,1 khalk khdlk-ur.
3 \

' *
.

(
khalk-ak khalk-o.

If the past participle end in a vowel, the initial vowels of the

substantive verb are dropped, e.g.

1 Pers.

2

3

yy

yy

Singular.

^j\ khana-t I saw,’ etc.

khand-s

Ur*. »\ khand

} khand-k

Plural.

^y khand-n.

l £ ,
>3 khana-re.

- \

’

khana-r.

The same happens if the past participle end in e. In the 3rd

person plural we always find the personal termination in -r if the

past participle end in a vowel.

1 The praeteritum of Dr. Trumpp.
2 khalk-ut. See footnote, page 91. The transliteration of the personal

pronoun has heen omitted as superfluous.
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N.B.—Bellew, Leech, and Finzi have entirely misunderstood

this tense, and mixed it up with the imperfect.

1. As the present definite is formed from the present indefinite,

by the addition of a : in like manner is the imperfect from the

simple past. It is evident, therefore, that this terminal a must

be a sign of something definite and permanent. To the third

person singular there must invariably he added the personal

termination ah (-h), to distinguish it from the simple past, to which,

therefore, is added the a of the imperfect. The second person

plural does not take up the a, and is therefore in appearance

identical with the 2nd person plural of the simple past. The follow-

ing is the scheme of the personal terminations of the imperfect.

It should be noted, however, that the a at the end, be it written

w’ith 1 a l
if,

* hamza, or ^ fateh, is always mute.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. t-a n-a

2 ,, s-a re

N.B.—Bellew, Leech, and Finzi are mistaken about the tense.

c. The Pluperfect

is formed by adding to the past participle the imperfect of the sub-

stantive verb, namely asut, and if the past participle end in

a vowel, then the initial vowel of the verb substantive is dropped.

In the third person singular the verb substantive becomes

am-s instead of asah; and if the past participle terminates in s, then

as only is assumed for the sake of euphony.

The scheme of the pluperfect

:

Singular.

1 Pers. asut, -sut.

2 ,,
asus, -sus.

3 ,, asas
,
-sas, as.

Plural,

asun, -sun.

asure, -sure,

asur, -sur
(
sur

,
so).

N.B.— Bellow and Leech have mistaken this tense for the

perfect.
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d. The Formation of the Perfect

is peculiar, un being added to the past participle if it end in a

consonant; if in a vowel, merely the letter -n

.

To the past participle

thus formed, is added the verb substantive in its present tense.

The scheme of the perfect is then

:

Singular, Plural.

1 Pers. un-ut, -n-ut.

2 „ un-us, -n-us.

3 ,, un-e, -n-e.

un-m, -n-un.

un-ure, -n-ure.

un-o, -n-o.

N.B.—This formation of participle is entirely of Dravidian

character, because even in the Tamil (Caldwell, p. 393) we find

i-in as the sign of the past. Originally, therefore, the terminal

un was nothing but a past participle
;
but as the Brahiii has

developed other forms for its past participle, it uses this old form

for the perfect tense.

The following is the formation of all the tenses of the affirmative

verb in the active voice.

Infinitive : U<~£. khan-ing
‘

to see.’
1

Imperative : 2nd Person Sing. khan or khan-ah
‘

see thou.’

2nd Person Plur. khan-bo
‘

see ye.’

A. Tenses composed with the Infinitive and the Verbal Eoot.

a. With the Infinitive.

1. Present continuous
(
? or aorist).

Singular.

<JL)\ XiiS. khaning-ti ut
‘

I am seeing’

y v— khaning-ti us. etc.

y khaning-ti e.

Plural.

y khaning-ti un.

y khaning-tl ure.

j', j\ yt— khaning-tl ur, 6.

1 Pers

2 „

3 „

1 Pers

2 „

3

1 There is only one form of the infinitive in the Brahhi.

vol. xix.—[new series.]
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b. With the Verbal Boot.

2.

Present indefinite or Potential.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. khan-iv'
‘

I may see.’ khan-in.

2 ,, , khdn-is. i^Sr^d- khan-ire.

.ud*. khdn-e.

3. Present definite.

Singular.

2 khan-iva
‘

I see.’

khan-isa.

khdn-ik.

4. Simple Future.

Singular.

khano-t
3 ‘

I shall see.’

khand-s.

khano-e.

*j^~

khdn-ir.

Plural.

- khan-ina.

khan-ire.

khan-ira .

2

Plural.

khano-n.

Ichano-re.

Jys.i- khano-r.

5.

Compound Future.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. CL*Z>j*d*. khano-sut
‘

I shall have seen.’ khano-sun.

* ».

e/***
J^“ ]Ud- khano-sure.

,Lt±d- khano-sur.

khano-sus

,
khano-sas

B. Tenses composed with the participle of the Preterite.

6.

The Simple Past Tense.

1 Pers.

2 „

3

a. Ending in a Consonant.

Singular.

dJZld- khulk-uf
‘

I struck.’

khdlk-us

khdlk

khdlk-ak

Plural.

khdlk-un.

khalk-ure.

khdlk ur.
)

khdlk-o. I

1 khkn-iv, khsklk-ut etc., the accent is Dr. Trumpp’s. See footnote, p. 91.

2 We find also written khdn-eva and pronounced accordingly. Bux,

however, gives the above form.
3 On Bux’s authority.
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1 Pers.

/3. Ending in a Yowel.

Singular. Plural.

khand-t
‘

I saw,’ khanu-n

khand-re.2 ,, khand-s

I

Ls. khanu

hhanu-k
iLrs- khana-r.

7. The Imperfect.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. AjLii- khand-t-a. <SjLri- khan-d-n-a.

khand-s-a.

Lji- khand-ka.

khand-re.

bjV*s>- khana-ra.

1 Pers.

2** 99

3 ..

s > ?\ .

8. Pluperfect.

a. Ending in a Consonant.

Singular. Plural,

khalk-asut ' I had struck.’ khalk-asun.

j .iLxlri- khalk-dsure.khalk-asus

IU- khalk-asas khalk-asur.

(3. Ending in a Yowel.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. khana-sut. ..JoLri- khana-sun.

Ld- khand-sus.
I/*****

khand-sas.

* 1 .

,

ur;—
khand-sure.

i- khana-sur.

9. Perfect.

a. Ending; in a Consonant.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers.

2 ,, khalk-un-us

khalk-un-ut
‘

I have struck.’ khalk-un-un.

khalk-un-ure

.

,aJX». khalk-un-e jSlsi- khalk-un-o.
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/3 . Ending in a Yowel.

tSingular. Plural.
9

. (
9

1 Pers. khand-n-ut I have seen.’ khand-n-un.

f, >.

2 ,, khand-n-us khand-n-ure.

3 ,, khand-n-e y\u~*~ kliand-n-6.

From the verbal root two verbal nouns are derived : the one is

the participle present declinable, and the other is the indeclinable

gerund of the present. In those verbs where the imperative ends

in ah, or where th was added to the root, which addition seems,

likewise, to denote an emphasis, these terminals must he dropped.

The declinable present participle is formed by adding ok (some-

times ok-d, ok-6

)

to the verbal root, e g. khan-ok 'seeing,’

from < khan-ing to see
;

’ L. kan-ing (imperative kar),

kar-dk 'doing;’ J tul ing (imper. -f^y tul-th), dJ.\y

tul-ok ' sitting
;

’ Ok khal-ing (imper. -silk- khal-th) CJ»k
khal-ok ' striking.’ Examples: Sjyi ^ ^ A

man who will sit in that house
;

’ ,U Iks

‘One day the preacher said’ (Bux, p. 127, 1. 20); cAsj

Is iyyb Is O
i iLas! l) Jit jj*\ ‘ He saw a man sitting

under a tree and asked him what like is the king of this country,

is he a tyrant or is he just?’ (Bux, p. 126, 1. 14).

The second participle of the present, or rather, the inde-

clinable gerund, is formed by adding to the verbal root the

affixes esa or isa. Bux, at page 15, says that the affix is

simply se. The terminal e seems identical with ah. Example :

Is
'

!

}yi Is jk, AS — it »-0 y AS
t
^'Sj

I

A.wJ.£>-
t

cs s
,
l^s ,l^s* jm.) w*w

t

I - ,ls

cJjrL Ujf &yy>- ^s'Uij ‘ Because on the morrow, in the

morning, at the time when some horsemen of the Mogul came

galloping on their horses towards Singarh, and making a noise,

beating the drums, swinging their swords, arrived near the fort
’

(Nicolson,pagc 33, 1. 1-3); Isjs ^Usm \j SSyj <L~si"

‘Complaining, sobbing she went to Zubaidah’ (Nicolson, p. 19,1.5).
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§ 9. The Active Negative Form of the Verb.

The special characteristic by which the Brahui becomes stamped

as a Dravido-Turanian language is the negative form of its verb,.

It is formed by adding the negative affix to the verbal root and

then inflecting the personal terminations in the usual manner.

The Brahui, moreover, has this peculiarity that it possesses two

negative affixes, namely, one for those tenses which are formed by

the past participle, and another for those compounded with the

verbal root.

N.B.—The observations made on this point by Bellcw, Leech,

and Finzi are wrong.

A. Tenses Compounded with the Negative Form of the Verlal

Root.

The infinitive seems to be absent, being considered as a noun.

The imperative mood and the tenses of the present, future, and

of the futurum exactum, take up the syllable pa. The negative,

respectively prohibitive form of the imperative mood, stands there-

fore thus

:

2nd person singular aj pa. 2nd person plural y pd.

Example: sing. <Ux>. khan-pa see not!’ plur. khdn-pa-bd.

If in the imperative, the root end in r or
^ (y), then the

terminal is dropped, eg. J> kar ‘do thou,’ prohibitive A-i kd-pa 1

(instead of kar-pa), plural yJi kd-pa-bo
;

c Li shay ‘pour in,’

prohibitive AjLi shd-pa.

If jo is placed between two vowels, it is often changed intof e g.
^ l t ^ (

A£j Id-fa come not’
( Jj

come’), aj^» ma-fa he not,’ instead of

idft mar-pa.

The imperative affixes ak and th are always dropped before the

negative, e.g. tiJjJ dar-ak ‘take,’ prohibitive AjJ da-pa
;
AilA-

khal-th ‘ strike,’ prohibitive khal-pa.

In many verbs an e is placed before the negative affix, e.g.

e.g. lis boil,’ prohibitive bise-pa
;

bin ‘ hear,’ prohih.

bine-pa
;

tul-th ‘sit,’ prohibitive A-J^j tule-pa.

1 Kd-pa, etc. The accent is Dr. Trumpp’s.
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Some are quite irregular, e.g. ^A ete
1

give ’ (from

prohibitive Aaj ti-fa

The inflection of the present indefinite is as follows :

Singular.

1 Pers. pa-r

2 ,, p-is f-esj

3 „ p (ip)

Plural.

pa-n

p-ire (ere)

pa-s

The peculiarities here are : the termination of the first person

in pa-r, which, in accordance with the general rule, ought to be

p-iv. The third person singular ends in p(i-p), instead of p e. In

the 3rd person plural the pa-8 is in reality a modification of the

original r into s, in order to avoid confusion with the first person

of the singular. We have met with this change of r into s in

other Brahui words already.

The present definite has the same affixes with the addition of

terminal a, to which, however, in the 3rd person singular, k is

added. The form is this :

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. pa-r-a.

2 ,, p-h-a (-es-a).

3 ,, pa-k.

pa n-a.

p-ire (-ere),

pa-s-a.

The Simple Future.

Here we should expect the ending in p-ot, p-ds, etc.
;
hut it is

not so, as we notice by the following form :

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. pa-r-o-t.

2 ,, pa-r-6-8.

3 ,,
pa-r-d-e.

pa-r-6-n.

pa-r-S-re.

pa-r-6-r.

The r here appears as a formative affix of the negative verb.

The Compound Future.

is similar to the simple future, since, instead of the present of the
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substantive verb, its past tense is used as in the affirmative form.

Therefore

:

Singular.

1 Pers. pa-r-o-sut.

2 ,, pa-r-o-sus.

3 ,, pa-r-6-sas.

Plural.

pa-r-6-sun.

pa-r-o-sure.

pa-r-o-sur.

Conjugation of the Prohibitive Verb

1.

Imperative.

Singular.
a /

(

2 Pers. A-Joi- khan-pa see thou not.’

2.

Present indefinite.

Singular.
* l

khdn-pa-r I may not see.’

khan-p-is.

khan-p.

khan-ing.

Plural.
/C ^

khan-pa-bo. 1

Plural.

khan-pa-n.
C -o'

khdn-p-ire.

/'C'"

khan-pa-s.

X B.—It should be noticed that the prohibitives <Ui
, <Uj

,
<UJ

,

etc., are used in the present tense as well
;
thus^.-i ka-par

‘

I may

not, I will not do it.’ Example :
* 1 cannot come,’

literally, I make no coming’ (Bux, p. 66, bottom line). The

following should also be observed : i cJ ti-f
'

he may not give,’

ba-f
‘

he may not come,’ etc.

Plural.
A,

khan-pan-a.

khan-pire.

khan-pas-a.

3. Present definite.

Singular.
G ^ j

1 Pers. khan-par-a I see not.’

2 ,, kh&n-pis-a.

3 ,, khan-pa-k.

4. Simple Future.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. <JL%—^ khan-par-ot *1 shall not see.’^^-ii- khan-par-on.

2 ,, khan-par-os. ^ khan-par-ore.

3 ,, khan-par-oe. khan-par-or.

1 khin-pa, etc. The accent is Dr. Trumpp’s, he omits it in the future tenses !
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5. Compound Future.

Singular. Plural.
M Ox" O ^

1 I'crs. CA^^-Ari- khan-par-osut khan-par-6sun.

‘i shall not have seen.’

2 ,, khan-par-dsus.
(_^-!.^7

jAri- khan-par-osure.

3 ,, klian-par-dsas. jL:«^at*- khan-par-osur.

N.B.—There is some difficulty in connecting the Brahui negative

affix pa with the negative affixes used in the South Dravidian

dialects, which are a and lea, leu {da, du), according to Caldwell

(pp. 363-365), and therefore require further elucidation.

B. Negative Tenses Compounded with the Past Participle :

They are the simple past, the imperfect, the pluperfect, the perfect.

The negative particle here is ta, and not pa, as above. This leads

to the supposition that these two forms are identical in their origin,

and also that the Brahui ta, pa are derived from the Dravidian lea,

through a change in the pronunciation.

The past participle has a peculiar formation, in taking up the nega-

tive affix, which renders the original root almost undistinguishable.

If the past participle end in a vowel, it is dropped and ta affixed

to the root
;
then follows the affix of the past participle, which is

pronounced au or ao, instead of simply a, e.g. likr tikh-u, negative

tikh-t-au.

Participles ending in r or s drop these terminals before taking up

negative t, e.g. lear-e ‘lie did’ becomes ka-t-au; pdr-e
‘

he said ’ y\j pd-t-au ; has
‘

he came ’ yj la-t-au.

If the past participle end in a double consonant, the last is

dropped, e.g. khasle 'lie died,’ negative lehas-t-au;

CXIJ& Italic (from L_XuLi) ‘he took,’ negative fisb lial-t-au.

This is the scheme of the negative tenses connected with the

past participle :

The Simple Past Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pcrs. t-av'-at. t-av-an.

2 ,, t-av-is (-es).

3 ,, t-au.

t av-ire (-ere).

t-av-as.

2

1 au before a vowel becomes a v.
2 r chapges into ».
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Singular.

Imperfect.

Plural.

1 Pers. t-av-at a t-av-an-a

2 ,, t-av-is-a t-av-ire

3 „ t-av-ak-a t-av-as-a

1 Pers. t-av-asut

Pluperfect.

t-av-asun

2 ,, t-av-asus t-av~asure

3 „ t-av-asas t-av-asur

1 Pers. ta-n-ut

Perfect.

t-an-un

2 ,, ta-n-us ta-n-ure

3 ,, t-a-ne ta-n-o

Here is an example of the conjugation of these prohibitive tenses

:

6. The Simple Past Tense.

1 Pers. khan-t-uv-at khdn-t-av-an .*

I saw not,’ ‘ I did not see.’

2 ,, khan-t-av-is {-es). khan-t-uv-ire (-ere).

O ^

3 ,,
ytiri- khan-t-au. khan-t-av-as.

Examples : tJLiy.i jmj iS »\ ’ He had said

that, yesterday I could not come ’ (Bux, p. 70, 1. 3 from below),

. V-lsTUJb J jUi,« li bl> o! 0 Father! atest

thou nothing at the Xing’s feast?’ (Nicolson, p. 14, 1. 4 from

below), Ixd ,Ji
‘ All the wise

men could not make out its meaning.’ p-Jh L>
‘

He did not

listen to me’ (Bux, 90, bottom line), yi .A

* Nothing came into his hand’ (Xicolson, p. 2, 1. 6 from below).

7. Imperfect.
Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. khan-t-av-ata ‘i was not seeing.’ A) khan-t-av-ana.

2 ,, khan-t-ax-isa. khan-t-av-ire.

3 ,, khan-t-av-aka. khan-t-av-asa.

1 See footnote page 91. Dr. Tnimpp omits the accents in the imperfect and
pluperfect tenses.
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N.B.—As in the Persian language, the imperfect is used as a

conditional as well. Example : Al> L-J jz\

j.j

1

If thou wert to remember thy child-

hood, thou wouldest not do me such violence ’ (Hicolson, p. 24,

bottom line).

8. Pluperfect.
Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. khan-t-av-asut khan-t-dv-asun.

‘ I had not seen.’

2 ,, khan-t-av-asics. khan-t-av-dsure.

3 ,, khan-t-av-asas. khan-t-av-asur.

9. Perfect.

1 Pers. khan-ta-n-ut ‘i have not seen.’ kbdn-ta-n-un

.

w
2 „ khdn-ta-n-us. khan-td-n-ure l

3 ,, khan-ta-n-e. yoid- khdn-ta-n-o.

Example: \x--l ^ o <fa ts£a batane ‘He has not yet

come’ (Bux, p. 84, 1. 10); j>\

y

I have

not done my business well ’ (Nicolson, p. 4, 1. 4 from below)

;

hjJ Lrj\^ \yf> 'May it not he that

he gave the answer : Nazzat-ul-Fuad is not dead ’ (Hicolson,

Abu’l Hasan, p. 21, 1. 4 from below).

§ 10. III. The Formation of the Yerb Causative.

The formation of the causative form is, as a rule, effected by the

addition of if (ef) to the verbal root
;

e g. kun-ing * to eat,’

kun-ef-ing ‘to make eat, to feed,’ Hungarian enni, et-etni.

Bellew speaks of a double causative form, for instance, khultng

‘to be afraid,’ khulfing ‘to frighten,’ khulifing ‘to make frightened.’

Dr. Trumpp thinks this a mistake.

The conjugation of the causative is otherwise quite regular. It

should be observed, however, that the past participle always ends

in e, as lias been noted already.

1 Dr. Trumpp transfers tho accent to the second syllable, possibly n printer’s error.
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Sing.

Plur.

The Conjugation .
1

Infinitive.

ras-ef-ing
‘

to cause to arrive.”

Imperative.

j. g—

<

ras-ef (-if) ‘ cause thou to arrive.’

JL.
.-J

ras-ef-bo (if bo)
‘

cause ye to arrive.’

A.

1.

Continuous Present
(
Aorist ).

ras-ef-ing ti uf
‘

I am causing to arrive.’

2.

Present indefinite (
Potential).

j-- - ' ras-ef-iv
‘

I may cause to arrive.’

3. Present definite.

S^L^ij ras-ef-iva
‘

I cause to arrive.’

4. Simple Future.

-7 ras-ef-ot * I shall cause to arrive.’

5.

Compound Future.

ras-ef-osut
‘

I shall have caused to arrive.’
> - J J

B.

The Past Pabticxple :

ras-ef-e.

6.

Simple Past Tense.

LI ras-ef-e-t, etc. I caused to arrive.’

7. Imperfect.

ras-ef-et-a, etc.
’ I was causing to arrive.’

8. Pluperfect.

i - ras-ef-e-sut, etc. ‘ I had caused to arrive.’

9.

Perfect.

ras-ef-e-n-ut, etc.
‘ I have caused to arrive.’

1 The accents and diacritical marks are Dr. Trumpp’s.
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Examples.

A L
c j\

‘ lie took him to give him bread to

eat’ (Nicolson, Abu’l-Hasan, p. 2, 1. 7).

‘put him on my bed’ (ibid. p. 16, 1. 2).

L-J ^.Sb ‘i shall tear my shirt, destroy

my beard’ (ibid. p. 18, 1. 2 from below).

ijij* \±j) 0,fxUb ilSsu+Js ‘ they

give me so much pain that I am tormented by them’ (ibid. p.

5, 1. 8).
p

j JL-jjj ^l^aiLi U b-J \jj Ai yj-Ls*.
‘

I fear

that by reason of her fear for her life she will do me damage ’

(Nicolson, p. 3, 11. 8, 9).

^ ‘

afterwards they lit some torches
’

(ibid. p. 32, 1. 5 from below).

the female slaves made him

drink much wine ’ (Nicolson, Abu’l Hasan, p. 11, 1. 1).

The causative also has a past participle in ok (ok-a, ok-o
) and a

gerund in esa, ha, viz. rds-if-dk
‘

one who makes to arrive,’

and rds-ef-isa
‘

in the act of making to arrive.’ Example :

jl li <Jb£ iEuhjZ*- ‘ swinging their swords,

they came near the fortress’ (Nicolson, p. 33, 1. 3).

That the causative verb has a negative form also cannot be doubted,

although no proper example exists among the material at hand. It

should, however, be as follows : imperfect, A^jL^ rds-ef-pa
;
present

indefinite, rds-ef-par
;
past, rds-ef-t-av-a(

;
perfect,

L? ras-ef-ta-n-uf, etc.

§11. IY. The Passive Form.

The passive is formed by the addition of ing to the simple root,

which is afterwards inflected regularly through all the tenses. To

all appearance the passive root is the same as the infinitive of the

active verb, although it has no intimate relation with it.
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The Dravidian idioms hare no special affixes for the passive voice,

and are therefore compelled to define the passive meaning in sundry

ways; the Turanian languages, on the contrary, possess many

such particles. It seems that the Brahui terminal ing stands

nearest to the Turkish reflective affix i-n, which, in verbal roots

ending in a vowel or in l, is used as an affix for the passive

voice. This passive formation is a special characteristic of the

Brahui tongue.

Whether an infinitive of the passive form exists or not, is

uncertain
;
but, judging from the existence of a continuous present

tense, we may assume that there is an infinitive of the passive in

the Brahui language. Imperative it has none.

The Passive Form.

Infinitive khaning-ing to he seen.’

A.

1.

Continuous Present tense.

tJL>\ khan-ing-ing-tl ut
‘

I am being seen.’

2.

Present indefinite.

khan-ing-iv I may he seen,’ etc. Examples :

^0.7 u ^ ^ When a man

is brought up on a charge of murder ’ (Bux, p. 92, 1. 15).

. XxS cJl) li li

‘

The bedroomW * V * v J

should be cleaned out at breakfast-time ’ (Bux, p. 74, 1. 14).

Sw'lij iJjOL’' Ai * In order that

they may appear beyond their number’ (Ificolson, p. 32,

1. 5 from below).

3.

Present definite,

khan-ing-eva
‘

I am seen,’ etc., e.g.

^
l *x)^

^ Aj 1} i
‘

* a -*

,
l.1 ^ ^

^

Afterwards, as often as the backs of the robbers were seen,

the troops of the Government went after them ’ (Nicolson,

Qalat, p. 3, 1. 5).
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Simple Future.

khan-ing-ot * I shall be seen,’ etc., eg.

Jl iyAiis- dJ yJfc.5 ij ^jj js\
‘

If you do such a

thing again, you shall be beaten ’ (Bux, p. 82, 1. 11).

5.

Compound Future.
'

# (

khan-ing-dsut I shall have been seen.’
a > f.

B.

6.

Simple Past Tense.

M i^ ^ # j

khan-ing-d-t I was seen,’ etc., e.g.

Lx_! lijl vU.

—

2t y+S At

that time a sword struck his hand, and one of his fingers

was cut off ’ (Hicolson, p. 32, 1. 8).

jLx^.c^u^ y*z> ^y* li aJjaJ! >

‘ Some great chieftains of

Siraj-ud-daulah were killed ’ (Mcolson, p. 29, 1. 7 from

below).

7. Imperfect.

d!j\£ud.<- khan-ing-d-ta
‘

I was seen,’ etc.

8. Pluperfect.

khan-ing-usut
‘

I have been seen.’

9.

Perfect.
9\f '

. <

khan-ing-a-n-ut I had been seen,’ e g.

0 1 i lO \j I — ...SXjS

ylLli JILT ‘It so happened that they had been caught

at the gate of a city on suspicion of being spies ’ (Nicolson,

p. 22, 1. 5).

It should be stated that the Braliui uses aD inflecting passive

participle of the preterite form, which coincides with the present

participle of the active form. Example : khan-dk {-kd, kd)

‘ seen,’ cJ« S
‘

done ’
;

this was overlooked by Leech, Bellew, and

Bux
;
but the following examples place the fact beyond doubt

:

cJuAr ^ I^j <JiA;
‘ The sticks are exposed for sale

’

(Bux, p. 110, 1. 13).
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dJjxJ
t

^ j*2^j ^ A

chain was tied to his neck from a window
;
he was sitting

’

(Nicolson, p 13, 1. 2).

U\ l; cJjJ
‘ ^ that time

was there any cord round his neck or not?’ (Bux, p. 94,

1. 14).

* . .

.

t
^

i

fc\

"
. ...,

'

.
>' Ai

^
*

1 ^

‘

Because that, by me written letter, nobody can read but my-

self’ (Bux, p. 118, 1. 11).

L>. cJ.ji li }
\ LX cJyb" ‘ She saw his eyes

bound, and his face swollen from the bandage ’ (Xicolson,

Abu’l-Hasan, p. 23, 1. 6).

Since in the forms adduced in the above examples we find no

vestige of the passive affix ing, there seems to be no doubt

that the formation in ok, although used in the passive sense,

is really identical with the present participle of the active form.

The Brahui therefore follows, in this respect, the lines of the

Dravidian idioms, which employ the participles of the active form

in a passive sense.

Whether a gerund, terminating in isa, be formed from the passive

voice, cannot as yet be proved by an example
;
but if it exist, it

will stand thus : khan-ing-esa. Nor has Dr. Trumpp

found an example of the negative form in the passive voice,

although there is nothing to stand in the way of such a formation.

It would appear thus : kkan-mg-par.

Dr. Trumpp draws attention to yet another form, which looks

like a gerund
;
but from the only example he had met, he does not

dare to determine its nature, namely the word £ in this sentence

V. ^ ^ LA-' ufa 0-j
‘ have

you such business that has to be done, or desirest thou perhaps

anything’ (Nicolson, Abu’l-Hasan, p. 5, 1. 3).
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§ 12. AUXILIARY VERBS.

1. The Substantive Verb “To Be.”

Imperative (none).

1. Present definite.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. (JL>\ ut (or ot
x

)

‘

I am.’ un
‘

we are.’

\ l \ (

2 ,,
us thou art.’ , i ure you are.’

3 ,, ,_$! e ‘ he is.’ (j\) o (ur)
‘

they are.’

Obs. 1.—When this tense is connected with a noun, then the

initial 1 is dropped, as in the Persian, supposing the noun to end

in a consonant
;
but if the noun end in a vowel, or in A ah, in

such case, as a rule, the \ remains. Example :

Singular.

cilAJl* I mdr-ut ‘lama boy.’

ni ma-rus
‘

thou art a boy.’

o mur-e
‘

he is a boy.’

Plural.

nan mar-un ‘ we are hoys.’

norn mdr-ure
‘

you are hoys.’

CS-e»\ ofk mur-o ‘they arc hoys.’

Example : db\ * sipdhi ut ‘lama soldier,’ etc.

Obs. 2.—There is another root used in the present tense which

differs in so far from <IL>\ ut, etc., that it does not occur as a

personal ending of the verbs, nor does it stand as an affix of the

nouns, hut takes its place independently. It is the root are,

which, in its turn, is inflected with the aid of v_2i>i, being related

to the Dravidian ir.

Present definite.

Singular.

A i dre-f ‘ I am, I exist.’

ni are-s
‘

thou existeth.’

J\
6 dre, ase, se

‘

he exists.’

1 Bux writes o throughout.
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Plural.

J nan dre-n
‘

we are, we exist.’
S—

'

notn are-re ‘ you exist.'

ofk dre-r ‘ they exist.’

Obs. 3.—Leech’s and Bellew’s present tense and aorist in asitut

is a mistake : such verbal formation is impossible in the Brahui.

The negative form of <_L?\ and iJL-oj' is effected with the root

‘it is not,’ to which are added the terminals of the substantive
9

verb lZj \ tit
;
in the 3rd person singular, however, ah is added, as

in the past tense, or the root stands by itself. It is evident that af

stands in relation to the negative pa.

Example of the Negative form.

Singular. Plural.

iJLJl if-ot
‘

I am not.’ \ jjj df-an
‘

we are not.’

^ji df-es ‘ thou art not.’ ^ &f~we * you are not.’

. >\, lLX' j
1 a/-a£or«/‘he is not.’ dX' df-as ‘ they are not.’

The simple past of lZj\ is formed with the root as, to which

the terminations of the verb substantive are added, except in the

3rd person, which, as in the past tense, stands either by itself,

as the root does, or takes the termination ah or as.

The Simple Past Tense.

Singular. Plural.

as-ut ‘ I was.’ N' ds-un
‘

we were.’

M as-us
‘

thou wert.’
f

<

as-ure you were.

as-ali \

as-as /
‘ he was.’

M
1 as-ur ‘ they were.’

as J

The negative form of the past tense appears in two aspects.

a. Bux gives the 3rd person singular as allau = alla-o, hut his

inflection is not regular
;
if it were, it should stand allav-at, allav-

as, etc. Bux’s form is this :

VOL. xix .—[new series.] 8
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Singular.

i alla-ot
'

I was not.’

uJI rii alla-os
‘

thou wast not.’

p>\ o alla-o ‘he was not.’

Plural.

nan alla-on
‘

we were not.’

^ f
3 worn alia-ore

‘

ye were not.’

l! ofk alla-or
‘

they were not.’

N.B.—Here is a discrepancy between the vernacular and the

English transcription. If the former be correct, the latter should

stand thus : allav-at, etc. Trumpp left it undecided.

Nicolson presents us with another regular form of the

past tense, in which alia appears as a participle united to

the signification of the present tense, to which the past is

joined. The inflexion of this form should stand thus :

Singular.

1 Pers. alldc-asut
1

I was not.’

2 , ,
! alldv-asas

3 „ allav-asalc

Example : cL-woj!!

Plural.

alldv-asun .'

alldv-dsure.

allav-asur.

. ,J
‘ Yesterday I was

Abu’l Hasan, was I not?’ (Nicolson, p. 8, 1. 4) ; \j JUaj

1 lj l
1

‘

These men were not of the

cowards of the Province of Bengal’ (Nicolson, p. 29, 1. 1-2).

II. The Verb LJox* man-ing ‘To Become.’

All the tenses wanting to the verb substantive are made up

from the verb man-ing. Its root is mar, which in the past tense

changes into mas, and is inflected in a regular manner.

Infinitive L.

‘

to become.’

Imperative.

2 Pers. sing. CJj-t, j * mar, mar-ale
‘

be or become thou.’

2 Pers. plur. md-bo ‘ he or become ye.’

1 See footnote, page 9 1

.
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Prohibitive Form.

2 Fers. sing. isfa mu-fa
1

‘

do not be or do not become thou.’

2 Pers. plur. yfiu* md-fa-bo
‘

do not be or do not become ye.’

A.

1.

Presens continuum (deest).

2.

Present indefinite.

Singular.

1 Pers. o' i mar-ev ‘ I may become.’

2 „ M? mdr-es
‘

thou mayest become.’

3 ,,
6 mdr-e ‘ he may become.’

Plural.

1 Pers. nan mar-en
‘

we may become.’

2 ,, ^ nom mdr-ere ‘y°u may become.’

3 ,,
j_* d£i' oflc mar-er ‘ they may become.’

H.B.—Misled by Leech, Bellew mistakes this for the simple

future.

In the negative voice the r is dropped before the termina-

tion par, and the letter p, standing between two vowels, changes

into /.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. o' * ma-fa-r
‘

I may ^ nan ma-fa-n
‘

we may

not be or become.’ not be or become,’

2 ,, ni ma-fi-s oy-^* ^ nom md-f-ire

3 ,, j\ 6 maf ofk ma-fa-s

3.

Present definite.

Singular.

1 Pers. XCjs* o' * mar-ev-a

I may be or become.’

2 ,, 1U.V1 wl mdr-es-a

3 ,, 6 mdr-e-k

Plural.

^f>
nan mar-en-

a

‘

we may be or become.’

o /
..^r< worn mdr-ere

tjtj-* ofk mar-er a

1 See footnote, page 91.
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Negative.

Singular.

1 Pers. SjiJ* l ma-fa-r-a
‘

I become not.’

2
,, ^y nl ma-f-is-a

1

thou becomest not.’

3 „ cl&U ,\ 5 md-fa-k
1

he becomes not.’

Plural.

1 Pers. &±sS* y nan ma-fa-n-a
‘

we become not, etc.’

2 ,, y> nom ma-f-ire

3 ,, ofk md-fa-8-a

4. Simple Future.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. l tnar-ot ' I shall, mn mar-on
‘

we

will be, or I shall become,’ etc. shall or will be or we

shall become, etc.’

2 ,,
nl mar-os nom mar-o-re

3 ,,
ijj* f o mar-d-e J}r* <-LXj1 ofkmar-d-r

Negative.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. ,_c' l ma-far-ot
‘

I shall jLi
^y

nan ma-Jar-dn

be or I shall not become,’ etc. ‘we shall not be or we

shall not become,’ etc.

2 ,, ^y
nl ma-far-o8 *3 nom ma-far-dre

3 ,,
f.jL* 6 ma-far-oe °fk ma-far-or

5. Compound Future.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. l mar-d-sut I shall ^y nan mar-o-sun

have been or I shall become.’ ‘ we shall have been

or we shall become.’

2 ,, ^y
nl mar-d-8U8 *3 nom mar-o-sure

3 ,, ^ 5 mars-o-as CXs' ofk mar-d-tur

1 See footnote, page 91.
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Negative.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. ^j\ i md-far-6-suf
1

^y nan md-far-6-sun
'

I shall not have been or I “we shall not have been

shall not become,’ etc. or we shall not become.’

2 ,,
ni md-far-d-8tu nom md-far-6-sure

3 „ \j 6 ma-far-d-sas cl>ii ofk md-far-o-sur

B.

6. Simple Past Tense.

Singular. Plural.

a >

or I became.’

J Mi mds-us

,\ 6 mas-ale

mds-as

*-£/**•*

were or we became.’

nom-mas-ure.

mas

_>il ofk mas-ur.

mas-6.

Negative.
Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. (JL'yl* ^j\ l ma-t-av-at
‘

I was ^ mn nia-t-av-an

not, or I became not.’
‘

we were not or we

became not.’

2 „ Mi ma-t-av-es ^jyc~i »j norn ma-t-av-ere

3
,,

yst j\ 6 ma-t-au jy* lL>-j' ofk ma-t-av-ar.

7. Imperfect.
Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. l mas-ut-a
‘

I was ^y nan mds-un-a
‘

we

becoming,’ etc. were becoming,’ etc.

2 ,, nl mas-us-a +> nom mas-ur

e

3 ,, t\ o mas-ak-a ofk mas-ur-a

Negative.
Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. ^j\ l ma-t-av-at-a I was idy^* ,.d nan ma-t-av-an-a

we were not becoming.’not becoming.’

^y
nl ma-t-av-as-a nom ma-t-av-ere

,\ 6 ma-t-av-ak-a s, ofk ma-t-av-ar-a

1 See footnote, page 91.

3
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Singular.

8. Pluperfect.
Plural.

1 Pers. l mas-amt
1

‘ I liad 72 CtTi 772 CL 8~CL8m ll7X

been, or I had become,’ etc.

m mas-asu8

LT" >i o mas-asas

‘

we had been or we had

become,’ etc.

y nom mas-as ure
V

ofk
772CL8-C18

Negative.

Singular.

1 Pers. l ma-t-av-asut ' I

had not been, or I had not be-

come,’ etc.

c mas-as-ur

Plural.

ji nan ma-t-av-asun

‘we had not been or we had

not become,’ etc.

nom ma-t-av dsure^3 wl av-asu8

0 772(8“ t>~ (XV“(X8CL8 j~*y* '*LS^S ofk ma-t-av-asur

9. Perfect.

Singular.

1 Pers. J* * mas-un-ut
‘

I ^
have been, or I have become.’

wz mas-un-us

^ 6 mas-un-e

Negative.

Singular.

1 Pers. (Jh^J« i ma-t-an-ut
‘

I

have not been, or I have not

become.’

2 „ ^3 ni md-t-an-us

1 6 ma-t-an-e

Plural.

nan mas-un-un
‘

we

have been, or we have

become.’

*3 nom mas-un-ure

Lf.;\ ofk mas-un o

Plural.

^ nan md-t-an-un

we have not been, or we

have not become.’

o^r—* nom ma-t-dn-ure

uLCjl Ofk md-t-an-6

The present participle is niar-ok (-o£-d, -ok-o). The

gerund should be tnar-isa.

With man-ing many compound verbs are formed, the

same as with shudan in Persian. Example
: J\^\

arar

1 See footnote, page 91.
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man-tng to meet, to gather together’ (^A-i aaa-*

bash man-ing
‘

to rise
;

’ gum mail ing
‘

to get lost
’

^ ^

(^A-i shudan to get lost’), etc.

§ 13. Irregular Verbs.

To conjugate a Brahui verb it is necessary to know, besides the

imperative, the prohibitive form and the past participle. In some

instances, however, this is not sufficient, since the definite and

indefinite present of the affirmative form are not derived from the

imperative, but either the root is changed or another verb sub-

stituted. Such are in reality the irregular verbs in the Brahui.

The following are the irregular verbs we most frequently meet

with, i.e. ULZ kan-ing
‘

to do,’ and hin-ing
‘

to go.’

I. kan-ing ‘ To do.’

Imperat. sing. cJfi kar-ak'
‘

do thou,’ plur. ka-bd
‘

do ye
;

’

past, part kar-e
‘

done
;

’ prohibitive sing. iJs kd-pa
‘

do not

thou,' plur. ka-pa-bo
‘

do not ye.’ The present definite and

indefinite are not formed from the root kar, but from ke.

Present indefinite.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. ui l ke-v
‘

I may do.’ nan ke-n * we may do.’

2 ,, nl ke-s nom he-re

3 ,, »\ 6 ke jfi LiS-i\ ofk ke-r

Singular.

Present definite.

Plural.

J nan ki-na
‘

we do.’1 Pers. i ke-va
'

I do.’

2 ,, nl ke-sa
‘

thou doest.’ norn kt-re

3 „ 6 ke-k ‘he does.’ sJi ofk kc-ra.

Obs .—The future and the future exact, on the contrary, are

regularly derived from the root
J.

kar, viz. kar-ot ‘i shall

do,’ and kar-6-sut ‘ I shall have done.’

Obs. 2.—The tenses of the past are regularly derived from the

1 See footnote, page 91.
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past participle, i.e. the simple past, <JL*jjZkar-e-t

'

I did
;

’ imperfect,

<2 kar-e-ta
;

pluperfect, i_li kar-e-sut
;

perfect,

kar-e-n-ut, etc.

The Negative Form

has a regular inflection. Present indefinite, kd-par l (3rd person

sing, i a£ ka-f) ;
present definite, ijS kd para (3rd person sing.

CSJ, ka-pak), etc.
;

future, ka-par-ot

;

future exact,

ijl-w!* i ka-par-o-sut, etc.
;
simple past, ka-t-av-at

;
imperfect,

A; ka-t-dv-at-a
;
pluperfect, ka-t-dv-asut

;
perfect,

ka-ta-n-ut.

Present participle, kar-dk
;
gerund, A**^.i kar-esa.

II. hin-ing ‘to go.’

Imperative,^ kin-, prohibitive, h'mpa
; simple past, Ls hin-a.

This verb is apparently quite regular, hut it substitutes in the

present and future tenses the root kd. Example :

Present indefinite.

Singular.

1 Pers. ±J\ l kd-v
‘

I may go.’

2 „ u&J nl ka-s

3 ,, 6 ku-e

Present definite.

Singular.

1 Pers. i ku-v-a
‘

I go, etc.’

2 ,, A-:^ nl kd-s-a

3 ,,
6 kd-eli

Plural.

nan kd-n

fii nom kd-re

ojic kd-r

Plural.

nan kd-n-

a

*3 nom kd-re

nj& ofik kd-r-a

Simple Future.

Singular. Plural.

1 Pers. i_s\ l k-o( ‘l shall go, etc.’ ^ tian k on

2
,,

nl k-ds <-Sjf mom k-dre

3 ,,
jt 6 k-de CS~s\ ofik k-or

1 See footnote, p. 91.
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Compound Future.

Singular.

1 Pers. ^j\ i k-d-sut
1

2 ,, w? k-d-sus

3 ,, , •! 6 k-o-sasW > >

Plural,

I shall have ,.r> nan k-d-sun

gone.’

nom k-o-sure

CJLi\ o/k k-6-sur

The tenses of the past are formed in a regular manner from the

past participle Li> hind ; the present participle is hinok
‘

going,’ the gerund h'm-esa.

There are probably other verbs of this kind to be found in Brahui.

§ 14. A List of Irregular Verbs.

The following list, which has no pretension whatever to com-

pleteness, contains verbs presenting an irregularity either in the

imperative mood, in the prohibitive form, or else in the past

participle. It should he noted, again, what has already been said,

that the regular past participle ends in a, or if the root terminates

in /, then the terminal of the past participle will be e. All past

participles not formed in this manner are classed as irregulars.

Bellew also has a list of this kind, but it is far from reliable.

Infinitive. Imperative. Prohibitive. Past Participle.

bdtin-ing J*! Aiill

‘

to lose.’ bdite butifa batis

Us ing
v •• .

‘

to cook.’ bis bislpa bisa

bin-ing , fKij
‘

to hear.’ bin-ak, bin binlpa bing

C-Xlij ban-ing iJu

‘

to come.’ barak bafa bas

pun-ing
y

<ul>
V V > y

‘

to say.’ pd papa pare

patar-ing <USj zj
v y *rS

'

to enter.’ pataring pataringpa pataringa

1 See footnote, page 91.
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Infinitive. Imperative• Prohibitive. Fast Fai tieiple.

C— pind-ing JCO
V V •• V V

‘

to ask.’ pind pindlpa pindu

pin-ing ui (Lwm)
V ••

Uj
V

‘ to be broken.’ pin pinlpa pind

i Cy tar-ing
. ..

iJjJ
‘

to spin.’ taring taringpa taringd

tin-ing L5^ Ai j'

u~J

‘

to give.’ cte tifa tis

jji tur-ing JiS AJ i»J Jjy
1

to seize.’ tur turpa turSr

XUy tul-ing
.£

*

‘

to sit.’ tulth tulipa tus

ii tun-ing LmXjj »J
v >

l&jy
‘

to prevent.’ tuning tuningpa, tuningd

Ajy

L—JkjjJqj thar-ing ‘Ltj A*j :
iij

v-> -

‘

to cut.’ thar tharlpa thare

1 * to boil.’ Ut»J A*.— . ^ .j

l U»- cha -ing U- Ajl^
‘

to know.’ chu chupa chd-esa

ehar-ing

‘

to wander.’ charing charingpa charingd

l tj chhand-ing **>- AyjLp-
‘

to shake.’ chhand chhandlpa chhandd

i Zjj ' khvd- in

g

J
A; 1

V >
‘

to graze.’ khvd khvdpa khvdyd

khar-ing
V

to move.’ kharing kharingpa kharinga

khal-ing -fiU &As>-
V

‘ to beat.’ khul(h khalpa khalk

i Pronunciation uncertain.
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Infinitive. Imperative. Prohibitive . hist Participle.

LbSlrL khul-ing
V ••

1

to fear.’ khull khullpa khulls

khan-tng
‘

LtL

‘

to see.’ khanak khanpa khanu

khvdnif-ing J V >
1

to instruct.’ khvdnif khvdnifpa khvdnifa

khvdh-ing
V •• > j

‘

to wish.’ khvuh khvdhipa khvdhd

L-Xb-,3 da8-ing (LkAw>w
V ••

Uj
* to sow.’ das daslpa dasu

dan-ing tjJ

‘

to take away.’ darak dapa dare,dar

.i
dushuy-ing it A

*

J
AjliO

v > J

1

to interfere.’ dushdy dushiipa dushdya,

C—Xbj ras-ing lJL*
V V \Ly

‘

to arrive.’ rasing rasingpa rasinga

L-£A~> sil-ing cb t ••
Lj

‘

to wash.’ sil silipa sila

L_X2jj sal-ing
v ••

*1 ui

‘

to stand.’ sail salipa sails

Cblib shdy-ing cli Li
V

Ub
* to throw in.’ shay shdpa shdyd

t-Jbb kash-ing \

V

hash kashpa
j

1 lb
‘ to draw, to pull.’

j
<jLi <U-b

(

kasha

V kashe kashlpa 1

!

C—bb kan-ing <b
V

‘ to do.’ karak kapa kare

C-bb kun-ing J <tb
lT"’

—

^

‘

to eat.’ kun kunpa kung
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Infinitive. Imperative. Prohibitive. Past Participle.

kah-ing 6
‘

to die.’ Jb&h kahlpa Ichask

gidr-ing

‘

to pass over.’ gidring gidringpa gidringa

t— gaf-ing
• f <Ui

V
ur

‘

to weave.’ 9af gafpa gafd

1

lor-ing j) V >

to smart (for anything)’ lor loripa lord

man-ing S*
‘

to he, to become.’ mar mafa mas

CjC .j nir-ing j J>
‘

to flee.’ nir niripa nira

t-jC

\

hatar-ing 1

‘

to bring.’ A^‘*«b
V

L L" N l hat hatpa Ms

hat-ing )

l—

0

Is hir-ing V
‘ to see.’ hir hirlpa bird

1—XLfl> har-ing y> JSw !/*

‘ to tear up.’ har har ipa hard

LJCL^js> hars-ing <

> <L.£L.,:U

&

v y
\L^ys>

‘

to turn.’ harsing harsingpa harsingd

l—XLb lial-ing
V

‘

to take.’ lialth halpa hall

C_jLjz> hun-ing J* La>

‘

to show.’ hur hunpa hund

Mn-ing dSLjs
V ••

‘

to kid.’ hlnak hinpa hlnas

1 Sindhi •
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§ 15. Postpositions.

In addition to the postpositions already mentioned when speaking

of the declension, there are others which also are directly joined to

the noun. Postpositions, which originally were nouns, require the

genitive, or, if they express the idea of separation, division, or

distance, the ablative case. Some of the latter class are joined

to another postposition, with which they express a combined idea.

N.B.—Bux speaks of prepositions only, and mentions a few
;
they

are comprised in this paragraph.

1. Postpositions which are immediately joined to the Noun.

Their number is small :

islcu
‘

until ’ (usque ad). Example : jJ jU>

' May you be spared for many days ’ (Nicolson,

Abu’l-Hasan, p. 20, 1. 2).

sinan, siydn
‘

from, with.’ Example :

jisj cAiJ Ai That thing is better

that thou shouldest eat poison from a good man ’ (Nicolson,

p. 18, 1. 6, 7);
' I have

made you also happy with one word’ (^icolson, p. 126, 1. 1)

;

jj-J
'

They asked from an old man ’

(Hicolson, p. 18, 1. 8).

L-: siya
‘

to, there.’ Example : Li

‘ He has gone to a certain man to dine.’

li yd
‘

to, up, towards.’ Example: J Ai

‘ At the time when thou sawest the corpse on the

bank ’ (Bux, p. 94, 1. 4 from below).

^li ydn
‘

from, up, towards.’ Forms a postposition, when joined

to a noun, as lcir-ydn
‘

under,’ etc.

it
‘

in order, for the purpose of,’ etc. Example :

* fjlj l—-Lj L>- jLi Ai ‘ At the time when, for the

purpose of saying prayer, he stood up ’ (Nicolson, p. 14,

1 . 8 ).

U l I#
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2 . Postpositions governing the Genitive.

These are all nouns having the meaning of adverbs, with or with-

out a postposition, excepting those few derived from the Persian.

They are :

bdt-ydn, bdt-yde ‘ up, on, over.’ Example :

(JjUjIj li j~d£3 ^*1; li til*'* ‘ Draw the pen of

forgiveness over my offence’ (Nicolson, p. 13, 1. 6 from below).

\jy burzd ‘ up, on.’

jlcjb pur-ydn ‘ on the part of.’

,\j pdr-yde
‘

from that side, on the part of towards.’ Example :

L* ^li^'o
‘

A dervish came on the part

of’ (Nicolson, p. 19, 1. 6). (Jyli^lj li i-
1^5“^

JLj, ^y* ^ C
—

‘ They sent a servant towards a village

to fetch salt’ (Hicolson, p. 8, 1. 3).

Iaj padd, ^aj paddn, J^aj padde to, behind, at the back.’

Examples: ^AJ li ‘Behind a man’s

back slander speak not ’ (Bux, p. 68, 1. 8)

;

!_< ,'j li ‘A decrepid man,

who came behind the caravan, said ’ (Hicolson, p. 17, 1. 2).

db ,
Aj padrat ‘after.’ Example: AxAJ ^y* cAij db ,sj li cJaj

‘

He sent man after man ’ (Bux, p. 108, 1. 8 from below).

y par ‘ up, on ’ (Persian), not used often
;
if used, frequently corre-

sponds to and.

JP tahti ‘inside, into.’ Example:

^Jb'J li
‘ Exactly at the time a horseman came

to the door ’ (Hicolson, p. 3, 1. 1 from below).

khdtirat ‘ for the sake of (to oblige).’ Example : Jjl jl

dbyy bbjdd>~ li ‘i have done that for the sake of my

brother ’ (Bux, p. 108, 1. 9 from below).

CJy>- khurult, khurulcde near, close by, at, by.’ Examples:

l^J ^yjy db\^>- li
J
*"'A • ^ A-* —A , t

cjl ‘ At the time when he sat at table, he
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ate less bread than was his habit ’ (Nicolson, p. 14, 1. 6, 7);

jjy li CJlsu+Z i,y» (jJjjS y IL--1
‘ As long as

there remains anything by you, so long will they come to

you’ (Nicolson, Abu’l-Hasan, p. 1, 1. 3 from below),

i

j
randat ‘ behind, after.’ Example : LibJ li

,L> dL>x> i

‘

The troops of Government went after them ’

(Nicolson, Qalat, p. 3, 1. o).

* she

f

‘ below, under, down ’ e.g. CJv to come down.

klr-ya, klr-yun ‘ under, below.’ Example:

j^y li li Ai jL\ yj cJlijoo ‘ AVho were

the men that had sat under the tree ?’ (Bux, p. 54, 1. 1) ;

A^Joi 0,lijS li Jot.' L-J ci/LLjji- Jo L-J " Thou hidest

thy bad qualities under the armpit ’ (Nicolson, p. 1 5, 1. 2).

y* mujib according to.’ Example : < -^ry* li lj—

j

Uo

LJ-io . .J aLj-j li \ J ‘ How is this matter to he
. Jj

settled according to the tenets of your law ? ’ (Bux, p. 94,

1. 6 from below).

mond, l. mon-yd
, ^}^^jy* mon-y&n before, in the sight

of, towards.’ Examples : Ljs> li

‘ The man became blind, he went before the Qazi ’ (Nicol.

p. 16, 1. 8) ;
CLSysJ ^srt£> La.

J

j ajlli Lj^.« li aLijl)

‘ In the sight of the king I ate nothing, because of a certain

reason’ (Nicol. p. 14, 1. 2 from bottom); t_^.£o jo Ij

jlj\ k—

J

jj <G A-j ^ 'Behind thy

back they blame thee, but before thee they are ready to

sacrifice their life ’ (Nicol. p. 14, 11. 2, 3).

I*

Li niydm-tl
,

|*l> ydm-ti ‘between, in the midst, under.)

Examples: d-J ^giUlo ^ AjLxJ _• coo ‘Be.

tween such a man and such a woman what difference is

there?’ (Nicol. p. 20, 1.4); l> li’lijco Lj

He had come forth to amuse himself among the

people ’ (Nicol. Abu’l-Hasan, p. 2, 1. 5 from bottom).
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3. Postpositions governing the Ablative Case.

jb bar, ^bb bdrde ‘like as, so as.’ Example:

jb ^ Jo li j\j
‘

Within your sight he

is mild like a goat, behind your back hard as a wolf ’ (JSicol.

p. 14, 11. 3, 4) ;
iJUal ,jlijJ> li *jjb ^bb ‘l am

not like a mule under the burden ’ (Nicol. p. 15, 1. 6).

jAi (Arab.) bayair ‘without, besides.’ Example: li IjeL jAj

js* ‘ Without the will of God, I have

not beaten him’ (Bux, p. 134, 1. 4 from bottom).

1 Jo paid ‘
after.’ Example

: ^ i 5Lib 1 jj ^ICl^ ‘ After death

there is judgment’ (Bux, p. 110, 1. 3).

j peshin ‘from, of, out.’ Example : LlSy 'Come

out of the house ’ (Bux, p. 80, 1. 7).

sf gud, \S£ gudd, \y£ guru ‘ after.’ Examples : aL cJlib^

(JL-vuO jjl

‘

After some years I came at

the same time from Damascus’ (Hicol. p. 20, 1. 2 from

bottom); JL M 1 J \jz ^jbj iJ ‘At

the end of (after) ten days I shall have lived three years in

this house ’ (Bux, p. 82, 1. 2 from bottom).

must
‘

ere, before.’ Example : L»- La- U-J

uliL^ Ails a£ a£ oAJ« ^,1.0
' Look upon

your life as a gain before the day when the news may arrive

that this or that person is dead ’ (Nicol. p. 3, 11. 2, 3).

Juj vtd ‘ besides, without.’ Example: ^bbjes- Joj ^b AjLLi.

i i! Ijk-L
(

j-j ‘The khalif said: besides God there is no

other God ’ (Nicol. p. 20, 11. 2, 3).

§ 16. Adverbs.

Judging even from the few examples at our disposal, it seems

that Brahui is capable of forming adverbs from adjectives by

means of the terminal ikd, although this seems not quite in

accordance with the spirit of the languages of the Dravidian group. 1

' Just like Tclugu, which forms adverbs from adjectives by adding gd : k and

y are frequently interchangeable.
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Examples : _jL J ‘Thou hast not wiped it

well’ (Bux, p. 74, 1. 4 from below)
;

1
—*'

J!i>

^5 Li
‘

How am I to walk when there is no strength

in my feet?’ (Nicolson, p. 17, 1. 4).

Host of the postpositions mentioned above (2, 3), are used as

adverbs also, e.g. ' ;
!Lj burzd above,’ J-xi tahtl inside, khuruk

1 ° yj •
* * >

‘ near,’ etc., to which may be added U"] rahd
‘

near, ' J* mur far.’

Besides these, the Brahui has a number of real adverbs, which

we can classify thus :

1. Adverbs of place, as dunge, J dure here,’

handare
‘

just here,’ haminge, ijijj) ere there,’

hamere
‘

just there.’ The affix -nge corresponds to the Tamil -kgu,

as ingu
‘

here,’ and -re to the Tamil -ndu, Tulu -de and ide.

To this class belong the interrogative adverbs of place, such as

^cf' drd-re aru-rlk kj
\J\

drd-ng ‘where?’

drunge ‘ to where ? ’ ara-kdn ‘ whence ?
’

2. Adverbs of time: viz. yj\ end ‘ to-day,’ Uj or l£i> phagd
‘

to-

morrow,’ phalrnl ‘day after to-morrow,’ chhiva

‘when?’ chhivatun ‘ how long since?’ har-chhivdO y * v J

‘whenever,’ L'j ddsa ‘now,’ Ujo han-ddsa ‘just now,’
s s y I 9

daro ‘ yesterday,’ ^3 dare nan
‘

yesternight,’

\ * ( II.
kumulkhudd or > -V-s.'"'* mulkhudd two days ago,’ lojdri

‘ again,’ namkun ‘by night.’ The compounds, such as

w-J.' } drdvaqt
‘

when?’ harraqt
‘

at all times,’ duvar

‘ again,’ do not belong here.

2. Pronouns denoting quality may he used in a similar sense as

adverbs, e q. .,>»*•& hamohun ‘in that manner,’ , tJs3 dahun in this

manner,’ J*' amar ‘ in what manner ? ’ anta-e
‘

why ? ’ is in

reality the dative of j' anta, corresponding to the Persian

Substantive nouns also are used as adverbs, especially when

repeated, for instance, madan maddn
‘

slowly;’ or the

adjective
,j

%u
‘

quick, quickly ’ (Persian Jj>j).

vol. six .—[new series.] 9
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§ 17. Conjunctions.

It is strange that the Brahui has developed no conjunctions :

all are borrowed, though partially formed with Brahui roots.

Examples :

ISLol Iska kih ‘ so long as ’ (or simply iska, identical with

the postposition). Example: c-Uj sj\y»\jS~ Ai

i_$j\
^Jj

li
* So long as the villain finds himself

in circumstances of fortune’ (Xicol. p. 10, 1. 3).

^ ay, jz\ agar ‘when.’ Example: c'

If thou beholdest its walls, thou wouldest he

surprised’ (Nicol. Abu’l-Hasan, p 3, 11. 2, 3).

anta-e kih, antas-e kih ‘ because, for.’ Examples:

‘Because I shall go out early
’

(Bux, p. 110, 1. 10); li JU- 13

‘ For I did not know of your presence ’ (Bux, p. 120, 11. 1, 2).

hi
‘

also ’ Sindhi or f^). Example : ^jj\

^jj\ j*' is
‘ Where there is a rose, there is also

a thorn’ (Bux, p. 102, 1. 8).

j) par in the sense of ‘and.’ Example
:
jois j

:

i ,!
‘ Bring

bread and milk.’

<sj tah ‘ then, there’ (Sindhi <T), especially in sentences which have

a conditional meaning. Examples
: ^ <C‘ Js\

^ ‘

II he Iia(I the command, then he would

do everything for his good ’ (Bux, p. 134, 11. 3, 4); j\

* *:
. ?

\

oO_j'
L

It he

will show me the pain, then I will show him God’ (Bux,

p. 134, 11. 6, 7 from below).
1

f f
. 9 .

kih (Persian) that, as, since, because.’ Examples : o’

<J; J.i'.'i ;lf ^ o' ^ I fear that I have given you

much trouble’ (Bux, p. 119, 1. 2 from below); li M oji

^ilo> ‘ He asked (that) where the master of

the house had gone? ’ (Bux, p. 120, 1. 2 from below).

1,1 navu, \y navd kih (from the Persian Lli nahura) ‘lest, in
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order that not.’ Example: y_y d: jJ '«j Ai Syb>-
‘

I fear

lest the thieves may come ’ (Bux, p. 132, 1. 6).

6
‘

and,’ is seldom used in Brahiii.

yd or \j Vj yd-yd ‘ whether—or ?’ Example : iLoj! L U? ^
y*j>

‘

He a tyrant is or justice doer is ? (Is he a tyrant

or is he just?) (Bux, p. 126, 1. 5 from below).

Translations from the Gclistan into Bkahli.

I.

(Xicolson, p. 2; see Gulistan, Chap. i. hikayat 2.)

u»' JSJ \i.\ ^ILL: cUJ Ij

L/“
S ,J J ,J b Li! .Li J 3 is JL jua

Cs> - ^

j/Lb Ji .sjLi s
i
;
LL \j\ Lj ^.i L.jj* LJ b

’.*1 JL ,J
I**-*

L*' L^LV

1

-' V^-J !=/\
a.

• •- -<u y * jjuLitJ b v>.

^Ll.’ L) !

!*su> L
,
JlfjJ; Li..!

y » - Ls -/ ••
Jli.^ ‘Vi,A -lj

!
15 Jj L _i iai j!

u
.j£;

,3jL5L L ‘^Lb ^Lu

*||
-•

I w fcW 1 " t J ( U JUr
- w » O > v » > x*

..! L L-! LJ b L alijL .J.-ib .Li

^ \

:*L w.«Is

L /
<Li

. L& ji!j j! LjjjL lzjzJi j\g
18
as c'

U>- J

'

W •• v

Li <Gli as 0yl .Ai-

1. Xicolson, 0,L~.>LljL .

2. is gud
‘

afterwards’; here an adverb.

3. tJU* mash, Persian Li L>- dust
'

a mountain,’ (Bellew, p. 486).

4. y* hartumakak. See page 87.

5. sur-ing
‘

to move ’ is the Sindhi *jK*JT ;
therefore

the exact meaning is :
* they moved about, they looked

about ’ (Imperfect).
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6. liCL-t’ a-vas, perfect prohibitive of kan-ing
‘

to do.’

See page 104, 105.

7. kart, past participle of L— ‘ he made.’ See page 123.

8. pare, past participle of l—jdjlj pun-ing,
‘

he said.’

9.

or LjtJ= hand.’

10.

piniv or pinev
;

a name;’ probably the same as

jy* lj ndmvar having a name, celebrated.’

11.
‘

a hole ’;
* to make a hole, to bury.’

12. jliJ daydr
‘

ground, earth, soil.’

13. ‘ on the surface.’ See page 126.

14. ykJi viatau. See page 117.

15. *Li = Persian

16. the same meaning as the Persian J (?)

17. jjjAJi)
‘ a bone.’

18. A^c^ aykih, Persian Aj^iH
4

although.’

19. kdrak
,
imperative of U.

‘

to do.’ See page 91.

20. Ls- chd, imperative of L_X-il=- chd-ing ‘to know.’ Seepage 123-

21 . khask
,
preterite of kah-ing ‘dead.’ Seepage 1 23.

II.

(Hicolson, p. 9 ;
see Gulistan Chap. i. hikayat 22).

lj a_£ y~ !

.J^
a«jj —'.

i L’ lj

A.J cA*J
L
^4.ib

^
^ lj Ai

L y
3

Uj!
2

fjZiJjjJ y*
1

li ^=c^
^ L' L5-i °V l

i
JV./ ^ -CXU p

^ \ C_- 1 ^

^Uj 1£ l^i
4

AjlLj ^ ^

^li^-jiJ 1} <— L/
—LlAi L~£j\j\ ^
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Ai
Jj

aJ ^ Lb i£ J\ *l5-JLU-

li bib) cAj 7
As Lod ^LLS by

U&J
*.' Ij L b ^

LS" t-T

si_Aijos l)L tJjl ^y

<L . ^_c
d ^Jo'i

11 Jj U>- <L «J li ys ,0
. Ab t_bb>-

^y
li JO.

-i X-r u '-'3u~* wv u»"Jy ‘‘A y - O
t it ^ 12« ,r ^ u~* jj-

li»! (JO-.y*bj AS L*..d olb-S ^Laij ^‘.»J Lo 13 ijy

• » \ . h t is (*• t
,

. . . « |. •; : tsf* u ( ... *_ *uj' c-’ - y
0 ‘

—

W
?
J ^ ^ri- ip ^ *H Op

1

.

Past participle of ‘ to give.’

2. Past participle of l—Ciij * to come.’

3. j*jl£ ‘ the head.’

4. de ‘ day.’

5. Pluperfect of t»bbl>- ‘to be afraid.’ See page 123.

6. Present indefinite of U-XLS ‘ to take.’ See page 124.

7.
‘ As long as.’

8. Xicolson writes Ls, the final hamzah haring been dropped.

9. ii__j! . See page 113.

10. aL. See page 101.

11. chandi
‘

silver,’ Sindhi

12. jjs^jdr, Sindhi aftf ‘ made.’
?

13. The future of C—£o_oi\ See page 120.

14. See page 119.

15. The Persian text says, ‘to please friends.’

16. mill ‘the brain.’

1 1 ^Is imperative of t— o, from the Persian ^J-A-s
‘ to draw,’ ‘ to pull.’
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POSTSCRIPT.

Never having had an opportuniry of visiting the North-West

frontier of British India, the writer cannot claim any practical

acquaintance with the language of the Brahui

1

Nation. The pre-

paration of this Essay was suggested to him by the Honorary

Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, Dr. R. N. Oust, who
thought that Dr. Ernest Trumpp’s valuable German Monograph*

should receive adequate notice in this Journal. He had himself

supplied Dr. Trumpp with all the material for the monograph,

having obtained the data from Missionaries and from Sir William

Merewether. In endeavouring to put this plan into execution,

the writer found that a Paper on such a subject as this, to be of

any value, must deal with details of every part of the Grammar,

and could not therefore be restricted to a few pages.

This Paper is not a mere translation, but rather an abbreviated

adaptation of Dr. Trumpp’s “ Grammatische Untersuchungen,” and

of the other Brahui authorities, for the assistance of the English

student, who looks for something like a short grammatical com-

pilation on the Brahui Language. Such a work at the present

time may prove of special usefulness, as the language is scarcely

known. It will be understood that all the comments and criti-

cisms on preceding writers are Trumpp’s, and that the Examples,

etc., with their translations, are quoted unaltered.

If, aided by such slender linguistic knowledge as he may

possess, the writer should in any degree have succeeded in his

task, notwithstanding many shortcomings and imperfections, the

labour which he has spent on it will have ample reward.

55, Nevern Square,

South Kensington, S.W.

16th Nov. 1886.

Theodore Dcka.

1 Dr. Trumpp places the accent on all the vowels and writes thus : BrahuI.
Mauluwi Alla liakhsh uses none.

2 See: Sitzungsberichte der k. b. Akademie der Wissenscliaften zu Miinchen.

1880, Supplement—Heft vi. bei G. Franz.
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Art. III.

—

Art. A Version in Chinese
,
by the Marquis Tseng,

of a Poem written in English and Italian by H. W.

Freeland
,
M.A., M.R.A.S., late H.P. Commander of the

Order of The Crown of Siam.
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ART.

Art hath a holy mission : ’tis to raise

The soul, through form and beauty, unto things

More lovely than the sensual thoughts and ways
Of an old world’s corrupt imaginings.

In song, on canvas, or in living stone,

Art saith unto the soul :
“ Behold the Pure,

The True, the Beautiful, for these alone

I live, by these through unborn time endure.”

By sweet sounds, too, Art lifts the soul from earth,

O’er every sense a nameless rapture steals

When Harmony to noblest thoughts gives birth,

With Heaven’s own Music, in the organ’s peals.

The Parthenon, St. Peter’s, Milan’s Dome,
Which souls interpret, eyes with wonder scan,

Point upwards to the Exile’s Heavenly home,
The spiritual heritage of man.

So doth Art toil, in sweet simplicity

And virgin chastity, life’s paths along,

Leading to many a bloodless victory,

Sweet sounds, brush, chisel, and the poet's song.

L’ARTE.

Santa e dell’ Arte la mission, la quale

Conduce, per la forma e la bellezza,

L’alma, sovra ogni brama sensiiale

D’un invecchiato mondo, alia grandezza.

Nei canti, in marmo, o sulla tela dice

All’ alma l’Arte :
“ Guarda il Bello, il Puro,

II Yer, di questi soli io son cultrice,

I secoli cosi trapasso e duro.”

Coi suoni l’Arte l’alma al ciel conduce,

Sovra ogni senso un’ estasi si stende

Quando, ai pensier che l’organo produce,

Coll’ intelletto tutto il cor si rende.

Il Parthenon, San Pietro e di Milano
II Duomo, alzando l’alma, il core, il viso,

Avvian l’uom dall ’esilio suo lontano

Al suo destin celeste in Paradiso.

Casta e vergin cosi l’Arte rivela,

Di vita nel cammin, la sua possanza,

Coi suoni, o canti, in marmo, o sulla tela

Ai suoi trionfi non cruenti avanza.
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Art. IV.—Hints to Oriental Students : No. I .

1 Some Useful

Hindi Books. By G. A. Grierson, M.R.A.S., Bengal

Civil Service.

It has often struck me how helpless European students are

when they are in search of hooks published in India. These

books are so cheap, and their demand in Europe is so limited,

that it does not pay Indian publishers to have agents for

their sale here. In addition to this, students have no means

of knowing what works are published in India
;
and even if

they knew their names, that is no criterion of the value

of their contents. I therefore put down the following notes

regarding hooks which I myself have found useful in studying

Hindi, in the hope that they may be acceptable to my fellow-

students.

Munshi Radha Lai, Deputy Inspector of Schools, Gaya
,

2

has long been known as the author of several excellent

educational works. His best work is a Hindi Dictionary, with

explanations in that language, which I have often found

very helpful. It is not scientifically accurate, but it is valu-

able as containing a good native scholar’s explanations of

difficult vernacular words. The first edition is out of print,

but a second was in preparation when I was leaving India

a year and a half ago. Amongst his educational works may

be mentioned his Hindi Kitab, also called B/idk/id Bodhini,

in four parts, of which the first, second and fourth are pub-

lished. To the European student they will be found a useful

set of Hindi reading-hooks. The first is very elementary,

consisting of short sentences and verses. The latter, being in a

1 It is hoped that this will bo hut the forerunner of many similar papers from

other correspondents, bearing upon the study of Asiatic Languages aud Dialects,

in and out of India.
2 This address will find him, if he is written to. So for the other names subse-

quently given. As a rule, in India, authors sell their own books.
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colloquial style, would probably be found difficult by the un-

assisted European student. The prose, however, is easy, and

could readily be made out with the help of a good grammar

and dictionary. Part II. consists principally of fables in easy

narrative prose. Part IV. is adapted for more advanced

students, and is well worth their attention. It is principally

an anthology from the works of the best Hindi poets. San-

skrit scholars will recognize in the first part an ingenious

adaptation of a portion of the first book of the Hitopadefa,

containing some Kundaliyas, by the well-known Gir’dhar

the Kabirdj (or poet laureate 1
). The prices of the three

parts are as follows : Part I., 1^- annas (say 2\d.)
;
Tart II.,

3 annas (say 4-^rf.)
;
Part IV., 10 annas (say Is. 3d.).

Another well-known writer of educational works is Pandit

Bihilrl Lai Chaubc, 2nd Sanskrit Teacher at Patna College,

Bankipore. His Bhakha Bddh is very popular and deservedly

so. It is well printed on very fair paper, and the four parts

form an excellent series of readers for European students.

The latter part of Part IV. consists of selections from

various poets’ works, which will be found very useful. The

prices of the four parts are as follows : Parts I. and II.

li annas (say 2\d.)
;
Part III. 2 annas (say 3d.)

;
Part IV.

annas (say ~\d.). Patra Bddh, another work'by the same

author, is a polite letter-writer in Hindi, and should be

studied by any one who has to correspond with natives in

the vernacular. Ho people are more particular about the

ceremonial beginnings and endings of letters than Hindus.

Its price is 1| annas (say 2 \d.). The best work by this

author is the Bihari-TuVsl-Bhukhan-Bodh (price 12 annas,

say l.s. 3d.), which is a valuable treatise on Hindi rhetoric

and poetical conceits, founded on the Sahitya Darpana, with

hundreds of examples drawn from all the great vernacular

poets. It is a work of considerable research, and is ad-

mirably suited to advanced students.

I should advise persons in want of Hindi books to put

1 Not ‘ Doctor of Medicine ’ as the Saturday Review maintained when it re-

viewed a translation of one of this poet’s sonnets.
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themselves in communication with Biibu Sahib Prasad Sinha,

Khadgbilas Press, Bankipore (Patna). This gentleman, and

his partner Babu Ram Din Sinha, are extensive publishers, and

can direct the inquirer as to the most likely places for finding

printed books. Amongst hooks published by this firm, I

may mention the Kshatriya Patrikd
,
a monthly magazine

in Hindi, containing a great deal of original matter by

writers of repute. It often contains instructive articles

on the Hindi language, and not seldom is very pugnacious

on the subject. The subscription to this magazine is Rs. 6

as. 6 per annum. Those who wish to familiarize them-

selves with the KaithI 1 character, now much used in

Bihar, cannot do better than buy the Suta-Prabodh (price

4 annas, say 6d.), published by the same. It is a reading-

book for girls, in simple Hindi. I would also draw

particular attention to a work entitled Bhakhd Sdr (Part

II.), which comes from these publishers. In my opinion

it is the best Hindi reader for advanced students extant.

Besides the usual and proper extracts from the Print Sagar

and the Ramayan of Tarsi Das, it contains selections from

the writings of nearly all the best modern Hindi writers.

Chief among the authors laid under tribute is Harishchandra,

whose late lamented death at an early age has been a severe

blow to the progress of Hindi literature. Amongst writings

by him here given may be mentioned extracts from the

History of Kashmir
(
Kashmir Kusum), founded principally

on the Raja Tarangini, the History of Mahariistra, the Nil

Devi (a play, in which the language and customs of Musal-

mans and Hindus are well contrasted), and the Purna-

Prakash- Chandra-Prabha. (a well-known and much-admired

novel). Harishchandra'

s

unique and most valuable essay,

entitled Hindi Bhakhd, on the different dialects of Hindi

known to him, is given in full. In this essay, after a note

on the various dialects current in the city of Banaras, includ-

ing that of the thieves, he gives samples of a great

1 I should mention that many of the above books can also bo bad in the

KaithI character.
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number of local dialects and of various local songs sung to

peculiar melodies, with the legends connected with them.

He shows how utterly unsuited modern Hindi is for poetry,

and vindicates triumphantly the claim of poets to write in

their own dialects, till something better is produced as a

standard. He then gives examples of the modern style

of prose Hindi, written and spoken. Of this he describes

six kinds : 1) that full of pure Sanskrit words
; 2) that con-

taining a few Sanskrit words
; 3) that containing no Sanskrit,

and only pure Prakrit words
; 4) that in which words from

foreign languages are admitted
; 5) that which is full of

Persian words
;
and 6) that which admits English words.

He states that he himself prefers the second and third styles,

and I fancy that in this every European scholar will agree

with him. It will be observed that he calls all these, even

the fifth style, Hindi. As will be seen hereafter, amongst

natives, the true criterion between Hindi and Urdu is not

vocabulary, but idiom and order of words. I may add that

the sixth style is that in general use at the present day

amongst educated Hindus of Hindustan. English words are

used much as the words ‘jockey’ or ‘ a shake-hands’ are used

in French. After some examples of the bad Hindi used

in various localities, he winds up this part of his essay, in

a grim humour, with samples of three new kinds of Hindi,

the Hindi of the Bengali Bilbo, the Hindi of the English

Sahib, and the Hindi of the railway companies. In these,

the first two especially, the faults of the nationalities of the

speakers are most cleverly hit off. The essay concludes with

specimens of the writings of English Hindi scholars. Fore-

most honour is given to the Christian hymns by Mr. John

Christian, lately deceased, Jan Sahib, as he is affectionately

called by the natives. He is the only European I have ever

met who has achieved any success as a Hindi writer
;
and

the best native scholars admit that many of his hymns are

faultless compositions so far as their language goes. Natives

of India much admire his works, and they have had a strange

fate, for, in addition to being put to their legitimate purposes,

they are sung by ndch girls all over Bihar, together with
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Vaishnava songs of Bidyiipati and Sur Diis. The expressions

in the songs are so truly native, and Mr. Christian has so

cleverly caught the style of these old masters, that these

girls have no idea that they are singing Christian hymns.

There are also given copies of letters in Hindi, written in

England to Native friends in India, by Messrs. Nicholl and

Pincott. I suspect that they were hardly intended for publi-

cation. I say this, judging from their contents, and not from

the Hindi style, which, it is needless to say, I do not

criticize here.

The book also contains the well-known “ Kahdni Thehtli

Hindi men ”
(Tales in pure Hindi), which should be studied

by every European student for two purposes : firstly, to

master its wonderfully pure vernacular vocabulary
;

and

secondly ,
to learn what is not Hindi. This set of stories

is a veritable lusus naturae. It contains only the purest

Hindi vocabulary, i.e. words derived only from Prakrit

sources
;
not a single Arabic or Persian word finds entrance

into it, and yet it is not Hindi, but Urdu. The work is

continually referred to by native Hindi scholars as showing

how impossible it is for a Musalman (for such was its author)

to write in that language, and the very first sentence, sir

jhukd liar nak ragar’td huh us ap’ne bananewale ke sdmh’ne,

‘ bowing my head, I show my humility before my Creator,’

is often quoted for that purpose. Here the verb is in the

middle of the sentence
;
and in Hindi narrative prose it must

come at the end. The quotation, in spite of its vocabulary,

is very good Urdu, but it is very bad Hindi.

The Kahdni Thehtli Hindi men is followed by an appro-

priate antidote, extracts from the elegant Ram-Kathd of

Pandit Chhotu Rain Tiwarl, Professor of Sanskrit at Patna

College. In this work the old familiar story of Ram is told

again in mingled prose and verse. It is universally recog-

nized as a model of pure Hindi, written in a flowing and not

too learned style. So highly appreciated is the book, and so

great was the demand for it, that I believe there was actually

a large sale of the proof-sheets before it could be completely

printed off.
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Selections from Baitiil, Kabir, and other poets make up

this really excellent reading-book. I hope that a new edition

will soon be called for, and that, encouraged by the sale

of the first, the publishers may see their way to printing

it with better type, on better paper.

A member of the same firm, Babii Ram Din Singh,

published a useful Bhakha Bydkaran, a work written by

Gir’dhar Das, the father of Ilarishchandra. It is the only

native work which deals with the grammar of Tul’sl Dils,

and is well worthy of attention. I have myself found it very

useful. To the European student, its style may be found

difficult, as it is written in verse. As at present published,

it only goes down to the end of nouns. I hope the rest will

soon be published. It is printed by Pandit Kali Prasad

Tiwarl, at the Dharm Prakas Press, Bankipore (Patna), and

its price is one anna (say l^-)-

The Devakshara-Charitra, printed at the Light Press,

Banaras, by Gopeenath Pathak, and priced at 3 annas

(say is a “ Serio-comic Drama,” by Pandit Ravidatta

Sukla. It is a play with a purpose, which is to show the

tyranny the mass of the people groan under, owing to the

use of the Persian character and Urdu language, which none

of them can understand. The play is based on a number

of absurd mistakes made by persons endeavouring to act on

Government orders written in an illegible Persian character.

It concludes with a prayer for the introduction into Govern-

ment offices of the Devanagarl character, and of a language
“ understanded of the people.” To the European student

the work is principally valuable for the examples of the

Bhoj’purl dialect scattered through its pages, and for the

imitation of the faults in Hindi speaking, which are made
by Englishmen in office.

A favourite trial of skill amongst native scholars is for one

to give another a part of a stanza, which the other has at

once to weave into a short impromptu poem. The portion

of stanza used as a text is called in Hindi samasya or (sic)

samatsyd, and the performance of the challenge, samasyd-

purti or samatsya-purti. The Samat&yd-purti-pachisi (price
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1 anna, say l§c/.), by Pandit Kill! Prasad Tiwari already

mentioned, may be interesting as a curiosity of this descrip-

tion. It contains twenty-five of these ingenious impromptu

verses by the author. I may add that he has also written

an excellent Bhakha Rdmdyan in prose and verse, which

adds one more to the many versions of the life of Ram.

In a future paper, I propose to deal especially with some

of the works of Babu Harischandra previously spoken of.
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Art. Y.— Original Vocabularies of Fire West Caucasian

Languages. Compiled on the spot by Mr. Peacock,

Vice-Consul of Batura, Trans-Caucasia, South Russia,

at the request of, and communicated by, Dr. R. N.

Cusr, Hon. Sec. R.A.S., with a Note.

When I visited Trans-Caucasia in 1882 for the purpose of

collecting information regarding the Languages of the

Caucasus, the result of which was published in Vol. XVII.

of the Journal, I became aware of the scantiness of the

Vocabularies, and I mentioned this to Mr. Peacock, the

Vice-Consul of H.B.M. at Batum, who had resided some time

at Poti, and had made excursions into regions not often

traversed. He was good enough to undertake the dutjT of

collecting Vocabularies, and I forwarded to him a copy of the

Standard Form of Words and Sentences prepared by the

Bengal Asiatic Society. After some delay, owing to the

heavy press of his official duties, and a visit to England,

when I had the pleasure of seeing him, and again encourag-

ing him on the subject, he has forwarded to me the subjoined

Vocabularies, which are highly important.

Robert N. Cdst,

Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

Instructions for Compiling Vocabularies and Sentences.—The enclosed
List of English 'Words and Sentences has been prepared by the Bengal Asiatic

Society to enable persons to compile an exhaustive specimen of Languages spoken
in any Region. Each sheet contains Five Languages, and those Languages
should be selected for each sheet which are cognate to each other. When the
whole is completed and printed, it becomes the basis for a further advance as
regards those Languages of which we have no Grammars or Vocabularies. Care
shouhl be taken that all loan-words from English, Arabic, Portuguese, etc., are
excluded. Only the pure words of each language should be entered. One system
of transliteration should be adopted : the best is that of Lepsius

; but at anv rate
one system only should be adopted for Languages entered upon the same sheet

;

and when Lepsius’ system is not adopted, explanatory notes should be added,
giving the exact value of each symbol, letter, or diacritical mark employed.

vol. xix .—[new series.] 10
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Mingrelian.

Laz.

Swanetian.

Abkhazian.
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English.

Georgian.

Mingrelian.

Laz.

Swanetian.
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To

good

men

Kargi
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Georgian.

Mingrelian.

Lax.

Swanetian.

Abkhazian.
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I

shall

bo

Me

viknebi

Ma

ipuapub

Ma

bortare

Mi

khvardi

Sara

skalaj

I

should

be

Me

viknebodi

Ma

kipuapudi

Ma

bortare

Mi

metchonol

(?)

ashkbidol

Beat

Daartki

Meoghe

Ghetchi

Liker

Whiss
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Put

the

saddle

upon

Daadghe

unaghiri

Jcssag

vunghir

Yaktsa

abni

abgha

his

back

mis

zurgze

<

atchas

akuadir

I

liavo

beaten

his

Mo

davrtki

mis

Ma

tishi

skwasa

Hemushe

berres

Mi

khvakhd

mit-

Saradaratscpkai

vera

son

with

many

shwils

bevn

brelighivashghi

dido

gebtchi

cha

gezals

vo-

ipa
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Georgian.

Mingrelian.

Laz.

Swanetian.

Abkhazian.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER 1

(September, October, November).

I. Retorts of Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Societt, Session

1886-87.

First Meeting, \bth November, 1886.—Col. H. Yule, R.E., C B.,

President, in tlie Chair.

Flections : Louisa, Lady Goldsmid and Surgeon-Major John

Anderson, M.D., C.I.E., as Resident Members
;

Messrs. J. H.

Barber, S. M. Burrows, J. K. Birch, Charles A. Cookson, C.B.,

Hector Yan Ciiylenberg, Jai Singh Rao Angria, K. Ragauathji, C.

Yenketramana Yaidu, J. D. Rees, and G. Stack, as Yon-Resident

Members.

The following paper was read by the author : The Present State

of Education in Egypt, by Mr. H. B. Cunynghame. Starting with

the proposition that those who would understand the condition of

Muhammadan thought at the present day should revert to the ideas

prevalent in Europe before the Renaissance, the lecturer proceeded

to relate the results of a personal inspection of Cairo schools, and

gave many interesting details illustrative of a system opposed to

Western civilization. After treating of defects and shortcomings,

he turned to the more favourable side of the question and said, in

conclusion, that while Egyptians had much to learn in the matter

1 Although arrangements are still incomplete for fitly organizing the depart-
ment of the Journal under the above head, the Secretary has gratefully to

acknowledge the promise of assistance received in several quarters to enable
him to improve the character of the “ Notes,” and render them a useful reference
to Oriental scholars and students. In furtherance of this last- mentioned object,
communications from kindred Societies and Institutions (at home and abroad)
that may wish to see their Proceedings summarized and Journals analyzed, or
from publishers who may desire to have catalogued or otherwise noticed their
latest published works, will meet with ready attention, if sent to the Eoyal
Asiatic Society’s rooms in Albemarle Street.
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of education, they had lately been making efforts which deserved

the highest encouragement. In the face of a deficient revenue,

they had to contend with religious prejudice, the enmity of the

University, and the interference of foreign powers. Fortunately, the

immediate supervision of education in Egypt was now in the hands

of Ya‘kub Artin Pasha, a most highly cultivated minister, well

acquainted with European education. Keen to seize new ideas and

yet cautious in applying them, the schools, under his hands, were

being slowly moulded into shape, and bid fair in time to become

really satisfactory.

No discussion followed
;
but thanks were given to Mr. Cunyng-

hame for his interesting paper, which will he printed in extenso in

the April number of the Journal.

It was notified that the next Meeting would take place on the

20th December.

II. PROCEEDINGS OF ASIATIC OE ORIENTAL SoCIETEES.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 5th May, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq.,

President, in the chair.

Seventeen presentations were announced, two Ordinary Members

elected, four candidates proposed for election, and two withdrawals

notified.

The Philological Secretary read a report by Dr. Hocrnle on an

ornament of ancient gold coins found in the Manikyala Tope, and

forwarded by the Deputy-Commissioner of Itawal Pindi. This

discovery had formed the subject of “conversation” in the new
Department announced in the Proceedings for April. The description

of it as a “necklet” was considered of doubtful accuracy. It had

rather the appearance of an “ armlet,” worn on the upper arm; hut

the identification of the coins as belonging, three to Antoninus

Pius and two to his wife Faustina, was confirmed. At Dr. Hoernlc’s

suggestion, the ornament has been deposited in the Imperial Museum

in Calcutta. After the disposal of papers in the Natural History

Department, and a discussion on Silkworms, Mr. Barton Groves

exhibited four illustrated MSS. from the Palace at Mandalay. The

last of these, a bark manuscript in ill-spelt Sanskrit, was accom-

panied by an explanatory note of Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

2nd June, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq., in the chair.

Twelve presentations were announced
;

the election of four
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Ordinary Members and two withdrawals notified
;
and one candi-

date for election proposed.

One gold and two silver coins found at Bijapur, and copper coins

from Oudh, were exhibited
;
and a report was read by the Philo-

logical Secretary on a find of 22 old silver coins in the Jalandhar

District. The first were of Aurangzib and Shah Jahan, and the

last all round rupees of Akbar.

Among the papers read was one by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra “On
the Derivation and Meaning of the Buddhist term Ekotibhava ”

;

one “On the Mina Tribe of Jaipur in Mewar,” by Kaviraj Shyamal

Das
;
and one “ On Coins supplementary to Thomas’s Chronicles

of the Pathan Kings of Dehli.” The second of these was the

chosen subject of conversation in the Philological Secretary’s

Department.

1th July, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq., in the chair.

Twenty-seven presentations were announced
;
the election of one

Ordinary Member and one withdrawal notified; and two candidates

for election proposed.

Two silver coins from the Deputy Commissioner of Hissar were

exhibited; and two reports, one on 12 silver coins from the Deputy

Commissioner of Hoshiarpur, and one on 69 coins and a silver chain

from the Deputy Commissioner of Montgomery, were read by the

Philological Secretary. Some Japanese Magic Mirrors were shown,

and their character and uses explained by Babu P. Ghosha
;
and

the two following papers were read :

—

1. Note on some of the symbols on the coins of Kunanda; by

VT. Theobald, Esq., M.R.A.S.

2. Remarks on an Inscription of Mahendrapala Deva of Kanauj
;

by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra.

Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society
,
Singapur, MothJanuary,

1886.—W. A. Pickering, Esq., C.M.G., Vice-President, in the chair.

The Report of the Council for 1885 was read; the Honorary

Treasurer’s accounts were passed; the officers for 1886 and two

new Members were elected. Eor the Presidential chair the choice

of the Society fell upon the Hon. J. F. Dickson, C.M.G.

Among other matters of interest noted in the Report, it was

stated that two volumes of Miscellaneous Papers relating to Indo-

China and the Malay Peninsula, edited for the Society by Dr.

Rost, were completed and approaching publication
;
and that it

was proposed to continue the series by publishing two more
volumes in the course of the year. A grant of 500 dollars in aid
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of the work had been promised by the Local Government. The

preparation of a Statistical Gazetteer for the Colony was, moreover,

suggested, to supply an evident want. Reference was made to a

serial paper which had appeared in the Journal under the head of

“Notes and Queries,” and the continuance of which it was hoped

to facilitate by an accession of new contributions and corre-

spondents.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai, 26th May,

18S6.—Dr. R. A. Jamieson, Yice-President, in the chair.

It was announced that seventeen Ordinary Members had been

elected since the last previous meeting; and that the Rev. Angelo

Zottoli, of the Jesuit Mission, Sienwei, had, in consideration of

his distinguished service as a Sinologist, been made an Honorary

Member. Regret was expressed at the loss to the Society, hv

death, of Count Kleezkowski and Mr. Scherzer, both eminent

Chinese scholars.

The Chairman adverted to a project that had been started for

securing a complete chronological and representative series of

Chinese art specimens in porcelain and bronze, especially the

former, and invited Members to give their views on the subject.

A certain sum would he necessary to commence with—perhaps

$1000—but something might be done with half that amount, and

one gentleman offered $50 if nine others would follow his example.

Mr. Ivingsmill approved the suggestion, and thought it quite

possible that if the Council could show that the community was

prepared to erect a substantial addition to the existing Museum,

the British Government might listen to proposals regarding the

site. A committee of five gentlemen was appointed to consider

the question.

Fourteen papers, contributed to the “ Symposium,” were more

or less lengthily noticed, though treated mainly in a collective

sense, by Messrs. Kingsmill and Playfair and the Rev. Y. K. Yen;

hut as theso form the first article in the Society’s Journal, they

will he alluded to under another head.

Societt Asiatique, Paris, 18 th June, 1886.—M. Ernest Renan,

President, in the chair.

After the election of three new Members and ordinary business,

the President announced that, owing to the Secretary’s absence in

India, the Annual Report for 1885 would appear in conjunction

with that of 1886. Mr. Rubens Duval read a portion of the

Preface to his edition of the Syriac Dictionary of Bar Bahlul, now
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in the press of the “Imprimcrie Rationale.” M. Clermont-Ganneau

read a paper on the words “Mane, Thecel, Pharos” (noticed

among the contents of the Journal). The Abbe Quentin, after

explaining to the Society his views on the Assyrian Inscriptions

he had recently inspected at the British Museum, read a paper on

his translation of an unpublished inscription of Assurbanipal.

This would appear in a future number.

III. CoRRESPOXDEXCE.

1. The Persian for Rouble.

Loxdox, 30 111 September
,
1886.

Sir,

Will it be of interest to any of our readers to be informed

that the “ Persian name for a rouble,” the word c;U, mentioned

in Yol. XVIII. p. 465 of our Journal, is really not Persian, but

Bussian, and means money, coin, not “rouble,” in Russian. The

word is MoueTa (moneta), which the Persians have made into

“manat.” A paper rouble is not Monda in Russian, and even

the “silver rouble” is called on the coin itself MoHCTa pvklb

(a cash rouble).

Yours, etc.

J. W. Redhottse.
The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. The “ Farhang Jahdngiri.”

Loxdox, 1st October
,
1886.

Sir,

The mention of the “ Farhang Jahangiri ” {read Ferhengi

Jihangiri) in p. 325 of the July Xumber of our Journal gives no

details
;
and, consequently, the inclosed extract from that work,

text and translation, with a few notes, may be suitable for the

“ Correspondence ” section of the next Part. I submit the same,

hoping it may prove of interest.

The Jihangirl was written in the latter part of Ekber’s reign,

but not being quite ready by his death, was dedicated to his son and

successor Selim Jihanglr, after whom it was named.

Yours, etc.

J. W. Redhouse.
The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

VOL. xix.—[new series.] 11
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Y/<e Tier? Idol and the White Idol .—Those are two idols which

the syntheists have hewn out of the rock and raised in relief out

of the mountain, in the time of Ignorance, in the locality of Bfuniyan,

of the dependencies of Kabul, which is on the frontier of Badakhshan,

and which they worshipped. In Arabic they are called Ya‘uq and

Yaguth
;
some have said Menat and Lat.

Near those two effigies is another effigy in the form of an old

woman, smaller than those two effigies, the name of which is

Nesrcm, though some say Nestwii.

These effigies arc among the wonders and curiosities of the

world
;

for the height of each of them is fifty-two cubits. Tho

interior of these effigies is hollow, so that there is a way from the

soles of their feet. And they have formed the steps of a staircase,

by which one can pass through all the cavities of them, to the tips

of their fingers and toes.

In some dictionaries it is said that the Red Idol was the lover of

the White Idol.

Notes.

By “Red Idol” may probably have been originally meant the

Golden or Gilt Idol, sinco gold is commonly called Zeri Surkh

^.j~> jj
1 red gold ’ in Persian.
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The “ White Idol ” may then have been overlaid with silver or

some other whito metal.

The Arabic names are of course a mere supposition, dating from

the times of Islam.

The smaller “old woman” effigy is perhaps what is now called

the “baby.” What its names of “Nesrem” or “ Nestwa ” may

be is an enigma for scholarly solution.

“ Fifty-two cubits” is a very vague measurement, as the cubit

is, and always has been, of several lengths. Probably cubits could

be suggested, fifty-two of which would make 173 feet and 120 feet

respectively. But legendary Oriental measurements must not be

too critically examined.

The “staircase” turns out true; but not so the detail as to all

parts of the effigies being reachable “to the tips of their fingers

and toes.”

N.B.—The above two letters were received too late for insertion

in the October Number.

Accompanying a letter dated Tehran, 27th October, Mr. Sidney

Churchill has kindly favoured the Secretary with the following

:

3. Note on “ A Modern Contributor to Persian Literature. Reza Quit Khan

and his Works."

Since writing the above (vide Yol. XVIII. Part II. p. 196) I

have secured two of Reza dull Khan’s works mentioned by me,

but which I had not yet seen. The one is a Divan, consisting of

a collection of ghazels, qat’ahs, tarji’bands and ruba’is; altogether

about 12,000 distichs, beginning:

lJL.^.c
j
J y>

This MS. is now in the British Museum.

The other MS. is entitled “ Miftah ul-Kunuz ” (vide Schefer,

Chrestomathie Persane, vii. p. 79, note 2). It is a commentary on

the Poems of Khaqani Shirvani.

Begins: JLs JL£

The author also proposed, in the preface, after the completion

of this work, composing a commentary on the poet’s “Tuhfah
ul-’Iraqain.”
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A third volume of the Matla’ ush-Shams (vide Academy
,
Dec. 19,

1885) has just been issued from the Government Press at Tehran

by the Sani’ ud-Dauleh. This volume is concerned with the

description of the towns, villages, and notabilia connected with

them, which are passed on the road from Meshhed to Tehran. In

it, moreover, has been inserted a valuable note of a score of pages

or more on Nishapiir, by General Schindler, the well-known

authority on Persian geography. Nearly all the inscriptions to

be met with along the road have been noted and given by the

Sani’ ud-Dauleh. The text is very clearly lithographed. This

same distinguished author has begun in the Court Journal
,
as a

feuilleton, another of his important geographical memoirs. Dp
till now he had published a memoir on Talaqan by himself

;
an

anonymous history of Sistan
;
and a memoir on Isfahan by Aga

Muhammed Mehdi, Arbab, Isfaham : now he has commenced a

memoir on the District of Nur of the Province of Mazanderan.

4. The Idols of Samian.

November
,
1886.

Dear Sin,

I enclose an extract from a book published about a

quarter of a century ago 1 by Messrs. Smith and Elder, Cornhill,

which may be interesting to the readers of the Asiatic Society’s

Journal. Though it may not throw any new light oh the subject

so exhaustively treated in the leading paper of the July Number,

a comparison of it with that article will, perhaps, tend to show

that the volume from which it has been taken is authentic.

Yours faithfully,

Alfred Haggard.

The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

“ Between Afghanistan and Balkh, about six miles from

Bameean, is the city of Gulguleh (City of Confusion). It was

the town of Jellaladeen, a great king who lived eight hundred

years ago, and was also the founder of Jellalabad.

“In Bameean I saw the great images of Subsal and Shamona,

otherwise called Surkbut and Konuckbut, or, in Arabic, Yaouck

and Yasouck (sic). These figures are supposed to represent the first

1 “ Lost among the Afghans,” being the adventures of John Campbell (other-

wise Faringhee liasha) amongst the wild tribes of Central Asia. Related by

himself to Oswald Fry. London, 1802.
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teachers of the Buddhist religion who, when they died, loft tlicir

images for the people to worship

“ I fell in with the army of Afghanistan going to take taxes

from Hazara
;
and it was whilst travelling in their company that

I came in sight of the images. We could see their immense forms

from a great distance, and all the horses shied on approaching

them.

“ When we arrived close to them, we were all looking up,

bewildered by the amazing height, and I proposed that some one

should climb up and get on the head of one of them. The soldiers

declared that it would he impossible
;

but I said, ‘ If you give

me some money, I will do it.’

“ They dared me to fulfil my promise, and offered me a small sum

from each one of them if I should succeed in performing the feat

;

but they made me sign a paper to say that if I perished by my
temerity they were not guilty of my blood.

“I went to a cave, where was a poor woman, and asked her to

show me the way up. The images are placed in enormous niches

made for them in the face of the rock which shelters them, and

between them is the entrance to the cave. The woman lighted

a candle, so we entered the narrow cavern, and began ascending

some steps. We were an immense time going up, but at last we

came out opposite the shoulders of the image on the inside of the

niche.

“ I was within reasonable jumping distance to get on to the

shoulder of the figure, but oh ! the thought of missing my foot

made me shudder ! I looked across at the image and down far

below me at the army, the soldiers looking like little children

playing beneath me. If I slipped I must inevitably be dashed to

pieces.

“ It was a fearful thing to do. I shut my eyes and took the

leap, and in a moment was clinging with a beating heart on the

broad shoulder of the image. I walked across to the opposite

shoulder and all the people shouted and clapped their hands from

below me. Then came the return. I had fulfilled my promise,

and did not care to risk my life for nothing. So I told the woman
to bring a rope, one end of which she flung across to me and I

made it fast on the image
;
she secured the other end on the rock,

and I soon got safely back into the cave. I ran down the steps

and hastened to collect my money from the soldiers, and altogether

it amounted to a considerable sum.”—pp. 108 and 110-112.
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5. The Pre-Akkadian Writing.

British Museum, London, 9th Nov., 1886 .

Dear Sir,

In answer to Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie’s note in the

last part of the Society’s Journal, I will merely state

—

1. A reference to the Journal of the Society of Arts, vol. xxviii.

p. 791, and to the Academy of November 6th, 1886, p. 313, will

show that several scholars have brought forward, before him, the

theory which he advances
;
and

2. I entirely disagree with him on the question.

Yours very truly,

G. Berten.

IY. Obituary Notices.

During the past quarter the Society has had to regret the loss of

one of its lately-named Vice-Presidents, James Gibbs, Esq., of H.M.

Bombay Civil Service, a Companion of the Star of India and Indian

Empire, and late Senior Member of the Viceroy’s Council in India.

Mr. Gibbs entered the service of the Hon. East India Company

on the 7th December, 1846, but, within a year after his arrival in

Bombay, was obliged to return to England on medical certificate

for two years. Again landing in India in 1 850, he passed exami-

nations in the native languages, and was appointed Assistant Judge

and Sessions Judge at Surat in April, 1851. During the month of

November of the following year he was appointed Senior Assistant

Judge and Sessions Judge at the detached station of Broach, and, in

December, 1853, Judicial Assistant to the Commissioner in Sind,

then the lamented Sir Bartle Frere. In 1855, on the departure of

Mr. (now Sir Barrow) Ellis, Mr. Gibbs received charge of the office

of Political Assistant to the Commissioner, and from that period

continued to perform the work which it entailed, in addition to

that of Judicial Assistant. Throughout the Mutinies of 1857-58,

he assisted Sir Bartle Frere in those exceptional and highly im-

portant duties which the circumstances of the day threw upon that

distinguished statesman. At the close of the said crucial epoch in

1859, Mr. Gibbs was appointed, under a special Commission, to try

rebel chiefs of the Nagar Parkar districts for high treason, being

invested with extraordinary powers to pass such sentences ns ho

might consider necessary, without previous reference
;
and the

“great care and intelligence” shown by him in the conduct of tho
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trial were acknowledged in a Resolution of the Bombay Govern-

ment approving the sentences so passed.

Mr. Gibbs remained in Sind until September, 1860, when he was

ordered to the Presidency on special duty connected with the

Income Tax Act, then just passed through the Legislative Council

of India. First appointed Special Commissioner, he subsequently

became President of the Commission and Collector of the Tax
;
thus

having, for the town and island of Bombay, the entire management

of that unpopular measure. He took leave to England in 1862,

and while on furlough was called to the Bar by the Honourable

Society of the Inner Temple. On return to India in January,

1865, after resuming for a few weeks his former duties, and acting

as Collector of Bombay, he was appointed Judge of Puna and Agent

for the Governor for the Sirdars in the Dakhan. These appoint-

ments he held until the beginning of 1866, when, having been

named by her Majesty one of the Judges of the High Court of

Judicature at Bombay, he left Puna for the Presidency. Here he

continued at his post until April, 1874, and was the first civilian

judge, selected by the Chief Justice to sit on the “ Original Side”

of the Court, which represented the former “ Supreme ” or

“Queen’s,” in contradistinction to the “Sadr” or “E.I. Company’s

Court,” and on which up to that time, Barrister Judges alone had

sat. During a year and a half he took his share with his Barrister

colleagues in eveiy branch of the duties—civil, criminal, and

chambers on that side of the Court, while he had already for some

years presided over the insolvent business. On resigning his

seat on the Bench to become a member of the Government of

Bombay, he was addressed by the senior Barrister in behalf of the

Bar in very complimentary terms, and also by the Native Pleaders

on the Appellate Side.

Mr. Gibbs was from May to October, 1873, a temporary member of

the Bombay Government, and in April, 1874, succeeded permanently

to that office, holding charge of the Political, Judicial, and Railway

Departments, and for a time that of the Public Works; he brought

in and passed several important measures through the Legislative

Council, including Acts for Mufassil Municipalities, Compulsory

Vaccination, Jails, the amendment of the Municipality of the City

of Bombay, and lastly the purchase of the entire foreshore of the

island and reconstitution of the Port Trust, a measure of the

greatest importance to the trade of the city. He took a prominent

part in the arrangements for meeting and dealing with the famine
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in the Bombay Presidency in 1876-78, and in the preparation of

rules which have since been approved of for future general guidance

in the event of such a calamity recurring
;
and for the personal

part he had taken in the initiation and support of these measures,

he was admitted to the third class of the Order of the 1 Star of

India.’

In 1870 Mr. Gibbs was first appointed Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Bombay, and continued by four re-appointments to

hold that office until his departure from India in 1879. On his

resignation a meeting of the Fellows was held, an address voted,

and a subscription for a testimonial opened, to which the public

were invited to join. The fund raised has been divided to defray

the cost of a bust placed in the University Library and procure a

large addition to the hooks. In addition to this, Jahangir Cowasji

Jahangir Readymoney gave Rs. 1000 to found a prize of books,

value Rs. 40 every year, to be called “ The Gibbs Prize,” at the

University
;
while the Kach Darbar gave Rs. 2500, and the Juna-

garh Darbar Rs. 2000 for Vernacular Prize Essays in Mr. Gibbs’s

name, making a total Testimonial of Rs. 22,100, being one of the

largest testimonials raised in Bombay in honour of a departing

public servant. Before he resigned, Mr. Gibbs had the satisfaction

of bringing the scheme for conferring degrees in science to a com-

pletion, and it received the approval of the Senate about a month

after he had left India. During the last few weeks of his residence

in Bombay, he received several other public recognitions of his

services, and his departure was witnessed by one of the largest

assemblies of Natives and Europeans assembled for such a purpose.

Not a few of the former, including several Chiefs, had travelled long

distances for the sole purpose of bidding him farewell.

Mr. Gibbs, who had returned from India in 1885, died at his

London residence, after a long illness, on the 30th October, in

his sixty-second year, much regretted by those who appreciated

his kindliness of heart, and amiable qualities. His remains were

attended to the Brompton Cemetery by many friends and old

companions.

Arthur Grote
,
son of George Grotc and brother of the historian,

was born on the 29th November, 1814, at Beckenham in Kent.

Nominated by Mr. George Lyall, Director of the East India

Company, on the recommendation of Mr. James Pattison, ho

entored Haileybury College early in 1832, and passed out in

December, 1833, as ‘highly distinguished,’ having obtained prizes
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in Classics, Bengali, Persian, Hindustani and Arabic. Ho arrived

in India on the 14th June following, admitted a Writer on the

Bengal establishment, and shortly afterwards was placed under

the Commissioner of Revenue and Circuit in the Aligarh Division,

then appointed Assistant to the Magistrate and Collector of Jessor.

In 1836 he was transferred as Assistant to the Commissioner of

Revenue and Circuit in Bauliali and Murslndabad respectively,

exercising the power of Magistrate at Hugli. Next year he was

placed in charge of the Civil and Sessions Judge’s office at Hugli;

and in 1838 he conducted the duties of the Collector’s Office at

Midnapur, subsequently officiating as Deputy- Collector of that

place and of Hijili. In 1839, appointed Superintendent of Settle-

ment Duties at Midnapur, he conducted at the same time the

duties of the Judge’s Office there, and those of the Special Deputy-

Collector—being confirmed in the latter post (including Hijili) in

1840. Magistrate of Champaran in 1845, he proceeded to Europe

on furlough in 1846, and returned to India in 1849, to be nominated

Superintendent of Revenue Survey in the 24 Parganahs. In 1852

he held a similar appointment in Bhagalpur, afterwards becoming

Collector of Sylhet. The following year he was made Junior

Secretary, and iu 1855 promoted to Senior Secretary to the Revenue

Board of the Lower Provinces of Bengal. In 1857-61, Com-

missioner of Revenue and Circuit, first in the Naddia and secondly

in the Chittagong Divisions, he was, in 1862, appointed a Member

of the Revenue Board in the Lower Provinces of Bengal. He
resigned the service in July, 1868, and became an Annuitant on

the Fund. 1

When in India, Mr. Grote had taken an active part in furthering

the interests of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and, among other

functions performed on their behalf, had occupied the President’s

chair for four successive years (1859-62), and again for one de-

tached year (1865). On return to England, he joined the London

Royal Asiatic Society, and at the period of his decease had been on

its List of Members for 17 years—for a great part of the time one

of its Vice-Presidents or Councillors. He was, moreover, a Fellow

of the Zoological Society and a contributor to its Journal; also a

Fellow of the Linnaean Society. At all these, as at the Athenaeum

Club, his presence will be missed and loss regretted : and the

1 The above information has been, for the most part, kindly supplied by Mr. C.
Triusep, of the India Office, to whom the Journal is also indebted for the brief
obituary notice of Mr. J. H. Batten in the October Number.
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number of mourners who attended his funeral at Kensal Green on

the 9th December, bear testimony to the high esteem and regard

in which his memory is held by a large circle of friends.

Y. Excerpta Orientaxia.

No. 2 of the first part, vol. lv., Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal

,
contains an article by Mr. E. E. Oliver on “ the decline of

the Samanis and rise of the Ghaznavis in Mawarau-n-Nahr and
part of Khurasan.” It is gratifying to find the younger officers of

the Indian Government—now no longer restricted to the covenanted
circle—devote their leisure and opportunities to the advancement
of the knowledge of Indian History, not only checking dates, but
creating data by the light of coins. The substantial aid supplied

to the Historian by the Numismatist is well illustrated in Mr.
Oliver’s useful paper, prepared with evident care and industry.

Mr. Whiteway’s “Place-Names in Marwara” is suggestive of the

improvement which might be effected in our Gazetteers by the

compulsory record of the meaning or origin of every name entered.

Captain Tufnell, of the Madras Staff Corps, supplies the third and
last article in an analysis of a collection of South Indian coins.

Journal Asiatique, huitieme serie, tome viii. No. 1 (Juillet-Aout,

1886), contains a Report of the General Meeting of the 18th June,

with a list of the Society’s officers and members, and the following

articles :—Mane, Thecel, Phares, et le Festin de Balthasar, in which
M. Clermont Ganneau discusses the interpretation given to the

three mysterious words of the fifth chapter of Daniel
;
M. Senart’s

continuation of his study of the Piyadasi Inscriptions; a new in-

stalment of M. Sauvaire’s materials for a history of Muhammadan
Numismatics and Metrology; and the usual “ Nouvelles et Me-
langes.” The last paper reviews at length a recent edition of the
“ Poesies Gastronomiques ” or parodies of Abu Ishak Hallaj Shirazi,

who flourished early in the fifteenth century, and supplements the

notice of the same work and the same author, which appeared some
time ago in the British Museum Catalogue of Persian MSS. (vol. ii.

p. 634). M. ltieu’s MS. of the “treasure of appetite,”

is of a.d. 1685; whereas the present edition, published at Con-

stantinople, and said to do honour to the Turkish printing press, is

hailed as a sign of revival of a taste for Persian literature among
Ottoman readers of the day. The editor, Mirza Habib Isfahani,

lias already attained local repute as the author of a Persian Grammar
and translator of Moliere’s “ Misanthrope.” No. 2 of the samo

volume of the Journal (Septembre-Octobre, 1886), besides a con-

tinuation of the respective articles of MM Senart and Sauvaire,

and the “Nouvelles et Melanges,” has a contribution by M. Abel

Bergaigne on the “ Samhita primitive du Rig Veda,” and another

by M. J. Halevy on “L’ctoile uommeo Kakkab Mesri on Assyrian.

”
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German Oriental Society, vol. xl. part 3, contains: 1. David

Kaufmnnu’s “Das Wdrterbuch Menachens Ibn Saruk’s;” 2. L.

Morales, “ Aus deni Bucli der ergbtzenden Erzahluugen der Bar

Hebraus;” 3. Adolf Baumgartner “ Ueber das Bucli die Chrie”;

4. M. Heidenheim on “Die neue Ausgabe der Vers. Sam. zur

Genesis” (Bibl. Sam. I.); papers respectively involving acquaintance

with the Hebrew, Syriac, Armenian, and Samaritan languages.

5. Adolf Stenzler’s “Das Schweitklingen-Gelubde der Inder”;

6. Bbhtlingk’s Supplement to Vasishtu
;

7. Bidder's Observations

on Bbhtlingk’s article on Apastamba—these papers are Indian

themes, the last an elaborate contribution by a Sanskrit scholar

well known in the East
;

8. Kuhnert’s “ Midas in Sage und
Knust”; and Ign. Guidi’s “Die Kirchengeschichte der Catholicos

Sabkriso.”

The number for December, 1885, of the Journal of the Straits

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, in addition to its Lists of

Council and Members, a Meteorological Report and Occasional

Notes, has the following seven articles :—Plan for a Volunteer

Force in the Muda Districts, Province Wellesley
;
a Description of

the Chinese Lottery known as “ Hua Hoey; ” a paper translated

from the Dutch on the Roots in the Malay Language
;
Klieng’s

War Raid to the Skies, a Dyak Myth
;
a continuation of Valentine’s

account of Malacca, translated from the Dutch
;

on Mines and
Miners in Ivinta, Perak

;
and an English, Sulu, and Malay

Vocabulary. Among these the essay on Malay Roots and the

Vocabulary are of undoubted utility : the first, by Dr. Pijnappel,

was read in the Polynesian Section of the Oriental Congress held

at Leyden in September, 1883. “ Hua Hoey” supplies a curious

and an entertaining subject of consideration, and is illustrated

with numerous drawings. Printed separately from the Journal,

are “ Notes and Queries,” edited by the Hon. Secretary. These
contain Local memoranda of interest, original and selected. En
passant, some kind of answer may be given to the question as

to the existence of any biography of Captain T. J. Newbold,
of the 23rd Madras Light Infantry. A list of that officer’s

writings will be found in a book published at Madras in 1874,

and bearing on the title-page, “ Men whom India has Known,
Biographies of Eminent Indian Characters, by J. J. Higgin-
bottom, F.R.A.S.,” and at the close of that list, reference is made
to a Biographical Notice of the deceased in the “ Bombay Times,
May, 1850 ”

Issued at Shanghai, August, 1886, are Nos. 1 and 2, Vol. xxi.

of the Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Exclusive of Notes and Queries, and Literary Notes, its articles

are thus designated:— 1. The Advisability, or the Reverse, of

endeavouring to convey Western knowledge to the Chinese through
the Medium of their own Language. 2. Histrionic Notes. 3. The
Seaports of India and Ceylon, Part II. 4. Roadside Keligion in

Manchuria. 5. Alphabetical List of the Dynastic and Reign
Titles of the Chinese Emperors. 6. Where was Ta-ts’in? a question
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replied to by No. 6. In “Notes and Queries” tbe signatures of

Dr. Edkins and Messrs. Playfair and Giles, are guarantees of matter
worthy the reader’s attention.

Archaeology .—Yol. iv. of the Archaeological Survey of Southern

India
,
lately issued from the Madras Government Press, and No. ii.

of the Archaeological Survey of Western India, both do honour to

Mr. Burgess, the Department in his charge, and the many Assistants

thrown in his way, and are full of instructive and interesting

information. In the first—which deals with Tamil and Sanskrit

Inscriptions and village Antiquities—may be specially indicated the

admirable care and method with which the record of the Copper-
plate Grants is carried out. The volume is divided into three parts

respectively designated :—Notes and Inscriptions from Temples in

the Madura district; copied Tamil Inscriptions from Temples in

the Ramnad Zammdari; and Copper-plate Grants in the Madras
Museum and elsewhere. A note by Mr. Bobert Sewell, communi-
cated to the Athenceum (11th September), refers to the identification

by Mr. Burgess, of the Hindu Temple at S'risailam, amongst the

mountains south of the Krishna river, with the Buddhist Monastery

described by Eah-Hien (a.d. 400) as the “Po-lo-yu,” and by
Hiouen Thsang as on the mountains of Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li. Western
India’s archaeology is illustrated in the other volume by Lists of

Antiquarian Remains in the Bombay Presidency, with an Appendix
for Gujrat Inscriptions. Mr. Burgess explains the practical use of

this arrangement to be in affording data for the ready preparation

of classified monuments for conservation
;
and when it is observed

that such utilization of his material applies to no less than fifteen

Provinces, States, Territories or Districts, and sixteen so-called

“Zillas,” it will be admitted that an important object has been

attained. Apart from these considerations, however, the book will

be valuable on its own intrinsic merits.

Mr. Burgess writes in the Academy of October 9, that when at

the site of the Amaravati Stupa, he discovered an inscription of

the Andhra king Pulumavi, belonging to the second century a.d.

It commemorates the gift of “a Dharmachakra to the great Chaitya

belonging to the school of the Chaitikayas.” The Chaitychas and
Purvasailas being one and the same, and the Avarasailas a different

division of the Mahasamghikas, it is suggested that the assumption,

from Hiouen Thsang’s reference to the latter, that the Avarasaila

Sanghasama was identical with the Amravati Stupa may be un-

founded. Burgess contends that, in any case, the inscriptions appear

to prove Amravati the site of the great Purvasaila Stupa.

The Quarterly statement for November of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund is full of interesting details obtained from Capt. Cornier

and other contributors. A paper by Herr Schumacher, giving the

results of a recent visit to Southern Palestine, is notable for its

description of a singular brick building excavated at Askalan

;

a second by the Rev. H. G. Tomkins on “ Gath and its Worthies”

may possibly provoke some new discussion
;
and another by Herr

Schick on further investigations at the Pool of Siloam, relates to
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the important discovery referred to in the Annual Report of this

Society for July, 1886. Mention is made in the “Notes and

News” that a new and corrected edition of the “Memoir of

Twenty-one Years Work” (well reviewed in the Athenaum of

October 2) is now available to subscribers and the public, and that

the Palestine Pilgrims’ Text Society has issued the “Mukaddasi,”
translated by Mr. Guy Le Strange, and annotated by himself with

Sir Charles Wilson. The Report of the Public Meeting held on

June 28th, at the Royal Institution, has been deferred for detailed

notice until January.

Under the head of “ A New Reading of the Moabite Stone,” the

Academy of Nov. 27 gives an interesting notice of a publication

issued by Professors Lind and Socin, entitled Die Inschrift des

Kdnigs Mesa von Moab. This report is the result of a minute

examination of the squeeze of the monument preserved in the

Louvre by the aforesaid two savants. The subject had been, how-
ever, treated by Neubauer two months before in an article in the

Athenaum, September 25, which brought forth a valuable note on

“Ariel” a fortnight later, from Professor Sayce.

The Indian Antiquary for September opens with Mr. Fleet’s

paper on “ The History and Date of Mihirakula,” followed by
No. 164 of the same indefatigable Epigraphist’s researches into

Sanskrit and Old Kanarese Inscriptions, the special subject being

the Mandasor Pillar Inscriptions of Yasodharman. Mr. Rchatsek

continues his translation from the Tarikh Sultani of Sultan

Muhammad Khan Barakzai already noticed; Sir Walter Elliot

discourses on “ Ancient Tenures of Land in the Maratha country ”
;

and, together with a small instalment of Mrs. Grierson’s Gipsy
Index, there is a third contribution by Mr. Fleet under the

designation of “The meaning of Bappa and Bava.” The natural

inference that the first is the old Prakrit form of the modern bap
‘

a father,’ and the second the older Prakrit word from which come
the baba, bated and bava of Western India, is supported by that

kiud of argument which could only be applied by an adept in

Indian antiquarian research. In the ‘ Miscellanea ’ are notes on
the origin of the Gupta Era, the latest translation of the Upanishads,

and the reason why the name Brihacharana has been given to a

certain set of Brahmans; also Yudhishthira’s answer to four ques-

tions of a water demon, devourer of those who failed to supply
them. Among the Book Notices, Capt. Temple reviews the late

Arthur Burnell’s translation of the Ordinances of Manu, and Mr. Y.
A. Smith analyses vols. xxi. parts 1 and 2, of the Archaeological

Survey of India. The October number of the Indian Antiquary
contains the concluding portion of Mr. Rehatsek’s paper on Shah
Shuja'a’s Last Years

;
the Four Princes, a Kasmiri tale by the

Rev. J. Hinton Knowles
;
Dr. Hultzsch’s analysis of the Bhagatpur

riate of Narayanapala, and more of the Gipsy Index
;

also some
interesting contributions to the “ Miscellanea,” among which is a

letter from the late Sir Aithur Phayre to Sir Walter Elliot touching
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the ancient settlements from Telingana on the coast of Pegu. In
No. 189 of the same journal, for November, will be found a

continuation of Mr. Murray-Aynsley’s articles on the Comparative
Study of Asiatic Symbolism, the conclusion of Mr. Knowles’
Kasmiri tale, a new contribution by Dr. Biihler on Yalabhi
Inscriptions, the Gipsy Index, and the instructive “ Miscellanea,”

in which Mr. Grierson’s practised pen plays a conspicuous part.

The Athenaum of September 25 reports that M. Guillaume of the

Institut de France had been placed in charge of an archmological

mission to Greece and Asia Minor.
Hebrew and Semitic Language

s

.—Professor Noldeke’s valuable

contribution to part 84, vol. xxi. of the Encyclopedia Britannica

lately issued, defines the “Semitic” as Hebrew and Phoenician,

Aramaic, Assyrian, Arabic, vEthiopic (Geez and Amharic). It

would be interesting to compare bis definition and general argument
with Renan’s, but that thirty years of progress in this, as in other

branches of scientific study, have effected marvellous changes in

thought and theory—a fact on which the learned German writer

significantly dwells. Acknowledging the charm and brilliancy of

the “ Histoirc Generale des Langues Semitiques,” he says, “ A
work upon the subject which realizes for the present state of

science what Renan endeavoured to realize for his own time un-

fortunately does not exist.”

The Academy of 11th September reports that the 18th Annual
Session of the American Philological Association began at Ithaca on

July 13th, under the Presidency of Professor Tracy Pack of Yale.

Mr. Cyrus Adler of Philadelphia read a paper “on the Hebrew
Words in the Latin Glossary, Codex Sangallensis 912”—intended

to be a contribution towards the collection and explanation of

Hebrew words found in late and mediaeval glossaries; Professor

Blackwell of Missouri proposed a new etymology for Ashtoreth the

Canaanitish Goddess, which he referred to the Akkadian Ishtarat,

Ishtar, whereas the common assumption was to identify it with

Ashareh. The latter ho “ referred to a root asher ‘to go before,’

not substantiated in Hebrew, but found in Assyrian and Arabic.”

Strack's Hebrew Grammar, a continuation of Petermann’s series,

is noticed in some detail by the Rev. C. J. Ball, who sees in it “ a

marvel of compression but hardly of expression;” yet allows that

advanced students will find it “both interesting and, to a certain

extent, edifying.” He himself acknowledges having read the book
“ with much pleasure and some profit.” The English translation

is by the Rev. A. R. S. Kennedy of Glasgow.

An elaborate notice of Dr. Cornill’s revised Hebrew text and

translation of the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, published at Leipzig,

is contained in the Academy of the 9th October.

We learn from the Atheneum that the Delegates of the Clarendon

Press have undertaken the publication of a new and much needed

Hebrew dictionary, in preparation by Canon Driver of Oxford, and

Professors Brown and Briggs in America.
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Among new publications may be mentioned :

—

Die Aramaischen Eremdwbrter in Arabischen von Siegmund

Fraenkel (Brill, Leipzig, 1886).

Chtoolson, D.—Syrische Grabenschriften aus Semirjetschie Ureg.

u. erkliirt (St. Petersburg, 2 m.).

Bondi, J. If.— Dem Hebriiisch-Phdnizischen Sprach-zweige

angehdriche Lehrnwbrter in hicroglyphischen u. hieratischen Teuton

(Leipsic, Breitkopf uud H iiitel, 3 m.).

Levy, J.—lieu hebraisches und Chaldaisches "Worterbuch, part 20

(6 m.).

Derenioury, J.—Le livre des parterres fleuries : Grammairo

Hebraique en Arabe, d’Aboul Walid Merwanibn Djanah de Cordoue

(Paris, Yiewig, 25 fr.).

Gasselin, E. — Dictionnaire Fran<jais-Arabe, tome i. (Paris,

Challamel aine, 120 fr ).

Amyriology.—In the Zeitschrift fur Assyrioloyie for August, M.

J. Oppert reverts to his revised interpretation of the word napah,

and discusses the question in a separate article of some ten pages,

whereas his former notice on the subject was confined to a passage

in the “ Sprechsaal.” Contenting himself in the first instance with

stating his proposition, he now shows cause for its assertion by

argument and illustration. The second paper by M. Jensen, on the

“ Kakkab Mesri,” carries on the contest already begun by M.
Schrader in respect of M. Oppert’s interpretations. To those

interested in this learned discussion, a further argument still will

be found in M. Halevy’s dissertation on the Star above mentioned

in the French Journal Asiatique for September-October. This

writer considers the key of the disputed passage to be the word
kassu, commonly translated “ earthquake

;
” but which M. Oppert

renders by “wind-tempest,” M. Jensen by “cold,” and M. Halevy
by “ heat.” The remaining articles in the number under notice

are by Noldeke on the term “Assyria;” M. Amiaud on Hittite

Inscriptions, and notably the “bulle de Iovanoff”; M. Reber on
old Chaldaean art (painting)

;
the Sprechsaal, in which are com-

munications by Messrs. Oppert and Jensen and Professor Sayce
;

the “ Recensiones,” in which are reviewed Tiele’s Babylonisch-

Assyrische Geschichte, Pinches’ Assyrian Antiquities, and Brun-
engo’s Impero di Babylonia

;
and the Bibliographic.

The Academy of the 20th November announces that Professor

Paul Haupt was to deliver a course of Lectures on Assyriology at

the Johns Hopkins University during January, 1887, beginning on
the 3rd and ending on the 29th id. Individual instruction would
be given at the same time in the Semitic Languages.

Two numbers of a new periodical designated “The Babylonian
and Oriental Record,” edited by Messrs, de Lacouperie, Pinches and
Capper, have appeared. Iso. 1 for October contains “ Sumerian
and Akkadian in Comparative Philology” by Prof. T. de Lacouperie;

Singasid’s gift to the Temple E-ana, by Mr. Pinches
;
and the

Plague Legends of Chaldsea, by a writer who signs himself ‘ B. "WV
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No. 2 for November has tbe Burning Fiery Furnace, by Mr. Bertin
;

the Erechite’s lament over tbe desolation of his Fatherland, by Mr.
Pinches

;
Gleanings (I.) from Clay Commentaries, by Mr. Boscawen;

and the Kushites, who were they ? by M. de Lacouperie. Each
number has critical notices of appropriate books and “Notes, News
and Queries.” From the last it appears that two very interesting

courses of lectures on Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Ancient
Civilization of the East have been delivered at the British Museum
in November by Mr. Bertin and Mr. Boscawen.

Hittite .

—

Professor Sayce contributes to the Academy of the 23rd
October an interesting letter on a Hittite Inscription discovered by
Professor Sokolouski, between Ikonium and Ilgim, and reported on
last year by Prof. Perrot. The localities had been visited last

summer by Prof. Bamsay, from whose careful drawing of the text

new conclusions have been reached. Prof. Sayce finds that the

characters and their combinations are the same as those found in

the monuments of Carchemish and Hamath, and infers that “ the

Hittite monuments of Central and Western Asia Minor cannot be

the work of the inhabitants of the country, but of invaders from

Syria and Kappadocia. They confirm the Egyptian inscriptions in

indicating the existence of a Hittite Empire in Asia Minor.” But
the whole letter in which, among other questions, the association

between the Hittite and Amorite names is treated, is full of that

high interest which attaches to Biblical archaeology. It may here

be added that in the Academy immediately succeeding the number
noticed, Profs. Cheyne and Neubauer both resume discussions of

the last-mentioned subject, the correspondence being further

continued to the reader’s advantage for three successive weeks.

Arabic.—A noteworthy attempt to simplify the grammatical

study of Arabic has been made in an octavo volume published at

Chicago under the title of An Arabic Manual by I)r. Lansing,

Professor of Old Testament Languages and Exegesis in the Theolo-

gical Seminary of the Reformed Church at New Brunswick. Its

four main divisions are under the respective heads of Orthography,

Etymology, Paradigms and Chrestomatlry.

The first of a series of Memoirs on Oriental Geography and

History, published at Leyden, in a neatly-printed, handy volume,

is entitled Memoires sur les Carmathes du Bahrein ct les Fatnnidee.

It is, in fact, a new edition of M. J. de Goeje’s publications of

18G2, intended as a serial, but continued for three issues only
;
aud

both the writer and readers may be congratulated on the revival of

the project.

Brill of Leyden has published Primeurs Arabcs, presentees par lo

Comte de Lundberg, fascicule i., and Ibn AnbdrVs Asrdr al ‘Arab'iya
,

edited by C. F. Seybold.

Among the gift books of the season is one published by Unwin,

bearing the emblem of the Crescent and Star, and the title of

“Tales of the Caliph.” They profess to relate certain noteworthy

occurrences in the life of the Khalif Harunu-r-ltashid, and to bo

written by “ Al Arawiyah.”
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The Academy of October 2nd, reviewing Messrs. Triibner’s

Oriental publications, places first in importance the Indira of A1
Beruni, Arabic text and English translation, both by Professor

Sachau of Berlin.

The Lord Almoner’s Professorship of Arabic, vacant by the

resignation of Professor Robertson Smith, the University Librarian,

has been conferred upon the Hon. I. 0. N. Keith-Falconer, M.A.,

of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Syriac .

—

The Syriac text of the “ Book of the Bee,” with an
English translation by Air. Ernest Budge, has been issued from the

Clarendon Press, Oxford. It is edited from four MSS. : two in

London—one from the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society, and
one from the British Museum

;
one from the Royal Library at

Munich, and one from the Bodleian at Oxford. Irrespective of

intrinsic worth, the publication deserves high praise for clearness

of type, whether Syriac or Roman.
Aryan Languages.—Sanskrit.—At the meeting of the American

Philological Association before mentioned, Professor Whitney read

corrected translations of part of the “ Katha Upanishad,” remarking

that the Buddhistic system of pessimism was possibly rather the

product of some special school, than of popular growth.

The Academy
,
18th September, learns that Professor Petersen of

Bombay had nearly finished a third report on the search for Sanskrit

MsS. in Western India, also a new edition of the Hitopadesa

—

publication having hitherto been delayed from failing eye-sight.

These were to be followed by a catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. at

Ulwar for the Maharaja of that place.
“ Selected Vedic Hymns,’’ by Professor Cowell, and “Sanskrit

Grammar,” by Mr. Neil, form, according to the list published in

the Academy of Oct. 16, two of a course of five lectures on Philology

to be given at Cambridge.
The issue of the same paper of Nov. 20 contains a letter from

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra to Mr. Macdonell of Oxford, in which
he explains the delay in publishing his Brihaddevatd, but ex-
presses his opinion that a month’s leisure would enable him to

do the needful. In the paragraph immediately following, it is

stated that Prof. C. R. Lanman of Harvard contemplates bringing
out a critical edition of the same work, and that Professor Kuhn
of Munich had offered to place at his disposal some of his father’s

essays on it.

Air. C. Bendall’s Journey of Literary and Archatolog ical Research
in Nepal and Northern India during the Winter of 1884-5 is

analysed in the Athenceum of the 23rd October, and is spoken of as
“ a welcome addition ” to the writer’s “ excellent Catalogue of the
Buddhist-Sanskrit MSS. in the University of Cambridge.”

The high estimate of Mr. Boxwell’s powers of metrical transla-
tion, recorded in our Annual Report for the past year, has been
more than confirmed by the same ready writer’s Latin version of a
Sanskrit poem which appears iu the Academy of the 20th November.

VOL. XIX.—[XEW SERIES.] 12
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Among Messrs. Triibner’s new publications may be noticed the

text of the Manava-Dharma-Qastra, edited with critical notes by
Professor Jolly of Wurzburg. There is also procurable at the same
publishers the second part of Capeller’s “ Sanskrit -Wbrterbuch,
nach den Petersburger Wbrterbiichern bearbeitet” (Karl Triibner:

Strassburg, 3 M.). The fourth book of the Maitr&yani Samhitd,

edited by Schroeder, and printed at the cost of the German Oriental

Society, has appeared at Leipzig (Brockhaus, 12 M. 25 Pr.).

The second, third, fourth and fifth parts of Panini’s Grammar, by
Otto Bbhtlingk, have been published at Leipzig

;
and, at Brussels,

the “ troisieme notice” of M. Van den Gheyn’s “ Nouvelles

Eecherches sur la Huitieme Classe des Verbes Sanserifs.”

The Clarendon Press has again done itself honour in the issue of

Katyayana’s Sarvanukramani of the Rig Veda, with extracts from
Shadgurusishya’s Commentary, entitled Vedarthadipika, edited with
Notes and Appendices by Mr. A. A. Macdonell.

Persian.—Persia
,
the Land of the Imams, is noticed by Mr. C. E.

Wilson in the Academy of the loth November, as containing many
interesting details, but showing want of system in its transliteration

of proper names. Its author is Mr. James Basset, a Missionary of

the Presbyterian Board. The book was more briefly referred to in

the Athenceum of the preceding month (October 23rd), and a con-

clusion arrived at much to the same effect.

Mr. Pincott’s letter to the Academy, in the issue of the 20th

November, states that an Urdu book of much interest had reached

the India Office from the Panjab, entitled the Kuwa‘iyid-i-

Baragsta, or grammar of the Baragsta, by Ghulam Muhammad
Khan Popalzai. The language in question is shown to be “the
dialect of the people named Ormar, a colony of whom resides near

Peshawar, and another cluster is found at Logur, near Kabul ; but

the principal seat of the tribe is at Kani-Karam in the Wazfrf

district of Afghanistan.” It is Aryan in character, of the Pashtu

type, though inclining to Persian. Mr. Pincott enters into some

particulars regarding it, and notes the author’s promise to prepare

a dictionary and an exercise book.
“ Persia and the Persians ” is a handsomely got-up volume

with superior illustrations, published by Murray. It relates the

experience of Mr. S. G. W. Benjamin, late United States’ Minister

at the Shah’s Court, and is rather a general survey of the country

in which the author passed the year or two of his diplomatic career

than a record of daily occurrences.

“A Sketch of Persian History, Literature, and Politics,” entitled

Persian Portraits, by Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot, formerly of the Bombay
Civil Service, has appeared as the Journal is going to press, and is

reserved for notice in the ensuing number.
Turkish .— Sir Richard Burton takes up the well-translated

“History of the Forty Viziers” in the Academy of the 20th

November, and pronounces upon it an opinion which cannot but be

satisfactory to the translator. As regards the final short a being
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used at the end of a word instead of ah, the reviewer mentions in

a special footnote that he has joined issue with Mr. Gibb. The
latter would write Zada and Fatima

;
Burton prefers Zadeh (or

possibly Zadah) and Fatimeh. Perhaps, if it were understood that

an unaccented final a always represented, in transcription, ah, some

trouble might be saved, and mistakes could not well be made
in the meaning of words. When the all/ is expressed, as in

Agha, the English d would carry the accent.

M. Van den Gheyn, of Louvain, has republished from the Revue

des Questions Scientifiques, of July last, his paper of ethnographic

and linguistic interest on Le peuple et la langue des Cumanes
;
treating

of a section of the Turkish race which entered Europe prior to the

Othmanlis, in the seventh or eighth century, but has now dis-

appeared.

Chinese.—Messrs. Triibner & Co. are about to publish Professor

Beal’s translation of the Life of Hiuen Tsiang, written by his

disciples Hwui Li and Yen-tsung, a sequel to the Si-yu-ki.

La Chine Inconnue of M. Maurice Jametel has reached a fourth

edition.

Prof. Beal has written a long and interesting review of Prof.

Legge’s Record of Buddhist Kingdoms, a work which was noticed

in the last number of the Journal.

The Department of Oriental MSS. at the British Museum has

been enriched within the last few days by the addition of two
curious MSS. from China, of which a description is given in the

Academy of the 30th October.

According to the Academy of Nov. 20, Sir Thomas Wade, late

H.M. Envoy Extraordinary in China, had agreed to present his

valuable collection of Chinese books to the Library of the Cambridge
University, on the sole condition that he should be its Curator.

This offer has, it appears, been readily accepted.

The Uistoire de VEmpire de Kin ou Empire d' Or, being a French
translation from the Manchu by M. C. de Harlez, furnishes a new
proof of the usefulness and activity of the learned Professor of

Louvain in the field of Oriental research.

A remark made some seven years ago by Mr. A. W. Franks, in

his Catalogue of Oriental Porcelain and Pottery, to the effect that

we require enlightenment in the science, as it were, of the subject

he had in hand, is the raison d'etre of a paper from Dr. Bushell in

the Journal of the Peking Oriental Society, which has been repro-

duced in pamphlet form by the Pei-T’ang Press of Peking. Chinese

Porcelain at the Present Day may be commended as an instructive

manual of a popular manufacture.
Japanese.—Japanese Names and their Surroundings, by Edward

L. Morse, is pleasantly noticed in the Academy of the 11th Sept,

by Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse, who seems to trace “that universal
feeling of something more than friendliness which Europe enter-

tains for the Japanese alone of all the nations of the East,” from
the fact of “their direct unsophisticated naturalness.” In the
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next issue of the same paper, Mr. Prank Dillon points out that a

complete Japanese Room, in accordance with Mr. Morse’s descrip-

tion, had been transported at his, the writer’s, request to England,
and can now be seen at the Bethnal Green Museum.

Messrs. Triibner have announced the publication of a Romanized
Japanese Reader , with English translation by Mr. Basil Hall

Chamberlain, of Tokyo. This gentleman’s Simplified Grammar of
the Japanese Language is, according to the critic in the Athenceum
(October 16th), not simple enough, and should be recast, as an
easy method of making it a most useful book.

Mr. G. A. Audsley’s “splendidly illustrated” two volumes on
the Ornamental Arts of Japan meet with fitting attention in the

Athenaeum of the 16th October. The details of the various crafts

discussed are pronounced “instructive, and in many places rich in

anecdote, and calculated to give an adequate idea of the surprising

ability of the Japanese as artificers.”

A short statement of the aim and method of the Japanese Roman
Alphabet Association has, at the suggestion of H. B. M. Minister

in Japan, been drawn up in English for all foreigners who may be

interested in the subject. This is printed in pamphlet form at the

Tokyo press, and bears the signatures of the Hon. Secretaries of the

Romaji Kai. Three numbers of the Society’s Monthly Journal, the

Romaji Zanhi, which have been forwarded to the London Royal
Asiatic Society, are good specimens of the application of the

principle of transcription involved. Whether the disuse of the

native character is a desirable end or not, is a question on which
an opinion is not here put forward.

An illustrated article by F. Kakenberg, on “ Dance and Song in

Japan,” is among the contents of the 15th October number of the

Oesterreichischc Monatsschrift filr den Orient.

Armenian.—Professor Neve, who has rendered such good service

as a Professor and writer in the field of Asiatic research, has just

published an interesting volume on Christian Armenia and its

Literature. It is in a great measure a reproduction of essays on

a subject which has engaged his attention for the last forty years;

and well merits a place in the library of serious students of

Oriental history. Many will echo the sentiment expressed in the

following eloquent passage of his Preface: “Le peuple armenien,

fort d’une admirable fidelite a son caractero comme a sa foi, survit

aux guerres et aux revolutions qui Pont cn quclque sorte decime:

il possede dans son idiome litteraire et liturgique un signe de sa

vitalite et un gage de sa perpetuity. On croirait qu'il cst appele

a prendre part quclque jour a la regeneration de l’Asie.”

Egypt.—For the three months September, October, and November,

the Academy contains, as usual, interesting accounts of the work done

by the Egypt Exploration Fund. Sept. 4th has a description of the

exhibition of antiquities from Tell Nebesheh and Tell Defennch

(Tahpanhes) at the Royal Archaeological Institute. As the Academy

states, this exhibition was in many respects the most generally
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interesting yet shown, containing as it dill “ Egyptian antiquities

for the Egyptologist, Graeco-Egyptian antiquities for the classical

archaeologist, relics from a famous Biblical site for the Bible student,

and an abundance of those domestic curiosities which especially

delight the general public.” In Sept. 11th Miss A. B. Edwards

writes a pleasant review of Sir J. W. Dawson’s little book “ Egypt
and Syria”

;
and in the same Academy is a letter from Mr. H. G.

Tomkins on the name “ Takhpankhes.” In the Academy for

Sept. 25th this writer has “Original Verse” on “Jeremiah at

Takhpankhes.” Sept. 18th has a long review byMr J. H. Middleton

of Mr. Petrie’s Naukratis, Part I., with its chapters on pottery,

inscriptions, and coins by Messrs. Cecil Smith, Ernest Gardner, and
Barclay V. Head. In the following Academy it is stated that

second editions of “Naukratis” I. as well as of “ Tanis” I. are in

preparation. Oct. 9th and 16th contain some account of the

Egypto-African section of the Orientalist Congress at Vienna.

M. Naville presided over this section, and at the conclusion he laid

before the meeting his recent edition of the “ Book of the Dead,”

giving a most interesting account of the origin, progress, and
completion of his work. Amongst papers read was one by Miss A.

B. Edwards on “ The Dispersion of Antiquities consequent upon
the recent discovery of certain ancient Egyptian Cemeteries in

Upper Egypt.” Miss Edwards strongly urged the identification

and registration of historical antiquities in private collections and
provincial museums in Europe and America. A resolution was
passed in furtherance of this—taking the practical shape of a wide
dissemination of Miss Edwards’s paper, M. Guimet undertaking to

publish it in French in his Annales. Oct. 30th gives a notice

of Lectures given at the British Museum by Mrs. Tirard (Miss

Helen Beloe) on “ Life in Ancient Egypt ”—the Egyptians
at home, at work, at play. These interesting Lectures do much
to popularize Egyptology. They are illustrated by admirable

diagrams.

In Nov. 6th is a letter from J. Goldziher on the influence of the

Egyptian “Voice of Memnon ” upon the development of legends
in the East. In the same Number Miss A. B. Edwards gives

a glowing account of M. Maspero’s forthcoming “ L’Archeologie

Egyptienne.” Nov. 13th has Mr. Gardner’s Report of his winter’s

work at Naukratis, where he was left to carry on the excavations

begun in the previous season by Mr. Petrie.

The Atherueum has also a review of Mr. Petrie’s interesting

volume—Naukratis, Part I.

In the Oesterreichische Ifonatsschrift fur den Orient for Sept, is

an article by Julius Wiesner on the “ Microscopical Examination of

the Faiyum Papyri”; and in the Number for Oct. J. Karabacek
writes on “New Discoveries from the Archduke Rainer’s Papyrus.”

The Revue Critique for Sept. 13th gives a review of J. T.ieblein’s
“ Gammelaegyptisk Religion, populmrt fremstillet,” by K. Piehl.

At the meeting of the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres
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Oct. 29, M. Maspero presented M. Yictor Loret’s work, “ The
Tomb of an Ancient Egyptian.” Amongst other studies, M. Loret

had spent some time in tracing the composition of perfumes used

by ancient Egyptians. Two of these, Kyphi and tasi, had been
made under his direction by MM. Rimmel and Domere. M.
Maspero submitted specimens to the meeting.

Of books published we may note : The Sarcophagus of Anch-
nesraneferab Queen of Ahmes II. (about b.c. 564—526), by E. A.

Wallis Budge, M.A.
;
Reise Erinnerungen aus Egypten und Arabia

Petrea, by A. Dulk.
Also an article by Andrew Lang in the Sept. Number of the

Nineteenth Century, on “ Egyptian Divine Myths.”
And a brochure entitled “ Zophnat Paneach” by D. Paulus

Cassel, dedicated to the Oriental Congress at Vienna.

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole’s Art of the Saracens in Egypt is reviewed

in the Athenceum of the 27th November. High praise is accorded

to its “excellent” chapter on woodwork, while that on “textile

fabrics” is considered “one of the best in the volume.” The
author asserts that the present form of Saracenic art is to be seen

in Egypt, and points to the mosques in Cairo as giving its normal
character.

India.—Miscellaneous.—In the Academy of September 4, Mr. H.
C. Keene, C.I.E., favourably reviews Mr. H. C. Irvine’s collection

of “Rhymes and Readings,” calling it “a bright and scholarly

little volume,” and “ a welcome contribution to the not large body
of Anglo-Indian imaginative literature.” Mr. A. N. Wollaston,

C.I.E., in the next issue of the same journal, writes an appreciative

notice of the late Sir E. Clive Bayley’s History of India as told by
its own Historians, and in the Athenceum of 18th September, Mr.

Keene’s History of Hindustan from the first Muslim Conquest to

the Fall of the Mughal Empire is called a “ useful and instruc-

tive volume,” and “ exceedingly readable.” The Academy of the

23rd October states that Sir Edward Colebrooke, “ who wrote an

admirable life of Elphinstonc two years ago,” has resolved to place

in Mr. John Murray’s hands a continuation of the distinguished

statesman’s History of India. Mr. Edwin Arnold’s “ India Re-

visited,” noticed in the Academy of the 30th October, naturally

obtains a verdict of approval. A review of Dr. George Smith’s

Biography of “William Carey, D.D., Shoemaker and Missionary,”

contained in the Athenceum of October 2nd, is clearly the work of

one well-qualified to deal with the subject.

Part i. of the Comparative Dictionary of the Bihari Language

,

by Messrs. Hoernle and Grierson, is reviewed by Mr. E. Kuhn, in

his Literatur-Blatt filr Orientalische Philologie.

From the September number, the periodical hitherto known as

Banjul) Notes and Queries, under the able editorship of Capt. Temple
and Mr. Longworth Dames, was issued as Indian Notes and Queries,

conducted by Capt. Temple, with the assistance of eleven gentle-

men whose names are sufficient guarantee for competent representa-
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tion of the departments or localities to which they are officially

attached. Messrs. W. Crooke (N.W.P.); M. L. Dames (Panjab);

K. Douglas (British Museum, China); D. M. Ferguson (Ceylon);

J. F. Fleet, C.I.E. (Sanskrit, Bombay); G. A. Grierson (Bengal);

Rev. J. H. Knowles (Kashmir); D. F. A. Hervey (Malacca); E.

H. Man (Andaman Islands)
;
R. Sewell (Madras)

;
and G. Watt,

C.I.E. (Economic Products), are all more or less known to the reading

public, especially that portion of it connected by taste or associa-

tion with the Indian Empire. The prospectus explains the reason

of modification to be that the old title was found too restricted, and
the new one admits of an extension of the periodical’s sphere of

usefulness. Otherwise there will be no change of arrangement or

character, and the monthly will be conducted on precisely the same
lines as before.

The following works have been recently issued, and treat of

weighty subjects :—History of India under Queen Victoria, by
Capt. Lionel Trotter (Allen), and India under British Rule, by
Mr. Talboys Wheeler.

Messrs. Allen have also published a Memoir of Capt. Dalton, the

defender of Trichinopoly, and the Defence of Kahun, which should

interest military readers.

Calcutta Review .—In the October number, Mr. H. G. Keene
leads the way with an article on the Norman Archipelago: and is

followed by the Reverend Dr. Scott, with Lives of the Twelve
Caesars as written by a contemporary. The question “ Is Hindu
Music Scientific?” forms an appropriate one for discussion, and its

treatment is brought to a close with the sensible assertion that if

this particular art, or whatever it is called, “is to be improved
scientifically .... then that improvement can only come from
native musicians who have mastered the science of European music
an I especially of European harmony.” A paper by Mr. H. A. D.
Phillips on Comparative Criminal Procedure is succeeded by Mr.
Dawson’s important survey of the influence and position of English-

women in India, which, though in two parts, is to all intents and
purposes a single contribution. Then follow articles on Imprison-
ment for Debt, by Mr. Stephen; ou Bi-Metallism by Mr. Hibbert;
on Simla, Calcutta and Darjeeling as Government Centres, by Mr.
C. J. O’Donnell, and two short poems by Mr. Spencer and T. H. T.

The Quarter, Summary of Annual Reports, and Critical Notices are

the last items of a liberal menu. Among the vernacular works
reviewed it is worthy of notice that one is called “an outcome of
the movement now going on in Bengali Society for the revival
of Hinduism ”

; while another is entitled “A Contribution to the
Literature of the Brahmo Samaj.”
Among the forthcoming publications of the Clarendon Press are

noted the Thesaurus Syriacus, edited by Dean Payne Smith, fasc. viii.

;

a catalogue of Persian MSS. in the Bodleian Library by Dr. H.
Ethe, and one on the Muhammadan coins there by Mr. Stanley
Lane Poole; and four volumes of the Sacred Books of the East, in
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addition to those already mentioned in the R.A.S.J., viz. vol. xxxi.

The Zend Avesta, part iii.
;
the Yasna, Yispurad, Afrinayan, and

Gahs, translated by the Rev. L. H. Mills : xxxii. Yedic Hymns,
translated by F. Max Muller, part 1 : xxxiii. Narada, and minor
law books by Julius Jolly : xxxiv. the Vedanta Sutras, with
Sankara’s Commentary, translated by G. Thibaut.

Yol. xxi. of the Encyclopedia Britannica is full of sound and
choice reading. The articles Holy Sepulchre, Septuagint, Samaritans,

as well as Sa‘di, Samarkand, Sanskrit, Seljuks, Semitic Languages,
Shanghai and Siam, should be exceptionally interesting to Asiatic

Societies.

African Philology (communicated by the Hon. Secretary).

—

1. Prof. Rcinisch of Vienna has conducted through the press a

translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew in the lttu Dialect of the

Galla Language of the Hamitic Group.
2. Dr. Fred Muller of Vienna has published a Grammatical

Rote and Vocabulary of the Musgu, or Musuk Language of the

Negro Group in Central Africa North of the Equator, based upon
information collected by G A. Krause in Africa.

3. Missionary Brincker, of the Rhenish Society, is carrying

through the Press a Dictionary and Grammar of the Herero and
Yambo Languages of the Southern Branch of the Bantu Family.

4. Dr. Sims, of the Livingstone Mission, has published a

Vocabulary of the Teke Language of the Western Branch of the

Bantu Family, spoken on the Kongo, North of Stanley Falls.

5. The same author is carrying through the Press a Vocabulary

of the Yansi Language, also of the Bantu Family, spoken higher up
the bod of the River Kongo.

6. Mr. Holman Bentley, of the English Baptist Mission, has

completed his magnificent Kongo Dictionary with a valuable

Grammatical Note. This book renders the important language of

the Kongo perfectly accessible to scholars.

Among the “ Selected Foreign Books ” in the Academy of

November 6, is “ Manuel de la langup Tigrai parlee an Centre et

dans le Nord de l’Abyssinie,” by J. Schreiber, Vienna, Holder, 6m.

One word of welcome may be added for the newly-formed

Italian Asiatic Society, of which the distinguished Signor Angelo

de Gubernatis is President.

N.B.—Owing to the press of other matter, the heads “ Epi-

graphy ” and “ Numismatics ” are not separately considered for the

current quarter.
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VI. Seventh International Oriental Congress.

[Communicated by the Honorary Secretary.]

The Meetings were held at Vienna from Monday, Sept. 27, to

Saturday, October 2. His Imperial and Royal Highness tho Arch-

duke Rainier was Ration, and Baron von Krcmcr President, with a

strong Committee of Management. The meetings were held in the

hall and lecture rooms of the magnificent new University. Hospi-

tality was shown to the foreign members by the Archduke, the

Minister of Public Instruction, the Municipality, and the Com-

mittee of Management. The attendance was very large, and the

arrangements of every kind perfect. Ladies were admitted as

Members of the Congress, and took part in the busiuess.

An opening meeting and a closing meeting of the whole body

were held in the Great Hall; the actual discussions took place in

the rooms set apart for the Sections, of which there were six.

I. Modern Semitic; II. Ancient Semitic; III. Aryan; IV. African,

Egyptian
;

V. Central Asia, East Asia, and Polynesia! The

assembled Members divided themselves according to their predilec-

tions into Sections, and elected their Presidents, Vice-Presidents,

and Secretaries. The use of four languages was permitted, English,

French, German, and Italian; as a fact, only the three former were

made use of.

All the countries of Europe were represented, with the exception

of Spain and Portugal. Egypt in Africa, and India and China in

Asia were fully represented by Natives, who took their share in the

discussions. America also sent representatives. The Royal Asiatic

Society sent five Delegates : Dr. Duka, Professor Lacouperie, Mr.

Bendall, Mr. Grierson, and Dr. R. N. Cust, the Honorary Secretaiy.

British India was represented by Dr. Hoernle and Dr. Bhandarkar,

a Marahta of Bombay. Tsckeng Kitong, the accomplished Secretary

of the Chinese Embassy at Paris, in his native dress, but in the

language of France, ably represented his country. Other English

Members were present, Capt. Temple, Miss Amelia B. Edwards, Mr.
MacAulitf, Dr. Ginsburg, Professor Platts of Oxford, the Rev. C.

Ball of Lincoln’s Inn, Dr. R. Rost of the India Office Library.

In the Semitic Sections Dr. Bezold brought forward a Prolego-

mena to a Babylonist-Assyrian Grammar, and the Rev. C. Ball

broached a theory on the formal element in Hebrew lyrics
;

dis-

cussions took place on both. Baron von Kremer read a paper on

the 1 early Budget of Harun er-Rashid. Professor Guidi spoke
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about Arabic Lcxicograpy. Professor Ethe spoke on the Poem of

Firdusi’s Yusuf and Zulikha.

In the Aryan Section Mr. Grierson explained his practical scheme

for a systematic inquiry into the actually existing Dialects of India,

and the collection of specimens of handwriting. Hopes were

expressed that the Government of India would carry this scheme

out. Mr. Bendall commented on a newly-discovered Indian

Alphabet. Dr. Bhandarkar explained in accurate and well-pro-

nounced English, and in a scholarlike manner, the results of his

examination of the Libraries of the Bombay Presidency. Dr.

Hoernle exhibited and explained some Bakhali Manuscripts. Pro-

fessor Legnana of Home read a paper on a portion of the ltig Yeda.

Professor Hunfalvy of Buda Pesth raised a discussion on the origin

of the Language of Romania, on which a discussion ensued. Capt.

Temple alluded to his edition of Hindustani Proverbs collected by

the late Mr. Fallon.

In the African-Egyptian Section Professors Eisenlohr and Lieb-

lein read papers of great importance on the contents of Papyri.

Captain Grimal de Guirandon described the Fulah of Senegambia

in West Africa
;
but the feature of these Congresses is that scores

assemble to discuss a question of Semitic Grammar, or the curved

stroke of an Indian Alphabet, while their ears are closed to any

other subject. As for an Egyptologist, he would let the whole

world be consumed while he was unrolling his mummy and de-

ciphering his Book of the Dead.

In the united Sections Central and East Asia and Polynesia, in

the presence of about a score of hearers, Dr. R. N. Cust read a

paper in the German language on our present knowledge of the

Languages of Oceania. Great progress had been made and scores

of languages brought to book, languages exhibiting wonderful

features of structure, and entirely isolated word store, leading the

student back to the origin of Human Speech, but few can escape

from the fascination of the well- worn tracks of the highly elaborated

Sanskrit and Arabic and the stunted Hebrew. M. Feer followed

with a paper on the origin of the word Tibet, and in the discussion

which followed Tsckeng hi Kitong took a part, and displayed the

power of an educated Chinese.

In the Ancient Semitic Section Professor D. Muller gave a history

of the sound of the letter S; in the discussion of this minute

though important question, several scholars took a part. Herr

Strassmcycr made communications on the subject of the Inscrip-
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tions of Yabonid. Mr. Smith, of America, described a translation

of the Inscriptions of Assur-bani-pal. Dr. Ginsburg read a paper

on the Fragments of a Targum, newly discovered, of Isaiah.

In the Aryan Section discussion took place on the texts of a

Jaina book, and the Jaina Religion. Mr. Grierson followed with a

really important paper on the Medieval Vernacular Literature of

Northern India, of the nature of which he gave a resume from

1200 b.c. to 1000 a. d. A resolution was framed, and carried by accla -

mation, urging upon the Government of India the importance of

carrying out a general and detailed survey of the Dialects of India.

The search for Manuscripts and inquiry into the Vernaculars might

be carried on simultaneously.

In the East Asian Section Professor Lacouperie handed in his

treatises on the old numerals of China and the beginning of writing

in Tibet. He also pointed out the trace of alphabetic writing in

China, and explained the Inscriptions in Easter Island in Polynesia.

In the second meeting of the African Egyptian Section, Miss

Amelia B. Edwards read a most interesting and important paper

“ On the dispersion of the Antiquities found in newly-discovered

Cemeteries in Upper Egypt.” Large collections have been dispersed

in country houses and local Museums, and it is most desirable

that descriptive Catalogues should be made of all such collections

and sent to the British Museum. Prof. Dumichen and Lieblein

and Dr. Krall also read papers, but the chief interest centred round

M. Yaville’s report of the completion of his great work, the Edition

of the Book of the Dead. He had been commissioned to this task

at the Congress held in London in 1874, and the work was only

now thoroughly completed.

In the second meeting of the Modern Semitic Section, Dr. C.

Snoucke Hurgonje, of Leyden, read a paper on the Proverbs and

Sayings of Mecca. Yakub Artin Pasha read a paper on the work

of the Egyptian Institute from the date of its foundation He was

followed by Rashad Effendi, with a report upon Public Instruction

in Egypt from the conquest of the Arabs to the present time.

Shaikh Fateh Allah read an Arabic communication upon the great

influence which Arabic had exerted upon general Education. This

was a notable paper, being by an Egyptian in the Arabic language

on a technical Arabic subject.

In the second meeting of the Aryan Section Capt. Temple
made a communication upon the value of a book called Hir Ranjha

by Waris Shah, as a specimen of the Panjabi Language. After
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some technical papers Prof. Bidder exhibited a specimen of Mr.

Fleet’s third volume of Corpus Inscriptionum Indicorum. Capt.

Temple followed with remarks upon the great importance of the

office of Epigrapher of British India, and an earnest appeal to

the Government of British India to renew the appointment. After

remarks by other Members, a motion was proposed by Professor

Kielhorn, and seconded by Mr. Bendall, to memorialize the Govern-

ment in this sense, on the grounds that a real history of India

cannot be written until we have a systematic record of the

numerous Inscriptions, which are to be found on all sides. Dr.

Stein of Buda Pesth gave a summary of the traditions attached to the

Plateau of the Pamir, and suggested Geographical identifications.

Professor Ernest Kuhn read a most interesting paper on the affinity

to each other of the Languages and Dialects of the Hindu-Kush.

He had been supplied by Dr. B. N. Oust with certain Vocabularies

collected during the last Afghan war, and had made a serious

study of these and other available material. Mr. Leland of the

United States, so well known as a Romany Scholar, read a paper

on the origin of the Gypsies. His remark that he had been

informed that there was a wandering tribe still in the Panjab

to this day, whose Vernacular was Romany, brought four Members

of the Indian Civil Service, all employed in North India, on their

legs, and none of them, notwithstanding their intimate knowledge

of the people, their interest in this special subject and acquaintance

with the details of the late Census of 1882
,
could in the least way

support this assertion.

In the Second Meeting of the Section of North and East Asia

and Polynesia Dr. Heller made remarks on the subject of a copy of

the Si-ngan-fu Inscription in China. Professor Kamori of Presburg

broached the very deep subject of the affinities of the Aryan,

Semitic, and Altaic Family of Languages. Professor Lacoupcrio

read a paper on the languages of China before the immigration of

the great Nation which bears that name.

In the Second Meeting of the Ancient Semitic Section Professor

Noldeke urged the necessity of a critical Edition of the Talmud

:

after some discussion the suggestion was accepted. Prof. D. Muller

recommended in his own and in the name of Prof. Pntknnoff that

a memorial be addressed to the Russian Government to urge the

expediency of preparing a methodical collection of the Cuneiform

Inscriptions in Trans-Caucasia, and supporting the attempt to collect

similar inscriptions in Turkish-Armenia. This proposition was
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accepted. Prof. Chwolson described the Syrio-Nestorian monumental

inscriptions lately found in Fergana alias Kokand. Professor

Oppert read a most important paper on the juridical texts of

Chaldaea from the remotest times down to the most recent. Dr.

Heckler, Chaplain to the English Embassy, explained his Chrono-

logical Chart of Biblical History specially prepared for the Congress,

in which all the latest researches of Assyriologists was incorporated.

In the last meeting of the Aryan Section Prof. F. Miillcr ex-

plained some passages in the Avesta. Mr. Macauliffe, of the Indian

Civil Service, exhibited a lithographed facsimile of an original life

of Baba Nanak, and made some interesting remarks.

A great many works were presented in the different Sections,

with remarks by their authors, which sometimes elicited comments.

Dr. It. N. Cust presented to the Congress translations of portions

of the Bible in one hundred and four languages of Asia, Africa,

America, and Oceania.

Nothing could be more courteous, and yet more thorough,

than the Proceedings of this Congress. Nothing interrupted the

harmony and the interest from the opening to the close. In the

early Congresses, owing to the novelty of the circumstances, there

had been hitches and unpleasantnesses, but experience had made

the way quite smooth.

The next Congress was announced to be held at Stockholm in

1890, after an interval of four years. One sad feature of these

gatherings is the disappearance of well-known and honoured faces,

which mark the flight of time. Warm friendships are formed

on these occasions, kept alive by correspondence until the next

meeting.
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Akt. VI.

—

Some Remarks on the Narrative of Fd-hien .
1 By

the Rev. S. Beal, M.R.A.S.

Fa-hien, the Chinese Buddhist Pilgrim to India (a.d. 400),

has left an interesting narrative of his travels, in a little

volume known as the Fo-kicd-ki. This was first translated by

MM. Remusat, Klaproth, and Landresse into French (a.d.

1836). Their version, being accompanied by valuable notes, was

found of great use in the stud}' of the Buddhist Religion by

those who took up the subject, after Mr. Hodgson’s discovery

of the Nepalese Sanskrit texts. Other translations have been

produced since the time of Remusat to the present date.

The last of these versions is by Dr. J. Legge, of Oxford.

Having myself had occasion to go over the Chinese text

afresh, I have made a few notes on some doubtful or obscure

passages, which I take this opportunity of reproducing.

I. I find in the account of India, or of “the Buddhist regions,” 2

written by Taou Sun (1\. p. 12. b), that Pao-Yun , one ot

Fa-hien’s companions, also wrote a work which he called

“Narrative of travels in the YVest; ” this may possibly be

the volume which is sometimes referred to as the “Narrative

of Fa-hien’s travels, in one book ;
” but of this there is at

present no proof, and I only suggest it as a possible explana-

tion of the reference made in the catalogues to two, or even

three, works, written by Fa-hien, or one of his companions,

and relating to India.

II. AVe find it stated that at Chang-veh the King acted as

Patron or Danapati to the Pilgrims. The Chinese expression

Tan-yue is the phonetic form for the Sanskrit Danapati

;

the

1 Read at the Monthly Meeting, 20th December, 1886.
- The work is called “ Shih-kia-fang-chi," No. 1470, Katijio's Catalogue.

Taou Siiu lived a.d. 650.
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symbol yue ^ being frequently used for the termination ra, pa ,

and pati in proper names. We cannot, therefore, accept the

statement that the character yue is here employed in its literal

sense. Hence I think we may explain the compound Tin-yut
,

or Tin-yue, referred to by Mr. Kingsmill in his paper on “The
Intercourse of China with Eastern Turkestan.” He tells us (on

p. 83) that the agents of Chang-kien, in their efforts to open up

relationship with the West through Sze-chuen, heard that there

was a country where elephant carriages were used some 1000 li

to the West of Yunnan, called Tin-yut. Mr. Kingsmill suggests

that this may refer to the ancient Stbanes vara. But I think

this improbable. It is more likely that the symbol tin has here

the alternative sound of chin, and that Chin-yiit is Champa,

which corresponds in situation to the Chinese requirements, and

is celebrated for its elephants and elephant carriages. In this

case the symbol “
y'ut

”

or “yue” would be equivalent to^d. 1

III. There is another instance of the power of this symbol

at the beginning of the fifth chapter of the narrative,

where we read that the King of Kie-ch’a was holding “the

great quinquennial assembly,” known as the Pahcha varsha

panshad. In this passage the symbol for va, in varsha, is

yue (as before). But there is no symbol for parishad (hicui).

With reference to this assembly, of which we read so

much in Fa-hien and Iliuen Tsiang, I think it is incorrect

to say that it was first instituted by King Asoka for

religious purposes ; the third Edict seems to imply that the

assembly or meeting {anusamy6.no) held every five years was

already an established custom in India, and that Asoka

ordained that the Bajuka and district governor should repair,

on duty, to this assembly, for the purpose of making known

certain religious precepts. This corresponds with the duties

of the “heralds” at the Creek games. It seems likely that

these assemblies were held principally for the purpose of com-

memorating the intercalary year, but were turned to a religious

purpose by Asoka when lie became a follower of the priest-

hood. We are told by Censorinus {De die Natali, c. xv.),

1 So also in Chap. 35 Po-lo-ync is for Parvati ; for the interchange of vail auil

pati cf. Oldenbcrg, liwldka (English Translation), p. 94 n.
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that this, too, was the object of the Pythian and Olympic

games [viz. to commemorate the intercalary year]. 1

Whilst alluding to this Mah&parishad, or great quinquennial

meeting, in India, I may suggest that it might have originated

the custom of the Mahapras&d, still known in the Central

Provinces, and especially in Orissa. This custom, which

is connected with the absolute equality of all those engaged,

or taking a part in the meeting, is illustrated by the account

given in Hiueu Tsiang of the assembly convoked by Siladitya,

to which Brahmans, Buddhists and Nirgranthas, were all alike

invited, and whilst assembled were on perfect terms of equality.

1Y. In the first chapter of the Narrative we meet with

the expression “ hea-tso,” which certainly refers to “ the

Rest-season,” observed as a primitive ordinance by the

Buddhists, during the rainy period in India. The reason

given for this ordinance in the Vinaya is that the mendicants

by travelling here and there when the young crops were

growing trod them down and did damage. So Buddha, in

agreement with the rules of other mendicant societies (as we

are told), decreed that during the three months of the rainy

season the mendicants should live in “ fixed abodes.”

There has been a great deal of bewilderment in explanation

of the Chinese equivalents for this season of religious Retreat.

The entire Sanskrit expression is Varsha-vasana, which simply

means “ rain-dwelling.” This has been translated into

Chinese by symbols denoting rain-rest [|j ,
or explained

by a hybrid compound as hea-tso J[ or la-tso
]]f| ^ ;

in

these compounds the symbol hea is the phonetic equivalent

for va, the first portion of the Sanskrit varsha; in the other

case la is the phonetic equivalent for the middle syllable of

varsha

,

which is written, more Sinico

,

as Ya-la-sha. So that

the three phrases yu-’an-ku, hea-tso, la-tso

,

denote the same

thing, viz. the Rest during the rain-months. The symbol tso

(which literally means “ to sit ” or “ remain ”) may perhaps

be the equivalent for the symbols
1

an-ku which represent

vdsana. Hence we sometimes have in Fa-hien’s narrative the

1 For the reference to Censorinus I am indebted to Mr. J. R. Anderson, an
accomplished scholar, well known by his discoveries at Tarentum.
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expression hea-tso, and sometimes ’
an-ku

,
and sometimes the

symbol la is used for varsha in the sense of “ years” or period

after ordination. But in all cases there can be no reference

to “ summer" retreat or “ winter
”

retreat, or “ Decembers.”

There is an expression in the 16th chapter of the Narrative

which bears on this point, and deserves notice
;
Fa-hien is

speaking from hearsay about the customs of South India.

Amongst other remarks he says :
“ In the latter month of the

Religious rest the most religious families urge one another to

prepare the festival for the priests.” The latter month in

this passage is heou-yih-yueh ^ — TJ ,
which probably refers

to the last month of the second partition of the Rest-season.

As Hiuen Tsiang explains the matter (and his account agrees

with the notice in the Dipavaiiisa v. 5, and Mahavagga

iii. 2), there were two periods of Rest, “ the former three

months” and the “latter three months”—that is, the priests

who were not able to arrive in time to keep the three months

from the full moon Ashadha, were permitted to keep their

rest from the full moon next to that of Ashadha. It was in

the last month of this second division that the pavardna (Ch.

ts’z, tss Q jgi) festival was held, and I take it that to this

month the expression in Fa-hien’s text quoted above refers.

At any rate, I know no authority for the statement that there

are three terms applied to the months of the Rest Season, viz. the

first, middle, and last. Such a division, I believe, is not known in

Buddhism. These remarks will explain my reason for differing

from M. Julien on p. 64 of the first volume of the Si-yu-ki,

where he would alter the symbol for “two ”
or “double”

(Hang), into the symbol for rain ]ijij (yu), and translate the

passage “ the priests of India retire into fixed residences

during the seasons of the Rains.” But relying on the fact

of a double retreat, as described in the Mahavagga, and

referred to in the Dipavaiiisa, I have retained the symbol

“ Hang” and rendered the passage “the priestly fraternity

have a double resting time.”

V. There can be little doubt as to Fa-hien’s route from Tun-

hwang toShen-Shen : this district is to the south ofLakeLob, and

not up at Pidshau, as Mr. Mayers 1 and others have supposed.

1 Chinese Reader's Manual, p. 636.
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In confirmation of this we refer to a short account of the

three routes from China to India in a work called Shih-kia-

fang-chi (written by Taou-Siin). These routes are called the

Eastern, the Middle, and the Northern. In speaking of the

Middle route the author (Taou-Siin) has the following passage :

“ From Shen-chau 1 going through the Eastern valley about

100 li, and then turning North 600 li, we arrive at Liang-chau

,

and Eastward from this 2000 li we reach the capital (Loyang).

From Liang-chau going West a little North 470 li, we

come to Kan-chau
;
West of this 400 li is Su-chau. Going

West a little North from this 75 li we come to the old Tub-

men barrier, between the North and South Mountain range.

West of this, less than 400 li, we reach Kica-chau

,

and then

going South-West through a sandy and stony district SOO li,

we come to Sha-chau
;
South-West from this, going through

a similar district, after 700 li or so, we come to the old

kingdom of Na-pu-po, which is the same as the territory of

Lu-lan, also called Shen-Shen.

According to this account the district of Shen-chau is

S.W. from Liang-chau about 700 li, whilst Shen-Shen is

upwards of 2000 li from the same place, and about 700 li

S.W. from Sha-chau. The situation of Sha-chau, according

to Prejevalskv, is 40° 8' N. and 94° 30' E., and according

to A—K. 40° 12' N. and 94° 2' E. ; and from this place Lake

Lob lies about 3 degrees of longitude W. by S. So that the

Chinese account dating back to the Tang dynasty is tolerably

correct. This at any rate seems to fix the position of Shen-Shen.

Tun-hwang is considerably to the north of Sha-chau, which will

account for Fa-hien’s greater distance of 1700 li to Shen-shen;

and probably this is more correct than Taou-sun’s account.

VI. From Shen-shen our traveller proceeded N.W. for

fifteen days, and came to Wti-i. This corresponds with

the Wu-k’i (or, as M. Julien writes it, Yen-k’i) of Hiuen

Tsiang ; and so with the old Turki word Yanghi

;

there is a

district Yanghi still marked on the maps extending to Kara-

shahr. It was probably to this district of Yanghi Fa-hien

1 Si -11111".
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proceeded from Shen-shen. The situation of Yanghi-shahr

is about 42° N. and 85° E.

VII. I may here call attention to the statement of Fa-hien in

Chapter II. relating to the clothing of the people of Shen-shen,

viz. that the difference between them is marked by “ serge

and felt,” i.e. that some use “ serge ” or “ hair-cloth,” and

others “ felt.” No doubt this refers to the distinction still

noticed by A—K. in his Report, recently published, “ that the

Mongolians use white felt, and the Tibetans black stuff made

of Yak’s hair.” The distinction, then, observed by Fa-hien,

was that between the Mongolians and the Tibetans, who dwelt

in common about the district of Shen-shen.

VIII. Leaving Yanghi, Fa-hien now toiled for a month and

five days into a south-westerly direction to Khotan, crossing with

difficulty the numerous streams that here intersect the country.

It is interesting to find that Buddhism was so thoroughly

established in Khotan at this time. Fa-hien tells us that there

were several 10,000 priests and fourteen large convents there,

besides smaller ones, and he says moreover that most of the

priests, including those of the principal monastery of Goinati,

were given to the study of the Great Vehicle. This is an

interesting fact, as it shows that at this early date the system,

known as the Mahayana, had become so well established as

to reach Khotan. It probably came to this place from

Turkestan, and not from India Proper: 1 and I think that this

alone would tend to show that the principles of the Great

Vehicle, mixed up, as they were, with philosophical specula-

tions, and doctrines strange to Primitive Buddhism, were

chiefly derived from foreign sources.

There is an expression used by Fa-hien, in his account of

the priests of this place, which has been variously translated,

“ the priests take their food in common,” or “ the priests

receive their food from a common store,” or “the priests have

their food provided for them, i.e. receive commons.” The

Chinese phrase is Chung-sih
,
which is a literal translation of

the Pali suhgha-hhattam
,
and refers to the food belonging to the

1
I have given reasons for this opinion in the Introduction to “ Records of the

Western World,” p. xiv.
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community as distinguished from the food obtained by begging.

This again indicates a depart ure from the primitive rule, by which

the monks were ordered to beg their food from door to door, in

agreement with the example of the Founder of their religion.

IX. Leaving Ivhotan the pilgrims travelled for twenty-five

days, and reached Tseu-ho, a term which I take to refer to the

meeting of the streams, 1 probably at Kugiar, which is west of

Khotan about 200 miles, but would be reached by a circuitous

route, probably through Ivarghalik by a caravan route as laid

down in the map of Turkestan, Sheet No. 4 of the Indian Survey.

Due south four days from Kugiar would bring them to the

point of junction with the southern route towards Ladak,

along the course of the Karakash Diver. It would seem

more probable that the travellers did not follow this route, nor

reach so far south as Skardo ; but turning west among the

mountains (as the Corean Text happily gives it), toiled on

for twenty-five days to Kie-cha.

X. Kie-cha must, I think, represent Kash, or “the river

region,” the Cassia Rcgio of Ptolemy.2 It was, in fact,

the region about the Sir-i-kul Lake, from which the four rivers

of the earth were supposed to proceed
;
this region has been

famous in all time as “ the roof of the world.”

There is a note in Taou-sun’s account of this place,

which tells us that Kie-cha is the same as Su-li, i.e. as Syr,

which possibly connects it with the Syr-darya : the Syr-

darya, or “ the yellow river,” is so named, I should suppose,

from an old idea that yellow was the colour of the water which

was fabled to exist at the earth’s bottom
;
there is a well-

known phrase in Chinese, “ the yellow springs,” as in Cap.

xvii. of the Narrative before us, to denote the part below the

earth where water is found
;

so that in primitive times the

great rivers, being supposed to come from the earth’s reservoir,

were called “ Yellow Rivers.” Hence the name Syr-darya

and the Hoang-ho in China.

XI. From Kie-cha they went on towards North India in a

westerly direction, and crossed the Tsung-Ling. This name

' At Do in Tibetan.
• This has already been suggested by M. V. St. -Martin and others.
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is of wide application
;
the Northern Tsung-Ling, corresponding

with Belor Tagh, reaches up to the Muzart Pass
;

the

Southern Tsung-Ling includes the mountain ranges of the

Hindu Kush and Wakhan, forming the southern walls of the

Pamir Valley. The traveller tells us in Cap. VI. that by the

Tsung-Ling he means the Snowy Mountains. It was probably

through one of the passes opening into the valley of Ta-li-lo that

Fa-hien penetrated into North India, and finally struck the Indus.

XII. I think there is no evidence in the narrative that Fa-hien

himself crossed the Indus. Iiiuen Tsiang, in his corresponding

account of this region (Bk. III. p. 134, Records ), says, that

going N.E. from Mung-kia-li we ascend the course of the

Indus, using foot-bridges, and suspended ropes across the

chasms, etc.; but he says nothing about crossing the great river.

Nor does Fa-hien. He tells us that men in former years

bored the rocks, and cut the steps and placed the ladders, and

that at the bottom there was a hanging-bridge by which they

crossed, but he does not imply that he used it.

It seems plain to me that Fa-hien, after passing the Snowy

Mountains, entered the Ta-li-lo Valley, which was decidedly,

according to Hiuen Tsiang, on the right bank of the Indus.

He could not have passed the Snowy Mountains into this

valley if he had been at Skardo or Ladak, nor can we place

Kie-cha by any manipulation in that district. If it be objected

that at the beginning of Cap. VIII. it is said, “ after crossing

the Biver we come to Udyana,” 1 reply that the river they

passed was not the one alluded to in the previous chapter, for

they had now gone through the valley of Ta-li-lo, and were

travelling in a S.W. direction corresponding with the contrary

course of niuen Tsiang from Udyana, which he tells us was

N.E.

;

1 they would thus come to the Swat River, on the other

side of which was the pleasant country of Udyana, or, the

“ Parkland.”

XI I I. Before passing on to remark upon Fa-hien's account of

this country, I should like to notice his record about the figure

of Maitreya set up in the kingdom of To-li or Ta-li-lo, i.e.

1 In my version of the Accords I have accidentally made the direction N.W.
instead of N.E.. vol. i. p. 133.
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Dardisthan. This figure is described as being made of wood,

and seated with its legs crossed. In this position the

feet are upturned, and from the length of the foot the

height of the entire figure is calculated, being ten times

that of the foot. But writers on this passage have

concluded that the measurement denoted by the expression

Tsuh kea is the entire width at the base from knee to knee,

and so have fallen into the difficulty of making a human figure

ninety feet in height and nine feet at the base when sitting

with its legs crossed. Of course this is impossible. I would

also call attention to the similar proportion of the figure set

up by Nebuchadnezzar in the plain of Dura.

XIY. Crossing the River Swat (as we assume), the pilgrim

reached the country of Udyana, with which so many Buddhist

legends are connected in Sung-yun and Hiuen Tsiang.

We need not allude to these, but pass on to some observa-

tions about Mihirakula. It is recorded of this monarch that

he slew the last Buddhist patriarch Siiiiha, and, as the record

found in “ The History of the Patriarchs” says, this occurred

in the country called Ki-pan, which may be either Kasmir or

the region about the Kabul River. Mr. Fleet has asked 1 how
the date 472 a.t>. is fixed for the Chinese work Fu-fa-tsang-

yinun
,
in which the record of Siiiiha’s death is found. The

reply is that such is the date given for the translator Kakaya’s

arrival in China. But it is quite possible that he may have lived

for many years after this period, even down to the time of Mihi-

rakula, as fixed by Mr. Fleet, viz. 515 a.d., and that the work

he completed, which closes with the murder of Siihha, was

published at his death. If Mr. Fleet’s date is correct, it

would seem to follow that the arrival of Bodhidharma in

China was immediately subsequent to Simha’s death, and

that the three Patriarchs, generally named after that event

and before Bodhidharma, were living at the same time with

him, and were not in the succession, and this is probablv the case.

The legend found in Wong Puli about “the flowing

milk” (Wong Puh, ^ 179), and which I supposed, when
translating his account, referred to the Swat River, I now

1 Indian Antiquary
,
Sept. 1886.
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find relates to a story told of Simha, that when his head

was cut off by Mihirakula during the persecution, instead

of blood, a torrent of white milk gushed from his body,

which rose several feet in height. This strange story

accounts for Wong Pub’s ambiguous, and otherwise unin-

telligible record, § 179. But although there is no reference

to the Swat River in connection with Sifiiha, I do not doubt

that the persecution of Mihirakula was the cause of the deso-

lation of this district after the time of Fa-hien and before

Hiuen Tsiang. 1 am inclined to think that the persecution

occurred just after the visit of Sung Yun, for this reason : we

find in his Record that in the year 520 a.d., when he went

to Gandhara, there was a cruel and vindictive monarch

fighting against the countuy, who received him with ill-

concealed hatred. Now, it was about this time, if Mr. Fleet’s

date is correct, that Mihirakula, whose atrocious cruelty was

proverbial, was engaged in subduing Gandhara and the neigh-

bourhood. It is possible, then, I think, that Sung Yun had

an interview with this very monarch. His name, Mr. Fleet

tells us, was Mihirakula, or Mihiragula, and Cosmas also

mentions a cruel potentate called Go/las, who was at this time

engaged in warfare in Western India.

The Mllechhas, of whom the Raja Tarangini speaks (in

connection with Mihirakula), were probably the Ephthalitm

of Procopius, who were engaged in war with Perozes and

Cabades just before Mihirakula’s date, i.e. at the end of the

fifth century a.d. Procopius, in describing their appearance,

says, “ that these alone, of all the Huns, are white-skinned

and not bad-looking,” ovk ap-op^OL ra? o\]rei<; elalv, and he

says that they came from a region at the extreme north of

Persia, the capital city of which was Gorgo. Now Gorgo was

the capital of the Cliorasmii, the present Urgheng, and the

country of the Cliorasmii is Khwarazm, lying on the banks

of the Oxus towards the Caspian. Of this people we have

notices in Arrian, Pliny, and other writers. 1 But of their

power and treachery Procopius gives us the best account in

1 King l’harasmanes came to Alexander with 1 .500 horsemen, and said that his

kingdom extended to the nation ol' the Ivolkhi and the Amazon women.

—

Arrian.
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the third chapter of the first book, Be Bello Persico. The

Ye-tha, whom Sung-yun encountered in the neighbourhood

of Dardisthfin, in this case, would be nomads from this region

of the Oxus, and they answer, in many particulars, to the

notices we have left on record about these people, in respect of

their persons and habits.

Of these notices 1 shall only refer to two ; the first as to

the external appearance of this people. Procopius tells us that

they were “ou/c dpopcfioi td? oyfreis,” and of white skin. This,

I think, may explain the account given us by Iliuen Tsiang of

the interview of Mihirakula with the mother of Baladitya, who

persuaded him to uncover his face that she might see his

well-favoured features. 1 JTis white skin, and so on, would

naturally impress her, and she got him his freedom. Then

we read that his brother had meanwhile gone back to his

country, and taken his army with him, and usurped the

government. This answers precisely to the account of Sung-

yun, who tells us that just on the borders of the Snowy
Mountains they entered the territory of the Ye-tha, whose

king did them honour, and received their message from the

Empress with politeness. This King (if the dates proposed

are accurate) would be the brother of Mihirakula, who had

retired to his territories after that monarch’s capture. And
the allusion of Sung-yun to the reception afforded him by

this king, contrasted with the behaviour of the monarch

lording it in Gandhara, would correspond with the history and

the character of these respective rulers. 2

Again, we are told by Procopius of a curious custom pre-

valent among the Ephthalites. He says, in the third chapter,

that the richer class amongst them were accustomed to take

as friends and sharers of their private estates any of their

neighbours or others to whom they felt an attachment. But,

he adds, when he who was their patron died, it was customary

for the clients to be thrown alive into the same tomb with

him, even whilst in full health and strength.

We may compare with this a singular record about Mihira-

' Records of the Western World,
vol. i. p. 169.

2 Vide Records of the Western World, vol. i. p. ci.
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kula, who, when returning to Kasmir, found an elephant en-

tombed in a chasm, and uttering fearful cries. On this, says

the author of the Rajatarangini, the cries of the tortured beast

gave him such delight, that he ordered a hundred others to be

entombed with him, and to perish together. But if we suppose

Mihirakula to be an Ephthal, and to be influenced by the rules of

his tribe, this transaction would admit of another explanation.

Another circumstance may be noticed with regard to these

Ye-tlia, or Ephthalitae. The head-dress of the ladies is noticed

by Sung-yun as remarkable for its singularity. They wore

horns, with veils attached, that cover their persons like

canopies. Sung-yun tells us that these horns are eight feet

in length, but I think there must be here a mistake in his

not very accurate text, and the right measurement should be

eight inches or more
; but anyhow this curious custom lias

been compared with that of the women of the Druse tribe,

who occupy the northern slopes of the Libanus in Syria. It

is a curious fact that the Ivhwarazm people were driven from

their original home into Syria, as noted in the Jesuit edition

of Pliny, vol. i. p. 314, and having driven the Franks thence,

occupied it as their own territory. Doubtless they carried

their customs with them.

From these notices I think we may safely conclude that the

Ye-thas, who were opposed to Buddhism, and whose chief

Mihirakula destroyed the temples and slew the priests in

the neighbourhood of the Cabul River, were nomads from

Chorasmia, the Ephthalites of the Byzantine writers.

XY. Fa-hien does not seem to have visited Takshasila, or

the spot where the Bodhisattva threw himself down from an

eminence to feed the tiger-cat, but he refers to these spots,

using the symbol instead of “king” to show that he

spoke from hearsay. I may observe that the history of

Buddha’s sacrifice for the Tiger is the first of the Jatakas in

the Jatakamala written by Aryas ura, who is the same as

Asvaghosha. In the Jataka the transaction is said to have

taken place in the neighbourhood of the large village of Pan-

chala. The account of the miraculous Stftpa which Buddha

caused to appear corresponds with the Manikyala Tope in
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some particulars, especially with respect to the caskets with

the seven precious substances, inside which were deposited

t lie relics of the Bodhisattva’s body. If this be so, it w'ould

appear probable that Asvaghosha, who compiled the Jataka,

and who was a follower of Kanishka, witnessed the erection of

this important Stupa.

XVI. Fa-hien, in the 12th chapter, speaks of a king of the

Yue-shis, or Yue-chis, who wished to carry off the alms bowl

of Buddha from Gandhara. I have already remarked that

the symbol “ Yue” is used for the Sanskrit va
;
so that the

Yue-chis are really the Vajjis, or Vrijjis, who at an early

date had penetrated to Vaisali. Another body of these people

seem to have wandered away towards the borders of China,

whence they were driven by the Iliung-nu, in the second

century b.c. Whoever they were, it appears improbable that

they had anything to do with the Ephthalites. It is more

likely from the account given of their dress and equipages that

they came from the neighbourhood of Media. Whether the

Guzanas and the Minni, of whom we read in the Assyrian

Eponym Canon, have anything to do with the Kushans and

Minni of India, I leave others to determine. 1

XVII. There is mention made in the 17th chapter of the

Narrative of the monarch styled a Chakravartti. He is

generally styled a Holy Chakravartti. He is described as

“•one who flies as he goes.” Also, “as the most distinguished

for religious merit among all the men of Jambudvipa.” Also,

“ as a king in whom dwells the holy spirit of the Supreme

Euler of Heaven (Wong-ti).” In numerous works met with

in China, and translated from foreign originals, the birth of

Buddha is said to have resulted from the descent of a holy

spirit on his mother. 2
I take it that this constitutes the claim

of Buddha to the title of a spiritual Chakravartti
;
he himself

directed that his funeral obsequies should be those of a

Chakravartti monarch.

1 But at any rate the 'Vrijjis are identified with the Lichchhavis who, after
their expulsion from India, appear to have conquered Nepal about the beginning
of the Christian era.

2 The works referred to are named in my Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka,
Appendix

;
and also in my Introduction to vol. xix. Sacred Books of the East.
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I trace back this description of the Chakravartti to the

Fravartish, which, according to Ilaug, corresponds to “the

idea” of Plato, the ideal in fact of every being in the good

creation. Hence, Ahuramazda himself has his Fravaslii, and

it appears to me that the “Winged Circle” in which resides

the truncated human figure, standing over Darius in the

Behistun sculpture, really represents the spirit of Ahuramazda

(i.e. the All-wise or the All-beneficent Spirit), which that

monarch ever claimed as his special guide and counsellor.

Hence we may understand such a passage as this (Vendidad,

Fargard xix., Haug’s Essay, p. 334, (Triibner’s Edition).

§ 14) :—“ Do thou invoke, 0 Zarathushtra, the spirit (fravashi)

of me who am Ahuramazda, that which is the greatest and

best and most excellent, and strongest and wisest and most

beautiful and most pervaded by righteousness.” This descrip-

tion of the spirit of Ahuramazda corresponds to the Chinese

definition of a Chakravartti, and I observe also that Sir

Henry Rawliuson defines the word Fravartish as “ the very

celebrated” (J. R. A. S. Yol. X. p. 121).

So that it seems to me, if we are to account for the state-

ment so often met with, that a holy spirit descended on the

mother of Buddha, and that he himself claimed to have the

character of a Holy Chakravartti, we must explain it in this

way, as derived from the representation of a winged deity

found on most of the monuments of the Achaemenian Kings

at Behistun, Persepolis, and other places, and which is said to

have originated in Assyria, and to have been copied by the

Persians (Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. Vol. XV. p. 338). So

that “ Assur, my lord,” of the Assyrian tablets, which led

those monarchs to conquest, is the spirit that constituted

Buddha not a conqueror as they were, but a true Jina over the

world of evil. Whether the terms Chakravartti
,
which Wilson

defines as he who dwells within the Chakra, and Fravartish are

not identical (Fra being equal to Chakra), I again leave to

others better qualified than myself to determine. 1

XVIII. I was glad to find that a suggestion made in

' This explanation will appear (perhaps) absurd, to those who bcliove that

Buddhism is a purely Indian product. I have long given up that belief.
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a paper read before this Society, that the term found in Hiuen

Tsiang as equivalent to the “ black peak ” in connection with

the Pigeon Monastery (cap. 35) was really a mistake for “ the

black bee,” is confirmed by Taou-Siin’s corresponding account

of the locality in his history of India (second part, p. 2. b),

where he has the character “fung,” a bee, instead of “fung,” a

peak. The site of the Pigeon Monastery has been placed by Dr.

Burgess at Sri Sailam, and I presume that Bhramaramba, to

whom the priests of this shrine still sacrifice, is indeed another

form of Mother Durga, under the title of the “black bee.”

XIX. May I briefly refer to the singular legend respect-

ing the origin of the word Siiiihala for Ceylon ? This legend

is given fully by Hiuen Tsiang, and refers to the cohabitation of

a lion and a captured woman of India. Now it is well known

that the Vajjians who invaded India at an early date were

called “ Lions ”
;

this has been shown from the translation

of the Buddha-charita, which forms the 19th Yol. of the

Sacred Books of the East. 1 It would appear therefore that the

storv of the Lion and his captive wife is merely a corrupt form

of a Yajjian invader, intermarrying with a native woman, pro-

bably carried oft' in a raid to Ceylon. Perhaps the singular

sculptures found in the Rani Ka Nur, and the Ganesa Guin-

pha caves, may refer to this rape of an Indian woman by a

Northerner
;
the figure too of the Yavaua warrior from the Rani

Ka Nur cave, whose appearance so much resembles that of the

Yajjians at Yaisali, is a further corroboration of the argument,

that the Vajjians were the Lion tribe that emigrated to Ceylon.

XX. Whether Fa-hien really touched at Java or at Palem-

bang (the Chinese Sribhoja) in Sumatra, on his return voyage

to his native country, is not yet certain. I am strongly

inclined to think he stopped at Sumatra, and that “ Yava”
was a term applied to all the fertile lands of Sumatra and

Java, corresponding in fact to “Bhoja,” and that Sribhoja was

the central point of these districts, corresponding as I have lately 2

endeavoured to show with the neighbourhood of Palembang

—

where we ought to seek for and find many Buddhist remains.

1 w. 1788, 1789.
2 Viz. in Triibner's Record, Nov. 1886.
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XXI. I should have referred in my previous notes to a

remark made by Fa-hien as to Sakra-deva, who came to

Buddha with Paiichasikha, the celestial musician, and pro-

posed to him forty-two questions, respecting forty-two subjects.

(Cap. xxviii.) These subjects, with the tracings left on the

rock, are very probably connected with the forty-two combina-

tions of the Sanskrit roots, which are detailed in many

Chinese works, and of which I give here a copy from a trans-

lation of Amogha-siddha made into Chinese in the eighth

century (a.d. 719).

XXII. Lastly let me call attention to the phrase >£» (one

heart') found in Chapter 40 of the Narrative. This phrase

means more than “ all the heart ”
; it corresponds to the Pali

ekodi or ekaggacitta (vid. a letter from Dr. Morris in the

Academy

,

No. 725), and to the Greek cWcrt?, as used by

Plotinus for mystic union, or identity, with the object of con-

templation. This statement may be verified by any Chinese

student who will take the trouble to consult the second part of

the Kwan-yin Liturgy, which I have named and translated in

the Catena, etc. 1

I would also add that the symbol ^ 111 the same phrase

means much more than “to think on”; it is used in Buddhist

formularies in the sense of “ recite,” or “ repeat ” the name of,

the object contemplated.

Notes.

In reference to § XIII., Professor Douglas has pointed out

that the Chinese symbol kea is equivalent to fuh 1 the instep,
’

and therefore the passage may simply mean that the figure

was an erect one, and the length of the foot (instep) -j^th that

of the entire height.

In reference to § XIX., I would refer to the fabled origin

of the Turkish tribes from the cohabitation of a woman and a

wolf. Yid. Etruscan Researches, by Isaac Taylor, p. 370, also

Indian Antiquary, April, 1880, p. 93.

1 Catena of Buddhist Scriptures, etc., p. 401, n. 2.
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Art. VII.

—

Priority of Labial Letters illustrated in Chinese

Phonetics

}

By the Rev. J. Edkins, D.D., Peking, lion.

Member R.A.S.

Panini made gutturals precede labials
;
but this was because,

having given to a precedence among vowels, it was natural

to place gutturals in the first position among consonants

;

for a is allied to k as o (or u) is allied to p, and i to t.

In tracing the primitive evolution of letters, however, we

have not so much to follow the current of vocal air as it

issues from the lungs and passes through the throat and

mouth, nor shall we find here the key to the order in which

the letters were evolved. What we have to do is to consider

what circumstances would, in the time when language was

first made, be favourable to particular groups of letters,

so as to give them priority over other letters.

The group of letters which would be most favourably

received, and most easily imitated, by the men who were for

the first time making a language, would be the labials. The

lips in forming these letters are visible to the eye. The

gutturals have not this advantage, and those made with

the help of the teeth have it only in a limited degree.

This circumstance would be sufficient to give priority to the

labials, so that p, b, m would be used in word-making earlier

than t, d, n and k, g, ng.

Among labial letters we may count p, b, m, f, v, o, u, ii,

and some others. These letters do not all, in regard to

priority, stand on the same platform. Some are differentiated

bjr the drawing-in of the under lip to the upper teeth. This

complex act is fatal to the claim of f and v to any very early

1 [Sir Thomas "Wade, with reference to this paper, writes: “The subject that
has occupied Dr. Edkins belongs, perhaps, more properly to the department of anthro-
pology, or togeneral, asdistinct from Oriental, linguism

;
hutit hasthusmuchof claim

upon the Orientalist, that Dr. Edkins’s theory of the evolution of certain sounds is

illustrated almost exclusively from the Chinese phonetical systems, consideration of
which cannot be ignored by the compiler of any serious lexicon of Chinese.”

—

Ed.]

vol. six .—[new series.] 14
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use in language. They would not compare in antiquity

with the more simply formed letters p, b, m. As to the

relative age of p, b, and m, something is to be said in

favour of m as first claimant, because the nose passage is

left open in ordinary breathing, and remains so when m
is pronounced. This letter among all the letters has the

most of gesture, and is the most sonorous. The shutting

of the nose passage to pronounce jo, b, requires an additional

muscular effort. Hence b and p would scarcely be in use so

early as m. Then, as to the relative priority of p and b, the

letter with the loudest sound would be the earlier. Hence

b would precede p, as being more audible to the unaccustomed

ear. Two forms of p dispute the claim to priority, the

aspirated and the not-aspirated. The Sanskrit aspirated p
exists in very few words. In the Mongol and Manchu
languages the aspirated p is uniform. There is no un-

aspirated p in these languages. In Chinese the aspirated

and unaspirated p exist side by side as letters, each having

full powers to occupy an independent place in the alphabet,

and both are developed from b. In these circumstances we

may assign the priority to the aspirated p,
on the ground

that it is by the added breathing made more audible, which

would give it a better chance of survival. In regard to the

labial vowels, a ought to be counted as one of them, because

this vowel requires the lips to be wide open. Then we have

o and u. The law of least exertion will help us here.

A would be first (the a in father). 0 would be second.

As to other vowels, such as i, u, ii, they would be later,

because there is not so much opportunity to distinguish

them in the mere act of watching the movements of the lips.

In primitive times every help was needed to give words

a ready currency. The imitative instinct of man is often

held in control by a wilful spirit of contrariety. If words

are to endure, they must be clothed with attractions and

facilities for imitation. This necessity is in the instance

of labial letters met by the visible movements of the lips.

Take as an example the nasals m, n, ng. Of these, ng is by

far the least common in early language. It is much used
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as a final in modern Chinese, but it is evolved from m.

Thus tain ‘ to carry a load,’ is also tang. Feng ‘ wind ’ was

anciently bam. The reason why ng does not appear in

ancient roots with the same prominence as in is that m was

favoured originally by the circumstance of its visibility

to the person whom the speaker was addressing. Ng has

come to be very much a mere substitute for in, because

it was from the first invisible. The case of n is similar.

It also occurs in Chinese as a substitute for in. In Mandarin

speech sin ‘ heart ’ is for sim. Lan ‘ blue ’ is for lam. These

belong to recent changes. An older stratum of changes

includes those which occurred in the age when the ancient

poetry was made, so that jen ‘ patient,’ * hard,’ is in old

authorities nin (b.c. 1000), while in Amoy and Swatow,

which are very old dialects, it is jim, down to the present

time. So /twain in the Tiechiu dialect stands for what

is elsewhere hwan ‘calamity.’ There is no doubt that the

final m is truly primitive, although in North China, where

the poems were made, the sound had changed to nin 2800

years ago, for the phonetic JJJ nim used in jQ nim ‘patient*

proves it. This phonetic is used in several other words,

which all have in the same two dialects the final m. Conse-

quently m should have been in the pronunciation when

the characters were made 4300 years ago. We conclude

from the fact that this phonetic was pronounced with final m
4300 years ago, and from the greater fact that far the greater

part of the phonetics kept their finals, whether in, n or ng,

unchanged till recently, that the evolution of final n out of

m, of which this is an instance, had at that time nearly con-

cluded its course. We have also instances of the evolution

of ng out of n. Thus ming ‘ decree,’ ling ‘ command,’ had

formerly final n, but now they have ng. They rhymed with

final n in the Odes 2800 years ago. The change has been

in each case from the more visible nasal to the less visible.

When the aid of the eye was no longer required to compre-

hend the meaning of the word, the special configuration

of the lips was abandoned. Probably less exertion is needed

in pronouncing n and ng than m. At any rate, whether the
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cause be the law of least exertion or not, the final m has in

China been abandoned more and more each century with

steady perseverance in favour of n and ng. This being the

order of change, it follows that, in the first stages of the lan-

guage, m, as a final, had a great preponderance over n and ng
;

and this shows that visibility of the action of the lips held

really an important place in fixing the pronunciation of

Chinese words before the characters were made. When we

remember also that a large number of Chinese words now

beginning with w once had m—so that ecu ‘military’ was mo;

teen ‘ civil,’ ‘ refined,’ ‘ literary,’ was mun ;
wan ‘ 10,000,’ was

man
;
wei ‘ flavour ’ was mi, we gain additional evidence to

show that m has greatly lost ground in Chinese, the reason

being that the watching of the lips in speaking was aban-

doned, and men were able to understand what was meant by

the help of the ear alone without the eye’s assistance.

But it is not only among the nasal letters that the lips had

priority in early Chinese usage. The same is true of p and b,

as compared with t, d and /.-, g. Facts show thatp, as final

and initial, has lost ground, and that it has been changed for

t and 1c. The character \^fa ‘law,’ is in old dialects, and

in the tonic dictionaries of a thousand years ago, called pap.

In Amoy it is lucat, while at Tiechiu in Canton province it is

heap. Here we see that h takes the place of p to begin the

word, and t appears instead of p to finish it. Change from

a labial letter to a throat-letter and a tooth-letter meets us at

once in our examination of old dialects. The physiological

cause is that when the special action of the lips is found

to be no longer required for intelligibility, the muscles cease

to make the necessary effort in that part of the mouth which

is visible to the person addressed, and muscular action of

diminished force takes place instead in the interior of the

mouth. A very common change in Chinese is from k to h.

Whenever this occurs, there is a saving in muscular action.

So also p and/ become h in dialects. There is in this change

also a saving in muscular energy, rendered possible because

the meaning can be conveyed successfully with less amount

of energy. In a Fukien dictionary all words normally
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in / will be found written with h, if not with p. The region

where final p has been changed, partially or wholly, for t

embraces South Fukien, Canton, and parts of Kiangsi
;
that

is, the Ainoy, the Tiecliiu, and the Punti dialects. The

indisputable antiquity of these dialects renders this fact

respecting final p of very great importance in the history

of the language. If, then, we find that the finals k and mj

have a great extension in modern times in Fuchow and in the

Shanghai and Ningpo dialects, this must be interpreted as

indicating that the people of those parts have, to a large

extent, fallen back recently on the throat-letters in place

of the lip-letters, as when fa ‘ law,’ fa * destitute,’ both

having final p in ancient Chinese, are pronounced hwak in

the city of Fuchow.

The direction of change in letters is not always from lips

to throat, but it is quite enough so to prove the rule. An
exception is found in Canton, where initial/ occurs sometimes

for h, and for the aspirated k. Thus, hico ‘fire’ is fo ;
this

is a local irregularity. The change from final t to k, which

we find in Fuchow, serves to show that the proper course

of change is from the outer parts of the mouth towards the

throat. Yet we meet with a dialect, the Hakka, in which

final k has become final t. In Kiangsi also there is a dialect,

that of Nankangfu, in which p is retained, while the finals

k and t are both lost. We do not know enough of that

dialect at present to allow of the reason of this peculiarity

being fully explained. Yet this may be said, that in South

China, Nankang is the city which retains the old labial

initials and finals with the greatest persistence, but there

is no one dialect where all the peculiarities of the old Chinese

pronunciation are retained with exact uniformity. If any

dialect preserves the finals well, it falls short in the initials.

If its initials are old, its finals will be deficient in antiquity.

Nankang comes under the same law that rules everywhere else

in South China, namely, that dialects and cities which preserve

the old pronunciation in some points, are deficient in others.

The priority of labials to other letters may be illustrated

by the upgrowth of / and v. Many words used to write
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Sanskrit names, commencing witli p and b seventeen

centuries ago, are now pronounced with f. The word Fo for

‘Buddha,’ is one of these. The tonic dictionaries show that

this was once pronounced in China But, as it is by the

Japanese still. But in China now it is Fo, Fu, Veil, or Put.

That is to say, b has changed to v and to f. There is no

known instance of change in an opposite direction, so far as

I am aware. Many hundreds of words exist which can be

proved by the native syllabic spelling to have changed p and

b to f and v. The old tonic dictionaries show this with

superabundant clearness and certainty.

The labial initials appear to have changed, not only into

f and v, but into tooth-letters and gutturals, and the time

when they made these changes seems to have been for the

most part earlier than the formation of the characters.

To illustrate this it will be well first to give examples of

synonymous words in these three groups. Ping, ruing ,
c'hang

(fang), kivang all mean ‘bright.’ Pint, tint, him mean ‘stone

lancet,,’ ‘lancet,,’ and ‘sword.’ Pang, siang, kicang all mean
‘ assist.’ Feng, teng, king all mean ‘ abundant.’ Ping, ling

both mean ‘ ice,’ and ngang or ying means ‘ hard.’ Pok is

‘ full,’ ‘ satisfied,’ while tsok, kok
,

1 mean ‘ enough.’ Po, c’h'i,

ku, shortened from pak, dik, kok, all mean ‘hold in the hand.’

Pit, shwat, hut all mean ‘brush.’ Fain is a ‘ frame,’ and fang

‘square,’ while c’hwang and k’icang both mean ‘rectangular

frames.’ Cases like these are so numerous that it becomes

necessary to suppose that p and in have by evolution

originated the other forms. There can be no reason for

omitting the nasal m in stating the law, thereby limiting

this evolution to p. Thus, we find feng, mang, both meaning
‘ a sharp edge.’ Meng ‘ to grow,’ ‘ to bud,’ is correlate with

cliang ‘to grow,’ with sheng ‘to be born,’ and with ging ‘rise,’

and king also ‘ to rise.’ Such changes may take place in

initials, just as the dialects show them taking place in

finals. The difference is in the fact that the finals have

changed recently, while the initials appear to have changed

mostly before the invention of the characters.

1 Tsu ami leu in Mandarin, which has dropped final k.
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Probably it happened in this way. Just as with little

children there is first a time when they become familiar with

labial letters, and the other sounds are beyond their powers,

so it was with man. Hun first made use of syllables such as

ba, ma, map, bap to express his ideas. He had very few roots,

and very few letters with which to construct those roots.

The sounds increased in number, and the roots multiplied

by derivation. Ninety-nine roots in a hundred, viewed from

a physiological standpoint, were probably at first derivatives.

The hand that points and strikes, itself a derivative, is the

fruitful source from which hundreds of words have been

derived. So with the foot, that takes its name from the

sound of stepping or stamping, and may be a derivative

in a family of many hundreds of words. In the creation

of derivatives, material assistance was given by changes

in letters. The two processes went on side by side.

Philology is safe when it is based on the correct physiology

of the vocal organs. The more we can reduce letter-changes

in all their complexity to a few simple laws, the more

assured will be our progress in understanding the history

of language. The Chinese language seems to show that

at first there was a labial period, slowly followed by an age

in which tooth-letters prevailed with labials, and this again

was precursor of a time when gutturals grew into extensive

use. TThen the age of the invention of writing arrived,

men had already formed a fairly complete system of letters,

among which m, n, ng, k, t, p, g, d, b, with s, sh, a, i, u, are all

found. VTe cannot feel sure that we can read out with

certainty all these letters in the old phonetics, but they seem

to be indisputable, except the s and sh.

There is a fact of great importance for the proof of the

evolution of the gutturals from the tooth-letters. It is that

in many phonetics the initial letter is variable. Thus it may
be either k or l. Now the letter l is derived from d, and k

from g. For instance, kam ‘to see,’ is also lam, with the

same as phonetic. Liang ‘
cold,’ is written with a phonetic

which is called king, and king also sometimes means ‘ cold,’

when it takes the form kiang ‘ frozen hard.’ Kien iff ‘ pick
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up ’ is also lien. There are several tens of such phonetics.

The best explanation of this circumstance is that d changed

to g, and that this change was not yet completed when the

characters were being made. "We do not find fewer than

fourteen phonetics where the initial may be k or l. There

are thirty-four phonetics where the guttural k or li stands

as initial on equal terms with s, sh or ts, and there are eight

more where the initial is either k or t. These facts mean
something, and what they mean is that there has been

a metamorphosis of the initial. But, more than this, not only

has k or g or ng been formed out of t, d, s or ts
;
the initials

p, b and m have changed in phonetics in a similar way.

For example, pole
,

‘ a spoon,’ has become tok, chok and shau,

which it is at present. Four phonetics present the spectacle

of p changing to k, and four more of p changing to h.

There are five instances of p becoming ts, four of p becoming

l, and two of p becoming j. The letter m changes to sh in

one instance, to h in four instances, and to 1 in one instance.

In an appendix to this paper I give the necessary references

to Callerv’s Systema Phoneticum, so that any one who desires

to know on what facts precisely I rest this doctrine of the

metamorphosis of the lip-initials into tooth- and throat-

initials, and of tooth-initials into throat-initials, may see

readily how the case stands. There are 1040 phonetics

in Callery, and eighty of these show by the variety of their

initials that since the characters were made there has been

a metamorphosis, not only of k into h, which is extremely

common, nor of t into s, or sh, or l, or ts, all of which are

also very common, but of p and m into j, l, h, ts, sh and k.

Probably some of the instances are delusive. The cause of

difference in initial may be sometimes exclusively ideo-

graphic, and not phonetic at all. But the greater part of

the eighty phonetics will be found to present a solid phalanx

of proof contributed to the support that there has been the

metamorphosis for which I am contending.

The force of this proof for the change of lip-initial to

tooth- and throat-initial may be much increased if we consider

the general direction and increasing complexity of recent
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letter-changes in Chinese. The change of d to I was already

fully established in the Tang dynasty. This means that

a part of the words once commencing with d took l in place

of d, and that when the early tonic dictionaries were made,

about a.d. 600, this change was complete. At that time many

words now commencing with ch had t instead of ch. But ch

is a compound of t and sh. From a Chinese standpoint,

t is the base from which ch has proceeded. Before t threw

off a large section of its words that they might take ch

instead of their old initial, it had done the same with another

large detachment which took ts. Previous to this time t

appears to have thrown off two other detachments in

succession, which took sh and s for their initials. "While t

was thus employed in subdividing into subordinate branches,

d was not idle. D also threw off in succession four detach-

ments of words, which took for their initials r, zh, dz, dzh.

We find that dzh and ch were not yet complete in a.d. 600,

and on this ground we deduce the order of origination to

have been s, zh, dz, dzh in the sonant series, and s, sh, ts, tsh

(ch) in the surd series. There is here a change from

simplicity to complexity. T changed to s before it changed

to ch. The direction of change was from without inwards.

The tongue was induced by the ruling mind to do more and

more varied work for the improvement of language and the

multiplication of words. To use Mr. Melville Bell’s

definitions, in t the point of the tongue touches the upper

gum, in sh the point and front of the tongue are both raised,

and the front approaches the rim of the palatal arch. This

is a change from without inwards, as is the case also in the

evolution of h from k 1 and from g, a process which was also

completed in a.d. 600, as the tonic dictionaries show. Thus,

while Chinese philology teaches that compound initials come

from a simple base, it also teaches that the law of change

is ordinarily from without inward. It is, therefore, not in

the least likely that the lip, tooth, and throat letters were

introduced into language at the same time. There was an

1 E is described in Bell's Visible Speech as emission of breath -with the throat

wide. This is quite behind the point where k and g are formed.
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order of evolution in these also, and in that order the lip

letters must have stood first.

As a conclusion to this argument I add that the labial

letters having been first evolved, the earliest roots must have

had forms such as ba, bo, ma, mo, map, mam, bap, p’a, pap,

bam. That is, they would be biliteral or triliteral com-

binations of a, o, b, m, p, and aspirated p. From these first

syllables the others would all be evolved very gradually as

those who used the language required them.

Polysyllabism seems to be not easily conceivable in the

earliest stages of language. Assuming that monosyllabic

structure was the rule in human speech during its primitive

development, any law of progress true in Chinese ought,

so far as it is physiological, to be true in the history of any

other linguistic stems.

Note I.

Callery’s Systema Phoneticum must always be useful,

because its arrangement allows of a large number of instances

of the use of the same phonetic being seen together. But

Chalmers’ Concise Kanglii, while it does not translate

the meanings of words, is much fuller than Callery. I first

give the reference to Callery, and afterwards add from

Chalmers as an example the whole of his article on one of

the phonetics pok or tolc, but rearranged by myself in the

order of evolution. The principle of arrangement is to

proceed from labials to t, d, (s and ch. From them the order

proceeds to the upper and lower y and u\ afterwards reaching

h, k, and k aspirated, and finishing -with j and /. It is

extremely curious and interesting to trace the development

from b in this way from a time long preceding the invention

of writing 4300 years ago down to the present day. If

writing had been invented much earlier, the descent down

the ladder could have been represented in a more complete

form. As it is, we cannot trace in an orderl3
r way the

development of meanings in their actual succession. We
can only roughly represent the development of sounds.

The evolution of meanings was always independent of the
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characters, and when each new meaning had been evolved,

it was the scribe’s duty to find a character to represent it.

This would be a long time after the new word first appeared.

References to Gallery's Systcma Phoneticum.

Change of p, f to k, ch, page 16, 20, 34, 70, 218, 459 ;

p to sh, t, ts, s, p. 36, 131, 472, 133, 185, 359, 196
; p to h,

p. 56, 141, 154, 398
; p to /, p. 240, 131, 279, 459, 472 ;

p to j, p. 146, 172; change of in to h, p. 44, 174, 237, 406 ;

m to k, p. 187 ; change of ts, s, sh, ch to h, k, p. 30, 45, 48,

50, 56, 135, 157, 173, 310, 323, 347, 265, 278, 432 ;
change

of l to k, p. 62, 141, 190, 200, 233, 244, 261, 331, 361, 426,

442, 412 ;
change of t, ch to k, h, p. 36, 42, 48, 96, 108,

164, 233, 406; change of s, sh to h, p. 43, 84, 122, 128, 137,

146, 158, 199, 235, 257, 348, 355, 387, 390, 430, 434;

change of m to sh, p. 59, 431 ;
change of m to /, p. 187.

Remark.—There are misprints in Callery, as of hiuen for

siuen.

Note II. (See the accompanying Plate).

The accompanying article in Chinese from Dr. Chalmers’

Kanghi is headed pan pu, or the Pan section. Pan is here

shortened from pok.

1. Pok, the first word in col. 1 is to be spelled biau. The

two characters in the first cartouche are chosen in an old

tonic dictionary for b, iau. Meanings Handle of the Great

Bear viewed as a ladle
;
spoon, or peck measure

;
lead

;
tie.

Second word, biau, to meet any one walking by a cross

road.

Third word, biau, falling star. Also in col. 2.

2. Ban Tappet of robe’; bau ‘falling star’; ban ‘dust pan,’

called po ki ‘band to make fast the rain screen of a cart’
;

bau 7 (same as fa, bok ‘abdomen’) ‘swelling or broken flesh.’

3. Bau ‘ a melon,’ ‘ a grass ’
;
piau ‘ handle of the 7 stars

in Ursa Major,’ ‘lead,’ ‘tie’; pok ‘strike’; pok ‘cracking

joints of fingers and toes.’

4. Piau * wind beating ’
;
pau ‘ panther '

(so named from

its spots, rootpoA)
;
pau ‘ boast.’

5. Pau, pok ‘ to leap,’ ‘ strike,’ ‘ sound of feet striking ’

;
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pau ‘ a bird ’
;
pau ‘ a flying rat or bat, which attacks and

eats tigers and panthers.’

6. Pole, same as 4th of 3 ;
pole, same as 4th of 2 ;

p’au,

same as 1st of 3.

7. P’au 2, same as pan,
1 angry ’

;
pau, same as p’au

‘ cannon ’
;
p’au ‘ thorns ’

; dik ‘ a single beam, plank to

cross a stream ’
; dik ‘ to tie.’

8. Tik ‘ unwadded robe, cool clothing ’
;

tik, same as kut

‘ a rat ’
;

tik ‘ lotus seeds ’
;

tik * wrap round.’

9. Tik ‘ white, distant, see clearly, real, mark in

archery,’ etc.

10. Tik ‘flesh in the lower part of the abdomen,’ ‘ribs’;

tik ‘brilliance of pearls’
;

tik ‘ bright ’
;

tik ‘ heap of stones.’

11. Tik ‘ to string fish,’ ‘ drag ’
;

tik * target ’
;

tik ‘ cut ’

;

tik ‘ lotus seeds.’

12. Tik ‘ loop of leather over the back of a carriage horse

for holding the reins together,’ ‘ reins,’ ‘ bridle ’
;

tik ‘a fish,’

‘ tie fish,’ ‘ to angle ’
;

tik ‘ high,’ ‘ horse with white spot

on his forehead.’

13. Tik ‘ face with black spots,’ ‘dragon’s beard,’ i.e ‘a

sort of asparagus,’ ‘ black spots in women’s cheeks, placed

there for ornament,’ ‘ a rat ’
;

tiau ‘ become low-spirited, sad.’

14. Tiau ‘ strike quickly,’ ‘ take furtively,’ ‘ strike on the

side ’
;

tiau ‘ head of a piece of silk ’
;

tiau ‘ ears of corn

hanging,’ ‘anything hanging.’

15. Tiau 3 ‘ catch fish by angling with a bait,’ ‘ to take,’

‘a name’; tiau ‘to take,’ ‘sound,’ ‘a name’; tiau ‘a bamboo.’

10. Tiau ‘ a grass ’
;

tiau ‘ mad,’ ‘ a child’s disease ’

;

tiau 2 ‘ thus ’
;

tiau ‘ handle of peck measure in Ursa Major,’

‘lead,’ ‘tie’; tik, tiau 3 ‘archery mark.’

17. Djok ‘ noise of water dashing,’ ‘ take away,’ * think

about,’ ‘name of place’
;
zhok ‘elevate,’ ‘ name of place.’

18. Zhok ‘a family name’; zhok ‘take up or bale out’;

zhok, same as 2nd of 17.

19. Zhok ‘falling star’; zhok ‘wooden spoon used with

a wooden cup ’
;
dzok, dzok, same as 2 in 13 ;

t’sak (aspirated)

‘ break in the level.’

20. Tsak' mouse’; chok
(
tok

)

‘takeaway,’ ‘ name of music,'
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same as 2 of 18 ;
chok ‘ go-between ’

;
chok ‘ pour wine into

a goblet,’ ‘pour from a jar into a pot for use,’ ‘add,’ ‘help

on the good side,’ ‘or help in what may be beneficial,’

‘ consult about what is best to do,’ ‘ name of place,’ ‘ when

pouring wine let it be the clear.’

21. Chok ‘ tracks on the ground ’
;
chok ‘plank to cross water.’

22. Chok ‘ marks on a panther’s skin ’
;
chok * to scorch,’

‘ roast,’ ‘ make bright,’ ‘ warn,’ ‘ fearing fire,’ ‘ bright ap-

pearance of flowers.’

23. Chok, same as 1 in 8; chok ‘name of stars in Ursa

Major ’
;
chok, chok ‘ wind squirrel of western countries ’

;

chok ‘ Faeonia albiflora,’ ‘ vegetation abundant.’

24. Chok ‘ peony,’ ‘ Paeonia albiflora ’
;

chok * a plant
’

(probably same as last); chok ‘strong’; chok ‘take out by

baling,’ ‘ to pour ’

;
cho ling * name of place.’

25. Chok, same as 3 in 2 ;
chok, same as 1 in 13.

26. Chok ‘ strike from one side ’
;

chok ‘ tree laid as a

bridge across a stream ’
;

chok ‘ traces ’
;

chok ‘ sound of

water ’
;
chok, same as 3 in 2.

27. Yak (upper pitch as in all surd initials) ‘ tie up,’

‘ abridged and comprehensive,’ ‘ check,’ ‘ limit,’ ‘ beautiful,’

‘ bent,’ ‘ ended,’ ‘ secretly bring under control,’ ‘ tender and

graceful ’

;
yau, same as yau ‘ important ’ (that is to say, yau

1 important ’ is evolved from yak).

28. Yak 4, ‘ white Iris florentina,’ the leaf is called yak
;

yak ‘moderation in diet’; yak ‘lines at the finger-joints’;

yak ‘ small fife ’ (same as dik ‘ flute ’).

29. Yau ‘bent’; yau ‘joints in bamboo’; yau or au,

same as 27.

30. Au 4, same as 1 in 28 ;
yak, yau 8, ‘ name of a

sacrifice,’ ‘ sacrifice of spring ’
;
yak 8 ‘ a white kind of silk.’

31. Yak 8, same as 2 in 17, and 4 in 24 ;
hik 8, ‘ a call to

war from the sovereign ’
;
hiau 6 ‘ a plant which grows like

asparagus,’ it has a thin root like a finger, which is black,

and can be eaten
;

it is named fu t’si, and is a variety of the

water chestnut, Eleocharis.

32. Tik ‘ lotus seeds ’
;
hiau 2 ‘ lotus seeds ’

;
hiau 6, same

as 3 in 31, and a colloquial name of this plant is p’u isi
, the
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last of these characters being ‘ Shepherd’s purse, Capsula

bursa pastoris, (Williams)
;
hieu ‘ spear.’

33. Kili
‘ wrap,’ same as 1 in 24 ;

kit ‘ a certain rat or

squirrel ’
;

k’ik
‘ spear ’

;
niak 1 Paeonia albiflora.’

34. Lik ‘
to touch,’ * to place ’

; liau ‘ meet any one passing

by a cross road,’ ‘ to hook anything with the foot.’

Note III.

Evolution of ideas in foregoing example.

The first in the series should be bole, but ban is found

because the word was so pronounced about a.d. 1600, when

the dictionary from which it is taken was made.

The name of a ‘ baling ladle ’ was bole at a very early

period. It was a scoop of wood, a gourd, or a cocoa-nut

shell with a handle attached to it. This is found in astronomy

as the name of the seven stars of Ursa Major. The sound

heard when water is baled would give the name. The

cracking of the knuckles is also called pole, as, too, the sound

of wind (4), of stepping, of beating (3, 5), of striking with

the feet (5), of leaping (5), of an arrow striking a target (11).

The influence of astronomy on the formation of words is not

likely to be long anterior to the invention of writing.

This variety of sounds imitated shows that in inventing

words primitive men made use of very few letters. A noise

heard, whether that of breaking, of the dashing of water,

of striking, or of jumping, was called bole, or more probably,

if we go back a stage, bop. It was the work of the mind

afterwards gradually to apply a convenient diversity of sound

to each modification in sense by means of the vocal organs.

Here lies that union of the metaphysical with the physical

which constitutes the basis of language.

Resemblance to familiar objects led to an extension of

words. A water ladle gave a name to the seven stars of the

Great Bear. A winnowing implement, shaped like a dust-

pan, received the same name. The loud crack of wood when

burnt, though not here mentioned, was the cause of a name

for sparks, for bright spots, and hence for any spots. From

some of these sources came pole, the name of the spotted
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panther, the bull’s-eye of an archer’s target, and the white

corolla of certain flowers.

The verb ‘to tie’ deserves attention. It is ban and dik in

columns 1, 7. In 8 it is tik * to wrap,’ and in 12 it means
* to tie fish.’ It is tiau in col. 16, where the final k is dropped.

It is yak in col. 27, with various derived meanings, and lastly

yau. Here we have five forms of the verb ‘ to tie.’ But out-

side of this phonetic we may also readily find the derivatives

s/iok, rok and fok, with shu and fu, and these, though written

with different phonetics, may be regarded as forms from the

same root, the words being independent of the writing.

Pok appears to be the ultimate root for to lead, to beat,

to cross a stream, to swell, to ladle, to take, to pour, a white

colour, a spot, thin, to roast. The sound of all seems to have

been the same when each began its career, but probably not

at the same time. Iu the course of their history all these

words became differentiated in pronunciation. For this

abundant opportunity was given by variations in the move-

ments of the organs of speech. Any given configuration

of the organs becomes wearisome after a time, and is slightly

modified. Words in want of a distinctive utterance take

advantage of this, and adopt either the old or the new con-

figuration. ‘ To lead ’ occurs four times in the example given,

and should be compared with the common verb tau ‘ to lead.’

‘To beat’ or the sound of ‘ beating,’ occurs seven times, and

may be compared with chai or tsek ‘ to beat,’ and p’ai or

p’ak ‘ to beat.’ The five examples of white colour, and the

two flowers named, may be compared with pai or bak ‘white.’

The idea of thinness in clothing should be compared with

the common adjective bok, pau ‘thin.’

This and other phonetics plainly show how, while initials

vary from age to age, the final consonant (in this case k)

may remain firm for many centuries, till it is dropped in

favour of a long vowel or of a diphthong. But the modifi-

cations of the ideas inherent in words refuse to be restrained

by the trammels of the written characters. They proceed

independently on their perpetual career of progress. We
must, therefore, compare the words given under any one
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phonetic, with those embraced by other phonetics. "We then

find that the final consonants of roots are in the long run

just as variable as the initials, and the vowels that come

between them not less so.

Roots without a clear cut shape in sound and in sense

were, on the whole, always impossible. If indistinctness

enters, it can be hut temporary. The efforts of language

will be employed incessantly till distinctness is restored.

When derivation takes place, there will be indistinctness for

a time, but that time will not be long. The senses of

primitive man were clear, and gave him distinct informa-

tion. His roots then must have been correspondingly clear

in their shape.

Note IY.

Reserved evidence.

In order to be brief, nothing scarcely has in the foregoing

paper been said of the Kwang Yiin. This dictionary gives

valuable evidence in the point argued in this paper. Its date

is about a.d. 600. In it we find the following proportions

of space occupied by the six final letters known to ancient

Chinese :

—

M pages 33 P pages 16

N „ 102 T „ 33

NG „ 81 K „ 51

From all the facts open to us, the proportion here is to be

explained only on the hypothesis of change from tn to n and

tiff, and of p to t and lc. The proportion assigned here to

ng, n, t, k is much greater, without doubt, than it was in the

time of Confucius.

Notwithstanding this, many words which are now heard

with ng have m in the Kwang Yiin, and similar facts occur

under other finals. To some minds this circumstance, the

secular contraction of the area of m and p, and the corre-

sponding expansion of the area of the other finals, will con-

stitute a proof of considerable force for the thesis of this paper.

I have omitted the space occupied by words ending in

vowels. This would require amplification.
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Akt. VIII .— The Present State of Education in Egypt} By
II. CuNYNGHAME, Esq.

(Communicated through Mr. Habib Anthony Salmone, M. R.A.S.)

Volumes have been written about the political and financial

state of Egypt, but little attention has been directed to the

present condition of education in that country. Therefore

the results of a personal inspection of the schools in Cairo

may not be uninstructive, especially since the importance of

the subject has been strongly emphasized in Lord Dufferin’s

celebrated despatch (Feb. 6th, Egypt, No. 6, 1883).

Education in Egypt is not the simple matter that it may

at first sight appear
;

it is surrounded with difficulties, most

of them arising out of the wide difference between Oriental

ideas and those of Christian countries.

The present condition of Muhammadan thought may best

be understood by calling to mind the ideas prevalent in

Europe before the .Renaissance. "When we open a philo-

sophical or theological work of the middle ages, our chief

feeling is one of astonishment, both at the ideas expressed

an 1 the reasoning by which they are supported, and we are

inclined to wonder how any one in his senses can possibly

have possessed them, and more still at how they can have

influenced the age.

Take, for example, the reasoning of St. Thomas Aquinas

upon the question whether Angels are many or one. He
shows that scripture has clearly declared the existence of

many angels. But, again, not being material, they must

be forms—but a form means that which is, so to speak,

typical or ideal only; it lacks content. Now multifoldness

can only be given by content, that is, can only exist where

there is materiality. Hence then, on the other hand, reason

1 Read at tbe Monthly Meeting, loth November, 1886.

VOL. xix .—(new series.] 15
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requires us to conclude that the existence of many angels

is impossible. Here arises a difficulty, which however the

writer solves by pronouncing angels to be a genus—not a

species; and thus capable of being manifold, without being

material. We should call all this metaphysical jargon

resting on a series of unproved assumptions. Yet the

seraphic Doctor was the acutest intellect of his time, and

the writer whose works were considered the most ingenious,

convincing, and philosophical. The reason is that we have

lost the key by which to read his works. The key can be

found, but only with the aid of much archaeological groping

in dark corners.

The spirit of the middle ages was a spirit of authority in

matters mental as well as in things political. The ideal of a

true knight was unreasoning loyal allegiance, that of a true

saint unhesitating faith and obedience
;
and the knight and

the saint then formed the two ideals of holy human life.

As a result, science was paralyzed. Men were taught to

exclaim with St. Anselm, “ Credo ut intelligam.” Doubt

was proscribed, it was looked upon as unholy, and those who

expressed it openly were censured or burned. The chief field

of faith was in theology, but even in scientific matters, blind

belief was no less demanded. To a young student who

alleged he had discovered some new facts in natural history,

his teacher replied, “ Young man, this is not in Aristotle
;

I

counsel you to leave these vain inquiries and waste no more

time in the foolish pursuit of experiments. Head Aristotle

and become wise.”

And the studies of the middle ages were all of this

tendency. They are well described in Ilallam’s Middle Ages.

Theology, Logic, Rhetoric, and Law were the principal, but

those studies which are based on observation or experiment

hardly existed. Magic and witchcraft were firmly believed in;

and pilgrimage to shrines and beggary were considered as the

road to piety. Heretics were burned, and science discouraged.

But by degrees the renaissance came to dethrone the

principle of authority, to make the human conscience and

reason supreme
;
the study of natural science was placed by
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Bacon on its present experimental basis. Descartes founded

philosophy on a critical examination of the reason. Protes-

tantism dethroned the principle of authority in religious

matters. And in politics, a series of revolutions, sometimes

violent, sometimes peaceful, asserted the individual rights of

man. These considerations render most interesting a study

of Muhammadan life and thought. For to the Muhammadan

world the renaissance movement has never come, and there-

fore learning in the East is now almost exactly in the same

condition in which it was in Europe five or six hundred years

a^o. To the Muhammadan doctor the highest and noblest

effort of the human mind is an uncritical and unscientific

study of the complicated rules of Arabic grammar, rhetoric,

and poetry. He commits to memory thousands of precepts

from the Koran, and thousands of sentences from the poets.

His speech abounds in parables and elegant similes, involving

the most subtle and delicate verbal distinctions.

But all this is conducted in an entirely unscientific manner.

For instance, although knowledge of Arabic is prized far

above all other learning, and although, of all living tongues,

there is none that illustrates so splendidly the laws of develop-

ment of language, yet Arabic grammar is taught without

even a suspicion that such a science as etymology exists.

Indeed, to inquire into such matters would savour of impietv,

seeing that the great oracle of the language is the Koran,

which not only fixes the articles of belief, but also decides all

disputed grammatical questions. The most authentic copy

of this work is said to exist at Mecca, written out on ancient

skins of parchment. It is asserted not to contain one single

grammatical mistake, to be absolutely inimitable by any

human pen, and to be the standing miraculous proof of the

truth of the religion of Islam. It is not unnatural that he

who believes in the verbal inspiration of the Koran should

conclude that the grammar must be absolutely perfect.

Next in importance to the Koran are the Commentaries

upon it, which contain the precepts of the Muhammadan
Fathers, the traditionary sayings of the Prophet, and the

lives and miracles of Saints. In these commentaries there
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is much which is not in the Koran, and which is yet

tenaciously believed. In fact, very many of the most im-

portant ceremonial and religious beliefs and observances

rest solely upon tradition.

At one time the study of philosophy and logic threatened

to produce on the doctrines of Islam an effect somewhat

similar to that of the scholastic philosophy in Europe upon

the doctrines of the church. Thus the question was raised

whether the Koran was uncreate and eternal, subsisting in

the essence of God from all time, or whether it was created

by Him
;

a controversy which A1 Ghazili attempted to

reconcile by saying that the word of God was in His mind

from eternity, but that the transcription thereof was an act

of creation. The matter appears finally to have been left to

the discretion of believers, but not before great numbers

on both sides had been imprisoned, whipped, and executed

for heresy. Again, the questions with what body believers

shall be raised up
;
whether angels and animals will be raised

up as well as men
;
whether a perfectly sinless being could

be the author of evil
;
whether punishment after death shall

be eternal
;
and like matters were the subjects of active

dispute. Had this tendency of thought prevailed, it might

have prepared the Oriental mind for the advent of something

corresponding to our renaissance movement, which raised

conscience to the position of a fountain of knowledge and

supreme guide in spiritual matters, and made the reason the

ultimate judge in the domain of science. But it bore no

fruit and died away. The philosophical sects were branded

as unorthodox, and philosophy itself was regarded as impious.

In Spain, indeed, there were not wanting signs of a coming

change of thought, but the fall of the power of the Moors

put an end to it.

The only movement which in any way resembled the

change of thought in Europe was the rise of the Wahabees,

a sect of violent puritans, who forbad luxury and destroyed

shrines, not respecting even that of the Prophet.

And thus it happens that although in the East learning

is regarded with the highest veneration, yet it has never
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attained to a scientific altitude. The learned Ilakim con-

siders a knowledge of thousands of precepts from the Koran

and the Commentaries as the highest form that theology can

take, and the dry rules of Arabic grammar as the principal

department of secular learning. Modern science, physics,

and chemistry, are looked upon partly as a series of childish,

conjuring tricks, and partly as the result of intercourse with

evil spirits. Educated Europeans coming into contact with

a temper of mind like this are usually at first quite unable

to believe or comprehend the contempt in which they and

their learning are held, a contempt not perhaps wholly un-

mixed with a sort of awe, but a contempt deeply embittered

by religious hatred.

In Egypt the struggle between the old and the new ideas

is most actively going on, and therefore the education

question affords the interesting spectacle of a battle-ground,

in which the ancient Arabian learning is brought face to face

with the knowledge of the West. And this struggle is all

the more intense because Cairo has always been considered the

fountain-head of Arabic literature, and therefore the war

is, as it were, being waged in the very capital of the enemy.

It is on this account that a short survey of the schools at

Cairo is so interesting, and so instructive.

Before the advent of Europeans to Egypt., the education

of the natives depended on two institutions, the Kuttab or

writing schools, and the University. The Kuttab schools

were frequented by boys from the earliest age up to puberty,

and still remain the primary schools of the country. The

little children are collected in some dirty shop or room which

would at once be condemned by a sanitary inspector. Here

they are placed under the care of a teacher at a cost of about

threepence per month per head, and provided with sheets of

tinned iron, such as are used to make kitchen utensils. On
these, passages from the Koran are written out in ink, and

the children learn the verses by rote, and to read by repeating

the passages over and over again, while they look or pre-

tend to look at the slate. It is a curious sight to see the

little things clothed in long shirts of brightly coloured cotton,
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squatting on the floor and rapidly swinging their bodies

backwards and forwards, while they patter away at the

lesson that not one of them understands
;
for even men are

unable to understand the Koran without a commentary.

The instructor, a peaceful, gentle-looking man, who is gener-

ally incapable of explaining a single word to the children,

corrects the exercise in a dreamy way until one of those

periods of energy comes to him that generally interrupt the

indolent repose of Orientals, and then the children are

smacked and thumped for a time until things relapse into

their original quiet.

The boys are also taught to sing in a manner reminding

one of Gregorian chants. They use no desks to write at,

holding their slate or paper inclined in their hands. It is

impossible to write on paper in any other way. For as they

use the right hand to write from right to left, a steel pen is

inadmissible, for its point, driven forwards like a plough,

would penetrate the paper. This therefore requires the use

of a soft reed. But ink will not remain in a reed without

flowing to the point and making blots, unless the reed is

held nearly horizontal, which therefore necessitates the paper

being inclined to the horizontal nearly at an angle of 45°.

This is the reason why Arabs always hold up a piece of

paper in the hollow of their hands when they wish to write.

The difficulty can be surmounted by the use of a small

sliding metal tongue, placed in the hollow of the reed to

retain the ink, but I could not find that such a device had

ever been used.

Most of the Kuttab schools are dirty in the extreme,

clusters of flies hang round the eyes of the children, and in

many the smell is intolerable. In some of the school-rooms,

even where the children were under seven years of age, I

observed that the falaka was used,—a thick stick with a loop

of cord in it, to which their feet are strapped down while

they are being bastinadoed. It is found that a free use of

the rod is a wonderful stimulator of the memory, if it does

not much assist the reason. The children appear happy, and

there are altogether about 130,000 of them in the Kuttub
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schools. If the rooms are dirty and unhealthy, it must be

remembered that so also are most of the peasants’ houses

throughout Egypt.

As soon as boys have reached about the age of fourteen

years, they cease to attend the Kuttab schools, and then, if

they are to become learned men, they go to the University

at the Mosque al Azhar, situated in the centre of the native

quarter in Cairo. If the scholar is poor, a pittance is doled

out to him to live upon, and he sleeps on the floor of the

Mosque, an example how little the true student requires.

His education is completed in from three to seven years.

He is taught commentaries on the Koran, a further mass of

undigested tradition is committed to his memory, and then

he commences the study called law, but which mostly consists

of a knowledge of ceremonial observances. This education

is then completed by a short course of logic, rhetoric and the

art of constructing verses, and behold our young professor

now equipped with all the learning of his ancestors, prepared

for each point of controversy with a perfect armoury of wise

saws and ancient instances, looking down from his pinnacle

on the hateful heresies and foolish learning of the West.

The similarity of this course of instruction with those of the

Universities in the middle ages is too striking to escape the

most cursor}' view.

To correct the defects of this method of study has been the

chief task of the modern Egyptian Educational Department.

They have, however, been strenuously opposed by the Wakf,

or body of Muhammadan Ecclesiastical Endowment Commis-

sioners, who are exceedingly jealous of any interference with

the old system, and whose efforts have hitherto been completely

successful in preventing any changes being made. Thus,

while the Education Department has on paper the power of

inspecting the Kuttab schools, it has never been exercised,

for fear of the storm which would be raised, and auy attempt

to interfere in the slightest degree with the hotbed of

fanaticism in the Al Azhar would be out of the question.

The efforts of the department have therefore been confined

to the foundation of an improved system of primary and
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secondary schools of their own, at which attendance is volun-

tary. They have thus erected a series of new institutions

side by side with the old ones, and which are so far recog-

nized by the A1 Azhar, that sheiks or holy teachers of

religion and Arabic are sent from the University to the

various Government Schools, wherever they are required.

But religion is not made compulsory. The Government has

not attempted the formation of elementary schools on a wide

scale, therefore their primary schools are still mainly re-

cruited from the Kuttab. The primary school destined to

serve as a model to the others is the “ Nassiret,” and

is a very excellent institution.

It contains 400 day boys and 300 boarders. It is ex-

ceedingly clean, and the boys look very happy. They are

taught English, French, arithmetic, and drawing, and in fact

the elements of a primary education. The age of twelve

is the upper limit. I saw some very good elementary Arabic

text-books for teaching English. They had been printed in

Cairo. The fee for board and lodging and teaching is £14

a year. Day boys pay less, and some are admitted gratis.

Of these schools there are twenty-nine in Egypt, I was

informed, with a total of about 4000 scholars.

Next in ascending order after the primary schools comes

the preparatory school, mainly designed for those who intend

to follow the learned professions, or to enter the service of

the state. It is situated close to the Khedivial Library

at Cairo, in which is contained perhaps the most magnificent

collection of Arabic manuscripts in the world. In the pre-

paratory school instruction is given in modern languages,

Arabic, arithmetic, a little chemistry, geography and drawing.

The school-house is a good one, being an ancient palace

(as is the case with most of the public buildings in Cairo).

It contains hot and cold bath sheds, a rough gymnasium, and

two playgrounds, in which it is attempted to make the boys

speak French and English during play-hours. About one-

third of the pupils sleep in the school, in clean, airy dormi-

tories. The food looks nice and well cooked. They sit, of

course, Arab fashion, eating with the right baud out of the
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dish (being the hand destined for all cleanly purposes). The

store-room and kitchen are guarded all day by sentries

selected from among the boys, who see the food weighed out,

cooked, and watch it till it is brought up to table. No cor-

poral punishment is allowed, but offenders are imprisoned in

small cells. This prohibition of moderate corporal punish-

ment is a decided mistake. Boys of spirit are sometimes

obliged to be removed from the school, who could easily be

dealt with if the cane were allowed. The management

of the school is in the French manner, the boys being more

watched than would be the case under an English system.

On entering the class-rooms, several characteristic traits

of the Egyptian boy present themselves at once, even to the

most casual observer. The first is their extraordinary docility

and desire to learn. An English schoolmaster could hardly

believe such angelic boys existed out of Paradise. This is no

mere pretence, it is the fact, and is attested by all engaged in

teaching here. Again, the absence of mischief is remark-

able. They are being taught in an old palace, the walls of

which are still decorated with Arabic paintings, and yet I

could nowhere see one trace of wilful damage. English boys

would have put pipes into the mouths of all the peacocks,

and scratched their names everywhere. The next character-

istic is their extraordinary self-confidence. If a boy is

selected to do a sum before the class, he steps up at once,

without a trace of embarrassment, and goes on in a firm

decided tone. No mistake abashes him, and he rarety pauses

to think.

But, on the other hand, the boys are tiresome to teach on

this very account. They are so glib, so easily satisfied, and

so quick, that they float over the surface of a subject without

sounding its depths, and constantly mistake a knowledge of

words for a knowledge of things. This fault is mostly due

to the pernicious system adopted in the Kuttab schools. I

do not for a moment suggest that a knowledge of the Koran

is not most desirable for Muhammadans. Too great inroads

are being made already on their religion. Wine-drinking,

the eating of prohibited food, and unlawful pleasures of all
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kinds, are unfortunately only becoming too common in

Egypt
;
and a class of men has arisen in Cairo who have

imitated Parisian vices, without acquiring European virtues
;

who are neither good Muhammadans, good Christians, nor

even good Infidels.

It is the spectacle of these effeminate luxurious young

men, who come back from Paris with the airs of the monkey

who had seen the world, that excites the scorn of the strict

and self-denying devotees of the Muhammadan religion, and

greatly retards the progress of civilization and improvement.

Fortunately there are bright exceptions, hut the Egyptian

nature is so keenly susceptible to the allurements of pleasure,

that great care ought to be taken to place those students who

go to Europe in positions where they will not be too much

exposed to temptations. But while religious instruction in

the Kuttab schools ought by all means to be encouraged,

yet the Koran might be made, like the Bible, a means of

imparting moral truth combined with instructive history.

This is not done, the poor little children’s nascent powers are

warped and stunted, and the results appear when their higher

education is attempted.

Although the Egyptian boy is deficient in inventive

capacity, acts from impulse, is wayward and changeable in

mind, and, as I have endeavoured to show, is stunted as to

his reasoning faculties, he is not without other compensating

advantages. He has a vivid imagination, quick perception,

and a power of intuitively sympathizing with others. He is

therefore by nature more or less of an artist, and this is

shown by the most cursory inspection of the drawings done

at any of these schools.

Difficulties, it is true, formerly presented themselves, owing

to the Koranic precept against images, which had been in-

terpreted to mean all representations of things which have

life. This difficulty has been surmounted
;

for the sheiks of

the mosques who teach in the government schools have lately

decided that the word “ image ” must be restricted to sculp-

ture. As a result, the boys have all begun to copy heads

from the flat, and that with the most remarkable ability. I
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was so incredulous that the boys had actually done unassisted

the drawings shown to me, that I watched them at work.

The result left no doubt whatever as to their powers. Un-

fortunately they were badly provided with copies. There

were a few good crayons from the antique, but for the most

part the boys were set to work on lithographs of heads such

as were in vogue for books of beauty half a century ago ;
of

languishing females with braided hair in loops, and holding

nosegays of flowers or baskets of fruit, or perhaps a captive

bird. Nevertheless, the real appreciation of form and the

combined delicacy and spirit in handling were surprising for

boys so young, and would bear comparison with any drawing

school in England or France.

After the preparatory school come the applied schools of

languages, law, engineering, medicine, arts and manufac-

tures, and military science. I do not propose to weary you

with a detailed account of them all, but only to notice a few

of their salient characteristics.

In the school of languages I found the young men rather

backward, in spite of the pains taken to teach them and the

evident trouble they take to learn. The fault, I think,

proceeds from the want of good text-books. I found the

French master translating a French grammar into Arabic

for the boys to copy out, which, of course, caused a great

waste of time. In the English class I dictated a few

sentences to one of the boys selected at random, who wrote

them out remarkably well. I then entered into conversation

with the class, choosing the subject of astronomy, in order to

see what their ideas were on this point. Some of the better

instructed told me that the earth was 455 miles from the sun

and revolved in 44 hours, which I think was a mistake for 24

hours. On further interrogation, it appeared that these boys

had learned this from Europeans or from other boys in the

engineering school
;
but the ignorance of the class in general

on these simple matters was really disgraceful. It showed

that they had never had even the most elementary scientific

instruction. Not one boy in the class knew the names of the

planets, nor how many there were, and on my telling them
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that the planets were named by the Europeans after certain

ancient gods, I was amused at the face of horror with which

one of the boys asked if Englishmen believed in those gods.

He appeared greatly relieved when he learned that the

English were not polytheists. An obstacle formerly in the

way of astronomical studies has been removed by the recent

discovery of no less than nineteen texts in the Koran which

show that the earth goes round the sun. The interpretations of

certain other passages which had suggested a contrary opinion

are therefore now discredited.

The Polytechnic, or Engineering school, is mostly taught

by French professors. From this school came the late

Astronomer-Royal of Egypt, a man of remarkable scientific

knowledge. Here, again, the defects of early education

glaringly appear, a strong tendency being exhibited to

imitate those persons who learn Euclid by rote, without

understanding it. The drawing in this school was quite

remarkable; nothing better could be desired as far as artistic

execution was concerned. A black boy from the Soudan,

who had been about three years under instruction, had

shaded and coloured a drawing of an engine in a manner

that would bear comparison with the best work done in

England.

The school of medicine is being largely extended. It is

situated close to a hospital, and here, also, the manipulative

power of the young men was exhibited by the delicacy of

their skill in dissection. The great difficulty is that there

are no good medical text-books in Arabic. A law is shortly

to be proposed making it compulsory on all medical students

to be able to read with facility one European language—an

excellent regulation, which, as the Arabs are very expert at

languages, will not entail much hardship.

The Ecole des Arts et Metiers presents the usual features

of a technical workshop on the French system. The boys

are being well taught. One of the difficulties with them is

that they greatly dislike the European fashion of standing

up to their work instead of squatting. Here were being

made every conceivable kind of machinery and furniture.
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I saw agricultural machines, patent American wringing

machines, models of all kinds, and some very well-executed

chairs, tables, and wardrobes. But by far the most striking

sight was the beautiful decoration of the walls and ceilings

in Old Arabian and Moorish patterns. Xothing better could

have been desired than these elaborate traceries in gold and

colours. They had mostly been taken from the illuminations

in the magnificent collections at the Khedivial Library. The

walls of many of the rooms were painted in oil with maps of

various countries, in which the most delicate sense of the

harmony of colour was apparent.

JIow much it is to be regretted that the moneyed classes

in Cairo prefer to ornament their houses and public buildings

with a poor imitation of modern French and Italian decora-

tions, instead of the beautiful designs of their own country.

I have seen palace after palace, which the foil}" of the past

rulers of Egypt has erected, enormous piles of stucco and

plaster, covered with rococco ornament and painted to imitate

marble. Many millions must have been spent on these

palaces, filled as they are with badly-made furniture of the

style of Louis XV., and yet I do not recollect having seen in

any one of them a sign that the native artists of Egypt have

been employed. Their foundatious are crumbling, and most

of them will soon be heaps of ruins, to be remembered only

by the part they have borne in producing that gigantic debt,

which still, like an incubus, weighs down the prosperity of

Egypt. Let us hope that if the aspirations of the Egyptians

towards freedom from foreign intervention are ever realized,

they will mark its advent by a return to their own archi-

tecture. They have two styles to choose from, both indi-

genous to the soil, and both suitable to the climate, viz. the

ancient Egyptian and the mediaeval Arabian. Of both they

possess the finest specimens which exist. TXhat a pity it is,

that they, from whom the world has learnt so much in the

arts of decoration and architecture, should neglect their own
native art and allow their own native artists to starve, while

they introduce foreigners from abroad to supply them with

an article of a poor and degraded character. The chief
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defect in Cairo at present is the absence of general technical

instruction for the craftsmen, and their repugnance to learn.

The handicrafts in Egypt are in a very had condition. For

instance, the work done by the jewellers is simply disgraceful.

Slovenly, careless ornament is patched on gold and silver,

which only the sharpest vigilance of the purchaser can pre-

vent from being recklessly adulterated, and the tools em-

ployed in the jewellers’ bazaar would disgrace the Kaffirs.

Considering the present cheap price of English and American

tools, and the excellent manipulative power of Egyptians,

they ought to be exporting jewelry, instead of seeing all the

best work taken before their ejrns by foreigners.

Nor is the artistic skill of the Egyptian inferior to that

of any other race. At Thebes such wonderful forgeries of

Egyptian antiquities are made, that even experienced persons

are deceived by them. It is not only the things that are

imitated, but the very spirit of the ancient workman that has

been reproduced. A good collection of such forgeries would

be quite an acquisition to any museum. At Luxor, a donkey-

boy taken at random, and provided with my knife and some

limestone, did a series of excellent miniature copies of the

cartouches of the principal kings. The pottery all along the

river is justly admired for its graceful form, and yet the

bazaars are full of French and English crockery, to the

exclusion of native work. The clay is to be had, the men

exist, but unfortunately the education and the enterprise as

yet are wanting.

No more interesting effort could be made than a wise

attempt under suitable guidance to revive and restore the

dying Arabian industries.

In conclusion, it may be remembered, that while the

Egyptians have much to learn in the matter of education,

they have been making efforts which demand the highest

praise and encouragement. They have to contend with

religious prejudice, the enmity of the University, and the

indifference of foreign powers, and this too in the face of a

deficient revenue. If we condemn some of the faults of their

educational system, is it not true that our own is also full of
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defects, and that too with far less excuse for them ? It is a

fortunate thing for the country that the immediate super-

vision of education in Egypt is now in the hands of one who

is probably the most highly cultivated of all the ministers,

and the most thoroughly acquainted of all with European

education. Yacoub Artin Pasha is a man who has travelled

widely, and has not travelled in vain. Keen to seize new

ideas, and yet cautious in applying them, under his hands

and with the interest which the Khedive (a sincere and pious

Muhammadan) has always taken in education, the schools are

slowly being moulded into shape, and bid fair, in time, to

become really satisfactory.

Above all, it ought to be recognized that in order to

improve the Muhammadans, we must learn to understand

them. In former days they showed themselves keenly suscep-

tible to the Greek learning. If they now persecute heretics,

is it more than Europeans were doing not so very long ago ?

They are capable of being deeply influenced by Europeans
;

but such influence, to be permanent and salutary, ought to

work from within through the medium of ideas, rather than

be exerted by means of external force.

Note as to Arabic pens .—The difficulty of writing Arabic

on paper placed horizontally may be surmounted by the

device which I here exhibit, and which consists of an elastic

tongue of metal placed under the pen. I have tried a great

many experiments, but none succeeds so well as this. These

pens may also be used for writing in Gothic characters, and

the peculiar nature of Gothic alphabets, combined with the

fact that in old pictures the monks are always represented

writing with very inclined desks, makes it not unlikely that

they used reed pens. Nor would it be surprising that the

mediaeval art of illumination in Europe was got from the

Arabs, from whom almost all mediaeval learning was derived.

A further advantage of this pen is that it holds so much
ink that a great many words may be written without dipping

it again in the inkstand.
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Art. IX .—The Tri-Ratna. By Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.

In the very valuable paper on “ Early Buddhist Symbolism ”

contributed to the July issue of the Journal by Mr. Sewell,

we have many interesting statements showing the possible

influence of the West upon Indian symbolism. These,

however, do not, to my mind, lead to the conclusion

Mr. Sewell desires to establish
;

and, in fact, he contents

himself with the assertion that the swastika is emblematic of

sun-motion, that the chakra represents the sun, and that the

trisula “is nothing more nor less than a conventionalized

scarab—a sun-emblem.” The first two assertions seem to

have been considered self-evident
;

but, in support of the

last, several remarkable coincidences are brought together.

In my opinion, the difficulty in understanding these

symbols arises from looking too far afield for an explanation.

We may take it as a rule that all old symbols were intended

to represent simple ideas, which in the course of time lost

their original meaning, and assumed technical or mystical

import. It is safe to conclude that Buddhistic emblems form

no exception to this general rule. It is needful to bear

in mind, also, that there are two Buddhas and two

Buddhisms,—the one is the real reformer and the doctrines

which he preached
;
and the other is the imaginary pre-

existent omnipotent being, with his endless co-equal repeti-

tions, and the complicated speculations to which he and they

stand sponsor. Enquirers who rest entirely upon the ideas

of modern Buddhists, and on the Vaipulya-Sutras, will be

carried into the realms of imaginary antiquity with its

cycles of Buddhas and Bodhisattwas, inculcating crudities

and profundities, that may as well be deduced from the sun,

or the moon, or from any other equally remote source. We
should steadily keep before our minds the fact that the

Buddha who gave rise to all this wonderment was a

Rationalist of very pronounced type, who set his face

against metaphysical speculation. 1 1 is object was to draw

his countrymen away from idle dreaming, and to teach
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them to concentrate their efforts on the practical duties of

life. This is clearly seen by the authoritative words of the

rock-cut and pillar inscriptions, by the incidental statements

of old Hindu plays, by the express assertion of the Vishnu-

Purana, and even by a discriminative reading of Buddhist

literature itself. This being so, we may be sure that all

really Buddhistic emblems originated in simple, rational, and

practical ideas.

This historical Buddha, as is well known, accepted the

prevailing opinions of his compatriots on a variety of subjects

which did not conflict with his own leading ideas. He seems

to have held the Agnostic view of personal Deity, which left

his followers to branch off into two sects, one theistic, the

other atheistic. He accepted the notion of a future state,

but left its nature undefined
;
deeming it sufficient that man-

kind should know how the lamp of life was to be blown out

(Nirt&na). His reticence on this point has caused all the

curious inquiries of succeeding generations as to what he

desired us to understand by Nirvana. He did not invent, he

accepted the theory of metempsychosis. He saw that births

and deaths were continually taking place
;

and as “ misery”

arising from “desire” reigns supreme in life, the only way
to attain beatitude seemed to be to strip the living prin-

ciple of “ desire,” until perfect apathy stopped its vital

functions. Buddha seems to have wished to induce his

countrymen to abandon traditional dogmas based on

revelation, and to accept instead thereof reason as the

efficient guide in matters of faith. Reason, he held,

teaches us that a pure moral life produces happiness

in this world
;

and, by subjugating desire, destroys all

wish for life and the things of sense, and thus accomplishes

the Nirvana or cessation of transmigratory births. The
Parinirtana-Sutra shows that Buddhism carefully abstained

from describing Nirvana with any definiteness
;

and the

same book makes Buddha say that he “ entangles himself

with no such questions .... What I deal with are the

questions of sorrow, accumulation, extinction, and the way.

I explain and analyse these truths : here is my field

VOL. XIX.—[new sekies.] 16
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of speculation
;

therefore I exclude and ignore all other

questions, all preferences, or questions about transmigrations

or idle and vain questions. I devote myself wholly to moral

culture, so as to arrive at the highest condition of Moral

Rest.” 1 A man whose purpose in life can be thus stated

by his disciples is not likely to be connected with solar

myths.

Starting from a rational basis, it is not difficult to explain

the emblems found in Buddhist sculpture. And the very

first remark I have to make destroys all chance of connecting

the Trisula with the sacred scarab. The Trisula is the three-

pronged object on the top of the illustrations in the paper

of Mr. Sewell on which I am commenting. It is a term

never applied to the circular object found underneath it. The

two objects are totally distinct, and are often represented

separately in different places, and for different purposes.

This could never be the case if they formed parts of one

object
;

for there is no sense in depicting the front claws

of a scarab on one building, and his headless trunk on

another. Furthermore, when the two objects are placed

together, they are seen to be two separate things one

over the other, and not always in the same order, for

sometimes the Circle is above the Trisula. This annihilates

the scarab theory, but leaves the origin of the symbol still

open to question
;

I, therefore, add my explanation of the

symbols to which Mr. Sewell has called attention.

The Chakra is the “
circle ” or “ wheel,” symbolizing the

endless revolutions of births and deaths
;

also the eternity

of truth, the complete “circle” of the law, the progressive

character of the faith, and the universal predominance of its

power. The Chakra was a well-known sjuubol expressing

universal sovereignty, and was applied to many Indian Rajas

who were styled chakrav&rtin under the assumption that the

“ wheels ” of their chariots could revolve everywhere without

obstruction. Nothing could be more apt than to speak

of Buddha (who was of royal race) and his Law as

1 Rev. S. Beal's Catena, p. 183.
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chakrav&r/i or universal, and to depict it in sculpture

as a wheel. The common Buddhist expression for prayer

and preaching is “ to turn the wheel of the Law,” that

is to say, to spread the truth, and to give currency to the

views of the Tathagata. This expression is sufficient of itself

to explain the symbol, and to strip it of all allusion to

the Sun.

A circular object was also a very complete symbol for

Buddhism from another point of view
;
because, when filled

with petals instead of spokes, it represented the Lotos, a

flower which, from its calmly reposing on the water and

from peculiarities in its growth, beautifully symbolizes both

the endless cycle of births and deaths, and the still repose

of Nirvana. This, indeed, is the most common form which

the circular emblem assumes in Buddhism
;
and the special

connection of the Lotos with this creed is expressed in the

sacred formula “ Om ! mani padme hum!” “The jewel

(is) the lotos,” a phrase of special significance in all ages

and in all lands professing Buddhism. This object, as was

long ago pointed out in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal (vol. iv. p. 131), was “the emblem always borne by

a Chakravarti Baja, and a fortiori by Buddha.” Thus,

whether we regard the circular sj’mbol as a "Wheel or as a

Lotos, it is equally expressive of the well-known dogmas

of Buddhism.

The Trisula is an emblem of enormous importance to

Buddhism, as is seen by its universal diffusion in all ages

and in all places, and by the remarkable prominence always

given to it. Look where we will on Buddhistic work, there

we find this seal impressed. It caps pillars, it sits on

thrones, it is carried aloft on standards, it is impressed

on coins, and it adorns monuments in the greatest profusion.

At Sanchi this singular device forms the most striking

object in the whole building
;

and at Amravati countless

representations of it are adorned with the richest ornamen-

tation. It is clear, therefore, that it must represent some

idea of universal acceptance among Buddhists; and some
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idea, also, of pre-eminent importance to the professsor of

that religion.

If we examine this symbol apart from the circular object

on which it is so often mounted, we shall see that it is shaped

exactly like the old Indian letter y. No amount of

donation materially alters its shape
;

the two arms are, at

times, forked, or tridented, or floriated
;

the central stem

may be shortened or almost disappear
;

but, in despite of

all such changes, its original character is never lost, it

remains a T throughout.

We have now to see whether the history of Buddhism

furnishes us with any watchword or expression which might

fairly be held to render the letter Y a recognizable sign of

that faith, sufficiently distinctive to stamp anything on

which it might be found as Buddhistic. There is such a

formula in the celebrated phrase beginning Ye Dharma.

This formula is now, and always has been, the shibboleth

of Buddhism, the great confession of faith, daily and hourly

repeated by every member of that community. The sentence

Ye Dharma, etc., was considered the quintessence of all

doctrine, the expression of the four truths, the perfect

exposition of the faith, the recognition of the saving power

of Dharma, and of the exalted wisdom of the Tathagata.

These facts seem to me naturally and satisfactorily to explain

why the letter Y was used to symbolize Dharma, or the

doctrines of Buddha, and why it so frequently recurs on

all Buddhistic monuments. There being no personal Deity

in early Buddhism, and Dharma, or the Law, being a lifo

of virtue and benevolence, it is clearly impossible to invest

it with outward shape for the purpose of depicting it in

plastic art. When, therefore, it became desirable to repre-

sent the Faith in sculpture, what could better serve the

purpose than the first, or most prominent, word of the sacred

formula which was held to give full expression to it, more

especially when that word consisted of a single consonant ?

But we need not depend solely on reasoning for the

ultimate decision
;

because the sculptures at Amravati have

representations of wheels with the letter Fattached round the
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periphery. Tliese can only bo intended to represent praying-

wheels, with the Ye Dharmd attached to them, in the way
now daily practised in all parts of the present Buddhistic

area. One example in illustration is here given, in which a

devotee is standing by, evidently receiving the benefit of the

revolving prayers, indicated by the Ye Dharmd on slips of

paper attached to the edge of the wheel.

Another discovery results from the recognition of this

letter Y as the Ye Dharmd and the emblem of the Law
;
for

it enables us to recognize the object so frequently spoken of

in Buddhist literature as the Tri-Ratna. This is known to

mean Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha conjoined
; but the

command to “ worship the Chaitya and the Tri-Ratna ”

implies that the latter had some sculptural form to which

adoration could be paid. Just such an object is met with in

great profusion in all Buddhist remains, consisting of the

Trisula, the Chakra, and a supporting stem or stand, often

terminating in an impression of the Sacred Feet of Buddha.

Any student of Buddhism will instantly recognize the

object of w’hich I am speaking, and will be aware of the

prominence accorded to it in Buddhistic art. It is constantly

found on both sides of doorways, or mounted on thrones as

a special object of adoration. The stem on which the

Chakra and Trisula rest is often represented as the trunk

of a tree, from which protrude short branches from top to

bottom, on which are conventional leaves, and, at times, also

necklaces of jewels.
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This combination is certainly intended to represent the

Tri-Ratna—the Trisula representing Dharma, the Chakra

representing Buddha, and the stem with its leaves repre-

senting Sangha, the congregation of the faithful—the

whole blended into one figure, of -which Dharma is the

head, Buddha is the body and heart, and Sangha is the

limbs, terminating in the Sacred Feet.

But I must here point out another circumstance, viz.

that, instead of a tree-like stem, the Chakra and Trisula

at times rest upon parallelograms, as may be seen in Mr.

Sewell’s illustrations, Figures 1 and 15 ;
and it is not a little

remarkable that these parallelograms are, I believe, always

four in number, almost obviously intended to symbolize the

Four Castes. The Sangha, or congregation, consisted of

members of each of the castes
;
for all caste distinctions were

abrogated by the Law of Buddha. A curious confirmation

of this explanation is found in the figures of Jagannath, the

bodies of which rest upon four upright stems, as though

intended to symbolize that, under that form of the faith, the

castes are co-ordinate, none being superior or inferior to the

others.

From the foregoing facts it seems to me clear that the

Trisula is simply the letter Y, symbolizing the formula Ye

Dharma, or the Buddhistic faith
;
and that, in combination

with the Chakra (symbolical of Buddha, and the universality

of his dominion), supported by the objects representing the

four castes, or Sangha, constituted the Tri-Ratna so con-

stantly spoken of in Buddhist books. This gives a precise

and natural explanation of the figure on the gateways at

Sanclii, shown by Mr. Sewell in his Fig. 15. It is, in

reality, the Tri-Ratna, or combination of Dharma, Buddha,

and Sangha, so passionately extolled by ancient Buddhists

as an object of adoration, and hence placed in the most

conspicuous position by the architects of the building.

The emblem -which remains to be spoken of is the

Swastika
;

and it will strip this of much superstition to

remark that it is so called from the Sanskrit prefix su ‘good,’
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* excellent,’ and the verbal form asti ‘ existing,’ followed

by the adjectival affix ka. It may be taken to mean, literally,

“ excellently-existent,” or “what exists perfectly”; and is

\ised as a substantive implying benediction or good fortune.

It is a kind of antithet to udstikn ‘ non-existent,’ which,

as a substantive, means an atheist. The Swastika was

impressed upon objects as a mark of good fortune
; but it

was a symbol of special sanctity in the estimation of

Buddhists, for it is not infrequently repi’esented in the

position of greatest honour on the seat of a throne, with, in

some cases, adoring devotees around.

It deserves notice that the arms of the Swastika symbol do

not always point in the same direction. They point to the

right or left with seeming indifference, many being shaped

thus and others in the reverse direction, thus pj-l. The

lines are not always angular, sometimes they are rounded
;

others again consist of a plain cross with four added

ornaments; .while others consist of a complicated arrangement

of intertwining lines, departing widely from what is taken

to be the primitive type. When resting on a throne it is

constantly depicted as a kind of cake, like our “ hot-cross-

buns,” thus . These peculiarities, to which attention

has never, that I am aware, been drawn, militate against the

idea that this symbol represents the motion of the Sun
;
for

the sun is not likely to have been depicted as revolving in

opposite directions, or as getting into a complicated whirl.

This curious object, in reality, represents simply a given

space divided into four equal parts, united in the centre
;

and this suggests a metaphorical combination of the four

castes united in a common society, the bent divisional arms

of which appear to indicate revolution or recurrence, i.e. the

endless revolution of recurring births and deaths. When
looked at carefully, each side, as it revolves, suggests the

figure of the Trisula, the emblem of Dharma, while the

whole circulating object represents the Chakra or Buddha;
and the four compartments depict the four castes or Sangha.

Thus this venerated symbol presents us with the most
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condensed form of the Tri-Ratna
;
and ascribing to it that

meaning, we have a full and satisfactory explanation of its

wide diffusion over every district to which Buddhism

penetrated. It is quite possible that this distinctly Buddhist

emblem may have an accidental resemblance to some other

object venerated by other nations
;

but before any real

relationship can be claimed, the various distinguishing

features of each should be carefully noted and compared,

and the probability of borrowing should be reasonably

ascertained. The figure is a very simple one, not requiring

much skill to invent, and might well have suggested itself

to many people to represent many different ideas. I may
mention that the old Indian letters SUSTK, the essential

characters of Sustaha, the Pali form of the word, when

superposed as a monogram, form a symbol exactly like the

Swastika emblem. It may, therefore, like the Trisula, be

merely a monogram.

Whatever may be thought of my attempt to rationalize

the Swastika mark, it seems to me perfectly clear (from an

examination of hundreds of specimens, and after considering

all that Maissey, Cunningham, Prinsep, Wilson, Burnouf, and

Fergusson have said on the subject) that the Trisula is the

letter Y, monogramatically depicting the Ye Dharma
;
and

that the Chakra symbolized the revolutions of birth and

death, and the universality of the dominion of Buddha’s

religion. Such explanations are not only reasonable in

themselves, and in precise accord with the ideas ascribed to

Sakya Muni, but they fully account for the important

positions accorded to these emblems in sculpture, and for

their combination as the so-called Tri-Ratna, or their separa-

tion into individual symbols on coins, etc.

Although differing from Mr. Sewell in the powers I would

ascribe to the symbols of Buddhism, I gladly recognize the

value and research of Mr. Sewell’s paper. The sincerity and

modesty his paper exhibits lead mo to think that he will

welcome any suggestions tending to elucidate a subject in

which he evidently takes deep interest.
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Art. X.—Description of the Nolle Sanctuary at Jerusalem

in 1470 a.d., by Kamal (or Shams) act Din as Suyuti.

Extracts Re-translated by Guv i.e Strange, M.R.A.S.

Preliminary Remarks.

‘ Traduttore traditore .'—Italian Proverb.

Among the many useful works that have appeared under

the auspices of ‘The Oriental Translation Fund of Great

Britain and Ireland,’ none is pei’haps more palpably open to

criticism than the Rev. J. Reynolds’ History of the Temple

of Jerusalem. 1 To judge from the translation, Mr. Reynolds

had, to begin with, but a very imperfect knowledge of Arabic,

and, in the second place, from the extraordinary blunders

he makes, he can have put himself to no pains whatever to

become acquainted, by means of plans, and the descriptions

of modern travellers, with the localities of which the Arab

author speaks. It is not my present purpose to re-edit

and correct Mr. Reynolds’ work, for the book runs to some

550 pages, large 8vo., and it may safely be asserted that

there is not a single one of his pages that would not require

considerable alteration, to make it a tolerably exact rendering

of his author’s text. Moreover, the pages of the Royal Asiatic

Society’s Journal hardly afford room for so lengthy a work.

I must therefore content myself with giving the headings of

each of the seventeen chapters, and shall only translate such

passages in the text as have seemed to me of most importance

from an archaeological or architectural point of view, and

for throwing light on the vexed question of the sites of the

Holy Places.

1 The History of the Temple of Jerusalem, translated from the Arabic MS.
of the Imam Jalal ad Din as Siuti, with notes and dissertations by the ReY. J.

Reynolds, B.A., etc. London, 1836.

yol. six .—[new series.] *17
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It is necessary, however, before passing on to the book

itself, to point out that Mr. Reynolds has made a first

mistake in ascribing the work to the Imam Jalal ad Din as

Suyuti. Jalal ad Din as Suyuti is an extremely well known

personage to any one who has turned over the pages of

Sale’s “ Koran,” and is principally known by his numberless

exegetical works on the Kuran and the traditions, his

“ History of the Caliphs” (translated by H. S. Jarrett, 1881),

with various dictionaries, etc., etc.
;

for, according to the

catalogue he himself gives of his writings, their number

exceeded 300, and they treat of every subject that came

under the cognizance of the learned in Islam. The details

of Jalal ad Din as Suyuti’s life are perfectly well known.

He was born in a.h. 849 at Asiut, in Upper Egypt, and he

died in a.h. 911 as a recluse in his garden on the Island

of Roda above Cairo. With this most learned personage

Shams ad Din as Suyuti, the author of the book Mr. Reynolds

took in hand, has only in common that both were born at

Asiut. Shams ad Din as Suyuti gives a full account of

himself in the preface to the work which is now occupying

us. The date of his birth is not given, but he states that

after completing his education in the schools of Cairo, he

set out on the Pilgrimage to the Holy Cities, and reached

Mekka in a.h. 848 (a.d. 1444
;

that is to say, a j'ear

before Jalal ad Din, the other Suyuti, was born). After

spending a year at Mekka, he became tired of the place and

returned to Cairo. However, a year later he sets out with

his household, and paying a flying visit to the Tomb of the

Prophet at Medina, he proceeds on to Mekka once more,

and takes up his quarters for the next nine years in the

precincts of the Iva'abah.

In the beginning of a.h. 857 we find him back in Cairo,

occupying a position of trust in the household of one of the

nobles who attended tlio court of the Mamluk Sultans. It

had always been Suyuti’s wish to visit Jerusalem, and thus

complete his acquaintance with the Holy Cities of Islam

;

when, therefore, his patron was sent on a diplomatic mission

to Aleppo, he agreed to accompanj' him, in the hopes that
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from Aleppo they might return to Egypt, taking the Iloly

City on their way. Matters, however, fell out differently,

and it was only many years later, in a.h. 874, when he again

found himself at Damascus, that he was able to carry out

his long-deferred purpose of joining the caravan that was

going south to Jerusalem
;
he reached the Holy City in the

month of Ramadan of that same year (a.d. 1470). At

Jerusalem he wrote the work which is the subject of the

present paper, the title of which, Ithdf al Akhissd fi faddil

al Masjid al Aksd, may be rendered ‘ A Gift for Intimates

concerning the Merits of the Aksa Mosque.’

Although there is no manner of doubt as to our author’s

identity, his age, and the salient incidents of his biography,

some confusion, it must be allowed, exists as to his precise name.

One of the British Museum MSS. 1 calls him Shaikh Ibrahim,

while in another 2 he is Muhammad as Suyuti
;
and to render

this -matter still more puzzling, Hajji Khalfa, in his Biblio-

graphical Dictionary (ed. by Fluegel, No. 42), gives the name

of the author of the Ithdf as “ Kamal ad Din Muhammad ibn

Abu Sharif,” while the title-page of one of the Paris MSS. 3

calls him Al Minhaji as Suyuti. The point, however, is after

all of no great importance, the notable fact being that our

Suyuti has nothing whatever to do with the great com-

mentator Jalal ad Din ’Abd ar Rahman as Suyuti, who
was only born a year after our author, already of man’s

estate, was making his pilgrimage to Mekka.

Turning now from the man to his work, which, as before

noted, Suyuti compiled during his sojourn in the Holy
City, the MSS. all coincide in dividing it into seventeen

chapters preceded by an introduction, in which the author

recounts the main incidents of his life, and, in conclusion,

notes the names of the books on which he has mainly

depended for his materials. The most frequently quoted are

the following

:

1 B.M. Add. 7326.
2 Add. 7327.
3 Suppl. Arabe, 919. In the two other Paris MSS. (Arahe, 836, 838) he is

called Kamal ad Din Muhammad ihn Abi Sharif.
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I. Muthir al Gharam ila Ziyarat al Kuds wa ash. Sham

( The Exciter of Desire for Visitation of the Holy City and

Syria), by Jamal ad Din Abu Mahmud Ahmad al Makdisi

(the Hierosolymite). Of this work I was happy to find

three excellent MSS. in the collection of the Bibliotheque

Nationaleat Paris. 1 From the author’s own statement in his

preface, we learn that the Muthir was written at Jerusalem

in a.h. 752 (a.d. 1351). Of the writer’s personal history

all we know is that he was born in a.h. 714 (a.d. 1314), that

he gave lectures in the Tenkezieh College at Jerusalem, and

that he died at Cairo in a.h. 765 (a.d. 1364). 2

On comparing the Muthir with Suyuti’s work, I found

that what were, to me, the most interesting portions of the

latter, namely those relating to points of archaeological,

topographical, and historical interest, had been simply copied

verbatim et literatim by Suyuti (a.d. 1470) from the Muthir

(a.d. 1351), and further that Mujir ad Din (whose description

of Jerusalem was written in a.d. 1491) had to all appearanco

merely copied these same sections of the Muthir from

Suyuti. The Muthir, therefore, as the earliest authority I

have come upon for many of the more remarkable accounts

in Suyuti, has seemed to me worthy of special attention,

and as the MSS. of the Muthir are rare, I have not hesi-

tated to print the text of certain chapters or portions of

chapters of the Muthir which Suyuti has taken. Before,

however, passing on to other authorities quoted by Suyuti,

it may be wortli while to give in briefest summary the con-

tents of the Paris MSS. of the Muthir. The work is divided

into two parts.

1 Anciens fowls, Nos. 716, 841, 842. I may here take occasion to express

my grateful thanks to the authorities of the Bibliotheque Nationale, and to

Monsieur Delisle, the Director, in particular, for the liberal manner in which,

under a guarantee from our Embassy, he allowed me to borrow MSS. and carry

them off to my own house for copying. I must also add my cordial acknow-
ledgment of the favour extended to me by the Director of the Royal Library

of Munich, who during the vacation, when the library is generally closed to

the public, gave mo free use of the many treasures that are stored on its

shelves.
2 Wiistenfcld, Gcschichtschreiber der Arabcr, No. 425. Ilajji Khalfu,

No. 11372.
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The first treats of the many excellences of Syria, the

limits of the province, the origin of the name, the political

division into districts, and is followed by a quotation of

those verses of the Kuran which celebrate its praise.

The second part treats of the many excellences of the

Aksa Mosque and what pertains thereto, in particular and in

general, from the date of its first foundation. An account is

given of its building, and what may be found therein of

wonders and remains of former days. It is from this portion

of the work that I have printed the extracts relating to

Omar’s visit to the Noble Sanctuary, when it was yet covered

by an enormous dung-hill of refuse thrown here by the

Christians; also the chapter giving an account of the building

of the Dome of the Rock by ’Abd al Malik, and the service for

the same instituted by him. These accounts, as they now

stand, date from a.d. 1350, fully six centuries from ’Abd al

Malik’s days, and over seven hundred years from those of

Omar ; also, I must confess, that the}' seem to me extremely

apocryphal. The source from which they are derived is to me
quite unknown. I have given the text as found in the Muthir

—which, as before noted, has been copied in turn by both

Suyuti and Mujir ad Din—it being the earliest version with

which I am acquainted. The story of Omar’s conquest and

visit, and ’Abd al Malik’s building of the Dome of the Rock,

as given by the Muslim Annalists, from Tabari down to Ibn

al Athir, is confined to a simple statement of the facts, and is

devoid of all the details which abound in the present text.

Possibly in the Muthir we have another specimen of the

romantic history-books which Islam produced during the

age of the Crusade, and of which the pseudo-TVakidi set so

agreeable an example. 1 The Muthir concludes by a section

filled with short biographical notices of the various Prophets,

Saints, Patriarchs, and following them the most notable of

1 The Byzantine historian George Theophanes (died a d. 818) is generally

quoted as the authority for what may be called ‘ the Christian tradition ’ of the

events of Omar’s conquest. Is it possible that his work, translated into Arabic,

may have been the source, direct or indirect, of the very circumstantial account
furnished by the Muthir, which agrees in many points with the narrative of

Theophanes.
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the Muslim worthies, who visited the Holy City. I may add

that from this section Mujir ad Din has also freely plagiarised,

and most of the biographical notices found in his work are

taken verbatim from the Muthir.

II. A second work, also bearing the name of Muthir al

Ghar&m, is bound up with the first Muthir in the MSS. 716

and 842 of the Bibiotheque Rationale. It is the * Muthir al

Grharam li ziyarat al Khalil,’ The Exciter of Desire to the

Visitation of (the city of) the Friend (of Allah, that is,

Hebron). It was written by Abu’l Fida Ishak al Khalili

(of Hebron), whose family had originally come from Tadmur

(Palmyra), and hence Suyuti, who states in his preface that

this work is his chief authority for all that relates to Hebron

and the Tombs of the Patriarchs, quotes him under the

name of Tadmuri. He died in a.h. 833 (a.d. 1430). The

account he gives of an alleged visit to the Sepulchres of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the Cave of Machpelah, is

copied by both Suyuti and Mujir ad Did, and though

legendary enough in its present form, is perhaps founded on

fact. I have therefore thought it worth while to translate

the account in full, more especially as Mr. Reynolds’ version

leaves much to be desired in point of accuracy.

III. An authority whose name occurs on every other of

Suyuti’s pages is Ibn ’Asakir. This is not the celebrated

’Ali ibn ’Asakir who wrote the ‘Chronicle of Damascus,’ 1

but his son Baha ad Din. 2 The latter spent most of his

literary lifetime editing his father’s works, and died in

a.h. 600 (a.d. 1204) at Damascus. His book ‘ On the

Excellences of the Alcsa Mosque ’ (Kitab al Uns fi fadail

al Kuds), 3
,
which Suyuti speaks of in his preface, and fre-

quently quotes, contains, in collected form, the lectures which

he gave in the Mosque at Jerusalem during the year 596 a.ii.

Unfortunately I have not been able to learn that any MSS.

of this work exist in our libraries.

1 Wiist. cp. eit. No. 267.
2 Wiist. No. 292.
5 See also Jlnjji Khalfa, No. 3964, for the Jami‘ al Mustaksa, by the

same.
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Of other, but less important, books spoken of by SuyClti in

bis preface as authorities from which be quotes, I shall need

only to give the list of titles with the reference to the numbers

of Ilajji Khalfa’s great Bibliographical Dictionary, and the

pages of Professor AViistenfeld’s “ Geschichtschreiber der

Araber.” In Mr. Reynolds’ translation (pp. xiv-xx), the

names of the authors and their works are unfortunately

rendered in a way to be perfectly unintelligible
;
apparently

the translator did not trouble even to write out the proper

names correctly.

IV. ‘Ar Raud al Mugharras fi fadail Bait al Mukaddas’

(Ilortus plantatus de prestantiis Hierosolymorum), by Taj

ad Din ’Abd al AYahab .
1

Y. ’Abd ar Rahman ibn al Jauzi’s Compendium called

‘Fadail al Kuds ’—The Excellences of the Holy City .
2

YI. Sibt ibn al Jausi ’s ‘ Mirat az Zarnan ’ (Mirror of the

Times).

3

YII. Burhan ad Din al Farazi, whose work ‘ Kitab

ba‘ith an Nufus ila ziyarat al Kuds al Mahrus ’ (Liber

auimos ad Hierosolyma bene servata visitanda excitans),

is often quoted by Taj ad Din ’Abd al AVahab above

mentioned.

VIII. The work of Abu’l Ma'ali al Musharraf ibn

al Muraja, called ‘ The Excellences of the Holy City and of

Syria ’ (Fadail Kuds wa ash Sham),
5 Suyuti also quotes very

frequently.

IX. Badr ad Din Muhammad az Zarkashi, who wrote

the ‘ Kitab al Islam as Sajid ’ (Institutio procumbentis).
6

X. And, lastly, the ‘Juzw latif fi fadail as Sham wa
Diruashk ’—The Sweet Booklet on the Excellences of Syria

and Damascus — by the Shaikh Abu’l Hasan ’Ali ibn

Muhammad ibn Shuja’ ar Rabi‘i 7 the Malikite. Suyuti

1 Wiist. op. cit., No. 431. Hajji Klialfa, No. 6599.
2 NViist. No. 287.
3 "Wiist, No. 340. Hajji Klialfa, No. 11,725.
1 Hajji Khalfa, No. 1610.
5 Hajji Khalfa, No. 9139.
6 Hajji Khalfa, No. 939.
7 Hajji Khalfa, No. 952.
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adds :
“ Of this work the Shaikh Burhan ad Din (No. YI.)

has made an abridgment by leaving out the Isnads” (or

authorities).

Before passing on to the translation of Suyuti’s text, or

rather of those passages which have appeared to me of

interest archseologically, I must devote a few paragraphs to

put my readers in mind of what is the technical signification

in Arab writings of the word ‘ Masjid.’

In order to turn to our profit the Arab description of the

Noble Sanctuary or Haram area of Jerusalem, it is necessar)r to

remember that the term Masjid (whence, through the Spanish

Mezquita, our word Mosque) denotes the whole of the sacred

edifice, comprising the main building and the court, with its

lateral arcades and minor chapels. The earliest specimen of

the Arab mosque consisted of an open courtyard, within

which, round its four walls, run colonades or cloisters to give

shelter to the worshippers. On the side of the court towards

the Kiblah (in the direction of Mekka), and facing which the

worshipper must stand, the colonade, instead of being single,

is, for the convenience of the increased numbers of the

congregation, widened out to form the Jami‘ or place of

assembly. Three rows of columns with the boundary wall

will here form three transverse aisles. In the centre of the

boundary wall on the Mekka side is set the great Mihrab

of the mosque, indicating the direction of the Kiblah
;
and

in all descriptions of a mosque it is taken for granted that

the visitor is facing the Kiblah, and is standing in the

court (Sahn) of the mosque. Fronting him therefore is what

is called the covered part (al Mughatta) or the fore part

(al Mukaddamah) of the mosque
;

while in his rear is the

colonade against the wall of the courtyard, furthest from the

Mekka side, and this is called the hinder part of the mosque

(al Mu-akhirah). Bearing these points in mind, and coining

now to the Noble Sanctuary at Jerusalem, we must remember

that the term ‘Masjid’ belongs not only to the Aksa

mosque (more properly the Jami‘ or place of assembly for

prayer), but to the whole enclosure with the Dome of the

Kock in the middle, and all the other minor domes and
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chapels. As M. (le Vogue has pointed out, the Dome of the

Rock is not itself a mosque or place for public prayer, but

merely the largest of the many cupolas in the court of the

mosque, intended merely to cover and do honour to the Holy

Rock which lies beneath it.

Great confusion is introduced into the Arab descriptions of

the Noble Sanctuary by the loose manner in which they apply

the terms al Masjid or Masjid al Aksti, Jd»ii‘ or Jdini‘ al Aksd.

The late Professor Palmer laid down what is the rule with

great clearness, and I cannot do better than quote his words,

premising that in point of fact nothing but an intimate

acquaintance with the locality described will prevent a trans-

lator ever and again misunderstanding the text he has

before him, since the native authorities use the technical

terms in an extraordinarily inexact manner, confounding the

whole, and its part, under a single denomination. Professor

Palmer writes 1
: “When the Masjid el Aksa is mentioned,

that name is usually supposed to refer to the well-known

mosque on the south side of the Haram, but such is not really

the case. The latter building is called El Jami‘ el Aksa, or

simply El Aksa, and the substructures are called El Aksa el

Kadimeh (the ancient Aksa), while the title El Masjid el

Aksa is applied to the whole Sanctuary. The word Jdmi‘ is

exactly equivalent in sense to the Greek avvaycoyr), and

is applied only to the church or building in which the

worshippers congregate. Masjid, on the other hand, is a

much more general term
;

it is derived from the verb sejada

* to adore,’ and is applied to any spot the sacred character

of which would especially incite the visitor to an act of

devotion.”

In the present texts, however, the word Masjid is so con-

stantly used to denote not only the whole Haram area, but

also the main building or covered part, the Jami’ or Aksa

Mosque proper, at its southern extremity, that I have thought

it better to translate al Masjid by ‘ the Haram Area,’ or ‘ the

1
p. 84 of Jerusalem, the City of Herod and Saladin, by AY. Besant and E. H.

Palmer. London, 1871.
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Noble Sanctuary,’ in tbe one case, and by ‘the Aksa Mosque’

in tbe other, that the matter might be perfectly clear to

European readers. It may at the same time be added that

Muslim authorities speak in the same loose way of “ the

Hock,” when they mean “the Dome of the Rock” (Kubbat as

Sakhrah), which covers the same; but this, after all, is only as

we speak of the “ Holy Sepulchre,” meaning “ the Church,”

which is built to cover it.

In concluding these preliminary remarks, which I regret

have taken up more space than I had originally intended, I

would add that I have given a few quotations from Mr.

Reynolds’ translation in my notes, from no motives of self-

glorification, or invidious comparison, but only since I

deemed it necessary to show cause for undertaking to re-

translate the passages which it seemed to me were of greater

importance. That my own new translation will be found

incorrect and imperfect in many parts, by those who, being

better scholars than I am, wfill take the trouble to examine

the texts, is a matter on which I am under no illusion

;

but Mr. Reynolds’ translation is too incorrect to stand

unchallenged, and unfortunately many passages from bis

rendering of the misnamed ‘ Jalal ad Din ’ have been quoted

in standard works and books of reference, notably in M. de

Vogue’s most excellent wrork, ‘Le Temple de Jerusalem,’ and

in the useful compilation called ‘The Dictionary of Islam’

(Allen & Co.) written by Mr. Hughes. The late Professor

Palmer was, I believe, one of the first to draw attention to

the very incorrect nature of Mr. Reynolds’ work, but how

much this is the case readers may now judge of for

themselves by looking through the quotations v7hich I have

given at the foot of many of the pages of my translation.

After all, I fear that in so thorny a matter I had best

quote, as applying to my own work, the proverb Traduttore

traditore.
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References to the Plan .
1

A. Bab al Asbat (Gate of the Tribes).

B. Bab Hittah (of Remission).

C. Bab Sharaf al Anbiya (of the Glory of the Prophets) or Ad
Dawadariyyah (of the Secretariat).

D. Bab al Ghawanimah.
E. Bab an Nathir (of the Inspector) or of ’Ala ad Din al Busirl.

F. Bab al Hadid (of Iron).

G. Bab al Kattanin (of the Cotton Merchants).

H. Bab al Mutawadda (of the Place for Ablution).

I. Bab as Silsilah (of the Chain) or as Sakinah (of the Shcchinah).

K. Bab al Magharibah or an Nabi (of the Mogrebins, or of the

Prophet).

L. City Gate, called Bab al Magharibah; and by the Franks the

Dung Gate.

M. City Gate, Bab Sitti Maryam, and by the Franks the Gate of

St. Stephen.

P. Bab al Burak or Al Janaiz (of the Funerals).

Q. Pillar in the Wall, marking the place of the Bridge as Siriit.

R. Jami‘ al Aksa.
S. Madrasah al Farsiyyah.

T. Jami‘ al Magharibah.

U. Aksa al Kadimah (ancient Aksa).

Y. Kursi Sulaiman (Solomon’s Throne).

W. Makarn (Station of) Iliyas or Khidr (Elias or St. George).

X. Kursi ’Isa (Throne of Jesus),

x, x, x, x. Platform of the Rock.

a. Kubbat al Alwah (Dome of the Tablets).

b. The Rock.
c. Kubbat as Silsilah (D. of the Chain).

d. Kubbat al Miraj (of the Ascension).

e. Kubbat Jibrail (Gabriel).

f. Kubbat al Khidr (St. George).

g. Mihrab Daud (David’s Prayer-niche).

h. Great Mihrab of the Aksa Mosque.
i. Mimbar (Pulpit).

k. Jami‘ ’Omar.

l. Mihrab Zakariyyah (Prayer-niche of Zachariah).

m. Eastern Door of Mosque.
n. Well of the Leaves.

o. Great Gate of the Mosque.

p. Mahd ’Isa (Cradle of Jesus).

1 This represents the Haram Area as it exists at the present day
; and is reduced

from the Plan of the Ordnance Survey (Pal. Expl. Fund) and the work of M.
de Yogiie.

X. Bab at

0. Bab ar
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Chapter I.

On the names of the lldsjid al Also., its excellences, the advantages

of visitation thereunto and what may he noted thereon in general

and in particular
,
in individual and in cases common to all.

1

Chapter II.

On the originalfoundation and beginning of the JUasjid by David, and

the building thereof by Solomon after the manner that was a

loonder unto the world. Of the prayer that he prayed after the

completion of the building for the sales of all who should enter

therein, and also of the place of his praying ,
2

It is also related that Solomon 3—God’s prophet—when he

had finished the building (of the Temple) sacrificed 3000

heifers and 7000 ewes at the place which is in the after (or

northern) part of the Ilaram area, in the vicinity of the Bab
al Asbat (the Gate of the Tribes). This is the spot which

now goes by the name of the Throne of Solomon. 4

Chapter III.

On the excellence of the noble Rod, and of the virtues that it possessed

during the days of Solomon. Also the height of the dome that

was built over the same in those days, and how the Rock is a

portion of Paradise, and how on the day of Resurrection it will

be turned into white coral, and the meaning of all this .
6

The place of the Noble Footprint 6 may he seen at this day

on a stone that is separate from the Rock, and opposite to it,

on the further side, which is to the south-west. This stone

is supported on a column. The Rock, at this present day,

forms the walls enclosing the Cave (that is beneath it) on all

sides, except only the part which lies to the south, where is

the opening into the Cave
;

the Rock here docs not come up

to the south side of the Cave, for between the two is an open

1 Reynolds, p. 1. These headings give a very exact summary of the contents

of each chapter. If the render will take the trouble to compare any one of the

MSS. and my translation with the headings given by Mr. Reynolds, he will see

how it was necessary even in this minor matter to do the work over again.
* Reynolds, p. 26. 3 Reynolds, p. 40. 4 See l’lan, Y.
6 Reynolds, p. 44. * Reynolds, p. 52.
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space. From tho entrance down into the Cave lead stone steps

descending. On these stairs is a small shelf, near where the

pilgrims stop to visit the Tongue of the Rock. At this spot is

a marble column, the lower part of which rests on the south

portion of the shelf aforesaid, while its upper part abuts against

the Rock, as though to prevent its giving way towards the

south,—or may be it is for some other purpose,—and the

Rock that lies below supports it. The Place of the Angel’s

Fingers is on the western side of the Rock, and is distinct

from the Place of the Noble Footstep mentioned above. It

lies close to, and over against, the western gate of tho

Sakhrah (or Dome of the Rock).

1

Chapter IV.

On the excellence of prayer in the Holy City and its counting for

double there. And whether or not this doubling of the effect of

prayer extends to the obligatory prayers as icell as to those of

supererogation. Also whether this doubling of the effect icould

include good actions as well as bad. Also of the excellence of

almsgiving, and of fasting in Jerusalem ; and of the calling to

prayer, and of watching there for the new moon of the months of

the greater and the lesser Pilgrimage. Also the excellence

of providing oil for the illumination of the Mdfid, and how

so doing may stand in the place of actual visitation thereunto

for those to whom even intention so to do is an impossibility

}

1 How Mr. Reynolds lias translated this curious, though not very important,

passage may be seen by those who care to refer to his pages. Suyuti’s descrip-

tion corresponds exactly with what is shown at the present day. The “ Foot-

print” is that of the Prophet (in Crusading times it was called “ Christ’s Foot-

print”), when he mounted the steed A1 Burak to ascend into heaven. The
“Tongue” was given to the rock when it addressed the Khalif Omar in

welcome
;
and the marks of the angel Gabriel's “ Fingers ” are those left when

the Rock, wishing to accompany the Prophet to heaven, had to be pushed down
and kept in its place. All this is of course only interesting as showing how
early these legends took their rise.

2 Reynolds, p. 54. As a specimen of how Mr. Reynolds does work, his version

of the above heading may be quoted : Upon the surpassing efficacy of Prayer in

the Battu-l-Mukaddas, and how it becomes doable. Also upon the Keic Moon of
Reduplication, when by prayer the Sacred Precept, and the merits of Works if
Supererogation may be diffused to the public. Also the New Moon of Reduplication,

when blessings and cursings may be communicated. Also the marvellous effect

of pious donations, andfastings and listening to preaching therein. Also the New
Moons of the Sacred Pilgrimage and the Sacred Visitation. Also the marvellous

efficacy of supplying Oil for the Lamps, and hole by this the rank and merit of
pilgrimage may be made to exist for those who are unable to undertake the journey.
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Chapter Y.

An account of the water which flows out from the foundation of the

Rode, and how the same is a river of the rivers of Paradise, and

how it is cut short in the midst of the Masjid on every side,

whereby none may draw of this water except such as the heavens

draw up—by His permission—to pour down again on the earth.

And of the good of entering this place, and how he who prays

there is answered, and how he who would enter thereto should

proceed, and what prayers are to be avoided by him who prays

over that place. Also an account of the Chain which hung there

in early times, and the cause of its removal, and description of

the Black Slab of rock which is over the Gate of Paradise, and

how prayer thereon is answered, and the invocation of the prayer

that brings aid .

1

Chapter YI.

Account of the night journey of the Prophet to the Holy City, and

his ascension into Heaven therefrom. Concerning the excellence

of the five prayers. Concerning the excellence of the Borne of the

Ascension and of prayer therein ; and in the Prayer Station of

the Prophet and the excellence of the Borne over the same ; and

of the Prophet Muhammad's praying therein with former

Prophets and Angels on the night of his Night Journey. And

of the great worth of both these noble Bomes and of prayer

therein and of continual adoration there. Also of the great

worthiness of almsgiving in the place wherefrom the Prophet

ascended, and in his Prayer Station, and of the invocation of the

prayer that brings aid.
2

The 3 Dome named the Dome of the Prophet is, as I

understand it, the one which lies to the east of the Sakhrah,

being also called the Dome of the Chain .

4 It was built by

the Khalif ’Abd al Malik, as will be described later on.

. . . Now 5 I would point out that in the Ilaram area,

beside the Dome of the Ascension, there are but two domes.

One, a small dome, stands at the edge of the Sakhrah

terrace, on the right-hand side of the northernmost of

1 Reynolds, p. 70.
2 Reynolds, p. 84. 3 Reynolds, p. 91.

‘ Plan, c.
5 Reynolds, p. 96.
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the steps, leading up to the Sakhrah terrace, from the west .
1

I think that at the present day this is in the hands of

certain of the servants of the mosque, and is put to some

use on their part
;
certainly no one in the Iloly City con-

siders that this is the Dome of the Prophet. The other

dome stands back at the Gate of the Noble Sanctuary, on

the northern side, near the Gate of the Glory of the

Prophets
,

2 called also the Dab ad Dawadariyah. It is called

the Dome of Sulaiman,—not after the Prophet Solomon,

—

but perhaps after the Khalif Sulaimau, the son of ’Abd al

Malik. As to the Dome of the Ascension, it is, as every-

body knows, on the Terrace of the Sakhrah, and much

visited by the pilgrims .
3 Hence, therefore, it is likely that

what Al Musharraf, and the author of the Mustalcsa, and

of the Ba'ith an Nufus 4 refer to when speaking of the Dome
of the Prophet is that now known as the Dome of the Chain,

which was built by the Khalif ’Abd al Malik. Now as to

the place where the Prophet prayed in the company of

Prophets and Angels, it is said that the spot is beside the

Dome of the Ascension where, on the Terrace of the

Sakhrah, there used to stand a beautiful Dome. When,

however, they flagged the court (Sahn) of the Sakhrah, they

did away with this Dome, and set in its place a handsome

Mihrab
,

5 the floor of which is laid in a circle with red

marble flags after the manner of other parts of the Sakhrah

Court. This, then, as it is said, in the place occupied by

this Mihrab, is where the Prophet made his prayer with

the Angels and Prophets. He then advanced a step forward

from that place, and there rose before him a ladder of gold

and a ladder of silver, and thereby was the Ascent into

Heaven, as will be found described elsewhere.

1 At f. on the Plan.
2 See Plan, C. and X. This Dome is now called Kursi ’Isa, the Throne of

Jesus.
3 Plan, d.
4 See above, p. 253, VII. and VIII.
s Or Prayer Niche, showing the direction of Mekka. At e. of the Plan.
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Chapter VII.

Account of the walls surrounding the Nolle Sanctuary ; and what is

found within the same of Mihrdbs, that are objects of visitation

and wherein prayer should le said : such as the Mihrdb Baud,

and the Mihrdb Zahariyyd and the Mihrdb Maryam—upon her

be peace—and the Mihrdls {of the Klialifs) Omar iln al

Khattdl and Mu‘awiyah. Also what pertains to the gates, and

ivhat is their number. Also an account of the stones that are

at the gate of the JIaram Area. Also the measurement of the

Haram Area in its length and breadth, and the Tradition of the

Leaves, and an account of the Wadi Jahannum which lies beyond

the wall on the eastern side thereof, and what is found therein.

Also the divellings of Al Kliidr and of Iliyas near that spot

}

Now as regards the wall that surrounds the Noble Sanc-

tuary of the Aksa Mosque, and compasses it on all sides,

verily its foundations were laid by David when he built the

Temple. . . .

The Mihrabs 2 worthy of visitation, which lie within the

the Noble Sanctuary, are the following, and in them pra
3

Ter

should be said.

The Mihrdb Baud {of David).—There is diversity of opinion

as to its identification. Some say it is the great Mihrab, 3

which is in the south wall of the Haram area
;

others, that

it is the great Mihrab in the neighbourhood of the Mimbar

(or pulpit of the Aksa mosque).4 The author of the work

called ‘al Fatk al Kudsi’ 5 asserts that the Mihrab of David is

in the castle (Ilisn) of the Holy City, in the place where

David stood to pray. For his dwelling being in the castle,

there also was his place of worship. Now the Mihrab,

whereof mention, by Allah, is made in the Kuran in the

words (xxxviii. 20), “ When they mounted the wall of the

1 Reynolds, p. 120.
2 Reynolds, p. 122. A Mihrab is a prayer niche; the mihrab of a mosque is

the special niche which indicates the direction of Mckka (the Kiblah), towards

which the Muslim faces when saying his prayers. Besides the great mihrab,

there may he numerous other prayer niches, or chapels, in other parts of the sacred

precincts, dedicated to the memory of individual saints and prophets, whose inter-

cession is deemed of efficacy in the granting of prayers.
3 See Plan, q.
4 See Plan, i.

5 ‘ The Conquest of Jerusalem,’ a name common to many works.
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Mihrab,” is generally admitted to be the Mihrab of

David, where he prayed, and it was situated in the Castle,

that being his place of worship
;
while the spot known as

the great Mihrab, which is inside the Haram area, 1
is looked

upon as the place where he prayed when he came into the

Haram. When Omar came thither, he followed in David’s

steps, and made his prayer in the place where David had

prayed. Hence the place came to be called the Mihrab of

Omar, from the fact of his having prayed there, for the first

time, on the day of the capitulation of Jerusalem
;

but

originally it had been named the Mihrab of David. In con-

firmation of this is the fact of Omar’s veneration of this spot.

For when he asked of Iva‘ab, 2 “ Which place wishest thou that

we should institute as the place of our prayer in this Sacred

Area?”—and Ka'ab had answered, “In the hinder part

thereof, where it may be near the Sakhrah, so that the two

Kiblahs 1 be united,”—Omar had said, “0 Abu Ishak, so

thou wouldst act still in Jew fashion ? Are we not the people

to whom the fore part of the Holy Area belongs as of right?”

Then Omar marked out the Mihrab, which had been that

of David, and where had been his place of worship in the

Haram Area. Thus Omar’s opinion, and his veneration for

this spot, both confirm the view that David in ancient times

1 At q or h.
2 “ Ka'ab al Ahbar (or al Hibr), sumamed Abu Ishak ibn Mani‘ al Himyari,

was originally a Jew, and became a Muslim during the Caliphate of Abu Bakr
(some say during that of Omar). He is a celebrated authority for traditions,

and is noted as having been a very learned man. He died at Hims in a h. 32.”

So says the author of the Muthir, who devotes a few lines to his biography when
enumerating the eminent persons who visited or lived at Jerusalem. Iu point of
fact, Ka'ab (like his co-religionist the celebrated Jew Wahb ibn Munabbih, who
also embraced Islam, both of them becoming the great authorities among the
early Muslims in all matters of ancient history), was in time discovered to have
been a great liar.

3 The two Kiblahs are the Kiblah of Moses, the Rock on which was placed the
Ark of the Covenant and the Muslim Kiblah, which is Mekka. In the early
days of the Hijra, after the Prophet had fled to Medina, aud for a time had
thoughts of abandoning Mekka and its Kaaba, he directed his followers to prav
facing in the direction of Jerusalem. The Kiblah of Islam had therefore been
for seventeen months

(
i.e . down to Rajab a.h. 2) identical with that of the Jews.

Had Omar accepted the suggestion of Ka‘ab. and placed the mosqne on the northern
side of the Haram area, the Muslim Kiblah, which in Jerusalem points south,
would in the mosque have faced the Rock, which thus would have been in front of
the Muslim who was turning towards Mekka. As the Aksa Mosque now stands,
those who pray there turn their back on the Rock.

vol. xix.—[new series.] 18
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had fixed on this place and had chosen the same as his place

of prayer.

The Mihrab of Zahariyyd (Zacharias).—Most agree that it

is that within the (Aksa) mosque in the aisle (riwak), near

the eastern door .
1

The Mihrab of Maryam {Mary).—This is the place where

she was wont to worship. It is now called the Cradle of

Jesus (Mahd ’Isa).
2 It is notorious how prayer offered up

here is granted. . . .

The Mihrab of Omar.—People differ as to which this may
be. Some say it is the great Mihrah, close to which now
stands the Noble Pulpit (mimbar), and fronting the Great

Gate, through which you enter the Aksa Mosque .
3 Others

say that it is the Mihrab in the eastern aisle of the Aksa

Mosque, being in the (south) wall of the mosque
,

4 seeing

this said aisle with its adjacent parts is called the Jami‘ of

Omar, and that this is the very place which he cleared

of filth, he and those who were with him of the Companions,

and swept clean before they prayed thereon. Whence it is

called the Jami‘ of Omar. Most, however, are of the opinion

before mentioned, namely, that the Mihrab of Omar is the

great Mihrab near the Mimbar (Pulpit). Further mention

of all this and explanation will be given later on, in Chapter

IX., relating the conquest of the Holy City, and Omar’s entry

therein on the day of the capitulation.

The Milirdb of Ma'diviyah.—This is said to be the beautiful

Mihrab, which is, at the present time, enclosed within the

Maksurah (the part railed off) for the preacher of the

Khutbah (or Friday sermon).
5 Between it and the great

Mihrab comes the beautiful pulpit aforementioned.

Within the Aksa Mosque, and also without the same in

1 In the Muslim legend “Zacharias. the son of llarachias, whom ye slew

between the temple and the altar ” (Math. xxiv. 35), and Zachariah, the son of

Jehoiada, the priest who was “stoned with stones at the commandment of the

king in the court of the house of the Lord ” (II. Chron. xxiv. 22), and Zacharias,

the father of John the Baptist, are all one. The Mihrab Zakariyya is still

pointed out at 1. on the Plan.
2 See Plan, p.
3 See Plan, h.
4 See Plan, k.
6 That is to the west of i. on the Plan.
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the Haram Area, but still within the boundary-wall, are

many other Mihrabs. These have been erected by people

of various ranks, to mark venerated spots. As, for example,

where a certain person may have seen in his dream that one

of the Prophets had made his prayer, or where perchance

some one of the Saints had appeared. All these are worthy

of visit. Among them is the spot cleft by the angel Gabriel,

and where he tied up the steed A1 Burak. It lies outside

the Bab an Nabi (the Prophet’s Gate). 1
. . . There are, too,

the stones which lie in the after (or northern) part of the

Haram Area, in the neighbourhood of the Bab al Asbat

(the Gate of the Tribes) ; and near these is the place called

Solomon’s Throne, where he prayed when he had brought

to completion the building of the Temple—as has been

described in a former chapter 2—and Allah there was wont

to grant his prayers. Verily it is very worthy to make

visitation of all these Mihrabs and places.

Now as regards the gates in the walls of the Noble

Sanctuary.

The Bab ar Rahmah (the Gate of Mercy).—This lies to

the east of the Aksa Mosque, and is in the wall of which

Allah has made mention in the words 3—“ But between

them (the Hypocrites and the Believers on the judgment

day) shall be set a wall with a gateway, within which shall

be the Mercy, and in front, without it, the Torment.” The

vallay which lies beyond this gate is the "Wadi Jahannum. 4

The Gate of Mercy itself is inside the wall which encloses

the Haram Area
;

5 and the gate referred to in the above verse

of the Kuran, as on the Wadi Jahannum, is now closed,6 and

will only be opened at some future time and by the will of

Allah—be He exalted.

1 Plan, K.
2 Plan. Y, and see above, p. 258, Chapter II.
3 Kuran lvii. 13.
4 The Muslim Wadi Jahannum is not the Jewish Valley of Hinnon, or Gehenna,

for that is the valley to the south-east of Jerusalem, which the Arabs call Wadi
ar Rababi. The Wadi Jahannum is the Kedron or Valley of Jehoshaphat, and
according to Muslim tradition will be the place of the Last Judgment. This
agrees with the Jewish traditions about the Valley of Jehoshaphat derived from
J oel iii. 2.

5 Plan, 0. 6 Plan, P.
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And as to Bab at Taubah (the Gate of Repentance), it

joins and makes one with the Gate of Mercy, 1 but through

neither of them at the present day do men pass. Near the

Gate of Repentance, and thus between the Gate of Mercy
and the Gate of the Tribes, is the House (Maskin) of A1

Khidr and Ilyas. 2
. . .

Bab al Asbdt (the Gate of the Tribes) is in the hinder

(or northern) part of the Haram Area, not far from the

House of Al Khidr and Ilyas. In the work called Fadail

Bait al Mukaddas (The Excellences of the Holy City) by the

Hafid Abu Bakr al Wasiti, the Khatib, there is mention

made of the Bab Maskin al Khidr (the Gate of Al Khidr’

a

House), as standing here, but the author of the Muthir al

Gharam gives no indication of any such gate having existed,

although he mentions the House of Al Khidr when enume-

rating the saints who entered and dwelt in the Holy City.

The author of the Kitab al Uns, on the authority of Shahr

ibn Jaushab, states that the House of Al Khidr is in the

Holy City at a spot between the Gate of Mercy and the

Gate of the Tribes; and he continues that Al Khidr was

wont to pray every Friday in five different mosques, namely,

in the Mosque of Mekka, and the Mosque of Medina, and

the Mosque of Jerusalem, and the Mosque of Kuba, and on

every Friday night in the Mosque of Sinai. 3
. . .

1 The two Gates of Mercy and Repentance together form the great tower in the

east wall of the Iiaram Area, generally known as the Golden Gate (Plan, N.andO.).
According to M. de Vogue (Le Temple de Jerusalem, p. 68), the architecture of

this building shows it to date from Byzantine times only, in fact probably as late

as the sixth century a.d. The denomination of the Golden Gate does not occur

apparently before the thirteenth century (Sajwulf), and the name Porta Aurea

is due to a misunderstanding by mediasval pilgrims whose knowledge of Greek

was rudimentary of Qvpa ipala, the gate called “ Beautiful,” mentioned in

Acts iii. 2, as the spot where St. Peter healed the lame man. The site of this

miracle, which must in point of fact have taken place at one of the inner gates

of the Temple, the early pilgrims and the Crusaders, proceeding in their usual

arbitrary manner, saw fit to locate at this Byzautiue structure.
2 St. George and Elias. Plan, W.
3 Kuba is the name of a village two miles distant from Medina, on the road

towards Mecca, where there is a mosque celebrated ns being the first in Islam to

have been called Masjid at Takwa, the Mosque of Piety. Reynolds (p. 127)

translates “ and the Mosque of Kissa (near Larissa) and the Mosque of Tyre.”

Kissa is certainly a false reading, all flic MSS. giving Ku/u'i, and tin

at TQ.r may be taken to mean either the Mosque of Sinai or the Mosque of Kefr

Tur, the village crowning the Mount of Olives, ‘Tur’ is certainly not ‘Tyre,’

which is culled 1 Bur ’ by the Arabs.
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Bab Hittah 1 (the Gate of Remission), so called because

the Children of Israel were directed to enter their House of

Prayer thereby, saying, ‘Remission, 0 Lord, for our sins .’
. . .

The following is given on the authority of ’Ali ibn Sallam

ibn ’Abd as Sallam,—who was told by his father that he had

heard Abu Muhammad ibn ’Abd as Sallam state as follows,

namely, that the brazen gate (al bab an nahas), which is in

the (Aksa) Mosque, is the Bab al Hamal al Ausat (the

middle Ram Gate), and is of the workmanship of the Chos-

roes
;

and that the brazen gate which closes the (main)

gateway 2 of the Haram Area is the Gate of David through

which he was wont to go from Sion to Solomon’s Market

Place
;
while the gate of the gateway known as the Bab

Hittah (Gate of Remission) was formerly at Jericho, which

city having come to ruin, the gate was transported thence to

the Noble Sanctuary. . . .

Bab Sharaf al Anbii/a 3 (the Gate of the Glory of the

Prophets) is that now called Bab ad Dawidariyyah.4 It opens

from the northern side of the Haram Area.

Bab al Ghaw&nimah (the Gate of the men of the family of

Ghanim),5 is that adjoining the Lieutenant’s Palace (the

Dar an Niyabah). It is the first (or northernmost) on

the western side of the Haram Area. Anciently, it is

said, this gate was called Bab al Khalil (the Gate of

Abraham).

Bab an Nuthir (the Gate of the Inspector). 6—This is a gate

that is said never to have been restored. Anciently it was

called Bab Mikail (the Gate of Michael), and according to

report it is the gate to which Gabriel tied the steed Al Burak

on the occasion of the night journey. 7

1 Reynolds, p. 132. Plan, B.
* Plan, I P
3 Reynolds, p. 134.
4 Plan, C. The Dawidariyyah is the house of the Dawidar, or Secretary, a

Persian word meaning literally ‘ He who carries the inkstand.’
5 Plan, D. Descendants of Shaikh Ghanim ibn ’Ali, who was born near

Nablus in a.h. 562 (a.d. 1167), and died in a.h. 632 at Damascus. Saladin
made him chief of the Khankah Salahiyyah, the Derwish house founded by him
at Jerusalem.

6 Plan, E.
1 See, however, above, p. 265.
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Bab al Hadid (the Iron Gate). 1—This is one that has been

restored. Anciently it was called after Arghun al Katnili,2

who founded the Madrasah (College) of the Arghuniyyah,

which lies on the left hand as you go out through it.

Bab al Kaltdnin (the Gate of the Cotton Merchants).3—It

is one of those that has been restored. Al Malik an Nasir

ibn Kalaun was the prince who first built it, but it after-

wards fell into complete ruin and disuse. When the late

Naib (Lieutenant) of Syria, Tankiz an Nasiri,4 built the

Colonade (riwak) which runs all along the western wall of

the Noble Sanctuary, and the Suk al Kattanin (the Cotton

Market), he rebuilt at the same time this gate with the

high portal seen here at the present day.

Bab as Sikkayah (the Gate of the Reservoir). 5—It is said to

be an ancient gate, but it had come to be destroyed. When
the late ’Ala ad din Al Busiri constructed the Tank of Abso-

lution, which he gave the people, he rebuilt too this gate.

May it not be allowed to fall again into ruin !

Bab as Sakinah (the Gate of the Shechinah or Divine

Presence). — This lies near the Gate of the Madrasah

(College), called Al Baladiyyah
;

6 and close by it also is the

Southern Minaret. The royal College, called Al Madrasah

al Ashrafiyyah, 7 lies to the north of it.

Bab as Silsilah (the Gate of the Chain) and the Bab as

Sakinah are side by side. 8 The Bab as Silsilah was anciently

called the Bab Daud (David’s Gate).

1 Plan, F.
2 Arghun al Kamili was Lieutenant of Syria. lie (lied in a.h. 758 (a.d. 1357).
3 Plan, G.
4 Tankiz al Hisami or an Nasiri was Lieutenant of Syria under An Nasir

Muhammad ibn Kalaun, Mamluk Sultan of Egypt. Tankiz died in a.h. 741

(a.d. 1340).
6 Plan, H?
6 The Madrasah al Baladiyyah was founded by the Amir Mankali Bugha al

Ahmadi, Governor of Aleppo. lie died in a.h. 782 (a.i>. 1380).
1 The Madrasah Ashrafiyyah was founded by the Mamluk Sultan Kait

Bey in a.h. 885 (a.d. 1491). It stood apparently within the wall of the Ilaram

Area.
8 MutlahidAn, some MSS. may read Mustqjiddun, which would mean 1 restored.'

It would appear, however, that the first is the better reading, and that the two

portals, that of the Chain and that of the Shechinah, were so close to one another

as to form but a single gateway
;

as is the case at the present day at I. in

the Plan.
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Bab al Magh&ribeh (the Gate of the Mogrebins or

Westerns). 1—So called from its being in the neighbourhood

of the gate of the Mosque of the Mogrebins, 2 where they

have their prayers. And the quarter named from this

gate lies at the south-eastern corner of the Ilaram Area.

This gate is also called Bab an Nabi (the Gate of the

Prophet).3

Now as to what has been said on the subject of the Noble

Sanctuary, and its length and its breadth, the author of

the Muthir al Gharam has devoted thereto one of his

chapters, giving therein all that is known as to what the

Khalif ’Abd al Malik and others built in the Ilaram Area,

and the same is his seventh chapter.4 ‘ It is stated by Ibn

’Asakir that the length of the Ilaram Area is 755 ells

(idhira*), and its breadth 465 ells, the ell being the royal ell

(
dhird ‘ al JBilik).5 And,’ continues the author of the Muthir

al Gharam, ‘so also writes Abu’l Ma'ali al Musharraf 6 in

his book. Now I myself, in old times, have seen in the

northern wall of the Ilaram Area, above the gateway 7

which adjoins the Dawidariyyah, and on the inner side

of the wall, a slab on which was inscribed the length

and the breadth of the Ilaram Area, and it differed from

what these two have stated. And what was inscribed on it

1 Plan, K.
2 Plan, T.
3 These paragraphs, showing how the gates of the Noble Sanctuary stood in

the middle of the fifteenth century a.d., are not without interest, and Suyuti’s

account has been copied by subsequent compilers
;

as, for instance Mujir
ad Din. To show how little Mr. Reynolds’ translation can be relied on,

I copy his version of the foregoing paragraphs (p. 134) :
“ The Gate of

the Glorious Prophets is now called the Gate al Dawidari (the Gate of the

Templars)
;

it is on the western side, but itself is in a northern direction. The
Gate of the Sheep is west of the Gate of the Guard, on the front side of the Mosque.
This gate is called the Antechapel of Abraham. The Gate of the Conqueror is

said to be the same as the Gate of the Jealousy-search ; it is now called Angel’s

Gate, because Gabriel is said to have bound Al Burak there.” And in a note to

this farrago of nonsense he adds :
“ Several gates are enumerated in the original,

which, as possessing no interest, are omitted.'’
4 The test of this chapter of the Muthir is given in extenso, p. 303.
5 The Dhira 4

al Malik, the royal ell or cubit, differs from the Dhira 1
al ’Amm

or common ell, in that the latter contains sis Kabdah (or fists), while the royal

ell contains seven. The royal ell was instituted by one of the ancient Chosroes
of Persia (Lane, s.v. Dhira 4

).
6 See p. 253.
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was : length 784 ells, breadth 455 ells.’ The author of the

Muthir continues: ‘it gives in the inscription the indication

of the ell used, hut I am not sure whether this is the ell

mentioned above (i.e . the royal ell) or some other, for the

inscription has become indistinct.’ The author of the Muthir

further states that ‘ the Haram Area was measured in his

days with a rope, and that along the eastern wall it measured

683 ells, and along the western wall 650 ells, while in the

breadth ( i.e . along the northern and the southern walls)

it measured 438 ells. These measurements being exclusive

of the width of the outer walls.’ So ends the account of

the author of the Muthir. 1

Now as to the Tradition about the Leaves (of Paradise),

there are many and various accounts thereof. In the first

place from Abu Bakr ibn Abi Maryam, through ’Utayyah ibn

Kais, comes the tradition that the Prophet said, “Verily a

man from among my people shall enter Paradise, walking

upon his two feet (and come back again), and yet shall live.”

1 The text of this passage from the Paris MSS. of the Muthir will be found on

p. 305. Reynolds (p. 134), has given us a translation that reads nonsense. The
identical slab, with the inscription mentioned by the author of the Mtitlur, was
discovered by Mons. Clermont- Ganneau in 1874, in the north wall of the

Ilaram Area. Part of the inscription, however (as noted also by our author), has

become damaged. It runs as follows :
“ In the name of Allah the Compassionate,

the Merciful ; the length of the Masjid is seven hundred and four and ... tv ells,

and its breadth four hundred and five-and-fifty ells, the ell being the ell of . .
.”

According to Mons. Ganneau’s view, the space for the word representing the

tens in the enumeration of the length, will only allow of the word being either

‘eighty’ or ‘thirty.’ The Persian traveller. Nasir-i-Khusrau, who visited

Jerusalem in a.h. 438 (a.d. 1047), states that he saw the inscription and read it

thus, “ length 704 gez, breadth 455 ;
the gez fell=dhira‘) being the royal gez.”

Ali of Herat, who wrote about the year a d. 1200, read the numbers of the inscrip-

tion as “ 700 and 455.” The earliest notice of this measurement, however, that I

have met with in Arab writers is that given in the work of the Spanish traveller,

Ibn ’Abd Rabbih (who died in a.h. 328 = a.d. 940). Without any mention of the

inscription on the slab, he states the length and breadth of the Haram Area to be

respectively 784 and 455 ells, the ell used being the Jmdm ell. Thus in his

figures he agrees with the author of the M uthir
;
and his ‘ Imam’ ell. which is prob-

ably that of the Imam Ali, is possibly the same as the Malik or royal ell. Lastly,

and without any reference to Mons C. Ganneau's discovery, Mons. Schefer, on

the authority of M. Alric Chancelier du Consulat de France it Jerusalem (p. 72

of his edition of Nasir-i-Khusrau’s Travels), states that on the stone which may
still be seen in the northern wall of the Haram Area, may be read quite clearly,

“length 750 ells, breadth 455 ells, of the royal ell.” Mons. Ganneau. however,

is of opinion, that whatever else it be, the designation of the ‘ ell ’ in the

inscription cannot bo read, as the word ‘ al Malik ’ or royal, on account of the

space and also of the number of strokes, yet distinguishable. So much then is tho

diversity of opinion, ancient aud modern, about this very simple matter.
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Now during the Caliphate of Omar a caravan of inen arrived

at the Holy City to make their prayers there. And one of

them, a man of the Bani Tamim, named Sliuraik ibn Haba-

shah, went off to get water (from the well). And his bucket

foiling down into the well, he descended to get it up. In

the well he found a door opening into gardens, and passing

through the door into the gardens, he walked therein. Then

he plucked a leaf from one of the trees, and placing it behind

his ear, he returned to the well and mounted up again. And

the man went to the Governor of the Holy City and related

to him of what he had seen in these gardens, and how he

had come to enter therein. So the Governor sent men with

him to the wrell and they descended, many people accom-

panying them, but they found not the door, neither did they

attain to the gardens. And the Governor wrote to the

Caliph Omar concerning it all, recalling how it was re-

ported on tradition that one of the people of Islam

should enter the Garden of Paradise and walk therein

on his two feet and yet live. Omar wrote in answer:

“ Look ye to the leaf
;

whether it be green and do not

wither. If this be so, verily it is a leaf of Paradise, for

naught of Paradise can wither or change
;
and it is recorded

in the aforesaid Tradition of the Prophet that the leaf shall

not suffer change.”

Another version of the tradition runs as follows : Shuraik

ibn Habashah al Tamimi came into the Holy City to get

water for his companions, and his bucket slipped from his

hand, so he descended (into the well) to fetch it up. And a

person called to him in the well saying, “Come thou with

me,” and, taking him by the hand, he brought him into the

Garden of Paradise. Shuraik plucked two leaves, and the

person then brought him back to where he had first found

him. Then Shuraik mounted up out of the well, and when

he rejoined his companions, he told them of all that had

happened. The affair reached the ears of the Caliph Omar,

and it was Ka'ab who remarked how it had been said (by

the Prophet) A man of this people of Islam shall enter the

Garden of Paradise and yet lice, adding, “ Look ye to the
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leaves
;

if they suffer change, then are they not of the leaves

of Paradise, and if they change not, then must they verily

be of the leaves of Paradise.” And ’Utayyah asserts that

the said leaves never after did suffer change.

According to another tradition (coming from A1 Walid),

Abu-n-Najm, who was Imam (leader of prayer) to the

people of Salamiyyah (Salaminias), and their Muezzin in

the year 140, and died in the year 150, related that the

people of Salamiyyah, many of whom were of the desert

tribes, told him how they had themselves been well ac-

quainted with Shuraik ibn Habashah when he was living at

Salamiyyah. And they were wont to inquire of him con-

cerning his entrance into the Garden of Paradise, and what

he saw therein, and of how he had brought leaves therefrom.

And these people continued: We inquired further whether

there yet remained by him any one of the leaves which he had

plucked there
;
and when he answered us affirmatively, we

asked to see the leaf, and the man called for his Kuran, and

took from between its pages a leaf that was entirely green

and gave it into our hands. When we had returned it to

him, after laying it over his eyes, he placed it back again

between the pages of his Kuran. And when he was at the

point of death, he enjoined that we should put this leaf on his

breast under the shroud, and his last words were to conjure us

that this should exactly be done. A1 Walid continues : I

inquired of Abu-n-Najm whether he had heard a description

given of the leaf
;
he replied ‘ yes, that it was like the leaf of

a peach treee
(
Dur&Jcin ), of the size of the palm of a hand,

and pointed at the tip . . .
.’ 1 Now the mouth of the Well

of the Leaf is by the Aksa Mosque, on the left hand as you

enter by the door facing the Mihrab. 2

1 Many other similar accounts of the same tradition follow, for a mass of

legendary story has gathered round all that relates to the great water tanks

excavated in the rock which underlies the Haram Area.
2 Plan, n. I (|iiote the last sentence as translated by Mr. Reynolds (p. 138),

as a specimen of his method : “This well of the Leaves is situated at the entrance

of the Mosque al Aksa, on the left of the gate of the courtyard of the towers.”

Mr. Reynolds always translates Mihr&b by “ Tower.’’
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Chapter YIII.

Account of the Spring of Silwdn
(
Siloam

)
and of the other spring

that was near thereto
,
and the Well which is called after our lord

Job, and concerning the Pooh. Also an account of the wonderful

events which have taken place in the Holy City, and of what

happened there at the time of the murder of ’Ali ibn Abu Tdlib

and his son Al Husain, and of him who said that it was a place

of refuge, and how he yearned for the people thereof Also a

description of the Talisman against serpents. Also the Mount

of Olives, and the Plain called As Sdhirah, and the Holy

Mountains, with an account of Jabal Kasiyun in particular, and

what is to be met with there .
1

. . .
2 The author of the Kitab al Uus gives the following

account of the Well (Bir) which goes by the name of the

Prophet Job;

—

‘I have read a paper in the handwriting of

my cousin Abu Muhammad al Kasim,—who gave me per-

mission to make use thereof—which states that he read in a

certain book of history how once the water ran scarce among
the people of the Holy City, and in their need they went

to a well in the neighbourhood, which they descended to a

depth of eighty ells. At its mouth the well was ten or

more ells, by four ells across, and its sides were lined with

masonry of large stones, some of which might measure even

five ells, but most of those in the depth of the well were one

or two ells only in length. A wonder was it how these

stones had been set in their places. The water of the well

was cold and wholesome to drink, and the people used

thereof during all that year, getting it at a depth of eighty

ells. But when the winter was come, the water rose abund-

antly in the well, till it overflowed the brink, and ran over

the ground in the bed of the Wadi, and turned mills for

grinding flour. Now once (says Abu Muhammad), when
there was scarcity of this water and of that in the ’Ain

Silwan, I descended with some workmen to the bottom of the

1 Reynolds, p. 139. The chapter opens with an account of the various
traditions connecting the Virgin Mary with the ’Ain Silwan.

2 Reynolds, p. 141, and see above, p. 252.
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well to dig there, and I saw the water flowing out from

under a rock the size of which was a couple of ells by the

like in height, and there was a cavern the entrance of which

was three ells high by an ell and a half across. From this

cavern there rushed out an extremely cold wind, which made

the lights nearly go out, and I perceived that the roof of the

cavern was lined with masonry. On entering a short distance

within it, the torches could not be kept alight by reason of

the force of the wind which blew therefrom. This well is

in the bed of the Wadi, and the cave is in its bed too, and

above and all around are high steep hills, which a man
cannot climb except with much fatigue. This also is the

well of which He spake to His prophet Job, saying,

u ‘ Stamp,’ said we, ‘ with thy foot. This (fountain) is to

wash with
;

cool and to drink.’ ” 1 And so the account

ends. . . .

Regarding now the pools that are in the Holy City. 2 On
the report of Damrah from Ibn Abi Sudah, it is related

that a certain king of the Kings of the Children of Israel

named Hazkil (Hezekiah) constructed six pools for the Holy

City, namely, three within the city which are the Birkat

Bani Israil, the Birkat Sulaiman, and the Birkat ’Iyad
;
and

three without the city which are the Birkat Marnila and

the two Birkats of A1 MarjT. And these he made to store

the water for the people of the city. 3 ....

1 Kuran xxxviii. 41. The overflowing of the waters of Job’s Well, down the

Kedron Valley, is of yearly occurrence. Whether this Well be the Fuller’s

Spring, En Rogel,—mentioned by Joshua (xi. 7) as on the boundary-line

between the Tribes of Judah and Benjamin,— is still a matter of dispute.

Robinson (Biblical Researches, 2nd ed. i. 332) asserts this to be the case without

doubt
;
while Cornier (Handbook to the Bible, p. 335) advocates the identifica-

tion of Eu Rogel with Virgin’s Fountains, higher up the V alley under the walls

of Jerusalem.
2 Reynolds’, p. 145.
3 The Birkat (Pool) of the Children of Israel lies to the north of the naram

Area. Which the Birkat of Solomon may be, is matter of question, as also is the

identification of the Pool of ’Iyad. This last takes its name from ’ lydd ibn

Gkanam, a celebrated Companion of the Prophet (who died in a. h. 20 =
a.d. 641), and has nothing to do with “Gad,” as writes Mr. Reynolds (p. 145).

The Pool of Mantilla lies a short distance west of the Jaffa Gate of Jerusalem.

The Pools of Al Man i‘ are those known as Solomon’s Pools, some miles from

Hebron
;
from these Pilate’s Aqueduct brought tho water to the city.
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Chapter IX.

Account of the Conquest of the Holy City by the Commander of the

Faithful 'Omar ibn al Khattdb, and ivhat he did there in un-

covering the Noble Rock from the dirt and dung thrown thereon.

An account also of ’Abd al Malik ibn Marwdn’s building, and

what he accomplished there. Also an account of the unique pearl

that was hung over the middle of the Rock, and the two horns of

Abraham's ram, and the croton of the Chosroes
,
all of which were

transported thence to the Noble Ka'abah, at the time when the

Caliphate passed to the House of 'Abbas. Also an account of the

Conquest of the Holy City by the Franks, whereby it was taken

from the hands of the Muslims, after ’ Omar's Conquest ; and how

long it remained in the hands of the Christians. Further, the

account of the Conquest thereof by the Sultan, the victorious king,

Salah ad Din Yusuf ibn Ayyub, whereby it was taken back out

of the hands of the Franks, and how he obliterated all trace of

their sojourn there, and how he restored the Masjid to what it had

been before, and to the condition in which it has remained even

unto this day, and please Allah will so remain to the Lay of

Resurrection .*

. . . .
2 The following is related as coming from Shadad

ibn Aus, who accompanied Omar when he entered the Noble

Sanctuary of the Holy City on the day when Allah caused

it to be reduced by capitulation. And Omar entered by the

Gate of Muhammad, 3 crawling on his hands and knees, he

and all those who were with him, until he came up to the

Court (of the Sanctuary). There he looked around to right

' Reynolds, p. 154.
2 Reynolds, p. 174. Suyuti has copied the whole of this part verbatim

out of the Muthir, the text of which, from the Paris MSS., will he found
on p. 297. From what sources this very curious account of Omar’s proceed-

ings in the Holy City was taken, I am unable to state. But I must repeat that

there is nothing of all this in the works of the older annalists, from Tabari
to Ibn al Athir. The greater portion of this chapter has already been given in

English by the late Professor Palmer in the fourth chapter of his and Mr. Besant’s

joint work on “ Jerusalem—the City of Herod and Saladin.” I make no
apology, however, for giving it again, for I am able to supply a better text than
that on which Professor Palmer worked. Extracts from Suyuti’s text, with
a Latin version, had previously appeared, edited by P. Lemming, under the
title Comwentatio philological. Specimen libri Ithdf etc., auctore Kemuloddiuo
Muhammede etc. Maunice M.D.CCCXVII.

3 Plan, K.
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and to left, and, glorifying Allah, said, “ By Allah, verily

this, by Him in whose hands is my soul! must be the Mosque

of David, of which the Apostle spake to us saying, ‘ I was

conducted thither in the night journey.’ ” Then Omar ad-

vanced to the fore (or southern) part of the Haram Area

and to the western side thereof, and said, “ Let us make this

the place for the Mosque.”

On the authority of A1 "Walid ibn Muslim, 1
it is reported

as coming from a Shaikh of the sons of Shadad ibn Aus,

who had heard it from his father, who held it of his

grandfather, that Omar, as soon as he was at leisure from

the writing of the Treaty of Capitulation made between him

and the people of the Holy City, said to the Patriarch of

Jerusalem, “ Conduct us to the Mosque of David.” And the

Patriarch agreed thereto. Then Omar went forth girt with

his sword, and with him 4000 of the Companions who had

come to Jerusalem with him, all begirt likewise with their

swords, and a crowd of us Arabs, who had come up to the

Holy City, followed them, none of us bearing any weapons

except our swords. And the Patriarch walked before Omar
among the Companions, and we all behind the Khalif. Thus

we entered the Holy City. And the Patriarch took us to

the Church which goes by the name of the Kumamah, 2 and

said he, “This is David’s Mosque.” And Omar looked

around and pondered, then he answered the Patriarch, “Thou

liest, for the Apostle described to me the Mosque of David,

and by his description this is not it.” Then the Patriarch

went on with us to a Church called that of (Sihyftn)

Sion, and again he said, “ This is the Mosque of David.”

But the Khalif replied to him, “ Thou liest.” So the

Patriarch went on with him till he came to the Noble

Sanctuary of the Holy City, and reached the gate thereof,

called the Gate of Muhammad. Now the dung which was

1 A1 AValid ibn Muslim, the celebrated traditinnist, was a frcedman of the

Oraeyyods, and a native of Damascus. According to Nawawi (ed. by Wiisten-

feld, text. p. 6181, he died in a.h. 194 or 195, aged 73.
2 Al Kumamah, literally, ‘ the Dunghill.’ This is a designed corruption on

the part of the Muslims of ‘Al Kayamah,’ ‘ Anastasis,’ the name given to the

Chureli of the Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre) by the Christian Arabs.
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then all about the Noble Sanctuary had settled on the steps

of this sate, so that it even came out into the street in which

the gate opened, and it had accumulated so greatly on the

steps as almost to reach up to the ceiling of the gateway.

The Patriarch said to Omar, “ It is impossible to proceed

and enter except crawling on hands and knees.” Said

Omar, “ Even on hands and knees be it.” So the Patriarch

went down on hands and knees, preceding Omar, and we all

crawled after him, until he had brought us out into the

Court of the Noble Sanctuary of the Holy City. Then we

arose off our knees and stood upright. And Omar looked

around, pondering for a long time. Then said he, “ By
Him in whose hands is my soul ! this is the place described

to us by the Apostle of Allah.”

And it is reported on other authority to the last, namely,

from Hisham ibn ’Ammar, who had it from A1 Haitham ibn

Omar ibn al ’Abbasi, who related that he had heard his

grandfather, ’Abd Allah ibn Abu Abd Allah, tell how, when

Omar was Kbalif, be went to visit the people of Syria. Omar
baited first at the village of Al Jabiyah, 1 while he despatched

a man of Jadilah to the Holy City, but shortly after he became

possessed thereof by capitulation. Then Omar himself went

thither, and Ka'ab was with him. Said Omar to Ka'ab, “ 0
Abu Ishak, knowest thou the position of the Rock ? ” and he

answered, “Measure from the wall which is on the Wadi
Jahannum so and so many ells

;
there dig and ye shall dis-

cover it,” adding, “ At this present day it is a dungheap.”

So they dug there, and the Rock was laid bare. Then said

Omar to Ka'ab, “ Where sayest thou we should place the

Mosque, or rather the Kiblah ? ” Ka'ab replied, “ Lay out

a place for it behind the Rock, whereby you will make one

the two Kiblahs, that, namely, of Moses, and that of Muham-
mad.” But Omar answered him, “ Thou hast leanings still

towards the Jews, 0 Abu Ishak. The Mosque shall be in

front of the Rock (not behind it).” And so the Mosque was

erected in the fore part of the Haram Area.

1 In Jaulan.
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And on the like authority as the foregoing, and as an

addition to what has been said above on the warranty of

Ibrahim ibn Abu ’Ablah al Mukaddasi, who had it of his

father, saith he : Omar then came to the Holy City, and

encamped on the Mount of Olives. And afterwards he

descended therefrom, and he entered the Noble Sanctuary

by the Gate of the Prophet. Now, when he came to stand

erect therein, he gazed to the right and to the left, and

exclaimed, “ By Him than whom there is no other God ! this

is the Mosque of Solomon the son of David, of which the

Apostle of Allah related to us that he had been brought

thereto by night.” Then he went to the western part of the

Noble Sanctuary and said, “ Let us place the Mosque for the

Muslims here, to be a place of prayer for them to pray in.”

And on the authority of Sa'id ibn ’Abd al ’Aziz it is

related : When Omar conquered the Holy City, he found

on the Rock great quantities of dung that the Greeks had

thrown down here for an insult to the Children of Israel.

And Omar spread his cloak, and began to sweep together all

that dung, and so did also the Muslims who accompanied

him. . . .

Further, Al Walid adds, on the authority of Sa'id ibn

’Abd al Aziz, that the Letter of the Prophet had come

to the Kaisar (Caesar) while he was sojourning at the Holy

City .

1 Now at that time there was over the Rock of the

Holy City a great dungheap, which completely masked the

Mihrab of David, and which same the Christians had put

here in order to offend the Jews, and further even, the

Christian women were wont to throw here their cloths and

clouts, so that it was all heaped up therewith .

2 Now when

the Caesar had perused the letter of the Prophet
,

3 ho

1 In the year of the Hijrah 7, the Prophet despatched envoys to the Chosroe of

Persia, and to the Cajsar of Byzantium, calling on them to acknowledge his

mission as Allah’s Apostle.

* The text here appears to me to be corrupt. The general sense, however,

is plain enough.
> As a specimen of Mr. Reynolds’ method of translation, the following may

be quoted from p. 179, representing the above passages

:

“ We are also informed by Al Walid that Sa'ad 1 bn- Abdul-Aziz said, A letter

(an epistle) of the Prophet of God (upon whom be the mercy and peace of God !)

came to Al Kais
;

and this it is — In the Bait-ul-Mukaddas, and upon the
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cried and said, “0 ye men of Greece, verily Ye are the

people who shall bo slain on this dungheap, for that ye

have desecrated the sanctity of this Mosque. And it shall

be with you even as it was with the Children of Israel who

were slain for the sake of the blood of Yah}'a ibn Zakariyya

(John the Baptist).” Then the Caesar commanded them to

clear the place, and so they began to do, but when the Muslims

invaded Syria only a third part thereof had been cleared.

So when Omar had come to the Holy City and conquered

it, and saw how there was a dungheap over the Rock, he

regarded it as horrible, and ordered that it should be entirely

cleared. And to accomplish this they forced the Nabathseans

of Palestine to labour without pay. On the authority of

Jabir ibn Hafir it is related that when Omar first exposed

the Rock to view, by removing the dungheap, he com-

manded them not to pray there until three showers of heavy

rain should have fallen. A1 Walid further relates, as coming

from Kulthum ibn Ziyad, that Omar asked of Ka‘ab, “ Where
thinkest thou that we should put the place of prayer for

Muslims in this Holy Sanctuary ? ” Said Ka'ab, in answer,

“ In the hinder (or northern) portion thereof, in the part

adjoining the Gate of the Tribes,” but Omar said, “Hot so;

seeing that, on the contrary, to us belongs the fore part of the

Sanctuary,” and he then proceeded to the fore part thereof.

A1 Walid again relates—on the authority of Ibn Shaddad,

whc had it of his father—“ Omar proceeded to the fore part

of the Sanctuary Area to the side adjoining the west
(
i.e . to

the south-west part), and there began to throw the dung

by handfulls into his cloak, and we all who were with him
did likewise. Then he went with it—and we following him

to do the same—and threw it into the Wadi which is called

Sakhra of the Bait-ul-Mukaddas, there shall he a great sewer, whereby the
tower of David (on whom he salutation

!)
is spoiled by the injurious abuse of

the lying Christians, in order to hurt the Jews, until those changing times shall
come that the cities be stirred up to wrest the precinct from Greece. Then
shall the Sakhrah be met with. Therefore said A1 Kais, when he read this epistle
of the Prophet of God,” etc., etc.

There is here a specimen of nearly every kind of blunder. A whole passage
is interpolated, the very common word Kaisar, Caesar, is read twice over as an
Arab proper name, A1 Kais.

vol. six .—[new series.] 19
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Wadi Jahannum. Then we returned to do the like over

again, and yet again,—he, Omar, and also we who were with

him,—until we had cleared the whole of the place where

the Mosque now stands. And there we all made our prayers,

Omar himself praying among us

. . . -

1 Now when Omar made the capitulation with the

people of the Holy City, and entered among them, he was

wearing at that time two long tunics (kamis) of the kind

called Surabulam.

2

He prayed in the Church of Mary, and

when he had done so he spat on to one of his tunics. And
it was said to him, “ Host thou spit here, because that this

is a place in which the sin of polytheism has been com-

mitted?” and he answered, “Yea, verily the sin of poly-

theism hath been committed herein, but now in truth the

name of Allah hath been pronounced here.” It is further

reported that Omar did carefully avoid praying near the

Wadi Jahannum
3 The Khalif ’Abd al Malik it was who built the Dome of

the Rock and the (Aksa) Mosque of the Holy City, and

according to report he devoted to the expenses of the same

the revenues (kharaj) of Egypt for the space of seven years.

The historian Sibt al Jauzi states in his work, the Mirat a

z

Zaman, that 'Abd al Malik began the building here in the

year 69 of the Hijrah, and completed the same in the year 72.

(a.d. 687-690). But others say that he who first built the

Dome (of the Rock) of the Hoty City was Sa‘id the son of the

Khalif ’Abd al Malik, and that he afterwards too restored

it. Now on the authority of Rija ibn Ilayah, and of

Yazid ibn Sallam,4 ’Abd al Malik’s freedman, it is reported

1 Reynolds, p. 182. The text of this passage is not from the Muthir, and

where SSuyuti obtained it 1 do not know.
2 Lane, in his great Dictionary (v. sub voce) says that the Kamis Sumbuldni

is a shirt ample in length, so as to reach down to the ground, and adds that it is

so called in relation to a town or district in the Greek Empire. The Church of

Mary (Kanisah Maryam), here mentioned, may be the Cliurch of the Virgin

described by Procopius.
3 This is the beginning of the sixth chapter of the Muthir (see p. 300 for the

text). Reynolds, p. 184.
4 Abu’l Mikdam Rija ibn Jlayith ibn Jarul, of the Kendall tribe, was a man

celebrated for his learning, and a great friend of the Khalif Omar (II.) ibn ’Abd

al Aziz. Yazid ibn Sallam. his colleague, was a native of Jerusalem.
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that on the occasion of the building the Dome of the

Rock of the Iloly City and the Aksa Mosque, the Khalif

came himself from Damascus to Jerusalem, and thence

despatched letters into all the Provinces, and to all the

Governors of cities, as follows :
“ ’Abd al Malik doth wish

to build a Dome over the Rock in the Iloly City, whereby

to shelter the Muslims from heat and cold
;
as also a Mosque.

But he wisheth not to do this thing without knowing the

will of his subjects. Therefore let his subjects write to him

their desires and whatever may be their will.” 1 And letters

came back to him from the governors of the Provinces which

assured the Commander of the Faithful of the full approval of

all men, and that they deemed his intention a fitting and pious

one. And said they: “ We ask of Allah to give completion

to what the Khalif doth undertake in the matter of building

in the Noble Sanctuary, and the Dome therein and the

Mosque
;

and may it succeed under his hand, for it is a

noble deed both for him and for those who follow after him.”

Then the Khalif brought together craftsmen from all parts

of his empire, and commanded that they should set forth

the proportions and elevation of the building before

they began to build the Dome itself. So they laid out

the plan thereof in the Court of the Haram Area .
2 And

he commanded them to build a Treasure House on the

east side of the Rock, and the same is the building which

stands close beside the Rock .
3 So they began to build;

And the Khalif set apart great sums of money, and insti-

tuted to be overseers thereof Rija ibn Hayah, and Yazid

ibn Sallam, commanding them to spend the same, and giving

1 The text as given in the Muthir (p. 300) is, I think, corrupt
; but there can

be no doubt of the general import.
3 I am by no means sure of my translation of this passage. If we read Suffat-

al-Euhbat, it would mean “ the porch of the Dome,” i.e. one of the porches at

the four gates. I prefer, however, to read Si/at, and to translate as I have done.
Mujir ad din in the corresponding passage (p. 241 of the Bulak text, printed in
a.h. 12S3) gives quite a different reading. What he says is: “And’Abd al

Malik carefully described to the artificers what he wished to be built, and how
it should stand. And while he remained in the Holy City, the architects built

for him the small Dome which stands to the east of the Dome of the Rock, and
is now called the Dome of the Chain. And this he so much admired that he
ordered the Kubbat as Sakhrah (the Dome of the Rock) to be built like it.”

3 Now called the Dome of the Chain, Plan, c.
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them authority therein. So they made expenditure for

digging the foundations, and building up the structure, until

the moneys were near to he all expended. Now when the

edifice was complete and solidty constructed, so that not a

word could be said for improvement thereto, they wrote to

the Khalif at Damascus :
“ Allah hath given completion

to what the Commander of the Faithful commanded con-

cerning the building the Dome over the Rock of the Holy

City, and the Aksa Mosque also. And no word can be said

to suggest improvement thereto. And verily there remaineth

over and above of what the Commander of the Faithful did set

apart for the expense of the same,—the building being now

complete and solidly built,—a sum of 100,000 (gold) dinars.

Let the Commander of the Faithful expend the same in

whatever matter seemeth good to him.” And the Khalif

wrote to them in reply :
“ Let this then be a gift unto

you two for what ye have accomplished in the building

of this noble and blessed house.” But to this they sent

in answer :
—“ Nay rather, first let us add to this the orna-

ments of our women and the superfluity of our wealth, and

then do thou expend the whole in what seemeth best to

thee.” So the Khalif wrote to command them to melt

down the sum and apply it to the adornment of the Dome.

And all this sum was melted down and laid out to adorn the

Dome of the Rock, to such an extent that it was impossible

by reason of the gold thereon for any one to keep the eye

fixed and look at it.

They prepared also two coverings to go over the Dome, of

felts and of skins of animals, and the same was put over it in

the winter to preserve it from the rains and the winds and

the snows. Rija ibn Hayah and Yazid ibn Sallam also

surrounded the Rock with a lattice-screen of Sasim (or

ebony wood), and outside the screen they hung between the

columns curtains of brocade. 1 Each day fifty-aud-two

1 Mr. Reynolds’ translation (p. 187) of the foregoing pnssnges is so remarkable

that I quote it, in further proof of my assertion that his work needs emendation.

‘ Then he [the Caliph] wrote to them, “ A great sum hath been expended and paid

by tbc public for the chapel
;
therefore 1 will snend and lay out upon it (money

for the purchase of) that which every one may look at— gold work, and ornament
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persons were employed to pound and grind down saffron,

working by night also, and leavening it with musk and

ambergris, and rose-water of the Jfiri rose. At early dawn

the servants appointed entered the Bath of Sulaiman 1 ibn

’Abd al Malik, where they washed and purified themselves

before proceeding to the Treasure Chamber (al Khazanah),

in which was kept the (yellow perfume of saffron called)

Khuluk. And, before leaving the Treasure Chamber, they

changed all their clothes, putting on new garments made of

the stuffs of Marv and Herat, also shawls (of the striped

cloths of Yaman) called ’Asb, and taking jewelled girdles

they girt them about their waists. Then bearing the jars of

Ivhuluk in their hands, they went forth and anointed there-

with the stone of the Rock, even as far as they could reach up

to with their hands, spreading it all over the same. And for

the part beyond that which they could reach, having first

washed their feet, they attained thereto by mounting on the

Rock itself, anointing all that remained thereof, and by this

the jars of Khuluk were completely emptied. Then they

brought censers of gold and of silver filled with aloes wood

of Kimar (in Java), and the incense called Nadd, compounded

with musk and ambergris, and letting down the curtains

between the columns, they swung to and fro the censers, and

the incense would rise into all the space between the columns

and the Dome above by reason of the quantity thereof. Which
done and the curtains again drawn up, the censers were

carried outside the building, whereby the sweet smell went

abroad, even to the entrance of the market beyond, so that

all who passed therein could scent the perfume. After this

the censers were extinguished. Proclamation then was made

by criers from before the screen ,
—

“

The Sakhrah, verily, is

a sort of common part (which all may be permitted to behold), of mosaic, out-

side
;
and there also, a second, to be a covering against rain and wind and snow.”

But Rijah-ibn-Haywah and Yazid ibn Salam had already surrounded it with a
screen of latice-work, with small interstices, and a curtain of silk hanging loosely

between pillars.’
1 The MSS. of Suyuti give “ Hammam Sulaiman ” only, as though it were

King Solomon. I have found no notice of this bath elsewhere. The Juri rose

is named from the town of Jur or Gur, iu Persia, afterwards called Fairuzabad,
which was so celebrated for its roses as to be surnamed Balad al Ward, the City
of Roses (see Yakut, ii. 147).
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open for the people, and he who would pray therein, let him

come.” The people hastened to come and make their prayer

in the Sakhrah, the most of them performing two Rika'ahs, 1

while some few acquitted themselves of four. And after,

he who had thus said his prayers had gone forth again, they

would perceive on him the perfume of the incense, and say,

“ Such a one has been in the Sakhrah.” (After the prayer-

time is over, the servants) wash off with water the marks left

by the people’s feet, cleaning everywhere with green myrtle

(brooms), and drying with cloths. 2 Then the gates are

closed, and for guarding each were appointed ten chamber-

lains, since none might enter the Sakhrah, except the ser-

vants thereof, on other days than the Monday and the Friday.

On the authority of Abu Bakr ibn al Harith, it is reported

that during the Caliphate of ’Abd al Malik the Sakhrah

was entirely lighted with (oil of) the Midian Ban (the Tama-

risk or Myrobalan) tree, and oil of Jasmin, 3 of a lead colour.

And the chamberlains had said to the Khalif, “0 Abu Bakr,

command for us candelabra with lamps (kandil) in which we

may put oil, for the same would be more agreeable unto us.”

And the Khalif granted them their request. Such are the

matters which pertain to the days of the Caliphate of ’Abd al

Malik.

Saith Al Walid, it hath been related to me by ’Abd ar

Rahman ibn Mansur ibn Thabit, who said, I have it of my
father, who had it of his father, and he from his grandfather,

1 Prayer prostrations.
2 What Mashdtd or Masdni mean I do not know

;
the word is omitted in the

MSS. of Suyuti. Mr. Reynolds has completely misunderstood these paragraphs.

I quote a single passage (p. 189), that, namely, which is supposed to give the

translation of the above sentence. “ Then the men went out
;
and whosoever

smelt the smell of their incense said, This is from some one who has entered the

Saklira ; and they washed the soles of their feet, and slightly passed a moistened

hand over their face, at the threshold of St. George, and napkins were wetted,

and gates were split open (i.c. although they only slightly wetted tluir faces
,
and

then wiped them with, a napkin
,
yet, from the number who did this, the napkins

were entirely ivet, and from the rush of their entrance the gates were split open).

Also at every gate were ten beadles,” etc. I need hardly point out that the com-

mentary introduced with “i.e.” is as much beside the mark as the remainder of

the translation. The text of all this may be seen on p. 302.
3 The MSS. read, somo Zambalc, which is ‘Oil of Jasmin,’ and some Zibak,

which is ‘ Quicksilver.’ If the latter bo right, and it concords better with ar-rasusi

‘ of lead,’ I fail to comprehend how the Mosque was lighted with * Quicksilver of

load.’ Mr. Reynolds offers no solution, for ho leaves these words out.
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that in the days of ’Abd al Malik there was suspended

from the chain hanging down in the middle of the Dome
of the Rock a single unique pearl, also the two horns

of the Ram of Abraham, and the Crown of the Cosroes.

But when the Caliphate passed to the Abbasidcs, they

had all these transported to the Ka'abah, which may Allah

preserve.

On the authority of the Ilafidh ibn ’Asakir, the testimony

going back to Abul Ma‘ali Al Mukaddasi, 1
it is related how

’Abd al Malik built the Dome of the Rock and the Aksa

Mosque
;
which, further, is inserted by the author of the

Muthir al Gharam in his seventh chapter, 2 citing ’Ukbah as

his authority, and continuing to the following effect: Now
in those days there were in use in the Mosque 6000 beams

of wood for the ceilings, besides the beams for the wooden

pillars. And the doors were 50 in number. There were

600 pillars of marble, and seven Mihrabs, and of chains for

suspending the candelabra 400 minus 15 (i.e. 385), of which

230 were in the Aksa Mosque, and the remainder (i.e. 155)

in the Dome of the Rock. The length of all these chains

put together was 4000 ells, and their weight 43,000 Syrian

(pounds or) ratls.3 There were 5000 lamps, and in addition

to these they were wont to light 2000 wax candles on Friday

nights, and on the middle nights of the months of Rajab,

Sha'aban, and Ramadhan, as also on the nights of the Two
(Great) Festivals. (In the various parts of the Haram Area)

are 15 (small) Domes, besides the (Great) Dome of the Rock,

and on the Mosque roof there were 7700 sheets of lead, each

sheet weighing 70 ratls, Syrian measure, and this did not

include what was on the roof which covered the Dome of the

Rock. All this was of that which was done in the days of

’Abd al Malik. And this Khalif appointed for the perpetual

service of the Noble Sanctuary 300 servants, who were

(slaves) purchased with moneys of the Royal Fifth from the

Treasury
;
and as these servants in time died off, each man’s
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son, or his son’s son, or some member of his family, was

appointed in his place. And so the service has continued on

for all time, generation after generation
;
and they receive

their rations from the public treasury. In the Haram Area

there are 24 great water cisterns, and of minarets 4, to wit,

three in a line on the west side of the Noble Sanctuary, and

one that rises above the Bab al Asbat (Gate of the Tribes).

And among the servants of the Haram there were Jews,

from whom was exacted no poll-tax
;
originally there were

ten men, but their families increasing the number rose to

twenty, and it was their business to sweep up the dust left

by the people at the times of visitation both in summer and

in winter, and also to clean the places of ablution that lay

round the Aksa Mosque. There were also ten Christian

servants of the Noble Sanctuary, whose office went by inheri-

tance likewise. These made and likewise swept the mats of

the Mosque. They also swept out the conduits which carried

the water into the cisterns, and as well attended to the keep-

ing clean of the cisterns themselves, and other such service.

And among the servants of the Sanctuary, too, were another

company of Jews who made the glass plates for the lamps,

and the glass lantern bowls, and glass vessels and rods. And
it was appointed that from these men also no poll-tax

was to be taken, nor from those who made the wicks for

the lamps, and this exemption continued in force for all

time, both to them and their children who inherited the

office after them, even from the days of ’Abd al Malik, and

so for ever.

On the authority of ’Abd ar Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn

Mansur ibn Thabit from his father, who had it from his

grandfather, it is reported that in the days of ’Abd al Malik

all the gates of the Mosque were covered with plates of gold

and of silver. But during the reign of Abu Ja'afar al Mansur,

in the year 130 (a.t>. 74G), both the eastern and the western

portions of the Mosque fell down, and it was reported to

the Khalif, saying, “ 0 Commander of the Faithful, the earth-

quake hath thrown down the eastern part of the Mosque

and the western part thereof also, now therefore give orders
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to rebuild the same and raise it again.” And the Khalif

replied that as there were no moneys in his treasury, (to

supply the lack of coin) they should strip off the plates

of gold and of silver that overlaid the gates. So they

stripped these off and coined therefrom dinars and dirhems,

which were expended on the rebuilding of the Mosque, even

till it was completed. Then occurred the second earthquake,

and the building that A1 Mansur had commanded to be built

fell to the ground. In the daj’s of A1 Mahdi, who succeeded

him, the Mosque was still lying in ruins, which, being

reported to him, he commanded them to rebuild the same,

adding that the Mosque had been (of old) too narrow, and of

too great a length,—and for this reason it had not been used

by the people,— so now in rebuilding it they were to

curtail its length and increase its breadth. The restoration

of the Mosque was completed on this plan during his reign.

In the year 452 (a.d. 1060) the Great Lantern (Tannur)

that hung in the Dome of the Rock fell down, and there

were in it 500 lamps. Those of the Muslims who were

there augured evil therefrom, saying, “ Of a surety there

will happen some portentous event in Islam.”

A1 Walid further writes, on the warranty of Abu ’Amir

ibn Damrah, who said it on the authority of ’Ata, who had

it of his father, that in early days it was the Jews who were

appointed to light the lamps in the Noble Sanctuary, but

that when Omar ibn ’Abd al Aziz 1 came to reign, he deprived

them of this office, and set in their place servants who had

been purchased with moneys of the Royal Fifth. And a

certain man of these servants, a slave bought of the Ro)7al

Fifth, came once to him and said, “ Give me manumission, 0
Khalif!” but Omar answered, “How then! for verily I can-

not emancipate thee ! but sbouldst thou depart (of thine own
accord), behold I have no power over a hair even of the

hairs of thy dog !

”

2

1 The Omeyyad Khalif, -who reigned at Damascus a.h. 99-101 (a.d. 717-720).
2 The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an account of the taking of

Jerusalem by the Crusaders, and its re-conquest by Saladin ; the details of which
being matters of history, and fully treated of in other works, need not detain us
here.
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Chapter X.

An account of those who have entered the Holy City, of the various

Prophets, and also of the Companions of the Prophet and of their

Followers, and others besides. Further, an enumeration of such

of them as have died and been buried in the Holy City. Also

how all nations—with the exception of the Samaritans—do hold

in honour the Holy City}

Chapter XI.

Concerning the excellence of our lord Abraham the Friend, and the

excellence of visitation to his abode. And an account of his birth,

with the story of how he was thrown into the fire. Also of his

hospitality and generosity. Also how he is the Friend of Allah,

and how this title is peculiar to him. Account of his circum-

cision, and of his wearing breeches, and of the greyness of his

hair ; also of his kindness and goodness to all men, and of his

benevolent ivays and agreeable manners, such as none before him

had ever shown forth, and ivhich may be as an ensample and rule

of conduct to all ivho come after him. Also an account of his

life and the story of his death, and of the garment he shall put

on on the Pay of Resurrection

}

Chapter XII.

Concerning Abraham's temptation in the matter of the Sacrifice, and

of his own son toho was the victim. Also the life of Isaac
,
and

the age that his father and mother had attained at the time of his

birth. An account of his mother Sarah, and the exception in

her favour as to her prophesying, and as to her being able to

prophesy ; also notice of such other women beside her who did

so. The story of Jacob and his life, also incidents from the

history of his son Joseph, his appearance, and how many years he

was parted from his father Jacob, and how long he was estranged

from him. And of his sepulture, and what time elapsed between

him and Moses .
3

1 Reynolds, p. 280.
2 Reynolds, p. 320.
3 Reynolds, p. 354.
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Chapter XIII.

Description of the Cave in which Abraham and his children were

buried; and how the same was bought from the king of that

country by name ’Afriin (Eyhron the Hittite). And who was

the first to be buried in that cave
,
and ivhat are the monuments

over the graves therein, and what proof there is of the genuineness

of the graves. How Solomon built the Sepulchre that is there,

and of the advantages to be derived from visiting the above-

mentioned tombs. The discovery of the place of Joseph’s sepulture:

also how the place around the tombs came to be a Mosque, and of

permission to enter therein, and how it teas called the Uaram.

Also of the lands given in fief by the Prophet to Tamim ad Dari

and those of his tribe who came with him, and the deed which the

Prophet wrote for them in witness thereof.

. . .
l It is reported by Ibn ’Asakir, on a chain of tradition

going back to Ka‘ab al Ahbar, that the first person who died

and was buried at Hebron was Sarah. . . . Then Abraham
himself died and was buried at her side. Then Isaac's wife

ltebecca died and was buried there, and Isaac himself later

was buried beside his wife. When Jacob died, he was buried

at the mouth of the cave, and when his wife Lika (Leah)

came also to die, she was buried beside him. Then the sons

of Jacob met together, and also Esau and his brethren, and

they said, “ Let us leave the entrance of the cavern open,

so that when any die he may be buried therein.” But after-

wards a dispute arose among them, and one of the brothers

of Esau, or, as some say, one of the sons of Jacob, raised

his hand and struck Esau a blow that caused his head to

fall off and roll into the cave. And they carried forth his

body and buried it without the head, for the head remained

within the cave. And the cave they closed by a wall. Then

over each grave they erected a monument, inscribing on

each severally “ This is the tomb of Abraham,” “ This is

the tomb of Sarah,” and so forth, after which they all

departed, closing the gates 2

1 Reynolds, p. 359.
2 The following curious account of a visit to the Cave of Machpelah has been

copied hy Suyuti verbatim from Chapter XY. of Ishak al Khalili’s “ History
of Hebron,” mentioned above, p. 252.
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Muhammad ibn Bakran ibn Muhammad al Khatib, who
was Khatib (Preacher) of Abraham’s station, has reported as

having heard Muhammad ibn Ahmad the grammarian relate

the following; and it is given in his own words: Once I went

with the Kadi Abu ’Amr ’Othman ibn Ja‘far ibn Sbadhan

to visit the tomb of Abraham—upon him peace. We had

sojourned there for the space of three days, when, on the

fourth, the Kadi approached the inscription which is facing

the tomb of Rebecca, Isaac’s wife, and ordered it to be

washed, that the writing thereon might be made clear
;
and

he set me to copy all that was on the stone, in exact fac-

simile, on a roll of paper that we had brought. And after

this he returned to Ar Ramlah
;

1

where he brought together

men of all tongues to read what was thereon, but no one

among them was able to interpret it
;
but they agreed that

the same was in the language of the ancient Greeks, and that

if any one there were who knew how to read it, it would be a

certain Shaikh of Aleppo. So the Kadi Abu ’Amr sent ex-

pressly to this Shaikh requesting his presence at Ar Ramlah,

and when he had arrived he caused me also to be present.

And behold he that was come was a very ancient man
;
and

this Shaikh from Aleppo dictated to me as follows, being the

translation of what I had copied :

“ In the divine and adored

Name, the sublime, the mighty, the well-directing, the

strong, the powerful ! Verily the mound which is facing

this is the Tomb of Rebecca, the wife of Isaac, and that

which lies near thereto is the Tomb of Isaac. The great

mound over against this is the Tomb of Abraham the Friend,

and the mound which faces it on the eastern side is the Tomb

of Sarah his wife. The further mound, which lies beyond

that of the Tomb of Abraham the Friend, is the Tomb of

Jacob, and the mound adjoining it is the Tomb of Iliya

(Leah), Jacob’s wife. And Esau wrote this with his own

handwriting.”
2 [Further, Muhammad ibn Bakr&n speaks of another

1 At that time the capital of Filastin.
2 This second account is omitted by Suyuti.
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account, and that the copy of the inscription cut on

the above-mentioned stone, lying to the east, stated that

the head of Adam—peace be on him—was therein, the

interpretation thereof being as follows :
—“ In the divine

and adored Name, the high, the mighty, the victorious, the

strong, the puissant—this mound which lies near this in-

scription is the Tomb of Rebecca, the wife of Isaac, and

the mound thereto adjacent westwards is the Tomb of Isaac.

The great mound which lies on the opposite side, and cor-

responding thereto, is the Tomb of Abraham, and the mound

which is facing this to the east thereof is the Tomb of his

wife Sarah. The mound that lies farthest off, but in a line

with the Tomb of Abraham the Friend, is the Tomb of

Jacob, and the mound adjacent thereunto and to the east

thereof, is the Tomb of his wife Iliya—the benediction of

Allah and His mercy and His blessing be upon them all,

for purity lieth in Ilis grace.”

These then are the two accounts.] Muhammad ibn Bakran

A1 Khatib notes that the name of (Leah) Jacob’s wife is

Iliya, but that in some books her name is written Laya (or

Liya), and she is known also as Lika, but Allah knows alone

the truth thereof. The Kadi mentioned in the first account

—Abu Amr ’Othman ibn Ja'afar ibn Shadhan—was a judge

of high renown and well known; the narrator of the account,

however, was not certain as to the exact name of his father

;

I have reason to believe that he was ’Otliman son of Muham-
mad ibn Shadhan. He was Kadi (Judge) of Ar Ramlah

during the Khalifate of Ar Radi billah, in the year 320 and

odd (a.d. 932), and the years following. He is an authority'

for Traditions, which he held at many' hands, and a great

number of very learned Traditionists also cite him as their

authority.

The Hafiz Ibn ’Asakir writes : In a certain book of

Traditions I read and copied the following :
* Muhammad

ibn Bakran ibn Muhammad al Khatib—who was Khatib of

the Masjid of Abraham the Friend—states (having heard

it from Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn ’Ali ibn Ja'afar al

Anbari, who himself had heard Abu Bakr al Askafi give the
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account), as follows: “With me it is of a surety that the Tomb
of Abraham is at the spot now shown as the same, for I have

looked on it and seen it with my own eyes. And it was after

this manner:—I had expended great sums, amounting to nearly

4000 dinars, on the Holy Place and its Guardians, hoping

thereby to obtain favour of Allah—may He be exalted—and

I wished also to convince myself of the exactitude of what

was reported concerning (Abraham’s tomb). So when the

hearts (of the Guardians of the Holy Place) were won by all

that I had done there in the way of pious deeds and generous

giving, and in the making of presents, and honourably

entreating of them, and other such bounties, I proposed to

get at the root of the truth which my heart desired to know.

So, on a certain day, I said to the Guardians, when we were

all assembled together, ‘ I would fain ask of you to conduct

me to the door of the Cave, that I may descend therein and

be a witness for myself (of the tombs) of the Prophets. The

Benediction of Allah and His mercy be upon them.’ The

Guardians answered me, ‘We would certainly agree to do

this for thee, for thou hast put us greatly in thy debt, but

at this present time the matter is impossible, for travellers

are constant in arriving,—but do thou have patience till

the winter shall have come.’ And when the month of the

II. Kanun (January) was entered, I went to them again, but

they said to me, ‘ Remain with us yet awhile until the snow

falls.’ So I remained with them till the snow fell. Now
when the travellers had ceased coming, the Guardians

brought me to where was the stone which lies between the

Tomb of Abraham the Friend and that of Isaac,— Peace

he on them both,—and they raised this slab, and one of

them, a man of the name of Sa'luk, a just man, who did

many pious works, prepared to descend to guide me. And ho

descended, and I with him and following him. We went

down seventy-two steps, until we came to a place on the

right as it were a great bier built of black stones—even

like a merchant’s stall in the bazaar—whereon lay the body

of an aged man, on his back, long-bearded and hairy of

cheek, with clothes of a green colour upon him. Said
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Sa'lftk to me, ‘ This is Isaac—peace be on him !
’ Then we

went a little further, and came to a yet larger bier than

the first, and upon it extended on his back lay an aged man,

tho hair on his breast already whitened with age, and his head

and beard and eyebrows and eyelashes white also. Under his

white hair there appeared green garments, which covered his

body and also the greater part of the bier, and the wind blew

about his white locks to right and to left. Said Sa'luk to me,

‘This is Abraham the Friend,’ and I threw myself upon my
face glorifying Allah—may He be praised and magnified

—

for what He had vouchsafed to me. Then we continued on

yet again and came to a smaller bier, on which lay an old

man, with a face much browned by the sun, and a thick

beard. On his body there were green clothes, which

covered him over. Said Sa'luk to me, ‘ This is Jacob, the

Prophet—on him be Peace !
’ Then we turned to go to the

right, as though to go to the Harem.” “At this point (says

Muhammad al Anbari) Abu Bakr al Askafi swore to me
that his story must end. So I arose from beside him, the

time of the visit and his telling me of all this having drawn

to a close. But at my convenience I went later to the Masjid

Ibrahim (Hebron), and, coming to the Mosque, inquired for

Sa'luk. Said they to me, * In an hour he will be here.’

And when he came, I went to him, and sitting down beside

him, began to tell him part of the story. But he looked

on me with an eye that would have denied all knowledge

of the circumstances related by me. Then I turned towards

him to gain his favour, and showed him that I was free of

evil intent, for that Abu Bakr al Askafi was as my paternal

uncle, whereby he began to incline to me. And I said to

him, ‘0 Sa‘luk, by Allah! when ye did turn as though to go

towards the Harem, what happened, and what was it that ye

saw?’ And he said to me, ‘But did not Abu Bakr tell

thee thereof ? ’ I answered, ‘ I desire to hear of it from

thee.’ Then said he, ‘We heard, as coming from out near

the Harem, a voice of one crying

—

Depart ye from the

Harem ! and Allah have mercy on you—and we fell down
and lost all sense. After a time we came to ourselves again
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and arose, but we despaired of life, and our companions

(above) had despaired of us also.’

The Shaikh further told me that Abu Bakr al Askafi lived

on but a few days after he had related to him this account,

and Sa‘lhk also died shortly after—Allah have mercy on

them both.” 1

1 I have given this curious account in extenso, for it has been copied by many
later Arab historians and abridged. The following version of this and also a

notice of another visit to the Cave has appeared to me worth translating from the

pages of Yakut’s great Geographical Dictionary (ed. Wiistenfeld, vol. ii. p. 468,

s.v. Al Khalil).

The place is called Al Khalil
;
originally, however, it was named Habrun,

and also Habra
;

and in the Books of Moses it is written how Al Khalil

(the Friend of God, Abraham) bought a piece of ground from Afrun ihn Suhar
al Haithi (Ephron the son of Zochar the Hittite) for four hundred dirhems of

silver, and buried therein Sarah. Many of the Traditionists are of this town

;

and it is a pleasant, wholesome, and agreeable place, wherein many blessed sights

are to he seen. It is said that its fortress was built by Solomon the son of David.

Al Harawi relates as follows : “I went to Jerusalem in the year 567 (a.d. 1172),

and both there and at Hebron I made the acquaintance of certain Shaikhs, who
informed me that in the year 513 (a.d. 1119), during the reign of King Bardawil
(Baldwin II.) a certain part over the Cave of Abraham had given way, and that a

number of the Franks had, by the King’s permission, made their entrance therein.

And they found (the bodies of) Abraham and Isaac and Jacob—peace be upon them
— their shrouds having fallen to pieces, lying propped up against a wall. Over each

of their heads were lamps, and their heads were uncovered. Then the King, after

providing new shrouds, caused the place to be closed once more.” Al Harawi
continues :

“ I once read, when attending the lectures of As Sufli, that a certain man,
who is called the Armenian, being of a mind to make his visitation at Hebron,

gave large sums in presents to the Guardians (of the shrine), and had asked one

of them whether it were not possible for him to take him down to see the (body of

the) Patriarch—on whom be peace. The man replied that at that time it was not

possible, but that if he would wait till the press of pilgrims was over, that he

could do it. And so (when the time of the pilgrimage) was passed, he raised up

a stone flag (in the floor of the Mosque), and taking a lamp with him, he and the

other descended some seventy steps to a spacious cavern. The air here was blowing

freely, and there was a platform on which lay extended (the body of) Abraham,
peace he on him, clothed in green garments, and the wind as it blew tossed about

his white locks. At his side lay Isaac and Jacob. And the guide went on with

him to the walls of the cavern, telling him that behind the wall lay Sarah, and he

had in intention to show him what was beyond the wall, but lo ! a voice cried

out, saying, ‘ Beware, for it is the Ilaram !
’ The narrator adds that he returned

and came up by the way ho had gone down.”
The person quoted by Yakut is Abu’l Hasan Ali al Harawi (of Herat), who

died in a.h. 611 (a.d. 1215) at Aleppo, and wrote a hook describing the Holy

Places of Palestine, of which work a MS. exists in the Bodleian Library. In

Ibn al Athir’s Chronicle, under the events of the year 513 (a.d. 1119), that is

in the very year mentioned by Al Harawi, there is the notice “ That in this year

was opened the Tomb of Abraham, and those of his two sons Isaac and Jacob, at

a place near the Holy City. Many people saw them. Their limbs had nowise

been disturbed, and beside them were placed lamps of gold and of silver.”

All the extant notices of visits to the sepulchres of the Patriarchs at Hebron

arc ably brought together and discussed by Comte Riant, in a paper inserted at

p. 411 of the Archives de l’Oricnt Latin, vol. ii. 1884. On Hebron in general,

the note given by M. Quatrembre in the Appendix (p. 239) to vol. i. part ii. of

his Histoiro des Sultans Mamlouks (one of the most useful of the Oriental Trans-

lation Fund Publications), may with advantage be consulted.
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Chapter XIV.

Concerning the birth of Ishmael and how he went to Mekkah, also how

our lord Abraham rode thither on the steed Al Bur&k to visit him

and his mother Hagar. Also of Ilayar’s death and burial, and

IshmaeVs age and his burial, and how many were the years that

elapsed between his death and the birth of the Prophet Muhammad

?

Chapter XV.

The story of Lot, and the place of his sepulture. Also description of

the Cave which is below the Old Mosque, and facing it on the

west. And of the Mosque al Yakin, and the Cave which lies

to the west thereof?

The Shaikh Abu ’Ukbah ’Abd Allah ibn Muhammad, the

Hanifite, of Marv, says, I have read in certain of the Lives

of the Prophets that Lot lies buried in a village called Kafar

Bank, lying about afarsakh from Masjid al Khalil (Hebron);

and that in the cave to the west, beneath the Old Mosque, lie

60 Prophets, of whom 20 were also Apostles. And Lot’s

tomb has been a place of visitation and veneration from

ancient times, the men of the age succeeding those who have

gone before.

The author 3 of the Kitab al Badi‘ fi Tafsil al Mamlakat al

Islam, says that at a distance of a farsakh from Hebron is a

small mountain which overhangs the Lake of Zughar. This

is the site of Lot’s Tillages, and a Mosque has been built

here by Abu Bakr as Sabahi, in which is preserved Abra-

ham’s bedstead
;

it is sunk in the earth to the depth of an

ell. It is related that when Abraham perceived the Villages

of Lot before him in the air, he stood still there (or lay down),

and cried out, “ I testify that He is the Truth, the Certain

(Al Yakin).” Hence this Mosque was named Masjid al

Yakin.

At Tadmuri, 4 however, states that he never found any one

whose works he had read, among the writers of history, who

1 Reynolds, p. 370.
2 Reynolds, p. 377.
3 That is, the well-known geographer Al Mukaddasi.
4 At Tadmuri, the Palmyrene, is Abu’l Fida Ishak al Khalili, mentioned

above, p. 252.

VOL xix.—[new series.] 20
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mentioned aught of Lot’s death, or of his life, or of his tomb.

Here ends the account. . . .

Chapter XYI.

As to what is related concerning the burial-place of our lord Moses,

and concerning his life, and his prayer at his place of sepulture.

Also his benevolence to the people and his compassion for them.

And mention of certain of his miracles and why he was called

Moses, besides other matters

}

Chapter XYII.

Concerning the excellence of Syria, and what has been said thereon of

old and in the chronicles. Also the reason of its being called Ash

Sham (Syria), and the delineation of its frontiers. Also the

Traditions of the Prophet relating to this land and its inhabitants,

and its being the home of true believers and the centre pillar of

Islam. Also the prayer of the Prophet in favour of this land,

and an account of all the places therein that are desirable places

for visitation and holy places where prayers are granted. Also a

general and particular advertisement of all that concerns the same

}

1 Reynolds, p. 378.
2 Reynolds, p. 391. Suyuti’s description of Damascus, and his account of the

building of the Mosque by the Khalif al Walid is too lengthy to insert here.

Besides, Suyuti is not an original authority on these points, and nearly all the

information he gives may he found, in a slightly different form, translated into

French, and inserted by Quatremere in a long note (vol. ii. pt. iii. p. 26 2) to his

Eistoire ties Sultans Mamlnuks. It may, however, be worth while to give what
Suyuti writes of the political divisions of Syria, noting that on this subject he

merely copies word for word what the author of the Mulhir had written in

a.d. 1351 . Mr. Reynolds has given not a few misreadings (p. 394, et s>q.).

The first town of Syria, says the Muthir, is Balis (not Bayas, as in R.), and the

last Al ’Arish of Egypt. Syria is divided into five districts, namely— 1. Filastin,

whose capital is Iliya (iElia). eighteen miles from Ar Ranilah, which is the Holy
City, the metropolis of David and Solomon. Of its towns are Ascalon. Hebron,

Sihastiah, aud Nahulus. 2. Ilauran, whose capital is Tiberias, with its lake,

whereof mention occurs in the Traditions anent Gog and Magog ; and 'tis said

that at the time of the birth of him
( i.e

.

the Prophet), whom Allah bless and

keep in peace (ft tvakti ui/ddalihi inllA Allahu 'alaihi tea sallama, which Mr.

Reynolds renders, “in the time of Waladat ”), the Lake overflowed. Of its

territories are those of the Glidr, the Yarmuk (IIieromax\ and of Baisan

(Bethshean, Scythopolis), which is the town of whose palm trees the Antichrist

(ad Dajjal) will enquire (Reynolds has, “ from whose palm trees pitch is sought,

whence its name Al I'ijjalat, the Tigris”). Also the Jordan, more often called

Ash Shari ‘all. 3. The Gbutah. Its capital is Damascus; Tripoli is on its coast.

4. Hints (Emessa; the name of the province, and of its chief town). Of its

dependencies is the city of Salantaniah (Salaminias. Reynolds writes ‘ Salamit ’).

5. Kinnasrin (not ‘ Kinnarin ’ as in Reynolds). Its chief town is Aleppo, and of

its dependencies are Sarmin (not * Samwil,’ as in Reynolds) aud Antioch.
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Extracts from the Muthir al Gharam .
1

From the Fifth Chapter of the Muthir al Ghardm.

<Lsj ,jJ jAS. Aj'^ ^ ^ 2

j.L Jj>- a1^ ^ JcAj
(

j^>-

^ ^1? Lf*
2** cT* > '

J^=>' **^'a L-j\j ij* Jck. AS

' jjb J Ijjk JU -b-i % L^aj jL y
Aas-*

Aj \ 1 aJJ^ J t
1 caM /*£ A^ 4

3 AaJ
^ g

**«a .'

'ajs^ Lib AsXi Jli _. L.* <u aL« *a&;
^

aJ! aj

jAZ. ^)\ 3A> ^*2 A-j! ^jC ji-Ai
Jjj\

Li\ aJj! 1 Jli

J li ^wiAiUl^ CAJ J^^ y
Aj.<j ^ ^ bi

‘xJjLi'<^c (T/^* J 15
(*" J 15 r A^<

l5^

,»» * Mm. . f}
cv.V'i «-' «X ^ <0 1 . # ^

I
^ ^3 <UaMaJ

l
* >•• W** -/ O** • sLr t> O

Si ^iLyJl 3 U-1^ (^rr £(blk j

LL^j ^ <-b-U.^ :
ajLs^' jAs. u5-V. ^ JbMj

Auww3 L b Lj
' L * A>. J j ^

wAA+» ' ..''—w^.
1

tUj A«

aU
j
L^jjj JLj J^tlj J A-SJ ^Lii Jls J.L \Ai Jlij

^_Ui Jl3 3 Ai ^Jb l« ALiJ jJj AsT* »*Ls aU\ Jry J
ca^.'A3 JLi jjlj ajs."*^ !as> JLi y JL L*-L

AJ u~aL*J! Af“^ Aj jJlLjli

1 The test is taken from the following AISS.

:

Muthir al Gharam : A. Paris MS. Arab. 716
B. „ „ „ 841

C. „ „ „ 142
Collated with Suvuti’s Ithaf : S. a. Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 7326.

S. b. „ ,, „ „ 23339.
S. c. Paris MS. Suppl. Arab. 919.

S. d. ,, „ Arab. 836.

S. €. 9t ,, ,, 838.
i The translation of the following will be found on p. 27o et sea.
3 S .a.i. Lh
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Ajs4**'4
^ ^i b* jSssc\ AJ^ A^s'-

* <__;b <d Jlib ,_$a1\

J*j*

)

mUI u d*jl\ J\ ^u\^ J*
W Jj£-Aj ^LcjABj S id JUi '<jUiuj J^aL |j\ Ab jy5"

<Ul=L l
:

±$AJ (jjO U^9" ^ J J*2- \jt°-

Jib L»Li <Ui 3 UjjA-j^ ^jAJuM LA^-J 2 ijsr's U^il

i sA 1 i A*J
^

Ah Jb |*3 uL» J**b‘
_j

* |**Ln5 <U]
1

^\y*Sj

\j*. iji cJ? .}

<__>lks^! ^ jA£ U! Jyu <dJ\ A-r ^ <dH a~£ Lja^-

t j 1 idj As*- J~jJ ^
&aLs?I J^aa J-hl &+£j

bl b JUi t— A*,* j *b>-
j*
3 Is^5 l^sAiib ^AiuJ! i«a—-j

(_£aH LjIsH ^a! JUi ijS^\ ^*zy* < ^*jd

^ j Jb bhAsT ( £ib yb-1 |»3 li^A ibb j ^Ah
4
«—^*^1?

J.jtsT' jjl
(
_^J ^1 l_^*£1 JUi j*^i (AA^glii b^is* iLj* A~«jJ

^aIaJ! ^*AS\i i^s^l i_iL>- id*s>-! JUi <d-Jd! Jb J As^^l

bl b AjAjgJI la^-^Up JUi j**Ltf Aa^st* aLj
^

“Ua

* * * Ajs^I j*AL< ^ UUb Jb U.» AiL« As^*4^ jls-4
!

J** {** ^ c;
C

LS*
-1^' ^ L5^' cH Uc

s

Js>- AJ j*j bjJ ^ ^
fc
i

j
^^*AiL^]! LA^-kJ i—plb.^d

j*3 3!U-i j
U-^j Jo.

j

As*“^l lyj-dl bJi j*.^l*p c_jb

A) by^r^ t j^aJ^ Aj^A ^iU^Uj A.*:**"^ <d^ <! ^Ajdb 1 a^ Jb

Jb j
A^.*

4"*^
, gJ t g

3‘

1
|*J A*ll ij , Cj~l\ j**b^ All! J^*«J^

* A-J i^jUaJ Uj&U ^ Aus^*^* Jita^*

1 S. jlj^ll i_ cA..i

J B. Ui^l

2 S. JkK4^* ^ir-0

* A. <_<V
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<Lej C-jlksdS jAX. US JlS JjJxlS A~£
^y A-j«~j

Ls-js
|4«^)

1 CA-o-J? tv* I

Lj
S-s^S ^jLc A?-j ^.aJLJS

1 J*^- _j
JjS ^ |“—^ — ^*a£j k&J jAS' jj^MjS

l -t[iC *Ijv '_* aS A*£ A*x~>j JIj aJj! S JlS ^
-fc Ax,* .

LA-^-J '*j^° a1!^
(J^y~)j

l^-lc t_> ,IaJS AxiilS tv* Ajlj ^^s"* CAjU- AS aJj^ ^»AiL*J!

Aaw*» i
^ . ^,* U.«A “

i ~ x-.'il £ |^rfV
^ ^

L
- ^

^

.t~a- A , <H ^ t.'L*

t j**Ls aUI <-_>t£ ^S JUi l^-Lc ^jiilii

<L«_>- Uj i\jy^\ ijub J.— ^ylmj ^j\ ULJ j-1 lx,*

^[i l
\J>j ^y ^*A yj ijxJaj US' As^^S 1 a>

J
^

'^xaLx.* *! • a Ax- lJ^< A-*

l
^

.*.! 5* l*-*
i ^ ^

^ ts-*J i ^AT ^*X5 la -t-O

Ll-Jl Ijl

j

l—^3j plicl iLj*!\

aIjuI'^v: J^r US JlS j-ii ^ ^ j

c_>Jk* fcijJU U^j Ui LUj S
J JlS

Jtj <Li> cylksSS
^y

jAs. yS jtj ^ ^As-
_j

aJjSS JlS

JlS as?**^! S

Jli /* Aa* tj J liLj — tw:J ^ . -' w
t

j t*^* ?ys>-

J-VC ^_)S <UjS ^j£ J'aA ^jX)A»~
_j

JlS * A,*AA< ^!' ^-A^vS

ctj^S ^j^* AJjJ ^_c^
3
‘-r^SS ^jj tv* it*Aii^* ^«A* A.^

oA!' ^J'jSS ^S AA-a!S Ax,* t.-Ai,* J ^*3,*
_j

tjl-J ^j

a«j lx»l^i Uavj Uas
j

ots j*j a! JlL

* * * A-j Lj^»vc ^l~ai iclvs*- A^j *aj A^1

' S.a. C. : S .b.c.d.e. 2 S .a.e. l^>
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The Sixth Chapter of the Muthir al Ghardm.

Aa

* ^jl***) \ u) J

<d!l
J ^ JJ Uix!\ Jli ^

<oiij
j

^
^ ^

q2 l ^jj jli
^

A* " *
.

^

.

^
1 4^m)

^
*!

'

»—
J ^

%«M*J <UmJ ^5

4-0 liJ ^)\ Jlib j
4111 L—

1

Jli

h-^*J ^ £1*4*1 ^ S+.2. iAaXm

J

^
^JwAiLi.11

lw* ->

4jLjJ \s^)\

4-*^ £1*41 1 <ajjj ^ *

^ j*AJ
^
^jJull lA^A L-J j*Jb L_£U]^

jJ.*.E A—A^ll Li-^J
_J

^wAA/UI LA^vJ ^11 (JjjtustJ

^s. <Li j'jl As i__£L*11 A-a: ^ jL^«'Jl

^ Ajs?"'*^ A^Jl
cJ^ (jr"4«**M

3

cJ
£j ^/wAfc*ll (a^-.a s^s^

j*i> U»
^

j

*£^

p

A»!l Ax^H t a.£:Ja o' 1 ( £i A ,_}*£>

^ A.. **'p •
Vii*y* A.'^ ^

'' '
*

^f.
^aI.^ c. —^n \ l

" 'A 1^3 aAa

nxs^* t id

j

aaj Lj ^ U <d j*-jj (j! ^lUj
1

aill JLJ

<tiLj ^~i-« j a! <L«X-« « Ai

A

j
^Lc L_^li A i_<ysr%

AjjJ! i'Jus a! l^a*A» ^ aK aL*X
^j.-* »—VST

L^>' v
-^*' 3

"As."^', ^ aJ L^—-^J (^ (J-A
1

j

<-jj^ ^ Jf cJ^l' y» } L
y~A

AjJj ^
i'^.3- (^J U-M l_-0a ^jLc Jij

1 The translation will be found on p. 280.

2 S. ^j-uS' a*“" } Ai

5 S.«. u*;
* S.r. i(~ ._-

.
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jJL*!! \jZjSU' j \&y\j 3 ^y

3 ^Ltjcl! j
li-J\ ^A^^ j

\j\ju\ sysjtj' ^ ^.uJ

A.’ A-w ^ L C^' * *1 ^ ^

^ ^»
C ‘"‘^

^

^jswAi^!! ^*~*^*^ ^ b aIS! aj

<0 j*+\ Lv# ^jS-j Ai
^

|4^li <L-j *i»£s**! ^j*-«j J j Ssy*^\
y

L A - 1 Aj L-^i *-XJ>- ^

^
^ C^A A*kl^ dSSm^j ^ f^4»! ^ ^

l^4t^*! 1 i ^-xllX J <\a, ^
^

^
^A ^j***.' '* ^ 5

j
AJ A

*- ^ A ij l#4»£ &y ^j
r«A ^ JJ^*

^ ^ A ‘

iLi? Vaj LwJ ^1>- A.^j ^ ^-^0 wJLK.-lJl ^

v oL1
• b+tMt, ^ ^AaXJ wA^> ' l^ktfMw J

1 L ^ **w-
1

- * Ia ^k. ^ »/<
^

^ ^jAib A>- ^ L*J A-aH ^La aA-'.^a \ j
la^-«<amJ A-jJl ^IwC-

j%a! ^y }
A^-J Ijl ^Jb

j L_^i>A^ U-*Lc b** ^t^*W

' jj^\ <j-* w^ <Umuw^ IaI! ^ ^ Ali Aa^A

CT* *-:L: ^ ^j^A? yF^l U>- j4l« ^ AJ
vV. J^ c^

cr^°' py. ^ )
a^i i\s^y ^-Lja l

^y

J-AM ^ J^:‘ ^ c^^* •' J^. i^'' UJL^V. )

j^A^r^
clt^*'^ \^y* A t->^’

'

A^»^ ^4»

^

3 “\ ^—As^^ ^ A-*£ ^lyi,^- ^jkLz>~- AaJ i ^ Al^IIj

u^j^- ^ (*^V' uy^'* W (_5^' uyk y

^
^ <0 J Ub ^-*-j ^ V.^/^ a ^ *j ^ ^ A^" L) ^4j I

J^sr' J^A-» jj ^ ^AmIj i’ls^

^ ^jj

w

c»>yv. tf
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A3
'

1 tV- ^ SJ^A \

j u.A^uAb JaMj JjjJl j <S-ail^ i^%&a11^Isr*

^^s>"
^
^AsL-b pj ifAa~SI J^»~

jj~uJ 1
jA.i»3 j*J <Ua1 1 • *-A-J <0 «A;>

AA5 (^r J ^ cr* uA (T/^V9

i—jLs ^s (_jjliJ j*J j*-bAAc ^.b ii'.^ fCiwi

ifLaH
j|J er«i ^UJ LA-oOi AJ iys*^ ^ Si j*^i_j

CT* L^ J L5* ^ J 1 C^jl Jli-j CA'bli IaJ

'
*'+•**> ^wjUi — f

**b l * **&j b *~y. uJ “ *j A-'

^
b*lb jliil J***XJ j i^s^l Js»-J Ia2> \y>\J ftissj^

(.aI^jSI ^j!^xj
j J-’AlAiSl ^ t

bl^jj b 3
^ *‘

* -
> ^

^wSb

(_^-*^srl jl ^j-AjSl ^ 11 J^-Aj ^ <Us“l iy!Lc t__)b j£

l^Sf-^-jl LA-^ Jljj uL^,b>-
j
* ^AlAl SI Uj^-a l^b=-Aj S

_J

3 Jljj ,J\
jAjil

,
^aJ! uUb l^ «_<LN a^ &]U»

f -^blA
J

<U '^ytAAS JjAiib U^^ib bl b jib A-js^l vA-^’b

i £L*Jl a-j: AjL>- l^j Jjtb ^ b* Ia^j e_£!i ^Jl ^rn^C.

CAo U
jjj jy4~* ,jJ A^-sr* ^ J ^ ‘Vc Jb> j

* 1^

^ jjdl H«UI ^ Jb s±?r cr
£

L5
^«^>-

Jj j *->1^^ cAr^ b^b j iUAJ_ ijA i^s“A aJLU L_^.

^La> ^Jl iijjLsH ca-jLs b^li u-£L*jl a-.c j*bl l^-j <aaUL«^

* Jbj aU! ^ L.^1 J1 ^
1 S.e. y«
2 S. ^Jjl
3 B. C. ^jUJb
4 b. ^u;\ jHj\ u. ^-u;i jjjii

4 B. and C.
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The Seventh Chapter of the Muthlr at Ghardm

}

Sj*£.
)

iji\ U-i *

^ l.J* k". 1J A^: ,J1
L j

A^L
^

-3 J

JUJI J\ i'A^ All! t^jJL+z^

\

kiUJl ov
JU J J <Li JwwS Li cL-J Jo-Jsi

^i fiiLmA ' ^
^ iff*

1

*- ^ - w
^

•
<> axJXiXl

A**]'
^ VV rv. LJ ^ aJ «H . r* ^—5 • LJ> ^ i -

^l^LuJ
' lzJ'* J

^*-**-J
J

tOs-*^JwJ
^

^JwuAmJ l*jl^t 1^ L-L^LmJ <0 L-4X.L

^

V-JS! JwLJl £j<j J
ZJ J As^*^ ^3

JjjLftJ!
-> ^

J?* ^ L g ~
^ U}*:^ 5

ilj \m~' \% 2

£ liJl ^b<jbJLl^ AU ji\ i

i J^ l-£^3
j ^r°Tj ^r

;

^

^ ^
^ L iLof C iJ IaJLJ 1 ^

t S^ ^0 ^
tLLmw >- * - ^ ^ ^ *-? ^ ^

L-^! J j£ I csj ^L: 0-

0,4*-~: ^LlJl

iUllj |%\jSn |4Jts:\ ^ 4l C--^J ^

C»*w< LkO J ^ LLvJ ^u*-»4s>> ^
*.
^^*** ^

^ ^ ^ J
^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^ j4

J L^ytfJ ^

j*As^l a! LL:^
1>

jL Aj-1^
» ^j}j.C Jcs-lj

\f._p~'*' J Aj^sl ij!m£-

1 The translation of this chapter mil be found on p. 285.
2 A.B.^hull, but C. and S. always ^L^Jl
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» L j ci _L— ^*A^! iL>-
t

iyi-c ,j^ ^Laill aAs?! ^ a] j j-*Ls4 Jy
2

AA*AaL ^y Jyj LA— J*l

^
^2j\^A\ i-a-Lr..)

y
L*J1 ^j\^a

^Jj\ Ctf?? U"~^}

—A,p-jll (jjL*JU Acly AyJ! j*A^l Al J (__£3a J~z 2
Ljj\

Ay>- j*£A* Aa-y> il LaGj j*£. j
LZj[»\^\ j ^AJ^Ij JujLftU

t ^ 1

1

^JallLI Aj
!
^u*! L> u^yb a! 1 (iT

1* Aj-f" Aai-y ^ C-i"* A^ _•

A—a A^\ J b*J l.* ^ AJ
1

^
.La * a L> iL^“ l.*a.4>* *'

cH ^ ur**^ ^ c^J * U S
' J' e>V* ^ ‘-^'

L_jly^ jj! SAa>- A-j! ^a ^yjAa*- Jli LA-jIj

Aj^laL L_5Cij JT L_>ly)U ^li-e A*Aj j L-J&j A—L< LAvl£

L» J6 jj*^2^*}.\ yiy- y\ -As L+Li l^l£ Aa:

Ajs"*^ *> «-* j A>i j*y*\ \i A-S^ ^jy AJ Ay
_j

*1———J CAy-#^' A-]l ^ILs^ aL-*^ ^j-j)lj A—«j Afi^-yl^ ^L-#J A—Jy *

^-Lfillj ^yli (JL*11 (j^» (_£AAa l* (Jlii A' ,l*a
^

1 jjb

^-jljA LA-.yxi L_J^n ^Lc la-lI£ ^yJ! t -JSa!^ A-aiM ^LjLaH

^jy A—jIa\ AjyO^ lA-.1 ^ a Aa*
t _
<^>" A—l.a

^
,A

^

l->\j=- y_j iA*j ^A^Jl ^»AJ jkxs>- y\ A^-*' ^a!\ *LJ!

^ i:L . JUs_j A^*^^ ^AJ> jA JUi AjL-j^li a_^3i A-!\ «_i-j

Alj)!^. 'Ul -A9 A-5y.a ^1 \^A
Jj j aI^jIj

AiLii^ LI—

J

A—J i^-b '?A^
^ ^ ^(A1 ^ A-—

j

t y ^

^AiuJl LA---J »A« «3rl A^i aU--^>. A-i

Aa>- jJIj A-Jj!1 ^‘Ji * f-k* l^aaL»- ^y^-1 '^!li
j

1 B.C. J«J|
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^!Uj‘ *uc^ yj^\ ±-s. ^ jAs. UL* ^Aiul'

^s^s-} Jlii (J^-j ilj’lj J^T )

^ b jkl)\ L. ^JU^3

JuUx-wo
j ^j\ lailj\ Jli

! *

<0 l^k^J ^ f«XJ ^ »<) ^
lUwi>

^ ^ (W

<t2J^ ,

L
. cJ^ ^—^2^*2^

J
<X^yw4^y

» J

k)l^b UjjJ L^o^ ^ ^
<ol^ ^3 < 9j^aa]\ ^!U.J^ y\ *2li

^

,^u»y2 ^Aj ^“Ai^ L-»? y*.
^ ^Jl^ixw! 1

l^-i ^cjJli x\j£j U! cj3j j 4-^c
^

U-i

&*£j2> ^
\^\ i w

^ ^"^T 1
^

y^
iJ <0

l^*>3 L ^
<A2 ^ C^«/2>4w ^ cJ

^ ^ ^
* y) ^(Uwi>*

^
t'w*A>-

^

^-«yi ^ ^VjA!2 i^ w ^»^n2C^\ *J
j
jJ2

^A
^

yXi
^

<AJI Jli*

^
K^Jil'

)
LUj^j <S^jl! 1 <4^2 <0A? jjJj

4lsr & jjb Ljjj^

k+2^j£.
,
*\5 L^"

^ ^ w ^Ux»y^y ^ <L> &*J^jXj
1 ^

1

i J ^»)^J

* <jyz u^ ^ j

1 The translation of this concluding paragraph is that given on p. 269.

iT

<1.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER

(December, January, February).

I. Reports op Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society, Session

1886-87.

Second Meeting

,

20th December, 1886.—Col. H. Yule, R.E., C.B.,

President, in the Chair.

Elections

:

Lieut. Walter Henry Simpson, Bengal Staff Corps,

and Mr. W. Mcdouall, of the Persian Gulf Telegraph Department,

were elected Non-Resident Members.

The President, on taking the chair, expressed his deep regret at

another loss the Society had experienced in the death of their

Member of Council (formerly one of the Yice-Presidents), Mr.

Arthur Grote.

Professor R. K. Douglas, in the absence of the author, read Mr.

Beal’s paper, the subject of which was mainly an endeavour to

reconcile certain doubtful passages in the travels of Fa-Hien the

Chinese pilgrim, as recorded in available texts, whether in respect

of verbal interpretations or the identity of places. The President

and Professor Douglas adverted to one or two points which suggested

discussion
;
while the paper itself appears in extenso in the present

Number of the Journal (pp. 191-206).

Among the presents notified, twenty-six brightly bound volumes

in Arabic and Turkish, for the greater part of an educational

character, presented by the Turkish Ambassador, under instructions

of H.l.M. the Sultan
;
and two valuable French translations from

the Arabic—the “ Yoyages d’Ibn Batoutah ” and “ Prairies d’Or de

Magoudi”—presented by the Societe Asiatique through M. Ernest

Leroux, called for special notice and acknowledgment.

Third Meeting, 24 th January, 1887.—Col. H. Yule, R.E., C.B.,

President, in the Chair.

Elections: Mrs. Finn, and Pandits Sham Lai and Lakhsrm Nardyn
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were elected Resident, and Messrs. A. Rae, C. Do Morgan, C.

Mullaly, and A. Baumgartner, Non-Resident Members.

Dr. R. N. Cust, Hon. Secretary, gave a viva voce address on the

subject of the Languages of Oceania. He divided the vast Region

into I. Polynesia, II. Melanesia, III. Mikronesia, IV. Australia, and

dealt with each separately. He stated the five distinct theories of

the origin of the Polynesian race : I. a submerged Continent
;

II.

South America
;
III. China and Japan

;
IV. New Zealand (autoch-

thonous)
;
and V. Malaysia. He then passed under review each

Island and Language of Polynesia, stating that they were all of one

Family. Passing on to Melanesia, he described the infinity of separate

languages in this Region, which extends from Fiji to New Guinea,

inclusive of both. He alluded to the great progress which had

been made, and the linguistic books published : much more, how-

ever, remains to be done. In Mikronesia he alluded to the languages

which had been studied in the Carolines, Ladrones, Marshall and

Gilbert Groups, all North of the Equator. Of Australia he re-

marked that, though scores of languages were catalogued, the

information supplied was most inadequate : in Tasmania the last

Native had died; in Australia there were still about one hundred

thousand surviving, and it was hoped that something might still be

done with regard to this remnant.

Mr. G. W. Rusden, being called upon, bore testimony to the

homogeneity of the language spoken by the Polynesian race

throughout the Pacific
;

i.e. of the race to which the Maori
belong. He had himself, in New Zealand, heard a Sandwich
Islander, a native of Rarotonga, and Maori, joining together in an
animated conversation about the events which are supposed to have

preceded the migration of a portion of the people of Hawaii to the

south in a fleet of canoes of which the names are still preserved.

Slight differences of inflection, and the use by the Northerner of l

where the Maori used r, did not prevent freedom of discussion.

Nor was such freedom of speech a new thing. When Captain Cook
visited New Zealand in 1769, he took Tupia, a Tahitian, with him

;

and Tupia easily conversed with the Maori. On two other occa-

sions Society Islanders interpreted between Captain Cook and the

Maori (1773, 1776). As to the quarter from which the Maori
traditions declare that their forefathers came, it is always the same
—from the Hawaiki in the north-east. The Rarotonga Islander,

whose home is at the north-east of New Zealand, declares that his

ancestors came from Avaiki, also in the north-east. At Tahiti the

natives aver that their forefathers migrated thither from Havaii.
Hawaii, at the Sandwich Islands, is still, as of old, Hawaii

;
and

the inhabitants preserve traditions of the departure of a fleet of

canoes to the south-west. There seems no reason to doubt the
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truth of these. If there were no other proof than they contain of

the fancifulness of the speculation of the French writer (Lesson) who
asserts that the Maori was autochthonous in New Zealand, and
despatched numerous colonies throughout the Pacific as far as the

Sandwich Islands, the well-authenticated genealogies of Maori
families would suffice to destroy that theory. The Maori was proud
of the nobility of his race. The eponymous heroes of the original

pilgrim-fathers are venerated to this day. The records of each

descent are preserved on a genealogical tree—a notched wand—on
which the serrations indicate by their largeness or smallness whether
the ancestor commemorated had a long or a short life. The accuracy

of these genealogies has been tested in a singular manner in the

Native Land Courts established by the Colonial Government. In
tribes separated by long distance from one another, the wands were
retained

;
and when, as sometimes happened, marriages occurred

between members of distant tribes, the records in each tribe were
so kept as, by collation, to convince the Judges of the trustworthi-

ness of the genealogical trees. The speaker added—Of this I

have been assured by Mr. Fenton, late Chief Judge of the Land
Court, who by the way has propounded a new theory as to the

ancestry of the Polynesian or brown race. He has written a work,

which I have presented to the Library of this Society, to prove that

the Maori are sprung from the Sabseans of Southern Arabia. He
detects a kinship between Sabma and Savai, or Havaii or Hawaii.

The few places in the Pacific at which there are remains of archi-

tecture or sculpture are called in to support his theory. Very
remarkable are those sculptures at Easter Island, to which I almost

wonder that Dr. Cust did not allude. Gigantic idols, some said to

be 70 feet high, abound there. No such works are found elsewhere

in the Pacific, though in the Caroline Group, which lately' formed a

bone of contention between Germany and Spain, there are remains

of what is said to be Cyclopean masonry, some of them submerged

on the shore of a small island. Put the progenitors of the Maori

had stone-carved idols. Two were carried to New Zealand by the

Arawa tribe, who occupied the Labe Country, the scene of recent

eruptions. One of the idols is still preserved with veneration in

the small island of Mokoia in Lake Rotorua
;
the other is iu the

possession of Sir George Grey, in his island Kawau.
Mr. H. H. Howorth, M.P., remarked that wherever a race which

had no literature was distributed over a wide area, and presented

few dialects in its speech, it was pretty certain that that race had

spread comparatively recently from some focus. This was the case

in such a typical example as Russia, and it seemed to him to be

conclusive about the Polynesian race. Apart from this, wherever

Polynesians were found south of the Equator, the peculiar fertility in

devising ornaments, the character of the ornaments, and of the arts

of the islanders, pointed to tho Polynesians found there having

invaded and occupied an area previously occupied by Melanesians,

who were either incorporated or driven out. Such conclusion was
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applicable to all parts from Easter Island to New Zealand. All

this confirmed remarkably the traditions of the New Zealanders

themselves about a comparatively recent migration of their ancestors

from one of the many Hawaiki of the Central and Northern Pacific,

and also their traditions about finding other people when they

arrived in New Zealand. His own view was that the Hawaiian
Archipelago, which occupied an area known to be sinking, and

marked by the best proofs of proximity to a sinking area, viz.

volcanoes, represented the remains of a former small continent,

which was the original home of the Polynesian race.

Sir George Campbell, M.P., Mr. Park Harrison, and Professor

Terrien de Lacouperie, continued the interesting discussion which

followed Dr. Cust’s address. The attendance was unusually good.

A large diagram of the Region referred to had been lent for the

occasion by the Royal Geographical Society.

Third Meeting, 21 st February, 1887.—E. L. Brandreth, Esq., in

the Chair.

Flections : Mr. Charles Edward Johnston and Mr. Sydney "Wynn

Graystone as Resident Members, and Dr. Marc Aurcl Stein as Non-

Resident Member.

A letter was read from Surgeon-General Bellew, regretting

inability to read his “Notes on the Names borne by some of the

Tribes of Afghanistan”—the paper announced for this day’s meet-

ing—owing to indisposition, and the strict prohibition of his medical

adviser. The Chairman further intimated that as it had been

thought advisable to defer consideration of this paper until the

author’s recovery, Captain Temple would give a short account of

his several publications, notably Indian Notes and Queries and the

Indian Antiquary. The impromptu address given was to the

following effect : “I have in my hand a copy of the Indian Notes

and Queries, a journal started some years ago under the name of the

lanjab Notes and Queries by a body of 31 gentlemen belonging to

the Panjab Commission, and which I was asked to edit. Subse-

quently it passed entirely into my own hands, and the general

interest taken in it so increased that, last year, in order to comply

with the wishes of many of its supporters, and to enable me to

extend its contents over a wider sphere, the title was changed to

Indian Notes and Queries. In its present shape I merely conduct

it, editing it so far as is necessary with the assistance of many com-

petent scholars in all parts of Asia—in Aden, Persia, Ceylon,

Straits Settlements, Burma, Siam, China, Japan, and in all parts

of India. And I apprehend that, in order to meet the ever-increas-
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ing demand for space for notes from all parts of the East, the title

will have to be still further widened to Asiatic Notes and Queries.

The Journal began with 12 pp. of matter monthly, and I am now
obliged to print 18 to 24 pp. in order to cope with the mass of

useful and valuable matter that comes in. There seems to be no

limit to the material available, as indeed might be expected from so

wide a field to work upon—and the size of the Journal is limited

only by the subscription. The principle upon which the Journal is

conducted, and the character of its contents, may be best gauged

by a reference to the original prospectus, which says in effect that

it affords a ready means of recording and rendering generally avail-

able all kinds of miscellaneous information regarding the country

and the people, and also of an interchange of experience regarding

practical diificulties. Englishmen in India are, as a rule, far too

busy to undertake any systematic inquiry into the religious and

social customs of the natives. But every resident in it is constantly

meeting with curious and interesting facts bearing upon those

customs
;
while every year old residents leave India in possession

of the most varied and extensive information on the subject. Few
have both leisure and inclination to publish this information

;
and

indeed it is often so fragmentary and miscellaneous in its nature,

and seems so much a matter of course to its possessor, that he does

not think it worth while to work it up into literary shape
;
and so

his knowledge dies with him, and never becomes generally available.

If, however, some ready means are at hand of recording and pub-

lishing such odd scraps of information as they are picked up, many

people, who will not be at the trouble of writing set articles for

magazines or journals, avail themselves of those means and send

rough notes to a periodical such as this, and in a few years there is

thus formed a most valuable collection of facts regarding the country

and its inhabitants. Such a collection increases our own knowledge

of the people, and so enhances our influence over them, and renders

our intercourse with them at once more easy and more interesting.

But it has a still wider value. Within the last few years the

learned have turned their attention to the institutions and structure

of Indian society, and the need which they most often feel and

express is for a larger supply of well -ascertained facts and for more

minutely-detailed information. We constantly find European

writers on social institutions quoting customs which they have

laboriously discovered in old notices of strange tribes, and wholly

unaware that the every-day routine of any Indian village would
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furnish far better instances of the facts they arc in search of.

The periodical also serves yet another purpose. Every Indian

official must have often felt the need of some ready means of

exchange of information and experience with his fellow-workers.

On all matters of principle, and on all important matters of practice,

it is to his official superiors that he must look for instruction. But

in the every-day routine of administration a thousand petty doubts

and difficulties arise, which are hardly fit matter for official reference,

but which must have been settled many times over in other districts

and by other men. And a periodical in which he can state his

difficulty and ask for advice affords him a means of availing himself

of the experience of others. The principles, then, on which Indian

Notes and Queries is conducted may be summarized thus. It

admits short notes and articles, questions and answers to those

questions on all points connected with the physical and ancient

geography, antiquities, history, flora and fauna, or products of

India; or with its people, their history, distribution, languages,

caste, customs, trades, and occupations. It also admits similar

notes and queries bearing upon any branch whatever of practical

administration. But under no circumstances is any contribution

admitted which can be interpreted as in any way criticising the

principles followed, the measures adopted, or the rules of procedure

laid down by Government. Politics, in fact, are strictly tabooed .

1

“
I should like to say a few words as to my contributors. About

half are natives of India, whose contributions give me much trouble,

speaking as an editor, but they are welcome always, because it

is to the natives that we must look for our best, minutest, and

widest information. As the majority are not well acquainted with

English, their notes require much editing and sifting. Many do not

write English at all, and this entails a certain staff of native

assistants, who turn the vernacular contributions into some kind of

English, which has to be eventually worked up into a form suited

to a high-class publication, and thus made available to students in

a manner that would be otherwise impossible. Perhaps the most

hopeful sign of all of the ultimate success of the periodical, is the

number of natives of all classes that contribute. to its pages.

“A few words will suffice for the Indian Antiquary, an old journal,

well known to many Members of this Society. Dr. Burgess started it,

1 Captain Temple here gave an illustration of the sort of note obtained and ad-
mitted in his Journal. The specimen selected was taken from under the head of

Folk-Lore (No. 90 in vol. iv.).

vol. xix.— [new series.] 21
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and edited it for 1 3 years, and rather more than two years ago Mr.

Fleet and I took it over from him. I am happy to report that we
have been successful in keeping it up to its former very high

standard as regards contents, in materially increasing its circula-

tion, and in procuring a constant succession of able contributions.

During the Vienna Congress of Orientalists last year, I was much
gratified in finding how great was the esteem in which it was held

all over the Continent, and I trust that as long as the present

editors conduct it that esteem will never be diminished. It is an

expensive Journal for its size, but the comparatively high price is

caused by the heavy expense entailed by the many and elaborate

illustrations which are to be found in almost every number. It

has always been the pride of the Indian Antiquary that it has done

more for Oriental Epigraphy than has any other learned periodical,

and that it has thus materially advanced our knowledge of early

Indian history. But the constant reproduction of facsimiles of

inscriptions and copperplates to scale is a very expensive and

troublesome affair, and if the subscribers are called upon to pay

rather more than is usual, they must kindly bear in mind that there

is a very good reason for the demand. As regards this Journal,

too, I am able to say that contributions are so plentiful of a first-

class description that of late we have been obliged occasionally to

issue double numbers, in order to keep up with them, and will have

to do so frequently in the near future.

“I will only now trouble you with a few remarks on the

Legends of the Panjab, published in volumes of twelve fasciculi

each, the third volume being at this time in progress. The object

of the work is to give the ipsissima verba of the bards of the

Panjab, and so preserve the legends and stories of the people,

and at the same time their various dialects. In this way it is

hoped that our knowledge both of the ideas of the Panjabi and

of their language will be materially increased. The principle

adopted is to give the text exactly as taken down from the lips of

the bards, with a running translation and notes where necessary.

These notes are often the most difficult portion of my task. By

way of showing you how vast is the field to be thus worked, I may
say that when I began I anticipated having matter enough to fill

two volumes
;
but 1 have already filled nearly three, and even then

I have not given more than half of the material I already have in

hand. I may also say that not only in the Panjab, but everywhere

in India from Peshawar to Capo Comorin, the bard is an institution,
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and that what he has to say is always for many scientific reasons

worthy of recording. But there are signs beyond doubt that his

popularity is on the decline, and that before very many years more

it will be extremely difficult to make researches in this direction.

It is indeed a case of now or never. I sincerely hope, therefore,

that my work in the Panjab will not remain alone for long. In

conclusion I have to say that I have shortly to go to new fields in

Burma, where, however, I trust that I shall still be able to carry

on the work I have above noticed. At any rate I am much
encouraged to go on with it by the kindly manner in which you

have listened to me this afternoon.”

A vote of thanks having been proposed to Captain Temple by

Colonel Fryer, Dr. R. N. Cust rose to second the proposition.

He not only thanked the above-named officer for his interesting

discourse, but still more for the devotion of his talents and in-

dustry, in the midst of heavy official duties, to all subjects con-

nected with India. The accomplished son of an accomplished

father, his publications were of the highest importance
;
and all

lovers of India must sincerely hope that Captain Temple might

be spared for a long time to prosecute his studies in his new
sphere of Mandalay. Dr. Cust alluded to the Choohur Shah

Dowlah of the Punjab
:
parents who had the misfortune to have

idiot and ill-formed children, used to consecrate them at the shrine

of Shah Dowlah, where they were taken care of. They were called

Choohur or Rats, from their extraordinary heads, shaped like a rat

;

and an enterprising showman, presuming upon the ignorance of the

community, exhibited them at Paris in 1851 as Azteks or Epthmen
of Central America. This would be impossible since publication of

the full account of them in Captain Temple’s book.

II. Proceedings of Asiatic or Oriental Societies.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 4th August, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson,

Esq., President, in the Chair.

Twenty-four presentations were announced
;
the election of two

Ordinary Members notified
;

and three candidates for election

proposed.

The papers read were :—On the Antiquity of Khotan, translated

and compiled from the Tibetan MSS. the “ Bod-kye-yigtshang,”

and the “Dsam-ling Gyeshi,” by Babu Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E.;

and the same writer’s translation of the Tibetan Chronological

Table “ Re-humig,” from the MSS. historical work, “Choos-joong-
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jonsang,” compiled by Lama Yeshe Palgor of Amdo in 1747 a.d.

Both are to be published in the Journal.

It was notified that the Government of Bengal had referred to

the Society, for criticisms and suggestions, certain papers relating

to an inquiry into the castes and occupations of the people of

India now being prosecuted by Mr. Bisley, C.S.

3rd November, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq., President, in the

Chair.

Seventy-seven presentations were announced
;

the election of

six Ordinary Members and six withdrawals notified
;

and one

gentleman was proposed for election as an Associate Member.

Intimation was also made of the death of three Ordinary and two

Associate Members.

The Philological Secretary exhibited three silver coins, being

part of a find of Treasure Trove in the Khaira District ; and read

six lteports on other coins, chiefly silver, found in various places.

There were, moreover, read, a paper on the Land-shells of Perak
;

two papers on Butterflies, and a paper on Solar Thermometer

Observations at Allahabad.

23rd November
, 1886 (Special Meeting).—The President on this

occasion introduced Mr. C. Stevens, of Brisbane, Australia, who

read a paper on “ The result of inquiries and observations among

the wild Veddahs of Ceylon, as to their religious belief, domestic

and social life and intellectual capacity, undertaken with a view to

obtaining a vocabulary and such information as would tend to solvo

the question as to the origin of the race.”

The Chairman, in expressing the thanks of the meeting for the

paper communicated, remarked on the existence of several kindred

hill tribes in Kurnaon, Nepal and Assam, who lived exactly like

the Yeddahs, entertaining a similar belief that they were

superior to the natives of the plains. He thought it the duty

of one or other of the Society’s members to work up further

inquiries in regard to the interesting people of whom Mr. Stevens

had spoken.

2nd February, 1887.—Bearing this date, the Annual Address of

the President has been separately printed. It supplies an interest-

ing remmi of the year’s events, more or less directly connected

with the objects and interests of the Society. Three Englishmen

have been selected for special mention from its obituary. These

are our late Treasurer, Mr. Edward Thomas, and our lute Vice-

Presidents, Messrs. Gibbs and Groto. Of the papers in our own
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Journal which have attracted attention as dealing with Indian

subjects are the contributions of Dr. Edkins, Sir Monier Monier-

Williams, Mr. Sewell, Mr. Grierson, Mr. Pincott, and Capt. Talbot.

Reference is made to the Oriental Congress at Vienna
;
and besides

noting proceedings in Assam and Burma, the President sketches

the local progress made in Semitic and Aryan studies, in Dravidian

languages, in Bihari, and Vernacular literature in general. As

regards the domain of Natural Science, the concluding sentence

of the Address is strongly indicative of the true bent of the

Indian mind. An indirect expression of regret at the little interest

taken in the study by Native Members, is followed by the state-

ment that “perhaps with the exception of the late Babu Harimohun

Mukharji and one gentleman in Bombay, there is not a single

native of India, known outside its limits, for proficiency in either

Botany or Biology.”

Asiatic Society of Japan, Tokyo, October 21 st, 1885.—B. H.

Chamberlain, Esq., Vice President, in the Chair.

A paper upon the “ Tenets of the Shinshiu or * True Sect’ of

Buddhists,” by James Troup, Esq., H.M. Consul at Hy5go, was

read by the Corresponding Secretary. It is published in vol. xiv.

part i. of the Society’s Transactions (Yokohama, June, 1886).

16 th December
,

1885.—N. J. Hannen, Esq., President, in the

Chair.

A paper was read by Dr. C. G. Knott, F.R.S.E., on “ The

Abacus
;

and its Scientific and Historic Import.” Published in

vol. xiv. part i. of the Transactions.

17^A February, 1886.—The Rev. Jas. L. Amerman, D.D., Vice-

President, in the Chair.

The Rev. J. Summers read a paper on Buddhism and Traditions

concerning its Introduction into Japan
;

and Mr. Chamberlain a

short paper entitled, “Past Participle or Gerund? a point of

Grammatical Terminology.” Both are published in the aforesaid

volume.

In reply to a suggestion offered by Capt. Brinkley, the Chairman

stated that a measure to enlarge the scope of the Society’s Transac-

tions was about to be introduced by the Council, which he hoped

would meet the approval and support of Members.

5 th May, 1886.—N. J. Hannen, Esq., President, in the Chair.

J. Conder, Esq., read a paper on “ The Art of Landscape

Gardening in Japan.” This is published in part ii. of volume xiv.

Transactions.
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23r«? June, 1886.—N. J. Hannen, Esq., President, in the Chair.

Annual Meeting.

The resume of a French paper on “ The Vine in Japan,” by Mr.

J. Dautremer, was read by the Secretary. It is published in

part. ii. vol. xiv. also. After a few remarks, the annual reports

were presented and adopted. With reference to the year’s

obituary, the Society had to express its sorrow at the loss of one

of its oldest friends, Rear-Admiral Shadwell, and of a sound

scholar, Mr. Thomas R. H. McClatchie, of H.M. Consular service.

Societe Asiatique , Paris, 12th November, 1886.—M. E. Renan,

President, in the Chair.

After the election of five new Members and ordinary business,

M. Rodet explained certain technical terms used in Arab music,

and their corresponding expressions in Greek metre. He also

communicated the result of his researches on the mode of demon-

strating the fractional parts of a Rupee in the various systems of

Indian writing.

\0th December, 1886.—M. E. Renan, President, in the Chair.

After the election of three new members, M. Halevy communi-

cated the contents of a letter he had received from M. Mahler,

astronomer in Vienna, under date the 1st December inst., sup-

porting the view put forward by M. Halevy himself, on “ The

Star, Kakkab Mesri, in Assyrian,” published in the previous

number of the Society’s Journal. The same gentleman made some

remarks also on the names of authors most frequently mentioned

in the Nabathean Agricultural system of Ibn Wahcilia, and on the

old Turkish words occurring in certain Syriac inscriptions lately

translated by M. Chwolson.

M. Oppert then read the translation of a “Babylonian Astro-

logical Text;” and M. Berger presented on the part of M. and

Madame Leopold Delislc, a reprint of the “Notice historique sur

MM. Burnouf pere et fils,” read at the annual public meeting of the

“ Academie des Sciences et Belles Lettres ” on the 18th August,

1854.

American Oriental Society, October 21th, 1886.—The Rev. Dr.

Ward, of New York, Vice-President, in the Chair.

After the election of ton corporate members, and other ordinary

business, the Corresponding Secretary laid before the Society a

parcel of rubbings of inscriptions from Buddhist convents at Fang-

shan, S.W. of Peking. The substance of these is not considered

important, except on account of the Sanskrit dharanis und quota-
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tions apparent in one of them
;
and Mr. Rockhill, who wrote a

report on them in detail, adds, that the kind of Sanskrit text whicli

they exhibit appears to be the only one now obtainable in and

about the Chinese capital. He hoped, however, to ascertain later

on whether there was not something of interest to be discovered at

Wu t’ai shan, the oldest sanctuary in Northern China.

An interesting letter from Protap Chandra Roy, dated Calcutta,

July 17, 1886, was read; and a scheme of the Rev. Stuart Dodge

submitted for founding a School of Biblical Archaeology and

Philology in the East. Beirut is looked upon us the probable

locality of the proposed Institution.

The following is a list of the papers read or accepted for

reading :

—

1. On the Syriac Part of the Chinese Nestorian Tablet, by

Professor I. H. Hall.

2. On a newly discovered Syriac Manuscript, by the same. 1

3. Some Arabic Proverbs
;

collected by Mr. James Richard

Jewett, now in Syria.

4. Two Hymns of tlie Atharva Yeda, by Professor Bloomfield,

of Baltimore.

5. Observations on the Condition of Hindu Women according to

the Mahabharata, by Professor Edward W. Hopkins.

6. On Avestan Similes. I. Similes from the Realm of Nature,

by Dr. A. Y. Williams Jackson.

7. On a Modern Nestorian MS. Ecclesiastical Calendar, by

Professor I. H. Hull.

III. Correspondence.

1. The Persian for Rouble.

The Elms, Brook Green, 16 th February, 1887.

Sir,

—

Dr. Redhouse’s letter in your last issue tells us about the

word used in Persian for the silver rouble (ManIt)
;
but I imagine

that it would be still more interesting could we trace the ordinary

word used in that country for the paper rouble Iskenan. I do not

1 The description of this MS. given in the American Society’s Record cannot
fail to be interesting to all who seek information on the history of the Nestorian
(or Assyrian) Church Its Syriac title is thus translated: ‘'History of Mar
Yawallaha (or in Jacobite. Yaballaha), Catholic (Patriarch) of the East, and of
Rabban Sauma, General Bishop (or Deputy General, or Vicar General).”
Although there is no date or name of author attached, the latest date referred to

in the MS. is November 15, 1629, of the Seleucid era = A.D. 1817.
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know where that comes from, and, although I have made many

inquiries, was unable in Persia to trace its derivation.

Tours faithfully,

Alexander Finn.
The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. Notes on Persian Literature from Tehran.

10th February
,
1887.

Since writing my note on Reza Quli Khan and his works,

further details concerning some of that author’s literary productions

have reached me as follows : The Lataif ul-’Arifin is a Sufi tract

in prose mixed with verse. The lti'az ul-’Ariffn is divided into a

Muqadimmeh, called a “Hadiqeh,” two “Rozehs” and a “Ferdos”;

concluding with a Khatimeh, called a ‘
‘ Khuld.” The Khuld contains

a biography of the author. I hope to be able shortly to announce

the publication here, in lithograph, of this biography of the Sufis.

The Fehras ut-Tavarikh, a chronology of general Asiatic History,

appears to have been lost, save that portion which was lithographed

at Tabriz in a.h. 1280, but which has never been distributed. It

may here be noted that the “ Muntazem Nasiri ” of Muhammed
Hasan Khan, Sani’ ud-Dowleh, Haraghi, which is a Chronology

of Historical Events in Asia from a.h. 1 to 1300, and which was

issued in lithograph in three folios in a.h. 1298, 1299, and 1300

as a Year Book, is a very similar production. Volumes I. and II.

of the “ Muntazem Nasiri ” are taken up with general events
;

to

each of these volumes a supplement is added, recording the events

of the current year. Yolume III. is devoted entirely to the

Chronology of the Qajar dynasty. Yolume II. contains a transla-

tion of a contemporary memoir on the Fall of the Sefavi's, originally

written in Latin, in the reign of Shah Sultan Husain Sefavi, by

a European who had spent twenty-six years at Isfahan. This

memoir was translated into Ottoman Turkish by Ibrahim, and

entitled “’Ibrat Nameh.” The Persian version is by ’Abd ur-

Razzaq Beg, author of the Persian original of Harford-Brydgcs’

“ Dynasty of the Kajars.” The same volume also contains an

extract from Mirza ’Abd un-Nebi Behbehaui’s “ Tarikh Afghani,”

also a contemporary record of the Afghan invasion of Persia.

The works of ’Ubaid Lakani, edited by M. Ferte of the French

Embassy at Constantinople, and printed in the clear and elegant

type of the Abu az-Zia press at Constantinople—for private circu-

lation only—have just appeared iu one volume, dated 1303 a.u.
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The Tarjuman ul-Lughat of Muhammad Yuliya Qazvi'm is in

the course of being re-lithographed here. This ponderous work,

which is a Persian version of the Qamus ul-Lughat of Majd

ud-Di'n Abu Tahir Muhamraed B. Ya’qub ul-Firuzabadi ush-Shirazi,

was completed by order of Shah Sultan Husain Sefavi, in a.h. 1117.

The text beiug now re -lithographed is that prepared and published

by ’Ali Asghar B. ’Abd ul-Jabbar Isfahan! in A.n. 1273.

The “ Tabsiret ul-’Avam ” of Murteza Razi ul-Husaini, which

is an exposition of the principal creeds of the East, has just been

lithographed at Tehran, dated A.n. 1304, for the first time. Bound

up with the Tabsireh is a re-litho of Muhammad B. Sulaiman

Tonekabuni’s “ Qisas ul-’Ulama,” a biography of the ’Ulama,

which was originally lithographed in A.n. 1290.

MacGahan’s “ Khiva ” has been translated into Persian from

the Ottoman Turkish version.

Sidney J. A. Churchill.
The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

3. Assyrian Xames of Domestic Animals.

Just before going to press we are favoured with the following note :

Among the names of animals found in the Assyrian and

Babylonian lists it is, perhaps, noteworthy that many of those

designating beasts of burden seem to be changes (as it were) rung

on the roots m-r, b-r, p-r, b-l, and p-l
;
triliteralized, however, hy

the addition or insertion of a weak radical or vowel.

The following is a list giving most of those hitherto found

:

AKKADLAN.

m
THf-

ASSYRIAN.

^nT-tffl

b tin

4A- r- tin

*£ ~H

mu-u-ru (mum), youngass.

mi-i-rum (mini), young ox.

bi-i-ru
m

(bint), ox.

(plru)
1 ekphant

pi-i-lu
(
pilu

) )

bu-lum (bulu), animal.

i-me-ru (hneni), ass mftPt)-

im-me-ru (imtneru), sheep.

i-bi-\rum~\ (ibiru), a road-

i-O'I n
bull (T3N)-

i-bi-lu (ibilu),tm old ass(?).
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To these may he added the words parru and parrat, apparently

* hull ’ and ‘ cow ’ respectively. It is probable, also, that the Assy-

rian for ‘ son ’ dplu (Akk. ibila), and ‘ male child ’ mdru (fern.

mdrtu, Akk. dum), come from some of the above roots. 1 The word

ibiru (in Akkadian am-si garran ‘ the horned bull of the road ’) is

even found in Egyptian under the forms
(j
^ bbar,

[| ^ jj (j

1^1 abari ‘ an animal imported from Spia ’

(Chab. voy. p. 87, Brugsch, Pierret, Lauth, who all compare the

Hebrew T2X, Ps. xxii. 13, bulls of Bashan ’).

The word was probably imported into Egypt with the animal.

Theo. G. Pinches.

IV. Obituary Notices.

Although the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society is neither

privileged nor required to place on record in its Obituary Notices

the services of statesmen and others who pass away from the living

circle of distinguished public characters, on the mere plea that they

happen to have been enrolled among its subscribers, it is neverthe-

less within its competence to give expression to its profound regret

for the loss, and respect for the memory, of one who, like the late

Earl of Iddesleigh, was not only a Member of eighteen years, but

ever a keen promoter of education and literary research, and at one

time Secretary of State for India. To add that the sentiment of

the Society is universal, is not, in the present case, the utterance

of a conventional platitude, but the assertion of a sober truth.

By the death of Sir Walter Elliot on the 1st of March, and of

Mr. Alexander Wylie on the 6th of February, European Orientalists

have lost two remarkable members of their body, each eminent in

his particular sphere. As regards the first, although a brief notice

of his career was in type, it has been thought advisable to await

a fuller Memoir promised for the July number of the Journal. A
similar course will be pursued in the case of the second, who,

though not a Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, seems to merit

a careful and substantial record.

According to the Athmceum of the lltli of December, the Indian

papers report the death of Baba Prasanna Kumar Sarvadhikari, for

1 The ancient Babylonians seem to have derived Apia or Abhi from the root

Apu/u ‘to bring again,’ pu'ul uppulu ‘to produce.’ The Akkadian ibila is there-

fore a borrowed word.
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many years Principal of the Sanskrit College at Calcutta, and

author of several mathematical treatises in the Bengali language.

The same paper, on the 18th idem, announces also the death of

Dr. John Nicholson, of Penrith, translator of Ewald’s “ Hebrew

Grammar,” and, from the Aiabic, of the History of the “ Fatimito

Dynasty in Africa.”

Y. Exckrtta Orikntalia.

The third number of the first part, vol. lv., Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, contains Mr. Theobald’s “ Notes on some of the

Symbols on the Coins of Kunanda ”
;

an article on the “ Mina
tribe of Jeypur,” by Kavi Raj Shyamal Das, translated by Babu
Ram Prasad

;
Mr. C. J. Rodgers, on “ Coins supplementary to Mr.

Thomas’ Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Dehli and Babu Sarat

Chandra Das, on “ Buddhist and other Legends about Khoten.”

As both the contributions of the European writers relate to coins,

the brief notice which can he given to them in these pages will

be under “ Numismatics.” The second paper is the outcome of an
inquiry concerning the Minas of the Kherar, who are compared
with the Bhfls of the hilly tracts. As to their origin, the con-

tributor gives what would appear to he the generally received

opinion, but forms his own separate conclusions on the subject.

With regard to Khoten, the scholarly local knowledge of Sarat

Chandra Das makes all he has to say worthy of attention.

The Journal Asiatique. huitieme serie, tome viii., has in its

No. 3 (Novembre-Deeembre, 1886), the final pages both of

M. Senart’s study of the Piyadasi Inscriptions, and of M. Sauvaire’s

materials for a history of Muhammadan Numismatics and Metro-
logy. In the Nouvelles et Melanges, M. Pavetde Courteille reviews

Yambery’s Das Tiirkenvolk in seinen Ethnologischen und Ethno-

graphischen Be%iehungen; M. Rubens Duval contributes an in-

structive notice of M. Chwolson’s Syrische Grabenschi iften aus

Semirjetschie
;
and M. Oppert, under the head, “ Kakkab Mesri,”

argues in favour of his own particular version of a particular

Assyrian inscription on a broken obelisk. No. 1 of vol. ix. contains

‘‘Fragments dun roman d’Alexandre, en dialecte Thebain,” by
M. Urbain Bouriant; extracts from “ Tchou-tze-tsieh-yao-tchuen,”

a resume of the essential principles of the philosophy of Tchou-tze,

bearing especially upon morals and the laws of propriety, by the

learned Professor De Harlez of Louvain
;
and M. Clermont Ganneau’s

“ Stele de Mesa,” commenting upon the inscription of the Moabite
king Mesa, as interpreted by MM. Smend and Socin (vide Academy,
November 27).

Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Yol.

xix. Part 2. In his article on Yuen Fszts’ai. M. Imbault-Huart
displays an unrivalled knowledge of the most difficult department
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of Chinese literature. But although the Chinese poet may have
been justified in singing of himself, “ sous les trois demiers
empereurs (K’anghsi, Yangcheng and K’ienlung), qui pent rn’etre

compare en litterature?” his poetry, judging by 3d. Imbault-Huart’s
examples, hardly rises above the level of neatly-turned vers de

societe. In the same part is a dissertation by Mr. T. W. Kingsmill

upon the Serica of Ptolemy, containing much valuable and curious

information, somewhat spoilt, perhaps, by a too random philology

that takes no account of the achievements the last decade or two
have witnessed in philological science.

Parts 1 and 2 of vol. xiv. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of

Japan, exhibit signs of life and vigour. The first contains Mr.
Troup’s article “ On the tenets of the Shinshiu or ‘ True ’ Sect of

Buddhists;” Mr. Cargill Knott’s paper “On the Abacus in its

Historic and Scientific Aspects
;

” “ Buddhism, and Traditions con-

cerning its Introduction into Japan,” by the Rev. James Summers;
and Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain’s “Past Participle or Gerund ? a

point of grammatical terminology.” In the second are “ A list of

works, essays, etc., relating to Japan,” compiled by Carlo Giussani

—a useful contribution, worthy the inspection of Japanese scholars,

students, and bibliophiles in all parts of the world, who might
supply possible omissions

;

“ The Art of Landscape Gardening in

Japan,” by Mr. J. Conder, with which may be coupled Mr.
Dautremer’s “ Situation de la Yigne ” in the same country

;

and an Aino-English Yocabulary, compiled by the Rev. J.

Summers.
The following fasciculi of the Biltiotheca Indica (New Series,

Nos. 575 to 585) have reached the Royal Asiatic Society during

the quarter.

Sanskrit.— 1. The Lalita-Vistara, or memoirs of the early life

of Sakya Siiiha, translated from the original by Rajendralala

Mitra, LL.D., C.I.E. Ease. iii.

2. Chaturvarga-Chintamani, by Homadri, ed. Pandita Yoges-

vara Smritiratna and Pandita Kamakhyanatha Tarkaratna. Vol. iii.

part i. Pariseshukhanda. Ease. xiv.

3. The Nirukta, ed. Pandit Satyavrata Samasrami. Yol. iii.

Ease. v. vi.

4. The Asvavaidyaka, a treatise on the diseases of the Horse,

compiled by Jayadatta Suri
;

ed. Kaviraj Umesa Chandra Gupta
Kaviratna. Fasc. ii.

5. Manutikasangraha, ed. Julius Jolly, Ph.D. Fasc. ii.

6. The S'rauta Sutra of S’ankhayana, ed. Dr. Hillebrandt. Yol. i.

fasc. iii.

Prakrit.—The Uvasagadasao, ed. Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle.

Ease. ii.

Hindi .—The Prithiraja Rasau of Chand Bardai, ed. in original

old Hindi, Dr. A. E. Rudolf Hoernle. Part. ii. fasc. v.

Persian.—Zafarnamah, by Mankind Sharfuddin *Ali Yazdf, cd.

Maulavi Muhammad llahdad. Vol. i. fasc. v. vi.
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A later instalment consists of the following (Xew Series, Xos. 58G

to 595) :

—

Sanskrit.— 1 . The Yrihhannaradiya Purana, ed. Pandit Hrisln-

kesa S'astri. Fasc. ii.

2. Tlie Asvavaidyaka of Jayadatta Suri, above edition. Fasc. iii.

3. The Vivadaratnakara, ed. Pandit Dinanatha Vidyalankara.

Fasc. iii. iv.

4. The Kurina Purana, ed. Ni'lmani Mukhopadhyaya Nyayii-

lankara. Fasc. ii.

5. Tattva Chintamani, ed. Pandita Kamakhyanatha Tarkaratna.

Fasc. v.

6. Sthaviravalicharita or Parisishtaparvan, being an Appendix

of the Trishashtisalakapurushacharita, by Hemachandra, ed. H.
Jacobi. Fasc. iv.

7. The Xirukta with Commentaries, above edition. Yol. iv.

fasc. v.

8. Chaturvarga - Chintamani, by Hemadri, above edition and
part. Fasc. xv.

9. Narada Srnriti, ed. Julius Jolly, fasc. iii. (complete).

And four numbers of the Old Series (252 to 255), being a

Biographical Dictionary of Persons who knew Muhammad, by lbn

Hajar, ed. (in Arabic) Maulawi AhduT-Hai. Fasc. xxviii. to xxxi.

vol. iii. Xos. 8, 9, 10, and vol. ii. Xo. 9.

Xo better proof of the intellectual vitality of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal could well be given than these recently printed Sanskrit

octavos, covering 900 pages, exclusive of any English Preface or

Introductory remarks; and to these maybe added 584 like pages of

Arabic.

Archeology.—Among the papers contained in the second Fasciculus

of M. Clermont-Ganneau’s Recueil d’Archeo/ogie Orientate, is the

article headed “ Mane, Thecel, Phares et le Festin de Balthasar,”

noted last quarter in the contents of the Journal Asiatique, tome
viii. Xo. 1. Another contribution to the Recueil, on the un-
published Inscriptions of Palmyra, independently of its intrinsic

value and interest, is rendered especially attractive by excellent

illustrations. The whole publication adds honour even to the

well-known reputation of M. Leroux.

Tome iv. of L' Histoire de VArt dans VAntiquite, by Mons. Perrot

and Chipiez, containing the three divisions Sardaigne, La Judee,

and Les Heteens, is a splendid volume, full of interest and attraction.

Judaea has many references to the work of the Palestine Exploration

Fund, and the names of Wilson and Warren are of constant recurrence

in its pages. There is apparent in them a lament that so little of

Jerusalem prior to the Captivity—the Jerusalem of the Kings and
greater Prophets—has been restored; hut no want of acknowledgment
for the perseverance and energy of those who undertook and carried

out the long and continuous exploration. “ Sans l’interet que le

public anglais porte a tout ce qui, de pres ou de loin, se rattache
aux etudes bibliques, jamais on n’aurait eu l’idee d’entreprendre
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ties fouilles aussi dispendieuses, aussi laborieuses, aussi dangereuses

que celles de Mons. Warren et Wilson,” is a sentence which may be

quoted as characteristic of French opinion
;
and the estimate is one

at which Englishmen should have no reason to demur. Professors

Wright and Sayce are largely quoted in the division appropriated

to “ Les Heteens,” subdivided again into four chapters as follows:— 1. Hittites: their history and writing. 2. Northern Syria:

Eastern Hittites. 3. Asia Minor: Western Hittites. 4. Monu-
ments of Hittite Art in Asia, on this side the Halys.

The second part of Mr. Growse’s “ Indian Architecture of

to-day, as exemplified in the new buildings in the Bulandshahr
district,” is not only of interest from a number of well-executed

photographs, with descriptive letterpress
;

but its Preface and
Epilogue invite the sympathy of aesthetic and art-loving readers

—

especially those whose opinions are not hampered by forced alle-

giance to Departments of State. Mr. Growse has done admirable

service to the cause he so earnestly advocates
;
and the architectural

results of his labours at Bulandshahr are alone monuments of a

taste and industry on the exercise of which both he and the district

may be warmly felicitated. Among the photographs, the “Garden
Gate” and the “Colvin Gate” should arrest the attention of the

most phlegmatic observer.

The Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund
,
pub-

lished in January, contains the full report of the Anniversary

Meeting held on the 22nd June, at which the Archbishop of York,

President of the Society, took the Chair. After his Grace’s im-
pressive address, Mr. Glaisher, Sir George Grove, Sir Charles

Wilson, Captain Condor, and Canon Tristram spoke well and to the

purpose
;
Mr. John MacGregor followed with the relation of an

appropriate incident of exploration
;
and Professor Hayter Lewis,

strong not only in general acquaintance with his theme, hut in the

fact of having paid a second and recent visit to Jerusalem, closed

the discussion with some interesting observations. Among these

may be here noted “a tribute of respect to the memory of Mr.

Eergusson,” who is called “ one of our most zealous of Biblical

scholars,” who “devoted an immense amount of energy and literary

research to the subject,” and regarding whom all would bear

witness “ to the great learning, the great skill, and the great

earnestness with which he pursued his work.” Besides the Report,

there are many valuable contributions to the Journal by MM.
Schumacher and Clermont-Ganneau, Sir Charles Warren, M.
Conrad Schick, and others, some accompanied by well-executed

illustrations.

In connection with the work of the Fund aforesaid, mention

may be made of a paper read in January before the Jews’ College

Literary Society, by Marcus N. Adler, Esq., under the presidency

of Sir Charles Warren, who referred to the lecture as throwing

much light “ on the ancient customs and traditions of Jerusalem.”

The Indian Antiquary for December contains “A Selection of
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Kanarese Ballads,” “Sanskrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions, Nos.

166 and 167,” and “Some Fantastic Characters,” by Mr. Fleet;

the liev. S. Beal’s remarks “On the Age and Writings of Nagar-

juna Bodhisattva
;
” a paper on the “Hathasni Inscription of the

Mehara Chief Thepaka,” with a note by Mr. Fleet
;
Pramada-

Dasa Mitra’s Sanskrit translation of the British National Anthem
;

together with an instalment of Mr. Patlibhai 1). H. Wadai’s “Folk
Lore in Western India,” and one of Pandit S. M. Natesa Sastri’s

“Folk Lore in Southern India.” In the January number, Mr.

Fleet resumes his exposition of Sanskrit and Old-Kanarese Inscrip-

tions, with an analysis of the “ Kauthem Plates of Vikrama-Ditta

V.
;
” the December articles on Folk Lore are continued

;
and there

are contributions on “ The Dakhan in the time of Gautama-Buddha,”
by the Rev. Thomas Foulkes; the “ Study of Asiatic Symbolism,”

by Mr. Murray- Aynsley ;
the “ Grammar of Sakatayana,” b.y Prof.

Kielhorn
;
and on the Gipsy Language and People, by Mrs. Grierson

and Mr. Grierson respectively. The “Miscellanea” are learned

and instructive, and there is a Book Notice referring to the Kavya-
mala, “ a collection of old and rare Sanskrit Kavyas, Natakas,

Champus, Bhanas, Prahasanas, Chhandas, Alankaras, etc., edited

by Pandita Durgaprasada and Kashinatha Panduranga Paraba.”

Hebrew and Semitic Languages.—The Athenaeum of December 4

has an interesting paper by Professor Neubauer on “ Azazel and
Goat Worship.” That the word Azazel signified a pagan divinity

is not perhaps so clearly shown as that the goat itself had a sacred

character among Canaanitish tribes
;

but the names En-gedi, one

of the six cities in the wilderness, Gadi, the father of Menahem,
and Gaddiel, the son of Sodi, especially the first, may bring evi-

dence to that effect. The writer says that from the Mishnah we
learn only that “ the Azazel was considered by the tradition of the

Rabbis to be a steep mount, which is called Tsook. In the book
of Enoch Azazel is turned into a demon.”
The Academy of 25th December has a contribution by the Rev.

J. Davies on the word “ Kipod,” found only in Isaiah xiv. 23,

xxxiv. 1 i
;
and in Zephaniah ii. 14. “ In our Authorized Yei’sion,”

he writes, “it is translated ‘ bittern,’ and in the Revised Version,

following the Septuagint, ‘ porcupine.’ Rabbi Kimchi says that
it is the name of a bird that dwelt in desolate places, but Rabbi
Joseph says that its proper meaning is ‘ tortoise,’ and Rabbi
Salomon wavers between the meanings of * hedgehog ’ and ‘ owl.’

Buxtorf asserts that it was a name of the Anataria, a kind of eagle

that dwells in marshy places. The Arabic version of the word is

Al-houbara, which is said by Shaw to be the name of a bird nearly
as large as a capon.” Mr. Davies is of opinion that the word is

a form of the Sanskrit Eapota, “ a kind of pigeon that has always
been a bird of ill-omen.” This recalls the Persian kabutar, a word
well known throughout India

;
while the houbara

(
ubdra

) is a familiar
sound to many Indian sportsmen who are acquainted with the
species of bustard otherwise called “tiliir.”
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“ Some Books of Hebrew Philology,” being works by Hr.

Delitzsck, M. Jastrow, and Dr. Wiinsche, afford the reviewer an
opportunity of recording in the Academy of the 5th February certain

learned and appropriate remarks, worthy the attention of the

Hebrew student, who will not improbably be led to consult the

original books brought to notice.

Dr. Neubauer’s labours in compiling the Catalogue of the

Hebrew Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library form the subject of

an appreciative review in the Athenaeum of the 18th December.
To the same article belongs a notice of forty Facsimiles that accom-
pany the Catalogue, which include “the well-known autograph of

the great Maimonides, and, for completeness, the curious script

recently discovered by Dr. Harkavy.” In the next succeeding

issue of the Athenaeum is the statement that Dr. Steinschueider has

completed his Bibliographical Supplement to Benjacob’s “Treasure
of Hebrew Books” (Wilna, 1880), which is arranged alphabetically

according to titles.

Arabic.—The Academy of 4th December has a favourable notice

of Mukkadasi’s Description of Syria, as translated by Mr. Guy Le
Strange. It is one of the publications of the Palestine Pilgrims’

Text Society, and a fair specimen of the good work they have set

themselves to perform. In the following week, Miss Edwards
reviews Lady Burton’s edition of her husband’s Arabian Nights,

coming to the conclusion that a large debt of gratitude is due by
the public “for the happy thought which places an inaccessible

work at the disposal of all sorts and conditions of readers.”

Sir Richard Burton writes to the Academy of the 22nd January,

to impart the discovery of the original text of the “ Zayn al-Asnam
and Aladdin,” both of which so-called “ Gallandian tales” are

contained in two folios written in a modern Syrian hand, recently

purchased by M. Hermann Zotenberg, of the Bibliotheque Nationale.

The Athenaeum of 25th December says that among the MSS.
brought by Dr. Harkavy from the East is a large fragment of an

Aramaic text of Karaitic casuistic rules (Halakhah) which may
possibly turn out to be a fragment of the ‘ Fadlakhah ’ of Anan
(the founder of the Karaitic sect).

Fasciculus ii. of Part i. of Howell’s Grammar of the Classical

Arabic Language merits more than the hurried notice which could

be given in the current number of the Journal. Analysis of this

important work must therefore be deferred for the present. Mean-
while, it may be stated that it meets with approval in the Calcutta

Review for January, and is pronounced in that periodical to be iu

some respects superior to the Grammars of Forbes and Palmer.

The Athenaeum of 1st January reports that Dr. Simeone Levi has

commenced the publication of the ‘ Hieroglyphic-Coptic-Hebrew
Vocabulary, ’ for which the Accadcmia dei Lincei at Rome awarded
him the great quadrennial prize founded by the King of Italy.

The Italian Ministry of Public Instruction contributes £80 to this

important publication.
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Amjriology. — The first instalment of liele’s Babylonisck-

Assyrische Geschicbte, forming part of a series of “Hand Hooks of

Ancient History,” under publication at Gotha, has recently been

issued, and is reviewed in the Academy of the 1st January, a

number which contains also mention of M. Berthelot’s paper read

before the Academie des Inscriptions, on “ Certain Metals and
Minerals used in Ancient Assyria and Chaldsea.” One vase of pure

antimony, and a statuette of copper devoid of tin, are cited as

remarkable specimens of unalloyed metal brought home by M.
Sarzec.

M. Bertin, in a letter to the Academy dated 8th January, answers

a question put by Dr. Edkins, as to whether the Babylonians had
a zodiac of twenty-eight signs. He says that they never made use

of a zodiac of twelve signs, but had thirty divisions of the ecliptic,

and that he had found in the British Museum a tablet giving their

names. The correspondence is continued by Mr. G. Brown in a

letter from Barton-on -Humber, dated January 24, published in the

Academy of the 29th idem.

According to a notice in the Athenceum of the 8th January, M.
Strassmaier’s book (Leipzig, Hinrichs), with the bilingual title

A/phabetisches Verzeicknm der Assyrischen und AJckadischen Worter
der Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, vol. ii, contains about

10,600 words “gathered together during the course of several years’

study of the published and unpublished cuneiform texts preserved

in the British Museum, Liverpool Museum, and elsewhere; and the

other volumes of the ‘Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia’
have been laid imder contribution.”

The next part of this Journal will contain an article by Mr. T.

G. Pinches, upon the document known as “the Babylonian
Chronicle.” This ancient record (of which a paraphrase has been
published in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology)

has a peculiar interest, and will be found to be of great value to

Bible students. It treats principally of affairs in Babylonia,

beginning with the reign of Habonassar; but refers also incidentally

to Assyria and Elam, a part of the chronology of which last-named
country it enables us to restore. The chronicle forms part of an
ancient record, extending from the earliest to the latest period of

Babylonian history, and was probably meagre at first, but given
in greater detail as time went on, and the records were more care-

fully kept. Of the complete series, if such could be obtained, it is

difficult to over-estimate the value.

Smith (S. A.), Die Keilschrift Texte A.ssurbanipal, part 1, is

announced among new publications.

Two more numbers of the Babylonian and Oriental Record have
given a kind of stability to this new record of the “ Antiquities of

the East ”
;
more especially as the last issue shows an increase of

nine declared collaborateurs, making thirty-six in all. In Ho. 4,

for October, Professor De Harlez continues his “Iranian Studies
Mr. Pinches has three “ Babylonian Hotes,” treating of two

vol. xrx .—[new series.] 22
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kings— Gaddas and Tarzla— and the Deities Ilan and Har;
Mr. Tyler discourses on the “ Babylonian idea of a disembodied
Soul,” and Professor de Laoouperie asks, “Did Cyrus introduce

Writing into India?”—seeing in the word “Kharosti,” used in the

Lalita-vistara, a probable recipient of the name of the Persian

monarch. Ho. 5 contains “A Babylonian Land Grant,” interpreted

by Mr. Boscawen
;

a suggested illustration by a Babylonian seal

of a verse in the Hew Testament, by the Bev. W. A. Harrison
;

a continuation of the Pablavi study by Prof. DeHarlez
;

“ A Frag-
ment of a Babylonian Tithe-List, ” by Mr. Pinches

;
and a “ Hote

on Babylonian Astronomy,” by Mr. W. T. Lynn. In the con-

cluding notices, promise is held out of interesting discussions.

The Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie for Hovember contains, irrespec-

tive of the Sprachsaal. Beviews, and Lists of recent publications,

the following articles :— 1. TJeber einen Hebukadnezar-cylinder

des Berliner Musuems, von Hugo Winckler. 2. Grammatischc
Bemerkungen zu den Annalen Asurnasirpal’s, von Ernst Muller.

3. The Hittite Boss of Tarkondcmos, by A. H. Sayce. 4. Bemer-
kungen zu einigen Sumerischen und Assyrischcn Verwandtschafts-

wbrtern, von P. Jensen. 5. Mene tekel upharsin, von Th. Hdldeke,

with reference to M. Clermont-Ganneau’s interpretation in the

Journal Asiatique. 6. Kleinere Assyriologische Notizen, von
Friedrich Delitzsch. 7. Two unedited Texts, K. 0 and K. 7, by S.

A. Smith. In the “ Sprachsaal,” M. Oppert has something to say

on the “ Mul Kaksidi,” or vexata questio of the Star, to which
allusion has already been made.

Aramaic.—Dedicated to his much-respected teacher, Hdldeke,

the “ Aramaischen Fremdwbrtcr im Arabisehen” of Siegmund
Fraenkel, mentioned among the new issues of last quarter, exhibits

the learned treatment of a subject which tells of a labour of love,

as of scholarship.

Rthiopic.—Among late announcements is : Praetorius, F., Gram-
raatica ./Ethiopia cum paradigmatibus, litteratura, Chrcstomathia et

Glossaria. Karlsruhe, Beuther.

Hittite.—Capt. Cornier, so well known in connection with the

Palestine Exploration Fund, whose recent book on Syrian Stone

Lore (reviewed in the Athenaium of 26 February) merits special

recognition, has lately come forward as the exponent of Hittite

inscriptions. The result of his later inquiries will be looked for

with interest by those who read his report on the subject to the

Times.

Aryan Languages .— Sanskrit.— In introducing Dr. Speijer’s

Sanskrit Syntax (Brill, Leyden) to English students. Dr. Kern
pronounces it to be the “first complete syntax of classical Sanskrit,”

expressing, at the same time, his hope that it may bo “the fore-

runner of a similar work, as copious and conscientious, on Vaidik

Syntax.”

The llevue Critique of December 6 notices Dr. W. Soil’s Die

Kasmir-Rccension der Pancdqikd, with acknowledgment of its
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usefulness as an aid to the critical examination of the story of

Bilhana, author of the Vikramankadevacarita—or rather of tho

circumstances attending the composition of his poem of fifty stanzas

(panedcat)
;

but demurs to the unqualified acceptance of Dr.

Buhler s Kashmirian MS. as disposing of the whole question.

According to some, the poet was condemned to death for a love-

intrigue with his fair and royal pupil : hut the later evidence

would show his offence to have been forgiven. M. Sylvain Levi,

tho critic of the Revue, considers the point still unsettled.

Parts i. and ii. of the eighth volume of liajendralala Mitra’s

“ Notices of Sanskrit MSS.” have reached the Society’s Library

during the past quarter; also the following, received from the

Secretary of State for India:—Commentary of Govindaraja on

Manava-Dharma Sastra, edited with notes by ltao Sahib Yishvanath

Narayan Mandlik. C.S.I. Parts xxi. xxiii. xxviii. and xxix. of

“ The Mahabharata of Krishna- Dwaipayana Vyasa, translated

into English Prose,” stated to he “ published and distributed,

chiefly gratis
,
by Protap Chandra ltoy,” should, moreover, be

acknowledged.

Among new publications are noticed :—Panini’s Grammatik

:

hrsg. libers, erliiutert. etc. v. 0. Bbhtlingk, C Lfg. Leipzig, Haessel.

Speijer, J. S., Sanskrit Syntax. Leiden, Brill.

Persian.—In the Atlienaum of December 11th, the reviewer of

“Persia as it is,” by Dr. C. J. Wills, says:—“These bright

sketches of Persian life form a worthy continuation of the preceding

volume, and augur a successful career in the paths already trodden.”

The same book is approvingly noticed by Mr. C. E. Wilson in the

Academy of Jan. 15. And of Mr. Benjamin’s “Persia and the

Persians,” noticed in the last number of the K.A.S. Journal, while

the Atheiueum (loth January) recommends it as “a gift book com-
bining novelty, instruction, and a graceful exterior,” the Academy
admits that, with certain drawbacks, it is “ interspersed with much
interesting and trustworthy information.”

Mr. E. F. Arbuthnot’s “Persian Portraits” is a small volume
intended to convey, in a simple and popular form, such information

on Persian history, literature, manners and customs, and politics,

as would be useful to those who may not care or have leisure to

become Oriental scholars or students. As regards “ literature
”

there is not only supplied a sketch of the subject generally, but the

whole question itself occupies more than three-fourths of the book.

A separate notice is given to each of seven Greater and fourteen

Lesser Poets (a classification which might, perhaps, be disputed),

and the various forms of Persian poetry and some popular tales and
stories current in the country are summarized for the reader.

The first part of Jlittelpersiscfie Studien, by C. Salaman, has
been published among the “Melanges Asiatiques ” from the Bulletin
de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, tome ix.

It treats of the Ganjeshaya-gan, Andarze Atrepat Maraspandan,
Madigane Chatrang, and Andarze Khusroe Kavatan, by P. D. B.
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Sanjana, mentioned in the E..A.S. Journal for October under the head
of Pahlavi. The original text in that language is transliterated in

Zend characters, and translated into Gujarati and English.

Turkish.—The first part of the second volume of M. Barbier de

Mevnard’s “ Dictionnaire Turc-Fran<jais ” has appeared, and brings

up the purely lexicographic process to the verb Three

more parts will complete the work, the condition of which is to

supplement heretofore published dictionaries by giving: 1. words
of Turkish origin

;
2. Arabic and Persian words used in Osmanli

;

3. proverbs and popular forms of expression
;
and 4. a geographical

vocabulary applicable to the latest distribution of territory through-

out the Ottoman Empire.

The Turkish Race.—In his retrospect of the year for Hungary,
contributed to the A theneeum, under “ Continental Literature in

1886,” Professor Yambery says with reference to his work bearing

the above designation (‘A Tordk Eaj ’) : “I have tried to comprise

in that book partly my own personal experiences gathered during

my travels among the Turkish-speaking races of the world, partly

the notes I collected from reading Turkish, Persian, Arabic and
llussian descriptions of the people, extending from the banks of the

Lena to the shores of the Adriatic.”

It may interest readers of the Journal who took note of the

literary controversy referred to in page 467 (July, 1886), to learn

the nature of M. Yambery ’s reply to M. Hunfalvy on the Turko-
Tatar and Finn-Ugric question. The substance of his statement

made before the Academy of Sciences at Budadapest on the 22nd
November last was as follows :—His opponent looked upon lan-

guage alone as the principal, if not sole guide, in investigating

the origin of a nation
;
though it is evident that language was of

a changeable and transient character. Numerous instances might
be adduced of a purely Iranian people speaking an Ural-Altaic

language or vice versd. It was doubtful whether M. Hunfalvy
could succeed in proving to the satisfaction of all that the Magyar
language belonged to the Finn-Ugric type, and, if he could, it did

not follow that the Magyar nation must be of Finn-Ugric origin.

His own inquiries confirmed him in the opinion that the Magyars
were “ an offshoot from the Turkish stem.” The very name
“ Magyar” was an ethnical rather than political expression, charac-

terizing a warlike, conquering, Turkish host, making its way from

the southern slopes of the Altaic mountains towards the river

Yolga. The word ‘ Magyar,’ in the Turkish language inajar

(j -sr”), meant ‘lord,’ ‘sovereign,’ ‘commander,’ and in reality this

was the “appellation by which the Turkoman and the Khirgiz of

to-day called their foreign masters. These children of the wilder-

ness addressed their llussian couquerors as: ‘majar-im, cajar-im,’

meaning ‘ my lord !

’ ”

China.—The Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, at their

sitting of the 19th November last, conferred the Stanislas Julieu

Prize for the best work relating to China, on Father Sernphin
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Couvreur, for his Franco- Chinese Dictionary (Ho-kien-fou, 1884).

Professor Terrion de Lacouperie furnishes an interesting paper to

the Academy of February 19th, on “A new writing from Western

China.” In it he gives an account of the Shui-kia or “Water
People,” from whom the MS. in question is said to have been

obtained.

Cochin-China .—The May-Juno number of Excursions et Re-

connaissances opens with a continuation of M. Aymonicr’s Notes

on Annam, the scope of which the writer explains to have been

considerably narrowed by the events of July, 1885. So far, how-
ever, as the inquiry has been pursued, he lias succeeded in putting

together much valuable information both on the country and

people visited. M. Aymonier has added a further paper on the

method of transcription adopted for Europeanising the native written

character. The other articles in this number are the short account

of a trip by steamer in the Mekong, by M. Reveilliere, and a
“ Dictionnaire-Stieng ”—being a collection of 2500 words of the

Stieng language—together with a description of the Sticngs of

Brolam, by Father Azemar, Missionnaire Apostolique. Both of

these contributions are to be continued, and promise information

of a novel and useful kind.

Burma .—Although Mr. Smeaton’s book on the Loyal Karens of
Burma meets with carefully directed criticism in the Academy of

Jan. 29th, those who are not acquainted with local Burmese history

may find in the small volume referred to much interesting matter

about an interesting people.

Triibner’s American, European and Oriental Literary Record,

No. 231, states, with reference to the collection of manuscripts

lately in the possession of King Theebaw, and now in the India

Office :
“ It is due to the energy and influence of Dr. Rost that

this invaluable treasure was secured for the Library entrusted to his

care, and he has thereby at once succeeded in making the India

Office Collection of Pali and Burmese MSS. by far the most im-

portant one in existence. He can boast of having added to an
already extensive and valuable collection over 500 beautiful and
costly MSS., of which about 200 are Burmese and the remainder
Tali. While many of the Burmese MSS. are translations of, or

commentaries on, Pali books, others are peculiarly interesting,

particularly because they treat almost exclusively of the modern
history of Burma and Siam.”

Japan .—M. Guimet, whose interest in the life and art of Japan
is well known, has printed a lecture he gave some time since at the

Cercle St. Simon on the Theatre in Japan
,
which is well worthy of

perusal, and gives a clear and picturesque account of the strange

phase of Japanese manners presented by the stage and audience of

a shilaya. He does not, however, explain the etymology of the
word used for a theatrical representation, an etymology full of

interest and significance. Shiba-i means simply ‘ amid the grass,’

and carries us back to the time when spectacular exhibitions were
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held al fresco on a cleared spot of ground, while the audience

squatted around ‘amid the. grass’ or bushes. So, only a few
centuries ago, the Comishmen assembled in their ‘ rounds ’ to

witness the miracle plays which Norris’s labours have preserved.

M. Guimet’s account ends with a brief statement of the plots of

three popular tragedies, of which one, that of the Chiushingura or

Loyal League, founded on the story of the 47 Konins, so well told

by Mr. Mitford, has been translated into English. It may be
doubted whether M. Guimet’s estimate of the Japanese theatre

is not a somewhat extravagant one
;
but it is certain that many

Japanese comic actors show great artistic power, and excite among
their own countrymen a quite boundless enthusiasm. M. Guimet’s
brochure, it should be added, is embellished by characteristic illus-

trations, drawn by that inimitable delineator of Japanese life, Felix

Regamey—the duett of dancing girls onp. 30, in especial, represents

the peculiar charm of the ‘ musuine ’ with singular fidelity and
grace.

The Academy of December 11th has a long and appreciative

notice, by Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse, of Mr. Anderson’s Pictorial Arts

of Japan
,
and Descriptive and Historical Catalogue of a Collection of

Japanese and Chinese Paintings in the British Museum. Parts iii.

and iv. of the former form also the subject of an elaborate review

in the Athenceum of the 26th February.
In the Academy of February 26th, it is stated that Bunyiu

Nanjio, now Professor of Sanskrit at Tokio, had been sent by his

Monastery on a scientific and religious mission to India. Having
come to Oxford some years ago to study Sanskrit under Prof. Max
Miiller, he received, on leaving India, the honorary degree of M.A.
He is the author of works on Buddhism, and translator into Japanese

of Max Muller’s Sanskrit Grammar.
The first part of the Memoirs of the Literature College of the

Imperial University of Japan, which has just appeared, consists of

an essay on Japanese and Aino Philology, by Mr. B. H. Chamber-
lain, that will sustain the high reputation of the recently-appointed

Professor of Philology, and a Grammar of the Aino—or more
correctly Ainu— language, by the llev. J. Batchelor, who has

laboured during many years among the almost unknown dwellers

in the northernmost parts of the Japanese group, that entirely

supersedes all previous work on the subject. Mr. Chamberlain’s

essay contains a most interesting investigation of place-names in

Japan, many of which, from Aomori to Kagoshima, he finds to be

of Aino origin, showing that the aboriginal population of the

entire Japaneso archipelago was, in great part at least, of Aino

race. Of these important contributions to philological science no

adequate notion can be given here, but Mr. Dickins proposes to

prepare a summary of Messrs. Chamberlain and Batchelor's work,

adding some comments of his own, that will supply the deficiencies

of the present notice.

Egyptology.—The fourth annual general meeting of the Egypt
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Exploration Fund was held on December 8tli, in the theatre of the

Royal Institution, Albemarle Street. The objects of the Fund,

as submitted to and approved by this meeting, arc as follows:

—

“(1) To organize excavations in Egypt, with a view to further

elucidation of the history and arts of Ancient Egypt and to the

illustration of the Old Testament narrative in so far as it has to do

with Egypt and the Egyptians
;
also to explore sites connected

with early Greek history, or with the antiquities of the Coptic

Church, in their connexion with Egypt. (2) To publish, periodi-

cally, descriptions of the sites explored and excavated, and of the

antiquities brought to light. (3) To ensure the preservation of

such antiquities by presenting them to museums and similar public

institutions.” At the meeting on December 8th, Miss Amelia B.

Edwards (Hon. Sec.) was able to announce the completion of the

Fowler Fund, founded in 1883 by Mr. William Fowler, who
offered a challenge of £50, provided that nineteen other donors

could be found to give the same sum. The Treasurer’s report

showed an increase on last year’s support. Probably the Tahpanhes
excavations will have done much to excite the interest of the

public generally in the valuable labours of the Egyptian explorers.

Mr. Ernest Gardner gave some account of his second season’s work
at Naukratis. Mr. J. S. Cotton informed the meeting that Professor

Maspero had been elected Hon. Fellow of Queens’ College, Oxford,

and read portions of a report by Mr. Griffith on recent excavations

at Gemayemi (some three miles from Nebeshch) and Kantara.

Miss Edwards read Mr. Flinders Petrie’s report of work at Nau-
kratis, at Nebesheh (ancient Egyptian “ Am ”), at Tell Ferain

(Buto), and at Tell Defenneh (Tahpanhes). Miss Edwards then

read her own report, giving first a retrospective glance at the past

work which had been so rich in results, and a prospective glance

at the future, pointing to the expedition of M. Naville, whose
object would be—in continuation of his work at Pithom and
Goshen—to determine the route of the Exodus. Donations of

antiquities to the British Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts at

Boston, U.S.A., and various other Museums, were then voted.

The Academy of Dec. 4th announces M. Maspero’s two courses

of Lectures in Egyptology at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes :

(1) On the interpretation of hieratic texts of the early Empire,
with special reference to the Berlin papyrus 3, containing a

dialogue between an Egyptian and his soul
;
and (2) On the re-

presentations of armour and fighting in the monuments. The
same paper tells that M. Guieyesse is lecturing on Egyptian
Grammar.—Dec. 11th gives a brief account of a paper read by
Mr. J. Offord, jun., upon “The Papyrus Literature of Ancient
Egypt as illustrated by Recent Discoveries,” and mentions the

beginning of the publication of the Archduke Rainer’s Fayum
Papyri.—In Jan. 8th is an account of the Recent Excavations at

Gizeh, by Mr. Flinders Petrie.—In Jan. 22nd a letter by Professor

Sayce on the inscribed Ostraka still to be found in the mounds of
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ancient cities in Egypt. This No. has also a short notice of Prof.

Pott’s Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft und Carl Abel's Aegyptische

Sprachstudien. Under the head “ Egyptian Jottings,” Miss Edwards
announces a course of Stone Lectures on Egyptology to he delivered

in America by Dr. Kellogg, and a course by Prof. Taylor on

Egyptological subjects at the Peabody Institute, Baltimore
;
and

notices a small pamphlet, by Major G. T. Plunkett, II. E., entitled

“ Walks in Cairo.” She also refers to Maspero’s derivation of the

name of Asia from Asi, the ancieut Egyptian name for the island

of Cyprus. In the Academy of Feb. 12th is a review of Mr. E.

A. Wallis Budge’s “Sarcophagus of Ankhnesraneferab,” by Miss
Edwards, who contributes in the No. for Feb. 19th a report from
M. Naville, showing the results of his first week’s tour in the district

of Goshen. In the same paper is a letter from Cairo giving some
account of the fallen statue of Bamses II. at Memphis, and stating

that the work of raising the Colossus was begun by a party of the

Royal Engineers on Feb. 4th.

The Atlienceum for Feb. 5th quotes from the IVeser Zeitung that

Prof. A. Ascherson, the botanist of the University of Berlin, is

engaged with his friend Prof. Schweinfurtli upon a Catalogue of

the Egyptian Flora, which is to be published this year by the

Aegyptischcs Institut. The number of hitherto known species of

Egyptian plants is said to be 1260. Prof. Ascherson, the Athenanun
tells us, was to start in February upon a journey in Lower Egypt.

His intention is to explore the less-known parts of the Nile Delta,

and then to follow the march of the Children of Israel through

the wilderness, according to the theory of Schleiden and Brugsch.

The journey is to be at the cost of the Egyptian Government, and
will probably last about three months.

The Oestcrreichische Monatsschrift filr den Orient for February
has a paper by A. v. Schweiger-Lerchcnfeld, entitled “ Cultur

EinfLisse und Handel in altester Zeit,” w’hich is to be continued later.

In the Deutsche Litteraturzeitung
,
No. 3, Jan. loth, is a notice

of Meyer’s “ Geschichte des alten Aegyptens.”

The Revue Fgyptologique, quatrieme volume, Nos. iii.-iv., contains,

amongst other articles—Memoire sur quelques inscriptions trouvees

dans la sepulture des Apis, par le Vicomte Emmanuel dc Rouge.

—

Religion et mythologie des anciens Egyptiens d’apres les monu-
ments (Paul Pierrot).—Une inscription Grecque dc Ptolemai's

(Monshieh) (M. Miller).—Le poeme de Pentaour (J. de Rouge).

—

Une page de l’histoire dc la Nubic (E. Revillout).—Lcttre a M.
Revillout sur les contrats Grecs du Louvre provenaut de Faioum
(Charles Wessely).—Tesseres bilingues publiees par MM. Revillout

et Wilckcn.—This number gives some interesting reproductions of

demotic texts in illustration of some of the above articles.

India and countries adjacent .'

—

Urdu.— The Friend of India

states that the Rev. J. D. Bate, M.R.A.S., of the Baptist Mission

at Allahabad, is engaged in the preparation of a “ lloman-Hindustaui

1 Communicated by Hon. Secretary to Independent States inclusive.
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Dictionary,” as also of the reverse—an “ English-Hindustani

Dictionary”—works which “will not bo mere compilations from

the existing dictionaries.” The first “ will contain no less than

15,000 words which have never before appeared in any dictionary

of the Hindustani language, and which the author has himself

collected from the literature and lips of the people, in constant

intercourse with them for many years. Special attention is to be

given to the technical uses of words appertaining to the professions

(such as law, medicine, religion, navigation, agriculture, etc.) and

the sciences (such as astronomy, grammar, geography, etc.). The
innumerable crotchety idioms of poetry, prose, and the living

dialects, as also the important question of the government of

verbs and particles, will be carefully noted, and every word will

be traced back to its original root. The words will be arranged

in the order of the English alphabet, the letters of the Arabic and

Nagari alphabets being given in their respective orders at the

beginning of the work. Every word will be printed in the native

characters also, in each entry, the Persian words in the Arabic

character, and the Hindi words in the Nagari. In whatever

character a book may be written, the student will find the word in

that character in the dictionary, but in the order of the English

alphabet. It will be a Dictionary of Urdu and Hindi combined,

the need for separate dictionaries of these two languages being, by
the plan of the work, removed at a stroke. There is no idea of

depriving either Hindus or Hahomedans of the characters of their

respective tongues, but of adapting the dictionary to the long-felt

need of those students of Oriental literature who are more familiar

with the order of the English alphabet than with that of the

Indian alphabets, and of dispensing with the necessity of purchasing

two or more expensive dictionaries instead of one. The work will

thus be specially adapted to the requirements of European students,

and of Indians who read English. It will be a dictionary of both

classical and colloquial speech, and will meet the requirements of

the scholar as well as of the beginner.” The Friend expresses its

belief, in conclusion, that such a work will “ be highly prized and
warmly welcomed by native students and by all men newly coming
to India,—missionaries, merchants, magistrates, and men of business

generally.”

Province of Bengal .—The Eev. E. Droese, a missionary, has

published a translation of the Hook of Common Prayer into the

language of the Hill Tribes of Bhagalpur, known as the Pahari or

Haler. He has also translated a Gospel and some educational

books, and published them. The language belongs to the Dravidian

Family, though spoken by a tribe not far from the Ganges.

Province of Assam .—The Eev. S. Enclle, a missionaiy, has pub-
lished at Shillong an excellent Grammar of the Kachari Bara
language as spoken in the district Darrang, Assam, with a Vocabu-
lary and Texts, and an important Preface. This language belongs

to the Tibeto-Burman Group.
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Mr. J. F. Needham, Assistant Political Officer, Sadiya, has

published an excellent Grammar of the Shaiyang Miri Language,
as spoken by the clan of the tribe of Miri who dwell near Sadiya,

with Yocabulary and Texts. This book is of the highest value.

This language is also of the Tibeto-Burman Group.
Mr. C. A. Soppitt has published a Grammar, Yocabulary, and

Texts of the Kachchar Naga tribes. This language is also of the

Tibeto-Burman Group.
Professor Avery has published in the Journal of the American

Oriental Society papers on the Garo and Ao Naga Language, both

of the Tibeto-Burman Group.

We hear of Grammars published of the Singhpo or Kakhyon
Language by Major MacGregor, of Abor by Mr. Needham, of the

Angami Naga by Mr. McCabe, and of Grammars proposed to be

published by Mr. Soppitt of Kuki, by Mr. Stack of Bhutu-Changho,
and a projected Yocabulary by Mr. Stack of Tipura. All these

languages belong to the Tibeto-Burman Group, and these linguistic

works are a positive addition to our existing knowledge. We only

regret that the Government of Assam, or the Bengal Asiatic Society,

do not supply the Library of the lioyal Asiatic Society with copies,

and send over additional copies to be supplied to the Libraries of

Europe. AVc commend to the authors the famous line

:

“ Scire tuum nihil est, nisi te scire hoc sciat alter.”

Independent States. — Professor Avery has published in" the

pages of the American Oriental Society a paper on the Lan-
guage of Lepcha, the vernacular of the Independent State of

Sikkim in the Himalaya. This also belongs to the Tibeto-Burman
Group.

Calcutta Review .—Among thirteen papers contributed to the

January number, three by natives of India may be selected for

special mention. “The Growth of Radicalism in India and its

danger,” does credit to the writer Rajah Oday Pcrtap Singh, a

Talukdar of Oudh, iu that it is a lucid expression of opinion, and

the argument of one who, however conservative, is ready to examine
the character of innovations. It is a kind of apology for those of

his class who do not send their children and relatives, so generally

as might have been expected, to the Canning College. “Buddha
as a Philosopher,” by Bam Chandra Bose, is also a remarkable

paper, illustrative of the tendency of the native mind to reason on

the higher question of religion in the latitudinarian spirit of Western
criticism. The third article is more practical and less speculative

than the other two, and deals largely with statistics. The throe

together arc marvellous indications of the advance of education in

India during the last thirty years. It is doubtful whether before

the Mutinies a native could have written any one of them. Now,
it may reasonably be inferred, that one or all might be written by

intelligent natives in either Presidency. The remaining articles

are “A Garo’s Revenge,” and “Our Station,” by Esme; “The
Massacre of Patna ” (continued from a previous number), by Air.
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Beveridge; “ Imperial Federation,” by Mr. Braddon, M.P., written

apparently in Tasmania; a criticism of the “Bengal European

School Code,” by Air. Gasper; “ Yunan,” by Major E. C. Browne ;

“ The Covenanted Civil Service and Financial Reform in Bengal,”

by Mr. C. J. O’Donnell
;

“ Obsolete Crime in Bengal, and its

Alodern Aspects,” by Air. T. Durant Beighton
;
a few lines on

“Frederick Archer,” in Memoriam, by an old Turfite; “The
Birds,” by J. J. W. ;

besides the Editorial Summaries and Critical

Notices. In the last it will suffice to refer to the publications

under the head of “ Vernacular Literature.” Of these, a book

entitled “ Sabitri,” published by the Secretary of the Sabitri

Library, Calcutta, is said to contain a collection of papers read at

that Institution, and prize essays of a Bengali Lady
;

“ Baulrim

Chandra ”—whether in this case a biography, or a work by the

bearer of that name, is not clear—is referred to as the “ first

Bengali author of the day,” but the praise bestowed on him by his

biographer or reviewer is of that unqualified character that causes

the reader to hesitate in accepting the judgment recorded. Dewan
“ Ganga Gobinda Sinha : A Historical Novel,” by Chandi Charan

Sen, is designated a work in which “ there is little to admire and

a great deal to condemn;” Lalkuthi, by Itadanath Alitra, if correctly

described by the critic, must be a mistake
;
and Resam-tattwa, part

i., is a work on the silk industry of Bengal, which seems to call for

attention, not only as an innovation in native literature, but as a

sensible step in a right direction.

Indian Notes and Queries for November and December are full

of good and interesting matter, and keep up that high reputation

so creditable to their industrious editor and his competent staff

of assistants. AVant of space prevents a more detailed notice.

The Academy (15th January) states that the forthcoming joint

work by Sir Richard Temple and his son will contain journals kept

by Sir Richard in Haidarabad, Kashmir, Nepal, and Sikkim, with

elaborate introductions by Capt. Temple. There will be illustra-

tions and numerous maps. Messrs. Allen and Co. are the publishers,

and it is expected that they will be ready with the book in two
months.

Capt. Trotter’s India under Victoria meets with a generally

favourable notice Rom a practised hand in the Academy of the 22nd
January.

The Rise of the British Rower in the East, by the late Hon.
Mountstuart Elphinstone, edited by Sir Edward Colebrooke, has

just been published by Murray. It is a continuation of the well-

known “History of India in the Hindu and Mahomedan Periods,”

supplemented by a chapter of the editor’s own writing, bringing

to a close the otherwise unfinished narrative of the struggle

between the English and French. Sir Edward Colebrooke has

also attached to the penultimate chapter a detailed note on “ the

grant of the Diwani,” showing “some of the difficulties that beset

the path of British administrators in applying European principles
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and European agency to the Government of the first great province

that came under British rule.”

Parts i. to xi. of the Journal of Indian Art, published by Hr.
Quaritch, under the authority of the Government of India, are

noticed among illustrated publications in the Atkeneeum of Dec. 4th.

li'cole Specials des laagues Orientals Yivantes.—The success

attending a volume of Melanges Orientaux
,

published by the

Professors of this Institution for presentation to the Members of

the Leyden Congress in 1883, has induced the same Professors to

offer to the Vienna Congress, held during the past year, a similar

volume, under the title of Nouveaux melanges Orientaux. Its

contents may be briefly recorded:— 1. The Persian text, and M.
Schef'er’s translation, of Muhammad Ibn ‘Ali Ravendi’s sketch of

the reign of Muizzu’d-din Abu’l Harith, Sultan Sanjar. 2. M.
Barbier de Meynard’s “ Considerations sur l’Histoire Ottomane,”
with extracts from the original Turkish “ Tarikhi Djevdet.”

3. Professor Houdas on “ L’ecriture Maghrebine,” with specimens.

4. Fragment of the Arabic Kharidatu T Kasr, by ‘Imad ad-din

al-Katib, on Ousama ibn Mounkidli, a Syrian Amir of the early

Crusades, with introduction by Professor Derenbourg. 5. The
Abbe Favre’s translation of a “ texte Malais” relating to Moses in

the Mount. 6. Summary and part translation of the “ Vogages de

Basile Vatace,” born at the close of the seventeenth century, with
original Greek text, aud an introduction by M. Emile Legrand.

7. M. Dozon’s translation of “ Les Noces de Maxime Tzemoie-
vitch,” a popular Servian poem. 8. Professor Abel des Michels’

version of some Annamite tales, to which is added an explanation

of a verse in the Chinese “Yu Kiaou Li.” M. Henri Cordier’s

“ Notes pour servir a l’histoire des etudes Chinoises en Europe,”

bringing the reader up to the days of the elder Fourmont.

10. Professor Vinson’s “ Specimen of Tamul Palaeography.”

1 1. Professor Carrierc’s Armenian Version of the Story of Assenath

—otherwise Asenuth, daughter of Potipherah, and wife of Joseph.

12. M. Emile Picot’s “Notice Biographique et Bibliographique

sur lTmprimeur Anthime d’lvir, Metropolitain de Valachie,” and

13. A paper on Japanese writing, by Professor Leon de llosny.

The ordinary publications of the “ Ecole Speciale ” are noticed

under the heads to which they respectively belong; and it is

needless to say how great is, in many cases, their value to students.

With regard to the admirable Institution itself, the following

account will interest many readers, and is appropriate as illus-

trating one form of encouragement to Oriental study and research,

in connection with the “ Statement ” recently circulated by the

Royal Asiatic Society to Schools and City Companies, and pub-

lished in the present number of the Journal.

Notes 1 on the School of Modern Oriental Languages at Paris :

—

This excellent school was founded at the end of the last century.

In the year 1790 Monsieur Langles, an Orientalist, called the

1 Kindly contributed by Major C. M. 'Watson, C.M.G., R.E.
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attention of the French National Assembly to the importance of

encouraging the study of the living languages of the East, and

to the advantage which would accrue from a more general know-

ledge of these languages, both in the extension of commerce, and

ns an aid to French political influence.

No immediate result followed, hut in 1795 the question was

referred to a committee, of which Lakanal, a member of the

Convention, was the President. He drew up a strong report,

pointing out the neglect with which the study of modern Oriental

languages had been treated in France. He called attention to the

fact that while the ancient languages of the East were the object

of much consideration, and ample means were provided for teach-

ing them to students, there were, on the contrary, no arrangements

for teaching the modern languages, although the latter were of

more use both for commerce and for political purposes. He con-

cluded by proposing that a school should be opened and attached to

the National Library.

Acting upon this report, the French Government, by decree of

the 30th March, 1795, established the School of Modern Oriental

Languages, with three professorships, i.e. one of Arabic, one of

Turkish and Tartar, and one of Persian and Malay. The
salary of each professor was fixed at £120 per annum, and they

were instructed to prepare grammars of tho languages in which
they were to teach.

The school was located in the line Neuve des Petits Champs near

the National Library, 'the first professors were as follows: Arabic,

Silvestre de Sacy
;
Turkish, Venture de Paradis; Persian, Langles.

Of these it is only necessary to say a few words.

Langles, who must be regarded as the originator of the School,

had been intended for the career of an officer in the army, but ill

health prevented his following so active a life. "Wishing to obtain

some appointment in the East, he devoted himself to the study of

Arabic and Persian, and was, in consequence, appointed one of the

guardians of the manuscripts in the National Library during the

Iteign of Terror. He was appointed first administrator of the School

when it was established, as well as Professor of Persian, and held

the two appointments for twenty-eight years.

Silvestre de Sacy was already one of the most renowned Orien-

talists of France when he was called to the post of Arabic Professor

at the School, and held the position for forty-two years.

Venture de Paradis was the son of a Consul in the Levant, and
had been employed for some years as Interpreter in the Diplomatic
Service. He was Dragoman to the French Embassy at Constanti-

nople, when appointed to the post of Turkish Professor in the

School of Oriental Languages. He held the latter position for two
years only, when he was summoned to act as Chief Interpreter to

General Bonaparte on his Egyptian expedition, and took with him
as assistants several pupils of the School, which thus already began
to give a return to the Government for the money spent upon it.
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Venture accompanied Bonaparte into Syria, and died of dysentery

at St.-Jean d’Acre in 1799.

From time to time other professorships have been added to the

School, according as experience showed the necessity of increasing

the number of modern languages taught, and care has been taken to

avoid the danger of making the instruction of too learned a character,

and to carry out the original intention of the School, namely, to

teach the students to read, speak, and write the languages as they
exist at the present time.

The School is under the direction of a President, who is chosen

from among the Professors, and is responsible to the Minister of

Public Instruction. The President is assisted by a Secretary, who
also acts as Librarian.

There are twelve Professors in the School, who instruct in the

following languages : Modern Arabic, Literary Arabic, Persian,

Armenian, Turkish, Russian, Modern Greek, Hindustani and Tamil,

Chinese, Japanese, Annamite, and Malay and Javanese.

The Professors now receive a salary of £300 per annum each.

They are bound to give three lectures of one hour’s length weekly,

of which one lesson is usually for beginners and the two others for

students who are more advanced.

The lectures are free to the public and are gratuitous, the whole

cost of keeping up the School being provided by the State. In

addition to attending the lectures of the Professors, students are

allowed to study in the reading rooms, where, at certain times,

assistant teachers attend to help them in their courses.

From time to time additional series of lectures are given by
qualified persons on cognate subjects, such as upon the history and

political and commercial geography of the countries of which the

languages are taught.

There is an excellent library of more than 20,000 volumes, so

the students have the advantage of being able to consult all the

best grammars and dictionaries without having to purchase them
for themselves.

In addition to the actual work of instruction in the Oriental

languages, the School assists in the publication of new works and

of translations.

It is worthy of note that the lectures and course of study were

not suspended during the siege of Paris, in the winter of 1870-71.

In 1873 the School was moved to the building which it now
occupies, at the corner of the Rue de Lille and Rue des Saints

Peres. This belongs to the Government, and had formerly been

used for the school of naval engineering. It is now being enlarged

at the expense of the State, and when the alterations are completed,

it will be most commodious.

The number of students appears to be increasing, and many
foreigners come to Paris to attend the courses of lectures.

There is no doubt that the School is a most excellent institution,

well deserving of the money expended upon it, and one that might
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be imitated with great advantage in England, where the study of

modern Oriental languages is at a very low point.

The following is the expense of the School as laid down in the

budget for IshT :—Salaries of 12 professors (11 at £400 per annum,

1 at £200 per annum':, £3o00
;
Additional for the president. £30

;

Secretary and librarian, £120 : 7 i— i-t.m' v-a. •

and attendants, £216; Fees for extra courses of lectures, £460;
Rewards for the students, £440 ;

Lighting, cleaning, etc., £414;
Purchase of books, printing of lew publications, etc., £616;
Total per annum, £6145.

Vienna Oriental Journal.—V v . ome the app< .
• of the

specimen number of this publication, edited by the Directors of the

Oriental Institute of the University of Vienna. G. Biihler, J.

Karabacek, D. H. iliiller, F. iliiller, and L. Remiseh. It is

intended to be a central organ, exclusively devoted to the

interest of Oriental studies, partly in the English, partly

in the German language
;

French and Latin papers are also

admitted. Papers regarding India will, as far as possi ie, be given

in English. It will appear quarterly, and will comprise reviews of

important works as well as original articles. The tirst number
well sustains the promise held out.

— ilr. Theobald, in .
. g some of the symbols on

the coins of Kunanda (Beng. Asiat. Soc. Journal. Vo. 3, 1836],

questions the correctness of identification as regards the 'leer, which
animal he thinks may not always be intended where commonly
supposal. The tail and horn seem rather to designate the yak,

though in one case he admits the other conclusion. He further

discusses the symbol above the animal's head, stated to represent

snakes, and the object or symbol on the reverse, the import of

which the late Mr. Thomas expressed himself unable to conjecture.

In the same number of the Journal, ilr. C. Rodgers gives an in-

teresting analysis of thirty coins. Referring to the doubtful

interpretation of the first, it may he remarked that the word
*• Amir ” suggested by the late ilr. Gibbs, seems preferable to

“ H-bib ” as regards the context. “ Lord ” is more intelligible

than -Friend." wbm pr-±x 1 : .
• I..-: m .

~
*jc' . :

but an inspection of the coin itself is essential to forming a
judgment on the word inscribed. Could it be Sahib -• f

Epigraphy.—Our Director. Sir Henry Ruwlinson, has been elected

a ilembre Assoeie Etrunger de 1' Academic des Inscriptions, in place

of iladwig. There is a laudat ry notice of ilr. Fleet's forth-

coming volume of Gupta Inscriptions in the Academy of loth
January : and it is stated to be now so near completion "that the

page-proofs are ready.” The anther’s high reputation will no
dudut be enhanced by a publication the value of which is to a

great extent already certified, and its appearance will be awaited
with more than common interest bv students of Indian archmolocw.
We are informed in the same paper that Professor de Goeje of

Leiden and Dr. Bretschneider have been elected Foreign Corre-
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sponding Members of the Academie des Inscriptions, in the place

of Dr. Birch and Mr. Edward Thomas, deceased. “ Twenty-three
Inscriptions from Nepal,” collected at the expense of the Nawab
of Junagadh, edited by Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, together with
“ Some considerations on the Chronology of Nepal,” translated

from Gujarati, by Dr. G. Biihler, form the material of a Bombay
reprint from the Indian Antiquary. There has also been a reprint

at Bangalore of twenty-three “ Coorg Inscriptions,” translated

for Government by Mr. Lewis Bice, Secretary to the Government
of Mysore. The dates of these extend over a period of nearly

fourteen hundred years, or from a.d. 466 to a.d. 1842.

Africa (Communicated by the Hon. Secretary).—Dr. Sims, of

the Baptist Mission on the Kongo, has published a Vocabulary

of the Teke Language spoken at Stanley Pool, and another Vocabu-
lary of the Bangi alias Yansi Language, spoken in the Upper
Kongo about the Equator. Both these belong to the Bantu or

South African Family. The Bev. Win. Crisp has published a

Grammatical Notice of the Chuana Language spoken in South
Africa (Central): this also belongs to tbe Bantu Family. The Bev.

Mr. Bentley, of the Baptist Mission on the Kongo, has published a

complete Dictionary of the Kongo Language, with an elaborate intro-

duction. This is a most important work. The language is Bantu.

'The Bev. Mr. Brincker, of the Bhenish Mission, has published in the

German language a complete Dictionary, and Grammar and Texts

of the Herero language in South Africa on the West side. This

language belongs to the Bantu Family. The Bev. Mr. O’Flaherty

(deceased), of the Church Missionary Society in Equatorial Africa,

prepared during his six years’ residence at Bubaga, the capital of

U-Ganda, grammars, vocabularies, texts, translations of the Scrip-

tures in Ganda. He was on his road home to publish these important

works when he died in the Bed Sea. This may delay their publication,

but they will be utilized when a competent editor is found. This

language belongs to the Bantu family, and is spoken on the Equator.

Senhor Joaquim d’Almeida da Cunha, Secretary of the Governor-

General of the Portuguese Colonies in East Africa, lias published

the first part of his Studies of the Languages spoken within the

Portuguese territory. It is in the Portuguese language, and is

valuable as an independent inquiry. He gives a general view of

all the languages, and a Vocabulary of the languages spoken by the

tribes of Ma-Konde and Ma-Via, on the river Bovuma in West
Africa South of the Equator. It belongs to the Bantu Family.

VI. Special Committee, Botal Asiatic Society.

(See President’s Address, page v, Proceedings of Anniversary Meeting, in Journal

lor July, 1886.)

In connection with inquiries as to the best means for the promo-

tion of Oriental Studies in England, the Council of the Itoyal
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Asiatic Society have had prepared by the Committee abovo indicated,

and from the best information at their command, lists of appoint-

ments in England and India for which a scholarly acquaintance

with Oriental Languages is a necessary or important qualification.

As the information thus collected appears to show that the

prospect of remunerative employment open to English Orientalists

is less discouraging than is usually supposed, the Council think that

the publication of the lists may do something towards stimulating

Oriental studies in this country. The lists are accordingly published

below, and it is further proposed to notify from time to time in the

Journal all new appointments of like character created, and all

vacancies and changes of incumbency in existing appointments.

It will be seen from these lists that, excluding those for which a

knowledge of Hebrew only is required, the number of permanent

salaried appointments in the United Kingdom is about twenty-nine,

the salaries ranging from £50 to £1000 per annum. In India there

are ninety-eight Government appointments open to Europeans, with

salaries ranging from 250 to 2450 rupees per mensem, for which

a knowledge of Oriental languages and literature is either essential

or a very important qualification. These appointments include 14

Professorships of Oriental Languages, 45 Headships of Colleges and

Schools, 32 Educational Inspectorships, and 7 Directorships of

Public Instruction, and all—with the exception of 8 Professorships

and 2 Inspectorships—arc at present held by Europeans.

Besides the appointments referred to above, there are, in the United

Kingdom, Professorships at King’s and University College, London,

minor College Tutorships at Oxford and Cambridge, Examinerships

in connection with Indian Civil Service competitions, and temporary

appointments in the British Museum, offering more or less remune-

rative employment to Orientalists. Again, in India, the Govern-

ment offers to its Civil and Military servants handsome rewards for

proficiency in Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, and the languages of India,

and success in the examinations for them not unfrequently leads to

special advancement in the Service. Lastly, both in England and

India, important work is being done, and much more remains

to be done, in the editing and translation of Oriental texts,

and in the preparation of dictionaries and grammars and other

works relating to the history, antiquities, and languages of the

East, while, judging from the periodical lists of Messrs. Triibner and

other Oriental publishers, the public interest in this class of litera-

ture is on the increase :

—

VOL. xix .—[sew series.] 23
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STATEMENT.

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

31stf January
,
1887.

The Council and Members of the Royal Asiatic Society, in

common with every Oriental scholar throughout the kingdom, have

long been painfully conscious of the general neglect in this country

of Eastern learning. There is no nation to which an acquaintance

with Eastern languages, religions, and laws, and with the history

and character of Eastern races, is so important. And yet we are

almost daily brought face to face with the strange fact,—that

perhaps in no great European country is the cultivation of these

sciences more backward than in this.

It may he possible, with more or less plausibility, to attribute

that condition of things to a variety of causes, but it seems needless

to seek for others, when, at the very threshold of the question, we

arc confronted with the fact, that in other countries inducements

and material assistance are offered by their Governments, Universi-

ties, and other Public Institutions, for the promotion of Eastern

learning in all its branches, to which nothing of a similar nature in

the United Kingdom can be fitly compared. The results are noto-

rious to all who have ever interested themselves in the question.

We cannot claim to occupy, even in the study of the Indian

languages, and least of all in their scientific study, the foremost

place that would naturally be expected of this country. And
in departments of Oriental learning, of almost equal importance

to us from a national point of view, the effect of a comparison

between the results achieved abroad and those accomplished in

England is to exhibit us iu a light totally unworthy of a great

and wealthy civilized nation. Under Government patronage and

with its substantial help carefully collated texts and translations

of important works by the great Arab historians issue uninter-

ruptedly from the Continental presses. Archaeological and other

publications, casting valuable light upon early history and civili-

zation, and upon their expansion from their primeval centres in Egypt
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Assyria or Babylonia, are successively brought forth. Works,

in short, upon all the leading subjects of Eastern research arc

produced, and are produced in sumptuous form, -which for

generations to come will do honour to the nations to whom tho

world is indebted for their publication. The record for corre-

sponding work in England must be described, to say the least,

as far from creditable. In those cases where important work

may have been achieved at the cost of years of labour, the author

can rarely depend— unless, indeed, the work has some claim on the

consideration of the Government of India—for the purpose of

placing the results of his labours before the world, upon anything

but the private means which he may or may not be fortunate

enough to possess
;
and instances are not wanting where such work

has remained in manuscript for years, simply because the author

could not meet the cost of publication. Even in the case of

Indian studies we may hear of a publisher being able to. under-

take the publication of an important Pali text, tbanks only to a

small allowance from the India Office having been supplemented by

a subvention of £50 per volume, granted to him by the Academy

of Berlin
;
whilst the discontinuance of the Sanskrit Text Society,

after vain efforts on the part of Professor Eggcling of Edinburgh

to prolong its existence, is equally significant. Even while this

subject has been under consideration by the Society, it has been

announced in the Press that a Bill was to be brought before the

German Reichstag providing for the establishment of a school of

Oriental languages in connection with the University of Berlin,

with six professorial chairs attached.

But these particular features of the question, however important,

are not those to which it is alone or even chiefly desired to direct

attention. Our great and first want arises from a deficiency

of men possessing the means, in addition to the ability and desire,

to enter into and to persevere in a course of Eastern study. The

loss thereby incurred from a national point of view can hardly

be exaggerated. A considerably larger Mohammadan population,

for example, is governed by this country than is subject to any

other rule, yet it is almost literally true that nowhere is less

encouragement and assistance offered to the student of Moham-
madan languages than in this. An analogous case is that of the

languages and people of the Chinese Empire, in which our interests

are already so great, and in which they promise soon to become of

such vast importance.
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The facts of the case are known and deplored by every person

interested in the question, hut all are disheartened by the failure

of every attempt hitherto made to bring about an adequate amend-

ment. The late Dr. Pusey, Prof. Max Muller, Prof. Sayce, and

other eminent representatives of Oriental studies at the University

of Oxford, exerted themselves some years ago to press upon the

commission appointed to amend and reform the existing institutions

of the University the application of a portion of the endowments of

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to the interests of Oriental

research. The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society took part in

signing a Memorial to the Commissioners, asking them to endow

and encourage certain branches of Oriental learning, which, though

recognized in Continental and American Universities, receive little

or no support from their English sisters. The Committee of the

Hebdomadal Council, among other recommendations, urged the

appointment of Professors for the study and teaching of the lan-

guages and antiquities of Assyria and Egypt. Neither that nor

similar representations pressed upon the Commissioners were

attended with any result.

It is true that means of study are not altogether absent at the

Universities. Chairs have been established and Oriental teachers

appointed. The Roden and one or two other Scholarships have

been moreover founded or set apart for Oriental learning at Oxford

and at Cambridge. We owe to the untiring exertions and perse-

verance of Sir Monier Williams the foundation at Oxford of the

Indian Institute, and its acquisition from the University chest

of a small endowment, which, however inadequate, forms at least a

happy precedent in the interest of Eastern learning. In Edinburgh,

in like manner, we are indebted to the late Dr. Muir for the

foundation and endowment of a Sanskrit chair. . And it lias to be

thankfully acknowledged that the University of Cambridge, and

more recently Oxford, have admitted Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic,

and that of London Sanskrit and Arabic, as subjects in their exami-

nations for degrees
;
while something has been done, especially by

Oxford, in the publication and translation of Oriental texts. But

there is little, if anything, more to add, when speaking of our

Universities.

As regards Government assistance or encouragement, so far as the

Imperial Government is concerned, they are almost non-existent.

It is not requisite to discuss the merits or demerits of our national

policy in this particular matter, still less to mention it as a subject
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for reproach, but the result is a state of things hardly creditable to

a nation ruling a great and powerful Eastern Empire.

The Government of India, indeed, has liberally assisted in the

publication of Oriental works, but its assistance is mainly confined

— and rightly so—to works more or less directly connected with

the languages and literature of India. That Government also offers

liberal rewards to its servants, civil and military, for proficiency in

Indian languages; hut, owing perhaps to the engrossing require-

ments of the service, the result, so far as scholarship is concerned,

is small. Moreover, the present object is not the development of

scholarship in the servants of the Indian Government, but the

establishment of a comprehensive school of Oriental learning in this

country.

To some of the circumstances that have been touched upon may,

perhaps, be attributed a prevalent belief among the public that a

knowledge of Oriental languages is of no practical value—that it

otters little or no career worth speaking of. This, it must be said,

is, even under present circumstances, less true than is usually sup-

posed. We find, on the contrary, as may he gathered from the

accompanying abstract, that, chiefly through the mere force of

circumstances, a moderate number of appointments exists in

England, and a larger number in India, for which a scholarlike

acquaintance with Eastern languages is an indispensable or im-

portant qualification. And it cannot be doubted that, under a

better condition of things, not only would research in all departments

of Eastern science be stimulated, but fresh careers of increasing

importance would unfold themselves, and would present additional

objects of legitimate ambition to students. It is not probable

tha* it would, for instance, still be said of a chair in one of our

leading Universities, that “ its emoluments are about equal to

those of a Classical Mastership in any good Grammar School.”

The field of Oriental research is a vast one, and full of attractive

interest, and an increase in the number of its labourers would

demonstrate more and more the practical as well as the scientific

value of its fruits. The supply of Eastern scholarship, its public

appreciation, and a demand for it, could not fail to act and to

re-act upon one another. It is a significant fact, and one far from

creditable to us, that at present the supply of properly-qualified

Englishmen is not sufficient, and that in order to fill some of the

most important of the existing appointments we are obliged to

have recourse to scholars trained in foreign seats of learning.
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The crying want is that of encouragement and assistance to

young men, willing, perhaps keenly desirous, to labour in a

great and worthy field. But as regards encouragement, the belief

is too prevalent, and, it must be said, too well-founded, that the

study of Oriental languages affords little opening for school and

academic distinction. In the case of our Universities something

has been done, especially of late years, to remove this reproach,

hut in the case of schools encouragement is almost non-existent.

Yet how much may he done by even slight means is well

exemplified in the case of Merchant Taylors’ School, where

the grant by the late Sir Moses Montefiore of a silver medal for

the study of Hebrew has had the effect of creating a class, from

which more than one distinguished Hebrew scholar is able to trace

the commencement of his career. At the City of London School,

also, a prize of £5 and an exhibition, the gift of Sir Albert Sassoon,

have been regularly awarded for several years past for the en-

couragement of the study of Sanskrit, with excellent results.

These examples, it must, however, be added, are solitary ones in

our public schools.

The main obstacle, however, is the deficiency of material assist-

ance, that is of endowments such as exist for the promotion of other

departments of science. From scholars at all our seats of learning,

whether in England, in Scotland, or in Ireland, the same complaint

is to be heard. It is simply impossible for a young man not

possessed of independent means, to devote himself to the subject by

which he is, it may be, most attracted. Even before he leaves

school, the object of relieving the pressure of expense upon his

parents or other friends, the necessity he is under of providing

himself with means of independent livelihood in the future, and

even of finding the means of living during the laborious years of

preparation which the acquisition of the most important Oriental

languages requires, must of necessity weigh upon his parents and

upon himself with constantly increasing force. In the words of

the occupant of one of our Oriental Chairs, the student has it ever

before him that a smaller expenditure of intellectual energy will,

in numerous other directions, secure to him greater distinction,

and at the same time, it may be added, more effectual external

assistance towards its attainment.

It has already been mentioned that in two of the great English

Universities, Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian are subjects now ad-

mitted in their examinations for degrees, and Sanskrit and Arabic in
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I List or Appointments in the United Kingdom for which a scholarly acquaintance with Asiatic Languages is a necessary or important

qualification ;
with statement of emoluments, mode of appointment, and names of present holders.

Government Depart Nature op Languaob. Emolument.
Mode of Ap- Name of

ment or Institution. Appointment.

Trustees Prof R. K.Assistant, 1st Class Chinese and Japanese £250 -2

Printed Rooks
i

Dougin,

Do. Assistant, 1st Class Sanskrit and Indian £250
£

Do. C. Bendall, M.A.
languages generally g

Do. Van StrnalenHebrew £ 1 20 a

Do. Assistant, 2nd Class Other Semitic lan- £120 Do. A. G. Ellis, M.A.

guages

Neo-Syriac x Do.Private scholar. Dot Generally at

on the Staff the

Do. North Indian Ver- of about Do.

nnculars
j

£200 a

Do. South Indian Ver- Do.

naculors J full

II. Department of Keeper Oriental languages £750 Olms. Rieu, Ph.D. I

Oriental MSS.

Assistant, 2nd Class

generally

£120 R. Horning,
Ph.D.

III. Department of Keeper Egyptian £750 Mr. Le Page
Egyptian and Renouf

Assistant, 1st Class Assyrian £260 T. G. Pinches

quities Assistant, 2nd Class Assyrinn £120 E. A. W. Budge,

M.A.
[Private scholar] Assyrian About £200

I V. Department of No permanent Ori-

Coins and Medals entnl appointment

[1. Private scholar] Arabic

[2. Private scholar] Chinese, Japanese, etc.

India Office Librarian Arabic and Sanskrit, £000 Secretary of Roiuhold Rost,

Persian and Literary State for Ph.D.
Vernaculars India in

Council

Foreign Office Oriental Interpreter Turkish, Arabic, and £400 Foreign Sec- J. W. Itedhouso,

Persian retary C.M.G.
Royal Asiatic Society Secretary £250 Council Sir F. Goldsmiil,

K C.S.I., C.B.

University of Oxford Boden Professor Sanskrit £1000 Elected Sir Monier Mo-
nier- Williams,

D.C.L.
Laudinn Professor Arabic £300 Do. R. Gandell. M.A.
Lord Almoner's Arabic £50 less fees Appointed

by Lord
G. F. Nicholl,

Professorship of office M.A.
Almoner

Professor Chinese Int of £3000, Elected Rev. J . Legge,
Fell. C.C.C M.A., LL.D.
aud 1100

from Uni-

versity chest

Teacher Hindustani £200 and fees Elected Capt.R.St.Johu,
Hon. M.A.

Teacher Persian £200audfees Do. J.T. Platts,Hon.
M.A.

Teacher Tamil and Telugu £200 and fees Do. Rev. G. U. Pope,
Hon. M.A.

Assistant Bodleian Library £400 Nominated A. Neubnuer,
by Libra- Ph.D.

Sub-Keeper Indian Institute £90 (Official) Same as Boden
Professor

Professor Comparative Philology Ugoo Elected Prof. Max Muller

University of Cam-
Deputy Professor Comparative Philology Do. Rev. A.H. Sayce
Professor Arabic £500 Do. W. Wright,

bridge.

Lord Almoner's Arabic £50 Do.
LL.D.

Professor coner, M.A.
Professor Sanskrit £500 Do. E. B. Cowell,

M.A. (Camb.
and Oxon.)

Teacher Sanskrit £50 Do. R. A. Neil, M.A.
University of London Examiner Sanskrit and Arabic £50 Do.

Ph D.
University of Edin- Professor Sanskrit £450 Do. Julius Eggeling,
burgh Ph.D.

University of Dublin Professor Arabic, Persian and Do. Mir Aulnd Ali

Professor

Hindustani

Sanskrit Do. It. Atkinson,
LL D.

University College, Professor Chinese B^Council Rev. S. Beal, M.A.
London Professor Sanskrit Do. C. Bendall. M.A.

Professor Pali Do. Do. T.W.Rhys Davids,

LL.D., Ph D.
Professor Hindustani Do. Do. A.H. Keane, B A.
Professor Arabic and 1’ersinn Do. Do. Ch. Rieu. Ph.D.
Lecturer Arabic and Persian Do. Do.
Professor Indo-Chinese Philo- Do. Do. M. Terrien de

Lecturer

logy Lacouperie
Bengali

Hindi
Do. Do. J. F. Bliimhnrdt
Do. Do. J. F. Blumhardt

Telugu Do. Do. Vacant
Tamil Do. Do. Vacant
Marathi Do. Do. Dr. Muntri
Gujarati Do. Do. Sapurjeo Asp.

Kupadia
Burmese Do. Do.

King's College, Lon- Professor Chinese Proceeds of Do. R. K. Douglas

Eudo
ment of

£2000
Sanskrit Do. G.F. Nicholl, M.A.
Bengali
Hindustani

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Rev. J. Campbell
T. Bowlcy, M.A.

Tamil and Telugu Do. Do. T. Bowley, M.A.

Remarks.

This ofiice is now held

by an Assistant

Keeper,who receives

pay also in respect

of other duties

These aro appoint-

ments, purely tem-
porary, which have
been made from
time to time during
the last 10 or 15

years.

This Department is

separately adminis-

tered from the De-
partment of MSS.
in general.

There was formerly
an Assistnnt-Keep-

ersliip, now sup-
pressed. Occasional
temporary help has
been paid for.

Personal allowance

from Treasury£ 1 00
extra.

Now lor Egyptian.

Temporary.

Temporary, as above.

Will
,
on next vacancy,

he attached to a

Fellowship of St.

John’s College.

Some of the Colleges

have Tutors on
Oriental subjects,

e.g.

There are also at Cam-
bridge University

Teacherships in the

chief fudiau lan-

guages for candi-
dates for the Indian

Civil Service. These
are paid at about
£20i»perannum,but
are established upon
a temporary basis

only. The Teachers
are Col. Sherlock,

J. F. Rlumlmrdt,
Rev. A. U. Arden.





II. ArroiKTMBXT* IN- India f«*r which n scholnrly acquaintance with Asiatic Language* is a necessary or important qualification. Those
appointments for which such acquaintance is a nfeemary qualification are marked with nu asterisk.

Goveunme.nt.

North-West Provinces

’eiitml Provinces

Appointment.

•Secretary to Board of Examiners
Director of Public Instruction

Inspectors of Schools

—

Presidency Circle

Hnjshnhye Circle

Eastern Circle

European Schools
Assam Circle

Ileli fir Circle

Western Circle

Principal of Presidency Coll., Calcutta
Principal of Madrasah, Calcutta
Principal of Patna College

Principal of Hooghlv College

Principal of Dacca College
Principal of Rnjshnhye College

Principal of Kishnnghar College
Principal of Ilcrhamporc College
Principal of Berhumpore Sanskrit

College

Principal of Cuttack College

Principal of Moorshadabad Madrasah
Principal of Patna Collegiate School
• Prof, of Sanskrit, Presidency Coll.

•Prof, of Anglo-Persinu, Calcutta,
Madrasah

•Prof, of Sanskrit, Patna College
Director of Public Instruction

Assistant to ditto

Inspectors of Schools—
1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

4 th Division

5th Division

6th Division

7th Division

Principal Presidency Coll . Madras
Principal Ambnconum College

Principal Raja Mnndry College
Head Master, Calicut College
Head Master, Jierhampore College
Head Master, Madura College
Head Master, Mangalore College
Head Master, Cuddalore College
Head Master, Mndrnsnh-i Azam Coll.

•Professor of Snuskrit, Presidency
College, Madras

Director of Public Instruction

Inspectors of Schools

—

Southern Division

Northern Division

North-east Division

Siude Division

Principal of Elphinstone College
Principal of Deccan College
Principal of R&ikfimfir College

Principal of Kolilaptir College
Principal of Ahmaaabad College
Professor of Oriental Languages,

Elphinstone College

•Professor, Deccan College

•Professor, Ahmcdubud College

•Professor, KohlnpQr College
•Prof, of Persian, Elphinstone Coll.

•Professor of Persian, Deccan Coll.
Head Master, High School, Relgauin
Director of Public Instruction

Inspectors of Schools—
Meerut Division

Agra Division

Oude Division

Allahabad Division

Rotulfihand Division.

Principal of Muir Central College
Principal of Benares College
•Prof. Sanskrit, Muir Central Coll.
Head Masters of District Schools—

Etawah School
Allahabad School
Bareilly School
Benares School
Fyzabnd School

i Cavmnoro School
Morfidnhnd School
Director of Puhlic Instruction

Inspectors of Schools

—

Delhi Circle

|

Lahore Circle

Rfiwalpindi Circle

I Ainhala Circle
! Multfin Circle
1 Principal of Lahore College
Principal of Central Training Coll.

1 • ,*""-ipnl of Oriental College

'f Lahore II igli School

1500

1250
1250
1050
1000

1000

371

500-1500
500-1500
500-1600

500 1500
500-1500
500-1500
500-1500
1250-1500
500-1500
600-1500

1500
1250

1250

1300
1250

1260

I Head Mas) _

Director of Public Instruction
Inspectors of Schools—

South Circle

North Circle

President High School, Nngporc
Director of Public Instruction

Inspectors ot Sciioois

—

Rangoon Circle

J unior Circle

Head Master High School, Moulmeiu
Head Master Normal Sch.,Rangoon
Dead Master High School, Alcyah

C. II. Clarke. M.A.
G. Bellett, M.A.
C. A. Martin, LL.D.
A. M. Nash, M.A.
J. Willson, M.A.
J. Van Someron Pope, M.A.
Brahma Mohun Mnllik
C. II. Tawney, M.A.
Dr. A. F. R. Hoernlo
Alfred Ewhank, M.A.
W. Grifliths, M.A.
W. Booth, B A.
A. Clarke Edwards, M.A.
John Mann, M.A.
W. B. Livingstone

Mnhesh Chandra Nyayaratna,
C I E.

Samuel Ager
J. Reuther
A. S. Phillips, B.A.
Nilnmni Mukhergen, M.A.
W. Billing.

Chhfitu Rfim Tewfiri, B.A.
H. B. Grigg, M A.
D. S. White

T. T. Logan, B.A.
G. Bickle

J. T. Fowler
John Bradshaw, M.A.. LL.D.
A. Mnaro, M.A., B.C.I.,

L. Garthwuite, B.A.
E. Marsdcn, B.A.
D. Duncan
G. II. Stuart, M.A.
E. P. Metcalfe, M.A.
W. Sconce
J. M. Hensman
T. R. Scott, B.A.
J. Moss, B.A.
Satyanndhan
A. L. Fowler, B.A.
G. Oppert, Ph.D.

K. M. Chatfield, M.A.

W. A. Russell, M.A.
E. Giles, B.A.
II. P. Jacob
F. Hart-Davies
W. Wordsworth, B.A.
N. G. Oxeuham, M.A.
C. Mnenaughten, M.A.
C. II. Candy, B.A.
K. T. Best, M.A.
P. Peterson, M.A.

RnoSfihibAbfiji Vishnu Knthavatl',

B.A.
Shihrfim Bfipuji l’araujpi

Mir/.a Hairfit

Dastfir llosaugii Jnmaspii
B. H. Hoogwerf
R. T. U. Grifliths, M.A.

E. T. Constable, M.A.
R. A. Lloyd, B.A.
J. C. Nes field, M.A.
C. Dodd
Durga Pros fid

A. S. Harrison, B.A.

G. Thibaut, Ph.D.
Aditya Rfim Bhattnchfirya

C. H. Do Mello
B. D. Gordou
E. A. Phillips

C. I’lntts

H. o. Budda
H. Harris

W. Bonnard
Colonel Holroyd

C. Pearson, M.A.
T. Siine. B.A.
D. W. Thomson
T. C. Lewis, M.A.
T. Harvey
Dr. G. W. Leitner, LL.D.
It. Dick
Dr. G. W. Leitner

F. D. Staines

C. A. N. Browning

Lieut. -Col. II. B. Jacob

.
G. Thomson, B.A.

W. Young
P. Hordern, B.A.

R. G. Huson

l

L. H. Goss
T. H. Gilbert

Samuel Porchhammer, Ph.D.
L A. Adams
D. Aldridge

I

T. Simeon

|

Since retired.

|

Since retired.

The Appointments may be grouped thus

—

1 Secretary to Board of Examiners
7 Directors of Public Instruction
32 Inspectors of Schools
26 Principals of Colleges
13 Professors of Oriental language* ..

19 Head Masterships ot High or District Schools

Bs. per month.
... 2000

... 1250-2450

... 250-1500

... 500-1500
... 270-1000
... 300- 600

93
Thera are, besides, n vast number of subordinate educational posts, such as Deputy-Inspectorships of Schools, Assistant-Professorships

and Head-Masterships of Lower Grade Schools; but as these arc ordinarily held by Natives of India, no account has been taken ot them.





III. HEBREW.

Institution. Nature op Appointment. Emolument.
Modb op Ap-
pointment.

Namb op Holdbb.

University, Oxford Regius Professor

Reader in Rabbinical Literature

£40, and Canonrv of

Ch. Ch. worth about
£1400

£200

Rev. S. R. Driver, M. A., D.D.

Ad. Neubauer, M.A.
University, Cambridge Regius Professor

Teacher Rabbinicul Literature

£40 and Canonryof Ely
£300

Rev. A. I-’. Kirkpatrick, M.A.
Dr. Sehiller-Szynessy

University, London

University, Durham

University, St. Andrews
University, Glasgow
University, Aberdeen

Two Examiners

Professor

Lecturer

Professor of Orieutal Languages
Professor of Oriental Languages
Professor of Oriental Languages

£50 each Rev. S. Leathea and Mr. S.

Bentley

Ven. II. W. Walkins
Rev. J. T. Fowler

University, Edinburgh
University, Dublin

Protessor of Hebrew
Professor of Hebrew
Erasmus Smith Professor

Erasmus Smith Professor, also 2

Assistants

£300 D. C. Adams
T. K. Abbott
R. Atkinson, LL.D.
H. R. Poole, D.D.

University College, London
King’s CoUege, London

Goldsmid Professor Proceeds of £2000 By Council Rev. E. W. Marks

Rev. S. Leathes, D.D.

There are likewise Professorships of Hebrew conjoined with other subjects at Owens College, Manchester
;
New College, Loudon ;

Lancashire Independent College ; Spring Hill College
;
Carmarthen College

;
Brecon College

;
University College, Bristol

;
and at some

other Nonconformist Training Colleges, and at Jewish CoUeges.

SCHOLARSHIPS, Etc.

University, Oxford 4 Boden Sanskrit Scholarships of £50, tenable for four yoars, awarded yearly.

,, ,, The Davis Chinese Scholarship of £50, tenable for 2 years.

,, Cambridge Brotherton Sanskrit Prize of £26. aunually.

,, ,, At St. John's College, 2 Studentships of £60 to be applied in the management of Natural Science

or the Study of Semitic or Indian Languages.

„ Edinburgh Vans Dunlop Semitic Scholarship, £100 for 3 years.

„ ,, Certain Prizes in Semitic and Sanskrit.

,, Dublin Semitic Prizes to £40, none ever awarded.

„ ,,
Arabic Prizes to £10, „ „

„ „ Hindustani Prizes to £5 „ „
,, „ Sanskrit Prizes to £10 „ „

Sanskrit Exhibition at City of London School, £ .

HEBREW SCHOLARSHIPS, Etc.

University, Oxford

Cambridge

2 Kennicott Scholarships, one £120 for 1 year awarded annually, one of £120 for ditto, awarded
every second year.

2 Pusey and Ellerton Scholarship, £40 for 2 years.

Deuycr and Johnson Scholarship, 2 of £50 for a year, awarded annually—Hebrew included os a

branch of theology.

Houghton Syriac Prize of £16, awarded annually.

Wadham College, Oxford, Hebrew Scholarship of £80 a year for 4 years.

St. John's College, Oxford, one of £80 for 4 years.

Tyrwhitt Scholarship (2), £30, £20, for 3 years, awarded yearly.

Crosse Scholarship (3), £20 each, for 3 years, awarded yearly.

Also a Hebrew Exhibition at Queeus' Coll. Camb., and Merchant Taylors' School.

Prize, proceeds of £600.
Barty Prize.

HoUies Scholarship, £60 for 1 year, awarded yearly.

There are probably aomo other Prizes, etc., espeeiaUy in Hebrew, but in other Oriental languages it is not likely that there are any beyond
those enumerated.

Much of the above information was obtained with considerable difficulty, but it is believed to be fairly accurate and complete. The result

of the inijuirics made is that there is even less encouragement given to students of Orientals than to teachers
;
of the latter, indeed, the profes-

sorial duties must in some cases be extremely light, owing to the absence of sufficient inducements to join their classes.

Taking the three Classical Oriental Languages— Sanskrit, Arabic, and Chinese—we have :

12 appointments more or less exclusively in Sanskrit, with salaries ranging from £0—£300—£500—£1000.

7 appointments in Arabic, with salaries ranging from £0—£50—£500.
4 appointments in Chinese, with salaries ranging from £0—£70—£300.
16 appointments, Indian and Persian, mostly in connection with the preparation of Candidates for the Indian Civil Service, and depending

mainly, in most cases exclusively, upon class fees. At Oxford and Cambridge the three Indian Readers get each £200 and fees.
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the University of London. A boon of material importance has thus

been granted. What is now wanted is to extend it to other Eastern

languages, to facilitate access to it not alone by the endowment of

a substantial number of scholarships for the encouragement of other

departments of Eastern learning as well as of Sanskrit, but also by

adding the necessary complement of fellowships, which might be

made tenable under a pledge from the beneficiary to persevere in

the cultivation of Eastern research.

A wider extension and additional encouragement may, and we

hopo will, be given to Eastern studies and research at the Univer-

sities, and something also be done by the governing bodies of schools

throughout the kingdom towards promoting the study at least of

Eastern history, including recent extensions of knowledge, the

result of investigations of ancient languages, and of their written

characters, and of the decipherment of monumental inscriptions.

But it is to the liberality of the public that those acquainted with

the circumstances of the case must turn for effectual aid and

support. It is through such aid granted to the Egypt Exploration

Fund, that something has at length been done to raise an important

branch of Eastern science, that of Egyptology, from the deplorably

low level at which it has long stood in England. Private muni-

ficence has never been found wanting in this country for the pro-

motion of a great cause. The Koyal Asiatic Society believes that

it is performing a public duty by making it more generally known

that such a cause exists. There are few other great objects in

which such important results may be expected from so small an ex-

penditure of money. And those who may be induced to assist in a

too long neglected field, may rest assured that they will be rendering

an important service to one of our greatest national interests, and

that they will be helping to remove that which, in the eyes of the

civilized world, is nothing less than a reproach to the English name.
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Art. XI.— The Life and Labours of Alexander Wylie, Agent

of the British and Foreign Bible Society in China. A
Memoir. By M. Henri Cordier, Professor at the
/

*
/

Ecole des Langues Orientales Yivantes and Ecole des

Sciences Politiques, Paris.

(Communicated by Professor R. K. Douglas, M.R.A.S.)

It may be at first a matter of surprise to many that an alien

by nationality and religion, a Roman Catholic Frenchman,

should come before this learned Society to discourse on the

life and labours of a British Protestant Missionary. A few

words, however, will show that there are strong reasons

for my taking up some of your valuable time with an account

of the good work done by our late friend.

Indeed, Wylie’s library was the very foundation of my
Bibliotheca Sinica. 1 In 1869 I was engaged as Honorary

1 Bibliotheca Sinica. Dictionnaire bibliograpbique des outrages relatifs a
l'Empire chinois par Henri Cordier. Paris, E. Leroux, 1878-1885, 2 vols. imp.
8vo. I wrote in the Preface, June, 1878, p. x: “Tout le monde en Chine
connait Mr. Alex. Wylie ; le savant et modeste agent de la 1 British and Foreign
Bible Society’ donnait de son cabinet de travail situe a la ‘London Mission,’

Shantung Road, Changhai, les renseignements les plus utiles a ceux qui venaient
frapper a sa porte. Tine portion de sa bibliotheque avait ete cedee a la Societe
asiatique, mais la plus precieuse partie a laquelle etaient venus s’adjoindre de
nouveaux volumes etait restee chez lui. Avec ime rare bieuveillance, Mr. Wylie
m’avait permis de travailler dans sa bibliotheque, et j’ai a m’accuser d’avoir

souvent derange cet excellent homme dans ses propres travaux, en venant—avec
une indiscretion qui n’a d’ excuse que mon desir de produire un ouvrage serieux

—

uninstaller au milieu de ses livres et de ses manuscrits. C'est la que j’ai pu
examiner la copie faite par Stanislas Julien de la Notitia du P. de Premare, une
traduction du Tchoung Young du P. de Yentavon, et mille et une plaquettes
uniques ou rarissimes. D’ailleurs, Mr. Wylie est un confrere, si un eleve comme
mni pent traiter de confrere un maitre comme lui

;
n’a-t-il pas ecrit ces Notes on

Chinese Literature qui sont aujourd’hui le vade mecum de celui qui cherche a
s’orienter dans le labyrinthe de la litterature de la Chine.”

VOL. xix.—[new series.] 24
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Librarian to compile the Catalogue of the Library of the

North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society at

Shanghai, the bulk of which came from Mr. Wjflie, when
an idea of compiling a list of all the books relating to the

Middle Kingdom occurred to me. Having published the

catalogue of the Asiatic Society, I have devoted the last

eighteen years to this task. I drew much of the necessary

materials from tbe N. C. B. R. Asiatic Society’s Library,

a great deal more from the new collection made by Wylie
during his visit to Europe in 1860. nis library was situated

on the ground floor at the farthest end of the premises be-

longing to the London Missionary Society in the Shantung

Road, at Shanghai. Four or five large book-cases contained

the works comprising his new library. The Chinese books

were at the back in a sort of passage. Wylie was exceed-

ingly proud of his Chinese library, rivalled or surpassed

in China only by the collection of that very learned sinologist

and distinguished diplomatic agent, Sir Thomas Wade, Her

Majesty’s Minister at Peking. Many an afternoon, winter

and summer, did I sit with Wylie at his small round writing

table, he doing some useful work for some one who might

never think of thanking him for it, I copying titles in view

of my Bibliotheca Sinica. Wylie was not one of those

savants with a solemn appearance who fill with awe and

reverence the poor mortals who are allowed to approach

them : he had a kindly appearance, a pleasant smile on

his face, a modest countenance, and oftentimes, when en-

gaged in conversation, he would make you believe that

he was highly interested in and derived much knowledge

from what you told him. Though extremely pious, he did

not think that religion should make one gloomy, and he

was at that time of a very genial and humorous turn of

mind.

When the Bibliotheca Sinica was published in parts, it

was to Wylie that I owed the first public recognition of

my labours in the Chinese Recorder, the China Rcvieic,

Trubner’s Record and the London and China Express. Our

friendly relations continued to the end. In fact, I published
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in ray own Revue de VExtreme-Orient what I believe to

be the last paper written by him, The Ethnography of the

After Han Dynasty. I think that under these circumstances

I may feel quite justified in bringing here my grateful

tribute to the memory of a friend whose science I admire,

whose character and life I hold in high esteem.

Some years ago, as I intended giving some notices about

celebrated sinologists, "Wylie, to whom I applied for par-

ticulars of his life, sent me his photograph, adding with

characteristic modesty: 1 “Your notices of sinologues will

be interesting, but it will be a long time ere it comes to my
turn. I really do not know what notes I could give you

about myself that would be of any interest to the public.

I am essentially one of hoi polloi. My birthday was April

6th, 1815, in London, and I reached China August 26th,

1847. The rest I think )
rou know tolerably well.”

Of the early life of Alexander Wylie I know but few

particulars. Dr. James Legge related in Trubnefs Record

(No. 231, vol. viii. No. 1) lately how he made the ac-

quaintance of Wylie, and under what circumstances the

latter proceeded to China :
“ Having returned from Hong

Kong to England for a time in consequence of illness, I

was living in London in 1846. It was there that I first

saw Mr. Wylie. He called on me with a letter from a friend,

which told me that my visitor was a cabinet-maker, whom
he knew well, of great intelligence and other high qualities,

who had been occupying himself lately with the study of

Chinese. I asked the stranger what had made him take

up that language, when he said that having picked up,

the winter before, at an old-book stall, a copy of Premare’s

Notitia Linguae Sinicae, he had learned Latin sufficiently to

be able to read it, was much interested with it, and wished

to obtain some guidance in prosecuting the study of Chinese.

There was a New Testament in Chinese on the table. I

opened it, and he read with tolerable accuracy a column or

two, and translated them with an approximation to correct-

January 21st, 1882.
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ness. His pronunciation was not exact, but be bad got bold

of tbe principle of relative position by which the meaning of

the symbolic characters in their combination is determined.

I asked him where he had got a dictionary, and he said he

had not got one. “ How, then, did you learn the names and

meanings of those characters ?
” “ Partly,” he said,

“ from

Premare, and I have tried to make a list of characters and

their signification for myself. I got a New Testament from

the Bible Society. Turning to the fourth Gospel, I knew
that the first verse must contain the name for ‘ God ’ twice,

and the character for ‘’Word’ three times. I put these

down, and went on to determine others in the same way.”

He had brought with him some tracts which he had got

from the Religious Tract Society
;
trying him with one of

these, he was not so successful as with the New Testament,

but still did wonderfully. I arranged for him to come to me,

and get a lesson occasionally. When he left me, I felt sure

that if the way could be opened for him to pursue the study

under favourable conditions, be wras a man who would greatly

distinguish himself in the field of Chinese scholarship. The

result of that interview was, that soon afterwards he was

studying the work and management of a printing office

under the auspices of the late Sir Charles Reed, and in 1847

he proceeded to China to take the superintendence of the

printing office of the London Missionary Society at Shanghai,

which he conducted efficiently till 1860.”

As soon as Wylie arrived in China, he set at work to

master the Chinese language. Knowing well the enormous

influence the Classics have on the mind of the natives, and

how necessary it is for the missionary to penetrate into the

inner thought of the individual, he undertook to translate

for himself the whole of the King. This wonderful labour

he successfully accomplished, and I well remember the six

or seven half-bound volumes containing his manuscript on

the top shelf of one of his book-cases. However, Wylie

considered these translations too imperfect to be printed, so

they have remained unpublished
;
they have fallen into good

hands, those of his daughter, with the exception of one in
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care of Dr. James Legge, who speaks in the following

terms of the version of the Li ki 1
: “The present trans-

lation [Dr. Legge’s] is, as I said above, the first published

in any European language of the whole of the Li Ki
;
but

another had existed in manuscript for several years,—the

work of Mr. Alexander Wylie, now unhappily, by loss of eye-

sight and otherwise failing health, laid aside from his important

Chinese labours. I was fortunate enough to obtain possession

of this when I had got to the 35th Book in ray own version,

and, in carrying the sheets through the press, I have con-

stantly made reference to it. It was written at an early

period of Mr. Wylie’s Chinese studies, and is not such as a

Sinologist of his attainments and research would have pro-

duced later on. Still, I have been glad to have it by me,

though I may venture to say that, in construing the para-

graphs and translating the characters, I have not been

indebted in a single instance to him or P. Gallery.”

After trying his hand in this severe task, Wylie was

ready to give to the public some works bearing his name.

Many opportunities were soon offered to him.

Wylie was one of the foremost contributors to the North-

China Herald in the early days of that paper. The Chinese

Rejxtsitory had ceased to exist in December, 1851, after the

completion of its twentieth volume. During the last seven

years of its existence, this celebrated magazine had lost from

300 to 400 dollars annually, 2 and its last editor, Dr. S. Wells

Williams, had discontinued its publication, thinking—and

in this he was wrong—that the appearance of numerous

newspapers rendered useless a periodical of the nature of

the Repository. The North-China Herald had been started

in 1850 3 at Shanghai, by Henry Shearman, who continued

to edit it to his death in 1S56. 4 Xews was then scarce, one

monthly line of steamers brought letters and papers from

1 Sacred Books of the East, translated by Dr. James Legge. Part iii., Li J;i,

Oxford, 1885, pref. p. xiii.
- S. W. Williams’s Recollections, Journ. X.C. Br. B.A.S. Soc. N.s. vol. viii.

p. 18.
3 Vol. i. No. 1, Saturday, 3rd August, 1850.
Henry Shearman died, 53 years old, at Shanghai, on the 22nd March, 1S56.
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home, and China was not yet connected with Europe by a

telegraphic wire, so Henry Shearman gave much place in

his gazette to scientific papers. Wylie was one of those

who took advantage of the new periodical to publish

articles which—owing to their lasting value and to their

length—would no doubt have suited the defunct Repository

better than a weekly chronicle. However, at the end of

the year, Shearman used to reprint as an appendix to his

Almanac a number of the special articles which bad ap-

peared in the Herald, making out of valuable materials lost

in the files of the newspaper an interesting Miscellany 1—
now very rare—which lived until 1858. Charles Spencer

Compton, who took Shearman’s place, thought it too much
trouble to continue a serial which reflected great credit on

its editor, but did not bring him £ s. d.

Two of Wylie’s papers in the North- China Herald at that

time call for some special notice : one is on the celebrated

Nestorian stone 2 found in 1625 at Si-ngan fou in the Shensi

province, which shows, as everybody knows, that the Chris-

tian religion existed in the Chinese Empire as far back as

the eighth century, under the rule of the Tang Dynasty.

One would have thought that all discussions were at

an end after the notes, articles, or hooks from Fathers

Terenz, Trigault, Martini, Semcdo, Kirchcr and Yisdelou,

from Andreas Muller, Abel Itemusat, Neumann, Leontiev,

E. C. Bridgman.3 Wylie made the subject quite new, and,

in spite of more recent researches made by Gr. Pauthier,

Dabry de Thiersant, and others, his series of papers on the

Si-ngan fou tablet cannot be overlooked by all who study

the progress of Nestorianism through Asia. As late as the

10th of December, 1879, did Wylie busy himself with this

1 Shanghai Almanac for 1853, and Miscellany. Printed at the “Herald”
Office, Shanghai, 8vo. The last number is : Miscellany or Companion to the

Shanghai Almanac for 1857. Printed and published at the N.C. Herald Office ,

Shanghai, 8vo.
3 The Nestorian Tablet in Se-gan Foo {N.C. Ilerald

,
1854, Oct. 28, Nov. 25,

Dec. 2; 1855, Jan. 6, Nov. 24, Doc. 15, 22, 29). Rep. in the Shanghai Mis-

cellany for 1855 and 1856, and in the Journ. of the Am. Oriental Soc. vol. v„

pp. 275-336.
3 Cf. my Bibliotheca Sinica, col. 325-329.
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favourite subject of his in a short reply 1 to an article of

Mr. George Phillips in the China Review.2

The second of those articles is on the science of the

Chinese,3 particularly on Arithmetic. It was deemed of

sufficient importance to be translated into German,4 and the

learned Secretaire perpetuel of the Academy of Sciences in

Paris, Joseph Bertrand, did not think that two lengthy

articles in the Journal des Savans 5 were unnecessary to bring

Wylie’s researches before Western mathematicians. This

article seems to have been the starting-point of those mathe-

matical and astronomical studies, which, though little known
in Europe, are perhaps the most important of the scientific

baggage of Wylie. In 1853 he gave a Compendium of

Arithmetic in Chinese, Soo hed k’e mung, with a table of

logarithms as an appendix. Four years later he gave one

more paper on the bibliography of mathematical books, and

he then boldly undertook to translate some European scientific

books into Chinese. At the beginning of the seventeenth

centur)' the celebrated Matteo Ricci,6 founder of the Jesuits’

Mission at Peking, owed as much of his success to his

scientific books as to his religious works, one of which

remains famous to this day in China : The True Doctrine of

God, Tien choo she e
,

7 while others like the treatise on Friend-

ship, Kiao yoic-luen, are not yet forgotten. Ricci had given

a general Treatise on Arithmetic, Tong wen swan die sliong

picn, a work on Geometry, Swan gong kiao e, etc., and he had

translated the first six books of Euclid’s Elements
,
Ke ho

yuen pun, in 1608, with the assistance of his noble convert,

Seu Kwang ke, whose life he wrote, Sea Kwang ke king lio.

1 Nestorians in China
(
China Review, viii. pp. 190-191).

2 Nestorians at Canton
(
China Review, viii. pp. 31-34).

3 “ Jottings on the Science of the Chinese” (Xorth China Herald, 108, Ang.
21, 1852; 111-113, 116-117, 119-121, Nov. 20, 1S52). Rep. in The Shanghai
Almanac and Miscellany, 1853, 22 pages; and in The Chinese and Japanese
Repository, April, 1864, et seq.

4 Cretle's Journal fiir die reine und angewandle Mathematik, 1856, pp. 59-94,
"Die Arithmetik der Chineseti ” (Yon Heim Dr. K. L. Biematzki, zu Berlin),

Berlin, April, 1855.
3 Journal des Savans, 1869, June and August.
6 Bom at Macerata, 6th October, 1552

;
arrived in China in 1583

;
and died

at Peking 11th May, 1610.
7 Published in 1601.
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Wylie, following in the wake of Ricci, completed his work

by rendering into Chinese book vii. to book xv. of the

Elements, published in 1857 at Sung keang, under the title

of Suh ke ho yuen pun, Supplementary Elements of Geometry.

At the end of the short English preface Wylie remarks:

“ To accompany this issue with an apology would almost

seem out of place. Truth is one, and while we seek to

promote its advancement in science, we are but preparing

the way for its development in that loftier knowledge, which

as Christian men and missionaries, it is our chief desire to

see consummated.” Henceforth Li Ma-tow (Ricci, Matteo)

and Wei-lee Ya-lili (Wylie) were inseparable, and in 1865

Viceroy Tseng Kwo-fan had both of these works reprinted

together at Nanking.

Next follow (Shanghai, 1858) a Popular Treatise on

Mechanics, Chung lied ts’een shico, from the English, and

He Morgan’s Treatise on Algebra, Tsae sod hed (Shanghai,

1859). Always indefatigable, at the same place and in

the same year (Shanghai, 1859), he produced translations

of Loomis’ Elements of Anatytical Geometry and of the

Differential and Integral Calculus, Tad we tseih shi kelh

and Herschell’s Outlines of Astronomy, Tan teen. This

last work is illustrated by the original steel engravings

used at home. The astronomical phenomena “ cannot fail,”

Wylie observes at the end of the Preface of Ilerschell’s

Outlines, “ to awaken in inquisitive minds of a certain

order, a desire to become better acquainted with these

and kindred facts in nature, which is calculated to exercise

a healthful influence on the intellectual character. That

such facts may lead to juster and more exalted conceptions

of ‘Him who hath created these orbs,—who bringeth forth

their host by number and calleth them all by their names

;

—who hath made the earth by His power, established the

world by His wisdom, and stretched out the heavens by

nis understanding,’ is the sincere desire of the translator.”

We think it interesting to note from this same preface the

disbursements for the publication of the last three works

in Chinese :

—
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Taels.

500 copies of Do Morgan's Algebra ... ... ... 146,00

355 copies of Loomis’ Algebraic Geometry and Dif-

ferential and Integral Calculus ... ... ... 323, 00

1000 copies of Herschell’s Astronomy ... ... 622, 00

Taels 1091, 00

They were covered with contributions from friends of the

translator to the extent of Taels 1000.

lie occupied himself with these studies late in life, as

he devoted a lengthy and most remarkable article to the

Uranographie Chinoise 1 by Dr. Schlegel, of Leyden, in the

Chinese Recorder.
2 The work of Schlegel had been very

severely criticized, to my mind unjustly, by M. Joseph.

Bertrand, 3 and Wylie’s high encomium was exceedingly

gratifying to the learned Dutch professor. Wylie gave

to the Fifth International Congress held at Berlin a paper

on the Mongol Astronomical instruments kept at the

Observatory at Peking. All visitors to the Capital of the

Middle Kingdom have admired on the wall of the city

or in the garden below the magnificent bronze castings

which are generally ascribed to the Jesuit missionaries of

the eighteenth century, especially to Ferdinand Verbiest,

though some of them date as far back as the Yuen dynasty.

These Mongol instruments are fully described in the memoir

presented to the Berlin Congress (1881)

.

4

While prosecuting these scientific works, Wylie was

studying the Tartar languages, Manchu being especially

useful
;

it is a language more easily acquired than Chinese,

and as most Chinese books of importance have been trans-

lated into Manchu, a great saving of time may be effected

1 Sing chin khao youen. Uranographie chinoise ou Preuves directes que
l'Astronoraie primitive est originaire de la Chine et qu'elle a ete empruntee par
les anciens peuples occidentaux a la sphere chinoise . . . par Gustave Schlegel . . .

La Haye, 1S75, 2 parts, Svo. and atlas.
2

vi. pp. 442-447.
3 Journ. des Savans, Sept. 1S75, pp. 557-566. Schlegel answered since (1880)

in the Bijd. tot de Ta<it- Land- en Volkenkunde v. Ned. Ind. pp. 350-372.
1 Cf. Yule’s Marco Polo, 2nd ed. ii. pp. 544-550.
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by using the Manchu, instead of the Chinese texts. This was

done to a great extent by the missionaries at Peking, and by

Leontiev during the Keen-lung period, as well as by Klaproth

at the beginning of this century. Wylie was soon able

to give articles on some interesting Mongol and Neuchih

inscriptions. 1 To facilitate the study of Manchu, he trans-

lated in 1855 a Chinese grammar of this language known

as the Ts’ing wan k’e mixng .
2 This work had been already

put into Russian by Yaldykine in 1804
;

but Russian

being almost as inaccessible as Chinese to most readers, this

version remained in manuscript, and I do not think

that Wylie even suspected its existence in the catalogue

of Klaproth’s scattered library.

3

Wylie intended giving a

Manchu Chrestomathy, but he did not carry out his idea.

This Chrestomathy was to include an English translation

by Wylie of the so-called Amiot’s Grammaire Tartare-

mantchou,1 which was really written in Latin by Gerbillon.

5

The English version was printed, I have seen it, and com-

prised 30 pages 8vo., but was not published. Four years

later (1859), Wylie edited at Shanghae the Gospels of

Matthew and Mark from the Manchu translation by

Lipovzov and the Delegates’ version in Chinese with the

titles Woo chod ydy soo he tiih sin e chaou shoo and Musci

cchcn isusyheristos i tutajmha itclie yhese. New Testament

in Manchu and Chinese.

Amid these multifarious labours Wylie found time enough

to edit a new periodical, Lull h6 ts’ung tan, which lasted

1 On an Ancient Inscription in Chinese and Mongol, from a Stone Tablet at

Sliang-hae. By Mr. A. Wylie, printer to the London Missionary Society, Shang-
hae. Read before the Society May 21st, 1S55 (Trans. China Hr. It.A.S., pt. v.

Art. III.). On an Ancient Inscription in the Neuchih Language (ibid. vi. pp.
137-153, 1859). Remarks on some Impressions from a Lapidary Inscription at

Keu-yung-kwan, on the Great Wall near Peking. By A. Wylie, Esq. (Journal

N.C.B.H.A.S., No. 1, n.s. pp. 133— 1 36) . See also Journal of this Society:

Vol. XVII. (1800), Art. XVI. ; and Vol. V. n.s. (1871), Art. II.
s Translation of the Ts’ing Wang ke’mung, a Chinese Grammar of the Manchu

Tartar Language : with Introductory Notes on Manchu Literature. Shanghae,
London Mission Press, 1855, 8vo. pp. lxxx-314.

3 Klaproth’s sale, part ii. No. 202.
1 Grammaire Tartare-mantchou, par M. Amiot, Missionnaire it Pekin. Tirce

du tome xiii. des Memoires concernaut l’Distoire, les Arts, les Sciences, etc., dcs

Chinois. A Paris, chcz Nyon l’aine, . . . m.dcc.lxxxvii. 4to. pp. 39.
6 Elementa Linguae Tartaricae. (Thevenot, Jiecueil, vol. ii. 4e I’artie, 1696.)
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from January, 1S57, to 1858. It includes articles some-

what after the style of magazines, and in it appeared the

Popular Treatise of Mechanics alluded to already. This

serial was, with the exception of the articles on religion,

reprinted by the Japanese during the following year.

About this time some spirited gentlemen thinking that

tea, silk, and Manchester goods, however important they

were from a mercantile point of view, were not sufficient

food for the mind, created a literary and scientific association,

which soon after became affiliated to this Society under the

name of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society. The inaugural address was delivered on the 16th

of October, 1857, by the Rev. Dr. E. C. Bridgman, of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the

first editor of the Chinese Repository
,

President of the

Society. 1 Naturally, Wylie w'as one of the first contribu-

tors, and he gave in the Journal of the Society, almost at

the outset, a long notice of the coins of the present dynasty,

illustrated with 232 cuts. 2 This catalogue of coins has been

completed in 1878 by Mr. James Kirkwood in the China

Review.3

Every one knows of the scion of the Jewish family which

emigrated under the Han dynasty, and finally settled at

Ka'i Fung foo, in the Honan province, where its repre-

sentatives were discovered by the Jesuits at the beginning

of the seventeenth century. 4 Indeed, this group of Israelites

do not exist any longer : the Tai-ping rebellion has scattered

its few remaining members all over China
;

in fact, I knew
one of the last Jews, who was my tailor at Shanghai twelve

years ago. But great interest was taken in them formerly

in 1850, the Right Rev. George Smith, then Lord Bishop

of Victoria, Hongkong, had sent to them two native

1 Journal of the Shanghai Literary and Scientific Society, No. 1, June, 1858,
Inaugural Address, pp. 1-16.

2 Coins of the
^pf

Ta Ts'ing, or Present Dynasty of China. Laid before

the Society, Nov. 17th, 1857, pp. 44-102.
3 China Review, vol. vii. July, 1878, to June, 1879, pp. 162-167, 255-269.
4 Lettre du P. Jean Paul Gozani, S. J., au P. Joseph Suarez, Kai Fung foo, 5th

Nov. 1704, Let. edifiantes, ed. Merigot, iviii. pp. 31-48.
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Christians 1 on a mission of inquiry
;

2 these envoys brought

back some manuscripts, facsimiles of which were printed

at Shanghai. An agent to the London Missionary Society

could not overlook such an interesting question, and "Wylie

published a valuable article on the Jews in China in 1863

in the Chinese and Japanese Repository .
3

Let us add to all these works : Ked yili urh yew tun shuh,

Story of the two friends Kea and Yib, Shanghai, 1858,

which is a revision of Dr. Milne’s tract Chang yuen leang

yeiv seang lun

,

Dialogues between Chang and Yuen, Malacca,

1819, with a last chapter by Dr. J. Edkins (reprinted at

Shanghai, 1861), and Chung se t'ung shoo, Chinese Western

Almanac for the year 1859-1860, in continuation at

Shanghai, during an absence of Dr. Edkins, of an annual

commenced in 1852 by the latter. On his return, Dr.

Edkins resumed the work.

But time had come for Wylie to take a little rest, and he

returned home in 1860. He had previously ceded his

valuable library, which was to be replaced later on by a still

more valuable collection of books, to the North China Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society. A preliminary list was pre-

pared, 4 and I published some years later a full catalogue

with notes.5 A change occurred at this time in Wylie’s life.

While in London he transferred his connection from the

London Missionary Society to the British and Foreign Bible

Society, as whose agent he went back to China in 1863.

1 They left Shanghai 15th November, 1850.
2 The Jews at K'ae-fuug-foo, being a Narrative of a Mission of Inquiry to the

Jewish Synagogue at K’ae-fung-foo, on behalf of the London Society for Pro-

moting Christianity among the Jews; with an Introduction, by the Right Rev.

George Smith, D.D., Lord Bishop of Victoria. Shang-hae, London Missionary

Society’s Press, 1851, 8vo. pp. 82.— Fac-similes of the Hebrew Manuscripts

obtained at the Jewish Synagogue in K’ae-Fung-Foo. Shaughae, printed at the

Loudon Missionary Society’s Press, 1851, 4to.—On a Hebrew MS. of the

Pentateuch, from the Jewish Congregation at Kai-fung-fu in China, by Mr. John
W. Barrow, of New York; presented by Dr. Martin (communicated to the Am.
Or. Hoc. Journal

,
May, 1869, ix. No. 2, p. liii.

3
i. July, pp. 13-22; ii. August, pp. 43-52.

4 Catalogue of Books relating to China and the East. Shanghai, 1868, Svo.

pp. 29.
5 A Catalogue of the Library of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society (including the Library of Alex. Wylie, Esq.), Systematically Classed. By
Henri Cordier, Hon. Librarian, Shanghai. Priuted at tho “ Citing- Foong”
General Printing Office, 1872, Svo. pp. viii.—86.
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The return journey to China was overland from St. Peters-

burg to Peking, and Wylie has related it in a too impersonal

manner in the Journal of the N.C.B.R. Asiatic Society.

Bibliographical labours are those by which Wylie is best

known in Europe
;
indeed his Notes on Chinese Literature is

actually the only guide to the general literature of China.

Ilis debut in this field of learning was the now very rare

Catalogue of the London Mission Library at Shanghai. 1

It is not a meagre list of Chinese titles arranged in alpha-

betical order, but a catalogue raisonue, with most interesting

notices on the works and the authors. It is really a very

brilliant prelude (1857) to his greater undertaking. He had

given a bibliographical list of works printed in Manchu, in

the preface to his translation of the Ts’ing xcan ke’mung

(pp. xlix et seq.), and a descriptive catalogue of the languages

into which the Bible has been translated in his Chinese

Western Almanac for 1860. Wylie always refused to recog-

nize as his own the very useful bio-bibliographical book

entitled Memorials of Protestant Missionaries (1867). 2 He
wrote to me once (28th Januar}r

, 1872): “I was instrumental

in furnishing Gamble

3

with nearly all the information in the

‘ Memorials of Protestant Missionaries,’ but never authorized

him to put my name to it. I protested against it at the time

he issued it, but have repudiated it so often that I now let the

thing take its course.” The work, nevertheless, bears fully

his mark
;

it contains the surname and Christian names of

evevy missionary, his native name, and a full list of his pub-

lications, whether in Chinese, Malay, or in any other language.

In 1867 the Notes on Chinese Literature 4 appeared. Biblio-

graphy is not merely a list of works strung together in

1 Catalogue of the London Mission Library, Shanghae. Shanghae, 1857, 8vo.

pp. 102.
2 Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese, giving a list of their

Publications, and Obituary Notices of the Deceased, with copious Indexes.
Shanghae, American Presbyterian Mission Press, 1867, 8vo. pp. vi.-331.

3 William Gamble, Superintendent of the American Presbyterian Mission Press.
4 Notes on Chinese Literature, with introductory remarks on the Progressive

Advancement of the Art, and a List of Translations from the Chinese into various
European Languages. By A. Wylie, Agent of the British and Foreign Bible
Society in China. Shanghae, American Presbyterian Mission Press, 1867, 4to.

pp. viii.-xxviii.-260.
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alphabetical or systematical order. To be a good biblio-

grapher, some general and technical knowledge to classify

books, tact to make a discriminate selection of works,

exactitude to describe volumes accurately, are required.

These qualities are possessed in a high degree by the Chinese,

who are first-class bibliographers. Wylie’s book is based

mainly on the splendid catalogue of the Imperial Library at

Peking, compiled during the period Keen-lung from 1772

to 1790, Kin ting sze k’oo’ tseuen shoo tsung mAh, an abridg-

ment of which, containing less than a tenth of the original

matter, was published under the title of Kin ting szd k’oo

'

tseuen shoo keen ming mAh lull. Wylie followed the Chinese

system of classification under four headings, sze koo, I.

Classics
(
Yih-king

,
Shoo-king, etc.). II. History, She

(History, Geography, etc.). III. Philosophy, Tsze (includ-

ing Religion, Arts and Sciences). IY. Belles-lettres, Tseih,

the largest of the four divisions, including the various classes

of polite literature, poetry, and analytical works. Over 2000

works are described with notes by Wylie, and the whole is

headed by a preface and introduction, including a list of the

translations of Chinese works into European languages. At

the end are to be found an appendix, containing a list of

general collections of works, Tsung shoo, then an index of

the titles of books, and an index of the names of persons to

terminate the volume.

The work carried on by an agent of a Bible Society

partakes somewhat of the nature of the labour performed

by a pcddlar : the chief quality of an agent is activity

characterized by itinerancy. Wylie never failed to do his

duty, and he travelled extensively throughout the Celestial

Empire
;

he has kept the record of one of his longest

journeys in the central provinces in the Journal of the

N.C.B.R. As. Society. 1

About this time Wylie, who was one of the Vice-Presidents

of that Society, the late Egyptologist, C. W. Goodwin,

1 Itinerary of a Journoy through the Provinces of Hoo-pih, S’ze-churn, and

Shen-sc, by A. Wylie
(
Jount . N.C.B. Roy. Asiat. Soc. n.s. No. v. December,

1868, Art. VIII. p. 163).
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being the President, had the greatest share in editing the

Journal. It was during this brilliant period that the Society

built rooms for itself, that the library was removed and

catalogued, that a museum of natural history was created,

and that in the Journal were published the remarkable

articles of W. F. Mayers, on the introduction and use of

gunpowder among the Chinese, 1 of the Abbe Armand

David on the Natural ITistory of China,2 of the Archi-

mandrite Palladius on Marco Polo, 3 of Dr. Emil Bretsehneider

on the Mediaeval Geography of Central and Western Asia.4

Wylie himself gave little to the Journal, being fully

occupied elsewhere, and he returned to his old studies with

two papers on the eclipses recorded by the Chinese, and the

opinions of the Celestials regarding these Phenomena.5

He soon took the editorship of the Chinese Recorder. A
periodical devoted to missions had been started in January,

1867, at Foochow, under the name of the Missionary

Recorder
;

6 it soon was changed into the Chinese Recorder

and Missionary Journal," with the Pev. S. L. Baldwin and

Justus Doolittle as successive editors ; but it was short-lived

owing to its almost exclusive tendency
;
two years later

1 On the Introduction and Use of Gunpowder and Firearms among the Chinese,

with notes on some Ancient Engines of Warfare, and Illustrations, by W. F.

Mayers, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., etc., of U.B.M.’s Consular Service, China.

Read May 18th, 1869 (Ibid. x.s. No. vi. 1869 and 1870, Art. V. p. 73).
3 Quelques renseignements sur l'histoire naturelle de la Chine septentrionale

et occidentale, par le Pere Armand David, Missionnaire Lazariste. Lettre a M.
Forbes a Shanghai. Pekin, 12 Aout, 1872 (Ibid. x.s. No. viii. 1871 and
1872, Art. X. p. 20-5.)

3 Elucidations of Marco Polo’s Travels in North China, drawn from Chinese
Sources. By the Rev. Archimandrite Palladius (Ibid. x.s. No. x. 1876, Art. I.

p. 1).
4 Notices of the Mediaeval Geography and History of Central and Western

Asia. Drawn from Chinese and Mongol Writings, and compared with the Obser-
vations of Western Authors in the Middle Ages. By E. Bretsehneider, M.D.
(Ibid. x.s. No. x. 1876, Art. IV. p. 75).

s Notes on the Opinions of the Chinese with regard to Eclipses. Read October
13th, 1866 (Journal N.C.B.R.A.S. x.s. No. iii. December, 1866, Art. IVa,
p. 71). Eclipses Recorded in Chinese Works (Ibid. x.s. No. iv. December,
1867, Art. VII. p. 87).

8 The Missionary Recorder : A Repository of Intelligence from Eastern Missions
and a Medium of General Information. Yol. i. 1867, American M.E. Mission
Press. Foochow, 8vo.

7 The Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, Rev. S. L. Baldwin, Editor.
Vol. i. Mav, 1868, to April, 1869. Foo-chow, printed by Rozario, Marcal &: Co.,
1869, 8vo.
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(1874) Wylie took it up. He had much of the spirit which

guided the Jesuits at Peking during the last century; he

was too liberal-minded to separate science from religion

;

both could march together to their mutual benefit. At once

the Recorder
,

4 transferred to Shanghai, published papers of

the highest order due to Archimandrite Palladius 2 and to

Dr. Bretschneider
;

3 room was largely given to history and

geography, while the Term question was renovated with new
vigour. But it was Wylie’s last great effort. Age, fatigue,

and more than age or fatigue—his failing eyesight—com-

pelled him to return to Europe in 1877.

With Palladius’ death at Marseilles, just landing from

the mail steamer, Bretschneider’s return to St. Petersburg,

Wylie’s demise, historical and geographical studies have

suffered irreparable losses in China
;
in Europe the innumer-

able correspondents of these scholars knew well their worth.

I may be allowed to quote the following lines :
“ Not a few

of the kind friends and correspondents who lent their aid

before have continued it to the present revision. The con-

tributions of Mr. A. Wylie, of Shanghai, whether as regards

the amount of labour which they must have cost him, or

the value of the result, demand above all others a grateful

record here.” 4

These words, written by your illustrious President at

the beginning of the Book of Scr Marco Polo, the greatest

monument ever raised to mediaeval geography, could not

be passed over in silence.

And what shall I say of the host of newspapers, reviews,

magazines, periodicals of all kinds, serials of all size suddenly

deprived of one of their most valuable contributors ? Norik

China Herald, North China Bail// News, Slianghae Evening

1 The Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, vol. v. Slianghae, American

Presbyterian Mission Press, 1874, 8vo.
2 Traces of Christianity in Mongolia and China in the Thirteenth Century,

drawn from Chinese Sources. By Archimandrite Palladius ( The Chinese

Recorder, vi. 1876 , pp. 104-113).
3 Notes on Chinese Mediaeval Travellers to the West. By E. Bretschneider,

M.D.
(
China Recorder, vol. v. 1874).

4 The Book of Scr Marco Polo, the Venetian, concerning the Kingdoms and

Marvels of the East. Newly translated and edited, with notes, maps, and other

illustrations. By Col. Henry Y’ule, C.B., 1875, 2 vols. 8vo.
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Courier? Shanghae Budget,- China Review, Notes and Queries

' on China and Japan? to name the most important
;

it would

take two or three pages to index Wylie’s articles, and

I indicate only a few.

Wylie crossed the Channel in 1878, and was present at

the fourth Congress of Orientalists held at Florence, where

he read a paper on Corea. 4 On his way back to England

he stayed a few days in Paris. The latter days of his

laborious life were spent at 18, Christchurch Road, ITamp-

stead, where he could enjoy pure air and the splendid view

of the Heath. Ilis last work was the translation of the

Ethnological part of the History of Han,5 but he would

make himself useful to others, and he revised, among other

things, the proof-sheets of the book on Chinese Buddhism

by his old friend, Dr. Edkins. 6

But his eyesight was rapidly failing him. The last

autograph letter I received from Wylie in March, 1881,

is written b}r a hand which is no more guided by the eyes

;

later on his devoted daughter acted as his secretary, and

he only signed his name to the letters
;

towards the end

the mind had not survived the eyes, and Wylie had forgotten

the world, whilst the world was still expecting some new

1 "Works of Pautliier {Evening Courier, Shanghai, May, 1873).
2 Works of Stanislas Julien {Shanghai Budget . April 26, 1873). History of

the Heung Noo in their Relations with China. Translated from the Tseen-Han-
Shoo {Shanghai Budget, 1873, passim).

3 Advance of a Chinese General to the Caspian. {Xotes and Queries on China
and Japan, ii. pp. 153-154).— Steaks from Living Cattle {Ibid. pp. 155-156,

October, 1S6S).
4 The Subjugation of Chaou-seen (Corea) {Atti del IT. Cong. int. degli

Orient.).
5 Notes on the Western Regions. Translated from the “ Tseen Han Shoo ”

{Journal of the Anthropological Institute, from August, 1880).—Ethnography of

the After Han Dynasty. By A. Wylie, Esq., History of the Eastern Barbarians.

Translated from the How Han Shoo, book exv. {Bev. Extreme Orient, tome i.

No. 1, 1882, pp. 52-S3).—History of the Southern and South-Western Barbarians.

Translated from the How Han Shoo, hook cxvi. {Ibid, tome i. No. 2, 1882, pp.
198-246).—History of the Western Keang. Translated from the How Han
Shoo, hook cxvii. {Ibid, tome i. No. 3, 1882, pp. 423-478).

6 “ The publishers have to acknowledge the efficient and disinterested aid they
have received from Mr. A. Wylie, late Agent of the British and Foreign Bible
Society in China, who, owing to tlie absence of the author in England, has revised

the proof sheets of this work in their passage through the press
;
and they are also

indebted to him for the preparation of the copious and valuable index appended to

it” (Adv. of Chinese Buddhism, etc., by Rev. Joseph Edkins).
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work from the veteran sinologist., "When this man of good

works and deeds breathed his last on the 6th of February,

his valiant spirit had long since abandoned his enfeebled

body.

Like S. Wells Williams, like many other sinologists whose

primary object in life was the propagation of the Gospel in

the Celestial Empire, Wylie was a self made man, and proud

he might be of it, that self-made man, seeing that he could

write his own language in such a simple and cheerful

manner, could understand and speak French and German,

read Latin and had a knowledge of Russian. He had studied

successfully mathematics and astronomy, and mastered so

thoroughly the Manchu and Chinese languages, that he leaves

translations of Euclid and Herschell and his Notes on Chinese

Literature as everlasting monuments of his learning and

industry. If I add that Wylie never neglected his duties

as a missionary, I think I shall be quite right in saying that

he may be set as an example, not only to his fellow-workers

in the evangelical field, but also to men of science at large.

Alexander Wylie’s name ought to he a pride to his pro-

fession and to his country. I only hope that full justice will

be done to his memory.
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Art. XII .—The Modern Languages of Oceania. By Dr. R.

N. Oust, Hon. Sec., accompanied by a Language-Map

and a Bibliography.

Tfie annexation of New Caledonia, the Loyalty Islands, and

the Society Islands to France
;
of the Fiji Archipelago to

Great Britain
;
of a great portion of the Solomon Islands

to Germany
;
and the tripartite division of New Guinea

and its adjacent Islands between Great Britain, Germany,

and Holland, have given a startling prominence to the

remote Islands at our Antipodes. We hear sad stories

of Native Races, which at the time of Capt. Cook in 1770

were strong and numerous, dwindling away under the so-

called European civilization of intoxicating liquors, infectious

diseases, and wholesale man-stealing, the entire credit of which

last attaches itself to the English Colonies of Queensland

and Fiji. Already the languages of Tasmania, Chatham

Island, and the Ladrones, have disappeared with the entire

races who once used them. Others are rapidly proceeding

in the same direction. As in North America, so in Oceania,

the Bible-Translations will remain as the monument of a form

of speech, which no longer floats on the lips of men. Before

it is too late, I thi’ow together a succinct account of the

languages now spoken. In the course of the Session I gave

a viva voce address on the subject, which appeared to excite

interest, and at the Congress of Orientalists held at Vienna

last September, I read an address in the German language

on our present knowledge of the Languages of Oceania, but

gave no detail of names of languages or authorities. As my
object is to assist the student in the further study of some of

the still imperfectly known languages of this great field, I

supply a Language-Map, and a Bibliographical Appendix,

showing the name of each language or dialect, and one at

least of the authorities, from whom knowledge can be obtained.
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To anticipate objections to the propriety of such a subject

being treated of in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

I draw attention to the inauguratory address of the Founder,

Mr. Colebrooke, in 1823, who remarked, that it was one of

the duties of the new Society to contribute to a better know-

ledge of Australasia.

Oceania embraces all that vast region of sea and land,

which is situated South of Asia, and the Asiatic Archipelago,

East of Africa, and West of America. It includes the vast

Islands of Australia, New Guinea, and the two Islands of

New Zealand. But that it embraces the Sandwich Islands

and Mikronesia, it might be stated to lie entirely South of

the Equator, and North of the Tropic of Capricorn. Easter

Island is its advanced guard towards the East, and Australia

is its most Western land. Malaysia, being part of Asia, and

Madagascar, being part of Africa, are not included within

its limits, and care will be taken not to be drawn into the

great Malayo-Polynesian controversy, or the still more won-

derful Aryo-Polynesian hypothesis. No one has been bold

enough has yet to blow a Semitico-Polynesian bubble, unless

the remarks of some of the early Reverend Grammarians,

that they came upon traces of the Hebrew Primitive Lan-

guage of the human race, can be taken seriously. We
will in charity hope, that that delusion has been lived down.

Ancient Geographers always dreamt of the existence of

a great Southern Continent South of the Equator sufficiently

large to act as an equipoise to the Continent of the North, and

this notion had not been got rid of, when in 1568 Mendana,

nephew of the Viceroy of Peru, discovered the New Hebrides,

and gave some of the Islands the grand names, which still

survive. One Island was called Terra Australis del Espirito

Santo. Two centuries were allowed to slip by before the

real Australia was discovered, and it is only within the last

twenty years, that the Spanish discoveries havebcen thoroughly

or even partially explored, and arc being gradually parti-

tioned betwixt Germany, Great Britain and France. Four

distinct theories have been propounded to account for the

existence of the Races of Oceania : 1, that a vast Continent
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once occupied the space which has gradually subsided,

and the Islands are the summits of the loftiest moun-

tains : 2, that the Eastern portion of the region was colonized

from South America : 3, that the whole region was colonized

from Asia: 4, that New Zealand was the birthplace of an

autochthonous race, which spread over the Eastern Islands,

and as far North as the Sandwich Islands. The ingenious

Frenchman, who starts this theory within the last five years,

has a peculiar contempt for those, who still, even in a faint-

hearted way, adhere to the generally received notion of a

common origin of the human race. As a fact, within the

region there are three distinctly-marked separate races, the

brown race, which occupies the Eastern Islands, the black

curlv-haired race, which occupies the Central Islands,

including New Guinea, and the black straight-haired race,

which is found surviving in Australia : so none of the

last three theories cover the whole ground
;
and as to the

“ Sunken Continent ” theory, it is merely pushing the

problem back to a remoter period, for, when we have

grasped the idea of a Continent, we have still the question

of. the origin of the races before us.

Everything in this region is thorny and controversial :

no one can agree as to the nomenclature. No doubt the

names of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America are illogical

' and insufficient, but somehow or other they have obtained,

and no author thinks of altering them
;
but as regards this

fifth region every writer tries his hand at a new and often

a phantastical nomenclature. I follow the Geographical

order and method, and divide the region into four sub-

regions, using Geographical Names

:

I. Polynesia.

II. Melanesia.

III. Mikronesia.

IY. Australia.

I am glad to find that Keith Johnston’s Colonial Atlas

of 1886 has adopted these terms, and they are obviously

more convenient than such mystic symbols as Mahori, Sub-
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Papuan, Sa-wai-Ori, Tara-Pon. Imagine the inhabitants of

the British Isles being called by a name composed of a

syllable of each of the names of the three kingdoms

—

e.g.

“ Scot-Ire-Eng,” and yet this kind of name is suggested

in the last two terms above mentioned, as a proper appella-

tion for South Sea Islanders.

Let us describe each Sub-Region separately. Potynesia

extends from Easter Island on the East, not so very far from

South America, to Tonga on the West, and from the Sand-

wich Islands on the North to New Zealand on the South.

It is an established fact, that the inhabitants belong to one

race, brown in colour, straight-haired, magnificent in stature,

gentle and hospitable, excellent navigators, and not without

certain arts and culture. Their languages belong to the

same Family. Perhaps the degree of affinity and mutual

intelligibility has been exaggerated, and many are the stories,

that are told of the languages of one Group of islands being

understood in another. I could meet them with anecdotes

stating just the contrary. We have the great fact, that the

Missionaries belonging to the Protestant Societies have

prepared translations of the Scriptures in eight distinct

languages of this Family, all published by the British or

American Bible Societies, who would certainly not have

incurred the expense, if one or two translations were sufficient.

No doubt a very superior linguist might be able to under-

stand and make himself understood, to a limited extent, by

the speakers of another Language; but it is clear that the

Languages are as distinct as Italian from Spanish, or Hindus-

tani from Marathi.

The chief Languages of the family are as follows:

I. The Society or Georgian Group speak Tahiti.

II. The Cook or Harvey’s Group speak Rarotonga.

III.

IV.

V.

VI. The Navigators’ Group

VII. The Friendly Group

VIII. The New Zealand Group

The Marquesas Group

The Sandwich Group

Savage Island

speak Marquesas,

speak Hawaii,

speak Nieue.

speak Samoa,

speak Tonga,

speak Maori.
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But within the Region are no less than nine smaller

Groups, of which the Languages are represented, and which

may, upon more complete knowledge, resolve themselves into

Dialects of the above-mentioned chief Languages, and they

possess a certain amount of literature. More than this,

beyond the Geographical Region of Polynesia, and within

that of Melanesia, we find colonies of Polynesians estab-

lished, sometimes independent, sometimes crossed with the

Melanesian Races, but conserving in more or less purity

their ancient Language. In the cases of the Islands of

Aniwa and Futuna portions of the Scriptures have been

translated. Canoes laden with members of both sexes have

been picked up by European vessels at immense distances

from the Island to which they belonged. A sudden storm,

or tribal quarrel, has driven Polynesians westward, some-

times to maintain an independent settlement. Sometimes

no doubt the males were overpowered and killed, and their

women appropriated by the black Islanders, leading to a

fusion of race and language.

Whitmee, who has had long personal acquaintance with

this Family of Languages, as a written and oral medium

of communication, has recorded the following character-

istics :

The Adjective follows the Substantive. The Number is

indicated by a change in the Article. The Possessive Pro-

noun precedes the Noun. The Nominative follows the Verb.

Time is indicated by a preceding Particle, and there is no

Grammatical Gender. The Passive is formed by a Suffix.

Intensity and Continuity of action is indicated by a Prefix

and Reduplication. Causation is effected by a Prefix. Re-

ciprocity of action is indicated by a Prefix and Suffix, and

often by a reduplication of the word as well. Words always

end with a vowel.

The Language is spoken with Grammatical accuracy : tbe

word-store is sufficient for the expression of every idea.

There is generally a ceremonial Language for Chiefs : the

component parts of a Chief’s name are disused for his life,

and sometimes after his death.
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Each island is rich in legendary lore, a mine which has

been fully worked : some of their customs were abominable,

including Human Sacrifice, Child Murder, and Cannibalism.

New Zealand belongs to Great Britain, the Society Islands

to France, the Sandwich Islands are under the joint pro-

tection of Great Britain and the United States
;
the remainder

of the Region will pass gradually under some European power

with the probable consequence of the entire extinction of the

pure Native population.

To the West of Polynesia lies the Region of Melanesia.

From Fiji on the extreme East extends a necklace of Islands

in a semicircular sweep to New Guinea, the whole of which,

with its adjacent Islands, is included. The Region is enor-

mous, but the Groups of Islands are well demarked, and

we can proceed with absolute Geographical certainty, and

with some degree of accuracy with regard to Language.

The inhabitants apparently belong to one race, black in

colour, woolly-haired, small in stature, fierce and inhospitable,

unskilled in Navigation, and in a low type of culture. Each

Island has its own language, and in some Islands there are

several languages totally distinct. Perhaps this again is

exaggerated, and as the languages are better known, affinities

will be discovered, and the differences be found to be only

dialectal. Translations have been published by the British

and Hutch Bible Societies in nineteen languages, and short

texts are available in many more as well as Grammars,

Grammatical Notes, Dictionaries and Vocabularies. But as

regards New Guinea and New Caledonia, and some of the

larger Islands, we have no certainty, that we have arrived

at finality as to the number and variety of form of speech,

and a great deal moi’o has to be done. No names are ad-

mitted, of which there is not some sufficient proof of the

Language, and an exact Geographical location.

It will be sufficient to state the name of the Group and

the number of Languages and Dialects in each, and in the

Bibliographical Appendix the name of each Language

appears

:
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Subdivision I.

I. Fiji Group ... ... ... 2

II. Loyalty Islands ... ... ... 3

III. New Caledonia ... ... ... 7

IY. New llebrides ... ... ... 17

Y. Banks’ Islands 9

YI. Torres, St. Cruz, and Swallow Groups 4

YII. Solomon Islands ... ... ... 10

Subdivision II.

YIII. Bismark Archipelago ... ... 6

IX. German New Guinea ... ... 1

X. Lousiade Archipelago ... ... 1

XI. Torres Straits ... ... ... 11

XII. British New Guinea ...(about) 20

XIII. Islands N. of New Guinea. .. ... 10

XI Y. Dutch New Guinea... ...(about) 17

Fortunately the different British and Dutch Missions,

which have been settled upon the different islands for many

years, have supplied some, if not complete, information of

the Languages, and our knowledge is yearly extending.

Scientific travellers have also contributed their share.

Whitmee has thus recorded the characteristics of this

Group of Languages, for it cannot be safely asserted, that

they are a Family : they are very distinct from each other,

and it is difficult to account for the number of isolated Lan-

guages. Still upon certain particulars there is a general

agreement, at least they are more like each other than they

are to any other Group or Family of Languages. They use

consonants much more freely than the Polynesian
;

they

have some consonantal sounds not found in the latter, which

are difficult to transliterate. Many syllables are closed.

There is no difference between the definite and indefinite

article except in Fiji. Nouns are divided into two classes,

with or without a pronominal Suffix, and the principle of

division is the nearer or more remote connection between the

possessor and possessed, e.cj. the parts of a man’s body
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would take the Suffix, hut not an article possessed for mere
use. Gender is only sexual. Many words indiscriminately

represent Noun, Adjective, or Yerb without change, but

sometimes a Noun is indicated by its termination. In most

of the Languages the plural is indicated by a Prefix without

any other change. Case is indicated by Particles prefixed.

Adjectives follow Substantives. Pronouns are numerous, and

the Personal Pronouns have four numbers, Singular, Dual,

Trinal, and Plural, also inclusive and exclusive. Almost

any word may be used as a Yerb by adding a verbal Particle.

The common characteristic of all is to mark Tense and Mood,

and in some languages Person and Number, by Particles

prefixed. These Particles vary in the different languages :

they have a Causative, Intensative, Frequentative, and Becip-

rocal Form.

We hear of no legends; the people are cruel Cannibals,

treacherous and revengeful, but they have been cruelly used

by Europeans : whole islands depopulated by the labour

vessels, and the natives deported to Queensland or Fiji,

some never to return, and those who did return by no

means improved. The Fiji Group has been occupied by

Great Britain, the Loyalty Islands and New Caledonia by

France. The New Hebrides are a bone of contention betwixt

Great Britain and France. Banks’ Islands, the Torres, St.

Cruz, and Swallow Groups are awaiting annexation. The

southern portion of the Solomon Group is by treaty with

Germany left within the sphere of British influence. The

Northern portion, as well as the Bismark Archipelago, and

a portion of the North Coast of New Guinea, have passed

under Germany. The Southern portion of New Guinea, the

Islands of Torres Straits, and the Lousiade Archipelago, have

passed into the sphere of influence of Great Britain. Beyond

the parallel of 141° E. Longitude, New Guinea and its adja-

cent islands are under the protection of Holland. But as

regards these Islands it will only be over the land, that tho

European Kingdoms will have sway, for the population is

rapidly disappearing all over Polynesia and Melanesia.

Neither the brown race, nor the black race, have the viva-
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ciousuess and lasting powers of the African Negro, and the

raan-stealing, intoxicating liquors, contagious disorders, and

the adoption of European dress and customs, have led to

their wasting away, and the Languages will expire with the

people. It is a bitter satire on the so-called advantages of

European civilization. Fifty thousand died of the measles

in Fiji to celebrate the British annexation.

The Region of Mikronesia extends over a large area from

130° to 180° East Longitude and 20° North Latitude to the

Equator, but it embraces very small and unimportant Groups

of Islands. Singularly enough they are exceedingly populous,

and have escaped up to this time the curses of civilization,

but their evil day is at hand, for it is stated in the American

Mission Reports that, when a Native Pastor dissuaded his

flock from frequenting the Liquor Shops, the newly-established

German Authorities fined him 500 dollars for his interference

with their profits. The people are gentle and sociable, and

the American Missions have worked among them with

success
:
portions of the Scriptures have been translated into

five languages, and nearly all we know of them is derived

from that source. The Sub-Region embraces the Groups of

the Carolines, Ladrones, Marshall, and Gilbert or Kingsmill,

and some few scattered Islands, and only fourteen Languages

are brought to book.

Whitmee thus describes their characteristics. Their

sounds are the same, or nearly so, as the Polynesian
;
closed

syllables are common, occasionally double consonants are

used with a slight breathing between them; the accent gener-

ally falls on the Penultimate. In some of the Languages

there is no Article, and, when it exists, it is placed after the

Noun. Gender is sexual only. The Number is left to be

inferred from the context, or expressed by a pronominal

word or a Numeral. Case is marked by position, or a post-

position. In Ebon one class of Nouns takes a pronominal

Suffix, which gives the appearance of inflection. This class

has the sense of close relationship. Words can be used as

Nouns, Adjectives, or Verbs without change of form. In

some Languages the personal pronoun can be singular, dual,
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or plural. In others there are special dual forms. In the

Ebon there are special inclusive and exclusive forms of the

Personal Pronoun. Verbs have no inflections to express

Mood, Voice, or Tense, but use Particles. In Ebon, how-

ever, the tenses are distinctly marked. There are Causative,

Intensative, and Reciprocal forms of the Verb. Words of

ceremony are used in some of the Languages, and there are

special words for religious functions. The syllables, which

occur in the names of chiefs, are disused.

Spain and Germany divide the Group betwixt them,

hut all the modern culture of the natives is derived from the

American Missionaries, whose head-quarters are in the

Sandwich Islands.

The Region of Australia presents phenomena totally dif-

ferent from those hitherto described. Of its two Sub-Regions

the people of Tasmania have totally disappeared, the last

representative of the race, a woman, having died in 1876,

and with her perished any linguistic interest in that Island,

and no text has survived to show what the Language was.

In the other Sub-Region the same causes are in operation,

and will probably lead to the same result. European civil-

ization will have its way either in the destruction of the

race, or the treading out of the Language. It is supposed,

that at least 60,000 Australians still survive, which exceeds

the population of Polynesia, hut the environment is difficult.

In New Guinea our knowledge is incomplete, because the

country has not been explored, hut the whole of Australia

has been explored, and occupied by British, and the Natives

pushed aside. As far as I can ascertain, such [Missions as

do exist make English the vehicle of instruction : this policy

can have hut one result. One translation of a portion of the

Scriptures has been made, hut the Edition is exhausted, and

no second Edition called for. A long list of no less than

eighty-two varieties of tribes and Languages is given in the

usual Books of reference, and in a general way marked off into

Regions; hut the Natives in Colonial estimation so entirely

go for nothing (the Shepherd certainly less valuable than the

sheep) that the idea of preparing a Language-map of Australia,
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or any of the Australian Colonies, has never been entertained.

Some Grammars and Vocabularies have been compiled, and in

general books of Philology an analysisof these passes muster for

a representation of Australian languages
;
but I cannot realize

the problem in Australia even as clearly, or as hopefully,

as I do in New Guinea. It is generally asserted, that all

Australian Languages have a common origin, but this has

not been proved : there is indeed a general accordance in

phonetics, as shown by the universal rejection of Sibilants

:

a common stock of primitive words, members of the body,

objects of a general nature and Personal Pronouns : the

imperfect conception of Number, and the uniform use of the

same word for “ two ”
: the use of the dual Suffixes, and

duplicate terms for the same objects: but on the other hand

there are tremendous differences in the word-store of even

adjacent tribes. In the last generation African Languages

were spoken of as a unit, but we know better now. The

theory of a connection of the typical Australian, before the Lan-

guages have been thoroughly studied, with the typical charac-

teristics of the Dravidian of South India may be passed over

as premature. All the Languages known are agglutinative,

they have no Relative Pronoun or Article, and only sexual

Gender : the accent falls generally on the Penultimate : there

is an extensive use of onomatopoeic words. The perfection

of the Language, as a Language, is a contrast to the barbarity

of the people, as a people, but this is not an uncommon

phenomenon. The construction is very complex, and some

of the sentences are impossible to translate. It is much

to be regretted that the study of these Languages has been

so neglected, as the Australians occupy the lowest round

in the ladder of human civilization, on a level with the

Bushmen of South Africa, and the logical arrangement of

thought, as represented by their word-forms, and sentence

moulds, presents most interesting peeps into the working of

unsophisticated minds.

It is obvious that a great deal more has still to be done

before anything like a complete statement of the Languages

of Oceania can be made, and I can only repeat what I
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have often said before, that, until accurate data of all the

Languages of the World are collected and collated, all

speculations as to the origin of Language-Families, or of

the power of Speech itself, are premature. Speculations as

to the affinities of these Languages of Oceania with those

of the rest of the World seem to be hazardous, as we have

no "written records to guide us. The existence of the English

Language, as the Vernacular of Pitcairn’s Island, would have

been a puzzle, if the Mutiny of the Bounty had happened

a thousand years ago, and had not been a part of written

Modern History. Many a mutiny, many a storm and ship-

wreck, many a fortunate wind-driven passage over a vast

ocean, has contributed its quota to the population of these

Islands
;
but the brave men, wrho founded the new Colony,

are like those, who lived before Agamemnon, and are for-

gotten. Even in these last days the results of the working

of Commercial instinct are marvellous. These Islands of

Melanesia had once an unequalled supply of Sandalwood,

and have still an inexhaustible supply of a particular Slug

called “Beche de Mer the wood was a requisite for the

Chinese Joss-worship, and the Slug for Chinese Bell}'-

worship, and Englishmen and Americans from their distant

homes were the degraded agents in this commerce. There

is still an English patois current in the Islands, known as

“ Beche de Mer English,” and it is amusing to read in a

Frenchman’s account of New Caledonia, that he had to

communicate with the Natives in this choice Patois, in which

Frenchmen are always spoken of as “Wee wee,” and God

as a “Big Fellow,” both terms being used with most pro-

found respect. British are called in New Guinea “Biritani

Dimdiin,” no doubt for the same National Word peculiarity,

that led Froissart to call them the English “ Goddam” at the

battle of Agincourt, 1405 a.d. The French system everywhere

is to make the uscof their Language the test of loyalty, but they

will have a hopeless tight in Oceania against English owing to

itsinnate freedom from the shacklesof Grammatical Inflections,

Genders and Number, and its power of assimilation of foreign

words. Bishop Selwyn (the elder) remarked, that the first
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European word known in the New Hebrides was “Bishop,”

and the second “Tobacco.” There is a danger that the

literary Language, which springs up from the prentice-hands

of good and earnest men, is not calculated to convey a clear

idea of the primitive simplicity of the form of speech, as it

flows undefiled from the lips of men. It could have been

wished that more legends and stories had been taken down

verbatim from the mouths of the people gathered together

in social intercourse, than translations of a book written

in a totally different type of Language, and transferred to

another, fettered by theological interpretations and pre-

possessions. Unless the translator had caught the real

genius of the Language, not only the Language in exist-

ence, but its undeveloped power of providing for new ideas

out of its own plastic resources, it is to be feared, that

new and foreign and unsympathetic phrases, idioms, and

even grammatical forms may have been introduced by

a single translator, working in his study with the aid of

a couple of catechists, brought up in his own school, and

not exposed to the candid criticism of an independent

and educated audience, or the fiery attacks of a Public

Press. What would the fate of Hindi and Urdu have

been, had they been left to the tender mercies of the English

Judge and his Writer of Proceedings? It is stated that

old men in Oceania converse with each other in an idiom

no more understood by their children than the words of

an old Manx woman in the Isle of Man are by her grand-

children in the English-speaking Board-School.

It must be recollected that this sketch of a great subject

does not in any way pretend to finality : it is merely a kind

of literary “Yorschmack” to whet the student’s appetite.

The Map, specially prepared, at any rate is physically exact

:

the list of Languages is susceptible of expansion, as Explorers

traverse new Regions, and Missionaries collect together new
tribes, but susceptible of contraction, as Linguistic Know-
ledge deepens, aud great comparative linguists point out

that many of the forms of speech recorded and deemed
distinct are nearly identical, at the best only dialectal
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varieties, at the worst only branches and twigs of the same

common stock.

PROVISIONAL LIST OF LANGUAGES OF OCEANIA
up 10 Mat, 1887.

1 Polynesia

2 Melanesia I. South Sea Islands

II. New Guinea . .

3 Mikronesia

4 Australia

30

Grand Total

. 118

. 14

. 34

196

Subject to Reductions and Amplifications.

R. N. C.

Abbreviations.—G. Grammar. D. Dictionary. Yoc. Yocabulary. G.N.
Grammatical Note. Z. Zeitschrift. Ethn. Ethnological.

I. POLYNESIA.

No. Region.

1 Extreme East

Language.

Easter Island

2 Gambier I. Mangareva

3 Low Arcipelago Taumotu

4 Society or

Georgian I.

Tahiti

5 Cook or Harvey Rarotonga
Island

6 Austral I. Rapa

7 Marquesas I. Nukuhiva

8 Sandwich I. Hawaii

9

10 Navigator’s I.

Savage I.

Samoa

Dialect. Authorities.

Oster Insel. Geiseler,

Eerlin.

Mosbleck.Voc., Paris,

1843.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1841.

London Aliss. Soc.,

G.l).,Loud., 1831.

Gaussin, G., Paris,

1833.

Buzacott, G., Raro-
tonga, 1854.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1841.

Buschmann, G.,

Berlin, 1843.

Gaussin, G., Paris,

1853.

Andrews, G.H., Ho-
nolulu, 1854-65.

Lawcs, G. (MSS.)
Pratt, G.D., London,

1862.
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No. Region. Language. Dialect. Authorities.

1 1 Union Group or

Tokelau
Fakaafo Hale’s Expedition

U.S., 1841.

12 Ellis Group Yaitupa Do.

13 Wallis I. or

Uvea
Texts, Freiburg,

1878, 1885.

Grezel, G.D., Paris,

1878.

14 Home I. or

Futuna
15 Cocos I. Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., Voc., 1841.

16 Friendly I. Tonga I. West, G., London,

1865.

Rabonc, D. (MSS.)
17 Loyalty I. Uvea I. See No. 13.

18 New Hebrides
Island

Aniwa I. Steele’s New Hebri-

des, Text, London,

18 .

19 Do.
20 Do.

Futuna I.

Mel and Fill.

See No. 14.

21 Shepherd’s Mai or Three Coclrington, Melane-
Group Hills I. sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

22 Duff I. Taumoco I. Quiros, Yoc.

23 Swallow I. Nukapu I. Markham, Cruise of

the Rozario, J.R.

G.S., 1872.

24 Do. Tukopia I. Dumont D’Urville,

Yoc., Paris, 1838.

25 Do. Cherry I. Markh., Cruise of the

Rozario, J.R.G.S.,

1872.

26 Solomon I. Leneneowa Wallace, Australasia,

1879.

27 Do. Rennell and
Bellona

Codrington, Melane-
sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

28 Do. Ontong Java Do.
29 New Zealand Maori Maunsell, G., 1862.

Williams, D., 1852.

30 Do. Chatham I.

II. MELANESIA.

Subdivision I.

Wallace,Australasia,

1879.

1 Fiji Archi- Several Hazlewood and Cal-

pelago Dialects vert, G.D., 1850-52
2 Rotuma I. Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., G.N. 1846.

Ton. xrx.—[new semes.] 26
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No. Region. Language.

3 Loyalty Island Nengone I. or

Mare

4 Do. Lifu I.

5 Do. Uvea I.

6 Hew Caledonia I. Duauru
7 Do. Balada
8 Do. Yengeen
9
10

11

Do.
Do.

Do. 1

Hames un-
certain

12 Do. I. of Pines

13 HewHebrides I. Aneityum I.

14 Do. Tanna I.

15 Do. Erromanga I.

16 Do. Sandwich I.

or Eate

17 Do. Montague I.

or Hguna
18 Do.

(
Mai or Three

SheperGroup

)
Hills

l (Sesake)

19 Do. \ Tongoa
20 Do. ApiI.,Tasiko

or Baki
21 Do. Do. Lemororo
22 Do. Pama I.

23 Do. Ambrym I.

24 Do. Mallicollo I.

25 Do. Whitsuntide
or Pente-

cost I.

(A-ltaga)

26 Do. EspiritoSanto

(C. Lisburn)

27 Do. Do.(Nogayon)
Lepers’ I.28 Do. JjJVJAO JL.

(Oba)
Aurora I.

(Maiwo)

Dialect. Authorities.

Codrington, Melane-
sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

Do.
H. Conon von der

Gabelentz,Leipzig,

1873.

Capt. Cook, Yoc.,

1770.

H. C. v. d. Gabelentz,

Leipzig, 1873.

J

Inglis, G.D., Lond.,

1822.

Texts, Bible Society.

Do.
Codrington, Melane-

sian Languages,

G.H., Oxford, 1886.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.

H. C. v. d. Gabelentz,

Leipzig, 1873.

Codrington, Melane-
sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

Georg von der Gabe-

lentz,Yoc.,Leipzig,

1882.

Codrington, Melane-

sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

Do.

Do.

Do.

29 Do. Do.
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No. Region.

30 Banks I.

Language. Dialect.

Star I. (Mer-
lar)

Authorities.

Codrington, Melane-

sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

31 Do. St.Maria(Gog)

32 Do. Do. (Laku)
33 Do. Great Banks

I. (Yanua
Lava)

34 Do. Sugar Loaf I.

35
(Mota)

Saddle I.

36

37

(Motlao)

Do. (Volow)
Itowa

38 Blighl. (Nor-

barbarorU-

39 Torres I.

raparapara)

Lo
40 St. Cruz I. Yanikoro I.

41 Do. Deni I.

42 Swallow I. Nifilole I.

43 Solomon I. San Christo-

bal I.

44 Do. TJlawa I.

45 Do. Malanta I.

46 Do. Guadalcanar
I.

47 Do. Florida I.

48 Do. Savo I.

49 Do. Ysabel I.

(Bugotu)
50 Do. Do. (Gao)
51 Do. New Georgia
52 Do. Eddystone I.

Do.

Do.

1 Pak Do., Voc.

2 Sasar-

Leon
3 Yurcas Yoc.

4 Mosina
5 Alo-

Tepel
6 Nawano

7-1 l(Namcs
uncertain)

Do., G., Texts, Voc.

Do., G.N.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
1 Fagani Do.

orBauro
2 'Wano

Do.
1 Saa \

2 Malania- i

shike ! Do.

3 Bululaha l

4 Alite /

1 Gera
2Yaturama f -n
O /"XT’ i

-UO#
3 (Name 1

uncertain) )

Do.
Do.

J

Do.

Do., Yoc.

H. C. v. d.Gabelentz,

Leipzig, 1873, Yoc.
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Subdivision II.

NEW GUINEA. (GERMAN).

Islands.

No. Region. Language. Dialect. Authorities.

1 Bismark Archi- New Britain Strauch, Z. Ethn.

pelago viii., 1876, Yoc.
2 Do. Duke of York Brown, G., Sydney,

1882.

3 Do. New Ireland Strauch, Z. Ethn.

viii., 1876, Yoc.

4 Do. Moise Le Maire, Julg,
Litteratur, Berlin,

1847.

5 Do. New Han
nover

Do.

6 Do. Admiralty

Mainland.

Georg von der Gabc-
lentz,Leipzig, 1882,

Yoc.

1 Kaiser Wil- AstrolabeBay, Dumont D’Urville,

helm’s Land alias Maclay Paris, Yoc., 1833.

Kiiste Georg von der Gabe-

lentz, Leipzig, 1882,

Yoc.

NEW GUINEA (BRITISH).

ISLNADS.

N.B.—Nothing known of d’Entrecnstreaux Islands and Woodlark Islands.

1 Lousiadelslands Teste McFurlanc, MSS.
Codrington, Melane-

sian Languages,

Oxford, 1886.

2 China Straits Dinner Texts.

3 Do. Heath’s McFarlane, MSS.
4 Off South Cape Brumer McGillivray, Yoc.,

1852.

5 W. of Orangerie Toulon Lawes, Wallace’s

Bay Australasia, 1879.

6 Yule 2 Dialects D’Albertis, Travels,

Yoc., 1880.

7 Torres Straits Darnley, alias Murray, “40 years,”

Erub Yoc., 1876.

8 Do. Murray, alias

Mer
Texts.
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No. Region. Language. Dialect. Authorities.

9 Do. Yorko McGillivray, Yoc.,

1852.

10 Do. Saibai Texts.

11 Do. Tauan, alias

Cornwallis

MeFarlane, MSS.

12 Do. Thursday

Mainland.

N.B.—Nothing known of the Languages on the North Coast from Iluon Gulf

to Goodenough Bay. The list begins from the Eastern point and pro-

ceeds Westward.

1 Goshen Straits East Cape Lawes, "Wallace’s

Australasia, 1879.

2 China Straits Milne Bay Do.

3 South Cape Dahuni Texts.

OrangerieBay Dumont D’Urville,

Voc., 1833.

Lawes, Wallace’s4 West of Mount Aroma, alias

AlomaClarence Australasia, 1879.

5 Near Keppel Pt.

6 Hood’s Bay
Dedele Do.
Halo Do.

Quaibo Do.

7 Mountains be- Animoropu Lawes, Wallace’s

hind Hood’s Australasia, 1879.

Lagoon
8 Hood Point Kerepuna, First School Book,

alias Hula Sydney, 1878.

Papaka, alias Lawes, Wallace’s

Babaga Australasia, 1879.

9 Hound Head Ikolu Do.

10 West of Round Palavai Do.

Head
11 Do. Manukolu Do.
12 Pt. Moresby Motu Lawes, G.D., 1886.

13 Do. Inland Koitapu Stone, New Guinea,

1880, Yoc.

Do. Mountains Koiari Do.
14 Redscar Bay Toula Lawes, Wallace’s

Australasia, 1879.

15 Do. Kabadi, alias Chalmers, Pioneer-

Kapatsi ing, 1887.

Cape Suckling Naala Me Gillivray, Yoc.

,

1852.

16 Hall’s Sound Mou, alias Lawes, Wallace’s

Lolu Australasia, 1879.

Cape Possession Maiva Stone, New Guinea,

Yoc., 1880.
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No. Region. Language. Dialect. Authorities.

17 Freshwater Bay Elema Stone, New Guinea,

Yoc., 1880.

18 West of Do. Namau Chalmers, Bioneer-

ing, 1887.

19 Bald Head Mipua Do.
20 Fly Eiver Kiwai D’Albertis, Travels,

Yoc., 1880.

NEW GUINEA (DUTCH).

Islands.

1 Gelvinck Bay Jobi 2 Dialects Georg von der Gabe-
Ansus lentz,Yoc.,Leipzig,

Srui 1882.

2 Do. Misori, alias

Schouten,

alias Suk i

Biah
3 Do. Mafur, alias Meyer,G.N., Yienna,

Nafur 1874.

Yan Hasselt, D.,

Utrecht, 1875.

4 Do. Eun Georg von der Gabe-
lentz, Leipzig, 1882.

5 Do. Moa Do.
6 Dampier Strait Hiddleburg,

alias Mis-

palu

Do.

7 Do. Guebe Dumont D’Urville,

Paris, Yoc., 1833.

.s Misol Schwan u. Yan der

Aa, Yoc., Hague,
1879.

9 Ki Wallace, Malay Ar-
chipelago, 1875.

10 Aru

Mainland.

Do.

1 North Coast HumboldtBay Schwan u. Yan der

Aa, Yoc., Hague,
1879.

2 Gelvinck Bay Aropin, alias Georg von der Gabc-

Waropin. lentz,Yoc., Leipzig,

1882.

3 Do. Wandaman
4 Do. Umar
5 Do. Jaur
6 Do. Arfak

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.2 Dialects
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No. Region. Language. Dialect. Authorities.

7 Gelvinck Bay Andai Georg von der Gabe-
lentz.Yoc.,Leipzig,

1882.

8 Do. Hattam Do.

9 North Coast Amberbaki Do.

10 South Coast Onin Do.

11 Do. Kapauer Schwan u. Yan der

Aa, Yoc., Hague,
1879.

12 Do. Tuburasi Do.

13 Do. Karas Do.

14 McClucr Bay Segar Bay Georg von der Gabe-
lentz,Yoc.,Leipzig,

1882.

15 Arguna Bay Kowiai Do.

16 Interior of Nevr Mairassi

Guinea.

Do.

17 Cape Steenborm Utanata, alias

Lobo
2 Dialects Do.

III. MIKRONESIA.

1 Tobi or Lord
North I.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., Yoc., 1846.

2 Pcllew I. Semper, Zeit. Anth.
Ges., Berlin, 1871

.

3 Ladrones or

Marianne I.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., Yoc., 1846.

Tetens u. Kaberi,

Yoc., Hamburgh,
1873.

4 Caroline I. Yap I.

5 Do. Mackenzi or

Ulithi I.

Do.

6 Do. Ponape Guliek, G.N., Yoc.,

Text, Boston, U.S.

7 Do. Kusai Text, Boston, U.S.

8 Do. Satawal Dumont D’Urville,

Yoc., Paris, 1833.

9 Do. Ualan Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1846.

10 Do. Mortlock Text, Boston, U.S.
11 Marshall I. Ebon

or Badakh
Hemscheim, Leipzig,

1880, G.N.
12 Do. MiUe Do.
13 Gilbert I. or Tarawa

Kingsmill

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1841.

14 Union Group Nui I. "Whitmee, Mission-

ary’s Cruise, 1871.
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No. Region.

1 Queen’s Land

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

New South
Wales

Do.

Do.

Do.

5 Do.

6 Do.

7 Do.

8 Do.

IY. AUSTRALIA.

Language. Dialect.

Cape York
Konraregga
Cape York

Godang
Moreton Bay

Wide Bay

New England
Terreboo

(Condamine
Biver)

Bocharraboy
(Condamine
Biver)

Authorities.

McGillivray, Yoyage

of the Battlesnake,

Yoc., 1852.

Do.
Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1846.

Bleek’s Catalogue of

Library of Sir G.

Grey, p. 26.

Bunce, Yoc., Mel-
bourne, 1856.

Bleek’s Catalogue of

Library of Sir G.

Grey, p. 29.

Brucker, Yoc.

Bleek’s Catalogue of

Library of Sir G.

Grey, p. 20.

Lohtsky, Yoc.,

J.B.G.S.,ix.,1839.

Threlkeld, G., Sydney,

1836.

F.Muller, Grundriss,

vol. i., 1882.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1846.

Do.

F. Muller, Grundriss,

vol. i., 1882.

Hale’s Expedition,

U.S., 1846.

Do.
Block’s Catalogue of

Library of Sir G.

Grey, p. 29.

Birrell, Yoc.

Bleek’s Catalogue of

Library of Sir G.

Grey, p. 29.

Bunce, Yoc., Mel-

bourne, 1856.

Do.

Bidley, Kamilaroy,

Sydney, 1868.

Do. Grafton

Bange
Do. Kamilaroi

(Namoi
Biver)

DarlingDowns

MoneroDowns

Lake Mac-
quaire

Bathurst

Mudgee
Wiraduree

Peel Biver
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No. Region. Language.

11 Do. Turrubul

12 Do.

(Brisbane

River)

Dippil (N. of

Moreton

13 Do.
Bay)

Jervis Bay

Dialect. Authorities.

Ridley, Kamilaroy,

Sydney, 1868.

Do.

Dumont D’Urville,

1833, Yoc.

Meyer, Yoc. of

aborigines, 1843.

1 Yictoria Melbourne

2 Do. Omio Snowy
Mountains

Bunce, Melbourne,

1856.

Do.

Dawson, L. of Yic-

toria, W. District,

1855.

Hutt, Yoc., 1842.

Brougb Smith, Abo-
rigines.

1 S. Australia. Port Lincoln Teichelman and
Schurmam, Gr.

Yoc., 1840.

2 Do. Parankalla Schurmam, Yoc.,

Adelaide, 1844.

F. Muller, Grund-
riss, vol. i., 1882.

3 Do. Adelaide Do.

"Williams, Yoc.,

1839.

4 Do. Murray R. Moorhouse, G., Yoc.,

1846.

5 Do. Encounter
Bay

Meyer, Yoc., Ade-
laide, 1843.

F. Muller, Grund-
riss, vol. i., 1882.

6 Do. "Woolner D. Beimet and "Wood,

Yoc., Adelaide,

1872.
7 Do. Narrinyeri Text, Bible Society.

8 Do. Pt. Essington McGillivray, Yoy-
age of Rattle-

snake, Yoc., 1852.
9 Do. Castlereagh Bunce, Yoc., Mel-

bourne, 1856.

Taplin, Polk Lore,

Languages of S.

Australia, 1879.
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No. Region. Language.

1 "W". Australia. Swan River
2 Do. Murray Ray

(S. ofPerth)
3 Do. KingGeorge’s

Sound

4

Do. New Nursia

Dialect. Authorities.

f R. Muller, Grund-
riss, vol. i., 1882.

Brady, Yoc., Rome,
1845.

. Sir G. Grey, Yoc.
<

London, 1841.

Moore, Voc., Lon-
don, 1842.

Dumont D’Urville,

Paris, 1833, Yoc.

SpanishMissionaries,

Voc., Missions Ca-

tholiques, 1878.
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Art. XIII.

—

Ibnu Batuta in Sindh. By Major-General

M. R. Haio, M.R.A.S.

The extract from the Narrative of his Travels by Ebu

‘Abdu-Tliih Muhammed of Tangier, commonly called Ibnu

Batiita, an English translation of which appears below,

relates to his experiences in the province of Sindh, and

touches on matters of local history and geography which

may interest some readers, and be thought deserving of such

elucidation as may be possible. These matters are noticed in

the remarks subjoined to the extract, a form of comment

which I have thought preferable to the alternative of inter-

rupting the narrative by frequent and copious footnotes.

The edition of Ibnu Batuta’s work which I have used is

that of Defremery and Sanguinetti, 1 and the extract begins

vol. iii. p. 93, where the second part of the book opens with

the account of the traveller’s arrival in India.

Translation.

“On the 1st Muharrem, the commencement of the year 734 a.h.

(12th Sept. 1333 a.d.), we reached the river Sind, known as the

‘Panjab,’ the meaning of which is ‘ Five rivers.’ This is one of

the largest rivers in the world. It overflows during the hot season,

and the people of the country sow their^ lands during the inunda-

tion, as do the people of Egypt during the inundation of the Nile.

At this river begin the territories of the revered Sultan Muhammed
Shah, 2 King of Hind and Sind. When we arrived at the river, the

1 Voyages dTbn Batoutah. Teste Arabe, accompagne d'une traduction, par
C. Defremery et le Dr. B. K. Sanguinetti. Paris, 1877. Publie par La Societe

Asiatique.
2 Muhammed Shah bin Tuslilaq succeeded to the Delhi throne in 725 a. h.

(1325 a.d.).
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official Intelligencers came to us and wrote information about us to

Qutbu’l-Mulk, the governor of the town of Multan. The chief

governor of Sind at this time was a slave of the Sultan named
‘ Sartiz,’ (holding the office or title of) ‘Aridzu’l-Memalik, and

charged with the oversight of the royal forces. The meaning of

his name is ‘the sharp head,’ for ‘sar’ means ‘head,’ and ‘tlz’

means ‘ sharp.’ 1 At the time of our arrival he was at the town of

Slwastan in Sind, between which place and Multan there is ten

days’ journey. Between the country of Sind and the capital

(Delhi) there is fifty days’ journey, and when the Intelligencers

write to the Sultan from Sind, their reports reach him in five days

owing to (the rapidity of) the Berid.”

Here follows an account of the ‘ Berid ’ or Post, of the Suitin'

s

regulations for the reception of travellers from foreign

countries, and a description of the ‘ Karhadan ’ or Rhino-

ceros, a specimen of which the author saw just after crossing

the Indus.

“We travelled for two days from the river Sind, 2 and arrived at

the town of JananI (^jli^-), a large and beautiful town on the

bank of the river Sind, possessing excellent markets. Its inhabi-

tants are a tribe called Es-Samara (i^LJl), who have had their

home there from ancient times, and whose ancestors settled in the

place at the time of its conquest in the days of Hajjaj, son of

Yusuf, according to what the chroniclers have recorded concerning

the conquest of Sind. The Sheykh 3 Bulmu’d-dln, son of the

Jurist Shemsu’d-dln, son of the Imam Beha’u’d-dln Zekariya,

QureyshI (one of the three persons whom the Sheykh Burhanu’d-

din El-A‘arcj, in the city of Alexandria, told me I should meet in

my travels, and meet them I did, praise be to God !),
told me that

the greatest of his ancestors was named Muhammcd, son of Qasim

QureyshI, and that he took part in the conquest of Sind in the

army which Hajjaj, son qf Yusuf, when he governed Iraq, sent

for that purpose; and that ho settled in the country, and his

descendants grew numerous.

The tribe known as ‘ Es-Samara ’ do not eat in company with

1 Barm gives the title as ‘ Sartlz-i-SultanT.’
2 That is, from the left, or eastern bank, to which the author had crossed. The

crossing of the river is mentioned at the beginning of his account of the Rhinoceros.
3 The numerous eulogistic epithets applied to the Sheykh and his ancestors are

omitted.
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anybody (not belonging to them), and nobody looks at them when

they are eating
;
they form no marriages with those not of their

tribe, and no stranger marries among them. At this time thoy had

a chief named Wunar
,

1

an account of whom we shall give.

"We travelled from the town of Jananl, and arrived at Siwastan .

5

This is a large town. The country outside it is desert and tracts

of sand
;
there is not a tree in it but the Acacia (Umm Ghaylan),

and they cultivate nothing on its river but melons. The food of

the people is Dhura (Sorghum or Indian Millet), and the pulse

which they call Mushunk (Mung, Phaseolus Mungo), of which

(the millet) they make bread. Here there is abundance of fish and

of Buffalo-milk. The people of the place cat the ‘ saqanqur,’

a small reptile resembling the chameleon, which the people of

Meghreb call
1 Jhmeyshetu'l-jenna ’ (small garden-lizard), except

that it has no tail. I saw them digging in the sand and pulling

out the creature from it, then ripping up its belly, throwing away

its contents, and stuffing it with ‘ Kurkum ’
(safflower), which

they call * serd-shuba ’
(
chuba ), meaning ‘ yellow-stick,’ which

with them takes the place of saffron. "When I saw this little

reptile, and the people eating it, I regarded it as unclean and did

not partake of it.

We entered this town during the intensely hot period of the

summer
,

3 and the heat of the place was extreme, so that my
companions seated themselves naked, each placing a waist-

wrapper round his middle, and a wrapper moistened with water

over his shoulders. But a little time passed till the wrapper

dried, when it was again wetted, and this went on continually.

I met in this town its preacher, named Esh-Sheybanl. He showed

mo r. written deed of the Commander of the Faithful, the Khalifa

‘IJmar, son of ‘Abdu’l-'AzIz, (granted) to the greatest of his

ancestors, conferring on him the preachership of this town. The

family have held it by inheritance from that time till now. The

1 The author gives the details of spelling and pointing, so that ‘ Wunar ’

is what he intended, but it will hereafter be shown that the person referred to was
named Unar.

2 In the detail of the pointing of the name it is said that the second sin is

meksvr
; we should therefore transliterate Slwasitan. At the present day many

Sindhls would follow this pointing in writing the name, as it is a common practice
to point a consonant with kesra, which, in strictness, ought to be quiescent. In
such cases, however, the pronunciation of the kesra is so faint as to be hardly per-
ceptible to the ear. This old name of Sewan is now obsolescent. I am uncertain
whether Siwastan or Slwistan is the correct form.

3 comprising part of May, all June and July, and part of August.
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form of the deed is :
‘ This is the command of the servant of God,

the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Umar, son of ‘Abdu’l-'AzIz, to

so and so,’ and its date is 99 h. (717-18 a.b.). On it is written, as

the said preacher told me, in the handwriting of the Commander of

the Faithful: ‘Praise he to the One God!’ In this place I also met

the aged Sheykh Muh&mmed of Baghdad, who (lived) in the

hospice by the tomb of the upright Sheykh Uthman of Merend. 1

It was said that his age exceeded 140 years, and that he was

present at the murder of El-Must'asim-bi’llah, the last Khalifa

of the Ben! ‘Abbas dynasty, who was slain by the infidel Hula’un

(Hulaqu) grandson of Tanglz (Chingiz) the Tatar. The Sheykh,

though of so great an age, was strong of body, and went about

on foot. 2

A Story.

There lived in this town the Amir Wunar Es-Samarl, who has

been previously mentioned, and the Amir Qayser Er-BumI, both in

the service of the Sultan, and with them some 1800 horsemen.

There, too, lived an infidel Hindu named Eatan, who was skilled

in reckoning and writing. He waited on the King of India with

certain nobles. The King was pleased with him, named him

a noble of Sind, gave him the government of that country, and

assigned to him Slwastan and its dependencies in fief. He also

conferred on him the honorific distinctions of drums and banners,

such as are granted to the great nobles. When he arrived in this

country the precedence of the infidel over them galled Wuniir,

Qayser and the rest, and they determined on his assassination.

Accordingly, when some days had passed after his arrival, they

suggested to him to go out into the dependencies of the town

to inquire into the state of affairs there
;

so he went with them.

When night fell, they raised an alarm in the camp, pretending that

a lion had attacked it, and they went to the tent of the infidel and

killed him. They then returned to the town and took what royal

revenue there was in it, amounting to 12 laks. [The ‘ lak ’ is

(an amount of) one hundred thousand (silver) dinars, and the

2 lak ’ (of silver dinars) is equal to ten thousand dinars of Indian

gold. The Indian (gold) dinar is equal to two and a half dinars of

1 This holy man flourished in the 13th century. Ilia shrine, better known as

that of Dal Slwh Biiz, is still of great celebrity.

2 The tragedy witnessed by the Sheykh occurred in 656 n. It does not follow

that he must havo been of an unprecedented age in 734 a., or 78 lunar years

later.
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the gold of Meghreb (Northern Africa west of Egypt).] They then

placed at their head the aforesaidWunar, and named him Melik Firoz.

He distributed the revenue among the troops. Afterwards he took

fright about himself because of his distance from his people, so he

went off to them with such of his intimate associates as were with

him. The remainder of the troops placed Qayser-er-Riiml over

themselves. Information about them now reached ‘Imadu’l-Mulk

Sartlz, the slave of the Sultan, and the chief governor of Sind,

who had his residence in Multan. He assembled an army and

started an expedition both by land and by the river Sind. Now
between Multan and Siwastan there is ten days’ journey .

1 Qayser

went out against him, and an encounter took place in which Qayser

was routed, and those who were with him shamefully fled and

took refuge in the town, where Sartlz beseiged them and set up

mangonels against them. The siege so distressed them that after

forty days from the beginning of the investment they begged for

protection, which he granted; but when they came before him,

he treated them with treachery, took their property, and com-

manded that they should be slain. He used to behead some of

them each day, some of them he had cleft in twain, and others he

flayed, filled their skins with straw, and had them fastened to the

town walls. The most of these skins were hung on crosses,

terrifying to those who beheld them. Their heads he collected

in the midst of the town, so that they formed as it were a mound

there. I alighted at the great college in the town just after this

event. On the roof of this building I used to sleep, and when

I awoke at night and saw these skins hung on crosses, I shuddered

at them. I could not bear living in the college, and therefore

removed from it.

The accomplished and just j urist ‘Ala’u’l-Mulk of Khurasan,

known as ‘ Faslhu’d-dln,’ formerly Qazi of Hirat, had waited

upon the King of India, who had conferred on him the governorship

of the town of Laharl and its dependencies in the country of Sind.

He had been present in these commotions with ‘Imadu’l-Mulk

Sartlz, among the military force accompanying him. I determined

to go with him to the town of Laharl. He had fifteen boats in

which he proceeded by the river Sind, and with him I travelled.”

Here follows an account of ‘Alu’ul-lfuWs arrangements while

voyaging on the Indus.

1 By river. The distance exceeds 400 miles.
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“ I travelled five days with ‘Ala’u’l-Mulk, and we arrived at

the seat of his government, Lahari, a fine town on the shore of

the ocean where the river Sind flows into it, so that two seas there

meet .

1 It has a large harbour to which come people of Yemen,

Tars, and other places. Owing to this the customs collected are

large and the revenues of the place considerable. The above-

mentioned ‘Alii’u’l-Mulk, the governor, informed me that the

collections of this town are sixty laks annually. (The value of

the lak we have already mentioned.) To the governor pertains

one-twentieth of this. On such condition the sovereign confers

governments, (the grantees) taking a twentieth of the revenues.

Account of a strange thing which I saio in the country outside

tins town.

I one day rode with ‘Ala’u’l-Mulk to a spacious place, distant

seven miles (from Laharl), called Tarna, where I saw innumerable

stones in the form of human beings and animals. Yery many were

altered (from their original form) and their (distinguishing) features

were obliterated, so that there remained but the shape of a head or

foot, or other member. Among the stones, too, were some in the

form of grains of wheat, of the chick-pea, the bean and the lentil.

There, too, were traces of a town-wall, and of the court-yards of

houses
j

Afterwards we saw the re-

mains of a house in which was a chamber of hewn stone. In the

middle of this was a platform (jj \

£
'>)

of hewn stone, like a single

block, and on it the figure of a man, except that its head was

elongated, and its mouth on the side of the face, and the hands

were behind the back like a captive’s. There were also pools of

extremely stinking water in the place. On part of a court-yard

wall there was an inscription in the Hindi language. * Alii’u’l-Mulk

told me that historians state that a great city existed in this place,

and that most of its people were depraved, for which cause they

were turned into stone, and that their ruler was he who was on

the platform in the houso which we have mentioned, and which

is to the present time called Duru'l Melik (the ruler’s house)

;

also that the Hindi inscription on one of the court-yard walls

contains the date of the destruction of the inhabitants of this city,

which occurred a thousand years ago or thereabouts.

1 The word Bohr being applicable both to the ocean and to a large river like

the Indus, the author fancifully describes the junction of this stream with the sea

us the meeting of two Bahrs, or seas.
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I stayed with ‘Ala’u’l-Mulk five days in this town. He then

furnished me liberally with provisions for travelling, and I parted

from him (and proceeded) to the town of Bakar (Bakhar). This

is a fine town
;
a channel from tho Sind divides it. In the middle

of this channel there is a fine hospico, where food is provided for

passers-by. Kashlu Khan built it during tho time of his govern-

ment of the country of Sind. 1 In this town I met tho jurist and

Imam, Sadru’d-dln the Hanlfitc. Here, too, I met the QazI ot

the place, named Ebu Hanlfa, and tho devout and self-donying

Sheykh, Shemsu’d-din Muhammed of Shiraz, who is among the

very aged men. He told me that his age exceeded 120 years.

Afterwards I travelled from Bakar and arrived at the town of

Uchch, a large place on tho bank of the river Sind, possessing fine

markets and excellent structures. Its governor at that time was

the accomplished and noble Melik Jelalu’d-din El-Kijl, a brave

and generous man. He died in this town in consequence of a severe

fall from his horse.”

Here follows an account of the governor's generosity ; also of

a pious Sheylh who presented him with a “ Khirqa ” or

ragged garment worn by devotees.

“From Uchch I travelled to the town of Multan, which is

the seat of government in Sind, and the residence of the chief

governor. On the road thither, and at a distance of ten miles

from it, is the river known as Khusruabad, a large stream crossed

only by boat. Here travellers’ goods are examined very strictly,

and their luggage closely searched. At the time of our arrival it

was their custom to take a fourth of all that the merchants carried,

and they levied a duty of seven dinars on every horse. Two years

after our arrival in India the Sultan did away with these duties,

and directed that nothing was to be taken from people but the

alms-dues and the tithe. This was at the time when he professed

allegiance to the Khalifa Ebu’l- ‘Abbas of the ‘Abbas dynasty.

When we began the crossing of the river, and the packages were

being examined, I was annoyed by the searching of my baggage,

for there was nothing valuable in it, though in the eyes of people

it looked considerable, and it was much against my will that it was

1 Melik Bahrain Abiya received the title of Kashlu Khan from Sultan
Ghiyasu’d-din on the accession of this sovereign in 720 h. (1320 a.d.) when the
government of Sindh was conferred upon hitn. He had previously held some
high post in that province. In the next reign he rebelled, and in an action with
the royal troops was defeated and killed.

VOL. xix .—[new series.] 27
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examined. Through the goodness of the Almighty, one of the

principal military officers arrived on the part of Qutbu’l-Mulk,

the lord of Multan, and ordered that I should not be subjected to

inspection and to the searching (of my baggage), and so it was

settled, and I praised God for His goodness vouchsafed to me.

We spent this night on the hank of the river. In the morning

the Chief of the Berld (or Post) named Dahqan, a native of Samar-

qand, came to us. He it was who used to write to the Sultan

the news of the town and its dependencies, of any fresh occurrences

therein, and of those arriving in the place. I made myself known

to him, and in company with him I waited on the governor of

Multan.”

Remarks on the Extract.

Though abounding in curious and interesting information,

Ibnu Batuta’s account of his travels is disappointing from a

geographical point of view. The traveller had an eye for

a fine town or a well-stocked market, and the pronounced

taste of the devout Musulman for venerable Sheykhs and

learned theologians, but his faculty for geographical observa-

tion was evidently meagre. The result is that the reader

finds himself carried at a bound over vast spaces of country

for the features and topography of which the author has

not a word to spare.

In consequence of this peculiarity of Ibnu Batuta’s, we are

left in doubt as to the spot at which his Indian travels may

be said to have begun. lie tells of his arrival on the bank

of that portion of the Indus called the “Panjab,” but gives

no name to the locality, and supplies no means of identifying

it. As will presently be seen, there is some reason for

placing it in the north of the modern province of Sindh, but

this conjecture involves the difficulty of accounting for Ibnu

Batuta’s taking such an unusual route from Qilbul as one

that would bring him to the Indus so very far down its

course. Had he travelled by Qandahiir and the Boliln Pass,

the case would be different
;
but he says that he proceeded

from Qabul to India by places called Karmash and Shanh-

naghar, and by the latter I think there can be no doubt
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that Ilashtnagar, also called ‘Ashnagar, sixteen miles north-

east of Peshawar, is intended. Here, he says, began “ the

great desert,” extending fifteen days’ journey, and subject

during the hot season to the blasts of the deadly “Samiim.”

In the absence of any other indications of the line taken,

I can only conclude that he travelled along the base of the

Suleyman range, though why the usual routes which would

have taken him to Multan, or to Uchch, were avoided, it is

impossible to conjecture. After crossing the Indus, and

marching for two days, Ibnu Batuta arrived at a town on

the bank of the river called Jananl. There is no longer,

I believe, any place so called on the Indus, but it may well

be that, like hundreds of others, the town of Janilni has long

since been swallowed up by that insatiable river. We are

told, however, that it was inhabited by a people called

“ Es-Samara,” to whom an Arab origin is assigned, but

whose customs, as described by our traveller, clearly betray

their Hindu stock. Later on I shall show why I believe

them to have belonged beyond doubt to the Samil tribe of

Sindh, and if my view is correct, Jananl must have been

somewhere within the limits of the Pargana of Kandhlaro,

fifty miles south of Rohrl, which is identical with a very

ancient territorial division, and is well known to have

belonged from time immemorial to the Samiis of Upper

Sindh .

1 Unfortunately Ibnu Batuta omits to mention the

number of marches from Jananl to Siwastan, from which

known point a measurement would have enabled us to come

to a more satisfactory conclusion regarding the position of

the former town
;
but on the ground above mentioned I think

it may be taken that this was somewhere in the Kandhlaro

Pargana, and therefore about fifty miles north-east of

Siwastan (Sewan). In this case Ibnu Batuta must have

1 The Chach Xama mentions the northern limit of the Sama lands. It says that
Bae Chach, when proceeding (circa 633 a.d.) to Budlilya (XAV. Sindh) and
Slwastan, left Alor “ and crossed the M ihrun (Indus) at a place called Dahlaynt,

which is on the border of the Sama and Alor (districts).” DahTayat may he
identified with a township called Dehat, on the northern border of the Kandhlaro
Pargana, by which the Indus once ran, as evidenced by its forsaken channel
still qnite distinct. This spot is about fifty miles south of Alor and Itohri. The
Indus now runs nine or ten miles to the west of the course here referred to.
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crossed the Indus some forty miles (two marches) higher

up its course, and therefore but a short distance below

Bakhar, then the chief town on the lower Indus, which one

might thus suppose he had at this time some object in

avoiding, though he visited it not long afterwards. But,

as I shall have occasion to notice hereafter, a long time

passed at this period of his travels respecting which our

author gives no account whatever. Much may have hap-

pened, and many places may have been visited in the

interval, but the narrative is a blank in regard to this

portion of the writer’s experiences. Either recollection

failed, or there was a deliberate purpose to suppress the

record of what may have been uneventful or unpleasant,

and the consequence is some confusion in the narrative

and much that remains unaccountable.

The next place named is Slwastan, in order to reach

which the traveller must have regained the right bank of

the Indus, but of this he says nothing. The town is

described as large, but the surrounding country as desert

and sandy without any tree but the Acacia.

This differs very much from the account of it given by the

Arab geographers, some of whom visited it in the tenth

century. Of these Ibnu Ilawqil, as quoted by Ebu’l-Fida,

says that the town abounded in good things, and was sur-

rounded by villages and townships
;

while Idris! (on the

reports of other writers) says of it in the twelfth century

that it “ is remarkable for its size and the number of its

fountains and canals, for the abundance of its productions,

and for its rich commerce.” 1 Ibnu Batiita’s description,

however, is quite correct if limited to the country south of

the town, which is a sand}7, ridge extending for about four

miles to the lower slopes of the so-called Laki range. On

other sides the land is remarkably fertile, though doubtless

in the unsettled times described by the traveller it would be

lying waste.

It may be noticed that Ibnu Batiita does not say that the

1 Elliot's Historians of India, vol. i. p. 79.
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town was on the bank of the Indus as JananI was. He
speaks, however, of “ its river” (Ifc^J), probably referring to

the Aral which flows round the northern side of the town. 1

It is true that in Istakhri’s map, as well as in Ibnu Ilawqil’s

(Elliot’s Hist. vol. i. p. 32), both illustrating the geography

of Sindh in the middle of the tenth century, Siwastan

(then called Sadiisan) is represented as actually on the

Iudus, though in their texts both geographers describe the

town as “ to the west of the river,” not as actually on

the west bank. In both maps, too, the town of Daybal, or

Dewal, is represented as actually on the shore of the Indian

Ocean, though, as I shall presently show, it is physically

impossible that any town could have been so situated within

the limits of the Delta, and that we must infer nothing more

than comparative proximity to the sea—a distance of a few

miles more or less. The same may have been the case in

regard to the relative positions of Sadiisan and the course of

the Indus in those days, and I think it not improbable that

in Ibnu Batfita’s time, and for many years subsequently, the

river ran in a channel, portions of which are still to be seen

ten miles east of Sewan. There is a still older channel

twenty miles east of the town. 2

Returning to our traveller, a curious fact, previously al-

luded to, has here to be noticed. He says that he reached

Siwastiin during the intense heat of summer, and from his

description of the methods of cooling themselves resorted

to by his friends, it is evident that hot winds were blowing.

The season must have been that known in Sindh as the

1 The Aral is really the southern end of the stream called Naro (“ 'Western

Nara”) which leaves the west bank of the Indus near Ladkana, and after a
course considerably exceeding 100 miles, expands into the Manchur lake—or

swamp—eight miles due west of Sewaii. Thence it issues, and passing eastward,

ruus close under the walls of the fort of Sewan, rejoining the Indus near the
town. It is the portion between Sewan and the Manchur lake that bears the
name of “ Aral.” Though not mentioned by name, it is distinctly referred to in

the “ChachNama,” in the account of the siege of Siwastan by the Arabs in

711 a.d.
;

and it is most probably that which is alluded to by Beladhur! in the
“ Futuhu’s-Sind.” when he speaks of Muhammed Qasim’s “ crossing a river on
this (the west) side of the Mihian”

(W 1 there being, indeed, no
other which could be so described.

2 Within my own experience the Indus has at one time run close under the
town, and at another three to four miles or more eastward of it.
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“ Chilllho, or period of 40 days, beginning about the 10th

May, during which the hot wind rages in that burning

region. Now, as he arrived on the bank of the “Panjab”

on the 12th September, he must have spent at least eight

months between that point and Siwastiin
;

the distance,

putting it at the utmost possible, being no more than could

have been covered with ease in three weeks, while the

narrative certainly conveys the idea of the journey having

been continuous, and not having occupied many days. Ibnu

Batiita, it must be remembered, would not, especially when

writing long after the events recorded, himself be likely

to notice this discrepancy between the apparent and the

actual lapse of time, for the period referred to began with

a lunar month—Muharram—and ended with a fixed season,.

-—summer,—and it is only on noting the solar year in which

that particular Muharram fell that the length of interval

is discovered. Moreover, his experiences in Sindh were of

a tame and commonplace character, while his subsequent

life at the court of Delhi was crowded with important and

striking events likely to absorb his recollection, and to dim

the memory of a preceding and more uneventful time. In

some such way, perhaps, may be explained the fact that the

traveller spent several months in Sindh, of the events of

which he has left no record.

But a more interesting subject for consideration presents

itself in the account of the local rebellion at Siwastiin,

headed by Wunar, the chief, as we have previously been

told, of the tribe of Es-Samara. It is well known that at

this time the two most powerful tribes in Sindh were the

Sumra and the Samil. The former are described by a local

historian (Mir M'asfim) as having acquired predominance

in the country as early as about 1050 A.n., and their chiefs

are said to have been independent rulers of lower Sindh for

periods variously stated at 143 and 550 years. 1 The state-

ment as to their independence is questionable, and their

1 See Elliot’s Historians of India, vol. i. App. p. 483, “ The Sumra
Dynasty.”
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whole history is involved in obscurity, as is also that of the

early Sami! chiefs. In the case of both tribes the attempt

has been made by zealous Muhammedan writers to conceal

the fact of their Hindu origin, and to assign them a descent

more distinguished in the eyes of Muslims than their real

one from Rajputs. Thus the “ TuhfetuT-kiram ” (a local

history written by a Seyyid of Thata) says :
“ The Silmra

tribe sprang from the Arabs of Samira, who arrived in

Sindh in the second century of the Hijra, accompanying

the Tamlm, who became governors of Sind under the

‘Abiissides.” 1 For the Sama also an Arab descent was

devised, and a still more ridiculous fiction traced their

origin to Jamshid, and even to Sam, son of Niih! 2 But

if any refutation of this rubbish w’ere needed, it would

suffice to mention the fact that there are Hindu Suinra and

Sama in Sindh and Kachchh to this day. The Sami! too

are mentioned in the Chach Nama as a SindhI tribe long

before the Arab conquest.3

I have already mentioned that I believe Ibnu Batiita’s

“ Es-Samara ”
to be the Sama tribe. This belief is

founded on the fact, first, that his description of their

customs clearly shows that the Samara were Hindus,

and therefore an indigenous SindhI tribe
;
and next, that

he tells us their chief was the Wunar who headed the up-

rising at Slwastan. Now, Mir M‘asum, in his “ Tarlkh-i-

Sind,” gives the following account of Jam Unar, the first

of 'he Samii rulers in Sindh
;
and though the historian,

writing 300 years after the event, and depending apparently

ou local traditions, is in some confusion as to names and

occurrences, and though his chronology does not fit-in with

Ibnu Batuta’s, it will be seen that he is evidently describing

the events of which the traveller, as a contemporary, and

almost an eye-witness, gives a more correct account. After

describing the accession of one “ Armll,” who succeeded

the last of the Sumra rulers, and proved such an intolerable

1 Elliot’s Historians of India, vol. i. p. 485.
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tyrant that the people resolved to assassinate him, Mir

M'asum proceeds :

“A body of Samas had come from Kachchh and settled

in Sind, and between them and the Sindls a path of mutual

esteem and alliance had been cleared. One of these Samas,

named Unar, was remarkable for intelligence.” (Account of

the murder of Armll.) “They then proceeded with a number

of people and seated Unar on the throne of sovereignty. * *

He proceeded with a large force to the conquest of Slwastan,

and arriving in the vicinity of that place, prepared to attack

Melik Ratan, an officer of the Turk dynasty. Melik Ratan,

with forces arrayed, issued from the fort to the battle-field,

and commenced the attack. On that day Jam Unar was

routed at the first charge, but on a second occasion he

collected a force with the aid of his brethren, and appeared

on the field of action. Melik Ratan fell from his horse

when' it was at full gallop, and Jam Unar severed his head

from his body. He then took possession of the fort of

Slwastan. Melik Flroz and ‘Aliyy Shah, Turk, who were

in the Bakhar territory, wrote to him saying that this

audacity was unbecoming, and that he should now prepare

to meet the royal forces, and show his valour and firmness

on the battle-field. (Alarmed) at these words, he abandoned

his enterprise, and proceeded to Tharl (a place in Lower

Sindh).” There can be no doubt, I think, that Ibnu

Batata's “Wunar” is identical with the Unar of Mir

M'asiim. The historian gives no date for these occurrences,

but from subsequent statements of his in connection with

the history of the Samii rulers, it may he inferred that

he supposed the Slwastiin affair to have happened about

1285 a.d., or some fifty years earlier than Ibnu Batata’s

date. On the other hand, the Beg Liir Nama (another local

chronicle) dates the commencement of the Sama rule in

734 h. (1333-4 a.d .),
1 the very year in which Ibnu Batata

places the Slwastan rebellion. Further confirmation is found

in Kachchh and Kathiawad annals, from which it appears

1 Elliot’s Historians of India, vol. i. p. 494.
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that there undoubtedly was a Samil chief named Unild (or

TJnar) ruling in the former province in the early part of

the fourteenth century, by whom, or by whose son, the

ancient fortress of Ghumll in Kathiawad was stormed in

1013 A.D. 1

From all this evidence, then, it may be safely concluded

that in describing the events immediately preceding his

arrival at Slwastan, Ibnu Batuta has fixed for us within

a year or two the date of the commencement of Sarna rule

in Sindh, and thus is solved a question which has been

much discussed without, up to the present time, any

satisfactory result. It is to be wished that something could

have been gathered from Ibnu Batumi’s pages to throw

light upon the much more interesting question of the period

at which the conversion of the bulk of the population to

Islam occurred. Unar is described as a Musulman, though

the Kachchh Samas for the most part ever remained true

to their original faith
;

but it is possible that when he

emigrated to Sindh the movement in favour of Islam was

becoming more active, and that he found a change of re-

ligion desirable for the furtherance of his aims in that

country. His feelings towards the Hindu Batan may be

explained by the proverbial hatred of the apostate for the

professors of his former religion. However this may be,

it is certain that soon after the accession of the Samas to

power, the names of the chiefs of Lower Sindh become

distinctly Muhammedan, and it seems probable that a general

change of religion was nearly coincident with the transfer

of authority from Suinras to Samas in the first half of the

fourteenth century.

But it is time to follow the further course of our traveller.

From Slwastan, or Sewan
,

2 he proceeded down river to

Laharl, a voyage of five days he tells us. As the Indus

1 Mr. Burgess’ Beport on Antiquities of Kathiawad and Kachchh, p. 178.
Archaeological Survey of Western India.

2 This name is spelt hy Sindhis as variously as by Englishmen. The most

usual form is k^— Sewan—and, however -written, it is invariably pronounced
UJ

i

in accordance with this spelling.
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ran in those days—far east of its present course—the dis-

tance would be about 300 miles, and as it was the time

of high flood (June or July), a progress with the current

of sixty miles a day would be quite feasible, supposing the

voyage not to be interrupted by the strong southerly gales

common at that season. It will be observed that he never

once mentions Thata, though he must have passed very near

the site of that town. The omission of any notice of what

afterwards became the capital of Lower Sindh, and the most

populous town in the entire province, at once suggests that

either it was not then in existence, 'or was too unimportant

to attract particular attention. The'autbor of the Tuhfetu’l-

Kiram, himself a native of Thata, says that the town was

founded by Jam Nizamu’d-dln, commonly called Jam Nanda,

who succeeded to the chiefship in 1461 a.d., a statement

which shows how little the author’s chronology is to be

trusted. The earliest mention of the place, so far as I know,

is about 1347-8, near the close of Muhammed Shah Tugh-

laq’s reign, and in connection with the rebellion in Guzarat

incited by one of the populace named Taghl. This man,

hunted from place to place, at last took refuge at Thata,

whither he was pursued by the furious sovereign, who died

near the town in 1351. 1 We may thus infer that Thata

was founded between the time of Ibnu Batuta’s visit to Lower

Sind (1334) and the year 1347. According to the local

chronicles, the first capital of the Sainiis was Samu’I, or

Samuhl, the site of which is on the Kalri branch of the

Indus, three miles north of Thata
;
but while it was still

in course of building, the position was found to be unsuit-

able, and the population migrated to the site farther south.

It was perhaps while this movement was in progress that

Ibnu Batata passed by.

The ruins of Laharl, so long the sea- port of Sindh, are

still to be seen on the northern bank of a tidal channel

called the Baho, which communicates with the Baghiir

branch of the Indus. The spot is twenty-eight miles soutli-

1 Sec JJIu-Barm’s Turikh-i-Firozshuhi.
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east of Karachi, and twelve miles in a direct line from the

sea-coast, the distance by water being sixteen miles. As

there is no reason to suppose that this part of the Delta has

made any very large advance seawards during the five centuries

and a half that have passed since Ibnu Batata was there, it

is clear that his expression, “ on the shore of the sea,” in

describing the situation of LaharT, was not intended to be

taken literally. It is not possible, indeed, for any town to

exist in the belt of land in the Delta, some miles in breadth,

immediately bordering on the Indian Ocean, as this low-

lying tract is liable to inundation at any high tide, and

exposed to the furious inroads of the sea during the SAY.

Monsoon. The port was variously named LaharT, LaharT

and LahorT, and later came to be known by Englishmen as

Larrybunder. It seems to have existed as early as the

beginning of the eleventh century, if, as there appears no

reason to doubt, it was the “ Lohariinl at the embouchure

of the river” mentioned by El BTriinT. 1 The still earlier

port of Dewal, mentioned by Arab chroniclers as existing in

the first half of the seventh century, and doubtless then some

hundreds of years old, was abandoned probably in the

thirteenth century, but its name long survived it, and was

sometimes applied to its successor LaharT. The latter was

known to the early Portuguese adventurers as Diul and

Diulcindi, and the first English who visited the coast (in

1613) called LaharT “ the city Diul,” while Capt. Hamilton,

who was there in 1700, says the branch of the river on

which it stood was named “ Divellee,” evidently his corrup-

tion of DiwalT. 2 LaharT continued to be the port of Sindh

down to the end of the eighteenth century, when the en-

trance to the Riiho channel had shoaled so much that ships

had to seek a more accessible anchorage. This was found at

Karachi. A writer in the “ Asiatic Annual Register ” in

1800 says that the customs of Karachi averaged Rs. 125,000,

and adds :
“ This however must be understood to relate to

1 Elliot’s Historians, vol. i. p. 61.
• See Purchas’ Pilgrims, vol. i. pp. 495, 530, 531, and Hamilton’s Xew

Account of the East Indies, vol. i. p. 130.
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the period, which is only of late years, since the channel

of Laribunder river has been obstructed, by which Carrachee

has attained its present commercial importance.” 1

But a port in the Delta has remained a necessity for part

of the sea-borne trade of Sindh even to the present day, and

when Laharl was abandoned, its immediate successor in the

Delta was Dharaja, twelve miles to the south-east, and on

a different channel.

The customs collections of Laharl are stated by IbnuBatiita

to have been “ 60 laks,” and he refers the reader to his

previous explanation of what is to be understood by “ lak,”

viz. 100,000 silver dinars, equal to 10,000 dinars. What the

value of these dinars may be in modern money I am quite

unable to say, hut if six lakhs of gold dinars were collected

annually at Laharl, it is certain that the gold dinar must

have been of small value. In the beginning of the seven-

teenth century the customs of this port amounted, according

to the “ A’In-i-Akbarl,” to 5,521,419 Dams, equivalent to

138,035 Rupees, and there is no reason to suppose that by

this time the trade of the place had fallen off. In 1613 the

Hindu farmer of the Laharl customs informed the English,

whose visit has been above mentioned, that the Portuguese

trade alone was worth a lakh of rupees to him, 2 and though

this was very likely a gross exaggeration, it may be taken

to show that the Portuguese contribution formed a large

proportion of the customs. 3

It is unfortunate that we are unable to identify the

position of the ruins described by Ibnu Batiita as existing

in a plain called Tama, seven miles from Laharl, which

were evidently those of some ancient Hindu city. General

Cunningham considers that they were most probably the

1 As. Ann. Register, p. 70 of Chronicle for March, 1800. Karachi was

founded in 1725 by a body of traders wbo migrated from a small port at the

mouth of the II ah river named Kharak, where the anchorage had silted up.
2 Purchas’ Pilgrims, vol. i. p. 495.
3 For fourteen years after tho British conquest of Sindh the total sea-customs

of Karachi and tho Delta ports did not amount to a lakh of rupees. Our tarilf

lias of course always been much more liberal than that of the native rulers, but it

is needless to say that trade has increased in a far more than corresponding degree.

The highest known collections at Karachi under the Talpurs was 1 J lakb.
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ruins of Dewal, 1 but as that place could not have been

abandoned more than a century previously, the site and

its name must surely have been familiar to all the people

of the surrounding country. 2 The fathers of some still

living in the neighbourhood may have seen Dewal when it

was yet inhabited, and it is quite impossible that a tradition

of its having been destroyed a thousand years before could

have gained currency. The name “ Tarnii ” is unknown
in the locality, but the large scale maps show that in the

open plain south of the Ghilro channel there is a ruined site

called “ Moru-Marl,” eight miles north-east of LaharT, which

may perhaps be the one described by Ibnu Batuta. The

mention of “ innumerable stones,” some of them very large,

would indicate a position in the naturally stoneless Delta,

not far from the hilly tract immediately north of the

Ghiiro, where they could be quarried, and whence they could

be conveyed without excessive expenditure of labour. There

is thus a strong presumption in favour of identifying Moril-

Miiri, which is only five miles from the nearest point of the

hill-tract, with Ibnu Batuta’s ruined city.

From Liiharl our traveller returned to north Sindh, and

arrived at Bakiir, by which of course we are to understand

Bakhar. The description he gives of this place is singular. “A
channel of the river Sind divides it” .j ^ 1 .£* t )

From this it is evident that he regarded the present town of

Rohr! as forming part of Bakhar, and the channel separating

the former from the island of Bakhar must have been the

Kltalij which he mentions. But I am totally unable to

identify the place where Kashlfi Khan’s hospice stood. Ibnu

Batuta says it was in the middle of the Khalij. If so,

island and hospice must since have disappeared under

water. There is no island in either of the channels which

separate Bakhar from the mainland, but there are three

—

one on the north, and two on the south of Bakhar

—

1 Ancient Geography of India, pp. 299, 300.
2 Sultan Jelalu d-din Khwarazmi was at Dewal in 1224 (see Major Karerty’s

translation of theTabakat-i-Nasiri, I. 295 n.). The place appears to have been
the seat of a local ruler in 1228 (Ibid, p. 615).
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which, may be correctly described as situated in the middle

of the Indus, and it was perhaps on one of these that the

hospice stood .
1

One more point in our extract may be noticed for its

geographical interest. Ibnu BatOta passed on from Bakhar

to Uchchh, and thence to Multan. At ten miles from this

last city he had to cross an unfordable stream (wadi), named

Khusraw-abad, where he suffered so much vexation from the

proceedings of the Customs’ officers. This stream must have

been the old channel of the Bawl in which that river was

still flowing sixty-five years later, when Timur wrote thus

of it :
“ The united waters (of the Jhelam and Chlnab) pass

below Multan and then join the Bawl.” 2 The name of

Khusraw-abad is singular, as it implies an artificial channel.

Had the Bawl already begun to show symptoms of changing

its course in the distant northern direction which it has

since taken, and had it been restrained for a time by means

of works carried out under the auspices of some local authority

named Khusraw ?

Note on the Situation of JananI.

It is possible that HalanI, an old town in Pargana Kandhiaro,

and 55 miles N.E. of Sewan, may be Ibnu Batuta’s JananI. This

town is situated on the left bank of the old course of the Indus

mentioned in the note at the foot of p. 401. Ibnu Batuta, according

to his custom, gives the details of the spelling of the name, and

he makes it JananI beyond all question, hut it is to be remembered

that he wrote—or rather dictated—the account of his travels long

years after he had been in Sindh, and that he had lost the papers

which he had prepared in India, a fact which no doubt accounts

for much that is otherwise inexplicable in his narrative.

1 Tho small island north of Bakhar, containing the shrine of Khwaia Khizr or

Jind Pir (Zinda Pir), has in its mesjid what is perhaps the oldest extent

Muhammedan inscription in India, dating Hijra 341 (952 a.d.). See Mr. East-
wick’s article in Journal Bombay R.A.S. vol. i. p. 203. Sudh-Belo, the nearest

island on the south, was, according to Mir M‘asum, for a short time the residence

of Prince Kamran, just after Humayun had at last quelled the restless and
faithless spirit of his brother by causing him to be blinded.

2 Elliot’s Historians, vol. iii. p. 470.
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Art. XIV .—Formosa Notes on MSS., Faces and Languages

,

By Terrien de Lacotjperie, Pk. & Litt.D., Professor

of Indo-Chinese Philology, University College, London.

Including a Note on Nine Formosan MSS. by E.

Colborne Baber, H.B.M. Chinese Secretary, Peking.

The following notes, excepting a few additions in March,

1887, were written chiefly in April, 1886, at the suggestion

of my excellent friend, the much-venerated scholar Col.

Ilenry Yule, C.B., LL.D., President of the Royal Asiatic

Society, after he had received from our common friend

E. Colborne Baber, 1 of H.B.M. Consular Service in China,

then at Se-ul in Corea, nine sheets of manuscript secured from

Formosa. These manuscripts, 2 written in an old Pepohwan
dialect, with Roman characters of Dutch origin, and, as

regards several of them, bilingual with a Chinese translation,

were accompanied with a valuable note of E. C. Baber, which

forms a portion of the first part of the present paper.

These notes are distributed as follows

:

1 Gold Medallist of tlie Royal Geographical Society, author of Travels and
Researches in South-Western China.

2 They were exhibited by me at the Seventh International Congress of
Orientalists at Vienna on the 29th Sept. 1 886, with some oral remarks which
I am sorry to say were rather badly reported. At the request of Dr. H.
Kern of Leiden, through our learned friend Dr. R. Rost, I had two proof-sheets
of fac-simile of two manuscripts communicated to this well-known scholar, who
has thought fit to forestall the publication by my friend Baber and myself by
putting forth an article on them. See his Sandschriften uit lxet eiland Formosa,
pp. 360-369 of Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van
Wetenscliappen

,
Afdeeling Letterkunde, 3de Reeks, Deel iii. Amsterdam, 1887.
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Analytical Summary of Contents.

I. The Manuscripts, §§ 1-19.

a) Their Existence and Date.

1. Statement of Duhalde.
2. Report of Mr. J. Thomson about Formosan MSS.
3. MSS. seen by Paul Ibis.

4. Twenty-one MSS. seen by Mr. J. Steere.

b) Note on “Nine Formosan MSS." by Mr. E. C. Baber.

I. The Dutch schoolmaster in Formosa.
II. Nine Manuscripts.

III. They were written at Sinkiang.

IV. Vocabularies by Mr. T. L. Bullock and Mr. J. B. Steere.

V. The Formosan of Psalmanazar.

VI. Identification of words.

VII. How the nine MSS. were secured.

c) EemarJcs on the Nine MSS.

5. First MS. without seals.

6. Second MS. and its six seals.

7. Third MS. without seals.

8. Fourth MS. and its two seals.

9. Fifth and sixth MSS. and their six seals.

10. Seventh MS. without seals.

11. Eighth MS. and its two seals.

12. Ninth MS. without seals.

d) Two similar MSS. in the British Museum.

13. Their genuineness was doubted.

14. First MS. and its six seals.

15. Second MS. and its five seals.

e) Information derivedfrom the St ah.

16. Twenty seals different.

17. Sin-Kiang district.

18. The T’u-Kwan and An-Kung officers, etc.

19. The T'u muh and his office.

II. The "Writings, §§ 20-27.

20. Roman characters of Dutch teaching.

21. Psalmanazar and Hervas, about an indigenous writing.

22. Its genuineness traced back as far as 1645.

23. Order of the alphabet, and its vague connection.

24. A probable adaptation.

25. Its existence proved again in 1871.

26. Native traditions about writing.

27. Further enquiry in the island required.

III. Ethnology, §§ 28-59.

a) From Chinese Sources.

28. Chinese works.
29. Illustrated album.

30. Other works.
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31. Ki-lung, a name of Formosa.

32. Pok-an, another name.
33. Chinese name of aborigines.

34. Early notions about the Negritos.

35. Chinese expedition in 60-5 a.d.

36. Comparison with continental tribes.

37. Kunlun interpreters.

38. What means their name.

39. Extension of the name.
40. The Kun-lun slaves.

41. The Kun-lun of Kwangsi.

42. The Tan and Ki-lung.

43. The Halas and the Ta-galas.

44. The Bisagas.

45. The Chinese correctly informed.

b) From European Authorities.

46. Dutch reports.

47. Men with tails.

48. Similar instances. The Nyam-Nyams and the Sema-Nagas.
49. l’robably same explanation in Formosa.

50. Negroes with lanky hair, lately found again.

51. Their importance for the ethnology of S.E. Asia.

52. Red-haired tribes

53. A summary of the other ethnology of the island.

54. New information.

55. Inferences about the Negritos.

56. Chinese emigrants in the island.

57. Affinities of native customs with Oceanic tribes.

58 Affinities with continental tribes.

59. Ethnological conclusions.

IV. Linguistics, §§ 60-110 .

60. Composite and fragmentary.

61. Progress of the Chinese speech.

62. Twenty-five languages and dialects.

a) From Chinese Sources.

63. The Record of 605 a.d.

64. A few words from that time.

b) According to Psalmanazar.

65. Suggestion of Mr. E. Colborne Baber partly verified.

66. The numerals.

67. Some of them are genuine.

68. False and mixed-up statements.

69. List of words.

70. Identification of a few.

71. His documents of Spanish source.

c) From Butch and Modern Authorities.

72. Three Formosan languages known to the Dutch.
73. Translations of Rob. Junius and D. Gravius
74. They used the Sinkam and Sidei'a dialects.

75. The dialect of the MSS. similar to the Baksa-Pepohwan.
76. Rob. Junius has used the same dialect.

77. The Lord’s Prayer in R. Junius’ translation.

78. The same in D. Gravius’ translation.

vol. xis .—[new series.] 28
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79. Similarities and dissemblances.

80. Phonetic equivalences R = D = S.

81. Illustrations of the law.

82. The Sinkam dialect.

83. Tlie Favorlang dialect.

84. The Lord’s Prayer in that dialect.

85. Data on the other dialects still more deficient.

86. The Tayal group.

87. Lists of words of other dialects.

88. Comparative list of pronouns.

89. Comparative list of numerals.

d) Position in General Philology.

90. Glossarial relation with the Malayan languages.

91. Proportion of Malay affinities with eight dialects.

92. Similar affinities of other dialects.

93. Unknown language of the black tribes.

94. J. Logan’s work.

95. Conon von der Gabelentz’s work.
96. L’Abbe Favre’s memoir.

97. Dr. Fried. Miiller’s remarks.

98. Affinities established with the Indonesian languages.

99. Affinity of the Gyarung and Tagala.

100. The ethnological formation of China explains the fact.

101. The Gyarung and some Pre-Chinese tribes of China.
102. Proportions of affinities of the Tayal with the same tribes.

103. Are greater than with Malayan stock.

104. Traces of Indonesian languages in ancient E. China.

105. Peculiar system of prefixes from the Gyarung to Indonesia.

106. Indonesian prefixes in Formosan dialects.

107. In Formosan, Miao-tze, and Gyarung languages.

108. Comparative table of their ideological indices.

109. Conclusions it leads to.

110. General scheme of the Indo-Pacific stock of languages.

Appendix.
Formosan vocabularies.

I. The Manuscripts, §§ 1-19.

a) Their Existence and Pate.

1. Various writers and travellers have mentioned the sort of

interesting manuscripts, relics of a former civilization, found

in Formosa, such as those sent to the President of the Boyal

Asiatic Society by our friend and learned traveller E. Col-

borne Baber.

Dulialde, in 1730, seventy years after the expulsion of the

Dutch, speaking of the Formosan aborigines, could say “ that

there are many who yet understand the Dutch language, who

can read the books of the Dutch, and who in writing use

their letters
;
many fragments of pious Dutch books aro

found amongst them.”
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2. Mr. J. Thomson, the traveller and photographer, who

has paid special attention to the aborigines of the island,

said that some specimens of romanized Malay wei’e still

preserved by some tribes, who no longer know the writing

nor the language. These documents are chiefly deeds of

property, or private contracts.

3. Paul Ibis, a Russian traveller, who saw much of the

aborigines before 1877, says that the Sekhoan of Tchang-IIoa 1

on the N.W. of the island, have preserved some traces of the

Dutch occupation, and that some ancient books and documents

are still in existence amongst them.

4. In a notice on the native tribes of Formosa, written

in 1874 by Mr. Steere, 2 who travelled among them, some

interesting information is given regarding such manuscripts.

The author says that, among the aborigines submitted to the

Chinese and established in the hills East of Tai-wan fu and

Takao, the Pepohwans, he has found a number of ancient

manuscripts of the old Pepohwan language with roman letters,

kept preciously by their owners, though they no longer

knew how to read them. The majority of these documents

consisted (as is the case with the present ones) of deeds and

contracts written in the old tongue, which has been given

up for the Chinese language, and is nearly forgotten. Mr.

Steere was able to examine twenty-one of these manuscripts

and recognize that they were dated in the Chinese fashion,

according to the years of the ruling Emperor, and were all of

them much later than the expulsion of the Dutch. Four of

them were dated during the years Yung-tcheng (1723-1736),

sixteen during the years K’ien-Lung (1736-1796), and
one at the beginning of Kia K’ing (1796) ;

so that they

come down later by 42 years than the latest of those sent

by Mr. E. C. Baber and described by him in the following

section.

1 Globus

,

1877, t. xxxi. p. 233 ; Girard de Itialle, Formose el ses habitants (a
most valuable paper iu Revue d'Anthropolojie, 18S5, t. viii. pp. 58-77, 217-281),
p. 254.

The Aborigines of Formosa, in China Review, vol. iii. pp. 181-181.
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b) Note on “Nine Formosan Manuscripts ” (by Mr. E. C. Baber).

“ This is a story of the decay and death of a people, and

a language, and a script
;
and, incidentally, of a religion.

I.

“ I think it was in the year 1626, or a little later, that

George Candidius brought the schoolmasters into the Island.

At any rate, it was about thirty }
rears before the dreadful day

when Mr. Hambroek unlocked himself from his daughter’s

arms and returned to the camp of the Pirate, where his wife

and two young children were held as hostages. And you know
how the Pirate slew him, and other captives and hostages,

to the number of five hundred souls, including many school-

masters. Nor were the women and children spared. This

was in the year 1661 ;
and very soon after this the Pirate

made himself master of all the western part of the Island. 1

“ But although the schoolmasters were murdered or driven

away, the traces of their teaching remained for a hundred years.

The nine sheets which lie before you will showyou how the light

of their learning dwindled and flickered into utter darkness.

“ I need not tell you, for you know it right well, that I

am speaking of the things which happened when the Pirate

Koxinga was driving the Hollanders out of Formosa. The

faded writings which I send you were written by the grand-

children of the native people who sat at the feet of George

Candidius and the schoolmasters.

II.

“ I have numbered the sheets I. to IX.

“The date of No. I. is 1735.

» „ II* „ 1737.

„ „ III. „ 1737.

„ „ IV. „ 1740.

„ „ V. „ 1740.

„ „ VI. „ 1740.

„ „ VII. „ 1742.

„ „ VIII. „ 1746.

„ „ IX. „ 1754.

1 “The Middle Kingdom” (Williams), vol. ii. p. 436.
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“ Let me first tell you how I make sure of this chronology.

You will notice that three of these manuscripts are bilingual,

being written in Chinese and in what we may conveniently

call Formosan. Nos. Y. and VI. are duplicates.

“ In No. III. the Chinese version is dated, after the Chinese

manner, * Kienlung, 2nd year, 9th month
;

’ and in the

Formosan we find in the fourth line :
‘ Giamliong, 2 ni.’

“ It may, therefore, be surmised that these two terms mean

the same thing. And when we refer to No. V. for confirma-

tion or contradiction, we find, in the Chinese, ‘ Kienlung,

fith year, 11th month,’ and in the Formosan: ‘ Gianliong,

5 ni, 101 goij.’

“ This makes the matter sure. For if you suppose that the
* eleventh month ’ cannot be called the ‘ hundred and first

month,’ you are wrong, as you will find anon without any

prompting from me.

“ Turning to the six manuscripts which are written in For-

mosan alone, I copy down the Formosan dates, and place

opposite them the rendering which would correspond in

Chinese

:

No. I. Youngsing 103 ni 2 goy 1 Yungching 13th yr. 2nd m.
No. II. Gianliong 2 ni 6 goy 104 sit Kienlung 2nd „ 6th „ 14th d.

No. IV. Gianlioung 5 ni 10 goy „ 6th „ 10th „
No. VII. Gianliong 7 ni 1 goy 20 sit „ 7th ,, 1st ,, 20th „
No. YIII. Gianlioung 101 ni 3 goy 209 sit „ 11th „ 3rd ,, 29th „
No. IX. Gianliong 109 ni (?) goy „ 19th „ (?) „

“ The Emperor Yungching reigned twelve years and some

months. There seems no need to adduce further argument

to prove that the dates are established.

“ Unhappily, the words ni, goij and sit cannot be Formosan.

They are too evidently a mere transliteration of the Chinese

words which, in the dialect of Amoy, mean ‘ year,’ ‘ moon ’

and * day.’

“However, I proceed to translate the Chinese Text of

No. III.

“ ‘Agreement by Yeh-k’uan. The native Kalung being in

want of silver gives two fields as security, whereon Yeh-k’uan

lends him 29 ounces 263 of silver. It is agreed that every

ounce of silver is every month to bear interest of 4
1 Goy should probably be written Goij, as in Modem Dutch.
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Candareens. 1 The full interest must be paid up, by the

12th month. If the interest be not so paid up, the fields,

will be to the lender to till and to hold, without let or

hindrance
;
and this is to be the condition year by year.

The above is the free wish of both parties, and neither may
raise difficulties and withdraw from it. As a verbal agree-

ment might not be binding, this is put in writing to make
the understanding clear. There is also a loan of 17 piculs

and 2 bushels of rice [in husk].’

“Turning to the Formosan version, and considering the

first two lines, we find that the words * Attaing Tasolladt ’

are common to several of the documents, and probably mean

mutual agreement or something of the sort. At the end of

the second line we find mention of the weight of silver,

which Kalung borrowed, written thus, ‘ 209 nio lam, 2 ci,

6 ho, iii.’ corresponding with 29 ounces 263 in the Chinese

version.

“ Here again the words ‘ nio,’ ‘ ci,’ and * ho,’ are trans-

literations of the sounds which in the dialect of Amoy,

or thereabout, are equivalent to Taels, Mace and Candareens.

“Nevertheless I think we are close on the track of a

veritable Formosan word. For, seeing that the term

‘ silver ’ twice occurs very early in the Chinese text, wo

may expect it to occur twice in the beginning of the

Formosan version. And if this be true, the Formosan word

for silver must be ‘ vanitok,’ which occurs in the first line,

and in the second.

“ But if ‘ vanitok ’ means silver, we ought to detect the

word in some of these manuscripts, with an amount, or

enumeration, appended
;
because, in the Far East, silver is

synonymous with coin, wealth, lucre, pounds, shillings and

pence
;
money, in short.

“ We find it occurring thus :

No. IT. ki vanitok ki 20G nio ....
No. III. ki vanitok Cata sa 209 nio lam, 2 ci, 6 ho, iii . . .

No. IV. ki vanitok ki 102 niou ....
No. VII. ki vanitok tagikalangang ki 408 nio, 3 ci . . . .

1 Equivalent to 48 per cent, per annum.
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And since we know already that nio means ounces, and ci

tenths of ounces, it is pretty certain that vanitok means ‘ silver.’

“ Pursuing the same method, and remembering that nio

means ounces, we are sure to find nio accompanied by a

numeral in almost every case
;
much in the same way as

Pounds, Shillings, and Pence, in an English deed or docu-

ment, would be attended or interpolated with numerals. I

proceed to put down all the instances in which the words

nio, ci, etc., occur in the nine manuscripts.

In No. I. (they do not occur.)

In No. II. . . . Allay ki nio tokat . . .

In No. IL . . . ki 206 nio . . .

In No. m.

.

. . sa 209 nio lam 2 ci . . .

In No. in.

.

. . ki 1 k inio 4 lay ....
In No. IV. . . . ki 103 niou ....
In No. V. ) (they do not occur, nor do the corresponding

In No. VI. i expressions occur in the Chinese version.)

In No. VII. . . . ki 408 nio 2 ci . . . .

In No. VII. . . . ki 100102 1 nio ... .

In No. VIII. . . sasat kitiang: ki niou togot ki sasaat ki

niou togot ki pahpat ki si . . . .

In No. VIII. . . ki 1 ki niou ....

“ Here we find nine cases, in seven of which the word nio

is preceded by an unmistakeable Arabic numeral. May we

not surmise that in the remaining cases the same word is

likely to be preceded by a numeral written infull ?

“ I cannot make anything of alienj ki nio tokat 2 in No. II.

But there can be no doubt that, in No. Till., the passage

Sasat kitiang ki niou togot ki sasaat ki niou togot ki pahpat ki

si contains several numerals written in full. I confirm this

deduction by a comparison with a passage in No. I.
—

‘ 10

ki sopau 2 ki sopau 3
(?) 3 tau,’ which means ‘ ten piculs

and two piculs and (?) three bushels,’ that is to say * twelve

piculs (?) three bushels ’ in all. If you will reflect on this

1 This portentous sum probably means 112 ounces of silver.
2 Compare tokat in No. II. with togot in No. VIII.
3 We know from No. III. that sopau means a picul, and tau means a bushel.

But they are probably Chinese words. Still sopau may be native Formosan.
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comparison, you will derive from it the conclusion that

kitiang means ten, and that sasaat and j)ahpat are numerals.

“ But there is still further confirmation to be adduced.

These numbers were doubtless ‘ writ large ’ for the sake of

emphasis. I pray you to take notice that they are still

more specially emphasized by being impressed with seals.

There is a seal on Kitiang. There is a seal on Sasaat. There

is a seal on Pahpat. And the seal is not a personal seal,

hut consists of two Chinese characters (in the square form)

which read ‘IIu Feng,’ and mean' carefully stamped.’ A
similar seal (but not the same) occurs in No. IV. line 7,

where again it is impressed upon a numeral. 1 In all other

cases the seals are in the ordinary Chinese character, and

represent, or certify, signatures.

“ Let us collect our results.

Vanitoh is ‘ silver.’

Kitiang is ‘ten.’

Sasaat is a numeral.

Pahpat is a numeral.

Sopau is a ‘ picul,’ or ‘ a hundred pounds.’

Killip baah 2
is ‘ field.’

III.

“ The problem presented to us is to discover what Formosan

tribe now represents the folk by whom these documents were

written. We want to give them a local habitation and a

name.

1 This seal is bilingual, one half being Chinese, in square form, with the mean-

ing ‘ carefully stamped ’
;
and the other half being Mauchu, but too defaced to be

legible.
2 Compare kil bagh, No. II. line 6 ;

and pagh in the middle of Nos. V. and VI.
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“ An examination of the seals on some of the deeds will

show that they were impressed by the ‘ Aboriginal Chiefs

of Sinkiang
;

’ that is to say, native Formosans who had

been appointed by the Chinese to act as Headmen in Sin-

kiang. I have no map of Formosa at hand
;
but Sinkiang

must have been an important district, and a reference to old

Dutch maps of the Island would in all probability at once

determine its position. A little local research would very

easily discover it.

IV.

“Of the Formosan (and obviously Malay) vocabularies

given in the appendix, the first five were collected by Mr. T.

L. Bullock, of H.M.’s Consular Service, and Mr. J. B. Steere,

of the Michigan University. The following notes are

extracted from an article which Mr. Bullock contributed to

the China Review (Hongkong, Aug. 1874) :

“
‘ The tribes which speak these dialects are called by

the Chinese: 1. Tsuihwan
;

2. Sekhwan
;

3. Buhwan

;

4. Pepohwan
;

5. Pelam. The vocabulary standing sixth

on the list is taken from a small ‘ Dictionary of the Favor-

lang Dialect,’ compiled in the year 1650 by G. Harpart,

a Dutch missionary in Formosa. This work seems to have

existed only in manuscript until the year 1840, when it was

published in Batavia by W. H. Medhurst.
“

‘ It is necessary to remember that the island of Formosa

consists of two districts
;
the one a level plain about twenty

miles in breadth, extending along the west coast for nearly

the whole length of the Island
;

the other a mountainous

region, through the middle of which runs a high range

from north to south. The level country is almost entirely

occupied by Chinese, the mountains almost entirely by the

uncivilized Aborigines. The civilized Aborigines are hemmed
in between the two, dwelling in some places on the plain, in

others on the mountains.
“

‘ The Sekhwan (‘ tame savages ’) are a tribe of civilized

Aborigines living on the mountain-spurs east of Changhwa.
To the east of these live the Buhwan, on or near the central
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range. The Buhwan are a branch of the Chenghwan, a

Chinese term which means * wild savages.’

‘“The Tsuihwan (‘water savages’), a very small tribe,

inhabit the shores of a lake a day’s journey inside the

mountains N.E. from Kagee 1 and S.E. from Changhwa.
“

‘ The Chinese term ‘ Pepohwan ’ (‘ savages of the plain ’)

is applied to all the civilized Aborigines living near the

mountains in the southern part of the Island. The one

name includes a number of ancient tribes which were

formerly distinct, and spoke separate dialects. At the

present time, however, Chinese is the language used by

all
;

but most of the dialects may be learnt fi’om old people

who spoke them when young, and still remember them.

The tribe which used the dialect given in the list lives some

25 miles east of Changhwa.
“

‘ The Pelam are a tribe of wild Aborigines inhabiting

the east coast in about the latitude of Takow.
“

‘ The position which the Favorlang tribe occupied is

doubtful.’

y.

“ I should like to have added to this list a vocabulary of

the Formosan dialect which George Psalmanazar spoke so

fluently. Do you not think it very possible that he may

have fallen across a vocabulary of one of these dialects,

written by a Dutch missionary, and have learnt it by rote ?

It has always been supposed that George invented a lan-

guage, but is not the theory which I suggest more probable ?

It would be interesting to re-examine the question under this

light,

YI.

“ I now place the words which I have identified over against

the corresponding words in Mr. Bullock’s Vocabularies.

Tsuihwan. Sekhwan. Buhwnn. Pepohwan. Pelam. Farorlang.

Silver ...Vanitok Tsui Pilah Eilat Manituk Apasho
One Sasaat Taha Adadumat Kial Sasaab Slia Natta

Eight ...Pakpat Kaspat Ilasubituru Mussupat Pipa Waro
Ten Kitiang Maksin Issit Nakal Keteng Pulu Zcliict

1 For the positions of Kagee and Changhwa, see “Handy and Eoyal Atlas,
1 '

W. & A. K. Johnston, 1 85S
1 ,
Map 29.
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“ You will not hesitate to select the Pepohwan. But before

proving that your choice is justified, I write out the transla-

tion of No. Y.

“‘Agreement of the Aborigines Sijih and Takalung.

Whereas Takalung and Sijih have had a dispute about a

certain field [or fields], a warrant has been issued for the

Interpreter and Chiefs to try the case
;
and the Interpreter

and Chiefs have now deliberated and decided. Sijih and

Takalung will accordingly transfer the fields, in compliance

with the original agreement, to Tikalung to till and to hold.

As regards the charge brought by Takalung about the loss

of cattle, he also accepts the advice of the Interpreter and

Chiefs, and drops the lawsuit. Except as regards the three 1

Dollars (?), what Sijih says about borrowing money from

Ta-mi-lou on the security of family property, is not within

the knowledge of Takalung. In case Ta-mi-lou may here-

after raise difficulties, Sijih will hold himself responsible.

To this arrangement both parties hereby consent, and will

never raise objection. A joint amicable agreement, executed

in duplicate, each party holding one copy in proof.’

“ In the Formosan version of this document, Tonghso is

merely the Chinese word for ‘an interpreter.’ It is tempt-

ing to surmise that Lohang, if this be the true lection, means

‘cattle,’ and is equivalent to Loang in Mr. Bullock’s Vocabu-

lary
;
and that Masosoo means ‘ to state,’ or ‘ to declare,’ or

what not, corresponding to the Pepohwan Ifasasuu=‘ Talk.’

But these are mere ex-post-facto guesses, and should not be

accepted without more rigorous proof.

VII.

“ Two years or more ago, at a meeting of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, Lord Aberdare drew attention to the

interest which attaches to certain manuscripts known to be

in the possession of the Formosan aborigines; and it was
this remark which prompted the Rev. William Campbell,

of Taiwan, to send me these nine deeds from Formosa,

! From an inspection of the stamps or seals, I am inclined to think that the
words San yuan, translated ‘ three dollars,’ should be regarded as a proper name.
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where he had discovered them. I speedily wrote to him,

begging him to furnish me with precise particulars
;
and

especially to tell me where he found them. It was not

until after I had made the identifications above described

that he very kindly supplied me with the following notes

:

“
‘ The documents were obtained by me during the first

week of July [presumably in 1884] at one of the villages

in the low-lying hill region eastward from Taiwanfoo . . . .

I wished to make sure that full advantage would be taken

of those documents for throwing whatever light they could

upon the language and ethnographical place of the people

to whom they were once intelligible
;
because the Pepohwan

tribe from whom they were obtained have now lost all

knowledge of the language represented in those documents.

They removed inland to their present settlements about

eighty years ago, their own ancestral region being what

was known during the Dutch occupation as the Township

of Sinkkan, a name still preserved in the large Chinese

market town of Sin-kang, about 20 li (say seven miles)

N.N.E. of the city of Taiwanfoo. They are exclusively

an agricultural people
;
and in regard to language, religion,

dress and customs, differ now in almost no respect from

the neighbouring Chinese. They have decidedly much less

force of character than the Chinaman
;
and some years ago,

after an elaborate investigation, one of our Mission Doctors

came to the conclusion that they were far from being a

prolific race. It was, moreover, chiefly among this tribe

that the Dutch carried on that largely successful Christian-

izing and educational work of which not a single trace can

be found at the present day. I should certainly wish to see

some attempt made to solve this sadly interesting problem.

During the Dutch rule, over 30 Christian Pastors laboured,

and over 6000 of the natives were baptized on the profession

of faith in our Saviour
;
but nowhere, in North, South, East

or West Formosa, have I ever met with even a distinctively

Christian tradition amongst the Aborigines.’

“ The talc has grown too sad for me to seek in it any

pastime, or[any delight. It is a tale of a people which has



III. HEBREW.

Institution. Nature of Appointment. Emolument.
Modb of Ap-
pointment.

Name op Holdbr.

University, Oxford Regius Professor

Reader in Rabbinical Literature

£40, and Canonrv of

Ch. Ch. worth aoout
£1400

£200

Rev. S. R. Driver, M.A., D.D.

Ad. Neubauer, M.A.
University, Cambridge Regius Professor

Teacher Rabbinical Literature

£40andCauonryof Ely
£300

Rev. A. P. Kirkpatrick, M.A.
Dr. Schiller-Szynessy

University, London

University, Durham

University, St. Andrews
University, Glasgow
University, Aberdeen

Two Examiners

Professor

Lecturer

Professor of Oriental Languages
Professor of Oriental Languages
Professor of Oriental Languages

£50 each Rev. S. Leather aud Mr. S.

Bentley

Ven. H. W. Walkius
Rev. J. T. Fowler

University, Edinburgh
University, Dublin

Professor of Hebrew
Professor of Hebrew
Erasmus Smith Professor

Erasmus Smith Professor, also 2

Assistants

£300 D. C. Adams
T. K. Abbott
R. Atkinson, LL. D.
H. R. Poole, D.D.

University College, London
King's CoUege, London

Goldsmid Professor Proceeds of £2000 By Council Rev. E. W. Marks

Rev. S. Leathes, D.D.

There are likewise Professorships of Hebrew conjoined with other subjects at Owens College, Manchester
;
New College, London ;

Lancashire Independent College ; Spring Hill College ; Carmarthen College
,

Brecon College
;

University College, Bristol
;
and at some

other Nonconformist Training Colleges, and at Jewish CoUeges.

SCHOLARSHIPS, Etc.

University, Oxford 4 Boden Sanskrit Scholarships of £50, tenable for four years, awarded yearly.

,, ,, The Davis Chinese Scholarship of £50, tenable for 2 years.

,, Cambridge Brotherton Sanskrit Prize of £26, annually.

,, ,, At St. John’s College, 2 Studentships of £60 to be applied in the management of Natural Science

or the Study of Semitic or Indian Languages.

„ Edinburgh Vans Dunlop Semitic Scholarship, £100 for 3 years.

„ ., Certain Prizes in Semitic and Sanskrit.

,, Dublin Semitic Prizes to £40, none ever awarded.

„ ,, Arabic Prizes to £10, ,, ,,

,, „ Hindustani Prizes to £5 „ ,,

,, „ Sauskrit Prizes to £10 „ „
Sanskrit Exhibition at City of Loudon School, £ .

HEBREW SCHOLARSHIPS, Etc.

University, Oxford 2 Kennicntt Scholarships, one £120 for 1 year awarded annually, one of £120 for ditto, awarded
every second year.

,, ,, 2 Pusey and Ellerton Scholarship, £40 for 2 years,

,, ,, Deuyer and Johnson Scholarship, 2 of £50 fora year, awarded annually—Hebrew included os a

branch of theology.

,, ,, Houghton Syriac Prize of £15, awarded annually.

,, ,, Wadham College, Oxford, Hebrew Scholarship of £80 a year for 4 years.

,, ,, St. John’s College, Oxford, one of £80 for 4 years.

,, Cambridge Tyrwhitt Scholarship (2), £30, £20, for 3 years, awarded yearly.

,, „ Crosse Scholarship (3). £20 each, for 3 years, awarded yearly.

,, ,, Also a Hebrew Exhibition at Queens’ Coll. Camb., and Merchant Taylors’ School.

,, ,, Prize, proceeds of £600.

„ Edinburgh Barty Prize.

,, CoU., London HoUies Scholarship, £60 for 1 year, awarded yearly.

There are probably some other Prizes, etc., especiaUy in Hebrew, but in other Oriental languages it is not likely that there are any beyond
those enumerated.

Much of the above information was obtained with considerable difficulty, but it is believed to be fairly accurate and complete. The result

of the inquiries made is that there is even less encouragement given to students of Orientals than to teachers ; of the latter, indeed, the profes-

sorial duties must in some coses be extremely light, owing to the absence of sufficient inducements to join their classes.

Taking the three Classical Oriental Languages—Sanskrit, Arabic, and Chinese—we have :

12 appointments more or less exclusively in Sanskrit, with salaries ranging from £0—£300—£600—£1000.

7 appointments in Arabic, with salaries ranging from £0—£50—£500.
4 appointments in Chinese, with salaries ranging from £0—£70—£300.
15 appointments, Indian and Persiau, mostly in connection with the preparation of Candidates for the Indian Civil Service, and depending

mainly, in most cases exclusively, upon class fees. At Oxford aud Cambridge the three Indian Readers get each £200 and fees.
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lost its religion, its estate, its nationality, its language, and

almost the recollection of its identity. And perhaps it gave

away the last record of its traditions when it jjarted with

these nine ragged memorials of its ruin.

“ E. Colborne Baber.
“ Se-ul in Corea, 1 Jan. 1886.”

c) Remarks on the Nine Manuscripts.

5. These manuscripts are various, and many of them are

stamped with seals of the officials. It is not without interest

to examine them. The first, dated Tsung sing 1 : 3 ni 2 go] esi

10 sit, otherwise yung tcheng, 13 year 2 month 10 day, i.e.

our 5th March, 1735, bears no stamps. It consists only of

eight lines of text, with the single solitary names of four

(contracting) parties, whose names, written by the scribe,

are followed by four marks made by the parties themselves.

Then comes the date and two names (of witnesses?), preceded

respectively by the words takalang and ragikalang.

6. The second, reproduced on Plate II., is dated Gianliong

2 ni 6 go] 104 sit, otherwise Kienlung, 2 year, 6 month, 14

day, corresponding to our 12th July, 1737. It consists of 15

lines of text, followed by 27 names and the date. Of the

names, all written by the scribe, 19 are double, and all but

one followed by a mark made by the party named
; the 10th

and 19th are finger marks, showing that the party, unable

to hold a pen, had to put the tip of his finger into the ink

in order to impress his mark. Six other names are single,

four of which are accompanied by the seal of the party in

Chinese characters. The first of them is Sardag, whose seal

reads Sin kiang t'u kwan San tai tu ki,
1 otherwise * seal of

San-tai (Sarday), local official of Sinkiang.’

The second single name taraija has no seal
;
j^but the third,

which is somewhat difficult to read tarragi, j_is accompanied

H §r
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by one. We read it Sin kiang Tsin king, t'u kwan san yuen k’i

si.
1

The seal of the fourth name, Takavir, reads Sin Kiang she

t'u kwan Ta kia mi t'u ki,
2 or “ seal of Takiami, local official of

the Sinkiang hamlet ”
;
where Takiami stands for Takavir.

The fifth name is of a difficult reading
;

it may be Kokal,

and the seal bears the following legend, Sin Kiang t'u kican

She kan k‘i Si, 3
i.e. ‘seal of She Kan, a local official of Sin-

kiang.”

With the sixth of the simple names there is no seal.

Then come two long names of men of another character:

1) Thong so ti ki, whose seal, Sin Kiang t'ung-she Ten-kwan t'u

ki* otherwise “seal of Yen kwan, interpreter of Sinkiang,”

where Yen-kwan, in Amoy Gan, stands for Ti-ki, the name

of the man. 2) Orn kong tarikobal, a square seal smaller

than the preceding ones, which are oblong, bears the Chinese

An hung Ta-li-kwan
,

5 which means the An-kung Talikwan,

and is only the Chinese rendering of the name of the officer

preceded by his title of office.

7. The third MS. bears no seal, and, as it is reproduced

here (Plate III.), needs no description. The date is given in

the Chinese text only, viz. ifo ^ ,
Kien-lung

2 year 9 month, corresponding to October, 1737.

8. The fourth MS., unilingual, is dated Gian lioung 5 ni 10

goy, i.e. Kienlung 5 year 10 month, corresponding to Dec.

1740. It consists of 10 lines of text, two long and three

single names, and the date. Two seals are stamped on it.

One, half Mandchu, half Chinese, having both writings in

square characters and too much defaced for me to read it, is

marked on the text. The other seal, stamped next to the

first name, reads Yen Kw'an ki si,
6 or “stamp of Yen Kw’an.”
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The same name or word appears also on a seal of an

interpreter on the second MS. of 1737.

9. The fifth and sixth, bilingual, as remarked by Mr. E. C.

Baber, are duplicates. I remark that they were folded

together, 1 and that the halves of seals and writing which

appear on the fifth (Plate I.) find their other halves on the

sixth. The date is Oianliong 5 ni 101 goij
,
Chinese

dfc ^ ^ f], or Kien-lung 5 year 11 month, corresponding

mainly to January, 1741. It bears in the two texts the

names of nine individuals, namely, those of the two con-

tracting parties, of the interpreter, and of six chieftains

or officials. Sixteen stamped marks of only six different

seals occur on the document. One, Mandshu Chinese, appears

half on each of the two copies, but it is too much defaced

to be read. One of the seals is that of the interpreter, and

the four others, stamped like the preceding ones next to

their names, are those of officials or chieftains. The con-

tracting parties had no seals, and so made their marks, about

which we shall have more to say hereafter. All of these

seals read as follows : 1) Sin Kiang fang she Yen Kurin tu ki,

or “ seal of Yen Kwan, interpreter of Sin Kiang.” We have

already seen the same seal on the second MS. dated three

years before (see above, § 6). The only remark to be made

is that it seems to correspond to an office, more than to a

man himself. It is the third instance of appearance of the

words Yen Kw an, and though within a space of a few years,

the r.ame of the individual as written in the native text

varies in each case. Nor do they correspond to anything

which might be rendered by these Chinese sounds, either

as pronounced in the Amoy dialect, or to anything within the

limitation of phonesis and the clumsy processes of the

Chinese for transcribing foreign names. The scribe whoO O
wrote the fifth and sixth MSS. is not the author of the

second MS., and his spelling, which is not regular throughout,

is at variance with that of his predecessor. He writes for

1 This was the usual device intended to prove the validity of the copy held in
hand by each of the two parties. The translation of the Chinese text in Mr. E. C.
Baber’s note says:—“A joint amicable agreement executed in duplicate, each
party holding one copy in proof.”
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“interpreter” toling so (instead of thong so), and on the

duplicate (six), in the corresponding passage, he has written

tough so !

2) Sin Kiang tu kican She Kan hi, which has appeared also

on the second MS., hut in this case it belongs to the same

man rohal. The r is doubtful, as on the first occasion.

3) Sin Kiang tsin king t’u kican san yuen ki si, which

also was stamped on No. II., but there is in the present

case no name like that of tarragi, next to which it was

affixed in the first MS.

4) Sin Kiang t'u kican sail tai tu ki, also stamped on MS.

II. for an individual named Sarday, whose name appears also

in this case without variance of spelling.

5) Sin Kiang shai t'u kican ta ki li tu ki, 1 or “ Seal of

Ta-k’i-li, native official of Sin Kiang hamlet.” His name is

written Dakilis.

6) A small seal, half Chinese half Mandshu, defaced and

unreadable.

10. The seventh MS., though written on the same sized

paper, is shorter than the others. It is unilingual, and consists

of only six lines of text, six names of individuals, accompanied

bjr their own marks, one of them being a finger print, and

the date: Gianliong 7 ni 1 goy 20 sit, otherwise 27th March,

1742, of our calendar.

11. The eighth MS., also unilingual, is much longer

as text than the preceding. It consists of sixteen lines of

writing, including twelve proper names, arranged by fours,

each with their own marks, and the date Gianlioung 101 ni

7 goij 209 sit, or “Kien-lung 11 year 7 month 29 day,” other-

wise 15th Sept., 1745. It bears seven stamps of two seals.

1) Square, and in square character, and read by E. C.

Baber Hu-feng, is repeated five times in the text.

1
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2) Sin Kiang shai fit ktran Ti-ka-lioung tu ki, ] or “ Seal of

Tikalung, local official of Sinkiang hamlet.” Tikalung is

the representative of the native name Digiknlang.

12. The ninth MS. is also unilingual, and has no other

seal-marks than two half stamps, so badly impressed that

they cannot be read. There are altogether 12 lines of

writing, including the date, Gianliong 509 ni ? sit 4 ? go;/
;

the figures are doubtful, except those of the year, which

corresponds to our 1754.

c) Two similar manuscripts in the British Museum.

13. When I spoke of the above -described MSS. to my
friend Professor R. Iv. Douglas, of the British Museum,

he remembered having heard that some MSS. from Formosa

presented to the National Collection of Bloomsbury had been

laid aside because their genuineness had not been ascertained.

He inquired about the matter, and we found together, in the

limbo where they were buried, two MSS. exactly similar in

kind to the nine MSS. sent by Consul Colborne Baber.

These two MSS. are stamped as presented to the British

Museum on the 25th May, 1876. They are unilingual, but

are stamped severally with the red seals of the Chinese

and native officials, and both belong to the Kien-lung

period, like those described by E. C. Baber, but their seals are

very interesting.

14. The first is dated Gianliong 20 ni 5 goey 209 jit, or

Kien-lung, 20th year, 5th month, 29th day, corresponding to

the 29th June, 1755, of our era. It contains a long text in

the native language occupying 28 lines.

It is stamped with six seals in Chinese, as follows :

—

1) Ting (placed as head-title of the seal). Then in per-

pendicular columns as usual: Sin Kiang she fling she Tung yu

1 % m
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ki,
1

i.e. “Reception Hall. Seal of T’ung )’u, interpreter of Sin

Kiang hamlet.”

2) Ting. Sin Kiang she An-kung An-Liu t'u ki,
2
i.e. “Re-

ception Hall. Seal of An-liu Ankung of Sinkiang hamlet.”

3) Ting. Sin kiang she an-kung mi-t’ou ki
,

3
i.e. “ Reception

Hall. Seal of Mi-t’ou Ankung of Sinkiang hamlet.”

4) Ting. Sin kiang she t’u-muk icu kia ki* i.e. “ Recep-

tion Hall. Seal of Wu kia, t’u-muk of Sinkiang hamlet.”

T’u-muk is a title, as we shall see hereafter.

5) Ting. An-kung siao-ta-H-hu (?) t'u ki,5 i.e. “Reception

Hall. Seal of Siao-ta-li-hu (the) Ankung.”

6) Ting. Sin kiang she t’u-muk Hia Nan ma t’u ki,
6

i.e.

“ Reception Hall. Seal of Hia-nam-ma, t’u-muk of Sinkiang

hamlet.”

15. The second MS. in the British Museum is dated Guian-

liong 303 ni 3 goy, otherwise in the third month of the

thirty-third year Kien-lung, corresponding to our April-

May, 1768. It bears seven stamps of seals, only five of

which are different, as follows :

1) Hien tolling fang. Sin kiang she t’u-muk. Ting. Siao kia

mei t’u ki, 1
i.e. “Disti’ict Magistrate Hall. Reception Hall of

the t’u-muk of Sinkiang hamlet. Seal of Siao-kia-raei.” Twice

stamped.
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2) Ting. Sin kiang she An-kung Tcheng Li ho t'u ki,* i.e.

“ Reception Hall. Seal of Tcheng Li-lio, the t’u-muk of Sin-

kiang hamlet.”

3) Ting. Sin kiang she An-kung Lin sail yuen t'u ki,2 i.e.

“ Reception Hall. Seal of Lin-san-yuen, the An-kung of Sin-

kiang hamlet.” Stamped three times.

4) Hien telling t'ang. Sin kiang she t’u-muk To mao ? til

ki,
3

i.e. “ District Magistrate Hall. Seal of To-mao ? a t’u-

muk of Sinkiang hamlet.”

5) Is partly defaced or badly stamped. Only a part of it

can be read. Tolling t'ang ? Sin kiang she t’ang she ? ? ?

tu ki,* i.e., “ Magistrate Hall P Seal ? ? ? interpreter of Sin-

kiang hamlet.”

d) Information Derived from the Seals.

16. Some interesting information about the Chinese settle-

ments and management in the island, and their influence

on the aboriginal tribes, may be derived from an examination

of the 20 seals above deciphered, if taken in connection with

their respective dates.

17. As to the geography, Sin- kiang, or better Sin-Kang, 5

‘New port,’ is the place where all the MSS. were stamped,

and probably also drafted.6 Only one other name, Tsin king, or

better Chin-keng, appears in one case, 7 and, as it is coupled

with Sin-kang which precedes it, we may infer that it was a

dependency or subdivision of the same territory. Its local

officer is called san-yuen, a name which appears again as that

3
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17

5 As in Amoy.
6 like the preceding.
7 On seal No. 2, year 1737, in the second MS.

MSS. of 1741.
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of a more important official in 1768, 1 a relation of the first or

perhaps his son, if not himself, as he appears 31 years after-

wards. Sin-kang, the Rev. William Campbell says, 2 was

known during the Dutch occupation as the township of

Sinkkan
,

3 a name still preserved in the large Chinese market

town of Sin-Kang, about seven miles N.N.E. of the city of

Tai-wan fu. Sin-kang is called a
jjj£ she

,

4 or better sia,5 wffiich,

says Wells Williams, means in Formosa ‘a clan or tribe,

living in a place or collection of hamlets.’ 6

18. In the earlier MSS. of the collection, namely, in all

those sent by Mr. Colborne Baber, the Sinicisation had

not advanced to the stage attained when the later MSS. of the

British Museum were written. At first, i.e. from 1737-1746,

the titles of the officials were as follows :

1) T’u kwan A tab literally ‘Local magistrates,’ four of

which existed in the Sin-kang territory, as shown by their

stamps on the MS. ii. and v.-vi. 7 On the latter, one only is

different from the former
;

the T’u kwan Takami of 1737

was probably deceased when the v.-vi. was framed, i.e. in

1741, and the seal of a T’u kwan Takili appears in his stead.

In 1746 (MS. viii. 8
)
only one T’u kwan named Tikalung in

Chinese, Dagikalang in the native language, an instance

which shows that the presence of the four T’u kwan was not

required for the binding of a contract. 9 As it is written in

the same language as the preceding, and as the stamp bears

like the others the name of Sin-kiang, there is no probability

that it was written somewhere else.

2) An-kung, in Chinese 10 or ‘Pacifying Prince,’ was

a more important official than the T’u kwan. It occurs oidv

1 On seal No. 18.
2 Vid. above, E. C. Baber’s note on Nine Formosan Manuscripts.
3 Dr. O. Dapper, Gcdenkicardig bedrijf der Ncderlandschc Oost Indischt Maats-

chappij in China, Amst., 1070, mentions: Sinkkam, Tanakam, Beklawan,

Soelang, Mattou, Tiverang, Fovorlaug, Takkeis, Tornap, Tcrcnip, and Assoek.

4 On seals No. 3, 8, 9.

6 As in Amoy. In current Chinese it means a hamlet, a parish
;
originally it

was the altars of the gods of the land.
0 Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language, p. 748.
7 On seals No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9.

8 Vid. seal No. 9.

9 As might be inferred from the MSS. ii., v.-vi.

79 On seal 6; MS. ii. (1737).
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once, and that on the MS. ii., which required the stamp of

all the officials of the country. The‘An-kung ’ in that case

was not a Chinaman, but simply a native, as shown by his

name. It is curious that in the data of Portuguese origin (as

we shall see hereafter), made use of by Psalmanazar, we find tho

same title An-kung under the form ‘ Angon,’ meaning king. 1

Besides the two preceding sorts of officials, there was

—

3) The T’ung she
,
or ‘interpreter,’ whose seal occurs

on MS. ii. and v.-vi. of 1737 and 1741. 2

19. The MSS. of 1755 and 17G8 show by their seals a

decided advance in the settlements. The Chinese influence is

strongly felt, though neither of the two MSS. exhibit a Chinese

translation, as was the case with the MSS. iii. and v.-vi. of

the years 1737 and 1741. The seals have been improved.

In the MS. of 1755 every one of them bears as a sort of

head title the character t’ing, which means a * hall, a court,

a place where cases are heard,’ and by extension ‘ the officer

in his court.’ 3

The T’ung-shc, or ‘ Interpreter,’ is still one of those whose

seals appears on the MS., and also the An-kung; but the latter

are more numerous, and two different officials bearing that

title have put their stamps on the MS. of 1755. On the

other hand, the t’u-kican have disappeared, and in their stead

the title T’u-muk @,
4 which may be translated ‘Local

overseers,’ occurs on three stamps of the same MS.

On the MS. of 1768, the change is still greater, and it is easy

to see that the thirteen years which elapsed between its date

and that of the preceding, were not lost to Chinese influence.

The seals of two T’u-muk occur on the deed, and bear 5 as

head title Hien telling fang, or ‘District magistrate hall,’

implying the creation by the Chinese Government of a hien

1 Yid. below
§ 70.

' On seal Xo. 5 (MS. ii.), stamped also on MSS. v.-vi., cf. the remarks above

§ 6 and below § 70.
3 Wells Williams, o.e., p. 906.
4 In Corean tumak is a head man, a sort of mayor in the villages. Cf.

DictionnairtCoreen- Frangais, p. 4S7o (Yokohama, 1S80, 4to.), where it is rendered
by other Chinese characters, a fact which shows that the title of office is not a
Chinese one. The same may he the case in Formosa, and the Chinese characters
may only be a happy hit at a phonetic and ideographic rendering.

6 On seals Xo. 16" and 19.
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or district there. Sin Kang, however, is still called she or

hamlets. Two ‘ An-kungs/ with their seals, headed only

by King, as on the MS. of 1755, 1 are also stamped there,

and this shows that they were native officials under the

jurisdiction of the T’u-muk Chinese officials of higher grade.

The interpreter has also put his seal on the deed, and it

seems that his post has increased in importance
;
the stamp

shows that a special residence was officially provided for

him, but the third sign of the head-title is obliterated, and

cannot be properly deciphered
;
the first two characters are

Tching Vang
,

2 which alone imply the meaning we have

expressed.

II. The Weitten Chaeactees, §§ 20-27.

20. All these manuscripts are written in Roman characters 3

presenting casually a strange perversion of their original

shapes. It was the writing, more or less altered in the

mean time, which had been taught to the natives during the

Dutch occupation of the Island. The more recent of these,

MSS. 1796, shows that this writing was still in use at the

time, without having lost too much of its characteristics.

However, it gradually faded away, and some imperfect

copies, such as would be attempted when copying an un-

known writing, are occasionally met with in the island.

21. Lorenzo Hervas in his celebrated Catalogo i
(1784)

states that the inhabitants of Formosa possess an alphabet of

their own, written, like the Chinese characters, in vertical

columns placed from right to left. 5 This inexact statement

has probably arisen from a combination of two former state-

ments
;

one about the real existence of an indigenous

alphabet in the island, as we shall see hereafter
;
the other

1 On seals No. 17 and 18.
2 On seal No. 20.
3 Dr. II. Kern has favoured me, since the above was written, with the follow-

ing remarks :
“ The writing as well as the spelling recalls the Dutch way of

writing in the seventeenth century, as might be expected. We find amongst

other proofs the same propensity to use k aud c promiscuously in some cases, e.g.

malictic and matiktik
;
the y with dots, etc. It is not a little interesting to find

that the Formosan had in 1737 not yet forgotten the lessons of their Dutch

teachers.” (Leiden, 0 Nov. 1886.)
4 Catalogo della lingue cntiosciule c nolizia della lora nJUnita c divtrsila.

6 Adrien Ealbi, Atlas Ethnographiquc da Globe
,
n. 397.
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concerning the use by the natives of the Chinese characters,

as shown by several of the MSS. described above.

Psalmanazar, the author of the well-known fictitious

description of Formosa 1 in 1704, has given in that work an

alphabet of sixteen letters, composed of twenty-one characters.

It has been generally and wrongly supposed that these were

nothing more than another freak of his imagination, like the

palaces, altars, costumes, and moneys, 2 which figure in his

book. But he must be acquitted of this accusation, as we

shall see directly.

22. Amongst the splendid collection of printing types of the

Imperial and Royal Printing Office at Vienna, is a Formosan

alphabet, 3 composed of sixteen letters with five variants,

making twenty-one altogether, whose genuineness has been

doubted because it is exactly similar to that given by

Psalmanazar. An enquiry at Vienna 4 elicited the fact that

the twenty-one types have been cut especially for the Alois

Auers’sche Vaterunser Sammlung, which this celebrated

establishment printed in 1847, and taken by the compilers

from the collection of Pater roster made by Benjamin

Schulze in 1748.5 Reference made to the splendid work of

Auer, I find there, besides the alphabet, two versions of the

Pater noster in Roman characters, No. 205, beginning with

Diam-eta lea tu vullum, “ Father-our who in heaven,” bor-

rowed from the Katechism published at Delft in 1645 by Rob.

Junius,6 and No. 206, beginning with Rarna-jan lea itou

Toun/iouu, borrowed from the sideic Formulier of Dan. Gravius

in 1662.7 In the well-known work of Benjamin Schulze,

published in 1748, there is a special plate giving the Formo-

san Pater noster in this very same alphabet written from

right to left in horizontal columns. Reading it, I find the

beginning to be Diam-eta, etc., which proves to be that of

1 Historical and Geographical Description of Formosa, London, 1704, 8vo.
2 Some of them are Japanese, badly figured.
3 Alfabete des Gesammten Erdkreises a us der K. E. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei

in Wien, 2te Auflage, Wien, 1876, 4to.
4 Through the kind office of Capt. Theo. Grimal de Guiraudon.
6 Orientalische und Occidentalische Sprachmeister, Leipzig, 1748, p. 114.
6 Vid. below, § 77.
1 Vid. below, § 78.
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Rob. Junius’ version. 1 This might suggest that the text in

this character was given by Junius, and therefore would

establish the authority of the alphabet on a better footing,

inasmuch as Psalmanazar, who was not acquainted with the

work of Junius, made b3r himself a spurious version of the

prayer, which he would have written in the so-called

Formosan character, should this alphabet have been invented

by him. But there are difficulties in the way. The text

(from Junius) in Roman, and that in the foreign character,

disagree in a few points, while they agree all through in

dividing wrongly the original text. It happens several times

that a new sentence or line begins with words, belonging to

the previous one, which ought to have been left with the line

above. Benjamin Schulze’s authority for the text in Roman
character is John Chamberlayne ( Orat . Dominic, clii ling.),

who in his turn refers to some letters of JobLudolph, which

I have not seen. Unhappily I have not the means of veri-

fying the fact in the book of Junius itself, as it does not

exist in any of the libraries to which I have access.2

23. The order of the alphabet, as we have it, is peculiar; it

is neither Semitic nor Indian, and the squareness of the shapes,

like those of a monumental writing, is remarkable. It runs

thus in the Vienna collection with the exception of the letters

s, x, s and f, and therefore was simply espied from the same

source as Psalmanazar, if not from Psalmanazar himself

:

I a V b : d

j: in h, cli z

u n 7? X P E e

tr T t Y k, c f
r l * 0 r

s i, y 1 0> j
A a, u, v, w X •: pause

1 In Auers’sche Vaterunser Sammlung, the last words are mikagna. Amen',
while in the text in character the words are mikakna. Amen.

2 The title of this scarce little book is given in Adeluug’s Mithridates, i. 578,
thus: “ Soulat i A.II.C. u.s.f. Katcchismus in Fonnosanischer-Sprache d. Rob.
Junius, Delft, 1645, in. 12, s. 24.”
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In Schulze’s Orienta/ische and Occidentalische Sprachmeister,

the full alphabet of twenty letters is given, each having three

forms which differ only in the case of eight letters.

The similarities presented by these characters with other

alphabets are ill-defined. First we must observe that the

multiplicity of forms in the case of several sounds, such as t,

h or ch, and p, recalls the similar phenomenon in some of

the Indonesian alphabets, contractions of former ones more

rich than was required by the phonetic wants of the languages

to the rendering of which they have been applied. The

Formosan alphabet so called presents only faint and perhaps

occasional affinities with the Ylocana of the Philippines, and

also with the Arabic character, while greater and more

numerous similarities are met with in the square Pali charac-

ters of Burma. But these latter similarities are not such as

could be expected in an alphabet of regular derivation or

descent, and do not exist for more than half of the

letters.

24. Therefore there are ipsofacto reasons for believing that

the adaptation of the Formosan alphabet is not a fact of

simple transmission and intercourse. Add to this, the Semitic

direction of the writing in horizontal lines from right to left,

contrary to the practice of the Iudian alphabets. The mere

statement of the fact suggests an hypothesis which is

perhaps a right hit at the solution of the problem, inasmuch

as it would imply somewhat a repetition of a curious

event which has happened elsewhere. The Gabali Tana, the

modern alphabet of the Maldives, which is said to have been

introduced when these islands were reconquered by the

Mohammedans from the Portuguese, 1 is composed of the

nine Arabic ciphers followed apparently by the old Telugu-

Canarese numerals.2 If such an adaptation has been made
in the Maldives by the Mohammedan traders, why should

not another sort of adaptation have been made by the same

people in Indonesia, and imported to Formosa? In the

1 Cf. A. Gray, The Maidive Islands, icith a Vocabulary taken from Frangois
Fyrard de Laval, 1602-1607, in J. R. A. S. Yol. X. pp. 173-209.

- Cf. Dr. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, vol. ii. pp. 357-358.
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latter case the adaptation should have included a good

number of Indian letters, and the process of making the

alphabet would explain the similarities as well as the

divergences.

25. I am not aware that the matter has been investigated

by any of the scholars who have made researches about

Formosan matters in particular, nor by those who have made

alphabets and writings their special line of study. It seems

to me, however, that the question, which requires some more

elucidation, is worth the attention of future travellers and

inquirers. The existence of the writing appears to be a fact.

In his Official Report for 1871, Mr. Chas. "W. Le Gendre,

United States Consul at Amoy and Formosa, states that he

had in his hands documents from the Baksa tribes, twenty-

eight miles east of Ta-kao, written in foreign characters.

The statement looks as if the said documents were completely

written in a native writing. If they had been written in

Chinese or in Roman characters, Mr. Le Gendre would not

have used the expression “ foreign characters.”

26. On the other hand, Mr. G. Taylor, in his interesting

notes on the Aborigines of Formosa, chiefly of the South,

published last year, has disclosed a curious reference to writ-

ing in the traditions of the Amias, on the East coast down

to South Cape. This people say that their ancestors were

the crew of a large ship wrecked on the coast, an event which

must have happened a long time ago, as they appear to have

been a local tribe in Formosa for several hundred years.

They have a vague idea of lands and peoples, where inter-

course is carried on by means other than vocal language.

“ This,” says Mr. G. Taylor, “ is the only trace in South

Formosa of any original idea of writing. Some state that

the principal chief had manuscripts or books in his possession ;

hut he has denied this to several Chinese. Still the denial

might have been caused by a fear that the inquirers might

wish to deprive him of them.” 1

27. On several of the MSS. sent by Mr. Colborne Baber, and

1 Cf. G. Taylor The Aborigines of Formosa, in China Review, vol. xiv. p. 198.

Also my article A Native Writing in Formosa (the Academy, 9th April, 1887).
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on one of those in the British Museum, 1 some native witnesses

and parties in the contracts have appended some isolated signs

next to their names written by the scribes in the Roman and

Chinese characters. I had at first some hope that these

various signs might prove related to this writing, 2 and be

monograms like those made use of by the Ainos
;
but a close

examination has convinced me that they are nothing of the

kind. They have no regular connection, as characters of

a writing would have, with the written names
;

they are

simply fancy marks made by illiterate people, and are not

related to the alphabet we have had under consideration.

We leave the matter unsolved, with the hope that further

research in the island will help to the solution.

III. Ethnology, §§ 28-59.

a) From Chinese Sources.

28. Besides the entries in the annals concerning the great

Liu-Kiu, there are in Chinese literature a few special works

on Formosa. The most important is the Tai-wan fu tc/ii

56 Jl-f
a topography of that portion of the island

belonging to the Chinese empire. The first edition by Kao
Kung-kien was finished in 1G94, not many years after the

territory had been subdued; a second appeared in 1741 by

Lin Liang-pih, in. twenty books. The most recent edition is

by Luh-shih-tsih, a Mandchu, and Fan Hien, in twenty-five

books, which were completed in 1747. Besides the usual

statistical details generally given in the Chinese topogra-

phies, it contains an account of the various races who have

inhabited the island from ancient time up to the present

day.

Luh-shih-tsih published also a short account of the customs

of the aborigines on the island, with the title Fan she ts’ai

fung t’u IFao f ill lioli # f± 3c Ji. ffl ^ ifr-
3

1 Nos. v. vi. vii. §§ 9, 10, above.
2 Cf. My Beginnings of Writing, i. 37.
3 Shtcoh lin collection, Bk. 28. These three works are noticed in A. Wylie’s

Fotes on Chinese Literature, pp. 52, 38, 48.
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A brief description of the institutions, customs, and

geography of the island, Tai-ican Ki lioh jg |[J, ||L, was

written by Lin K’ien-kwang after the subjugation of the

famous Koxinga, in 1684.

Tai-wan tsah Ki jgf jff ft
4

,

1 Miscellanies about Formosa,

is a very short and unimportant memoir written by Ki

K’i-kwang.

29. Shall we mention also an illustrated album of some

twenty-four water-colour pictures, about the habits and

customs of the aborigines submitted to the Chinese rule?

It is called Tai-wan Fan tze t'u
jfg j!f ^ -J* ® ‘ Illus-

trations of the foreigners of T’ai-wan/ and is interesting

to look at as it displays a couleur locale which is not without

merit. The copy I have on my table, the only one I have

ever seen, belongs to my friend Mr. William Lockhart,

formerly of Peking.

SO. The Kin ting Tai-wan Ki lioh ^ jg.,

which must also be mentioned here, is an account in seventy

books of the subjugation of the island, drawn up in com-

pliance with an imperial rescript issued in 1778.2 And we

must not forget in our enumeration the monographs con-

cerning Formosa, which are part of one or the other of the

great geographical collections and cyclopaedias, such as that

which was translated by Klaproth in 1822, Tai tsing y tung

tchi, and which goes by the usual and modern name of

Tai-wan.

31. In the great geography of the Ming dynasty,

3

and

in the Annals of the time 4 after 1430, Formosa appears

under the name of Ki lung shan '%{I bI ill
‘ Mountain of

Kilung/ still the name of a post on the Northern coast.

Tai-wan is mentioned in the Ming Annals after 1620, as

a place of Ki-lung shan where the red-haired barbarians

settled. 5

1 Same collection and book as the preceding. The two cover only fifteen fols.

2 A. Wylie, Notes, p. 23.
3 Ta ming y t'ung tchi.

* Ming shi, chap. 332.
4 E. Rretsclmeidcr, Chinese intercourse with the countries of Central and Weshri*

jlnia in the fifteenth century.
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Should wo trust tho Tchung shan she kien,' the name of

Killing or a similar one was known as early as the Sui dynasty,

and was given to the country by the Chinese envoy who
fancied its appearance on the sea was that of “dragon uni-

corn,” Kin lung ||, whence the appellative of Liu Kin
“ flowing dragon.” The story looks much like a

spurious explanation adapting tho real circumstances to its

purpose, a feat in the accomplishment of which the Chinese

mind is most clever, and has sometimes displayed a wonderful

power of ingenuity and opportunism. We may see in this

appellative Kin-lung
,
compared to the Killing named above,

as many attempts at rendering in Chinese significant charac-

ters of appropriate phonetic values an indigenous name, or

at least a name imported or not existing there previous to

the Chinese expedition.

32. We find that the first Dutch Governor of Taiwan, Pieter

Nuyts, writing in 1629, in his report records that “ the island

of Formosa, where the settlement or Fort of the Company is

situated, is called Pockan by the Chinese.” 2 A modern

authority says that Pak-an is the indigenous name of the

island. We have no Chinese authority to adduce in favour

of the statement of the Dutch Governor, nor have we met

any other allusion to the indigenous name just quoted.3

Now the Paiican on the South - west coast were the first

indigenous people with whom the Dutch came into contact.4

Perhaps Pockan and Pak-an are simply variants of their

name, which was at first looked upon, as is often the case,

as the name of the island.

33. The Formosans were included by the Chinese ethnogra-

phers among the Tung Fan
,
at Amoy Tong hican §, or

1 + OJ 14 £; L. de Rosny, les peuples Orientaux connus des Anciens

Chinois
, p. 82. His little French hook, otherwise interesting, must not be used

without great caution, as the author has trusted too much the uncritical com-
pilers, Chinese and Japanese, of late date, instead of resorting to the original
works and statements.

3 This report is reproduced in A. R. Colquhoun’s and J. H. Stewart Lockhart’s
Sketch of Formosa, p. 164.

3 L'Abbe Favre, Note sur la langue des Aborigines de Vile Formose, p. 496.
See below

§ 96.
4 G. Taylor, The Aborigines of Formosa, l.c. p, 194.
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‘ Eastern Foreigners,’ and several of the names of tribes as

we know them are nothing more than Chinese descriptive

appellatives of their social status, disguised to the eyes of the

Mandarin Sinologists in the dress of the dialectal phonesis

used at Formosa.

Tchi-hwan or Seng-hwan 1
iff ,

literally the ‘ raw, i.e.

untamed foreigners,’ is the name applied to the independent

tribes who do not recognize the Chinese supremacy and
endeavour to escape from it.

Shek-hwan 2 § > literally the ‘ cooked, i.e. tamed

foreigners,’ applies to those who recognize the Chinese

authority.

Pepohwan 3 literally, ‘ foreigners of the plain,’

speaks for itself. They are included among the preceding.

Yu -hwan 4 or ‘savage foreigners,’ applies to

such tribes who object to any intercourse, and remain in the

mountains.

None of these names has any ethnical value.

34. We cannot expect from Chinese sources early direct in-

formation about Formosa. The island stands opposite to the

coasts of Fuhkien, a region on which, until the Tsin djmasty,

i.e. the fifth century, the Chinese had scarcely any hold. 5

It is from the north through, their early relations with Japan

that they heard for the first time, and rather loosely, of the

great island as one of those belonging to the elongated line

of island groups extending southwards from Corea and

Japan to the Philippines. These early statements, which

date from the third century, are interesting by their age and

by the peculiar importance given therein to races of short

men, i.e. of Negrito race, and cognate to the substratum of

the population of Japan, to which the present race is indebted

for their small size and several features of their language

;

they were also the very negritos which formed one of the

1 Sheng-fan in Mandarin Chinese.
2 Shuk-fan in M.C.
3 Ping-pu-fan in M. C.
1 Ya-fan in M.C.
5 They had tried to conquer it about 109 b.c., but they were compelled to

retire, and leave the aborigines in possession. Cf. Tsien Han shu, bk. 95,

reproduced from the earlier She ki, bk. 114, f. o, art. Min-yueh.
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earliest human strata on the mainland, in parts of Eastern

and Southern China, 1 in Indo-China proper, and in Eastern

India. Recent anthropological researches have shown that

this small and short race, pure or mixed, spread on sea from

the south-east of New Guinea to the Andaman Islands, from

Sumatra, Java, Timor, etc., to Japan. And on the mainland

it spread from Eastern China, Annam and Malacca peninsula

to the West of India beyond the Indus, and from Cape

Comorin to the Himalayas.

35. A later information which we have on the subject in

Chinese sources dating from a.d. 606, is found in the Dynastic

history of the Sui (581-618 a.d.), under the heading of Liu-

K’in
,

2 which was the general designation of all the islands east

of the Chinese coasts and south of Japan. Formosa, the largest

of all, was visited by an expedition in the above-named year.

The report of the expedition was the basis of the notice 3 on

the island, and from there we learn that the tribes of the south

were ditferent in customs, if not otherwise from those located

further to the north. By the latter we must understand the

tribes occupying the region of and around the modern Tai-

wan in the south-western part of the island, opposite to the

Peng-hu or Pescadores Islands. These tribes had sunken

eyes and long noses, 4 something like the Hu 5 people, sa}Ts the

author. The general sent by the Chinese Emperor was

called Tchen Ling. “ He had taken with him some men
from the southern states, and among them, what is important

for us as we shall see directly, he had taken Kuen-lun men

to explain and disseminate what he had to say. Some of them

went forward and explained his orders. But the Liu-Kiu

people did not listen to them, and rebelled against the

1 This important fact, of which I publish the proof in another paper, The
Negritos in China, was not known to Prof. De Quatrefages when he wrote his

valuable papers on the great extension of this small race.
- The identification of the Chinese Liu K'iu with Formosa was first made by

Prof. d’Hervey de St. Denys in Journal Asiatique, Aout-Septembre, 1874, Mai-
Juin, 1875 : Sur Formose et les ties appelees en Chinois Lieou-Kieou.

3 Sui shu in Tai ping yii lan Cylopedia of 983 a.d., k. 784, ff. 6-7.

*5 ®J A.
5 The name in Chinese literature of the races non-Mongoloid in type of

Central Asia.
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mandarin army. Then Tchen Ling advanced speedily to

their capital city, fought and defeated them, destroyed their

palaces and houses, made several thousand men and women
prisoners, and then returned.” 1

36. During the previous year, an unsuccessful expedition

had resulted in the bringing over to the mainland one

native man prisoner, from whom they got apparently some

information which led them to select the sort of men
whom they wished to join the expedition. This small

though not unimportant event for the future was carefully

reported in the official records of the ruling dynasty, the Sui.

When brought to court, this man wore his native cuirass,

which was seen by a Japanese envoy then present, and declared

by him to be like those employed by the people of Y-ye-Kiu

Bij 'fIS X- 2 Speaking of the manners and customs of the

inhabitants of the island, the same record in the annals of

the Sui dynasty says that they are much like those of the

people of Ling-nan, 3
i.e. south of the modern province of

Kiang-su. Now this region is the very same one where

Negritos were still settled in the third century a.d., and

where the monk Odoric de Pordenone 4 met them eleven

hundred years afterwards. Tchang sho, a Chinese compiler

of the eighth century, has preserved in his work a statement

that the Formosan people were like dwarfs, and small like

the Kiin-lun men. 5 Therefore all these testimonies agree

pretty well together.

37. The fact that the Chinese commander took with his

army some Kiin-lun men is here highly suggestive of their

language being recognized as cognate with those of the great

Liu-Kiu or Formosa. It gives us, quite in an unlooked-for

way, most valuable information about some point of ethnology

of the island, which, as we shall see hereafter, is confirmed

by linguistic affinities still recognizable in the present day.

1 Sui Shu, or ‘ Annals of the Sui Dynasty ’ (581-618 a.d.).
2 Sui Shu; Tai ping yii Inn, bk. 734, fol. 7 v.

3 Ibid, bk. 784, f. 9 v.

4 My friend Prof. Henri Cordier, the author of the valuable Bibliotheca Sinica,

has edited the record of his journey.
5 Tch'ao ye ts'icn tsai, in Yuen ICien lei ban, bk. 231, f. 44.
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But it involves at the same time an important and interesting

solution of a difficult problem, viz. what the word Kun-lun

applied in this case means.

38. Of course it cannot be the large range of mountains 1

which in the north of Tibet stretches westwards and east-

wards to the Tsung-ling range and the borders of China. 2

Iu the Flowery Land a range of mountains, otherwise called

Peh-ling or Northern Range, north of Szetchuen from west

to east, is considered, perhaps not without reason, to be an

eastern extension of the great chain
;

and the name of

Kiu-lung 2 which it receives is perhaps nothing more than a

lessened form, and a local pronunciation without the nasal

twang of the same appellative.3

The name is widely spread. The Kokarit hills, Dana

mountains, and Poungloung range, east of Tenasserim and

Pegu, were called Small and Great Kun-lun in Chinese

records of the Thing dynasty concerning the Piao kingdom.

It exists also in the Malayan peninsula, and we hear of it

in former times iu Northern Tungking. In the province of

Tai-nguyen, belonging to the latter region of Cao-bang, was

a town called Conlon thanli
,

4 in Chinese Kun-lun tching, or

Kiin-lun city, built in 257 b.c.5

In Indonesia the name had also made its way. The

Chinese Annals of 628 and 636 a.d. speak of the states of

Shu-nai and Kamtang as having sent tribute to the Emperor

;

they were islands in the south-east, apparently corresponding

1 Abel Remusat made the mistake, which was corrected by Klaproth in a
learned paper quoted below, § 39, n. 4. Dr. Porter Smith, Vocabulary of
Chinese Proper Karnes, has repeated Remusat’s error.

2 The Kun-lun Kwoh, or Kun-lun country, spoken of in the Kan T tchi, or
‘ Description of the Southern Barbarians ’ (ninth century), quoted in the Tat
Ping yit lan, k. 789, f. 5, a Cyclopaedia of 983 a.d., is nothing more than this

mountainous region, and must not be mistaken for any other. It was situate

northwards at eighty days’ journey from the Si-erh-ho, an affluent of the Lan
tsang Kiang near Talifu (W. Yunnan).

3 This is however doubtful. As a word for ‘ mountain ’ it has a wide extension
^Ve find it in the Pgo Karen Kulaung, Sgo Karen Koelong, Munipuri Kalong, Mon
Khalon-ITAya/i (cf. Siamese Kalohn ‘ great’). In my paper On the Cradle of the
Shan Pace

, I have shown that the origin of this race took place near this range
of mountains in N. Szetchuen. It may be from this smaller range that the name
was extended to the great range of Northern Tibet, if not the reverse.

1 Hoang viet dia du chi (a native description of Annam), k. ii. f. 9.
5 Truong Vinh Ky, Histoire Annamite

,
i. 34.

VOL. xix.—[new semes.] 30
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to the Philippines, and they were inhabited by Kiui-lun

men. 1 The second of these names is perhaps the modern

Gaddan of Luzon, a Tagala nation, 2 and the statement that

they were Kun-lun men may have arisen from the name of

the Kalingas, also a Tagala tribe in the same island. 3

39. Another instance of the name Kun-lun much better

known is that which concerns the Pulo Condor islands,

south-east of Cambodia. Their indigenous name is Conon,

according to Father Gaubil, visitor there in 1721/ and

Kohnaong according to Crawfurd,5 who says that this name,

like that of the population, is Annamite, and that the ruler

was named Cham Kwan Luang. Marco Polo in the

thirteenth century calls the two principal islands (there are

twelve altogether) Sondur and Condur.
6 The latter name is

like the modern Condor, which is Malay, and means ‘ pump-

kin,’ so that Pulo Condor is * Pumpkin Island.’

7

At the

time of the expedition of Kubilai Khan to Chao-wa or Java

in A.n. 1292, the same island is called Kitn tun 8 in the

Annals of the Mongol Yuan dynasty. In 1730 the Hai

Kwoh wen kien lull,
9 a small geographical treatise chiefly

relating to the islands in the eastern and southern ocean,

warns his readers not to confound with the mountains of

Northern Tibet the K’iin lun or K’iin tun, which are two

mountains to the south of the * seven islands ’ or Ts’ih tchou,

otherwise Pulo Panjang, or ‘Paracels islands.’ “One of them

1 T'ang shu— Tax ping yu lan, k. 788, f. 6 v.

2 On these two tribes cf. A. H. Keane, in A. R. "Wallace, Australasia, pp.

632, 635. The equivalence d= l \s a common one.
3 In that case the use of the name Kunlun is perhaps without value, as that of

Ealinga may be not derived from the old appellative we are studying, but only a

transferred name through Java or Kaling, from the bold Kalingas of Southern

India. Java is Holing in ancient Chinese geographers, Ku T'ang shu, k. 197 ;

Sin T'ang shu, k. 222, ii.
;
W. P. Groeneveldt, Notes on the Malay Archipelago,

pp. 12-13.
4 P. Gaubil, Lettre de Toulo-Condore, 1729.
5 Journal of an Embassy to the Courts of Siam and Cochin-china, 2nd edit.

London, 1829, vol. i. p. 304.
6 Col. H. Yule, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, vol. ii. p. 257.
i Lit. ‘ Island Pumpkin,’ or 1 of Pumpkin.’

6
£L tE

9 By Tcli’in Lun-Kiung, who, while his father was engaged in the subjugation

of Formosa, collected his information among the mariners in whose company he

was thrown on tho occasion. Cf. A. Wylie, Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 48 .
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is large, the other small. The larger one is very high, and

the waves break noisily against its basis. This is the

Great K’iin lun. The small island is very different. There

grow the most pleasant fruits, but no trace of inhabitants

can be found in it.” 1 The San fs’ai t'u hut/, a cyclopedia of

1607, in an article about the slaves of K’iin lun, comes

nearer to the point under review. It is there said that

ITun lun is a land in the south-western sea. “ The body of

the inhabitants is black, as if covered with black varnish.

They make slaves from amidst their own people, and sell

them to foreign merchants, receiving in exchange dresses

and other articles.” 2

40. References to slaves of Kim lun is not unfrequent in

Chinese literature. In the article on Sumatra 3 of the Annals

of the Sung dynasty, at the beginning of the latter’s reign,

i.e. after 960 a.d., it is said that “slaves of K’iinlun make

music for the Sumatra people by trampling on the ground

and singing.” In the article Ta s/ti of the same annals,

these slaves are described as black men with deep set eyes.4

The Tung si yang K'ao ‘ Researches on the Eastern and

^Vestern Ocean,’ published at Nanking in 1618, in a descrip-

tion of Pahang, East coast of Malacca, says

:

5 “ The King

(then reigning) has the habit of buying from the Mouse 6

pirates the men they have caught. These Mause pirates are

natives belonging to Bruni (Polo, N. Borneo)
;
they roam

over the sea for the purpose of stealing men, whom they

bring to Pahang and sell as Kiin lun slaves there.”

1 Cf. J. Klaproth, stir les negres de K’iin lun, Nouv. Journal Asiatique, vol.

xii. p. 232. E. Bretschneider, On the Knowledge possessed by the Ancient Chinese

of the Arabs and Arabian Colonies (London, 1871, 8vo.), pp. 14-15.
2 E. Bretschneider, l.c.

3 Sung shit, k. 489, San fu t’si.

4 E. Bretschneider, l.c. Mr. W. P. Groeneveldt in his valuable paper above
quoted has the following note (p. 62): “K’un lun ‘slaves from Condore’ seems
to have been a general name for slaves, which the Malays probably got from this

island and from the other islands in the south of the Chinese sea
;
the dance here

described is still practised now by the natives of the Natuna and Tambulan
islands” (between Malacca and Borneo). They are Malays. A. R. Wallace,
Australasia, p. 378.

4 W. P. Groeneveldt, o.c. p. 138.

^ /q, ,
in Amoy dialect Mo-su, the transliteration of a foreign word.

Cf. 'Javanese Bajag ‘pirate, rover.’
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41. But let us return to the traces of Kiin lun or Kulono:

on the main land. The Kiu-lung of N. Szetchuen, doubtful as

it may be, is not the only instance of the name within China

proper. We have some better ones. In the centre West
of Kuangsi, the mountains north-east of Nan-ning and west

of Pintchou 1 bear in history this very name of Kiin-lun, and

were inhabited by non-Chinese tribes, a fact important to

notice, as we shall see directly.

42. The boat population of Canton, also called Tan-Ka

otherwise Tan families, 2
is also known as Kiin-lun slaves,

and they are said to be connected with some native tribes in

the north of the Kuang-tung province, consequently in prox-

imity to the above Kiin-lun mountains of Kuangsi. On the

other hand, the latter barbarians or Tan-Man extended for-

merly south of the Me'iling in Fuhkien province, in proximity

to Formosa on the mainland. And the said Tan Ka of

Canton are also cognate with native tribes of Hainan. An-

other link may be found in the name of Ki-lung on the north

of Formosa, which, in its Chinese dress and fancied etymology,

is perhaps a disguised and altered form of the name carried

away with them by the emigrants from the mainland. The

word was not carried there as the ordinary word for moun-

tain
;
in Tayal the chief language in the north of the island,

‘mountain’ is laoui or malaoui, and as this language is the

one which by its glossarial and grammatical affinities was

that of the emigrants from the mainland, it is most probable

that the above name Killing is transferred from another and

older geographical horizon. The ethnic Tan from the

continent is worth more attention. Passing over the lin-

guistic data of Psalmanazar, we may remark the word lanos

which he gives for the meaning * nobles,’ and of which the

Portuguese final must be dropped. Tan remains, cognate

to the above ethnic. The Seklnvan and Favorlang dialects

have respectively sank and sham for ‘ Man,’ which may be

1 They were made famous by a clever campaign of a Kiaotchi or Annamese
General, who forced the passes through them in 1075 a.d.

2 Miao Mun hoh tchi, l)k. i. f. 7.
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the modern forms of the same, as there is another instance

of the equivalence s, sh for /.
l

43. There are other evidences of importance, which show

that the Chinese were acquainted with the dark-skinned

occupiers of Formosa as originated from the Philippine

Archipelago. The Yang tcltou teen Kao 2 says that “the

island of Tai-wan (or Formosa), which was formerly called

Ki-lung, was originally a port of the Lin-kin state, which

was founded by some descendants of the Ha-la? The author

does not say what the Ila-la are, assuming that his readers

are acquainted with that name, so that we must look

elsewhere for the wanted explanation. I find it in the JJiao

Han hoh (chi* “A Description of the Miao and Man Tribes,”

by Tsao Shu-K’iao of Shanghai. The entry about that

people is amongst those of the south. They are described

as dark tcith deep set eyes, a peculiarity which the Chinese

stated to be that of the Kun-lnn men, as we have seen

above.5 The author of the Hiao Han holt tchi says also that

the Ha/a do not know the practice of chewing betel, and he

proceeds with some details on their clothes and customs

in so far as they are peculiar to themselves, but they are un-

important. Xow these Ha/a of the Chinese are simply the

-Gala, commonly Ta-gala, with the usual Ta prefix (?)
6 of the

Philippine Islands
;
and the statement agrees entirely with

the inference of ethnologists deduced from travellers’ reports

as to the parentship of several tribes of aborigines of Formosa

with the Tagal population of the Philippines.

44. The Chinese ethnographical notices of the Sung

Dynasty on the Liu-Kiu islands, including as it does all the

1 As in saab, snsaab for which taubf stands in his list.

3 Yid. Georg Kleinwachter, The History of Formosa tinder the Chinese

Government, p. 345 (in China Jievieic, 1S84, vol. xii. pp. 315-352).
3 m-
4 m H £ h. iii. ff. 6-7.

5 Cf. above §$ 35, 40.
6 On this separation of the Ta prefix from the name Tagala, vid. Leyden’s

On the Languages and Literature of the Lndo-Chinese Nations. This prefix does
not seem, however, to he genuine in the language, so that the Chinese have mis-
taken the first syllable Ta- for their own word (adjective pre-posed) ta ‘ great,’

and dropped it with their usual contempt for foreign nations. But all this is

conjectural.
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islands from Japan to the Philippines, states that next to

Liu-Kiu lies the country of the P’i-she-ye
fljjfc ^ > in.

which we must, I think, recognize the Bizayas,

1

the most

diffused population of the Philippines, and next to the

Tagalas in importance. They made a raid on the coasts of

Fuhkien at Tsiuen-tchou during the period 1174-1189 a.d.,

and caused a great deal of havoc. They are described as

naked savages with large eyes, greatly covetous of iron in

any shape, using bamboo rafts and a sort of javelin attached

by a long string, and which they throw on their enemy.a

This people travelling on rafts could not have come from

afar, and therefore may be supposed to have come over to the

Chinese coast from Formosa. In which probable case, this

ought to have resulted from an emigration of them to the great

island.

45. Therefore we may conclude from this somewhat pro-

tracted inquiry that the Chinese were acquainted with this

fact that the two chief elements of the population of Formosa

were the Negritos and the Indonesians. Some of their

information on the Negritos began as early as the third

century of our era, and grew more and more precise
;
though

somewhat mixed in their reports, as it happened they were

in reality from admixture and interminglings
;
the two races

are however described with sufficient accuracy to leave no

doubt in our minds on the trustworthiness of the Chinese

documents here referred to.

III. Ethnology.

b) From European Authorities.

46. It is to the Dutch that we are indebted for the oldest Eu-

ropean information on the island and its population. Though

1 An objection, not insuperable, might be made to the identification of

P'i-she-ye with Bizaya or Vizaya, on the assumption generally repeated that this

name was given to them by the Spaniards from the fact that they are tattooed, and
that Bizaya in their own language means ‘ painted.’ Rut why should this name
have been first applied by the Spaniards, who could have better selected a Spanish

word descriptive and telling, unless they did hear it applied by the people them-
selves or their neighbours?

2 Of. Ma Tuanlin, Wen him t'ung Ic'ao; d’Hervey de St. Denys, Ethnoyraphie
de Malouanlin, vol. i. p. 425.
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settled there for only thirty-seven years, 1 their influence was

very great; traces of their blood arc still recognized in the some-

what mixed race of the Sekhwans on the north-west
;

2 their

teaching was preserved during a period of about a century

and a half after their expulsion by the pirate Koxinga,3

as shown by the precious relics represented by the MSS.

described above. Geo. Candidius, who was the first mission-

ary there under Dutch auspices, and who taught the natives

with the success that we know of, wrote himself in 1637,

a few years after his arrival there, a description of the island,

which was published only in 1704 4 in London for the first

time in English.

47. But, as is often the case with a little-known country

where the first remarks refer only to isolated and different

spots, the early records are somewhat confusing and con-

tradictory. Joining to this, the craving for marvel, usual

accompaniment of the little known, and we may easily

understand how it has happened that little credence has

been given to these ancient descriptions. I am not sure,

however, that they did not deserve a better fate, though

some of them may be hard to believe, because they describe

an appearance as a reality. I have here in view the mar-

vellous statement of the existence in Formosa of men with

tails, according to J. Struys.5 This ethnological fable recalls

to mind similar statements concerning the existence of

Taylards in Africa, in the Nicobar Islands according to

Keeping, in N. E. India according to the Chinese authorities

from the third century b.c. downwards, among others. Such

1 The Dutch, according to the conditions of a treaty with the Chinese, settled

at Tai-wan and the neighbouring territory in 1624. The Spaniards in 1626
settled near Kilung and near Tamsui

;
they were expelled by the Dutch in 1642.

2 They have perhaps left distinct descendants. Cf. § 52.
3 He was the son of Tcheng tchi lung, and his name was Tcheng Tcheng Rung

;

but one of the princes of the Ming dynasty, who was anxious to procure his

assistance against the Mandchus, conferred upon him the royal surname of Tchu,

from whence he came to be called
fp| jpj ,

Kok-seng-ya (whence Koxinga),

‘ the hearer of the royal surname. ’ Yid. Colquhoun and Stewart Lockhart, A
Sketch of Formosa.

4 G. Candidius, A Short Account of the Island of Formosa, in Churchill’s

collection, vol. i. London, 1704, fol. pp. 526-533.
5 Voyages en Moscovie, en Tartarie, en Ferse, aax hides, etc. Amst. 1681.
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fables were looked upon with the greatest contempt, and

attributed to the imagination of the writers, whose good faith

was thus far thrown into discredit, as it did not come to the

mind of the critics that the incriminated tails were perhaps

factitious and ornamental.

48. This was shown to he a fact with the Nyam-Njrams

of Central Africa by the late Guillaume Lejean. 1 The

Chinese had heard long before the Christian era of tribes

named Pu-yen, or Pu-lo, or Po-lo, or simply Pub, 2 in the

South-West of Yunnan, i.e. North-East of India, who had

tails and were cannibals
;

3

the report was looked upon as one

of the many ethnological fables which were told by the

traders travelling between Western China and Eastern

India about the populations of the unknown regions they

had to go through, and which told by them in China and in

India were the occasion of the similar descriptions of fabulous

tribes picked up in India by the Greeks, and reported in

Chinese books like the Shan litii King} But quite unex-

pectedly the report has recently received an explanatory

confirmation from a curious custom of some Naga tribes. The

late G. H. Damant, Political Officer in the Naga hills, writ-

ing about the tribes dwelling between the Brahmaputra and

the Ningthi rivers, describes the Sema Naga, a very extensive

and bloodthirsty tribe, numbering some 50,000 souls, south

of the Lhota, along both banks of the Doyang river and the

east. They were discovered only in 1873. Their men wear

1 The Nyam-Nyams and their language were made known to the world for the

first time not by Dr. Schweinfurth as Dr. R. N. Oust says
(
The Modern Languages of

Africa, p. 155), but by M. Guillaume Lejean, French consul in Abyssinia. Cf.

his article in the Ilevue Orientate ct Americaine, 1868.
2 Perhaps for Bore, Abor.
3 Shan hai King

;
Yung-tchang Kiun tchuen; Fu-nan i'u suh tchuen ;

Liang

tsu wei kwoh twig ; Tai l'ing yii tan, bks. 787, f . 3 ; 791, f. lOv. The Yung-

tchang Kiwi tchuen reports that at 1500 li south-west of Yungtchang Kiun were

the ‘ Tailards Puh;’ their tail, similar to that of the tortoise, was four or five

tsiin (inches) in length
;

when they wanted to seat, it was necessary for them to

dig the ground for their tail to be placed comfortably, as when it is broken they

die. The Fu-nan t'u suh tchuen reports that on the east of Ko-li was the region

of Polo, where the men have tails five or six inches long. Ma Tuanlin has

inexactly quoted the title of the last work as Kan t'u suh tchuen ,
while it is

given accurately in the Tai ping yii Ian
,
l.c.

4 T. de L., The I.anguagcs of China before the Chinese, § 212, and Beginnings

of Writing, ii. 156 c. n.
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tails about eighteen inches long, made of wood, to which

bunches of goats’ hair are attached. 1

49. The fabulous reports about men with tails having

so far been verified in two notorious instances, leaving aside

other similar cases, 2 why should not the same report concern-

ing Formosa be verified in future time by any traveller

coming into contact with one of the unknown tribes of the

interior having the same mode of ornamenting themselves ?

50. Now let us pass to another and more important statement.

Valentijn, the great Dutch geographer, reports 3 the exist-

ence in the beautiful island of “ a race of men, black and

extremely tall, inhabiting the mountains, and speaking

another language than the other Formosans.” The state-

ment has been accepted by some scholars as a proof of the

1 II. Damant, Notes on the Locality and Population of the Tribes dwelling

between the Brahmaputra and Nmgthi Hirers, p. 24S in J. It. A. S. 18S0, Vol.

XII. pp. 22S-2S8.
• The earliest version in Europe of the tail story goes back to Ptolemy and the

Isles of the Satyrs
; or rather to Ctesias, who tells of tailed men on an island

in the Indian Sea. Galvano (Hackluyt Society. 108, 120) heard that there were
on the island certain people called baroque JJara, which had tails like unto

sheep. And the King of Tidore told him of another such tribe on the isle of

Batochina. Mr. St. John ( Forests of the Far East, i. 40) met with a trader who
had seen and felt the tails of such a race inhabiting the north-east coast of that

island. The appendage was four inches long and very stiff
;

so the people all

used perforated seats. This Borneo story has, a few years ago, been brought
forward in Calcutta, and stoutly maintained, on native evidence, by an English

merchant
(
Allen's Indian Mail, July 28, 1869). In the relation of Marco

Palo, about Lambri (north-west coast of Sumatra, according to W. P.

Groeneveldt, Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca, p. 100), we read:
“ Now you must know that in this kingdom of Lambri there are men with tails

;

these tails are of a palm in length, and have no hair on them. These people live

in the mountains, and are a kind of wild men. Their tails are about the
thickness of a dog’s ” (Col. II. Yule, The Book of Ser Marco Palo, 2nd edit,

vol. li. p. 282). The people of Canton use to believe that the Yao min (on

whom see The Languages of China before the Chinese.
§ 87), aboriginal tribes at

Lieutchou in the north-west of the Kuangtung province, had tails. The Bulletin

de la Societe de Geographic de Paris, ser. 4, vol. iii. p. 31, contains many similar

stories about Africa. Among medieval Mahommedans, the members of the

Imperial House of Trebizond were reputed to be endowed with short tails,

whilst medieval Continentals had like stories about Englishmen, as Mathieu Paris

relates. In the Romance of Coeur de Lion, the messengers of Richard are

addressed thus by the “ Emperor of Cyprus ”
:

*
‘ Out, Taylards, of my palys !

Now go and say your tay/ed king

That I owe him nothing.”— Weber, ii. 83.

The princes of Purbandar, in the peninsula of Guzerat, claim descent from the
monkey-god Hanuman, and allege in justification a spinal elongation which gets
them the name of Punchariah

,
‘Taylards.’ Cf. Tod’s Rajasthan, i. 114, in

H. Yule, Marco Polo, ii. 284-285.
3 Cf. Maltebrun, Annales des Voyages, 1809, t. viii. p. 366 n.
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presence in the island in former times of Papuas, whose

qtresence was wanted there by some ethnological theories,

while it has been rejected by other scholars as unverified

and not probable. 1 However, the statement of the Dutch

geographer was true. A recent traveller, 2 better acquainted

with the tribes of the interior than many of his predecessors,

has come forward, and describes the Diaramocks in such

terms that Yalentijn’s veracity is once more vindicated. They
are said to he a fierce and intractable race of cannibals, who
disdain all intercourse with the other tribes. They are

localised in the mountains, and having no guns, they use

merely the bow and spear. Their complexion is very dark

—

almost black—and their hair hangs down behind to the full

extent of its growth. They are said to be a southern branch

of the Tangos of the north, who present the same charac-

teristics, and it is not improbable that they are the true

descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of Formosa. No
information is given on their language.

51. The appearance in the ethnological descriptions of

this region of a black race with the hair not curled, as

among the Papuas, cannot fail to attract the attention of

specialist scholars, and any further information, which is

much wanted, will be welcomed. It is a new element of

complication, and perhaps a means of simplification, in the

intricate mixture of races which has taken place in the

inter-oceanic world.

52. But this is not the sole problem which the ethnology

of Formosa has in stock for scholars. There are among

several native tribes reports of a tribe of red-haired savages,

living among the central mountains, who use brass guns of

their own manufacture. They are perhaps descendants

of Dutch refugees inland at the time of the conquest of

Koxinga.

53. The moment has not yet come to establish a classifica-

tion of the tribes more or less described by travellers in

Formosa
;
the data are pre-eminently deficient, broken, and

1 Girard do Itiallc, Formoscet sea habitants, l.c. p. 70.
2 G. Taylor, The Aborigines of Formosa, l.c. pp. 280-287.
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sometimes contradictory. A short survey of their list is all

that can be made in our present state of knowledge. This

has been drawn with talent by a French scholar, M. Girard

do Rialle, who has collected and summarized, in 1884, all

the ethnological information given by the various travellers.

54. Since he has done his work some most important

notices have been published by Mr. G. Taylor, and we have

had occasion to refer to them. His descriptions, chiefly

relating to the tribes of the south, bear on the

Paiwans, tall, fine-limbed, and active, of a bright copper

complexion, inhabiting the extreme south and on the west

up to Tang kang. They include the Subengs.

Pcpohicans, the much-mixed inhabitants of the plains.

Tipims, of smaller stature and softer features than the

Paiwans
;
they inhabit the great plain inland from Pilam,

and claim to have come from some other country hundreds of

years ago, settling where they are now. They conquered

the low land aborigines, and ruled over the whole south of

Formosa
;
but at the present day this is a tradition, and no

more. The chiefs and their families are tattooed, principally

around the wrists, and on the back of the hands and fingers,

as lace work, red and blue. When a man marries he

becomes part of his wife’s family, thus reversing the rule

which prevails among the Paiwans. The custom helps them

to keep their homogenit}% and to increase their number, as

they absorb instead of being absorbed.

Amias, hirsute and very tall race, foreign to the island, of

whom we have already spoken about their tradition concern-

ing written characters.

Deks, only mentioned.

Tierasocks, Botans (or Boutans), Eoaluts, Limhicans
,

all

independent or Sekhwan tribes.

Cariangans, mountaineers north of the Paiwans, to whom
they are related.

And the Diciromocks

,

l the black race mentioned above

(§§ 50-51).

1 G. Taylor, The Aborigines of Formosa, l.c.
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55. The report which reached the Chinese in the second

century of our era concerning the presence of the short-sized

Negritos in the island is confirmed by inference in the works

of modern ethnologists, and therefore stands on a better

footing than those wrongly derived from the Dutch statement

about Papuas. Mr. Swinhoe in 1866 had spoken of little

savages in the extreme south of the Island, 1 but they have

not been actually seen. Dr. Arnold Schetelig 2 and Prof.

E. Hamy 3 have been enabled from skull measurements to

detect an influence of the Negrito race. Further data are

required to settle the question, which, however, cannot fail

to receive finally an affirmative answer. The great extension

of the Negritos from Japan to Indonesia and the mainland

of China, now ascertained, makes it the reverse of an

impossibility.

56. The present inhabitants of Formosa include a large

number of Chinese emigrants, the majority having come

over from the province of Fuhkien through the port of

Amoy, and it is the phonesis of the dialect of this port which

rules generally the sounds used for the Chinese symbols

of writing employed in the island. Other Chinese emigrants

have come from different sea-ports; for instance, thellok-los,

also originating from Fuhkien, and settled in the Ewangtung

province, have sent many emigrants from Swatow. The

Hakkas, a distinct Chinese race said to have come originally

from Shantung and now also in the Ewangtung province,

have largely migrated to the island. To these must be added

the Pun-ti or Cantonese proper represented there by many

traders, bankers, etc.

57. Some remarks made by several travellers show that

the relationship with the inhabitants of Indonesia is the most

apparent. The Batanrang, a tall race, have been found

bearing a resemblance to the Tagals, and the Sekhwan of the

1 Notes on the Aborigines of Formosa, in British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, 1806, p. 130.
2 Transactions of the Ethnological Society of London, 1869, N.S. vol. vii. pp.

215-229.
^3 Les Negritos d Formosa et dans V Arch iftel Japonais (

Bull. Soc. Anthropologic,

Faris, 1872, 2nd ser. vol. vii.), pp. 848-819. Girard de Itialle, l.c. pp. 70-72.
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district of Tamsui, to the Polynesians in general and to

the Now Zealandese in particular. The Sekhwan in the N.E.

of Tchaug-hwa, C.W. of the island, are described as tall, thin,

ugly, with a light hue, and not connected with others. The

Kabarans or Kibalans and Loksangs, also the Tsui-hwan,

S. "W. of Tchang-hwa, have been described as resembling the

Malays, while the Kalis of the South, a mixed race, are said

to have much of the Tagals of Luzon .

1 The Boutans of the

South of the island are very much like the indigenes of

1 Cf. Girard de Rialle, Fonnose et ses habitants, l.c. pp. 2 >6-275. The follow-

ing papers may be referred to with protit : Rev. J. Lobschied, On the Natives of
the IVest Coast of Formosa (from Dutch sources), Hong Kong. 1860. Jomard,
Coup d'ceil sur Vile de Formose, Paris, 1859 (

Bullet . Soc. Gtogr. Dec. 1858).

Rob. Swinhoe, Notes on the Island of Formosa, Jour. Roy. Geogr. Soc. xxxiv.

pp. 6-18; Note on the Kuli (British Association, 1865); Additional Notes on

Formosa, in Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc. vol. x. pp. 122-128, London, 1866. Guerin and
Bernard, Les Aborigines de file de Formose, in Bullet. Soc. Geogr. Faris, Juin,

1868, pp. 542-568. Vivien de St. -Martin, Apergu General de file de Formose,

ibid. pp. 525-541. Dr. A. Schetelig, Reise in Formosa, Zeitschr. f. Allg. Erd-
kunde zu Berlin, 1868, vol. iii. pp. 385-397

;
On the Natives of Formosa, in

Trans. Ethnol. Soc., London, 1S69, vol. vii. n.s. pp. 215-229. E. G. Ravenstein,

Formosa, in Geogr. Mag. London, 1874, pp. 292-297. E. C. Taintor, The
Aborigines of Northern Formosa , Shanghai', 1874. Arthur Corner, A Tour
through Formosafrom South to North, in Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc. 1878, vol. xxii.

p. 52. J. Dodd, A Glimpse at the Manners and Customs of the Hill Tribes of
Formosa, in Jour. Straits Branch Roy. Asiat. Soc. June. 1885, pp. 69-78. And
the other reports and works quoted throughout our pages. Also J. Thomson, Notes

of a Journey in Southern Formosa (1871) in Jour. Roy. Geogr. Soc. 1873,

p 101. Paul Ibis, in Globus, t. xxxi. 1877. Dr. Arnold Schetelig, On the

Natives of Formosa, in Transac. Ethnolog. Soc. 1869, vol. vii. p. 215. E. C.
Taintor, The Aborigines of Northern Formosa, in Jour. North China Branch Roy.
Asiat. Soc. Shanghai, 1875, vol. ix p. 53. Dr. Collingwood, Visit to the Kibalan
Village of Sau-o Bay, in Trans. Ethn. Soc. 1868, vol. vi. p. 135. Allen, Journey
Across Formosa from Tamsui to Taiwan fu, in Geogr. Mag. May, 1877, p. 135.

P. Aguilar, in Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, 1867, p. 214. R. Swinhoe,
Narrative of a Visit to the Island of Formosa in 1858, in Jour. China Branch
Roy. Asiat. Soc. Shanghai, 1S59, p. 153. Bienatzki, in Zeitz. Gesells. Allg.

Erdkunde zu Berlin. 1859, ii. p. 378. R. Swinhoe, in Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc.

1866, x. p. 126. T. F. Hughes, A Visit to Tok-i-tok, in Proc. Roy. Geogr.

Soc. 1872, xvi. p. 265. Beazeley, Notes of an Overland Journey through the

Southern part of Formosa in 1875, in Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc. 1885, vii. p. 1.

A Sketch of Formosa, in China Review, 1885, vol. xiii. p. 161. Geo. Philipps,

Notes on the Butch Occupation of Formosa, ibid. 1882, x. p. 123. G.
Kleinwachter, The History of Formosa under the Chinese Government, ibid. 1884,

p. 345. J. Taylor, Savage Priestesses in Formosa, ibid. 1886, p. 14. Correspon-

dence between the Rev. K. F. Junor and T. Watters, Esq., H.B.M. Consul Tamsui,
Formosa, Svo. pp. 24, s.l.n.d. (1881). Joest, W. , Beitrage zur Kenntniss der

Eingerbornen der Inseln Formosa und Coram, in Verhand. der Berlin Anthrop.
Ges. 1882, pp. 53-76. Dr. Ern. Martin, Les Indigenes de Formosa, in Rev.
d'Ethnographic, vol. i. 1882, pp. 429-434. John Dodd, A Few Ideas on the

Probable Origin of the Hill Tribes of Formosa, pp. 69-84 of Journ. Straits Br. R.
As. Soc. for 1882.
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Yukanuni, the westernmost island of the San-nan or Sakisima

group in the Liu-Kiu Archipelago. 1

The Baksa Pepohwans recall by their features and costumes

the Laocians of Siam,2 according to Mr. J. Thomson. A man
and woman of the mountaineers, photographed by the same

traveller, are extraordinarily like a man and woman of I-Kia

of N. Yrunnan, pictured in the large work of the French

commission in Indo-China. 3

58. The connection here suggested between Formosan

tribes and some aborigines of China, which is borne out by

linguistic affinities, is supported also by similarities of

peculiar customs. Tattooing the forehead in blue, still

practised by the independent tribes fighting against the

Chinese, was the constant practice of the Non-Chinese tribes

of the maritime provinces facing Formosa
;
and tattooing

the cheeks, also an aboriginal custom, and a punishment

among the Chinese, is also in honour at Formosa, where

tattooing is employed on an extensive scale. Knocking out

the front teeth of girls on the occasion of their marriage,

common among some tribes of the island, has caused some

tribes of the Kih-lao in China to be named To-j’a-kih-lao, or

‘ Tooth-breaking Kih-lao ’
;
and these tribes are among those

whose language shows much affinity with the Formosan

Tayal. The parallelism could be continued for many other

customs touching other events of life, and also as regards

burial.

59. As to the greater number of the Formosans so called,

they belong to the human substratum which includes so

many of the aborigines of China, Hainan Island, Indo-China,

the Philippine Islands, and the southern Archipelago next to

it.
4 They have sometimes been looked upon as being of the

same race as the Igorrotes, the highlanders of Luzon, and

some travellers have compared them to the Dayaks, to the

1 L. Mctchnikov, in E. Itcclus, Asic Orientate.
2 J. Thomson, Ten Years, p. 2U9.
3 Cf. J. Thomson, o.c. p. 311, and F. Gamier, Voyage d'Exploration m

Jndo -Chine, vol. ii. p. 328.
4 Ch. Guerin and Bernard Ics Aborigines de I'ile de Formose, p. 647 (

Bullet

.

Soc. Geogr. l’aris, 18G8, xv. pp. 542-668),
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inhabitants of the Sulu Islands, to the Malays, and to the

Tagals. 1 Anthropologists declare that the indigenes of For-

mosa are like the Atchinese, Lampongs, and Eastern Sunda-

nese, belonging therefore to the Indonesian races, very

similar to the Polynesians. 2 The statement is, however,

established on too small a number of skull measurements and

other anthropological data to be definitive without any

amendment.3 There is among the various tribes a distinct

lack of the homogeneity of type which it seems to imply.

The populations of the southern part of the island are, as a

rule, of smaller stature than those of the north, and the

differences between the tribes amount to a clear suggestion

that they have resulted from several ethnical superimposi-

tions, some of which may have taken place previous to the

migration of the mixed population.4 Numerous were the

migrations into the island, from the mainland, from the

Liu-Kiu archipelago, from Japan, from the Philippines,

and casually from elsewhere. The migrations did not

necessarily belong to different races, but many represented

various divisions of one and the same great Indonesian

race, settled on the continent of China and the islands, and

diverged there individually by their intermingling with

populations belonging to other races. In other words,

the so-called native population of Formosa is the outcome

of successive admixtures of ethnical elements—Negritos,

Indonesians, Chinese—which themselves were not unmixed

previous to their settlement in the island, and the con-

tinuous process of segmentation into distinct tribes, proper

to their low standard of culture, has produced the state of

intricacy which the ethnologist has to face in studying their

origin.

1 Fred. Muller, Ethnologic, p. 32, says the Igorrotes are a mixture of Tagals,

Chinese and Japanese. Prof. A. H. Keane, Philology and Ethnology of the

Interoceanic Races, s.v.
2 De Quatrefajes et Ilamy, Crania ethnica, p. 455 ;

Girard de Rialle,

Formose et des Habitants, l.c. p. 281.
3 Dr. P. de Koning, Beschrijving von Chineesche Schedels (Leiden, 1877, 4to.\

has shown, pp. 54-56, that some important characteristics of the skulls of S.E.
Chinese are met with at Formosa, the Philippines, and Celebes.

4 M. Girard de Rialle, as a conclusion to his valuable articles on Formose et

ses Habitants, l.c., p. 2S1, has expressed an opinion somewhat similar.
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IY. Linguistics, §§ 60 -110 .

60. The linguistics and the ethnology of the island of

Formosa are composite. Races pure and mixed from the

mainland, and from the outward islands, have met there.

Sometimes and in some places they have freely mixed. The

absence of any strong government on a large area has not

permitted any other unification to take place but that which

results from the uninterrupted influence of the surrounding

circumstances always at work. It was as a matter of fact

the opposite case, and the numerous fragmentary chieftain-

ships have produced in the languages as in the people a large

number of broken and small units, which, made up of several

ethnico-linguistic elements, can hardly be arranged otherwise

than according to the prevalence of one or the other of these

elements.

61. Like its ethnology, the linguistics of the island are

fragmentary
;
not one of the languages has taken the lead and

imposed its sway over the others. It is only on the western

coast, where the Chinese colonists, Iloklo, Ilakka, Punti, are

established, that some native tribes have given up their

native tongue and adopted that of their neighbours, some-

what their masters. Such, for instance, as the Baksa Pepoh-

wan, who are the descendants of those who wrote the inter-

esting MSS. which are the occasion of these notes.

62. A general review of the languages and dialects spoken

in Formosa cannot be attempted otherwise than in a very

incomplete and summary manner. Of the twenty-five lan-

guages and dialects enumerated below, only two or three are

represented in our data by vocabularies of a certain length,

while we know only a few words of the others. Some more

are in existence, but nothing is known beyond their names.

No grammar of any language of Formosa has ever been

composed.

a) In Chinese Sources.

63. A precious bit of information is that which results

from the Annals of the Sui dynasty, in 606 a.d., as we have
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seen above 1 when dealing with tlie ethnological question.

There we shall see that the Chinese were made cognizant

that the language of the Formosans, at least on that southern

part of the island hieing the province of Fuhkien, was related

to the speech of the tribes, mixed in origin otherwise, Negrito-

Indonesian, which they knew within and without their

dominions.

64. The above-named records contain a few words as a

specimen of the Formosan language, which are interesting

as the oldest example known. I reproduce them with their

Chinese rendering, and also with the Amoy sounds which

are usually employed on the island, because of the great

number of Chinese emigrants from that port.

Amoy sounds. Mandarin sounds. Meaning.

ijlft fi/f Hican-su Hican-sze Famity name of the

$9 $'J In! K'at-la-tau Koh-la-tou

^ K'o -lo-yong Ko-lao-yanrj

% To-pwat-tch’a To-pa-tcha

iS H P'o-lo-tan Po-lo-tan

,f| Lian-lian Miao-tiao

king

Personal ditto

As he is named by

his subjects

Name of the queen

A royal residence

or city

Ilead man of village

These few words are not uninteresting, because of their

age, the beginning of the seventh century, though the

Chinese orthoepy detracts a good deal from their value. In

the recent reorganization of the Chinese administration of

the island, a new city will be built on the site of a small

village called Hn-lu Tun, south of Tchang-hwa, in the centre

of the western coast. The name recalls singularly the

Po-lo-tan of the above list.

Nothing can be made in the way of comparison of these

special words with the modern lists of vocables from the

various dialects, because of the deficiency and shortness of

these lists when such words do not occur.

VOL. XIX.—[new series.]

§§ 37-41 .

31
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b) According to Psalmanazar.

65. Mr. E. Colborne Baber has suggested that the well-

known Psalmanazar, in bis fictitious description of Formosa

at the beginning of the last century, might not have in-

vented, as he did for the other parts of his book, the

language of which he gave specimens. Our learned colleague

supposes that the forger had perhaps met with a vocabulary

of one of the Formosan dialects written by a Dutch Mis-

sionary. I have taken the hint, and consulted the above

curious work, where however a few specimens only of the

language are given, such as the numerals, some twenty-five

words, besides translations of Our Lord’s Prayer, the Apostles’

Creed, and the Ten Commandments. 1 I think that the

suggestion of Mr. E. Colborne Baber will prove partially

true, and that most likely George Psalmanazar had come

across some information concerning a dialect of Formosa

through a Portuguese, not through a Dutch source. Such

being the probabilities, it may be interesting to quote some

of the documents from Psalnianazar’s book.

66. About the numerals Psalmanazar writes :
“ They (the

Formosans) had no names for numbers before the Dutch

came here, but they sufficiently declared to one another

what number they meant by their signs and fingers
;
but

because the Dutch did not understand this way of reckoning,

they persuaded us to invent names to signify numbers,

which now we use after the same manner as they do, pro-

ceeding from one to ten, from ten to twenty, and so to a

hundred, a thousand, etc., as appears in this instance.

1) Taufb, 2) Bogis, 3) Charlie, 4) Kiorli, 5) Noikin

,

6) Dekie, 7) Mem, 8) Thenio, 9) Sonio, 10) Kan
; 11) Amkon

or Taufblcqn, 12) Bogiokon, 13) Cliarhekon, 14) Kiorhkon

15) Nokiekon, 16) Deldekon, 17) JUenikon, 18) Then ikon,

19) Soniokon, 20) Borhny. After this Borhny-tauf or Am
Borhny Bogio, and so on to 30) Chorlmy, 40) Kiorhny,

50) Nokiorhny, 60) Bckxorhny, 70) Meniorhny, 80) Theniorhny,

1 See below, {70 note.
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90) Soniorhny, 100) Ptommftomm, and 1000) Tanate, so 1000,

2000, etc., and this may suffice for this article.” 1

67. Surely these numerals are not an invention
;
the short

account which precedes them however may be something

of a story, though not altogether untrue, as M. Guerin

reports that the Tayal cannot make use of his decimal

numeration without the help of his fingers. 2 I cannot

identify them all through, but several of them may be

correct : for instance, taufb ‘one ’ is much like the Pepohwan

sasaab
;
char/ie ‘ four ’ reminds us of the turn of many of these

dialects
;
bogis * two ’ looks like a misprint for rogis, in which

case it would be cognate to roussa, loossa
,
which appear

for the same numeral in the lists given herewith
;

kiorh

‘ four ’ apparently for ?tiorh is the turn, taro also in the same

lists; dekie ‘six’ answers to tdi-o
;

soerio ‘nine’ corresponds

to sio, siira. These form six similarities out of the ten

numerals, and go a long way to show that the Psalmanazar

specimens were not invented by him.

68. There are, besides the above, a few statements of the

most flimsy character, which display the preoccupation of an

ignorant and ill-informed man. For instance, after stating

that the language of Formosa is the same as that of Japan,

he ventures to prove it by the following comparison

:

3

‘Ego amo,’ in Formosan Jerh cliato, in Japanese Jerk

cliato.

‘Ego eram amans,’ in Formosan Jervicye cliato, in Japanese

Jerh chataye.

‘Ego ero amo,’ in Formosan Jerhviar cliato, in Japanese

Jerh chatar.

And he duly notes the difference between the two methods

employed for expressing the conditions of time, the Formosan

by addition to the pronoun, the Japanese by addition to the

verb. The materials at hand are too scanty to permit me
to show any assimilation of the verb ‘ love ’ in any of the

Formosan dialects, and I do not find the word, or anything

1 A Description of the Isle Formosa, pp. 246-247.
2 M. Guerin, Vocabulaire d/t Dialecte Tayal, l.c. p. 467.
3 A Description, pp. 266-267.
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approaching it, in Japanese. But we know more about the

pronouns
;
jerh may be compared to the ware Japanese, and

to thq yako 1 Formosan, showing a sort of tentative spelling

to connect the two words.

Then comes another statement concerning gender, which

is said to be known by the articles :
2 oi ‘ hie,’ oy ‘ heec,’ ay

‘ hoc,’ as in oi banajo ‘ hie homo,’ os banajos ‘ hi homines.’

Here we have the most distinct proof of the Portuguese

origin of the linguistic data made use by Psalmanazar. Os

is the Portuguese article.

69. There is no vocabulary in his book
;
only a few words

which it may not be uninteresting to extract, as follows :

Baghathaan cherevaal 3 ‘emperor or most high monarch’;

bagalo or angon ‘ king ’
;
bagalendro or bagalender ‘ viceroy ’

;

tanos ‘ nobles ’
;
os tanos soulletos ‘governors of cities or isles’;

ponlinos ‘citizens’; barhaw ‘countrymen’
;
plessios ‘soldiers’;

banajo ‘ man’
;
bajane

4

‘ woman ’
;

bot ‘son’; boti ‘daughter’

;

pornio 5 ‘ father ’
;

porniin ‘ mother ’
;

geovreo ‘ brother ’

;

javraijin ‘ sister ’
;
arvannos * kinsmen ’

;
avia * an isle ’

;
tilto

‘ a city ’
;

casseo ‘ a village ’
;
orhnio ‘ heaven ’

;
badi ‘ earth ’

;

auso ‘ sea ’
;

onillo ‘ water.’ 6

70. It will be sufficient to identify a few of these words,

and to remark the presence again of the Portuguese article,

and the otherwise Portuguese appearance or dress of several

words. The words for emperor, king, viceroy, may be

genuine, though their meaning was respectively greatly

magnified for the requirements of the case. They have in

common the word bagha or baga, followed by a qualitative

according to the requirements of Formosan ideology. Ponuo

* father ’ and geovreo ‘ brother,’ with the addition of in,

1 Yakko is also the spoken form of yatsu-ko, the old bookish pronoun for

I in Japan.
2 In the Bou'iok, Buhwan, Sekhwan, Tsuihwan dialects

;
in Pepohwan ya-u, in

Pelam iko, altered from yako.
3 This word recalls singularly the name chhvea

,
by which the Malays are known

to the Cambodians. Cf. G. Janneau, Manuel de la Langue Cantbodgieune,

Saigon, 1870, 8vo. p. 63.
4 Cf. Malay Bakina, Celebes Bahini,
6 Cf. Sideia rena ‘mother.’
6 Psalmanazar, A Description

, pp. 270-271.
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become porniin ‘ mother,’ and jarrajin ‘
sister ’

;
now inina,

ina, ieua, are the full word for
1 woman ’ or ' female ’ in

Formosan dialects. Bot ‘ son ’ we find in badda of shiem

badda, i.e. * man child,’ in Favorlang. Badi ‘ earth ’ is

connected with the well-known word batu ‘stone.’ 1 Amo
‘sea’ answers to the Shekoan aicass, Favorlang abass, with

the same signification.

The word angon for king is obviously the Chinese * an-

Ixungj which we have met with in the legend of the seals of

several officials. 2

It would be superfluous to go on with these comparisons,

the similarities which we have been able to indicate in the

numerals and in several words are all that the necessities of

the case require.

Psaltnanazar 3 has completed his linguistic information

with the text and translation of three prayers, the Lord’s

Prayer, the Apostles’ Creed, and the Ten Commandments,

which I consider simply as forgeries.4

71. To resume, it may be said, that Psalmanazar was not

acquainted with any Formosan dialect himself, but that he

had got hold of some notes 5 written by an ignorant Portuguese

mariner, who in his travels in the eastern seas, and probably

1 Orhnio ‘ heaven,’ is perhaps the same word as Taunuwun and Yttllun, with
the same significations as in the translations of the Paternoster by Junius and
Gravius. Cf. below §§ 77-78.

2 See above $$ 6, 18.
3 In the biography of Fsalmanazar

(
Encyclopedia Britannica , ninth edit.) it is

recorded that previous to the publication of his book he was employed by the

Bishop of London to translate the catechism into the Formosan language, which
he professed to know. Thinking that this translation might have been published

by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, I inquired from their editorial

secretary, Mr. Edmund McClure, who kindly answered me as follows (27th Jan.

1887), “I am now just editing the minutes of this Society from 1698 to 1705,
and I am familiar with all the matters dealt with during this period. There is

nothing therein bearing upon a Formosan version of the catechism.”
4 In the sixteenth century the Spanish missionaries had tried to settle in the

island, and traces were found of them. Vid. Aguilar, Annates de la Propagation
de la Foi, 1862, p. 112 sq.

6 B. Schulze, iu his Orientalische und Occidentalische Sprachmeister (Leipzig,

1748), gives in his work the Formosan numerals, a notice of the language and
the alphabet (pars i. pp. 205, 104-105, and 103), which might have been bor-
rowed from Psalmanazar himself, as they are very similar to his

;
but I think

that they come from the same faulty source, apparently Portuguese, from which the
celebrated forger derived his information, because the alphabet is more extensive
than that given in his book Cf. § 23 above, and my article on A Native
Wriling in Formosa in The Academy, 9th April, 1887, p. 259.
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on the coast of Formosa, had there picked up some words,

which he completed with some other Malay and Portuguese

terms.

c. From Dutch and Modem Authorities.

72. Once settled in Formosa, the Dutch, as a matter of

course for their purposes of colonization and evangelization,

were led to learn the languages of the tribes with which they

were brought into contact on the west coast, namely, at

Sinkam, 1 Tavokam, Beklawan, 2 Sulang, Mattou, Tivorang,

Favorlang, Takkeis, Tornap, Terenip, Assuk,3 Dorko, Tilocen,

etc. Three languages or dialects, viz. those of Sakatn,

Sideia, and Favorlang, were more or less known to them.

73. Rob. Junius, who was a missionary at Sulang for 14

years, wrote in Formosan (?) a Catechism, which was pub-

lished at Delft in 1645.4

Daniel Gravius, who is said to have laboured as a preacher

in Formosa, between the years 1647 and 1651, translated

the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. John, published at

Amsterdam in 1661,5 and wrote in the Sideia dialect a

formulier 6 of the Christian religion, also published at Am-
sterdam in the following year. Let us observe that by a

singular turn of fortune, these latter valuable works were

published just at the time when the countrymen of the author

1 Or Sinkkam, Cinckon, Sincam, Siccam, Sicani, Zijkam, Sckam, Sakam,
Sakkan, Sakkam.

2 Or Becloan.
3 Or Assoek. Cf. Dr. 0. Dapper, Gcdenkwaardig bcdrijfdcr Nederlandsche Cost

Indische Maatschuppij in China
,
Amst. 1670.

4 Soulat i A. B. C. u. s. f. Kalechismus in Formosanischcr Sprache, von

Rob. Junius, Delft, 1645, 12mo. (24 pp.), quoted in Adelung’s Mithridatcs, i.

578. Cf. §$ 77, 82 below.
8 Met Meylige Euaugelium Matthci en Johannis. Ofte Mngnau ha D'llig

matiktik, lea na sasoulat li Mattheus, tl Johannes appa. Ovcrgesct inde Fornio-

saansche tale, voor de Inwoonders van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan
,
Bacloan, Tavokan,

en Tevorang. ’t Amsterdam, by Michiel Eartogh, Boeck-verkoptr, inde On e

Moogli-struat, inde Boeck- en Papierwinckel, 1661. This exact title of this work
was given for the first time by D. II. Kern. It was previously known in the

literature concerning Formosa under the following: Evangelia Matt/nvi el Johan -

nis in linguam Formosanam translata cum verstone Bclgica. Op. Dan. Gruvii,

cum ejusdem prefationem. Amstclodami, 1661, 4to. Cf. J. II. Home, Intro-

duction to the critical study and knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, 9th ed. 1S.J,

vol. v. p. 135; II. Cordier, Bibliotheca Sinica, p. 149.
6 Fatar ki Inai ’tnsing an ki Christang, t' Formulier des Christendoms ,

met,

de verklaringen van dim inde Sideio-formosaanschc taal. Door Daniel Gravius

Amstcrd. 1662, 4 to.
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wero dri\en away by the pirate Koxinga from the seat of

his former labours. It is from an analysis of the Formulier

of Gravius that Klaproth 1 was enabled to write his notes Stir

fa Lang tie des Indigenes de Vile de Formosc- in 1822, and sub-

sequently to compile his Vocabulaire Formosan 3 of 390 words,

and his Phrases en Formosan
,

4 which therefore are exclusively

in the Sidcic dialect.

74. According to Dan. Gravius, the language he employed

was spoken at Sulang, Mattan, Sinckan, Bacloan, Tavokan,

Tevorang, and more or less also at Dorko and Tiloscn.

However, this language seems to have been wanting in

uniformity, and several dialects were in existence. Therefore

we cannot take his statement otherwise than in a limited

sense, meaning that the language spoken of was looked upon

by him as the standard of the region he describes. And we

are sorry to say, the facts do not seem to justify his state-

ment even as far as that. Rob. Junius, who was at Sulang,

one of the localities mentioned by Gravius, wrote in another

dialect than the Sideic of the latter
;
his dialect was most

probably that of Sinkam, as shown by similarities of words

with those of the manuscripts, and therefore was also the

dialect that is now dying out among the Baksa Pepohwans.

75. The great relationship of the language of the manu-

scripts with that of the Baksas has been shown by Mr. E.

Colborne Baber, who has pointed out several words in them,

which are similar to those of the said dialect. I subjoin

these words here with the corresponding Sideic terms available

to show the differences :

Silver Yanitok
Baksa.

Manituk
Sideic.

Cattle Lohang Lohang
To declare Masosoo Masasu.

One Sasaat Sasaab Saat
Eight Pahpat Pipa Kauvphpa
Ten Kitiang Keteng Kytti

1 “ Je l’ai depouille entierement.” Sucli are his words, in his Description
de Vile de Formose (JUemoires relatifs a I'Asie, Paris, 1826, vol. i. pp. 321-353),
p. 353.

2 Journal Asiatique, Octobre, 1822, i. pp. 193-202.
3 Memoires relatifs a VAsie, vol. i. pp. 351-368.
4 Ibid. vol. i. pp. 369-374.
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76. In order to make good my first statement regarding

the dialect employed by Junius, I subjoin the following

instances, and the two versions of the Pater noster by this

missionary and Dan. Gravius. They were given by Adelung

his Mithrulates, vol. i. pp. 580-582.

Junius. Gravius. Baksa. SlDEIC.

Father Diam Rama Duma Rama
Heaven Vullum Tounuoun

Day Wagi Wti’i Wagi (sun0

Liberate Sousiame Hasumi-ei

77. Pater Noster, by Rob. Junius, 1645:

Diam-eta ka tu Yullum, Luiugniang ta Nanang oho;

Mahatongal ta tao tu Goum sho Mamatalto ki kamoienhu tu

Hay, mama tu Yullum.

Pe-came ka cangniang Wagi Katta
;
Hamiecame ki

Yaraniang mameniang ma-rnia ta Yaran-ki tao ka mouro ki

rueh emitang. Ine-came pondangadangach
;

Sonaiame-

came ki Litto.

Ka imouato ta gumaguma, Kallipuchang, Kasamayang

Mikagua. Amen.

78. Pater noster, by Dan. Gravius, 1661

:

Rama-yan, ka itsu Tounnoun koio ki Vullum, Pakou tik

tik-auh loumoulough ta Nanangoho
;

Pa-irou-an ta Pei-

sasou-an-oho ;
Paamtan ta Ivamoei-en-hou, mama tou Toun-

noun, Kma-hynna tou Nai

;

Phei-Kame Wil’i katta ki Paoul-i-an ka mamsing. Attaral-

a-ta Kauilting-en-hau ymian, mama ka attaral-kame ta

ymiiin ki Kiiuilting-nian
;

Inei-kame amilough tou Iv’poung an
;
Ka’am-hou ta Pei-

sasou-an ta Peilpoung-en, ta Keirang-an ki kidi, tou yhkag-

nang Myddarynough. Amen.

79. The two texts are obviously written in dialects

closely connected, but they are not one and the same

languago written by two different persons. 1 Many words

1 Even admitting, as is here the case, that this languago was still unwritten,

and that the selection of special words for the rendering of new ideas led to per-

sonal differences.
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are in common, sucli as : kn * who, which ’
;

tu ‘ in, on ’

;

mama ‘as’; katta ‘this’; oho ‘thine’; ta ‘the’?; karne or

came ‘ us ’
;
nay or nai ‘ earth’

; nanang ‘ name ’; etc. Other

words are nearly similar: pc (J.) and phei (G.) ‘give’
;

ine

(J.) and inei (G.) ‘not’; itnou (J.) and ’am-hou (G.) ‘thine’; 1

Utto (J.) and lyttou (G.) ‘ dovil ’
;

while some words are

altogether different: eta (J.) and yan (G.) ‘our’
;
luiugniang

(J.) and loumoulough (G.) ‘praised’
; etc., etc.

80. The equivalence of sound in the transcriptions of

Ii = D between the Sideic of Gravius and the Sinkan, now
Baksa Pepohwan, of Junius and the MSS., is a regular one,

as shown by the further examples given below. And it is

not uninteresting that this equivalence should be extended to

S in another dialect, exemplified by a list of 1072 words

found in MS. in the library of the University of Utrecht by

Dr. Yan der Ylis, and described by him in a paper published

at Batavia in 1842. 2 This other dialect, unnamed, seems

represented by the speech of the Kanagou and Paichien of

the present day.

81. The following list illustrates the equivalences spoken

of in the three dialects

:

Sidei'a. Van der Ylis. Pepohwan.

Father rarna sama dama

Mother rena sen a tena

Water ralaum salon

g

dalum

Thunder runo-dunrrO O sin "dingo o dun^dung

Tree parannah pesanach

Foot rahpal sapal dapal (pelam)

Great irang isang

Two ranka (so) soa duha.

82.

Allusion has been made by Yalentijn and other Dutch

writers to a Sakam language, 3 the one in which are written

1 Im and ’am are probably another word; leaving on and hou, which may be
forms of oho, ‘ thine,’ as above.

2 Fonnosaansche TToorden lijst voJgens een Utrechtsch Handschrifl. Yooraf-
gegaan door Eenige Forte Aonmerkingen betreffende de Fonnosaansche taal. In
I'erhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetcnschappen

,

18de Deel, Batavia, 1842, 8vo. pp. 431-488.
3 Zaaken van Taijoan, bl. 88, v.g. (i. Dr. H. Kern).
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the manuscripts described above. Valentijn bimself, in

1644, was commissioned from Batavia to collect a Sakam
dictionary or vocabulary, in order that a Malay, Portuguese,

Sakam and Dutch vocabulary might afterwards be constructed

therefrom. But nothing seems to have been done, though

the name of Junius has been, rightly or wrongly, connected

with the work. Anyhow, the connection we have disclosed

in these pages between the dialect employed by this missionary

and that of the MSS. from Sinkiang or Sakam, shows that

his Katechism was written in that special dialect.

83. The Favorlang, the other language of Formosa, which

has been known to the Dutch occupiers, is quite distinct

from the preceding dialects, though related to them. The

chief work in that language is an important vocabulary,

compiled in 1650 by Gilbertus Happart. 1 It was found in

1839 by Dr. AY. B. van Hoevell, in the archives of the Church

Council at Batavia, and published by him in the eighteenth

volume of Transactions of the Batavian Society of Arts and

Literature, with some additional remarks. 2 In 1840, AY. IT.

Medhurst translated it into English, and also published it at

Batavia, 3 the same year.

84. A manuscript with Favorlang texts has also been

found at Batavia, but nothing beyond the Paternoster has

been edited from it, and this in 1857 only, by E. Netscher.4

Here is this Paternoster in Favorlang, which may be

compared with the Sinkam and Sideia versions which we have

reproduced above

:

1 G. Happart was, according to Valentijn, missionary in Formosa from 1649 to

1652 and 1653 to 1656.
2 The title is given above, n. This volume was, however, completed only

afterwards, and bears the date of 1842. The Woordboek der Favorlandsche Taat,

waarin het Favorlangs voor, bet duils Achter Gesielt is, door Gilbertus Happart,

occupies the pp. 31-381, and the remarks of Dr. Hoevell, the pp. 382-430.
3 Dictionary of the Favorlang Dialed of the Formosan Language, by Gilbertus

Happart; written in 1650. Translated from the Transactions of the Batavian

Literary Society, by W. II. Medhurst, Batavia. Printed at Parapattan, 1840,

12mo. pp. 383.
4 Tijdschrift voor Jndische Taal-, Land-,en Yolkenkunde, vi. 1857 (Dr. Kern).

Adelung in Mit/u idates, i. 578, mentions two new works by Sim. van Breen

and by J. Happart. As the latter’s vocabulary has been published, that of Sim.

van Breen is probably that from which Mr. E. Nctscher has published an

extract.
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Namoa ta-man, ta masca paiya do busum, i-pa-dasa yoa

moan, i-pa-saiya yoa ^a^imit o ai, i-pa-iyoro yoa airab ina-

ibas de busum ma-sini de ta ^anuma, epc-e namo-no piada i

toro upo maatsikap soo abo-e namo ta taap o kakosi namoa

ma-ibae ^anuma, namo m-abo ta masea pa rapics i namo, bai

pa-sabas i namo, soo baras i namo, inai rapies ai, inan yoa

mix0 x^xirait o ai soo bar o ai soo adas ai ta-ulaulan. Amen. 1

85. The data which we possess of the other dialects and

languages spoken in the island arc still more unsatisfactory

than those hitherto described. They consist of vocabularies

of various length, some of them composed of only a few

words, collected by various travellers in various places, at

various times and with various spellings. 2 So that the

diversity is great, and no scientific accuracy is attainable.

And though we know thus far the existence of some twenty-

two dialects, we are by no means at all certain that some

more may not increase the unpleasant collection.

86. The most important by far of these vocabularies is that

of the Tayal language (551 words), compiled by M. Guerin

in the north of the Island and published in the Bulletin de la

Society de Geographic de Park in 1868.3 It consists of several

hundred words, with some phrases and remarks which make

it a most important document. The same traveller also

collected six other small vocabularies in the same region and.

further south, namely, those of the Shabogala, Bou'iok, Tsoo or

Tiboula, Sibouken, Kanagou
,
and in the extreme south the

Kali. Vocabularies of Tsui-hwan, Sek/ucan, Buhican, Pelam

and Pepohwan have been compiled by Mr. J. L. Bullock,

the longest comprehending 179 words.4 Mr. Charles Carroll,

like Mr. J. L. Bullock, of H.M. Consular Service, has

collected the numerals of tribes, 1) near Black Bock Bay
(East), 2) near Sau-o Bay (North), 3) from the South, and

1 Dr. Friedrich Muller, Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft, ii. (2) p. 150.
2 The differences still increased hy the obvious misprints in several of the lists.
3 V* serie, t. xvi. pp. 466-495.
4 They were published in the China Review in 1874, vol. iii. pp. 38-46, J. L.

Bullock, Formosan Dialects and their Connection with the Malay, reproduced
by Mr. E. Colborne Baber in his note on Niue Formosan manuscripts, and
reprinted as an appendix to the present papers.
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4) near Tai-wan fu (S.W.) and forty-two words from the

latter, which he published in 1871. 1

87. Short vocabularies of the Paichien, Banga, Bantanlang,

and Samohai, with some of the Siboukn and Tibolak men-

tioned above

2

were published without any author’s name

in June 1867. 3 Some Kali words and numerals have been

given by Mr. R. Swinhoe in the same year. 4 To Mr. J.

Thomson we are indebted for vocabularies of the Pachien,

Sibukun, Tibolal, Banga and Bantalang, Shekhoan, Pilam

and Balsa Pepohwan.
5 Mr. J. B. Steere has collected a voca-

bulary of 145 Pepohwan words at Kongana Island,6 and

Mr. Geo. Philipps a score of Pilam woi’ds.

88. The following lists of pronouns and numerals will show

their similarities as well as their differences :

PRONOUNS.

I. Thou. He. We. You. They.

Tsui-hwan yako iho latoro yamin latawan itiawan

Sek-hwan yako issu issu yami, ita innu yasia

Buh -wan yako issu issu yamo abaras

Pepohwan ya-u inuhu ya-u inuhu

Pelam iko yu inadioa itai yu inadioa

Favorlang ina iyo ai, ixo namo yonu, ima dexo
Tayal konin isson simo konin isson simo

Boui'ok taken senon takon sonon .....

Tsoo alio sen ta'ini aho son ta'ini

1 Rambles among the Formosan Savages
, pp. 133-134, 164-165 of vol. i. The

Phoenix, London, 1871.
2 The Sibaukann and Tiboula of M. Guerin.
3 Formosan Vocabularies, in Notes and Queries for China and Japan

,
vol. i.

pp. 70-71 (Ilong Kong, 1867).
4 Notes on Formosa, in China Itrail, Hong Kong, 27th Aug. 1867.
5 Ten years' Journey in China and Indo- China.
0 The Aborigines of Formosa, in China Review, 1875, vol. iii. pp. 181-184.
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d) Position in general Philology.

90. As to the position of the Formosan languages in the

general classification, it has long been stated, from the lexico-

logical affinities,1 that the civilized agricultural inhabitants of

the shores of Formosa spoke a Malayan language. Klaproth,

and also Malte Brun, 2 on data chiefly belonging to the Sideia

and kindred dialects, were able to go as far as that, and to

show their affinity, not only with the Malayan tongues of the

Indian archipelago, but also with the African Malay (Mala-

gasy) and the Polynesian Malay (Tagalok).

Mr. J. Thomson has put side by side his Paichien, Sibu-

coun, Tibolal, Banga and Bantalang vocabularies, with the

same words from the Malay of Singapore
;
also Shekhoan,

Pilam and Baksa repohwan, each separately with Malay, and

a comparative table of the numerals in the above-named

dialects and language, with those of the Jagul and Bisaya

(Philippines), New Zealand, Tikopia, "Waigiu, Tonga, and

Maw (Polynesia), and of the Arfours of Manado (Celebes),

which exhibit a complete relationship.

91. As to the parentage with the Malay exclusively, an

analysis of the vocabularies given by Mr. Thomson has yielded

the following results

:

67 Baksa words have 13 Malay affinities.

48 Pilam 99 10 99

45 Shekhwan 99 9 99 99

40 Bantalang 99 8 distant affinities.

34 Paichien )f 3 99 99

21 Sibucoun 99 2 99 99

9 Tibolal 99 0 99 99

38 Banga 99 5 99 99

So that the first three dialects on the list stand in closer

relationship to the Malay than the succeeding ones
;
but the

parentage must be looked upon as existing with the Indo-

1 Description de Vile de Formose, extraite dcs livres Chinois, in Me'moires relati/s

a VAsie, 1826, i. 321-353, and Yocabulaire, 351-374.
- Annales dts Voyages, 1809, t. vii.

;
also Analyse de quelques Memoires

Uollandais sur Vile de Formose, ibid. 1810, t. viii. p. 344.
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nesian languages as a whole, and not with any dialect in

particular. I find that Mr. J. Bullock had come to the same

conclusion
;
in comparing ninety words of the various dialects

from which he has collected the vocabularies reprinted

below, 1 and the lists of A. B,. Wallace, comprehending

vocabularies of the Malay of Java, Bouton and Salayer of S.

Celebes, Menado and Bolanghitam of N. Celebes, and Sangnir

of Sula Islands, Mr. J. Bullock has found 31 words, or one-

third, identical with some Malayan words.2 The Pelam

having the most, and the Pepohwan the next most similarities.

But the comparison shows no connection with any particular

dialect.

92. Dr. Arnold Schetelig was the first to study the

language of the independent tribes. 3 He came to the con-

clusion that these independent tribes, also called Senghwan,

have only borrowed a sixth part of their vocabulary from

their Malay neighbours, from whom they differ otherwise in

language, and are physically closely allied to the continental

people of China. W. M. II. in 1857 4 has called attention to

the relationship evidenced by the Kali numerals furnished

by Mr. Swinhoe, and the Malay ones, in the case of four,

five, six, seven, and ten.5

The Paiwans speak a language of the general type, and so

do the Cariangans
;

while the Tipuns, avowed foreigners,

have only accepted the Paiwan numerals, their language,

says Mr. G. Taylor, being otherwise different.

93. The language of the black Diaramocks of the moun-

tainous region inland is altogether unknown,6 and we are

still without any other information than that given by

1 See § 8G, and the Appendix.
2 J. Bullock, Formosan ltialccts and their Connection with the Malay, l.c.

pp. 38-41.
3 Sprachen der Urcintcohner Formosa's, in Zeitsehriftfur Vblkerpsycologie uni

Sprachwissenschaft, vol. v. p. 437.
4 Notes and Queries for China and Japan, Aug. 31, 1867, p. 101. This

note was the cause of two others, which appeared the following month (Sept. 30,

pp. 122-123), from T. J. R. : Common Origin of Formosans and Malays, the title

of which speaks for itself
;
and from Z.: Ka/ce and Malay Numerals, stating that

the parentage is not so complete as desired by the author of the first note 1

6 China Mail, llong Kong, 27th Aug. 1867.
6 The Aborigines of Formosa, pp. 195-196.
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Yalentijn more than two centuries ago, that it is different

from that of the other Formosans. 1

94. The late J. Logan of Singapore, writing in 1852, 2

made a comparison of the Formosan (Sideia, Favorlang) and

several Philippine dialects, all of which he included in his

North Indonesian subdivision. The dialectic differences of

the Formosan connect it with the Pampangan of Luzon, and

the most important formatives agree in all the essential

points.

95. The late Yon der Gabelentz in 1859 3 wrote a valuable

monograph, its object being to fix the place of the Formosan

in the Malay class. Besides the original Sideia data, he was

enabled to compare the Favorlang in the dictionary published

in 1840. The great German scholar decided that the

affinities of Formosan are Indonesian, and that they are not

so exclusively Philippine as the geographical relations

suggest.

96. The Abbe Favre, 4 in his remarks added to the impor-

tant paper of M. Guerin in 1868 on the Tayal dialect, con-

cludes that the dialects of Formosa are of Polynesian (?)

origin
;

the Favorlang being purer than the Tayal, which

has diverged from the original type through its con-

tact with the Chinese. I am not sure that this Polynesian

origin is borne out by the paper of this scholar, as all the

evidence he adduces consists of serious affinities of the

Favorlang with the Malay and Javanese, which are also met

with in a less degree in Tayal.

97. Dr. Friedrich Muller, in 1882, in his important,

though I am afraid rather overvalued, large linguistic work,

has included the Formosan in his Malayan division, and

1 See above § 50.
2 Ethnology of the Indo-Pacific Islands : Language. Part i. cb. iii.

§
vii.

p. 150. (Singapore, 1S52.)
3 Ueber die Formosanische Sprache und ihre Stelhwg im Malaiischen Sprach-

s/amm, in Zdlschrift der Morgenland. Gesellschaft, t. xiii. pp. 59-102.
4 Notes sur la Langue des Aborigines de Vile de Formose et Pemarques sur le

precedent Vocabulaire, l.c. Mr. E. C. Taintor in his valuable paper on The
Aborigines of Northern Formosa (Journ. North China Branch Royal Asiat.
Society, 1875. vol. is. pp. 53-88) has given a vocabulary of the" Kabaran
Pepohwan, and also one ot the Yukan-Tayal.

VOL. XIX.—[XEW SERIES.] 32
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made it one of the eleven languages 1 which he has compared

together. But there is very little if anything new there, as

his Formosan is the Favorlang, and his sole authority the

monograph of Conon von der Gabelentz. (§ 95.)

Notwithstanding all these later efforts, the chief authority

on the matter, still in advance by far, remains the late J.

Logan, who wrote thirty-five years ago the work referred to

above, and we can only complain of the deficiency of the

documents at his disposal.

98. Therefore all the affinities hitherto pointed out connect

the majority of the three groups of Formosan languages,

Tayal, Sideic, and Favorlang, 1°) with the Indonesian and

Pacific languages at large, and the Malayan languages in

particular, with reference to the vocabulary, and 2°) with

the languages of the Philippines from the standpoint of

structure and morphology. But it must be said that though

the existence of an important deviation from the Indonesian

standard, supposed to have been caused by the influence of

the Chinese immigrants, has been duly noticed, no affinities

have been sought for the Formosan languages except in the

south and west of the island. The mainland has been

neglected, and no thought was given to the non-Chinese.

99. However, as early as 1853, the venerable Brian H.

Hodgson, in his paper On the Tribes of Northern Tibet and of

8ifan ,

2 had shown the remarkable similarity of verbal for-

mation by piled-up prefixes in the Gyarung, a language on

the Tibetan frontier of China, and the Tagala of the Philip-

pines. The affinity cannot be denied, but this simple fact,

full of ethnological suggestion, has escaped the attention of

the above-named scholars. Or, should they have come across

Hodgson’s statement, they have neglected it as a fancy of

its author, which the geographical distance and the supposed

presence of the Chinese in the intervening country from

olden times, rendered utterly improbable and not worthy of

examination.

1 These eleven languages are the following : Tagala, Ibanag. Formosan,

Rattnk, Malagasy, Alfur, iJayak, Malay, Javanese, Mankasar, and ilugis. Yid.

his Grundriss dcr Sprachwissenschaft
,

ii. (2) pp. 87-160.
1 Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society,

y

ol. xxii. 1853, p. 121, sq.
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100. But now that the historical inhabitation of China

by the Chinese is known to have been the result of a slow

growth, the matter has taken a different complexion. In

another place I have shown reason to believe, from the own

avowal of the historical Chinese traditions, that the Gyarungs

were nothing more nor less than one of the disjecta membra

now driven away by the pressure of the Chinese growth,

west, south, and also cast, of a former nucleus of the native

population of China, Indonesian in character at the beginning

and gradually diverging from their former standard under the

combined influences of their new surroundings, linguistical

and others. 1

101. The Gyarung glossary exhibits numerous similarities

with the Blue Miao and T’u man tribes now in Kueitchou,

the Toungthus of Burma, in which case they extend to

25%, with the Tayal of Formosa and with the above-named

Tagala. This remarkable connection would some years ago

have proved unintelligible, while in the present day we may
look upon it almost as not unexpected.

102. I have carefully compared the Tayal glossar)' with

the lists of words available from the remnant tribes of the

Aborigines, or non-Chinese tribes of the Middle Kingdom, and

I have found with several of them the following proportion

of similarities

:

Tchung Miao . . . • . . . 33

T’u man ... . . . 25

K’i-tao . , . . . 25

Lot of Hainan . . . . . 25

Ngan shun Miao . . . . . 20

Blue Miao . . . . . . 20

Black Miao . . .

White Miao . . . . . . 10

103.

These figures, with the exception of those concerning

the last two names, which belong to a more distant group,

exhibit an undeniable connection and larger affinity than

1 Cf. The Languages of China before the Chinese, §§ 129-144, and 225.
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with the Malayan groups. All these tribes, with the ex-

ception of the Li, are now located in the Kueitchou province

of Western China, where they have been gradually removed

or driven from their former seats in the centre and east of

China. Unhappily the documents for studying the languages

of these and other aborigines are pre-eminently deficient.

They consist of lists of words of various lengths and various

origins and dates, either casually quoted in the Chinese records,

or purposely collected by them or by Europeans, with all their

differences in time, place, writing and language owned by

their authors. 1 In other words, as a matter of fact, they

are the worst materials that could possibly be placed in the

hands of the philologist, and permit very little, if any,

insight on the structure of the languages they represent.

104. Another, though indirect, means of inquiry is the

study of the influence of the native languages on the his-

torical and regional evolution of the genuine Chinese dialects.

As I have shown elsewhere, I have been able to ascertain

that in former times, in the east of China, on the mainland,

the native dialects used, in the construction of their sentences,

to place the subject after the verb. 2 This remarkable feature

is rather uncommon
;

it does not belong to the Kiienlunic

linguistic formation, which includes the Chinese and the

Tibeto-Burmese groups
;
nor does it to the Mon-Khmer and

Taic-Shan families constituting the Indo-Chinese division of

the Indo-Pacific stem
;
but it is a regular feature of the Indo-

nesian, north division, and an occasional one of the Polynesian,

both branches of the Oceanic languages belonging to the

aforesaid Indo-Pacific stem. Therefore we may adduce from

this fact the existence in the east of China of dialects of a

north Indonesian character, existence which is further estab-

lished by the similarities presented by the now removed

Gyarungs and several tribes of Kueitchou.

105. Allusion has already been made to the system of

1 Cf. T. de L., The Languages <f China before the Chinese, 2-7, p. 394-398,

in Transactions of the Philological Society for 1885-6.
2 Cl. T. do L., ibid. \ 23, p. 406. And more fully in my other work, Ideology

of Languages and its Relation to History
, §§ 120-122, pp. 84-87.
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prefixes superimposed one to the other, and also of infixes in

the case of the verb in Gyarung, as in north Indonesian.

Particular prefixes determining the condition of the sense of

the word must also be noticed. For instance, in Gyarung, in

25 verbs I find that 17 begin by ta, the a often displaced by

a vowel harmonizing with the word; in 27 adjectives, 26

begin with ka- or Ah-, etc.
;
both prefixes are cognate to the

similar prefixes ta-, ti-, tc-, and ka- of north Indonesia, ta, ti,

of Formosa, tche of the Ki/i-tao of Kueitchou, k- and t- of the

other aforesaid Miao dialects, and the k- and t- of the Gyarung.

Allof them, derived from common parents, have been diversified

in their value and use in the course of the respective evolu-

tions of the languages which have them.

106. Scholars have already compared the ma- and pa- of

Favorlang with the mag- of Tayal and the pan-, pa-, of Tayal,

Malay, Javanese, Battak, Maukassar, Bugis and Dayak
;
the

suffix -an of Favorlang, with a similar -an in Tagal and

Malagasy. We may add the infix -in- of Favorlang and

Tayal, with a similar one in Tagal, Javanese, etc. The

known prefix m- of the Malay dialects we find appearing as

follows in the Formosan dialects

:

In the case of verbs :

Farorfang . . . 80% Tagal . . . . 33%
Pepolncan . . . i 5 „ Sekhican . 33 „

Bahwan

.

... 60 „ Pelam . . . . 20 „

Tsaihwan . . . 50 „

In the case of adjectives

:

Pepolncan .. . . 100 % Bahwan ... • 50 „

Tsui-hwan .. . . 90 „ Sekwhan . . • 25 „

Favorlang oCO Pelam ... . 25 „

107. In Tayal and Tsoo of North Formosa, class-prefixes

fused with the word, K- or G-, M-, b- or p-, and l or r, are

found in the vocabulary for all parts of the body. In

Gyarung k-, b-, r- and t-, correspond in a general way, yet

not in all the individual cases, because of the intervening

causes of alteration on the two sides, with the similar k-,

p-, l- and t- of the aforesaid Miao dialects of Kueitchou in
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China. 1 The uniformity of system between the Formosan

dialects, several Miao languages of China and the Gyarung,

is made evident therefrom.

108. With regard to their ideology, hardly anything has

been done excepting individual remarks. Therefore, making

use of our convenient ideological indices, 2 we are enabled to

establish the following list, which shows their similarities

and differences, as far as documents permit, and which

I extract from my Ideology of Languages and its Relation to

History :

Formosa :

Favorlang 1 3 6 7 V.

Tayal 13 6 7V.
Tsoo 2 4 6 7 V.

Shohogala 2 4 6 0

Sideia 2 4 (6) 7 IV. V.

Sinkam 2 4 (6) 7 IV. V.

Continent :

Ancient Influence . . . 2 0 6 7 IV. V. 3

Gyalung 1 3 5 8 III. (Hybrid,

Tatar influence).

T’u man 1 4 6 0 (Mixed).

IFih-lao 1 4 6 0 (Mixed).

An- Shun 1 J 6 0 (Mixed).

Black Miao 1 4 6 0 (Mixed).

1 See on this question my remarks on the Gyarung in my book on The
Languages of China before the Chinese, § 133.

2 The explanation of these ideological indices is the following : The Arabic
figures show the order of individual words, while the Roman figures relate to the

arrangement of the simple or positive sentence.

1. Genitive and noun.
2. Noun and genitive.

3. Adjective and noun.
4. Noun and adjective.

5. Obj ect and verb.

6. Verb and object.

7. Verb and subject.

8. Subject and verb.

So that 5 7 imply II.
; 5 8 imply I. or III.

VI. only.
3 Genuine Chinese, 1 3 6 8 VI.

I. Obj. subj. verb.

II. Obj. vero subj.

III. Subj. obj. verb.

IV. Verb subj. obj.

V. Verb obj. subj.

VI. Subj. verb obj.

6 7 imply IV. or V. ;
and 6 8 imply
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Blue Miao

Lot (Hainan) . . . .

Indonesian :

Tagala (Philippines) . .

Bisaga „ . .

Pampaya „ . .

Malay

Dayak
Javanese

2 2
6 0 (Hybrid, Mon

influence).

1 4 6 0 (Mixed).

2 4 G 7 IV.

2 4 6 7 IV.

2 4 6 7 IV.

2 4 G « VI. IV.

2 4 6 8 VI.

2 4 6 ? VI. IV.

109. The above list is very telling, and will permit us to

lead these long notes to a brief conclusion on a most difficult

question, which I hope it contributes to elucidate.

It brings most important evidence that the dialects of

Formosa, especially those of the North and West, are more

closely related with a part of the former Non -Chinese

population of Eastern China than with the modern Indo-

nesian languages. This conclusion is supported by glossarial

(§ 102), morphological (§§ 105-107), affinities, similarities of

customs (§ 58), and also by anthropological craniometry,

(§ 59). But we must take into account the diversifications

which have been undergone by these languages in their

respective surroundings, since the bygone age of their

former unity. The Gyarung, in its Tibeto-Chinese location,

has been affected by Altaic languages: Mongol and Turk. 1

On the other hand, the other languages have altered under

the influence of a superimposition of languages of the same

stem at various phases of their respective evolution
;
the

Chinese influence has been at a minimum, and does not

appear to have produced more than a change of position

of the genitive, passing from Indice 2 to Indice 1. The

Miao dialects have been influenced by the neighbouring tribes

of the Mon-Khmer and Tai-Shan families, while those of

Formosa have mingled with emigrants from the Philippine

1 Ideol. Ind., 1 3 5 8 II.
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Archipelago and other islands. The Chinese influence there

does not appear to have extended beyond their vocabulary.

110. The following scheme of classification will permit us

to apprehend the relative position of the Formosan dialects

with the other languages, cognate in various degrees, be-

longing to the Indo-Pacific Stock of Languages, and the

stray affinities which pervade them throughout, and give to

their relationship a character so intricate.

INDO-PACIFIC Stock, including two divisions

:

I. The Indo-Chinese subdivided into three branches

:

1) Mon-Ta'ic, including a) 7 Pre-Chinese dialects

unmixed and mixed, and b) 11 Pre-Chinese

dialects Hybridized and Hybrid.

2) Mon-Khmer, including the a) Annamite or Cochin-

Chinese, b) Palaong, c
)
Peguan, d) Khasi, e

)

Khmer group, /) Negrito Kamucks, etc., dialects.

3) Tdic-Shon, including four groups, a) Pre-Chinese,

b) Ahom, c) Shan, cl
)
Loacian Siamese.

II. The Inter-Oceanic, subdivided into four branches:

1) Indonesian, including four groups, a) Pre-Chinese,

b) Formosan, c
)

Tagalo-Malayan, cl) Negrito-

Aetas.

2) Micronesian groups.

3) Polynesian groups.

4) Melanesian groups.

The dialects of Formosa may he provisionally subdivided

as follows in three sections :

Payed—Tsoo, Shabogala, Sibouken, Black Bock Bay,

Kanagu, Paickien, etc.

Sicleia—Sinkam, Tai-wan, Fepohwan Baksa, Kongana,

Pelam, Banga, Bantanlang, Sau-o Ba)r
, Samolei (?).

Favorlang—Tsui-hwan, Sekhwau, Bukwan, Bou'iok, Kali,

etc.
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Tsui-hwan.

Sek-hwan.

Bu-hwan.

Pepo-hwan.

Pelam.

Favorlano.
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Art. XV.

—

On the Revenues of the Moghul Empire.

By II. G. Keene, Esq.

Communicated through the Secretary B.A.S.

It is not without sincere diffidence that I venture to lay

before Oriental scholars the following remarks. It is my
misfortune to find myself constrained to oppose the conclu-

sions of one who, when I first took up the question, was the

most accepted authority on the subject—the late Edward

Thomas. That learned and distinguished mau has recorded,

in commenting on some former notes of mine (in the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1

), that I treated the matter

in so discursive a way that he was unable to catch my drift.

On observing this, I wrote a fresh paper for the Royal Asiatic

Society—which has been unfortunately lost—in which I

strove to speak out in a manner that should leave no room

for misconception. Unhappily Mr. Thomas is no more

among us
;

and one is again in the old difficulty. A
hesitating delivery of opinion, which was originally caused

by deference to the justly-deserved reputation of the opposing

advocate, is now, in a manner, called for by respect for the

memory of the departed.

But magna est veritas
;
and the importance of the subject

ought to be my excuse for saying that Mr. Thomas over-

estimated the Moghul revenues, and supported his estimates

by untenable argument. I desire to say it, with unfeigned

respect for his great labours
;
but I submit that, if only my

opinion be right, it is one that ought to be expressed. It is

not only of scientific importance to know the truth
;
the

1 J.A.S.B. July, 1878 ( vid. ibid. vol. i. pt. i. 1881).

VOL. xix .—[new series.] 33
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knowledge of it may have an exceedingly great political

importance. It thus becomes necessary to state, as concisely

as may be, the grounds on which I have been led to make

these assertions.

In the first place, Mr. Thomas appears to assume that the

rupee of those days is equivalent to two-twentieths of a

pound sterling of English currency. Anglo-Indians know

too well that such is certainly not now the case
;
but in

point of fact it is only known to have been so during the first

sixty years of the current century and a short preceding

period when British commerce was beginning to work with

weight upon Indian markets. In the reign of Aurangzeb,

the last powerful Emperor, we learn from Manucci, the

Italian physician, that a revenue of thirty-eight laws was at

one moment 1 realized, and that this sum was tantamount to

five hundred and eighty millions of livres. In another place

the same writer reports that the rupee was equal to thirty

sols. So Tavernier, in estimating the value of “ The Great

Table Diamond,” tells us that it was “ priced at five hundred

thousand rupees, or seven hundred and fifty thousand litres

of our money.” We have then to imagine what proportion

to our pound was borne by the French litre tournois of that

period, one and a half of which formed the equivalent of the

rupee.

Fortunately we have, in Justice’s Moneys and Exchanges,

London, 1807, an exact account of the relation between the

French and English money of those days.2 The pound

sterling was “ an imaginary sum ” not coined, hut expressing

two hundred and forty pence : and fifty-four pence were

equal in exchange to seventy-two sols. Hence the “ ima-

ginary ” pound of two hundred and forty pence was equal

to 320 sols, or 16 livres tournois; or, in other words, the

litre was the sixteenth part of a pound sterling. Therefore

the thirty-eight hrors—which made Aurangzeb’s maximum

budget—were only equal to £36,250,000 ;
and the ordinary

1 In 1697.
2 The book is in the Bodleian, and I am indebted for its use to the kind infor-

mation of Mr. Thorold Rogers. Justice gives the values of 1703.
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revenue—which was less both before and after—must be

reduced proportionally.

India was bimetallic—to some extent at least—in the

palmy days of the Moghul Empire. We learn from the

Ayin Akbari that, about the end of the sixteenth century,

there wTas in existence a gold coin (it must have been more

in the nature of a stamped ingot, for it weighed 91j tolas)

worth one hundred “ round muhars each weighing nearly

as much as a rupee.” Elsewhere we find that half a tola

of gold was worth four rupees. This gives a ratio of

8:1, just what was found in Japan when first opened to

British commerce in 18G0. During the seventeenth century

the mines of South America poured silver into Europe,

some of which must have found its way into India. Ac-

cording to the table given by Professor Bastable in the

Encyclopedia Britmuiica, from 1545 to 1080 the silver

currency of Europe was increased by over eleven thousand

millions of francs
; say four hundred and fifty millions of

pounds sterling. Owing to this cause, perhaps—for some

of the vast increase must have found Indian channels

through Portugal and other countries—the Empire had

adopted a silver currency in the time of Aurangzeb.

Next arises the question whether the estimates of our

travellers represent the entire yearly receipts of the treasury,

or whether they require to be increased—doubled according

to Thomas—on account of receipts from other sources beside

the land? For the proposed duplication no proof that I

know of has ever been adduced. But I do not think that

any addition whatever is to be made
;
and I believe that

all legitimate articles of separate revenue are included in the

estimates of contemporary Europeans, except where the

contrary is distinctly expressed. No doubt more was paid
,

but it was not the revenue of the Empire. Some of the

money collected stuck to the hands of the farmers and agents

employed in the work. Other payments, in the form of

gifts, fines and escheats, took place; but these were not

made by the contributory in general, and were rather a part

of the King’s peculium
,

or Privy Purse, than a portion
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of the public fisc. During about half a centurj'- there was

a poll-tax levied on the Hindus
;

but there are no means

of knowing exactly what amount reached the Treasury

under this head. It was probably not above four krort

of rupees.

I believe, further, that the revenue of the Empire rose,

from one cause or another, from ten krors of rupees in

Akbar’s reign to whatever it reached in that of Aurangzeb

;

and that from about 1697 it again steadily declined. For

the former estimate I cite ’Abul Fazl and Nizam-ud-

din Ahmad, who were both fiscal officers of the Empire

towards the end of Akbar’s reign. The one says that all

India, as ruled by the Moghul, yielded a revenue of “ 640

krors of muradi tankas” annually; and mnrddi tanka is a

well-known accountant’s way of describing copper coins

of which sixty-four went to the rupee. 1 The other, in

the Akbarnama, gives detailed statements (which he calls

taqsim-jamas
) ,

the total of which r
aggregates

j
ust under ten

krors, inclusive of customs. It was to be expected that

the two statements should agree
;
and I can see no reason

for doubting that, in point of fact, they do. Coming to

the reign of Akbar’s son and successor, Jahangir, we are

met with the view of a Dutch writer, J. de Laet, who is

sometimes cited in support of a higher estimate. On this

we need not linger; save to remark that de Laet was a

mere compiler who had never been in India, and whose

work abounds in errors. Hawkins, who puts the revenues

of Jahangir at fifty krors, had local knowledge, but he was

a mere mariner who is in direct opposition to an educated

contemporary. Coryat, the eccentric but highly observant

and intelligent Yicar of Odcombe, who was in Hindustan

at the same epoch, states distinctly that the income of the

Empire was forty millions of crowns of six shillings each,

say twelve millions. Hawkins’s estimate is from land only

;

1 Thomas is much puzzled by the term murridi tanka. But he himself shows

elsewhere that the rupee was divisible by 64 ;
and a coin of this value (called ;>ai

and weighing 100 grains of copper) continued to be struck in the name of the

Emperor down to the present century.
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which we may see to be extravagant by this one consider-

ation. If a drunken trifler like Jahangir could derive

fifty krors from land alone, how was it that his avaricious

and able successor admittedly raised no more than from

twenty-two to twenty-six krors from a more extensive area?

One contemporary—the author of the Badshahnama—puts

Shah Jahan’s revenues as low as eighteen krors. Thevenot

gives the revenue in 16GG as 370,000,000 livres

;

and

Ramusio in 1707, after the annexation of the Deccan and

the imposition of the poll-tax, 1 at thirty krors. It is therefore

just possible that, ten years earlier, a maximum budget of

thirty-eight krors may have been raised, as Mauucci believed.

There is this obvious danger in forming excessive estimates

on this subject, that we never can tell what nonsense might

be stated, in Parliament or by the press, as to the capacity of

the country. India is a very poor country, and its people

are not represented in the Government. If, therefore, it were

really believed that, with all the subsequent fall of money,

the British rulers of India did not raise anything like the

same (nominal) amount that was raised by the unscientific

Turks of two or three centuries ago, pressure might well

come, fraught with the most disastrous consequences. It has

been laid down that the Moghul revenues rose, at last, to

eighty millions of pounds sterling. "What that would be

equal to in modern money I do not exactly pretend to know.

But it would be a sum the attempt to levy which could only

end in some form of ruin.

1 The poll-tax was imposed in 1677, and the Deccan annexed in 1688. These
two sources combined may have added eleven krors to the revenue of 1666. But
-the Empire was in disorder by that time.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(March, April, May.)

I. Reports of Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society, Session

1886-87.

Fifth Meeting, 21 st March, 1887.— Col. H. Yule, R.E., C.B.,

President, in the Chair.

Elections-. Messrs. C. Capper and Holt L. Hallctt, Resident

Members.

After referring to the recent deaths of Sir Walter Elliot aud

Mr. Alexander Wylie, two distinguished Orientalists, the former

of whom had been a member of the Society for about half a century,

the President called upon Professor Douglas, in the absence of the

author, to read Mr. Colborne Baber’s paper on “ Nine Formosa

MSS.” It described a batch of MSS. received from the island of

Formosa, and obtained by the Rev. W. Campbell within the last

three years, from the Pcpohwan tribe, at one of the villages in the

low-lying hill region eastward from Taiwanfoo. These Pepohwans

had lost all knowledge of the language represented in the documents.

They had removed inland to their present settlements some eighty

years ago, their own ancestral territory being what was known

under the Dutch occupation as the township of Sink-kan, a name

still preserved in the large Chinese market-town of Sinkang, about

21 li (7 miles) N.N.E. of the city of Taiwanfoo.—Prof. Tcrrien de

Lacoupcric followed Professor Douglas in remarking upon the MSS.

described, and read some notes in connection with the subject

which, together with Mr. Baber’s paper, would be prepared for pub-

lication in the Journal.—Sir Thomas Wade, Mr. H. Howorth, M.P.,

and others took part in the brief discussion which ensued
;
and the

President, before closing the proceedings, expressed the thanks of

the meeting to the authors of the papers.

Sixth Meeting, 18th April, 1887.—Col. H. Yule, R.E., C.B.,

President, in tho Chair.
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Elections

:

Professor W. Robertson Smith and Mr. William

Simpson, Resident Members
;
the Rev. A. Sell, Professor Montet,

and MM. Henderson and Wheeler, Non-Resident Members.

Professor Henri Cordier was invited to read a brief memoir which

he had prepared on the “ Life and Writings of Alexander Wylie.”

As the paper appears in extenso in the current number of tho

Journal, the present Report will be confined to the remarks of

speakers on the subject put before the Meeting.—Sir Thomas Wade,

being called on by the President, replied that he should indeed feel

himself culpable were ho to remain silent. The last paragraph of

Professor Cordier’s memoir, in which the many proofs of the late

Mr. Wylie’s learning and industry were enumerated, had rendered

it unnecessary that more should be attempted in that direction,

and had indeed disposed of such matter as it might be deemed was

more particularly within the province of the Society. Still,

having known Mr. Wylie for upwards of thirty years, he should bo

unwilling to allow this opportunity to pass of bearing testimony

to his possession of those qualities which had helped to make Mr.

Wylie’s labours so valuable
;

his courageous truthfulness, his

generosity, and his modesty. He was essentially a self-taught

man
;

recoiling before no difficulty
;

assailing it tho moment ho

conceived that it was expedient to surmount it, with the first

means that came to hand
;
though, commencing so many studies as he

did, not in early youth but at a comparatively mature age, it was

impossible but that his scholarship should in some instances bo

defective. Even as a Chinese scholar he is not perhaps to be

placed on the first line. Rut the reader may be always sure that

the subject treated of in any work of Mr. Wylie’s has been con-

scientiously explored. The most valuable of his achievements, in

Sir Thomas Wade’s opinion, was his Notes on Chinese Literature.

This is the first introduction to the literature of China of anything

like the same extent and importance, and in almost any other

country but England would hardly have escaped, if not official

recognition, at least academical distinction. That it is less known
than it deserves to be, however, is in part due, no doubt, to Mr.

Wylie’s modesty. He could never bear to hear himself praised

without protesting.

Mr. W. Lockhart spoke as follows :—I am deeply interested in

having the opportunity to express my admiration for my late friend

and colleague, Alexander Wylie, with whom I have always been

closely connected from the time, when, in 1846, I received him at
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Woosung, and took him and the other friends who had voyaged

with him from England, up the river to Shanghai. I fully endorse

all that has now been said by M. Cordier and Sir Thomas Wade,

and would emphatically commend the “Notes on Chinese Liter-

ature ” as an indispensable help to all Chinese students. The

labour spent on this book was immense, and the more it is known,

the more highly will it be estimated. I had the pleasure of intro-

ducing Sir Emerson Tennant to Mr. Wylie. Having translated some

passages in Chinese books for this gentleman’s History of Ceylon,

and finding that he needed further research made, I advised him to

apply to Mr. Wylie, w'ho signally helped him in completing his very

valuable and useful work. In the same way I had the honour of

introducing him to you, Mr. President, when for your great work on

Marco Polo, you wanted information from Chinese sources, which

as you know he so well supplied. In conclusion, I would thank

you, Mr. President, for enabling me to express before this Society

my feeling of great regard for the memory of one with whom I was

so long associated, and whom I sincerely esteemed and loved.

The Very Hev. Dr. Butcher, formerly of Shanghai, added :

—

When one rises to speak on an Oriental topic in the presence of Sir

Thomas Wade, one resembles in temerity the man who lectured on

the Art of War in the presence of Hannibal. But I feel that I

should be neglecting a duty if I failed to add a tribute to the

memory of the distinguished man whom I knew for 17 years in

Shanghai. I cannot speak of him so fully as Sir Thomas could do,

for he was more closely connected with him than I was, but we were

often together at the meetings of the North China Branch of the

Iioyal Asiatic Society, and though others more competent than I am

can speak to the vastness of his erudition, I yield to none in estima-

tion of his high character, his simplicity, his purity of motive, his

deep devotion to duty. 1 can only say of him as was said of a good

man lately taken from us :
“ There is no marble white enough to

form a monument to his memory.”

Some feeling words were added by the President, who bore

testimony, from his own personal knowledge, to the value of Mr.

Wylie’s labours, and his worth of character : thanks were then

passed to M. Cordier for his interesting memoir.

Seventh Meeting
,
2nd May, 1887.—Sir Thomas Wade, K.C.B.,

Vice-President, in the Chair.

Election : M. Enrico Vitto, Vice-Consul at Aleppo of II.M. the

King of Italy, as Non-ltcsidcnt Member.
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Surgeon-General Bellew read selections from a paper which ho

had prepared for the Society under tho title of “Notes on the

Names borne by some of the Tribes of Afghanistan.” Commencing

with the statement that the country now called Afghanistan was

hardly known by that name until the establishment of tho Afghan

monarchy in the middle of tho last century, he pointed to the fact

that the new kingdom then created by the Abdali chieftain was not

called the Afghan kingdom at all. Ahmad Khan Sadozi was

crowned at Kandahar, not as sovereign of the nation, but as king

of the Durani people, who, in representing the ancient Drangae of

Drangiana, revived an apparently obsolete name. After referring

to the little that was known of the Afghans, and briefly alluding to the

increase of our knowledge regarding them and their country through

the means of embassies, followed by war, military occupation, and

partial annexation of their country, he proceeded to notice the

names borne by some of the tribes now found in Afghanistan,

offering suggestions for their identification with peoples bearing

similar names, of whom mention is made in the works of ancient

Greek and Latin authors. Of the two countries spoken of by

Herodotus under the name Pactyica, one, on the western borders of

Persia, comprised the Armenians, with the contiguous nations as far

as the Euxine
;
the other, on the eastern frontier of Persia, bounded

by the Indus
,

1 comprised the Sattagyd®, the Dadikoe, and the

Aparytae. From the application of the name to two countries of

similar physical conformation, situated at opposite extremes of the

Persian empire, he advanced the conjecture that this similarity of

geographical aspect possessed in common by both was significative

of the meaning of the name itself, and that this notion appeared to

be confirmed by the names which these two regions have respectively

borne in subsequent times, as well as by the names applied collec-

tively to the inhabitants of each, even up to the present day. Be-

viving an old discussion carried on by writers in the past century,

on the affinity of Afghan and Armenians, Dr. Bellew, moreover,

entered into an elaborate definition of the name Afghan as derived

from the Armenian Alwan or Alban, written “ Aghvan,” and

referred to the close connection which formerly existed between

the Eastern and "Western provinces of Ancient Persia, as also to the

fact that, during the reign of Cyrus, and the reigns of his immediate

1 'Airb UaKTu'iKris 5e, Kai ’Ap/xevlav, . . . TeTpaxiaia TaXavra. Herod. Thalia,

iii. 93. Also in the same chapter, 102 : "AAAoi 5e ruv 'IvSwv Kacnrariipcp re it6\et

Jtal rrj ncucTviKrj X&PV e,<ri Ttpiaovpoi. . .
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predecessors and successors, the wholesale transportation of nations

and tribes from one part of the empire to another, often remotely

distant, was an operation of hy no means uncommon occurrence.

After a brief notice of the different nations mentioned hy Herodotus

as comprising the several Satrapies of Persia, the lecturer observed

that these names probably referred only to the dominant people in

those satrapies with which they were associated, citing as evidence

in point a passage in Alexander’s history tending to show that

there were in those days other tribes amongst the Aparytae—the

modern Afrfdf—who are not mentioned hy the Father of History.

The concluding part of the paper was taken up with short notes on

tribes supposed to be of Greek descent, and on others representing the

Persian inhabitants of the country.

Sir Henry Rawlinson, admitting the pains taken to make good the

proposition, stated that he could not recognise the mode in which the

conclusions had been reached as convincing, or exemplifying the

true principle of appreciation. The subject, however, was one of

considerable interest.—Dr. Stein followed with some remarks and

illustrations, and thanks were passed to Surgeon-General Bellew

for his paper.

Eighth and Anniversary Meeting, 9 th May, 1887.—Sir Thomas

"Wade, K.C.B., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The President’s written Address having been read hy the Hono-

rary Secretary, and the Report by the Secretary (see page i to vi),

the adoption of the Report was proposed by Mr. G. W. Rusden,

seconded by Mr. E. Dclmar-Morgan, and carried nem. con.

Mr. Habib Anlh. Salmone took the opportunity of the discussion

opened to say a few words on a subject which he had before

touched upon in a paper read to the Society, and printed in the

Journal. He expressed the hope that, before long, the movement

on behalf of the study of Oriental languages, referred to in the

President’s address, might have some definite and practical result,

like the establishment of a special school or schools on the plan of those

so successfully conducted on the continent, or in any other more

convenient form. Why, he asked, should there not be in London

—

connected, if thought advisable, with the Imperial Institute—an

Oriental college or school which might be held available to all

classes of the community ? Would not the founding of such an

Institution be a very proper way of commemorating the Jubilee of

the Empress of India, and was not this Society peculiarly fitted and

qualified to take the lead in a matter of the kind ?
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Mr. Hyde Clarke continued the discussion, and was of opinion

that tho Asiatic Society had much in its power for promoting the

cause of Oriental research. As regards any scheme to be put in

execution with this particular object, he laid stress upon the provi-

sion that it should be of a practical character, tending to tho pupil’s

advancement in political and commercial knowledge, as well as in

literature.

Sir Henry Rawlinson observed that the Society had always enter-

tained a strong feeling on the advantages of Oriental teaching in

England, and its duty would be to support any reasonable measures

taken for the formation of an institution like that foreshadowed by

the previous speakers. Any suggestion that could be given them

on the subject would meet with the most careful attention of him-

self and colleagues on the Council. This was a wealthy country,

and its interests in the East were immense. It seemed strange,

therefore, that it should possess no State-recognised institution for

promoting the study of Eastern languages and literature. Referring

to the then Chairman, as newly elected President of the Society,

Sir Henry Rawlinson congratulated the Members on the selection

that had been made. He trusted that during the presidency of the

distinguished gentleman, whom he was not only satisfied, but proud

to see in the post occupied—some distinct move might be made in

the direction indicated. He gladly availed himself of this occasion,

to wish their new President every success, and to assure him that

his Council were prepared to aid him in his task to the utmost of

their ability. In conclusion, he expressed a hope that Sir Thomas

Wade would leave the Society in a position similar to that which

it occupied in olden days, when presided over by intellectual giants

;

and that it might continue to compete with, if not surpass, other

inst.tutions of its class in usefulness and merit.

Sir Thomas Wade said that, in the absence of the retiring Presi-

dent, he would address a few words to the Meeting. He was sure

that all present deplored the absence of Colonel Yule, and they

could hardly break up without recording their unanimous feeling

of regret at his inability to come among them. It was unnecessary

for him to recall the many practical merits of Colonel Yule, or to

refer to the vast range of his acquirements. His thoroughness, his

assiduity, his devotedness to his office and all the duties of life,

were well known to all. While one of those distinguished scholars

to whom so much is owing by the world at large, he was at the

same time a great credit to the land of which he was naturally proud.
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Dr. Cast, in proposing a vote of thanks to their late President,

observed that Colonel Yule had been constantly called upon to take

an active part during his term of office, and the duties he had had

to perform were very onerous. He had, however, conducted the

work with great advantage to the Society, whose Members must

deeply regret the cause of his absence on this occasion.

Mr. H. Howorth, M.P., in seconding the motion, urged that the

Society would do well to formulate questions, and send them to he

worked out by certain select men in India. He would wish to see

it undertake translations from the Russian and other languages.

Especially, in eonj unction with the Royal Geographical Society, did

he think great service might be rendered by this means to the cause

of literature.

The vote was cordially and unanimously passed, and the pro-

ceedings terminated with the announcement that the Annual Dinner

would he held that day in the Criterion at 7.30 p.m.

II. Proceedings of Asiatic or Oriental Societies.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, ls£ December, 1886.—E. T. Atkinson,

Esq., President, in the Chair.

Twenty-eight presentations were announced, and the election of

an Associate Member, one death, and two withdrawals notified.

The Philological Secretary exhibited two gold and three silver

coins, presented by the Bombay Branch of the R.A.S. The former

were stated to be known as the Hun coins of Bi'japur, the emblems

of which had not been interpreted. They were described as of

inferior gold, and had been referred to by Marsden and Tavernier,

though neither date nor reign had been assigned. A Report was also

read on a find of 405 old coins in the Maldah District—all silver

rupees of periods between a.d. 1719 and 1806.

Of the papers read, one was entitled, “ On probable Changes in

the Geography of the Panjab and its Rivers,” and another, “ Notes

on Indian Rhynchota.”

5th January, 1887.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq., President, in the Chair.

Thirty-two presentations were announced, and a re-election of

an ordinary Member, and two withdrawals notified.

The Philological Secretary exhibited four ancient copper coins

presented by Kaviraj Shyamal Das of Udaipur, and read a report on

67 round silver rupees, found in the Sugar district, of periods between

.a.d. 1556 and 1707.
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Dr. Rajendralala Mitra rcail the extract of a letter ho had

received from Professor Max Muller, asking information as to

whether in reference to the word ekotibhdva, analogies were found

in Sanskrit for “the contraction eka ko(i into eko(i,” illustrated in

English by wholly for tvholely, and in Latin, by nutrix for nutritix.

He himself had no hesitation in saying that “the changes by which

eka kofibhdea can be reduced to ekotibhdva cannot be accounted for

by any rule, general or special, in the Sanskrit Grammars.” Apart

from Grammar, he had “ ransacked the wide field of Sanskrit

vocables, but with no better result.”

The papers read were a “Note on the Rice-juice sapper of

Madras
;

” an “ Account of the Ancient Town of Nagari, apparently

the capital of Meywar before Chitor was built,” with three inscrip-

tions attached; a “Brief Account of Tibet,” from “Dsam Ling

Gyeshe,” the well-known geographical work of “Lama Tsanpo

Nomankhan of Arndo,” and two more in the Natural History

Department.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai, 30th

November, 1886.—Dr. F. Hirth, President, in the Chair.

It was announced that seventeen new Members had been elected

since the last meeting.

A paper by Mr. Herbert Allen, under the title, “ Is Confucius a

Myth?” was read by the Yen. Archdeacon Moule, and provoked a

lively criticism. The speakers were the Rev. Ernest Faber, Arch-

deacon Moule, Dr. "Williamson, the Rev. Mr. Muirhead, and Messrs.

Ting and Playfair, all clearly believers in the Philosopher’s exist-

ence. Notwithstanding the one-sided character of the discussion,

the Chairman remarked that the Meeting had been fortunate in

hearing the opinions of recognised authorities on the subject mooted.

The papers will be found noted among the contents of the Society’s

Journal.

16 th December
,
1886.—Dr. R. A. Jamieson, Vice-President, in

the chair. After notification of the election of four new Members,

a paper was read by Dr. D. J. Macgowan on “ Chinese Guilds or

Chambers of Commerce and Trades Unions.” Some notion of its

merits may be obtained from the laudatory observations of the

speakers in the discussion which followed the reading, one of

whom said: “All would agree that a more interesting paper had

not been read before the Society for many years. It was such

papers as Dr. Macgowan’s that they would like more particularly

to have in the Society.” A vote of thanks to the author was
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carried by acclamation, and reference made by the Chairman to

the instructive remarks it had elicited from other members present.

^Further allusion to it will be made in the notice of the Shanghai

Journal.

Societe Asiatique, Paris, 14th January, 1887.—31. E. Renan,

President, in chair. After the election of seven new Members, 31.

Halevy gave some account of the Semitic word ratan
;

31. Berger

communicated the results of his investigation of the Nco-Punic

inscription of Altiburos
;

and 31. Pognon described a Punic

inscription on an ancient dish found at Tripoli, in Barbary, the

authenticity of which he had no reason to doubt.

1 Ith February, 1887.—31. E. Renan, President, in the chair.

Three new 3Iembers were elected. 31. Berger traced an apparent

analogy between a Neo-Punic inscription recently discovered at

Delos with that presented at the last meeting by 3f . Pognon, 31.

Halevy dwelling on a particular word he had himself interpreted

in the former. The result of his further studies of this class of

inscriptions was also stated by 31. Berger.

1 Ith March, 1887.—31. E. Renan, President, in the chair. The

death was notified of 31. l’Abbe Girard, a scholar who had

published a translation of the Psalms from the Hebrew text, and

left a manuscript rendering of the Rig Ycda from the Sanskrit.

M. Oppert presented the translation of a Babylonian tablet of

Nabuchodonosor regarding a slave named Barichel. 3f. Graff made

a statement on the formation of Egyptian proper names; and

further communications were addressed to the meeting by 31.

Clermont Ganneau, 31. Zotenberg, and 31. Berger.

III. CORRESPONDENCE.

1. Buddhist Remains at Guntupalle.

Masueipatam, 5th March, 1887.

Sir,

The following note on newly-discovered Buddhist remains may

interest the readers of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal :

—

The Ordnance Survey 31ap of the Godavari District of tho

3Iadras Presidency shows a group of hills about twenty miles

north of Ellorc, a large town situated between the Godavari and

Krishna Rivers, just at the spot where the irrigation areas of both

rivers meet, and a few miles north of the large drainage lake known
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as the Koleru (Anglice Colair). On the west side of a small ravine

running upwards into these low hills from the cultivated plain is

a group of rock-cut remains, regarding which very little has as yet

been made known to the public. So far as I am aware, nothing

was known of them till 1881, when I alluded to them in my Lists

of Antiquities, Madras (vol. i. pp. 35, 36), the only information at

my disposal being the following. A native correspondent first

wrote of some remains at Guntupalle, stating that there was a

temple here cut into the hill-side. “ The roof of the temple was so

artfully carved as to form rafters and reepers. In the centre of the

temple there is a square stone pavement of four yards length and

one yard height. On this pavement there is a dome of one yard

and a quarter height
;
a lihgarn was constructed on this dome. On

each side of the temple at distances of 100 and 70 yards the hill was

cut into walls and halls of forty yards length and six yards breadth.

In one of these halls there is a small cave through which the water

with which the lihgarn has been bathed is said to have come formerly.

There is a Hindu festival here every year at the Sivarattri.” To

this I added the note :
“ From the description given above it might

fairly be conjectured that the remains ave those of a rock-cut Budd-

hist monastery and chaitga
,
with a Dfigoba in the centre of the

latter under a vaulted roof. At any rate it should be carefully

examined.” Shortly after this I recived a letter from Dr. W.
King of the Geological Survey, telling me of some remains at

Nagalapalle, in the same range of hills. His description led me in

my Lists to enter the remains as different from those at Guntupalle,

but I afterwards came to the conclusion that the place he referred

to was the same as that at Guntupalle, and personal inspection

shows that it was so. The confusion arose from the temple being-

located by different writers in different villages.

On my return to duty, after furlough, in October of last year, hav-

ing been posted to the Krishna (“ Kistna”) District, I took advantage

in the Christmas holidays to see these temples for myself. Inspection

proves the group to be, as was supposed, pure Buddhist, and though

it is probably of no architectural importance, being merely a replica

of well-known forms further north, its interest lies in the fact tha

it is the only group of the kind yet known to exist in the Madra-

Presidency. As the mere fact of its existence at a point so far

South may interest the readers of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal

I have put together these few notes regarding it. My friends

Mr. W. C. de Morgan and Mr. H. Moss, both skilled in engineering
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work, very kindly drew the plans, while I made the accompanying

rough sketches, in the hope that by means of these crude illus-

trations, all doubt as to the nature of the remains in question

might he removed. [See Illustrations 1 and 2 attached.]

Guntupalle is a small village in a very out-of-the-way tract,

the route to which runs along a road north of Ellore for twenty-one

miles to the old foot of Kamavarapukota (fair tope for camping)

and thence, on a village field-path five miles due west to the base of

a line of low hills which forms the southern boundary of a some-

what extensive patch of forest-land. The ravine already mentioned

leads from the plain northwards into the forest, and is shut in by

a ridge that connects the two scarps. Ascending a rough rocky

stairway at the head of the little ravine, the visitor turns to the left

and finds himself in front of the Chaitya cave. This is a small

circular chamber, with a simple facade somewhat resembling the

more elaborately decorated “Lomas Itishi ” cave in Behar, 1 hut

with one striking difference. The jambs of both inner and outer

doorways of that cave slope outwards from top to bottom
;
here

the inner door-jambs slope inwards from the top, following the.

curve of the outer horse-shoe arch in its lower half, while the outer

door-jambs arc perpendicular. Above the inner door is a projecting

roof-like member, similar to that in the Lomas Bishi and other

caves.

The chamber is circular, having a domed roof with sixteen deep

ribs and three concentric bands, apparently intended to represent

the under-side of the sacred umbrella. Occupying almost the

entire space of the chamber, and leaving a space of only one foot

and a half width all round, for pradalcshana, is the dagoba, seven

feet high. On its summit is, as described by my native corre-

spondent, an object resembling a linya. This may be accounted for

in two ways. It is, perhaps, possible that the Tee in this case was

not a portion of the dagoha itself, cut out of the solid rock, but

that it was lifted to the summit of the dagoba on occasions of

ceremony, and held in its place by this solid stone pin. On the

other hand, it is remarkable that in one of the Tulja Lena group of

Buddhist remains near Junnar, 2 to which group l)r. Burgess es-

pecially likens these Guntupalle caves, one of the chaityas presents,

1 Fergusson’s History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 109. Cave

Temples of India (Fergusson and burgess), p. 39.
2 Indian Antiquary, vol. vi. p. 33, Memorandum on the Buddhist Caves at Junnar

(Burgess).
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apparently a similar peculiarity, which is thus described in tho

Cave Temples of India (p. 252). “The dagoha is perfectly plain

but its capital has been licwcd off to convert it into a huge liitga

of S'iva, and even the dome is much hacked into, while some of the

pillars have been notched and others broken.” Whatever bo its

origin, the object at Guntupalle is undoubtedly now-a-days wor-

shipped ns a liiiga, and is supposed to have a peculiar efficacy in

cases of barrenness.

Just outside this chaitga cave lies the ruined base of a structural

dagoba of a few feet diameter. To the south is an extensive cutting

which bears traces of its having been originally a group of cells,

the. partition walls of which have been cut away.

In the north lies a scries of Fihara caves, plan and elevation of

which are roughly given in the illustration. There are four sets of

cells, consisting each of an entrance hall with chambers at the

sides. Doors and windows are uniformly surmounted by the horse-

shoe ornament. In the cells are stone benches. Some doorways

were apparently closed with wooden doors. In one place is a short

inscription of two lines, the letters of which have been much de-

faced. The characters may be of about the first century a.d. or

a little later. In two places are rock-cut channels leading out-

wards from a crack in the rock at the back of the cells.

Passing beyond this group of cells up a rough path the visitor

arrives on the summit of the ridge that shuts in the ravine on the

north. Here the jungle is thick, but it is plain that the remains

are extensive. There are quantities of massive bricks. In one

place apparently stood a dagoba or stupa surrounded by pillars,

several of which are still standing, while others are to be seen

fallen amongst the grass. Along the ridge, it would seem, stood

a row of dagobas neatly constructed of cut stone. The bases still

remain. Some of the pillars are carved in a simple style. All

about lie fragments of carved stones, and debris
;

while, about

the centre of the ridge is a largo brick stupa in very fair preser-

vation.

Such is a rough account of the remains at Guntupalle. We
refrained from any excavations or other interference, and I am
therefore unable to describe more than what appears on the surface.

It remains for the Archaeological Survey fully to report on the

monument.

E. Sewell.
The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

vol. six.—[new series.] 34
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2. Tsuh fu.

Beitish Museum, 6 June, 1887.

Sie,

Professor Beal, in a note to his article on “ The Buddhist

Pilgrim Fa-hien,” in the last number of this Society’s Journal,

writes, by a lapsus calami, in reference to the passage in which

Fa-hien describes the dimensions of the statue of Maitreya Bod-

hisattva, “Professor Douglas has pointed out that the Chinese

symbol Icea is equivalent to fuh the instep.” As this statement is

likely to lead to misunderstandings, perhaps you will allow me to

state what I did say. I pointed out that in the passage referred

to~ Wl 75 ff<> b A A R—the expres-

sion Jjl fu means the instep of the foot; the symbol [Hb

being equivalent to . This I affirmed on the authority of

(1) K’ang-hi’s standard dictionary, of (2) the Pei wan yun fu, and

(3) of its use in this sense in the early literature of the country.

(1.) Under the character K’ang-hi says that is equivalent

to $$—“ J®t JJj] He then quotes the phrase
{Jjc,

and appends the note “ {j^ ffil ft]] ffj
,” i.e. ^ is equivalent to

fjl.

(2.) So completely do the compilers of the Pei wan yun fu con-

sider the characters identical that they arrange the examples of

their uses under the one character

Mj, then, is the equivalent of
[Jj} ;

and
jjjj

we are told by

K’ang-hi is “the upper part of the foot”—

“

or “the hack of the foot”—“ Jgt ^ It is otherwise

expressed in the commentary on the ancient medical work, the

Ling ch'u king, as “ the face of the foot ”—
“ JgL ]Jjj ft]].”

then, means “ the instep,” and is commonly used in

that sense. But
{fjij;

is equivalent to therefore

is the instep.

And (3) I find it used in this sense in tho following passages in the

How JIan Tlwa t'o chung ts’ang king “
JjV jjfjg

JJ|j ^
+ b m & m « “ When the instep, the toes, the

heel and the knee are like a bushel measure [i.e. so swollen as to

form a round mass], ten days [of life], it should be known, will ho

with difficulty preserved.” And again “ £ F* 75 I U %
'fT iL J^>” “The instep is the place to which the stomach

artery goes.”

Another rendering has been suggested for Tsuh fu in the above
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passage, viz., “ at the base from knee to knee of the crossed legs,”

but as this would make a seated cross-legged figure ten times as

high as the spaco between the points of the knees, it is obvious

that Fa-hien cannot have intended to give the expression any such

acquired meaning. Besides, the literal translation of the words is

all that is required to make their significance perfectly plain. In

the several Greek and Buddhist statues which I have measured,

I find the proportion of the instep to the height of the figure to

be the same as that given by Fa-hien, viz. one-tenth. And

anatomically this is corroct.

Robert K. Douglas.

The Secretary of the Itoyal Asiatic Society.

IY. Obituary Notices.

Only in the second year of his membership, the Society has to

regret the loss of Dr. Jose Nicolau da Fonseca, President of the

Sociedade dos Amigos das Letras in Goa, a Portuguese gentleman

of considerable literary attainments. His death occurred before

the close of last year, but was not notified for some months later.

An instructive volume from his pen, containing “ an historical and

arctueological sketch of the city of Goa,” was presented to the

Library of the Society by the author, through our late President,

Colonel Yule.

Alexander Wylie}—It is with deep regret we record the death

of Hr. Alexander Wylie, whose name is well known, both in

Europe and the United States, wherever the Chinese language

has been studied. One of the most modest and unobtrusive of

men, he was at the same time persevering and earnest, as well as

intelligent in carrying out all work in which he was engaged,

whether in the study or the printing office
;
and it was the com-

bination of these qualities that won for him the regard and esteem

of all who knew him, and enabled him to do the large amount

of work he accomplished, both in China and afterwards in England.

He was also an unselfish man, always desiring to help others in

every way that was possible
;
and many are under great obligations

to him, in respect especially to philological work. He was born

on the 6th April, 1815, in London; to which city his father had

come from Scotland, towards the close of the last century, settling

in business in Drury Lane. He was educated partly in Scotland,

1 Communicated by W. Lockhart, Esq.
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where his early life was spent, and partly in London. Appren-

ticed, when old enough, to a cabinet maker, he passed, while in

this business, some months at Hatfield, restoring the library at

Hatfield House, which had been considerably damaged by a fire.

He was also much engaged in seeking out and selecting old carvings

in wood, and travelled in Germany and France, in pursuit of objects

of this character
;
afterwards recombined and formed into various

articles of beauty and taste. In speaking of Mr. Wylie, it is im-

possible to separate his religious life from his ordinary life, as with

him religion was at all times the inspiring motive.

At this time he became a member of the Church of Scotland,

attending the place of worship in Crown Court. Having enter-

tained a strong desire to go to China, presumably as a missionary,

he devoted himself assiduously to the study of Chinese. I)r.

Legge, alluding to this part of our friend’s life, says that he

called on him in 1846 wishing to obtain more guidance in the

prosecution of the knowledge of that language, and in the course

of conversation it transpired, that having obtained at a book stall

Premare’s Notitia Linguae Sinica, he had learned Latin so as to be

able to understand it, and had become deeply interested in the subject.

He afterwards obtained a Hew Testament in Chinese, and en-

deavoured with much success to gain a knowledge of the meaning

of its characters. He also put together in the form of a vocabulary

all the words he had so laboriously acquired, and the little dic-

tionary thus formed is a relic of great interest, and is reverently

kept as a testimony of his untiring assiduity. It so happened that

the Delegates of various English and American Missionary Societies

were engaged on what is called the Delegates’ Version of the Hew

Testament in Chinese, the British and Foreign Bible Society having

engaged to print the book. Dr. Legge was anxious to procure the

services of a man to take charge of the London Missionary Society’s

printing office in Shanghai, where the work was to be done, and

eventually Mr. Wylie was engaged and sent to the office of Sir

Charles Heed, to study printing for several months, preparatory to

his going to China as the paid agent of the London Missionary

Society. The printing of the Sacred Scriptures, however, was done

at the cost of the Bible Society, and from 1855 to 1861 that Society

paid Mr. Wylie’s salary. He left England April 6, 1847 ;
arrived

at Shanghai August 26, 1847, and at once entered on tlio work of

the printing office.

He was married to Miss Mary Hanson in 1848. She had been a
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missionary in Kaffirland for seven years, but had been obliged to

return to England on account of the war. She followed Wylie to

China, and they were married at Shanghai, but she died the follow-

ing year, 1849, leaving him with a daughter a few days old, who

was early sent to England to the care of relatives. About 1860

he was the means, in conjunction with the Rev. Dr. Edkins, of

establishing at Shanghai the local branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, at whoso meetings he read a number of valuable papers,

on various subjects in which he was deeply interested, as the list

of his writings appended sufficiently testifies. He left Shanghai in

November, 1860, arriving in England in February, 1861. In 1863

he returned to China as the agent of the Bible Society, for the

organization of plans to forward the circulation of the Sacred Scrip-

tures in Chinese throughout the country. He travelled by way of

St. Petersburg through Siberia to Peking. On arriving at Peking

he was asked by Hr. Lockhart what he thought of the inscription

on the Archway in the pass at Iviu-yung kwan, in which he had

formerly been so much interested. He said he did pass through an

archway, in the dusk of the evening, but did not notice the inscrip-

tion on the walls, and was much astonished that he should thus

unconsciously have passed through the place he had so long wished

to see. Letters had been sent to Kiachta, to tell him exactly the

position of the place, but they had missed him. The first thing he

did was to get men to return with him to obtain rubbings of the

Inscription, a work which after great exertion, then, and on a later

visit in 1867, with the help of Dr. Edkins, was successfully accom-

plished. These form the series of the Kiu yung kwan Inscriptions,

now in the British Museum, and which are described in the paper

for the R.A.S. on this subject, the title of which is iu the List.

"Wylie was the first Englishman of our time who came to Peking

via Russia and Siberia. He arrived at Shanghai in November,

1863, and spent the next fourteen years in the service of the Bible

Society. His head-quarters during this period were there with his

friends, the Rev. Wm. Muirhead, and Rev. J. Thomas, but he took ex-

tensive journeys into the interior, arranging his work, and also twice

visited Japan. In 1868 he took a long journey, in company with

the Rev. Griffith John, through the then almost unknown provinces

of Hoopih, Sze-chuen, and Shensi. In this way at various times, he

travelled in seventeen of the eighteen Provinces of China, carrying

on his work as long as possible, both by personal effort, and by

superintending and directing the labours of several foreigners and
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natives connected with him
;
and what he undertook was thoroughly

and effectually done.

In 1877, on account of failure of eyesight, Wylie returned to

England, and, retiring from active labour, settled at Hampstead,

where he resided till his death. His daughter, who now for the

first time found a home with him, was his nurse, companion, and

helper during all the time of his blindness and illness.

He was taken ill in 1883, became totally blind, and gradually

very feeble, and for the last two years was entirely confined to bis

room. He was always placid and cheerful, and did not suffer

pain. Towards the last his mind used to wander very much, and

generally reverted to the active scenes of his earlier life. He
peacefully died February 6th, 1887.

Sir Thomas Wade writes: “A better man I think I never

knew, whether in what he laid down to be done, or wbat he

did in his own province of Sinology. In both Bibliography and

Archaeology he was greatly valued, and I have heard scholars of note

admit their obligations to him. Colonel Yule is perhaps the one

of whom I am thinking more particularly. I wish thus to show

my respect and regard for the man himself.” Dr. Legge, after

eulogising his various writings, concludes by saying : “In social

life he was eminently blameless, and helpful to very many, never

seeking his own things, but only the promotion of the great object to

which he had consecrated his life. He made many friends, and

not a single enemy. Few have more fully realised the ideal of a

self-made man.” Of him it might truly be said, as of Nathaniel,

the Israelite, that he was one “ indeed in whom was no guile.”

He was faithful and true to his Christian profession, whilst occupy-

ing a foremost rank as a Chinese scholar.

"Works in Chinese and Translations.

Arithmetic for the Young, 1853.

De Morgan’s Algebra, 1858.

Loomis’s Geometry and Differential and Integral Calculus, 1859.

Euclid’s Elements of Geometry. The first sis books were translated by l’erc

Ricci, and the others by Mr. Wylie, completing the work, 1865.

Herschcl’s Outlines of Astronomy, 1874.

Whewell’s Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, 1867, Translation of.

Treatise by Maine and Brown on the Marine Steam Engine, 1871.

Catalogue op Works by Mr. Wylie relating to China and the East.

Translations of the Ts’ing-wan-ke-mung ; a Chinese grammar of the Mancha
Tartar language, 8vo. Shanghai, 1855.

Memorial of Protestant Missionaries, 8vo. 1867, Shanghai.
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Notes on Chinese Literature, 4to. Shanghai, 1867 ;
a most valuable work, and

the one by which Mr. Wylie is best known in Europe, and of service to all

Chinese students, containing the best catalogue raisonne of the Imperial

Library extant.

Edited Chiuese Buddhism for his friend Rev. Dr. Edkins.

Memoranda of Journey to the Yellow River iu 1857.

Account of the Ancient Mongolian Bronze Astronomical Instruments in the

Pekiug Observatory, 1878.

A long article on China and Chinese Literature for the Encyclopaedia

Americana, in 50 pages.

On an Ancient Inscription in Chinese and Mongol from a Stono Tablet at

Shanghai. Read before the N.C.B. K.A. Society, May 21st, 1855.

Sur line Inscription Mongole en Caractbrcs Pa-sse-pa, par Mr. A. Wylio
(traduit de 1’Anglais par G. Pautbier), 1862, C B.R.A.

On ail Ancient Inscription in the Neu-chih Language, Shanghai, May, 1858.

Remarks on Some Impressions from a Lapidary Inscription at Kiu-yung-

kwan on the Great Wall near Peking. Facsimiles exhibited May 6th,

1864.

Translations and Remarks on an Ancient Buddhist Inscription at Kiu-yung-

kwan, in North China. Royal Asiatic Society, December, 1870.

Recherches sur l’Existence des Juifs en Chine.

Eclipses Recorded iu Chinese Works.
Itinerary of Journey through the Provinces of Hoo-pih, Sze-chuen and

Shen-si with Rev. Griffith John in 1868.

The Overland Journey from St. Petersburg to Pekin, 1863.

Nov. 1st, 1865. A Letter giving an account of a Journey, when he was
attacked by Pirates, and another Letter on a Journey from Hankow to

Ching-too, and the Return Journey from Ching-too to Hankow.
Notice of Seu Kwang-ke.
The Nestorian. Tablet in Se-gan-Foo.

Itinerary from Wang-kea-Yung at the Yellow River to Peking.

Notes on Embassies
;

also papers translated from Chinese on the Interviews of

Foreign Envoys. On Extension of Privileges in China, and Chinese

Manifesto for the Extermination of Barbarians.

Chinese Coins of the Ta-tsing, or present Dynasty of China, a most valuablo

contribution to the subject treated.

Statistics of Protestant Missions in China, Dec. 31, 1S63, and also for 1864.

Chinese Chronological Tables.

An Article in the North China Herald, May 14th, 1859.

A Review of Dr. Eitel’s Handbook for the Students of Chinese Buddhism.

A Review of Dr. Edkins’ China’s Place in Philology.

The Siberian Route to China [Times, Aug. 26, 1864).

To Peking via Siberia ( Pall Mall Gazette).

A Review of a Book of Chinese Drawings brought from Peking by Mr.
Thompson.

A Review of a Chinese and English Vocabulary in the Pekinese Dialect by
George Carter Stent.

The Bible in China, pamphlet, 1868. An interesting though brief account of

Christian work in China, from the earliest times, going back to the

Nestorians, and finally describing the method of the translation of the

Sacred Scriptures into Chinese, and the plans for the circulation of the

same throughout the country.

Paper on the Israelites in China in vol. i. Chinese and Japanese Repository,

1863-4.

Various other short papers were written for the Chinese Recorder, North
China Herald, Shanghai Courier, and other periodicals.

(A review.) On Rondot’s Notice du Vert de Chine. A translation of a
Custom House Proclamation.

Papers on Competitive Examinations and Magnetic Elements in China.

General Statement respecting Affairs at Nan-king (translation of a placard).
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History of the Treaty between China and Russia from the Shittg-woo-ke, or

Wars of the Manchus, by Wei-yuen of Shnou-yang (translated).

Supplementary Remarks on Russian Affairs, from the same author as above.

The Subjugation of Chaou Seen (Corea). A paper read at the Italian Congress
of Orientalists in September, 1878.

The Catalogue of the London Mission Library.

Imperial Despatch on the British Proclamation regarding the Rebellion.

Notice on New Mathematical Works.
Memoire traduit de l’Anglais par M. l’Abbe Th. Blanc, et annote par M. G.

Pauthier. (Extrait des Anuales de Philosophie Chretienne, Nos. 50 et 51,

Fevrier et Mars, 1864.) (Chinese and Japanese Repository, vol. i. Nos.

1 and 2, July and August, 1863).

Translation of Whewell’s Elementary Treatise on Mechanics, 5th October,

1867. (A review or introduction of Dr. Edkins’ translation.)

Translation of Euclid's Elements, Book VII. to Book XV. (Introductory

letter.)

The last work on which he was engaged was the History of the

Han Dynasty in two portions. The first, on the Tseen Han Shoo, is

the history of China, during the two centuries before Christ by

Pan Koo. The first and second chapters are about the Heung-noo,

whose ancestor was the great Yu founder of the Hia Dynasty.

They were a nomad race, probably the ancestors of the Eastern

Turks.

The other chapters deal with the tribes of South and South-

’Western China and Corea, also Thibet, Yarkand, Khotan, and

Kashgar. This volume is complete, and appeared in the Anthropo-

logical Society’s Journal.

The History of the How (or After) Han embraces the period

a.d. 25 to 220, and takes up the history where the Tseen Han left

it, written by Ean-ye
;

it treats of the tribes and nations on the

North-East seaboard of China, and the territory now known as

Manchuria and Corea. Also of the subjugation of the various

tribes in the South, bringing them under the control of the rulers

of China. Three chapters have been published in Monsieur

Cordier’s Revue de l’Extreme Orient, 1882. The fourth chapter,

treating of Western regions, Rome and India, also of the intro-

duction of Buddhism into China, is finished in manuscript, and it is

hoped that the whole may yet be published in one volume.

As an instance of the indomitable perseverance of Mr. Wylie, it is

thought suitable to give briefly an account of the way in which the

above was written during his constantly increasing blindness. The

first part of the Tseen Han was written in China, and as lie was

very desirous of completing the second part, he taught his daughter

to find characters in the dictionary.

As his blindness increased, she wrote characters she could not

find in the dictionary in large size, and he tried to recognize them
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with more or less success; but by and bye, when he became quite

blind, she had to draw the characters on his hand, and he would

thus manage to find out what they were. When a certain number

had been found, she would read them out altogether, and he trans-

lated the sentence, and she then wrote it down. In this way the

chapters were translated, at the rate of two pages of Chinese text

a day, as often as he was well enough to work.

Any Chinese scholar can easily understand how difficult it must

have been for a blind man thus to translate a work such as that

above described.

We have to record with great regret the death of Sir Walter

Elliot
,
K.C.S.I., LL.D. and F.R.S., 1 for half a century a Member of

this Society, which occurred at Wolfelee, near Hawick, on the

1st of March last. An obituary notice would have appeared

in the last number of this Journal, had the time available

admitted of the preparation of such an account of the leading facts

of his career as appeared to be called for, alike by his distinguished

public services, and by the literary and scientific work which formed

one of the chief interests in his busy and useful life.

Walter Elliot was born in Edinburgh on the 16th January, 1803.

He was the son of James Elliot, of Wolfelee, Roxburghshire, a

member of a junior branch of the old Border family of Elliot of

Lariston, and through his mother, Caroline Hunter, he was a great-

grandson of the Earl of Cromartie, who forfeited his title and estates

in 1745. Walter Elliot’s early education was conducted, partly in

Cumberland by the Rev. James Traill, afterwards a Government

Chaplain in the Madras Presidency, and partly at home under a

private tutor, after which he spent some years at a school at Carr

House, near Doncaster, under the Rev. P. Inchbald, D.D. In 1818

he was sent to Haileybury College, having obtained a writership in

the service of the East India Company at Madras. He reached

India on the 14th June, 1821, and two years later was appointed to

the public service, after having been granted the honorary reward

of 1000 pagodas for proficiency in the Tamil and Hindustani lan-

guages. His first appointment appears to have been that of Assistant

to the Collector and Magistrate of Salem
;
but very shortly after-

wards he was transferred to the Southern M ahratta country, then

admiuistered by the Government of Madras, and was appointed an

Assistant to the Principal Collector and Political Agent, Mr. St. John

Thackeray, continuing to serve in the Southern Mahratta country,

1 Communicated by Sir A. Arbuthnot, K.C.S.I.
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chiefly at Dharwar, until 1833, •when he returned to England on

furlough. In the first year of his service in that part of India, he

was present at the insurrection at Kittiir, when the Political Agent,

Mr. Thackeray, and three oflieers of a troop of Madras Horse

Artillery, sent there to maintain order, and a large number of the

men, were killed; Walter Elliot and Stevenson, a brother Assistant,

being made prisoners, and detained for several weeks in the hands

of the insurgents, at great peril of their lives. In the latter part

of Elliot’s service in the Southern Mahratta country, that territory,

which it had been intended to retain under the Madras Presidency,

was annexed permanently to Bombay, and Elliot, in the ordinary

course, would have been re-transferred to a Madras district, hut at

the special request of Sir John Malcolm, then Governor of Bombay,

he was allowed to remain until he left India on furlough. During

the nine years that he spent in the Bombay Presidency, Elliot made

several journeys in Western India, meeting Mr. Mountstuart

Elphinstone at Sattaraiu 1826, and Sir John Malcolm at Bi'japur in

1828. He also made a tour in Gujarat in 1832. Leaving Bombay

on the 11th December, 1833, in company with Mr. Robert Pringle,

of the Bombay Civil Service, he returned to Europe by way of the

Red Sea, landing at Kosseir, and riding across the Egyptian desert

to Thebes, whence, taking the Hile route as far as Cairo, he crossed

into Palestine, and was present in company with the late Hon.

Robert Curzon, the author of ‘ The Monasteries of the Levant,’ at the

exhibition of the Holy Fire in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

when so many people were killed (Curzon’s Monasteries of the

Levant, ch. 16). After visiting Constantinople, Athens, Corinth,

Corfu and Rome, he reached England on the 5th May, 1835. In the

autumn of the following year he again embarked for India as Private

Secretary to his relative, Lord Elphinstone, who had been appointed

Governor of Madras, and the remainder of his Indian service was

spent in the Madras Presidency. In conjunction with the Private

Secretaryship, he held the appointments of Member of the Board of

Revenue and of Translator to Government in the Canarese language,

officiating as Secretary to Government in the Revenue Department

during the last few months of Lord Elphinstone’s government.

During the years immediately succeeding Lord Elphinstone’s

retirement from the Government, which took place in 1842, Elliot

was employed upon the ordinary duties of a member of the Board

of Revenue; but in 1845 he was deputed to investigate the con-

dition of Guntur, one of the districts commonly known as the
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Northern Sirkars, where there had been a serious falling off in the

revenue and a general impoverishment of the people, caused, as

Elliot’s inquiries proved, by the wasteful extravagance and extortion

of the Zemindars, and by the malversation of the native revenue

officials, over whose proceedings a very inadequate supervision had

been exercised by the English reveuuo officers of the district.

Elliot’s recommendations, involving, amongst other matters, a

complete survey and reassessment of the district, and the per-

manent resumption of the defaulting Zemindaries—which had

been already sold for arrears of revenue, and bought in by the

Government—were sanctioned, although upon terms less liberal

to the Zemindars than Elliot had proposed, and at the instauce of

tho Court of Directors, who pronounced a high encomium upon the

ability with which he had conducted the Guntur inquiry, he was

appointed Commissioner, with the powers of the Board of Revenue

in all revenue matters, for the administration of the whole of the

Northern Sirkars. In this responsible charge he remained until

1854, when he was appointed by the Court a member of the

Council of the Governor of Madras. He finally retired from the

Civil Service and left India early in 1860.

As a member of the Council, Elliot’s duties, though not more

arduous, were of a more varied character than those which had

devolved upon him as a Revenue officer. "While necessarily

devoting much time and attention to, and bringing his long

experience to bear upon, the important revenue questions which

came before the Government from time to time, there were many
other subjects of great public interest with which he was required,

and was eminently qualified, to deal. Among these were the

question of the education of the natives of India, and such matters

as the relations of the British Government in India with Christian

Missions on the one hand, and with the religious endowments of the

Hindus and Muhammadans on the other hand. With the natives

he had throughout his service maintained a free and friendly inter-

course, recognizing the many good qualities which they possess,

and ever ready to promote measures for their benefit. Among those

whom he regarded as valued and trusted friends, there was more than

one native gentleman, with whom he had been associated either in

his official duties or in his literary and scientific researches. Native

education was a subject to which Elliot had paid considerable atten-

tion when Private Secretary to Lord Elphinstone, under whose

Government the first practical measures were taken for imparting
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instruction in Western literature and science to the natives of the

Madras Presidency, and during the intervening years he had lost no

opportunity of manifesting a warm interest in native schools. He
had also been, throughout his Indian life, a cordial friend, and, in

his private capacity, a generous supporter of Christian Missions.

One of the most valuable minutes recorded in the Council in

connection with the working of the celebrated Education Despatch

of 1 854, and especially in connection with the development of the

Grant-in-Aid System, of which he was a staunch advocate, pro-

ceeded from Elliot’s pen. While Senior Member of Council, it

devolved upon him, owing to the illness of the Governor, Lord

Harris, to preside on the occasion of the public reading at Madras

of the Queen’s Proclamation, issued on Her Majesty’s assumption

of the direct Government of India.

Valuable as he was as a public servant, the branch of Elliot’s

work which has a special interest to the members of this Society is

that with which he occupied the greater part of his leisure time,

viz. investigations into the archaeology and the natural history of

India. At a very early period of his residence in the Southern

Mahratta Country, so far hack as 1826, Elliot commenced his

archaeological inquiries. Working in concert with a young

Brahman, named Runga Rao, who was attached to his office, and

who entered into all his pursuits, joining him in his hunting and

shooting expeditions, and with the aid of a gumastah, or native

clerk, belonging to the village in which he principally resided,

Elliot mastered the archaic characters in which the old inscrip-

tions were written, and during the remainder of his life in India

devoted much time to deciphering and translating the inscriptions

found by him in various parts of the country. In Zoology,

Ornithology and Botany he took the keenest interest. In 1 837 he

published in the Journal of this Society a paper on Hindu inscrip-

tions, and from that year to the last year of his life he was a

frequent contributor to one or other of the journals which deal

with the objects of his favourite researches. The Madras Journal

of Literature and Science, the Indian Antiquary, the Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, the Journal of the Ethno-

logical Society, the Transactions of the Botanical Society, the

Journal of the Zoological Society, the Reports of the British

Association, the Berwickshire National Club Journal, the Proceed-

ing of the Antiquarian Society of Scotland, all contain contributions,

some of them numerous contributions, from his pen, the results of
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accurate and intelligent observation, recorded in a clear and

popular style. His most important work is his treatise on the

coins of Southern India, published in 1885, when the author was

in his eighty-third year, which forms Tart II. of the third volume

of the International Numismata Orientalia, and contains an

interesting account of the ancient races and dynasties of Southern

India, derived from the inscriptions and coins which have been

discovered. A remarkable fact connected with this treatise, and

with all Elliot’s later compositions, is that when they were

written, the author, who had been extremely near-sighted all his

life, was all but blind, latterly quite blind, and had to depend upon

the pen of an amanuensis to commit them to paper, and upon the

eyes of relatives and friends to correct the proofs. His collection

of South Indian coins, about 400 in number, and a collection of

carved marbles belonging to a Buddhist Tope at Amravati, which

he made when residing in the Guntur District in 1845, are now

deposited in the British Museum, where the marbles are placed on

the walls facing, and on each side of, the grand staircase. Three

folio volumes of translations, with other valuable MSS. matter,

drawings, etc., perished in a vessel laden with sugar, which,

encountering a hurricane off Mauritius, shipped a great quantity of

sea-water, which wetted the sugar, and penetrating the tin-lined

cases, destroyed their contents.

On some points of Elliot’s character, such as his untiring industry,

his eagerness in the pursuit of knowledge, his sound judgment in

affairs, an estimate may in some measure be formed from this brief

notice of his public life and avocations. His character was not

less admirable in the relations and duties of private life. Deeply

impressed by the truths of Christianity, but in this and in all other

matters perfectly free from ostentation or display; possessing a

singularly calm and equable temper
;
bearing with unfailing patience

and resignation in the latter years of his life a deprivation which,

to most men, with his tastes and with his active mind, would have

been extremely trying
;
a faithful husband

;
an affectionate father

;

a staunch friend, and a kind neighbour, he furnished to all around

him an example of qualities, which, if they were less uncommon,

would make this a better and a happier world. During the last

twenty-four years of his life he resided principally in his home at

M’olfelee, taking an active part in parochial and county business, and

dispensing a genuine and refined hospitality to his friends and

acquaintances. At his house, which was quite a museum, he was
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always glad to receive and instruct persons who were engaged in his

favourite studies. His intellectual vigour remained undiminished

literally to the last hour of his life. On the morning of the day of

his death he dictated and signed with his own hand, a note to Dr.

Pope, the eminent Tamil scholar, stating that on the previous day

he had read
(
i.e

.

heard read) with much appreciation a notice of

Dr. Pope’s forthcoming edition of the Kurral, and that notwith-

standing loss of sight and advancing years, his “ interest in Oriental

literature continues unabated,” and enquiring whether his corre-

spondent could suggest any method of utilising certain “ disjecta

fragmenta,” connected with the late Mr. F. W. Ellis, which he had

collected many years before. In the evening he died, with little

or no suffering.

In recognition of his services in India, Walter Elliot was created

in 1866 a Knight Commander of the Order of the Star of India. In

1877 he was appointed a Fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1878

he received from the University of Edinburgh the degree of LL.D.

He was a Deputy-Lieutenant and Magistrate for Roxburghshire.

In 1839 he was married at Malta to Maria Dorothea, daughter of

Sir David Blair, Bart., of Blairquhan, who survives him, and by

whom he has left three sons and two daughters.

Sir William Patrick Andrew, K.C.I.E., was a comparatively

recent Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, having only been

elected in May, 1882. But his long connection with India and

Indian Railways, and the active part taken by him in laying

before Parliament and the public the important question of estab-

lishing a link of communication with our Eastern possessions by

means of the Euphrates Yalley, have rendered his name familiar

to the most superficial English readers of modern Oriental annals.

Author of many pamphlets on the above, his favourite theme, and

considerations thereto appertaining, ho has on one or two special

occasions brought out a more ambitious publication—such, for

instance, as “ India and her Neighbours,” which appeared in 1878.

In this he expressed the strong opinion that if we failed to connect

the Mediterranean with the Persian Gulf, Russia would connect

the Persian Gulf with the Black Sea. Sir William Andrew was

the only surviving son of the late Mr. Patrick Andrew, of Edin-

burgh, and was the founder of the Sind, Panjab and Dehli Railway.

He died on the 1 1th March, in the eighty-first year of his age.

The Rev. James Long, whose death took place on the 23rd of

March in London, had been for some six years a Member of the
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Royal Asiatic Society, and was a frequent and interested attendant

at the meetings. Indeed, the discussions of Oriental questions,

whether literary or political, had a strong attraction for him,

wherever held, and his presence had become familiar at the Indian

Association, Indian Section of the Society of Arts, and at the

United Service Institution
;

also, when a subject such as the

Russian advance towards the Indian Frontier was on the tapis.

He has been justly described as “a true friend of India and her

people, and an earnest student of her literature, her social, family

and village life.” According to a brief notice in Triibner’s Literary

Record, Mr. Long “was ordained in 1839 by Eishop Blomfield,

and shortly after went out to India as a missionary in the service

of the Church Missionary Society.” Here he spent a great part

of his life, seeking not only to minister to the spiritual wants of

the natives, but to improve their social condition at the same time.

In 1861, he “got into trouble,” and was fined and imprisoned in

Calcutta for translating a native drama reflecting upon the tyranny

of the indigo-planters. His paper on “ British Proverbs,” read in

February, 1875, and printed in the R.A.S. Journal, Yol. VII.

p. 339, was eminently characteristic of the writer, who set a high

value upon the subject he had treated. “Proverbs,” he argued,

“ which are probably coeval with the discovery of writing, survive

the overthrow of empires, and the desolations brought by con-

querors.” They “ photograph the varying lights of social usages
;

the experience of an age is crystallised in the pithy aphorism.”

Mr. Long died at the age of seventy-three, much regretted by

those who could recognize sterling worth and power of research

under a somewhat rough exterior.

It is our painful duty to record the decease of one ripe in years

and ir. learning, but for only a very short time a Fellow of the

Royal Asiatic Society. The Venerable Benjamin Harrison
,

1 for

forty-two years Archdeacon of Maidstone, passed away on the

25th of March last in his eightieth year, after a life of continued

intellectual and physical activity.

Mr. Benjamin Harrison, his father, a retired merchant, for many
years Treasurer of Guy’s Hospital, lived in one of those picturesque

old houses on Clapham Common, of which so few now remain

;

and here was his son brought up until he entered as an Under-

graduate at Christ Church, Oxford. After the usual course of study,

1 Memoir communicated by the Rev. R. Milbum Blakiston, M. A.
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lie took liis B.A. degree in 1830, obtaining a First Class in Lit.

Hum. and a Second Class in Mathematics.

The study of Oriental languages was a favourite one with him,

and he obtained the Kenuicott Hebrew Scholarship in 1831, and

the Pusey and Ellerton Hebrew Scholarship in 1832. He studied

Semitic languages for some time in Paris, under a then celebrated

teacher
;
and although he did not proceed very far with Arabic and

Syriac, yet his proficiency in Hebrew was remarkable. He had been

a favourite pupil of Dr. Pusey, the Regius Professor of Hebrew at

Oxford, and, on several occasions when the Professor was absent

from Oxford, his place in the lecture room was filled by Benjamin

Harrison. His critical knowledge of the Sacred Text of the Old

Testament was so notorious that he was unhesitatingly selected

as one of the Devisers of that Book. At the meetings of the

Envision Company during the many years over which their task

was spread he was a very assiduous attendant
;
and it was a great

gratification to him to have lived to witness the publication of the

results of this labour of love. For ten years, 1838-1848, he was

the domestic chaplain of Archbishop Howley, himself no mean

Oriental scholar, and during this time he exercised that wise counsel

for which he was so well known, in advising George Augustus

Selwyn to accept the proposal to go forth as the first Bishop in

Hew Zealand.

Archdeacon Harrison was a man of books. Archbishop Howley

bequeathed his library to him, and so did Sir R. Inglis, Bart., M.P.,

and he also possessed those which had belonged to his father. In

addition to these he purchased many himself : and to the last ho

kept himself au courant with the literature of the day.

"We have only space to add a few words about his sweet, gentle,

amiable disposition. He was kindness itself. Ho one in trouble

shrank from consulting him, and never would the interview be

without comfort to the distressed one. He was overflowing with

lively wit, and his fund of anecdote seemed inexhaustible. It

may truly be said of him that he died respected and beloved by all

who knew him.

Among the losses, by death, to the Society during the last

quarter, that of a distinguished Honorary Member, Professor A.

Stenzler, demands special notice. He died at Breslau on the 27th

February, aged 79. The Academy of March 12 designates him as

“ the last of those who may be called the founders of Sanskrit

scholarship in Germany”; adding, “the present generation of
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young Sanskrit scholars in England know little of him and of the

good work he did in his day.” Messrs. Triibner have kindly

placed the following brief memoir of the deceased Professor at our

disposal:—Adolf Friederich Stenzler was born on July 9th, 1807,

at Wolgast, in Pomerania. He studied divinity between 1826 and

1829, at Grcifswald, Berlin and Bonn, but soon turned to a more

congenial study, viz. Oriental languages. His knowledge of

Sanskrit was second to none in those early days of philology, and

after having edited Specimens of Brahiua-Vuivarta Purana, he visited

the Paris University for a year, and then came to London, where

he was engaged in literary work at the old East India Company’s

Library. In 1833 he received the post, which he held till the end

of his life, of Professor of Sanskrit at the Breslau University. Ho
was also engaged as sub-librarian at the Breslau University Library

from 1834 to 1872. Professor Stenzler was of an amiable and

obliging disposition, and had a large circle of friends and acquain-

tances. He was in London during the Second Orientalists’ Congress

in 1874. The following is a list of his most important works :

—

Brahma-Yaivarta-Puritna. Specimen. Textum e. Cod. MSS. Bibliothecae

Regiae Berolinensis edidit. 4to. Berlin, 1829.

Raghuvansa Kalidasae Carmen, Sanskrite et Latine. 4to. London, 1832.

Kumara Sambhava, Khlidasae Carmen, Sanskrite et Latine. 4to. Berlin,

1838.

Juris criminalis veterum Indorum Specimen. 4to. Breslau, 1842.

Mrichchakatika, id est curriculum figlinum Sudrakae regis tabulae, Sanskrite

edidit. 8vo. Bonn, 1847.

De Lexicographiae Sanscritae principiis Commentatio. 8vo. Breslau, 1847.

Gajnavalkyas Gesetzbuch (Sanskrit und Deutsch). 8vo. Iierlin, 1849.

Paraskara. Ein Bruchstiick aus Paraskara’s Darstellung der biiuslichen

Gebraucbe der Inder (Sanskrit text, translation, and notes), nebst eiuem
Gliickwunsck von Freiherrn A. von Tlumboldt. 4to. Breslau, 1855.

Coinmentationis de domesticis Indorum ritibus particula. 4 to. Breslau, 1860.

Ueber de Wichtigkeit des Sanskrit-Studiums und seine Stellung an unseren

Universitateu. 8vo. Breslau, 1863.

Indisehe Hausregeln. Sanskrit und Deutsch. I. Aevalayana. 2 parts.

Svo. Leipzig, 1865.

Sanskrit Texte mit Vocabular. Fiir Anfanger. 8vo. Breslau, 1868.

On the Hindu Doctrine of Expiation (Transactions, Congress of Orientalists,

Svo. London, 1874).

Elementarbuch der Sanskrit Sprache, Grammatik, Text, "Worterbuch. 8vo.

Breslau, 1880.

Cri Gautamadharmasutram, the Institutes of Gautama, with an index of

words. Svo. London, 1876.
Megba-Duta (Cloud Messenger). Gedicbt von Kalidasa mit Kritischen

Anmerkungen und Worterbucb. Svo. Breslau, 1885.

M. Stenzler was elected an Honorary Member of the Asiatic

Society in 1873. In justice to his memory, a further extract from

the appreciative notice in the Academy is here recorded :
“ Those

who knew Stenzler personally, knew how the sterling nature of his

VOL. six .—[new series.] 35
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literary -works reflected only his own sterling character. He was

an honest scholar and a perfect gentleman, conscious of his own

worth, but free from any self-assertion or boasting

Ho one ever suspected him of intrigue, and there was nothing he

loathed so much as to see the sacred cause of learning betrayed by

those who ought to have been the first to defend it. He belonged

to no clique, he never levied tribute from his pupils, he never

joined any mutual admiration society. He worked as long as it

was day
;
and to the veiy last year of his life he was a devoted

teacher and unselfish guide to all who had an honest desire to study

the ancient language and literature of India in the same spirit in

which he had studied it—as a critical scholar, a historian, and

a philosopher. His life was bright and serene, and full of useful

activity to the very end.”

Y. ExCERFTA OeIENTAXIA.

Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society .

—

vol. xxi. (Nos. 3 and 4)
1

is full of instructive and interesting

matter. The first and most important article is that by Dr.

Macgowan on Chinese Guilds or Chambers of Commerce and Trades

Unions. Two parts fairly exhaust the subject expressed in the

title, and a third treats of agricultural labourers, agrarianism and

the “ Contentment of the Proletariat of China ”—contentment de-

scribed as “the result of a legitimately-begotten Conservatism ”

—

again explained to he “a Conservatism whose sire was Itadicalism,

which, more than 2000 years ago, in the form of the one revolution

of China, opened the way to rank and power of every qualified

man.” The other papers are “Is Confucius a Myth?” and Ta-ts’in

and Dependent States, by Mr. Allen: “ Philological importance of

Geographical Terms in the Shi-Ki,” by Dr. Edkins : “Reply to

Mr. Allen’s paper on Ta-ts’in and Dependent States,” and “ Chinese

Equivalents of the letter ‘R’ in foreign names,” by Dr. Hirtli.

Notes and Queries, Literary Notes, and Correspondence follow, but

these do not call for any special notice.

The Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

bearing the date of June, 1886, but published in 1887, has a biblio-

graphy of Siam by Mr. E. M. Satow, C.M.G. ;
Sri Rama, the

Fairy tale of a Malay Rhapsodist, by Mr. W. E. Maxwell, C.M.G.

;

and a Portuguese History of Malacca, reprinted from the Malan a

Observer, and annotated by Mr. D. F. A. Hervey. In the Occasional

Notes, a review of a treatise by Mr. H. A. Hymans on the Sultan-

ate of Siak, relates to one of the largest of the Malay Independent

1 Part 2 of vol xix., received in the last quarter (April), belonged to the vrnr

1884, though only received here in 1887. Parts 1 ana 2 of vol. xxi. were noticed

in January.
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States on the East Coast of Sumatra. The Notes and Queries,

though printed separately, are issued with the Journal. Hence-
forward they will be merged, it is understood from a final footnote,

in Captain Temple’s “ Indian Notes and Queries.”

The Journal Asiatique, huitieme serie, tome ix., No. 2 (Fevrier-

Mars, 1887), contains both the text and translation of a curious

Coptic document of the thirteenth century, contributed by M.
Amelineau, giving an account of the martyrdom of Jean de

Phanidjoit.’ There is also an additional contribution from M.
Bergaigne on “ La Samhita du Rig Veda.” A brief notice of the

former will be given under the head of “ Egyptology.”

German Oriental Society, vol. xl. part 4, contains, besides

reviews, notes and miscellaneous information:— 1. Mu'tadid as

Prince and Regent, a historical heroic poem by Ibn el Mu'tazz,

edited, illustrated and translated by Carl Lang. 2. Dr. M.
Klamroth, on Extracts from Greek Authors iu al-Yakubi. 3.

Fr. Philippi, the pronunciation of the Semitic Consonants 1 and '

;

a treatise on the nature of these sounds. 4. P. v. Bradke,

a contribution to the study of old Indian religion and philology.

5. G. Bidder, further remarks on Bdhtlingk’s articles on Vasishtha.

6. Chr. Bartholomae, on the transcription of Indo-Iranian sibi-

lants. 7. A. Hillebrandt, on the Veda Ritual. 8. A. Ludwig, on
three passages from the Rig Veda. 9. The same writer, on meanings
of Veda words.

Bibliotheca Indica.—The following fasciculi of the Bibliotheca

Indica (New Series, Nos. 595 to 607) have reached the Royal
Asiatic Society during the quarter.

Sanskrit.— 1. The Nirukta with Commentaries, ed. Pandit
Satyavrata Samasrami. Vol. iv. fasc. ii.

2. The Asvavaidyaka, a treatise on the diseases of the Horse,

compiled by Jayadatta Suri
;

ed. Kaviraja Umesa Chandra Gupta
Kaviratna. Fasc. iv. v.

3. The Vivadaratnakara, ed. Pandit Dinanatha Yidyalankara.
Fasc. v.

4. Yrihannaradi'ya Purana, edited by Pandit Hrishikesa Sastri.

Fasc. iii.

5. The Varaha Purana, ed. Pandit Hrishikesa Sastri. Fasc. i.

6. The Kurma Purana, ed. Nilmani Mukhopadhyaya Nyaya-
lankara. Fasc. iii.

7. Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita; discourses on the Metaphysics
of the Mahayana School of the Buddhists, by Raiendralala Mitra,
LL.D., C.I.E. Fasc. i.

8. The Mimansa Darsana, with Commentary of Savara Svamin,
ed. Mahesachandra Nyayaratna. Fasc. xix.

9. The Srauta Sutra of Lankhayana, ed. Dr. Hillebrandt.
Vol. i. fasc. iv.

10. Chaturvarga-Chintamani, by Hcmadra, ed. Pandita Yogesvara
Smritiratna and Pandita Kamakhyanatha Tarkaratnakara. Vol.
iii. part. i. Parisesliakhanda. Fasc. xvi.
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Persian .—Zafarnamah, by Maulana Sharfu’d-dm ‘AliYazdi, ed.

Maulavi Muhammad Ilahdad. Yol. i. fasc. vii.

And four numbers of the Old Series (256 to 259), being a

Biographical Dictionary of Persons who knew Muhammad, by Ibn
Hajar, ed. (in Arabic) Maulavi Abdu’l Hai. Fasc. xxxii. to xxxv.
vol. iii. Nos. 11, 12, 13, and vol. ii. No. 10.

Archeology

.

—A reprint from the Madras Christian College

Magazine for December, 1886, furnishes an excellent account of the

ruins of Yijayanagar, capital of the mediaeval kingdom of that

name, situated on the south bank of the Tungabhadra, some 32

miles NAY. by W. from Bellary. Preceded by a short sketch of

its histoiy, there is a detailed description of its religious buildings,

streets, palatial structures, private houses, tombs and fortifications,

which will interest the archaeologist, although nothing is certified to

belong to a period before the fourteenth century a.d., in the first half

of which the Vijayanagar dynasty was founded. The Dhannakarta

of the Sri Pampdpatisv&mi Temple at Hampi states that inscriptions

exist, proving that the gopma of the inner prakdra of the temple

was built in a.d. 1199, when the village of Hampi was given in

grant to the temple by a certain Bodayya Baja
;
but the statement

still remains to be proved, for it is not borne out by any available

testimony. Fcrgusson mentions a tradition that an earlier city

was founded by Yijaya Bayal in a.d. 1118. There is, however, no

evidence of whole buildings to support a theory to this effect,

and that of fragments, though favourable to this belief, is incon-

clusive.

The February number of the Indian Antiquary contains the

conclusion of “The Dakhan in the time of Gautama-Buddha,” by

the Bev. Thomas Foulkes; as of Mr. Murray-Aynsley’s “Dis-

cursive Contributions towards the Study of Asiatic Symbolism ”
;
a

“Gaya Inscription of Yakhshapala,” by Professor Kielhorn; “Why
the Fish Talked,” by the Bev. J. Hinton Knowles; and the con-

clusion of Mrs. Grierson’s “ Englisli-Gipsy Index.” In the

“ Miscellanea,” Mr. Fleet discourses on “ Hindu Dates,” and Mr.

Grierson on Continental periodicals treating of Oriental subjects,

and what are called “ Tatah Kim Yerses.” Under “ Book

Notices,” Mr. Grierson reviews Fasciculus I. of Dr. Hoernle’s

Uvasagadasao, edited in the original Prakrit, adding, “all scholars

must hope for another instalment at an early date of a work begun

so well.” Professor Kielhorn also praises the “ neat editiou of

the Siddhanta-Kaumudi brought out by the proprietor of the

Nirnayasagar Press, and to be bought for four shillings, while the

Calcutta edition costs eight times as much. The number for Mart i

opens with Mr. Fleet’s “Lunar Fortnight of Thirteen Solar Days’

which he finds to be “ the bright fortnight of the month Jyeshth:

(May-June) of Saka Samvat 1800 (a.d. 1878-79), the Bahudluiny:

samvatsara
;

Col. Jacob on “ The Yasaduva and Gopichandam

Upanishads;” Mr. Howorth’s “ Chinghiz Khan and his Ancestors,’

part xxxiii.
;

“ Silver Copperplate Grant of the Maharaja Budra
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dasa,” by Pandit Bhagwan Lai Indraji
;
“ The Villages mentioned

in the Gujarat Rathor Grants,” Nos. iii. and iv., by Professor

Biihler
;

“ Notes on the Mahabhashya,” by Professor Kielhorn

;

and “Folk-lore in Southern India,” by Pandit S. AT. Natesa
Sastri. In the “ Miscellanea,” Mr. Fleet continues his “ Calcula-

tion of Hindu Dates,” and Mr. Grierson his “ Progress of European
Scholarship.” The Book Notices comprise the “ Tarka Ivaumudi
of Langakshi Bhaskara, by Professor Kielhorn. In April, Mr.
Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit, of the Bombay Educational Depart-

ment, treats of “ The Method of Calculating the "Week Days of

Hindu Titkis and Corresponding English Dates; ” Mr. Howorth
supplies the last of his learned papers on “ Chinghiz Khan and his

Ancestors,” winding up with an eloquently-argued deduction that
“ the progress of civilization is not continuous ;

” Mr. Fleet continues

his illustrations of Sanskrit and Canarcse Inscriptions,” by describing

the Parla-Kimedi Grant of Indravarman, already noticed in 1884;
Mr. Rehatsek discusses a “ Letter of the Emperor Akbar asking for

Christian Scriptures;” and Pandit S. M. Natesa Sastri contributes

No. xu. of his Folk-lore in Southern India. The number is closed

with a review of Professor Legge’s translation of the “LiKi”
(Sacred Books of the East, vols. xxvii.-viii.). Three articles of

interest, viz. Mr. Fleet’s on “ The Scheme and Equation of the

Years of the Gupta Era;” “The Legend of Tulasi as told in

Southern India by the Orthodox,” under the initials It. D. M.
;

and “ The Maurya-Passago in the Mahabliashya,” by Professor

Bhandarkar, combine with the “ Miscellanea ” to make up the May
number. Under the last head is a reprint of the proceedings of the

Aryan Section at the Seventh International Congress of Orientalists

held in Vienna during the autumn of 1886.

The Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund for

April contains a sketch and descriptive note of the Sakhrah, or

Summit of Mount Moriah, and the following articles:— 1. On the

Tomb of Philip d’Aubigne at Jerusalem, by M. J. E. Hanauer.
2. Notices of the Dome of the Bock and of the Church of the

Sepulchre by Arab Historians prior to the First Crusade, trans-

lated by Mr. Guy Le Strange. 3. Notes by Captain Condor. 4.

A Remarkable Tomb, described by M. Schick, and 5. Conclusion

of the paper called “ Middoth, or the Measurements of the

Temple.” In the introductory Notes and Queries one item of

intelligence is important. This is, that Herr Schumacher has
traced the whole wall of Herod’s City of Tiberius, three miles

in length and of oblong shape. Dr. Wright’s letter to the Times
forwarding the Rev. Mr. Eddy’s report of the discoveiy of a

tomb temple at Sidon, is reprinted with additional particulars.

Professor Porter, of the American College at Beirut, referring to one
of the tombs, says “ that he saw nothing to equal it in the collection

at Athens, and very little in sculpture finer anywhere.”
Hebrew and Semitic Languages.—In the Academy

,
19th March,

the Philology Notes mention the recent discovery of a Hebrew
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inscription at Riva, dated A.n. 620, to be published by Professor

Muller of Vienna. They also notice a laudatory review of Dr.

Neubauer’s Catalogue of Hebrew JJSS. in the Bodleian, contained

in the Russian VosJchod. In the Athenceum of the same date, Prof.

T. AV. Davies, writing from the Haverfordwest Baptist College,

on the 7th March, asks whether the time has not come to establish

a British Institute of Hebrew, “ the object being to promote the

study of the language, and of other Eastern tongues that help in

the understanding of the Old Testament language and literature.”

The writer very aptly cites the success of the American Institute,

which, though nominally for Hebrew only, “ seeks to help forward

the study of the allied languages—Syriac, Chaldee, Arabic and
Assyrian.” It moreover undertakes to provide for the teaching of

Hebrew and cognate languages “ by correspondence and otherwise.”

The last expression, perhaps, needs a somewhat closer definition

;

but the subject is clearly one deserving of serious attention. In

the Athenceum of the 2nd April, Professor Davies, continuing the

discussion, refers to the German Jlorgenlandische Gesellschaft, which
publishes the Literaturblatt fiir Orientalische Philologie, express-

ing his ignorance of the existence of any English Society with

a like “specific object in view.” Mr. Hyde Clarke secs in our

Indian service an effective body of Orientalists, and thinks the

Professor would do well to enlist those among them “ who return

home as well as those who remain on duty.” In stating, however,

that “ our Asiatic Societies are supported by Indians, and not by
our University men,” he apples a rule which, even at the present

moment, admits happily of notable exceptions.

Arabic .—The Journal Asiatique for February and March has the

following note from M. H. Zotenberg:—
Galland’s translation of the Thousand and One Hights contains

several tales now celebrated, such as Zainu’l Asnarn and the king

of the Genii, ‘ Alau’d-din or the AVonderful Lamp, the blind Baba

‘Abd Allah, Si'di Hodman, ‘Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, the

two Sisters jealous of their younger Sister, and certain others of

which the original text is unknown. They are neither to be found

in the editions of Habicht, Bulak or Calcutta, nor in any manu-

scripts of a European library. It has been erroneously supposed

that all these tales are included in the fourth volume of that par-

ticular copy th ree volumes of which after Galland’s death became

the property of the king’s library. This fourth volume contained,

in all likelihood, the greater portion of the story of Kamaru’l-

Zanuvn (the commencement of which is in vol. iii), that of Ghanim,

that of the Sleeper awakened, and that of the unhappy Lover con-

fined in a mad-house, which Galland never translated : because

there is reason to suppose that the first part of the Arab MS. of

tho Hational Library (1716), written by tho Syrian monk Chari.-,

is transcribed from it.

The narratives in the later volumes of Galland’s selection arc

traceable to another origin
;
as may be inferred from the under-
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mentioned facts obtained from the Journal edited by the learned

translator :

—

1. The tales published by Galland in the second part of rol. ix.

and vols. x. xi. and xii. were related to him at the beginning of

1709 by a Christian Maronite of Aleppo, named Hanna, who had
accompanied the noted traveller, Paul Lucas, to Paris

;

2. Galland entered in his Journal a full analysis of these tales;

3. The Maronite Hanna made over to Galland an Arabic text of

some of the number, notably the story of the Wonderful Lamp,
which he declared he had written from recollection

;

4. Galland, in 1710-1711, translated from this text the story of

the Wonderful Lamp, and perhaps the tales of the Blind Baba, Si'di

Nouman and Khoja Hasan at Habbal. He edited also the others,

i.e. the story of ‘Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, of ‘Ali Khoja,

of the Enchanted House, the Prince Ahmad and the Fairy Pari

Banu, and the two jealous Sisters, from the narratives of Hanna
entered in his Journal.

Such is the way in which these stories came to the knowledge
of the French translator. But it is important to ascertain their

Oriental origin
;
for it is quite clear that they are not inventions

of the Maronite of Aleppo; moreover, M. Zotenberg believes that

the communications made to M. Galland were not wholly extem-
porized by Hanna, who must have possessed a written copy.

M. Zotenberg then intimates to those interested in the matter

that there is an Arabic text of ‘Alau’d-dfn and the Wonderful Lamp
in a MS. of the Arabian Nights recently acquired by the National

Library. This MS. comprises also the stoiy of the Awakened
Sleeper, hitherto to be found only in the abridged edition of

Habicht, of ZainuT-Asnam, which had been translated by Petis

de la Croix from the Turkish version of the book entitled

iA-ll' A*: —ji!l and included in vol. viii. of Gal land’s work

without his knowledge.
The MS., in many respects of high value, which has just

enriched the French collections, is from the pen of Michael
Sabbagh, written in the commencement of the present century;
and M. Zotenberg thinks he can identify it with one belonging to

M. Caussin de Perceval, which the learned M. Fleischer used in 1 827,
when reviewing the Tauscnd und Eine Naeht of Habicht. It is

copied from a Baghdad MS. of 1115 Hijra (a.d. 1703), as certified

in a final note reproduced by Sabbagh. As that volume of

Galland’s translation which contains the story of the Wonderful
Lamp only appeared in 1712, the authenticity, that is, the “con-
tinuity,” of the Arab text can scarcely be doubted. It is added
that Michael Sabbagh has copied faithfully and completely from
the original, even imitating its material arrangement.
M. Zotenberg proposes to supply shortly further details of this

version of the Arabian Nights.
One of the present year’s periodicals issued from the Leiden

Press (Brill) is the Critica Arabica of Dr. Carlo Graf von Landberg,
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avowedly a work of pure love, witliout arriere pen,see of hostility

or profit. Brother Orientalists who wish to possess it may, we are

told in the Preface, be supplied with it gratuitously
;
while those

whose works are criticised in it are invited to send their replies for

publication in its pages. In the first number are a notice of

Muller’s Al-Hamdani
;
De Goeje’s Kitabu’l Baldan ; Houtsma’s

Ibn Wadih (A1 Ya'kubi), and Dr. Snouck Hurgronje’s Proverbs

and Idioms of Makka. The first and last are written in German,
the two others in French. M. de Goeje had replied to the com-
ments upon his work, but did not wish his MS. published. The
editor’s counter-reply, however, shows the general drift of the

learned Professor’s arguments.
From the same brochure, we learn that King Oscar II. has

postponed the period for receiving MSS. in response to his offer of

prizes (alluded to in Yol. XVIII. Part III. of the Journal, July,

1886) to the 1st January, 1890. The subjects stated were, it may
be remembered : 1. A history of Semitic languages; 2. A descrip-

tion of Arab Culture before the time of Muhammad. It is now
apparent that there will be many learned competitors, Christian

and Muhammadan, for the second award. As regards the first,

the field will, probably, be restricted to Europe.

Le Hadhramout et les Colonies Arabes de VArchipcl Indien, by

M. L. W. C. Van den Berg, is a volume of great interest as regards

geography, ethnology and language. Our information on the tract

of mother-country to which it refers is more or less incidental,

though one work, that of Heinrich von Maltzan, bears directly

upon it, when treating of the exploration of M. de Wrede in 1843.

If we compare its description in the pages of Wellsted’s Travels,

or the map attached to Gifford Palgrave’s Central and Eastern

Arabia, with that now afforded by letterpress and illustrations, in

this late issue from the Government Press of Batavia, we scarcely

recognize that one and the same locality is intended. But the

more important part, as the main object of the publication, is that

which treats of the colonists in the Indian Archipelago. The

spirit of roaming and euterprize which takes the Hadramaut
Arabs from the land of their birth, not only to the comparatively

near coast of Abyssinia, 1 but to the islands of Java, and to

Sumatra, Singapur, and Borneo, is well worthy the historian’s

attention in its results, and, viewed in this respect only, the present

volume supplies admirable data for history. But instruction is

abundant on other points also
;
and the lives and works of the

more intellectual and educated Arab colonists are among the par-

ticular passages which render the volume a fitting subject for

consideration in the pages of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal.

The Academy of 12th March notices with much favour the

second and third volumes of Lady Burton’s Household Edition of

1 See Munzinger’s Journey through the Afar Country, Journal Roy. Geog.

Soc. vol. \sxix. pp. 190-211, on the Hadarema in Amphilla.
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the Arabian Nights, containing the story of Kamaru’l-zaman and

of Sindbad the Seaman and Sindhad tlie Landsman, and introducing

a large number of minor tales not included in Lane’s edition.

The Political Agent at Maskat has forwarded to the Society a

paper on the dialect of Arabic spoken in the principality of Oman,
prepared by Surgeon-Major 0. S. Jayukar, Civil Surgeon at the

Station. As pointed out by Colonel Miles, owing to its remote
position and its isolation by a broad desert from the rest of the

Peninsula, Oman possesses a very peculiar dialect containing many
antique and strange words, which are either unknown or used in a

different senso in other parts of Arabia. Explaining that the

paper consists of two parts, one exhibiting the grammatical varia-

tions, and the other containing a vocabulary to illustrate the first

part, he adds that l)r. Jayakar’s opportunities of studying the

dialect have been exceptional, and as this officer has been enabled

to put forward much information that will be new to Arabic
scholars, he believes that the MS. will be welcomed as a valuable

contribution to Arabic philology.

Assyrioloyy.—M. Carl Bezold’s Zeitsehrift fiir Assyriologie for

January contains, independently of the Sprachsaal, Bibliographic,

and notices of books, the following six articles:—Franz lteber on
Old Chaldaic Art; J. N. Strassmaier on Two Babylonian Treaties

of the Time of Nabouid
;
G. Hoffmann, who under the comprehen-

sive title of Namen and Sachen, supplies critical notes on Biblical

and other readings
; C. F. Lehmann on two Edicts of King Asur-

banipal
;

II. AYinckler on a Text of Napolassar; and P. Jensen’s
“ Hyrnnen auf das AViedererscheinen der drei grossen Lichtgbtter.”

The Babylonian and Oriental Record has appeared for April and
May, and shows a long list of collaborateurs. To No. 6, Mr.
Pinches contributes an interesting translation of Babylonian Tablets

referring to the apprenticeship of slaves: It. Q., a “ ltetrospect
”

on the subject of the Hittite Inscriptions : Mr. Baynes, a paper
on the “ Eranian Origin of the Teutonic Concept of Deity :

” Prof,

de Harlez, a continuation of his “Iranian Studies,” and Dr.

Casartelli, No. 1 of “ Pehlevi Notes.” No. 7, the May issue,

contains Dr. Casartelli’s “Two Discoveries of Chosroes
;

” Professor

and Dr. Revillout’s “ Sworn Obligations in Egyptian and Baby-
lonian Law :

” and an abstract of two of Professor Sayce’s recently

delivered Hibbert Lectures. It would be satisfactory to see some
modification in the outer appearance of this new periodical. The
pages of the Zeitsehrift fiir Assyriologie are not so long and broad,

but the Leipzig Journal has a more attractive and convenient form,

and may commend itself as a fitting model.
Syriac.—Chwolson, in the Transactions of the Imperial Academy

of Science of St. Petersburg, April, 1886 (xxxiv. No. 4, Syrische

Grabinschriften aus Semirjetschie), gives an interesting report on
Nestorian epitaphs found in two Syrian cemeteries recently dis-

covered. These are situated about 540 werst west of Kulddha, and
420 werst south of Kashgar. The tombstones are small and rude.
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mostly marked with a cross, and the epitaphs are in Nestorian

character. The Turkish words and names which occur in them
are the only difficulty in their interpretation, and indicate that the
persons interred were chiefly Tartar converts of the Nestorian

Christian missionaries. The dates on the headstones are in the

Scleucidan era, and vary between a.d. 858 and 1338. Four of the

original tombstones have been sent to the Museum in the Palace

of the Ermitage. Professor Chwolson has obtained photographic
copies of 14 other inscriptions. The Itussian Government has sent

instructions to have the remaining tombstones collected and photo-

graphed.

Ilittite.—Some three columns of the Academy of May 21st are

taken up with an interesting notice by Professor Sayce of Captain

Condor’s Altaic Hieroglyphs and Ilittite Inscriptions (Bentley), a

book which has been awaited with interest. In the hypothesis

put forward by the author, his reviewer observes the following

three assumptions: (1) That there is a connection between the

Ilittite hieroglyphs and Kypriotc syllabary which enables us to find

certain phonetic values among the former by comparison with

equivalents among the latter. (2)
“ That the pictures out of

which the Cuneiform characters have developed have the same

origin as the Ilittite hieroglyphs and Kypriote syllabary, and thus

throw light on several of the Hittite forms.” (3) That the

grammar and vocabulary of the Ilittite texts is
“ neither more nor

less than Akkadian.” As regards the first of these assumptions,

Professor Sayce allows that the connexion of the Hittite and

Kypriote characters is a fact generally accepted by the palaeographi-

cal authorities. The second lie considers untenable, and that there

are no sufficient grounds for comparing together Hittite hieroglyphs

and Babylonian characters. As to the third assumption, while

admitting that the language of the inscriptions is not Semitic, he

thinks it quite unlikely that we should discover Akkadian words

“in a recognizable condition among distant tribes in Northern

Syria and Kappadokia,” and proceeds to illustrate the misappre-

hension under which Captain Condor appears to have laboured in

supposing such words to lie concealed under Hittite symbols. In

summing up his conclusions, the Professor gives credit to the

learned and gallant author for having advanced the solution of the

problem, adding— “ His observation that ‘ a scries of groups (of

characters) followed by a single emblem indicates a packet, so to

say, forming one expression,’ is very happy. He is also possibly

right in seeing a personal pronoun in the character he would read

ne (my e)
;
and his comparison of certain Hittite characters with

the Kypriotc re, ni, ta, li, and tc, is attractive. Equally good is his

observation that the important words—nouns and verb-roots— are

apparently distinguished by larger emblems than the grammatical

syllables prefixed or following.”

At the Academic dcs Inscriptions, M. Hcnzcy read a paper on

certain specimens of so-called “ Hittite” art discovered near Aidin.
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Of these the more important are described in the Revue Critique,

1 4th March, to bo cylinders and seals, recalling, from the designs

engraved on them, the art of Chaldma and Babylonia.

Sanskrit and Aryan Tongues.—The Academy of March 2G notes the

purchase by the Bodleian Library of -165 Sanskrit MSS., mostly post-

Vedic, acquired by Dr. Hultsch during a recent visit to Kashmir.

There had been added, moreover, to the above-named Library some
twenty MSS. obtained through Prof. Thibaut of Banaras. Both col-

lections would, probably, be catalogued by Dr. A. A. Macdonell, on
completion of the concise, practical Sanskrit dictionary which now
occupies bis attention. The same paper announces a forthcoming

new edition, from the Nirnaya-sayar Press at Bombay, of Bana’s
Kddambari, “ with a full commentary, and an editio princeps of

Vatsyslyana’s Kdmasa.tra, together with a commentary entitled

Jayamangald by Yasodhara.” Professor It. G. Bhandarkar, one of

our Honorary Members, who attended the Congress of Orientalists

held last autumn in Vienna, has been reading a paper at Puna on
Sanskrit studies in Europe. The Academy of April 2nd reports

the Professor’s remarks as follows :—Since the discovery of San-
skrit, the Europeans, especially the Germans, had “ devoted them-
selves with untiring energy to the study of its language and
literature, and to the solution of various problems suggested by it.”

Attributing the revival of Sanskrit studies in India largely to the

action of European scholars, he found these last to ‘‘possess a

critical acumen in which Hindu Pandits are entirely wanting.”
Au reste, the following conclusion is worthy of record: “The
English were the first to discover Sanskrit, but the Germans have
now almost entirely monopolized Sanskrit learning in Europe.”
They were the “Brahmans of Europe, the French the Kshatriyas,

and the English the Yaisyas. Even in England the best Sanskrit

scholars are Germans.”
Professor Jolly has, in the Academy of 16th April, an apprecia-

tive and elaborate notice of Professor Biihler’s translation of the

Laws of Manu, which forms the twenty-fifth volume of the Sacred

Books of the East.

Seven notices of works in part iii. vol. iii. Literatur-Blatt will

interest students of Sanskrit and Indian languages. They are:

—

E. Kuhn on Seshagiri Shastri’s Votes on Aryan and Dravidian
Philology ; Holtzmann on Protab Chandra Boy’s Mahabharata of

Krishna-Dwaipayana Yyasa
; AY. Jacobi on Dr. Solf’s “ Die

Kaqmir-Becension des Pancaqika
;

” Zachariae on Franke’s Hema-
candra’s Lingamnjasana

;
Jacobi on Pischel’s Budrata’s Qmgarati-

laka and Ituyyaka’s Sahrdayallla; Leumann on Jacobi’s Ausgewahlte
Erziihlungen in Maharashtri

;
and Kuhn on Grierson’s Bihar

Peasant Life.

Among new publications may be noted L. Scherman’s Philo-

sophische Hyrnnen aus der Big- und Atharva-Areda-Sanhita ver-

gleichen mit den Philosophemen der altcren TJpanishad’s, Strassburg,

Triibner. E. Senart’s Etudes sur les Inscriptions de Piyadasi,
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tom. ii. et dernier, Paris, Leroux. Panini’s Grammatik, Hrsg.

fibers. erliiutert etc., y. 0. Bohtlingk, 7 Lfg., Leipzig, Haessel.

Persian.—In the review of Mr. E. P. Arbuthnot’s Persian Por-

traits, published in the Academy of 2nd April, Mr. C. E. "Wilson

describes the selections given as “thoroughly successful and inter-

esting attempts to bring out all the real spirit and force of the

originals, and to give thought for thought instead of phrase for

phrase, or merely dry and uninteresting explanations.” With
reference to the author’s lament that many locally celebrated

Persian writers had never been introduced to the home public, the

reviewer concludes his notice with making known the significant

fact that he himself had on his hands at the time of writing, “ a

translation of the whole of the Baharistan of Jami,” for which he

had “in vain awaited a publisher since its completion in 1877.”

Mr. Whinfield’s Masnavi-i-Manau
i, or the spiritual couplets of

Mauldnd Jaidin' d-din Eumi, affords a new proof of the great

attraction which Sufi mysticism presents to Englishmen whose
tastes and linguistic attainments enable them to appreciate the

Persian poets in the original. The Song of the lleed, so gracefully

Anglicized by Sir William Jones about a century ago, has, together

with other poems by its author, been reproduced in our tongue by

Robinson, Redhouse, Palmer, 1 and it may be many more; and now,

again, it reappears in a new English dress as the prologue of a

volume which is one of the latest contributions to Triibner’s

Oriental Series. In its present form the Masnavi, though a de-

clared abridgment, is a comparatively full translation. Unlike

the late Professor Palmer’s, which, in the few specimens given,

exhibited a combination of narrative and moral, Mr. Whinfield’s

book, separating the two, contains “ abstracts of the principal

stories and a literal translation, line by line, of the principal

doctrinal morals.”

An article by Mr. Edmund Montet on “La Religion et le Theatre

cn Perse ” opens No. 3 of M. Jean lteville’s Revue de VILstoire

des Religions, tome xiv. The penultimate sentence expresses the

opinion that if Persia is ever enabled to regain a position among
nations worthy of her past history, the revolution will possibly

be due to the renovation of her literature by means of the drama.

Is it not rather a question of regeneration than renewal?
Literature in India .

—

No. ccxxiv. of Selections from the Records

of the Government of India, Home Department, Serial No. 4,

“Reports on Publications issued and registered in the several Pro-

vinces of British India during the year 1885, published in Calcutta

during the current year,” has reached the Society. It is full of

statistical interest, and otherwise valuable and suggestive. The

two Reports included in it arc all dated in 1886
;
those from the

Central Provinces and Haidarabad in the month of February
;
from

1 Published ton years ago. See the “ Sufi Poets of Persia,” Tall Mall

Gazette, 24th January, 1877.
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Assam anil Maisur in March
;
from Bengal and Burma in August

;

that from the North-West Provinces (including Oudh) in April

;

Madras in May
;
tho Panjab in June; and Bombay in September.

Irrespectively of the usual information obtained from the Calcutta

Review, which usually affords data more or less directly bearing

upon the progress of the Indian mind, a brief notice of tho results

achieved by the Departmental machinery applied in India to educa-

tional purposes, and tabulated in the State Record, may not be

unacceptable. The Provinces are placed according to the order

assigned them in the summary of Reports:

—

Madras.—753 books and pamphlets and 119 periodicals, pub-

lished in 1885, giving a total of 872, show an excess of 54 publi-

cations—that is, of 9 books and pamphlets and 45 periodicals on

the numbers of the previous year. Of the whole 872, more than
two-thirds arc in the current vernacular languages—principally

Tamil, thus, for the greater part, Telugu, Malayalam, and
Canarese—and more than one-sixth iu English and other European
languages. A small proportion consists of books in Indian classical

languages, and of much the same number in more than one lan-

guage. 340 are original, 79 translations, and 453 republications.

The subjects treated are divided into sixteen heads :—Art,

Biography, Drama, Fiction, History, Language, Law, Medicine,

Miscellaneous, Poetry, Politics, Mental Philosophy, Religion.

Science (Mathematical and Natural), Travels. From an average

of ten years, the most significant increase appears to be that shown
under Science

;
nor is it at variance with such result to find that

Drama, Fiction, and Poetry are on the decline.

Bombay.— 1527 books and 496 periodicals, published in 1885,

giving a total of 2023, show an excess of 394 publications on the

numbers of the previous year. Of these nearly 92 per cent, are in

Eastern languages— notably Marathi, Gujarati, Urdu, and Sanskrit

—and somewhat more than six per cent, in English. Nearly half

the Marathi and more than half the Gujarati are first editions of

original works. In the former case the favourite subject is Poetry

;

in the latter, the greater number of publications come under the

head “ Miscellaneous.”

Bengal.— 2309 books and 422 periodicals, published in 1885,

giving a total of 2731, show an excess of 341 publications on the

numbers of the previous year. Of these more than two-thirds are in

the vernacular languages spoken in the province, 208 in the Indian

classical language, 322 in more than one language, and 317 in

English. Nearly 80 per cent, of the whole are original, and 56 per

cent, in Bengali. The greater number of publications come under
the head “Miscellaneous”; after which Religion, Language, Poetry,

and Fiction deserve special mention.

N. IV. Provinces and Oudh.—The total number of registered pub-
lications is 1290, being 526 more than shown in the previous year,

and the highest for any year on record. About 40 per cent, are in

Urdu, 22 per cent, in Hindi, and 8 per cent, in Persian (mostly re-
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publications). The proportion of original works is greater for new
editions than first issues, and applies mainly to “ Language.”

Panjab.— 1566 publications were catalogued in 1885, or 31

more than registered in the previous year. Of these more than
half are in Urdu, more than a seventh in Hindi, and a little less

than a seventh in Panjabi. The largest number, over 25 per cent,

of the whole, come under the head of Poetry, but the report assigns

no high position to these, and some 70 per cent, are repuhlications.

Central Provinces.—The return shows only 1 English, 1 Sanskrit,

and 1 Hindi publication.

British Burma.—68 publications are registered for this province,

of which 29 are on Religion, 16 on Language, and 13 on History.

Of these, less than half are first editions of original works.

Assam.—The return shows only 12 works, or a decrease of 4 on
the previous year, i.e. 1 original Sanskrit work on Religion, 1

original Assamese drama, and 2 Assamese publications under Poetry;

7 “Miscellaneous” works in Bengali, and 1 work on Religion in

Bengali and Sanskrit together.

Maisur.—The total number for 1885 is 125, of which two are

periodicals, being a decrease of 1 8 on the previous year. They are

thus summarised.

In the vernaculars spoken in the province :

Kannada, 65; Telugu, 4; Tamil, 2 71

In Sanskrit 38
Bilingual, i.e. English and Kannada, 1 ;

Kannada
and English, 1; Sanskrit and Kannada, 14 16

Arranged according to the subjects treated, the largest number fall

under Religion (ill) and Language (29); Mental and Moral

Philosophy have 16; Poetry and Drama 13 each; Fiction 5; Law 4;

History and Natural Science 3 each
;

Biography, Medicine and

Mathematical Science 2 each
;
Arts 1 ;

and Miscellaneous 1 . Of

the whole 27 are educational and 98 non-educational. In the

Civil and Military Station of Bangalur 16 works, including 2

periodicals, were published. This shows a decrease of 42 on 1884,

possibly occasioned by the removal of troops to the N.Mr
. Frontier

and Burma. Four of the works are in English, 2 in English and

Tamil and Telugu and English, 2 in Tamil, and the remaining 8

in Hindustani. The majority of publications are on Religion, all in

Hindustani.

Haidaralad,—The report shows that 1 8 first editions of original

works were published in 1885, being 1 less than the figure of the

previous year. They consist of 1 1 numbers of a monthly agricul-

tural magazine, 5 numbers of the “ Berar School Paper,” an

educational periodical, and two publications on crops.

Calcutta Review.—Of the ten articles, other than quarterly

summaries and notes, which make up the April number of this

journal, that by M. Parbati Churn Roy on “ High Education in

Bengal” is not the least worthy of attention, and bears out the

observations made in our last issue, on “ the marvellous indications
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of the advance of education in India during the last thirty years,”

as contained in the well thought out contributions of intelligent

natives to English periodical literature. Laying stress on the

wonders in this respect of a stirring half-century, the writer

certifies that “ though the amount allotted in the budget to the

item of Public Instruction has increased more than seventyfold since

1835, Government still finds it difficult to meet the growing

demands of the country.” No doubt he is right, and there is

ample cause for congratulation at the past, and for renewed
exertions in the future. The fact brought out that, while a per-

centage of 5
-6 of the revenue in Great Britain and Ireland is

expended on Education, not 2 per cent, of the revenue of India is

given in that country for a similar purpose, offers no cause of

legitimate complaint, and the extraordinary increase of educational

expenditure in 50 years is no warrant for a further outlay that

would bring up India to the home figure. As it is, progress has

been sufficiently rapid, and it is pleasant to find that M. Parbati

Chum Boy, while defending the Government from the charge of

extravagance, considers the wisest statesmanship to lie “ not in

disturbing the present line of policy, but in regulatiug it so that it

might yield better results in the future.” An article from the

same pen on Financial and Administrative Reform in India
;

one

by Mr. A. Stephen on Imprisonment for Debt
;
Mr. H. G. Keene’s

views on his own question, “ Are Islam and Civilisation Irrecon-

cilable Mr. Percival on Buddha as a Philosopher; Mr. D’Cruz
on the Education Code for European Schools in Bengal

;
Dr. Cust’s

Report of the late Vienna Congress
;
a Ruskinian Address by Mr.

Spencer
;
and the usual summaries and critical entries make up a

very respectable number.
India.—Miscellaneous .—In the Academy of the 5th March, Mr.

Keene reviews the continuation of Elpliiustone’s History of India,

edited by Sir Edward Colebrooke, and lately published by Murray.
Though pointing out certain disadvantages under which the work
must labour, owing to the long and eventful period which has
elapsed since the date of original writing, the reviewer pronounces
it to be “ a valuable record of a stirring time, penned by a man
whose lightest opinion about Indian topics was once sought as an
oracle, and is still superior to that of any other writer who has
approached the subject.”

Dr. Rost’s letter, in the same number of the same review is, iu

one sense, a strong argument in favour of lending MSS. from
Government or Public Libraries to scholars and students. He states

that during a period of several years, many thousands of loans have
been effected from the India Office Library, and not a loss recorded.

And highly important, in connection with this statement, is the
learned librarian’s assertion that, except for existing arrangements,
“ numerous editions of texts and other works based on our (i.e.

the India Office) collections of MSS. would either have been
impossible, or at least not possible to their actual extent.” On the
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other hand, however, Mr. "Warren’s plea, a week later, on behalf of

readers at the Bodleian who go up to Oxford expressly to inspect

certain hooks and documents, and are told they are out on loan, is

not without reasonable claim to consideration.

Congress at Stockholm .

—

His Majesty Oscar II. had entrusted to

the organising committee of the Vienna Congress the election of a

president and organising committee for the ensuing Congress at

Stockholm
;

but the decision come to was that the Stockholm
committee should elect its own president. The latter is thus

constituted :

—

Professor E. Tegner, of the Swedish Academy, Lund.
Dr. Er. Eehr, pastor primarius and President of Consistory,

Stockholm.

Professor Almkvist, TJpsala.

Professor J. Lieblein, Christiania.

Dr. Count Carlo von Landberg, Stuttgart (Stockholm).

According to the last-named authority, from whose Critica

Aralica this information has been obtained, a hope has been

expressed that the Congress would hold one sitting in the capital of

Norway.
China and Dutch Indian Settlements .

—

Through the kindness

and courtesy of the Government of the Netherlands the Society has

received the first and second sections of part i., Dr. G. Schlegel’s

valuable Nederlandsch-Cliineesch Woordenboek in the Tsiang-Tsui

Dialect : also a newly-published work of M. Van den Berg, entitled

‘ De Inlandsch Kangen cn Titels op Java en Madoera.’

Egyptology .—The Academy for March 12th contains a letter from

Mr. Greville Chester, mentioning various places up the Nile where

inscribed Ostraka are still to be found, and making an appeal to

Englishmen to raise, by private subscription, a sum sufficient to

bring to England the noble head of Ramses given to our nation by

Muhammad Ali. It appears that there is some talk of erecting the

head on a pedestal at Memphis, where it would be exposed to the

knives of tourists and the stones of the Arab boys. March 26th

gives a letter from Mr. Flinders Petrie on “ Rock Graffiti in Upper

Egypt,” and under the heading “Art and Archaeology ” speaks of

Mr. Petrie at Thebes taking a series of photographs and paper casts

of the typical heads of foreigners in the great bas-relief tableaux

of Luxor, Karnak, the Ramcsseum and Medinet Habu. We are

further told that he has photographed and “squeezed” a variety of

similar types at Silsilis and other places. The ethnological series

will comprise some 250 to 300 heads, including the finest known

examples of types of Libyans, Ethiopians, Amorites, Hittites,

Sardinians, Ionians, etc. Mr. Petrie has also taken paper casts of

that which, as the Academy has it, “may be called the oldest

botanical work in the world,” viz. the representations of foreign

trees and plants brought to Egypt by Thothmes III. in the course

of one of his Arabian campaigns, all of which are sculptured witli

the minutest attention to botanical details on the walls of a chambi r
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in tho great temple of Karnak. The plant, or tree, is in most

instances given on a small scale complete, with accompanying

sculptures on a larger scale, showing the leaves, fruits, and seed-

pods precisely as in the botanical works of the present day. April

23rd has an account of the Necropolis at “Tell el Yahoodieh” by
M. Naville, togothcr with an informal report on the same subject

from Mr. F. LI. Griffith, and some remarks from Miss A. B.

Edwards as to the possible Babylonian origin of some of the

apparently foreign-shaped vases and coffins. May 7th, under head

“University Jottings,” announces that Professor L. Dickerman will

take a class for the ancient Egyptian language and study of hiero-

glyphs at Chautauqua College, New York, during the summer
session of 1887. In addition to these classes, Prof. Dickerman will

deliver a series of four lectures to the students of Chautauqua on

“The Life, Work, Art, Architecture, and Religion of the Egyptians.”

May 14th publishes a letter from Mr. Ernest Gardner in answer to

criticisms made by Professors Kirchhoff and Hirschfeld on Naukratis

Inscriptions. In the same Academy Miss Edwards gives some
account of M. Maspero’s “Bulletin Critique de la Religion Egyp-
tienne,” which has special reference to the ceremonial rites at

funerals and other solemn occasions, and is to appear in the number
for May and June of the “ Revue de l’Histoire des Religions.”

In the Academy for May 21st, Miss Edwards has a glowing review

of M. Maspero’s “ L’Archeologie Egyptieime,” and May 28th tells

of the exhibition to the Cambridge Antiquarian Society of a few of

the skulls from the large collection recently made in Egypt by Mr.
E. A. W. Budge for the Anatomical Museum of the University.

The two numbers of the Revue de VHistoire des Religions for

November and December, 1886, and for January and February,

1887, contain a lengthy article by M. E. Amelineau, entitled “Le
Christiamsmc ehez les Aneiens Coptes.” The writer is evidently

displeased and disgusted with the Copts for being Egyptians.

He takes great pains to show that the Copts retain many of tho

old religious ideas and beliefs under the new garb of Christianity

;

but he' does not appear to approve either of the old or of the new
state of things. He makes out that the Egyptian religion old and
new i‘ a very selfish bit of bargaining—so much is performed during
a short lifetime here in order to win a good time in the future.

But he states that the monks in Paradise were found by those who
visited them still leading the religious life

;
that they prayed, sang,

read the Scriptures at the same hours of the clay and night as on
earth. We question whether life such as this should be called a

purely selfish end. M. Amelineau appears to have arrived at

thoroughly despising the Copts, because, like the old monuments,
they are too changeless. His advice to them would not he “ Show
yourselves to be worthy of your ancestors,” but rather “ Shake
yourselves free from the superstitions of past centuries—forget your
origin—the great purpose of Christianity is the progressive elevation
of humanity.”

vol. six .—[new series.] 36
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The same contributor has in the Journal Asiatique the repro-

duction of a Coptic document with French translation and remarks.

The MS. is one of two (the other is the Life of the Patriarch Isaac),

which have apparently lain unnoticed in the Musee Borgia till last

year, when they were brought to the notice of students in a lecture

delivered at the Egyptian Institute in Cairo by M. Amelineau. The
“Document” given in the Journal Asiatique is “ Le Martyre de

Jean de Phanidjoit.” It is important as being the latest Coptic

work yet known. The martyrdom is said to have taken place on

Apil 29th, 1209 a.b., and the account is written by a priest named
Mark in 1210. It is divided for church reading, and appears to be

read in the Coptic churches now on the day of the martyrdom.
Le Museon for January and for April has articles by M. F.

Robiou on “ La Religion Egyptienne.” The number for April

contains three hieroglyphic inscriptions from Boulak, with transla-

tions and remarks by Karl Piehl.

In the Revue Critique for May 23rd M. Maspero criticises M. L.

Oberziner on Sun Worship amongst the Ancient Egyptians.

The March and April numbers of the Monatschrift fur den Orient

give the continuation and ending of A. v. Schweiger-Lerchenfeld’s
“ Cultur-Einfliisse und Handel in Aeltester Zeit.” The number
for May has an article on Karabeck’s communications from the

Archduke Rainer Papyrus.

Amongst new hooks on Egypt we note : E. M. Coemans, Manuel

de la Langue Egyptienne, Premiere partie, Les Ecritures Egyp-

tiennes, Gand. E. Toda, Estudios Egiptologicos, 3 parts, Madrid.

Ph. Yirey, Etudes sur le Papyrus Prisse, le livre de Kaqimna et les

lemons de Ptah Hotep, Paris, Yieweg. Dr. Alfred H. Kellogg,

Abraham, Joseph, and Moses in Egypt, Triibncr. A. J. Butler,

“ Court Life in Egypt,” Chapman & Hall.

Numismatics.—An interesting notice of a catalogue of the Oriental

coins in the Rumianzof Museum at Moscow, by a young Russian

student, M. Trutowski, appears in the Atheneeum of the 16th April.

Although the work is said to present ‘
‘ an unnecessarily large

number of slips and oversights,” it is anticipated that such short-

comings will he corrected by experience and study, and the debut

of the new numismatist is warmly welcomed. “ The Rumianzof

Cabinet,” according to the Atheneeum, “contains 4980 coins, of

which 2760 belong to the dynasty of the Khans of the Crimea, but

1400 of these are effaced and illegible. There are 963 Ottoman

coins of little interest, and 415 specimens of the Golden Horde,

mostly well known. The rest consists of Sassanian and other

Pahlavi coins, a couple of hundred issues of the Khalifs, the same

number of Samani Governors of Samarkand, and some examples of

the Tahiris, lick Khans (44), Seljuks, rulers of Volga Bulghar,

and other dynasties, with 100 coins of the Shahs of Persia. The

Krim Khans and Ileks are the most noteworthy part of the

collection.”

Vol. xxii. of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
,
issued in June, contains
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many papers of interest to students of Asiatic subjects. Among
these may be mentioned “ Sunnites and Shi'ites,” by the late

Spitta Bey and Professor A. Muller
;

“ Syr Darai,” by Kropotkine ;

“Syria,” by Professor A. Socin, and “Syriac Literature,” by

Professor W. Wright, LL.D. The first is so interesting and

instructive that readers might wish it were fuller : the second is

mainly of geographical interest, and relates both to the river and

province : the third is by a practised band, ensuring a fitting

treatment : and the last opens a mine of information and learning

from which few if any could have selected the more notable

specimens with as much discrimination as the writer of the article.

Notes Contributed by the IIon. Secretary.

Asia .—The British and Foreign Bible Society has published a

Gospel in the language of the Pangasina, spoken by one million in

the Island of Luzon, in the Philippine Islands. The translator

is Scnor Alonzo of Seville, a long resident in the islands.

Africa —Professor Iieinisch, of Vienna, has published in the

German language two volumes on the language of the Afar or

Danakil. The first volume contains Texts collected by the author

on the spot, the second a Dictionary. Both are of the greatest

importance, and prepared in the best style. It belongs to the

Hamitic Group of Languages.

Professor Rene Basset of Algiers has published a manual of the

Kabail language in the Zouave dialect spoken by the indigenous

inhabitants of Algeria. It is a Hamitic Language, and totally

distinct from Arabic. The Manual consists of a Grammar, Texts,

Bibliography, and Vocabulary. It is a most satisfactory work,
and is in the French language.

The Christian Knowledge Society has just published in the

English language a dictionary of the Nika language spoken near

Mombasa in East Africa. It belongs to the Bantu Family.

This work was compiled by the late Rev. J. Rebmann, of the

Church Missionary Society, during his long residence in that

country.

Dr. Sims, of the Livingstone Mission on the Congo, has just

published in the English language a Vocabulary of the Yalulema
language spoken in the Aruwini, Lolami, and Mawembc districts of

the Upper Congo. It belongs to the Bantu Family. The book is

accompanied by a small map of the Congo, indicating the precise

locality where this language is spoken. Dr. Cust has presented a

copy to the Library of the R.A.S. (East London Institute for Home
and Foreign Missions, publishers.)

The Hon. Secretary has also published at his own charges at the
Christian Knowledge Society a Vocabulary of the language spoken
by the savage Fan tribe who occupy the region north of the River
Gabun and the French Protectorate in South Africa, West Coast.

The renderings of the words are in the Spanish language. It is pre-
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sumed to be of the Bantu family. The compiler is a Spaniard, Dr.
Osorio, wlio had resided some time in the country, and who called
upon the writer of these notes to help him to publish his vocabulary.
As it seemed of value, was certainly genuine, and filled up a great
gap in our existing knowledge, Dr. Oust consented to do so, as his
contribution to the extension of our knowledge of Africa.
Among this year’s books on African Languages, mention should

be made of three published at Vienna : The Manuel de la Langue
Tigrai, by M. Schreiber; the Lingua Afar nel Nord-Est del’

Africa, by Giovanni Colizza; and Die Bilin Sprache, by Leo-

Beinisch. The Tigrai is spoken in Central and Northern Abyssinia;
it is Semitic, and a sister language of the Tigre, both sprung from
the old Ethiopian, or Giz. Along the shores of the Bed Sea, and
in the islands between the Bay of Adulis and Gulf of Tajirah, is the
tribe known to outsiders as Danakil, to the members themselves,
Afar. Mention has already been made of Professor Leo Beinisch’s
volumes on this tribe. In the general scramble for Africa, Italy
laid hands on Assab, a port of the Bed Sea, and Government was
induced to send young Italians to acquire the language of the
neighbouring tribes with a view to annexation. Hence Signor
Colizza’s work, a most complete one, and a valuable addition to

science. The vocabulary of the Bilin, a language spoken by the
Bogos tribe on the northern frontier of Abyssinia, is a masterly
production, written in German.

Grundriss der Sprachwissenscliaft, von Dr. Fried. Muller.'—Vienna,

Holder, 1886.

The completion of this remarkable and epoch-making work

deserves a notice, though totally inadequate to the greatness of

the subject, and the comprehensive manner, in which it has been

treated. Six years ago the first volume appeared, and the author

promises two additional volumes by way of appendix. But the

subject of the Science of Language expands year by year, and

this noble work forty years hence will be as far below the high-

water level, as the famous Mithridates of Adelung and Vater, which

astonished the world in 1817, and is now entirely out of date.

To this work there is no Index, and there are no Language-Maps.

It cannot for one moment be considered to embrace our linguistic-

knowledge of the world, as the author restricts himself to those

lauguages of which he has competent Grammars. It is obvious

that at the present moment a very large proportion of Languages is

represented by Vocabularies alone, and a certain proportion, though

known to exist, is unrepresented by any linguistic document. The

Contributed by Dr. R. N. Cust.
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book is therefore a survey of our knowledge of the Science, as far

as Grammars have been compiled, and is therefore an inadequate

representation of the World’s store of the Form of Speech in actual

use by Mankind.

Then there is an inherent difficulty in the method adopted, which

is meant to combine Ethnological and Philological results. It is

obvious that Race is innate, and cannot be changed either by Nations

or individuals, and that Language can be changed even without

leaving the Native Country, of which we have a notable instance in

the Fellahs of Egypt, and the English-speakiug Negroes of West

Africa.

It can truly be said that no such a thesaurus of language can be

found in any other work, ancient or modern, and no Library is

complete without it. The main body of the work consists of careful

analyses of the Phonology and Grammatical Forms of every

language of which the Sounds and Forms have been brought to

book. Texts are in most cases supplied with interlinear transla-

tions, and careful grammatical notes. To few, if to any one, has it

been given to possess the acumen required for such a task, and the

industry to carry the author up to the point of knowledge which

would supply the characteristic features of the language, and then

drop the subject, and pass on to an entirely different specimen of

Sound-Lore, Word-Lore, and Sentence-Lore. If the question arose

as to the Grammatical Construction of any language in South Africa,

North America, the Extreme Orient, or the South Sea Islands, the

student has only to turn to the page assigned to that language, and

he will find the phenomena set forth after a careful diagnosis, and

a reference to the authority, thus enabling the accuracy to be tested.

The order in which the author grapples with his subject is the

ascending one. He commences with Mankind, as he is found in the

lowest round of human culture, but the language of such races is

sometimes found to be superior, as a language, to the culture of

the race.

In the first volume he treats of the Woolly-haired races, and

passes under review the Bushman, the Hottentots of South Africa,

and the Papuans of New Guinea. Thence we rise to the great

variety of African Negro Languages spoken in the tropical Regions

North of the Equator, and the wonderful Bantu Family, which

occupies the whole of South Africa South of the Equator, allowing

for the Bushman and Hottentot Enclaves.

In the second volume we find an account of the Straight-haired
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Races : the Australians, and the Hyperboreans, the Jenisee-Ostyak,

the Ainu of Japan, the inhabitants of the Aleut Islands, and the

Eskimo. To them succeed the long row of American indigenous

languages from the North to the extreme South of that Continent.

In the second part of the same volume are passed under review

the languages of Polynesia, Melanesia, and Malaysia, the great

Altaic Family of High Asia, the Japanese, Korean, the Tibeto-

Burman Family, the Tai Family, the Khasia in the Himalaya, the

language of Annam, and the languages of China. The vast area

traversed in this section indicates how brief, summary, and inex-

haustive must he the survey even of the series of languages, of

which Grammars have been compiled.

In the third volume we get a glance, hut a glance only, at the

great Nuba-Fulah Family of North Africa, and Dravidian of South

India
;
the Basque of the Pyrenees, the languages of the inhabitants

of the Caucasus
;
the Hamitic language of North Africa, and the

Semitic of Asia, and we are landed at last in the familiar Region of

the great Aryan Family, and touch ground.

The book is avowedly a continuation of the author’s highly

esteemed “ Allgemeine Ethnographic.” We cannot doubt that to

the appendices promised in the autumn, there will be added a long

row of additional volumes, to be incorporated in a second edition of

the whole work in their proper places in the Narrative.

There is room for an abundance of criticism in detail, and there

will be no severer critic of the work than the author himself, but

he has to be congratulated on accomplishing his task.
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ADDRESS TO THE QUEEN FROM TEE ROYAL ASIATIC

SOCIETY ON THE OCCASION OF HER MOST

GRACIOUS MAJESTY’S JUBILEE.

The draft having been revised in the manner suggested

as appropriate to the circumstances ,

1 the following Address

was forwarded to the care of the Home Secretary :

—

1 Previous to the preparation of the above, the following letter from the

President to the Secretary of the Society, dated 11th June, 1887, had been

circulated for the information of Resident Members :

—

Dear Sir Frederic Goldsmid,

In the matter of the Address to the Queen which we discussed when we last

met, it is clear to me that no action can he taken without the consent of the

Society, or at least of the Council, expressed or understood. Now the next

meeting of either is not until the 20th inst., the day before the Jubilee. I feel

that I owe the Society an apology for not having brought the question to its

notice on the 16th ult. My excuse must be that it was entirely owing to the

indisposition of our late President that I was placed in the chair on the 16th,

and that I had hardly had time to acquaint myself with the duties devolving

on me in that position. However, as I cannot but suppose that attendance at a

special meeting in the next few days would be inconvenient to many, I propose

to request you, as Secretary, to acquaint the Resident Members of the Society that

it is contemplated to present an Address to Her Majesty. This Address, I

presume, it will he my duty as President to prepare. It will be a purely formal

document, but in order to guard against an appearance of undue assumption of

responsibility on my part, I shall ask Sir Edward Colebrooke and Sir Henry
Rawlinson to associate themselves with me in the consideration of the draft.

I cannot suppose that there will be a dissentient voice in the Society regarding

the propriety of presenting an Address to Her Majesty on such an occasion as the

Jubilee, and I trust that, safeguarded as it will be by the opinions of the

eminent coadj utors whom I am inviting to assist me, the Society will be content

to leave the draft in my hands.

I remain, etc.,

THOMAS FRANCIS WADE.
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ADDRESS.

Madam,

At a time when from every side Your Majesty’s subjects

are hastening to tender their congratulations upon the com-

pletion of that half century of rule, which, both morally and

materially, has been so blessed throughout Your dominions,

it would appear doubly incumbent on the Royal Asiatic

Society to pray Your acceptance of its tribute of duty and

affection.

For while, in common with other learned associations, this

Society has been, since its first foundation, encouraged bv the

jjatronage of the Sovereign, it is under Your Majesty as

Empress of India that its labours have acquired for it a

special claim to be regarded as a body identified with the

interests of Your Majesty’s subjects in the far East.

That the same measure of prosperity that has distinguished

Your long reign may be continued throughout the years yet

in store for Your Majesty, is the sincere and earnest hope of

those on whose behalf, as members of the Asiatic Society, 1

humbly beg, Madam, to lay this Address before Your Throne.

I have the honour to be,

Madam,

With the profoundest respect,

Your Majesty’s most obedient humble servant,

THOMAS FRANCIS WADE,
President Royal Asiatic Society.
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The Address having been laid before the Queen, its

acceptance was notified to the President in the following

letter :

—

Whitehall,

30 June, 1887.

Sir,

I have had the honour to lay before the Queen the loyal

and dutiful Address of the Royal Asiatic Society on the

occasion of Her Majesty attaining the fiftieth year of her

reign, and I have to inform you that Her Majesty was

pleased to receive the same very graciously.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

HENRY MATTHEWS.

The President of the Royal Asiatic Society,

22, Albemarle Street, W.
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Art. XVI.

—

The Miryeks or Stone-men of Corea. By Prof.

Terrien de Lacouperie, Ph. & Litt.D., M.R.xA.S.

Corea, which was till lately the last but one of the “ For-

bidden Lands,” is now slowly unfolding its archteological

treasures to the gaze of travellers.

I.

One of the most, if it be not indeed the most interesting

of these remains of bygone ages, are the Miryeks, which are

huge half-length human figures carved in stone, and looked

upon as relics of a religion of former times. The largest of

those seen by M. Carles 1 during his recent travels in the

country are between Ko-yang and Pha-j u
;
they are about

25 feet high, cut out of some large boulders in the middle of

a fir wood in a hill-side.

One of these has a round, the other a square hat, which

peculiarity shows, perhaps, that the former is meant to

represent Heaven, or the male element of Chinese philosophy;

the latter Earth, or the female element.

The largest hitherto known is at Un-jin, near the Keun
river, in Chol-la-To. The figure is estimated to stand 62

feet high
;
the body and head (according to a photograph 2

taken by Lieut. Gf. C. Foulk, U.S.X.) would seem to resemble

the idols in Buddhist temples, but the cap is different. A
column about 10 feet high runs up from the head, giving

support to an oblong slab about the same length. On this

1 Cf. M. Carles, Recent Journeys in Corea, J.R.G.S. 1886.
2 Reproduced on the Plate herewith.
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stands a smaller column supporting another slab, and from

the corners of the two, bells are pendent by chains.

II.

The word Miryek 1
is simply rendered by ‘Stone-man/ and

consequently does not seem to afford any clue as to the actual

signification of these huge statues
;

for the fact likewise of

(according to Mr. Carles’ authority) their possessing no other

appellation would show that their primitive destination was

forgotten by the people. Besides, the word is perhaps not

Corean at all, as it does not yield to any satisfactory

etymology. It is in fact the expression by which the Coreans

read the two Chinese ideograms £ A taken together as a

single term, and not individually, as in that case the two cor-

responding words would be sok in in Sinico-Corean, or tol

saram in Corean proper. This peculiarity suggests that the

expression miryek existed in Corea, in its special adaptation

to the huge stone statues, without having preserved its

original meaning, previous to the adoption of the Chinese

characters
;

2 when it was necessary to select such characters

in this special case, no other explanation could be found but

the blunt description which was purposely indicated by the

Chinese ideograms above quoted. Should this suggestion be

accepted, it implies that the religion which had caused the

erection of the statues was either forgotten or in the shade

at the time. Miryek may be a foreign word of which the

origin might cast some light on the origin of the statues

themselves
;
the Corean phonesis hardly discriminates n, /, r

one from the other, and their looseness of articulation under

that respect is so great, that the dictionary has only one

class for the words beginning by these three consonants,

which, however, are distinguished in writing. Making

1 The dictionary of the Missionaries simply says : “ Miryek, 7j ,
Statue

de Pierre, Grande idole de Pierre.”
2 The Coreans have the only real alphabet of East Asia. It consists of H

consonants (9 simple, 5 aspirate) and 11 vowels (7 simple, 6 complex). Klaproth

has found that it was introduced in Pek-tsi in 374 a d. (
Aper<;u de l' Onytitt dee

ecritures de l'Ancien Jlend:, p. 25), but he has not given his source.
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allowance for this lack of precision, miryek is so much like

the Turki meniak, 1 ‘great,’ or ‘prince,’ that it may be

connected with it. The relationship of the Corean with the

Turki and other Altaic languages is real, though remote, 2 so

that, after all, the word may not he an importation, and

simply be a common heirloom
;
but the probabilities here are

the other way, and further investigations and discoveries in

Corea cannot fail to throw some light on the matter.

III.

The curious double cap of the Miryek of Un-jin is highly

suggestive of two of the currents of tradition which are met

with in Corea, whilst the oblong slab and its pendents remind

us of the old Chinese dress cap as illustrated in the ancient

rituals
;

3 the repetition of such a thing on a smaller scale

above, and their arrangement on a central column, were

obviously suggested by the Indian Pagoda- umbrella. There

is no doubt that the Miryek of Unjin is Buddhist. The

position of the hands, 4 and especially the mark between the

eyebrows (i.e. the urna, one of the 32 lakchanas or

characteristic physiological marks by which every Buddha
may be recognized), 5 are, I think, conclusive.

Un-jin (the Eun-tjin of the missionaries’ map), 0 near the

Keun Kang, or river within the province or To of Tchyoung=;

Tchyeng, and in proximity to, but not within the limits of that

of Chol-la-To (Tjyen-la-to), Ko-yang and Pha-ju (Hpa-tjiu)

at 40 and 80 li N. of the capital, as well as Unjin, all three

places where Miryeks still exist, were formerly parts of the

Pek-tsi state, where Buddhism (introduced about the end of

1 Meniak is also the name of tribes in the east of Tibet. Cf. my book The
Languages of China before the Chinese (London, 1887), § 173.

Cf. Dr. Heinrich Winkler, Uralaltaisclie Volker und Sprachen (Berlin, 1884),
pp. 70-72.

3 Cf. the plates of the San Li t’u, or simply the illustrations in G. Pauthier’s
Chine, pi. xsxv., or S. Kidd’s China, pi. i. and xiii.

4 For the Buddhist’s position of the hands cf. E. v. Schlagintweit, Buddhism
,n Tibet, ch. xiv. And also the plates in Hoffman’s Buddha Pantheon.

5 E. J. Eitel, Handbook of Chinese Buddhism, p. 61. The Pagoda-umbrella
is probably connected with the idea of the revolving-pagoda.

3 In the Dictionnaire geographique de la Coree, 2nd Appendice of Lictionnaire
Coreen-fran<ais Yokohama, 1880, 8vo.).
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the fourth century) was conspicuous for the number and

splendour of its monuments, in the ages immediately succeed-

ing—according to the Chinese notice of the country in the

dynastic annals of the Northern Sung (420-478 a.d.). 1

IY.

The existence of such big statues is interesting in connec-

tion with similar or somewhat similar ones which have been

erected in other countries in honour of the Gautama Buddha,

in ancient times. The huge statues at Bamian have lately

been described in this Journal. 2 But others are still unknown

or have not been studied. In the Burma Gazetteer, compiled

by Major II. It. Spearman, the frontispiece is a photograph

representing the ruins of a colossal image of Gautama at

Zaing-ga-naing.3 Leaving aside instances of late date, which

offer little interest here, we may mention some early cases

hitherto unnoticed.

In 419 a.d., Kung-Ti, the last Emperor of the Chinese

Dynasty of the Eastern Tsin, being a faithful Buddhist,

melted away ten million pieces of ho money,4 and made a

statue in metal of 60 cubits in height for the Wa Rung

temple.

5

In the same century, we hear through the annals

of China and those of Annam about huge Buddhist statues

in the country of Lin-yh, otherwise Lam-ap, corresponding

notably to the modern provinces of Ninh-binh and Thanh-

1 The fragment appears without acknowledgment as usual in Ma-Tuanlin’s

Wen hien t'ung hao. Cf. D'Hervey de Saint- Denys, Ethnographic des peuples

itrangers d la Chine par Ma-Touan-Lin, vol. i Geneve, 1876, p. 279.
2 The Rock-cut Caves and Statues of Bamian

, by MM. M. G. Talbot, P. J.

Maitland, aud W. Simpson, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Yol. XVIII.

1886, pp. 323-350.
3 British Burma Gazetteer, vol. i. The statues of ‘ Buddha entering Nirvana,’

or ‘ sleeping Buddha,’ i.e. recumbent, instead of sitting down or erect, belong

probably to another wave of the Buddhist statuary. Such, for instance, as those

mentioned by Col. H. Yule, The Booh of Sir Marco-Polo (2nd edit.), vol. i. p.

223. According to tradition, the first statue of Buddha seated was made during

the lifetime of Gautama. Cf. Dtandan dsou yin domok, Legende de la statue de

Iiouddha, traduite du Mongol, by A. Ivauowski (Le Museon, 1883, vol. ii. pp.

93-104).
4 In the text: tsicn wan ho ‘a thousand myriads ho.’ The latter I understand

to be the name of the current money as it was for several centuries previously.

Cf. my work on The Coins of China in the British Museum, etc., vol. i. p. 383.

6 Tsin shu, in Tui-ping yii-lan, bk. 657, f. 3.
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hoa of Annam .

1 The records of the latter country state that

the Lam-ap professed the religion called Me-cdn, and that they

worshipped huge gold and silver statues, some of which were

more than ten metres (?) in circumference .
2 The Chinese

records, on the other hand, state simply 3 that one of the kings

of Lin-yh, a believer in the everlasting principles of India,

caused statues to be cast in gold and silver, ten half-cubits in

height .

4 The word Me-cdn is perhaps an alteration, and

intended to represent Magndha
,

the country of Gautama

Buddha. Maritime intercourse was active in former times

between Indo-China, the Indian Archipelago and the northern

coasts. It is from this intercourse with Japan in the third

century, that the Chinese have first heard of Formosa, the

Philippines, the Archipelago, etc .
5 And nothing would be

surprising should an early spread of Buddhism in Corea have

come by this maritime way, thus causing, as in Indo-China,

the erection of the MiryeJcs. The countenance of these huge

statues may be found at fault in various details with the

standard imagery and statuary of Buddhism, but these

differences have obviously resulted from their peculiar sur-

roundings in this remote corner of N.E. Asia.

1 Cf. the Hoang viet dia du chi (Official Geography of Annam), vol. i.

2 I translate from P. J. B. Truong Vinh-ky, Cours d’hisloire Annamite, vol. i.

(Saigon, 1875, 16mo.), p. 29, as I have not the original text at hand. I doubt
the metres of the translation.

3 Cf. Nan she or Southern history (420-589 a.d.) in Tai-ping yii-lan, bk.

786, fol. 4 v.

* This unsatisfactory statement is perhaps a misrendering only. The text

says
: * + m ta shih htcei

;

the latter word means circumference, and also

a me asure of halt a cubit.
s Cf. my Formosa Notes, § 34.

Untvbbsity College, London, July
,

18S7.
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Art. XVII .—The Pre-Sanskrit Element in Ancient Tamil

Literature. By E. S. W. Senathi Raja, LL.B., M.R.A.S.

It has been the almost invariable remark of certain scholars

who have devoted their attention to the study of the old

Tamil literature
,

2 that it seems, to judge from its actual

state and form, to have had no commencement. Unlike the

languages and literatures of other peoples, which pass through

various stages of natural development before arriving at

maturity, the high dialect of the Tamil has apparently

sprung up into full-grown manhood from the very instant

of its birth, like the fabled offsprings of ris/iis, without

traversing the intermediate states of infancy and youth.

The philologist has before him a language which, to borrow

the words of an eminent lexicographer
,

3 is “ in its poetic

form more polished and exact than the Greek, and in both

dialects, with its borrowed treasures, more copious than the

Latin;” but of the origin and growth of which he seeks

in vain to catch a glimpse through the veil of impenetrable

darkness which hangs over it. If we go back to the earliest

source of existing literature, we find it to be a grammatical

one. In fact, the author of Tolkappiyam, perhaps the oldest

grammatical work extant, is alleged to have been the immediate

disciple of the mythical Agastya, the reputed author of the

Tamil language itself.
4 Beyond Agastya all is obscurity.

But what seems inexplicable is the division of the Tamil

1 Head in part before the meeting of 28th June, 1887.
2 Vide the remarks of Dr. Pope iu a speech delivered before the Madras

University.
:1 Dr. Winslow’s Euglish-Tamil Dictionary, Preface, p. vii.

4 Seo tho Tamil Bharata of Villiptturau.
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language by the supposed first grammarian, and following his

example by Tolkappiyam ,

1 into three dialects, a poetical (Icai),

a dramatical (Nadagam), and a colloquial one (Iyal). IIow are

we to account for the existence of such a threefold division

of the language before the commencement of all literature ?

"What was the object and utility of such a classification at almost

the birth-time of the language ? What was the basis upon

which the grammarian proceeded to establish the above

distinction ? for he could not surely have evolved it out of

his own “ inner consciousness.” These are questions which

suggest themselves on the very threshold of any inquiry into

the origin of the Tamil literature.

Of the above difficulty two solutions are proposed
;
one of

traditional, and the other of recent origin
;
but neither of

which seems to be capable of bearing the light of criticism.

To the orthodox Hindu believer there is nothing surprising

in the whole matter
;
the solution is very simple, it was done

bv a stroke of miracle
;

for to a muni like Agastya nothing

was impossible. Did not the same sage, though no higher

than one’s thumb, drink the whole ocean in one sip, and

sink down the Yindhya mountain with the mere pressure of

his toe ? Different sects vied with each other in claiming

the invention of the Tamil language for their favourite

divinities, though all of them are unanimous in regarding

Agastya as the mouthpiece of their respective deity. To the

Qaivas it was Skanda who vouchsafed to reveal the language

as well as its grammar
;
to the Buddhists, if we are to believe

Buddhamittra
,

2 the author of Yiracoriyam, a standard gram-

matical treatise, it was Avalokitecvara who condescended

to make this linguistic revelation. In the opinion of the

Arhatas, Tamil is one of the eighteen languages revealed by

1 Tolkappiyam, chap, i., with the commentary of Natchinarkiniyar, manuscript
belonging to the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris. A

2 Vira-qoriyam, introductory stanza, which runs as follows :
“ Ayum gunat’

Avalokitan pakkal Agattiyau ket’. Eyum puvanik’ iyampiya tim Tamil. . .
.”

Dr. Burnell ascribes the composition of Yira-cjoriyam to the eleventh century,
apparently from the fact that a certain Vira Chola flourished at that period.

According to an anecdote occurring in connection with the Skanda Purana (Tamil),
the work was in existence in the eighth century a.d.
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the omniscient Jina. At this day, however, it is inadmis-

sible that even so great a personage as Agastya, notwith-

standing all the supernatural aids he was favoured with,

could have invented a language and launched it forth into

the world ready-made. We are forced to go upon the

supposition that the Tamil had a natural birth and develop-

ment like all other languages.

By the side of this theory of divine inspiration, there is

another of recent 1 birth, which, so far as its chances of

probability are concerned, might, I think, well contest the

palm with the former. It offers on many points a striking

analogy to the former, and appears to be based much on the

same fundamental principle, revelation excepted. According

to this hypothesis, the Centamil 2 is an artificial style. In

the former theory the whole language was the invention of

or at least revealed by the instrumentality of one man
;
in

the latter the poetic dialect only can claim that characteristic

speciality, the inventors in this case being a certain number

of poets and grammarians of the ninth century a.d. This

theory would thus confer on the Tamils the unique distinc-

tion of a people whose poetical sentiment, not content with

its natural expression in intelligible language, gave vent to

itself in a conventional gibberish !

I need hardly say that both of the above-mentioned

theories are to my mind far from being satisfactory. The

language of a people, whether it be poetical or colloquial,

can no more be created by one man than by the deliberate

consent of a number of men. At least, experience does not

seem to confirm such a supposition. On the contrary, it

seems to grow up with the people unconsciously, and to

undergo its changes slowly, varying in the rapidity of its

1 See Dr. Burnell’s South Indian Paleography, p. 142.

2 Dr. Burnell seems to confound Centamil with Isai (poetic) Tamil. The

poetic language was no doubt derived from Centamil, but the terms arc not

synonymous. Centamil words sometimes uudergo in poetry certain modifications,

which are caused by the exigencies of euphony and metre. These changes arc

called feyul viMram (poetic changes), and the language is then technically called

Isae’ Tamil. But such abnormal variations are not of the essence of Centamil

itself. Centamil was at first the dialect of a particular district of the Tamil

country.
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movement according to the march of the nation, to whom it

serves as a vehicle of expression. It is for the advocates of

the latter theory to prove that Centamil was an exception,

and to furnish historical evidence of the age and circum-

stances in which and the persons by whom the compact was

entered into, of creating Centamil, and of the exceptional

circumstances which justified it. For my part I am unable

to discover traces of such a convention, either express or

tacit, in the whole field of Centamil literature.

Not to speak of the unnatural singularity of the above

hypothesis, there are two or three strong objections against

it, which, as it seems to me, decisively stamp it as

improbable.

1. It throws no light on the division of the old language

into the three varieties of Iyal, Igai and Narlagam by the very

first grammarian, to whom existing literature, in common
with tradition, ascribes the first work of that kind.

2. In a sasana belonging to the Jews of Cochin, 1 which Dr.

Burnell assigns to the ninth century, the language employed

is much like the modern Tamil. If modern Tamil was in

current use in the ninth century, and Centamil was an artificial

language invented only in the ninth, how are we to account

for the existence in the latter of words common to the whole

Dravidiau parent stock, but which are unknown to the

colloquial idiom ? The Telugu and Canarese must have

been separated from the Tamil more than 2000 years ago, 2

as Dr. Caldwell has ably demonstrated in his Comparative

Grammar of the Dravidian Languages
;
yet words belonging

to the two former abound in Centamil
,
while they seem to be

unknown to the current language of the present day as to

that of the ninth century. For instance, the following words

amongst many others are in common use in Canarese and

Telugu, while in Tamil, though they are unknown to the

daily idiom, they are of very frequent occurence in the poetic

dialect

:

1 See a copy of it in Burnell's South Indian Palaeography, p. 140.
2 See Caldwell’s Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, Intro-

duction.
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Centamil. Canarese. Telugu.

Child Qi?u Kusu Shishuvu

Mother-in-law Atte Atte Atta

Nurse Tadi Dayi Dadi

Father Tande Tande Tandri

Ear Qevi Kivi Cevi

Body Mey Mai ...

Cow A Akalu Avu
Nail Ugir Uguru Goru

Field Pulam Hola Polam

Water Nlr Niru • • •

House Mane, illam Mane Illam

Indeed, it seems almost possible to construct a complete

Centamil vocabulary out of Telugu and Canarese alone. On
the supposition that Centamil was an invention of the ninth

century, the question arises, whence did the Tamil classical

writers derive their vocabulary ? It could not have been

from the prevailing language of the ninth century, for a

hundred years previously modern Tamil was already in use.
1

We cannot also admit the hypothesis that the old authors

coined them consciously from Telugu and Canarese, for there

is no reason why they should not have adopted by preference

words from Sanskrit, which was already held in high esteem

throughout all India as a literary language. Nor could we

suppose that they introduced Telugu and Canarese words into

their poetic dialect, knowing the affinity of the two former to

the Tamil language, for it is only modern philology which

has revealed their relation to one another as cognate lan-

guages, and thus dispelled the errors of old grammarians,

who regarded all Dravidian languages as mere derivatives 2

from Sanskrit. If there was no Centamil before the ninth

century, it is impossible to explain how words now found

only in languages separated from the Tamil more than 2000

years ago, were preserved during the interval of nearly 1000

1 South Indian Paleography, p. 142.

2 See Andhraqabda-cliintamani, i. 14-18
;
Manu, x. 43-44

;
Mababknrata

(,'antiparvan, etc.
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years, so as to be incorporated into a literature which came

into being about the ninth century.

3. The above theory does not accord with the little we
know of the history of the Tamil people. In the absence of

all means of verification I will pass in silence the records

of native authorities, according to which more than 200

Pandiyas 1 are said to have reigned at Madura before the

commencement of the fourteenth century. It would, how-

ever, be well to bear this circumstance in mind, to see how far

it is corroborated by external evidence. The Mahavanso 2

uniformly refers to the Tamils of the Pandiyan country as

possessing a national existence and civilization anterior to

that of the Singhalese, and mentions that TTijaya, the first

king of Ceylon, married the daughter of a Pandiyan about

the sixth century b.c. The fact of the Pandiyan kingdom

figuring as a well-established monarchy at that period argues

to its having been in existence for some two or three cen-

turies at least previously. In the time of Buddha, the

principal Dravidian countries appear to have been on a par

with those of the North in point of moral and material

progress. 3

Megasthenes,4 the ambassador of Seleukos Nikator at the

court of Pataliputra in Northern India (302 b.c.), could not

have heard of the kingdom of Pandiya in the extreme South,

if it had not attained considerable power and reputation in

his days. The Mahabhashya 5 of Patanjali (second century

b.c.) speaks familiarly not only of the Pandiya and Chola

coun;ries, but also of particular towns and rivers in the South,

as Kanchi and Kaveri. The kingdoms of Pandiya, Chola

and Kerala are also met with in the inscriptions 6 of Asoka

(250 b.c.). The fragments of Eusebius allude to two

embassies sent by Pandion to Augustus, and Strabo 7 men-

1 Madura Sfhala Purana
;
Irayanar Agapporul, etc.

3 See Tumour’s Mahavanso, pp. 55-57.
3 Lalita Vistara ; Mahavanso, pp. 59, 67, 73.
4 Schwanbeck’s Megasthenes.
5 The Mahabhashya of Patanjali, Benares edition, p. 82.
6 Tablet 1 1. of Asoka Inscriptions, ‘'Evam api samantesu yatha Choda, Panda,

Satiyaputo, Ketaliputo,” etc.
1 Strabo, Traduction francaise par La Porte du Theil.
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tions that Chera, 1 another Dravidian prince, sought also the

friendship of the Romans. Pliny 2 speaks of the kingdom of

Pandiya (a.d. 77) and its capital Madura. 3 Ptolemy (second

century a.d.) and the Periplus Mari Erythraei of Arrian

(third century a.d.) equally refer to the three Tamil king-

doms as the most prominent in the South. Indeed, Porus in

the North and Pandiyan in the South seem to have been the

two most powerful monarchs 4 of India whose fame over-

shadowed the rest in the time of the Greek supremacy in

Western Asia. Varaha-Mihira,5 the astronomer (404 a.d.),

makes allusions to the kingdoms of Pandiya, Chola, Kerala,

Karnataka, Kalinga and Andhra, all of which were Dravidian,

and to the rivers Kaveri and Tambraparni in the South.

Fa-Hian,6 the Chinese traveller in India of the fourth century,

heard of a powerful kingdom in the South, which Mr.

Ferguson has identified with the Pallava kingdom, a recog-

nized seat of the Tamil language. The testimony of Greek

and Roman writers attest that Kolkai, 7 the ancient seaport of

the kingdom of Pandiya, was a great emporium of commerce.

According to Chinese 8 authorities, in a.d. 500 an ambassador,

Learn Woo, came from South India to China, who gave them

to understand that trade was carried on between Southern

India and the Roman Empire. Arab historians 9 agree as

well in affirming that maritime commerce existed from the

earliest times between the Phoenicians and Arabs on the one

hand and the Pandiya and other kingdoms in the South. 10

1 KypofioOpos, whose capital was Kapovpa. The Sanskrit termination pulra,

added to the Dravidian Chera, shows that Southern India was already brought

under Brahmanical influence.
2 L’Histoire Naturelle dc Pline, par Poinsiuct de Sivry, Livre vi.

3 Table X. of Ptolemy.
4 Strabo, vol. v. bk. xv.
6 Dr. Kern’s Translation of Brihat Sanhita, Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. Vol. VI.

An inscription of the Chalukya dynasty dated 490 a.d. shows the existence of

the Chera, Chola and Pandiya monarchies towards the close of the fifth century.

See Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. Vol. V. p. 343.
6 Beal's Travels of Fa-Hian.
7 Ptolemy’s Table X.
8 Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. Vol. VI. p. 458.
9 See also Marco Polo, by Colonel Yule, vol. ii. pp. 267-275.

10 According to M. Chabas, in the reign of Thotlimes III. (seventeenth century

n.c.) of Egypt, Phoenicians had commercial intercourse with ludia (Etudes

Egypticuncs, p. 120).
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From the Centamil words found in the Hebrew 1 Bible as

terms to designate peacocks, apes, etc., brought by ships from

Tarshish, it has been inferred that commercial intercourse

had been going on between the Tamils and the Phoenicians

as early as the days of Solomon, king of the Hebrews

(1500 b.c.).

To suppose that a people who had commercial and some-

times political relations with Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans,
Chinese and Arabs from very early times, and who were

in contact for centuries with one of the most refined of

languages, the Sanskrit, and who had well-organized king-

doms of their own, as historically attested from at least the

sixth century b.c., to suppose, I repeat, that such people had

no literature of their own till the ninth century a.d., seems to

me, to say the least, to be running counter to all probability.

It is difficult to believe that the kingdom of Pandiya, sung

by poet and bard as the cradle of Centamil, had continued to

exist from before the sixth century b.c., and had produced

no literature during its palmy days until its old age and

decrepitude in the ninth century a.d., when there was nothing

capable of giving such an impulse .

2

The various considerations referred to above seemed to me
sufficient to reject the theory of Centamil being an artificial

language of the ninth century, and to search for a more

rational explanation of it. The only method capable of

rendering any trustworthy data appeared to me to be the

comparative one, which has so often been employed with the

most fruitful results.

Whatever doubts one might entertain as regards the

period anterior to Asoka, we know to a certainty from the

inscriptions 3 of that monarch that Sanskrit and North Indian

1 Dr. Caldwell, Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian
Languages.

2 In the fourth century Fa-Hian found Brahmans and heretics in Java, and the
old Kawi literature seems to contain Sanskrit words in a Dravidianized form. See
Fa-Hian’s Travels by Beal, p. 168, and South Indian Palaeography, pp. 132-133.
This would indicate that the old Javanese colonists were either Tamils or Telugus,
and that Sanskrit influence and culture had spread through South India long-

before.
3 Asoka Inscriptions, Tablet II.
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influences had penetrated to the Tamil countries in his time

(third 1 century b.c.). Now, Sanskrit being the only language

to which Tamil was indebted, if we deduct from the Tamil

language and literature wbat she has borrowed directly or

indirectly from her wealthy neighbour of the North, the

remainder must evidently be her pure Dravidian patrimony,

of which she must have been in possession at the latest in

the third century b.c. Taking, therefore, the inscriptions of

Asoka as the basis of our calculations, a hasty process of com-

parison of the Tamil literature with that of the Sanskrit

brings to light some important facts.

1. That the ancient Tamils had an alphabetical system of

their own independent of Sanskrit.

Almost all the Indian languages, whether ancient or

modern, even Pali and Singhalese, as well as Canarese,

Telugu and Malayalam, have borrowed the Sanskrit alpha-

betical system. This artificial adaptation, while it gives an

apparent completeness to the phonetics of those different

languages, has been in many cases utterly unsuited to their

wants. Thus some of the letters are useless to them, as there

are no words in the language which admit of the employ-

ment of those letters, while others are pronounced without

any regard to their phonetic values from a national defect

of organ on the part of those among whom it has been

attempted to naturalize sounds alien to their language. The

Tamil 2 language on the other hand is free from this arti-

ficiality, a circumstance which, I believe, must solely be

attributed to the fact that the Tamil alphabetical s\Tstem has

not been elaborated under the auspices of Sanskrit gram-

1 The Pali and Magadlii might have had some no very considerable influence

on the Tamil. There are some words in Tamil which seem to be derived from

Sanskrit through Puli or Magadhi. Perhaps they were brought by Buddhist and

Jaina missionaries.
2 Dr. Burnell seems to have arrived also at the conclusion that the Tamil

alphabet was not derived from the Sanskrit. The process by which he infers it is

somewhat different. He appears to have drawn the conclusion from the meagre-

ness of the Tamil alphabet as compared with the fullness of that of the other

Dravidian languages, which have modelled their alphabetical system on the

Sanskrit. It may well he doubted whether it is an advantage to the Telugu for

instance to have a theoretically complete system of alphabet, while in practice

several of the letters are not used at all, or are all pronounced alike by the people.
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marians. If they had any hand in it, it is improbable that

they should have adopted for it a system different from that

which they have employed for the other cognate Dravidian

languages of Telugu and Canarese.

Pakcographically, 1 too, the ancient Tamil written alphabet

called Vatteruttu has been found to be independent of the

characters in which Sanskrit and other North Indian lan-

guages have been written at different times. 2

The obvious inference is that the Tamils had an alphabetical

system of their own before they came in contact with

Sanskrit or Pali. The Asoka inscriptions imply that they

possessed a knowledge of a written alphabet in the third

century b.c., for it would be the height of absurdity to issue

proclamations by means of inscriptions to the Pandiya,

Chola and Chera monarchs, if the latter could not decipher

written characters. The Lalita 3 Vistara, a work translated

into Chinese in the first century A.n., seems to confirm the

above view, for among the sixty-four alphabetical systems

which Buddha is said to have learnt in his infancy, is

included the Dravida or Tamil. From this fable relating to

the supernatural linguistic attainments of Buddha we may
draw one rational conclusion at least, viz. that at the time

of the composition of the Lalita Vistara, its author or authors

knew of the existence of a Tamil alphabet.

2. Another important fact which is elicited by comparison

is that the Centamil versification was independent of Sanskrit.

1 Sei South Indian Palaeography, p. 51.
2 Lalita Vistara, Edition Foucaux, Annales du Muses Guimet, Adhyaya X.
3 The modern Tamil alphabet is, according to Dr. Burnell, an adaptation from

the Grantha alphabet of the tenth century, which again is derived from the Chera
alphabet of the third (see South Ind. Paheogr. p. 46). It seems to me, however,
on a comparison of the Vatteluttu used iu the Cochin Sasana, with the Tanjore
inscriptions of the tenth century, that the modem Tamil characters, allowances
being made for the individual peculiarities of writers, might with more prob-
ability be said to be derived from the Vatteluttu by a natural process of develop-
ment than to have been copied from the Grantha.
The introduction of printiug has effected considerable modification in Tamil

characters. In a deed of the date of 1737, which belonged to my seventh paternal
ancestor, Kuruli Kavala Senathi Raja Mudaliyar, the characters employed seem
to resemble those of the tenth century more than those of the present day. The
same remark applies to all documents of the last century that 1 have met with in
the north of Ceylon. What change, when compared with the eight centuries
preceding

!
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The metres of the former were radically different from those

of the latter. While the sister Dravidian languages, the

Telugu 1 and the Canarese, have literally borrowed almost all

the varieties of ganachchandas and matrachchandas from

Sanskrit, the Centamil has preserved intact her ancient

metres of Agaval 2 Vehpd, Kalippa and Vanchippa

?

Naga-

varma 4 in his rules of Canarese prosody constantly cites

Pingala and other Sanskrit grammarians as authorities, while

Tolkappiyam, the oldest known Tamil grammarian, knows no

higher tribunal than the still older Centamil 5 poets. The

Arya, Yaitaliya, Anushtubh, Gfayatri, and other ordinary

Sanskrit metres, have not their corresponding equivalents

in Qentamil, and are incomprehensible to it, while they are

closely imitated by Telugu and Canarese poets. Of the six

constituent parts of a verse, as enumerated by Centamil

grammarians,6 eruddu, agai, dr, talai, adi and todai, the fourth

(talai), so valued by Tamil poets, is altogether foreign to

Sanskrit poetry. Of the 43 varieties of todai, the mdnai and

edugia are not at all met with in Sanskrit, while there are

vestiges 7 of them in Canarese, a fact which leads me to the

inference that old Canarese poetry originally resembled that

of the Centamil, although it was gradually recast on a

Sanskrit mould. In short, Centamil versification is purely

Dravidian, its genius is utterly distinct from that of the

Sanskrit, and the whole is free from any foreign admixture.

It is almost a truism to say that the earliest records of all

nations are preserved in their national poetry. That the

Tamils have been no exception to this rule is proved by their

1 See Brown’s Telugu Grammar.
2 See Yapparungalam and Karigce.
3 See Kittel’s Canarese Prosody of Nagavarma.
1 The hackneyed phrase in Tolkappiyam is ‘ enman&rpulavar' (so say the learned

or poets).
5 I do not include marudpQ, which is not recognized as a separate and distinct

metre by the oldest authorities. It is only a mixture of Venpa and Asiriam or

Agaval.
6 See Yapparungalam. (See Dr. Pope’s Tamil Grammar, and his edition of

the Kurraj.

)

7 According to Kesava, in the first period of the Canarese poetry as it exist* nt

the present day, each verse-line in its second letter bears an alliteration, this being

the same for all the four lines. (See Kittel’s Nagavarma.) This alliteration is

identical with the edugai of the Tamil poets. Compare also Yapparungalam on

mdnai and edugai.
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metres and versification, the only department which has

been free from Sanskrit intrusion. The possession of

numerous varied and polished forms of verse independent of

any Sanskrit model leads to the inevitable conclusion that

Qentamil had a literature of her own before her contact with

Sanskrit. Without a poetic literature metres and rules of

versification are meaningless. If that literature had come into

being only about the ninth century, as some have supposed,

it would be a mere imitation of the Sanskrit in form and

substance, as it is in Tclugu and Canarese. This point

established, it becomes easy to explain why the author of

Tolkappiyam makes frequent allusion to old poets, and cites

their authority. If Agastya had been the first inventor of

Centamil, or the first author who composed in it, his disciple

would simply have quoted his master as the supreme arbiter

on all points.

Viewed by this light, the distribution of the old language

into three dialects of poetic, dramatic and colloquial, by the

earliest grammarians, becomes intelligible also. Of the many
old dialects of the Tamil language, one which had originally

been the local patois of the tract of land lying between

Karuvur on the East, Maruvur on the West, the river Vaigai

on the South, and the river Marutam on the North, had, by
some fortunate coincidence of circumstances, been singled out

among others, by poets for the purpose of versification .
1 A

certain amount of national literature, consisting for the most

part of war-songs and love-ballads, continued to be produced

in it. The language thus employed by a succession of poets

and bards to celebrate the victories of their heroes or their

loves had naturally come to be regarded as classic, and

acquired the name of Ceiitamit (elegant Tamil), while the

other dialects were called Koduntamil (or barbarous Tamil).

Thus even at the present day many of the words employed in

the Malayalam language will be considered vulgar by the

1 There were in ancient times thirteen Tamil nadu or countries, of which the
one enclosed in the limits described was called Centamil-nadu. The other twelve
Koduntamil-nadu are the following : Tenpamli, Kuttam, Kudim, Kalka, Yen,
Puli, Panri, Aruva. Aruvavadatalai, Cidam, Maladu and Punnadu. (See
Beschi’s (Jatur-Agaradi.)

VOL. xix .—[new series.] 38
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Tamils, and some of them might even shock ears unaccustomed

to hear them. The poet or grammarian naturally concerned

himself with Centamil, and took no account of Koduntamil.

As early as the first Tamil grammarians of Sanskrit schools

commenced their work, they found the Centamil itself already

differentiated into a poetic and a colloquial form. In every

language the exigencies of rhyme and metre have a tendency

to separate the poetic style from the living language. In

Tamil and other Indian languages where verses are sung and

not read, the rules of euphony compel words to undergo still

more serious transformations. The extreme fondness of

Tamil poets and writers for classical and archaic forms made

them retain many of the terms long after they had become

totally obsolete. The earliest grammarian whose works are

preserved to this day noted down the language as it was in

his time. To the spoken language of his day he gave the

name of ‘ Iyat
’
1 Tamil (natural or ordinary language), to the

classical ‘Icai’ Tamil (poetic), and to the mixture of the

above two half-verse and half-prose used in dramatic repre-

sentations ‘Nadaga ’ 2 Tamil (dramatic). There is nothing

artificial in it, the whole process seems to repeat itself in

almost ever)’’ language where poets or writers do not draw

their terras from the living language and continue to live in

the past only. Agastya or the poets of the ninth century

jointly or severally could no more have created the Centamil

than they could have the Himalaya Mountains. Agastya

can he said to he the father of Qentamil in one sense only

;

he was the first probably to introduce a grammatical system

founded on a Sanskrit prototype. It was in all likelihood

an imitation of some standard Sanskrit grammarian, as

Tolkappiyam avowedly is of the Aindra Vy&karana. Before

him there was an alphabetical system, a literature, and

perhaps grammars, which probably were less scientific in

their method of treatment than the production of Agastya.

1 See Tolkappiyam, chap. i.

2 Among the ancient Tamils dramatic representation was always accompanied

hy dance. The verses were first employed in a declamatory form, and immediately

afterwards were sung in a chorus hy the whole band of musicians, and the actor,

who went round the stage dancing.
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It is also now easy to account why the Centamil vocabulary

is so copious, and contains words more easily understood by

Tclugus and Canarese than by its actual owners. The truth

is that Centamil has in a certain measure preserved forms

common to the whole Dravidian parent-stock before the

differentiation of the latter into separate languages. Such of

those ancient words as have been employed by a succession of

Centamil poets having become fixed in the poetic language

have come down to us obsolete, while some of them by a freak

of accident having continued as terms of every-day life

among the Canarese and Telugus remain so to the present

time.

The fact that the language of the eighth century is nearly

modern is perfectly in accord with and confirmatory of what

we have seen above of the history of the Tamil language.

There is nothing uncommon in the fact that the language

should have undergone slow evolution from the days of

Solomon and the Phoenicians, and have assumed its nearly

modern form about the eighth century of the Christian era.

What seems remarkable is that there should be only so little

difference between the language of the eighth century and

that of the present day— a characteristic indication how
language like everything else has changed only very slowly

in India, and what length of time was necessary by this slow

process for the transition from the old Qentamil to modern

Tamil.

I said that the language of the eighth century is seen to

be naarly modern, for I find on examining copies of the

sasanas 1 of the Cochin Jews and Persians, that they contain a

certain proportion of classic terms and forms. I have noted

the following among others : Viclutta, Kilpark’, tenpark’,

naddtti, ydlaninra, nokkip’, pdijnda
,

mclpark’, ivvisaitta
,

olivinri, etc. These forms are very valuable as affording

additional proof that the older forms of Centamil were not

1 See South Indian Palaeography, pp. 140, 142. If the Centamil had been an
artificial style, it is difficult to conceive how Centamil words and forms could have
been employed in Sasanas. which are generally written in the plainest language

possible.
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in the eighth century in a state of formation, but of gradual

disappearance. For if the tendency of the language in the

eighth century was to introduce the new forms of words

which is styled Centamil, with the stimulus given to that

supposed innovation in the ninth and the succeeding cen-

turies, we should have more of those words in daily use now

than during the eighth century. The truth, however, seems

to be the reverse of this. The language, instead of marching

in that direction, seems to be receding from it, and divests

itself daily and unconsciously of the older Centamil words

and forms.

From what has been said above, it results, then, that the

ancient Tamils were in possession of an alphabetical system

and a certain amount of literature independent of Sanskrit.

The Centamil having received a partial culture during an

indefinitely long period, had become divided into a poetical

and colloquial dialect even so early as the time of Agastya.

The age of Agastya 1 was in realitjr a new era in the history

of Tamil literature. It was then that Sanskrit influence

first began to be felt. Northern religions and social institu-

tions were introduced, and the Brahmanical priesthood, and in

its train Buddhists, Nirgranthas, Ajivakas, and other sects

began to pour upon the South. It was then that grammars

modelled on those of Yedic schools were first propounded by

Agastya and his followers. It was then that literature

exclusively Dravidian was replaced by Northern traditions

and legends. The national literature was slowly modified,

its legends transformed, its heroes amalgamated with or lost

in the personality of those of the North, and its gods

absorbed with a change of name into the Brahmanical

pantheon. This process of gradual change and assimilation

1 Ry Agastya I do not of course mean the mythological personage who drank

the ocean, and who is supposed by ignorant people to be still living in the Podiva

mountain. I only speak of the historical predecessor of Tolkappiyam, and I he

author of the grammatical treatise called Agattiyam, quotations from which an

cited in old grammars. It has been the fate of all eminent men in India at all

times to have their whole history overclouded by and lost in a host of absurd

legends. The childish stories current of the great Panini, of his distinguished

successor Patanjali, and indeed of all celebrated men of antiquity, are familiar to

students of old Indian literature.
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was a fait accompli before the second century a.d., for in

Ptolemy and in the Periplus of the Red Sea, the most Southern

point of India is known by its Sanskrit name of Kurnari .
1

The soul, then, of the old Dravidian literature had taken its

flight with the advent of Sanskrit, while the body only has

survived with a new life infused into it. The old language

only, the Centamil, that which served as a medium of thought

to ancient Tamil poets and bards, remains unaltered, for it

could not be easily changed. It had already become fixed,

it was rich in resources, it had many different kiuds of verses

and metres full of rhythm and euphony. It was in some

sort the language of the Dravidian troubadours. It was
impossible to recast it on a Sanskrit mould, as was done with

regard to Canarese and Telugu. So it was left untouched,

and has survived to this day unconscious of its origin, and a

puzzle to the philologist.

Are there any traces, however small, it may be asked, of

this older purely Dravidian literature ? In spite of the

complete transformation which the ancient Tamil literature

has gradually and almost imperceptibly undergone, the

comparative process is again going to reveal to us some

interesting vestiges of it in the existing literature of the

present day. It is the grammatical authors alone who have

preserved many of the old peculiarities, and can furnish a

trustworthy clue. The Tamil grammarians from the time of

Agastya have incorporated, it seems to me, into their gram-

matical treatises, composed on Sanskrit models, a portion of

1 The theory of Dr. Caldwell that Jainism must have existed as an undeveloped
esoteric faith in the eighth century, and as some considerable portion of the early

Tamil literature which we possess is Jaina, the oldest Tamil work could not have
been older than the eighth century, is no longer tenable at the present day. Such
a hypothesis was no doubt in accord with what little was known of the Jaina sects

at the time when the “ Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages” was
first written. Asoka inscriptions now clearly prove the existence of the Nirgrantha
Jains in the third century b.c. Varaha-Mihira iu the fifth century a.d. gives
even the form and appearance of Jain idols (Dr. Kern’s Brihat-Sanhita, chap. 58,
45). Hiwen Thsang testifies that during his visit to India the Nirgranthas were
more numerous in the South than elsewhere (see Voyages des Pelerins Bouddhists,
par Stan. Julien, vol. vi. p. 119). See also Colonel Yule’s “ Marco Polo,” vol.

ii- p. 271, for an able discussion of the age of Sundara Pandiyan, in which the
Colonel assigns that king to the eleventh century, aud not to the fourteenth, as
does Dr. Caldwell.
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the old Dravidian literature 1 called Porul (Qurr^err') which

does not properly fall within the scope of grammar in

general. Pond, literally meaning a thing or object, was in

this case limited in its application to two out of the whole

range of physical objects or human events which could

exercise the intellect or imagination of a people. They were

love and war. The reason of this to us curious distinction

is obvious. Turn wherever we may in a primitive society,

love and war were the two things or objects pre-eminently so

called, to which all others were subordinated. They alone

were the two themes capable of arousing the enthusiasm of

a poet or the strains of a bard. Accordingly we find the

grammarians, following in the wake of poets of olden times,

classify all possible themes of poetry according to the notion

of primitive times under the two categories of Agap ’ Porul

and Purap ’ Pond, or Internal and External Economics of

man. The sum and substance of the former was love, while

the second related exclusively to war.

The Purap ’ Porul 2 gives us a curious idea of the political

organization of the ancient Dravidians. According to it all

their science of public or state affairs was summarized chiefly

under the head of war, which consisted of nine branches

:

1. Seizing and carrying away the cattle of the enemy. The

victor in a sortie of this kind was entitled to certain military

honours, and was crowned by his chieftain with a garland of

the flower called Veclchi. 2. Recovering the cattle carried

1 My materials relating to tlic subject of rorul are drawn chiefly from Irayannr

Agap’porul and Nambi Agap’porul, two works of classical authority. A manuscript

copy of the former of these works I have been able to consult at the Bibliotheque

Nationale by the kindness of M. Peer, and a copy of the latter belonging to the

British Museum has been kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. Bendall. Accord-

ing to l)r. Burnell, Nambi, the author of the Agap’porul, probably lived before

the eleventh century (South Indian 1’ahoography, 127, 2).
2 According to Irayanar, Agap’porul Purap’porul rannirupadalam is the name

of an older work on the subj ect. 1 am not aware if copies of it exist at the present

day. It is said to have been a production of the first Cangam of Madura, a

literary body founded under the auspices of the old Pandiyas, and held in the same

high esteem throughout all Tamil countries as is accorded in France to the dis-

tinguished and learned assembly called the Academic Franqaisc. There re

three of these Qangams at different periods of the Pnndiynn rule, and Agattiyan

(or Agastya) is said to have been a member of the first Academy of Madura, which

is alleged to have continued to exist during the reigns of 81 Pandiyas. No literary

production was supposed to be of any merit unless it had first received the appro-

bation of the Cangam.
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away by the enemy. The warrior who thus vindicated the

honour of his chief and people, had the distinction of being

crowned with a garland of Karaiulai or sweet basil. 3. In-

vading the territory of the enemy. The aggrieved or the

aggressor, as the case may be, desires to settle a pending

dispute by the arbitrament of war, and marches on the

enemy. To the warrior who in an attempt of this nature

successfully attacks the enemy is reserved the honour of

wearing a garland of Vanchi. 4. The next stage is resisting

an invading enemy. lie who offered a valiant resistance to

the assailants was entitled to a garland of Kdnchi. 5. De-

fending one’s fortress. Those who distinguished themselves

in that undertaking wore a garland of Noch'i. The enemy

who is besieged is forced by necessity or otherwise to fight.

6. So the next head is fighting. Valiant men, who courted

danger and flew to battle, adorned themselves with a garland

of Tmnbai (Phlomus indica). 7. The next stage is gaining

the victory, and the heroes who had by prowess of arms

vanquished their foes, wore proudly garlands of Vdgai

(Mimosa flexuosa). Victory, however brilliant, would be

useless unless the enemy was rendered powerless. 8. So the

last step was taking possession of the fortified places of the

enemy. The warriors who succeeded in this sort of exploit

were crowned with garlands of Ulinai 1 (Illecebrum lanatum).

I need hardly say that the state of society which we infer

from the above carries us back to remote times, to the be-

ginnings of Dravidian society, to a semi-agricultural and

nomadic state, when the chief wealth of a tribe consists of

cattle.

Agap’ Porul treats of love, and is conventional^ divided

into three heads. The first two of the three heads, though

1 Wearing longhair was an ancient Dravidian custom, and warriors are described

as wearing flowers on their kotidni (knot of hair) after their victories over the
enemy. The Singhalese, among whom the custom is in vogue at the present day,

have evidently copied it from their neighbours, with many other customs, habits,

and even elements of civilization. It was certainly not a Brahmanic custom, and
could not he said to have been imported from Magadha. The imitation seems to

have taken place very early, for Agathomerus, a Greek geographer of the third

century a.d., describes the Singhalese as cherishing their hair like women. The
Singhalese word itself kondai, signifying a knot of hair, is manifestly borrowed
from the Tamil.
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introduced incidentally to play a subordinate part to tbe

third, are, it seems to me, of the utmost importance histori-

cally, as furnishing an insight into the constitution of the

ancient Dravidian society in pre-Sanskritic times. The most

notable points we gather from them were the absence of caste,

and of organized kingdoms with crowned chiefs. There

were then five different communities, scattered in various

parts of the country, and living apart by clans, each having

its own tutelary deities, chiefs, habits, and manner of living.

With the introduction of the Brahmanical sacerdotalism the

names of the indigenous deities were gradually replaced, it

seems to me, at least in poetical compositions, by those of the

Yedic, an innovation which was naturally to be expected.

Those communities were : 1. Marutanilamakkal or agricul-

tural tribes. 2. Kurinchimakkal or semi-agricultural tribes.

3. Mullaimakkal or pastoral tribes. 4. Neydamakkal or

fishing tribes, and 5. Palaimakkal or nomad tribes.

1. Marutamakkal or agricultural tribes. They consisted

of vinvar (ploughmen), who inhabited fertile and well-

watered spots called marutanilam, so called from the maruta

trees (Terminalia alata), which flourish in the vicinity of

water. Their tutelary deity lost his local name and was

merged in the personality of the Yedic Indra.

1

They lived

upon rice, which they produced, and drank the water of

rivers which ran past their fields. Their occupation con-

sisted of sowing, ploughing, reaping, and celebrating

festivals. On festive occasions, and in marching to war,

they beat a drum called parrai? They had also a kind of

stringed musical instrument on which thejr sang a tribal air

1 I venture to think that Dionysus, said by Megastlienes to have been

worshipped by the inhabitants of the mountains, was not (,'iva, as is generally

supposed, but Skanda, and that Hercules, worshipped by the people of the plains,

was not Vishnu, but Indra. This seems to result from the fact that the first

northern colonists to the south identified the god of the Dravidian mountaineers

with Skanda, and the god of the agricultural tribes with Indra, designations

which they must have given in conformity with the usage of the north.
2 The ancestors of parraiyar (Pariahs) of the present day, the beaters of pane

(drum), which is still their occupation in remote country villages, were originally

the slaves of the Vellalar, and their chief occupation from the remotest time

seems to have been beating the drum. In patriarchal and martial times they beat

the war-drums of the agricultural tribes, and at the present day they discharge

the same functions more peaceably on certain festive and other occasions.
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called marutam. Their towns were called perdr (large

village) and mudur (old village), and their chiefs were called

uran (lord of the village) or kiravan 1 (elder, owner).

It seems from the above that the termination ur, added to

the names of large towns and even districts at present (as

Tanjavur, Nallur), was originally the name of agricultural

villages.

Also the word kiravan seems to throw some light on the

origin of the Pandiyas. The words kiravan and pandiyan are

in Centamil synonymous, and at first meant an old man or

elder. When nomad communities settle down to agriculture,

the old men, who were before burdens to their descendants,

become their acknowledged heads, and begin to exercise at

first a sort of patriarchal authority over them. With the

increase of family this power augments, and he becomes a

chieftain. The first of the Pandiyans appears to have been

precisely one of those patriarchs of an agricultural commu-

nity, as his name seems to imply, who perhaps by conquering

some of the adjoining tribes had become a sovereign. This

seems to be confirmed bv tradition, which describes the first

of the Pandiyas as a Yellalan, the principal landowner caste

in all Dravidian countries. It was no doubt the first Brah-

manical adventurers from the North, who, finding an apparent

similitude of names, traced some connection between the

Pandavas of the North and Pandiyas of the South, and

assigned the latter to Chandravamsa.

I also conjecture that Madura, the ancient capital of the

Pandiyas, was only a Sanskritized form of Mudur, the old

name for the town of an agricultural community. The

1 Kira= pandu= old. The word kiravan seems to contain a vast lore of ancient

history in itself. Thus in Centamil
,
kiravan ‘an old man,’ comes gradually to

signify ‘a chief,’ perhaps with the evolution of society from a nomadic to a settled

state. Then it comes to mean ‘ a proprietor,’ implying appropriation of land by
the lords of the tribes. The word pundiyan, anciently the synonym of kiravan,

had advauced in parallel lines with the latter until it came to signify ‘ a chief,’

and then has become fixed by becoming the designation of a particular dynasty of

kings. The word kiravan, less fortunate than its rival pundiyan, came latterly to

signify a mere village chief (see Periya Purana). In its third stage, meaning ‘a
proprietor,’ kiravan has found a synonym in Udaiyun (lit. ‘proprietor’), a term
which still continues to designate ‘ a village head man ’ among the Tamils. The
latter word

(
Udaiyun

)
has itself been luckier than kiravan, for after the fall of the

Pandiya dynasty a succession of Udaiyar reigned for a time at Madura.
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spelling MoSovpa given by Ptolemy shows that the trans-

formation had taken place very earl)’.

2. Kurrincbimakkal, or semi-agricultural communities.

They lived in hilly districts called Kurrinchi, a name equally

derived from the trees called Kurrinchi, which abound in

rugged hilly districts. They worshipped a god who was

identified with Skanda. 1 The name Kurraver, by which they

have been known, is preserved to this day, being applied

indiscriminately to mountaineers, foresters, snake-catchers,

basket-makers, etc. The tracts of land they inhabited

abounded in forests of the odoriferous sandal-wood, in which

roamed ferocious tigers, bears and elephants, and thronged

with swarms of beautiful peacocks 2 and parrots. They fed

upon bamboo, rice and millet, which alone their barren

tracts were capable of yielding, and drank the pure waters of

mountain streams. Their tribal tune was a melodious one

called Pan, which they sang to the accompaniment of a flute.

They marched to battle to the sound of a drum called

tondarjam, under their chiefs called Chilamban or Verppan.

Their towns were but modest clusters of huts, and were

appropriately styled Cirrnkudi (little huts). The termination

hiidi, it is to be remarked, has survived to our day in the

names of towns and villages.

3. Mullaimakkal, or pastoral tribes. They inhabited

jungle tracts of land called mullai, and worshipped a deity

who corresponded to Krishna,3 perhaps on account of his

1 It is curious that the worship of Skanda, so far as we now know, seems to

have preceded other forms of (,'ivaism in the South. Even in the Vedas the name

of Skanda appears to have been more ancient than that of Siva. See Ch&ndogya

Upanisliad, Erapatliaka 8, Khanda 1: “They call Snnatkumara Skanda, yea

Skanda they call him.”
- The peacock, represented as the vehicle of Skanda, was perhaps of Dravidiaa

origin, and was not improbably first in usage among the mountaineers of Southern

India. The god and the vehicle both seem to have belonged to the mountain

tribes in a peculiar manner, and were perhaps first associated together by them.

Varaha-Mihira in the fifth century represents Skanda as mounted on a peacock

(see Brihat Sanhita, chap. 58). The idols of Qiva and Skanda are also mentioned

in Patauiali, who lived in the second century n.c. See Weber, Ind. Stud. xiii.

p. 844.
_ ,

a The worship of Krishna seems to have been very ancient in India. Ilia

oldest Dravidian counterpart was probably a local deity, perhaps Karuppan (the

dark one), who is even now worshipped among low castes. (See an interesting

discussion on Christianity and Krishnaism by Weber, Ind. Stud. vol. i. p. 400,
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dark complexion. Their land was the abode of stags, hares

and wild fowls, on which they fed, as well as on the produce

of their cattle and grains, which they obtained by exchange.

Grappling with bulls, dancing hand in hand with young cow-

herdesses on luxuriant meadows where their cattle grazed,

and playing on their flutes the tribal air of their clans called

cddari, such were the favourite pastimes of the youthful

cowherds. They lived in villages called pddi (from pada

‘sing’), so named perhaps from the clamorous songs

and joyous sounds in which their inhabitants delighted,

in addition to their bucolic sports. The word padi again

is preserved in the names of many towns and villages

in Tamil-speaking countries. Their tribal drum was called

pambai.

4. Neytamakka], or fishing tribes. They lived along the

sea-coast in small fishing villages called pattanam or pdkkan.

Their occupation consisted in fishing, fish-curing, and salt-

making, and fish entered largely into their daily consumption.

They paid adoration to a god who was the Dravidian counter-

part of Varuna. They made use of a drum similar to that

of the pastoral tribes, and played a flute called viJari. Their

chiefs were called cerppan or pulamban.

Here we find a curious account of the history of the word

pattanam or patnam. Originally applied to small fishing

villages, patnam now designates only large towns and cities,

such as Qennapatnam (Madras), Muslipatam. This is

evidently from the circumstance that fishing villages

generally rose to importance by maritime commerce, and very

often attained the proportion of large cities. It seems also

extremely probable that all the towns on the sea- coast

bearing the termination of pattanam (or its abbreviation of

168, and a masterly refutation of it by Barth, The Religions of India, pp 21S-223.
Also see Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom, p. 153.) From the occurrence of the
name of Krishna in connection with pastoral tribes, even among the Dravidians,
we are led to infer that he was considered as patron of the pastoral tribes in
Northern India, and was so identified by the colonists from the north. The
omission of his name in the Yedas was perhaps owing to the fact that he was not
an Aryan god in the earliest times, and was only worshipped by the surrounding
aborigines in the North. The name of Krishna occurs however as early as the
time of Panini, fourth century b.c. (Panini, iv. 3, 87).
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patnam), and all the cities in the interior with the particle ur

(written also oor, ore
)
affixed to their names, were originally

the seats of Dravidian colonies. The antiquity of the form

ur is attested by Greek 1 geographers, who refer to Karur,

Thellur, and other towns in South India. The other term

pdkkam
,
employed to denote fishing villages, remains also in

use to the present day, but is limited in its application only

to comparatively small towns.

The word Cerppan, by which the chiefs of fishing villages

were known, reminds us of one of the old titles of the

Pandiyas, who claimed to be Kumari-Cerppan 2 (the Cerppan

of Kumari). This title must no doubt have been assumed by

a Pandiyan, on his conquest of the coast of Kumari (modern

Cape Comorin) from its maritime chief. The emblem of fish

which figured on the banners of the Pandiyas might have

been derived from that source, or it might be traced to

astrological influence.

5. Palaimakkal or Nomadic tribes. They inhabited desert

tracks, having eagles, doves, and kites as neighbours, and

lived on hunting and plundering the adjoining countries.

They were called the ferocious Vedar, and they chased

tigers with the help of a species of wild dog, which they

trained for that purpose. Their chiefs were called Kalai

and they worshipped the goddess Kali. Their habitations

were called kurumbu, their martial air pancuran, and' their

war-drum tudi.

This last class might not improbably have been the pre-

decessors of the Dravidians themselves, and of the same

stock with the Yeddahs of Ceylon, as their name indicates.

They were no doubt the historical ancestors of the Thugs,

Kallar, and other jrlundering tribes, and were identical with

the nomadic 3 SSrai of Ptolemy, OSrnr being the old Tamil

word for plunderers. The names of their villages are pre-

served in such names as Kurumbaconum (Coombaconuin,

1 See Ptolemy, Table X.
2 See Yiramandulavan-Nigandu, Makkal-pert’ togudi.
3 According to Ptolemy the river Xaffripos (Kaveri) flowed through the land of

the 2wpai (Sdrni), and Apnarov (Arcot) was their capital. They had an
emporium called Xafhjpis at the mouth of the Kaveri river.
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modern), Kurumbukotlai, etc. Tondamandalam, of which

tho ancient capital was Kanchi, is said to have been con-

quered from the nomadic tribes by a Chola lieutenant called

Adondai, and to have been distributed by him to clans of

Yellalar. The name of Kanchi already occurs in Patanjali,

and some of the names of places given to them by the Yeljala

colonists are to be seen in Ptolemy’s tables. Kanchi after-

wards became the capital of the celebrated Pallava dynasty,

to which are attributed the works of Amaravati and Maha-

mallapura.

It is very interesting to observe that in India, where

everything becomes fossilized, the five different tribes above

enumerated have continued to exist side by side for centuries,

some of them even to the present day, with their character-

istic habits and manners. There are still people called

Kallar (thieves) and Harravar, descendants of the old nomads,

and Kurraver or foresters.

The distinction of caste 1 was unknown to the ancient

Dravidians, and was of course introduced by Northern

colonists. Before the introduction of the caste system, the

patriarchal communities of the South had become organized

states. One at least of the chiefs of the agricultural com-

munities, a kiravan or pandiyan, had subdued the neighbouring

chiefs with the help of his clans, called Yellalar, and had

assumed regal power in this Mudiir (or Madura). The con-

quered lands were naturally divided among the Yellala clans,

who became a class of hereditary landowners
,

2 and reduced

the neighbouring tribes to a sort of quasi-feudal dependence.

The caste distinction brought by the Brahmans, although it

was in theory the same as in Northern India, was radically

different in practice among the Dravidians, and continued to

1 This is borne out by the fact that no express mention is made of any caste.

No allusion is made to Brahmans, Kshattriyas, Yaisyas, or Sudras. The only
distinction is between the high (Uyarntor) and the low (Irintor). So there were
only patricians and plebeians, lords and slares, as we find in all primitive commu-
nities, and no caste.

2 Papers on Mirasi Eights, Ellis. Also Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc. Yol. I. p.
296. Tondaimandalam is said to have been colonizecf by Yellalar, among whom
the land was divided in Kaniyadchi (absolute ownership), with eighteen Kudi-
makkal as their servants.
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go upon the old lines of tribal distinction .
1 The reason why

Manu styled the Dravidian Yeljalar as degraded Kshatriyas

was doubtless owing to the fact that the first Brahman
settlers found them almost in exclusive possession of land

like the Kshatriyas of the North, while they practised none

of the external rites and ceremonies incidental to that caste.

As in primitive society, external forms and rites were of the

highest importance, those who failed to practise that rigorous

formalism were naturally regarded as degraded.

1 The Singhalese, who had borrowed most of their social and political institu-

tions, laws, arts, and sciences from the Tamils, have adopted the distinction of

caste also on the same model as the Tamils. A Their castes too have nothing in

common with the fourfold division of the Aryans of Northern India, liven

the word Vellala, which designates the highest caste among them, is undoubtedly

no other than the Tamil Veljalar. They are equally indebted to the same source

for the word mudaliyar
,
much prized among them as a title of honour.

Editoiiial Note.

It is hut fair to state that, owing to unavoidable causes, the foregoing paper has

not had the advantage of the writer’s personal revision. Dr. Pope, Professor of

Tamil at Oxford, one of our most distinguished members and contributors, has

very kindly checked the transliteration of native words : but there has been

scarcely any, even literal, modification in the text of the original MS.
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Art. XVIII.—>Were Zenobia and Zcbba'u Identical

?

By J.

TV. Redhouse, M.R.A.S., C.M.G., Litt.D., etc.

The French translators of the “ Meadows of Gold and Mines

of Gems,” by the Arabian traveller and writer Mes'iidiyy,

who composed this book in a.h. 332 (a.d. 943), refer their

readers, in their general index, from the name of Zebba’u,

which they have unaccountably transliterated as “ Zibba,” to

“ Zenobie,” though they never once use this latter name in the

eighteen pages (vol. iii. pp. 1S1-193) of the work devoted to

the history of this princess. Neither have they said one word

in their notes to that part of the volume to show how Zebba’u

may he identified with Zenohia. (But see the concluding

passages to this paper on p. 59G.)

Possibly, some other continental writer, of whom I confess

myself entirely ignorant, may have discussed the question,

and to his own satisfaction clearly established the identity of

the two princesses, who, though nearly contemporaneous, were

not quite so, whose territories were not quite the same, whose

capitals were distinct, and whose reported histories differ widely

from one another.

The system of transliteration of Arabian names used by

those translators, too, is exceptionally incorrect, even when

we admit that every one is free to adopt or invent for this

purpose such system as he may prefer, so long as he does not

corrupt the names. Both Jewheriyy and Flruzabadiyy, in

their lexicons, give the names of Zebba’ and Jedhima (which,

in the usual inaccurate system, would be written Zabba or

Zabba and Jadimah or Jadimah), and there is really no excuse

for corrupting them into
“
Zibba

”
and “ Djodaimah.”
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Other vicious transliterations abound in this work. I pass

them over in silence here, and gladly hasten to offer my tribute

of admiration for the generally successful manner in which

the difficulties of the translation have been surmounted. The

onerous task of collating and editing the Arabic text, again,

has been extremely well performed, and the warmest thanks

of Orientalists have been abundantly merited on the whole, so

as greatly to increase one’s regret at feeling compelled to find

fault with a mere detail.

I have observed that the eminent scholar, Professor W.

Robertson Smith, in his recent, very learned treatise on Kin-

ship and Marriage among the Early Arabs, has adopted the

theory of the identity of Zebba’u and Zenobia. I feel, there-

fore, doubly bound to weigh the discrepancies with the greatest

care, and to lay my difficulties before the Royal Asiatic

Society with the utmost diffidence. Should there be a possi-

bility for the Members of that learned body and for Orientalists

in general, here and on the continent, in India and in America,

to judge that I have not done wrong in directing their atten-

tion to the apparent incompatibilities that have caused me to

doubt, I shall be amply repaid for the labour of preparing this

paper; and in any case, I venture to hope they will pardon

any excess of zeal in seeking for the truth, if they are led to

conclude that I have not succeeded in fully establishing my

contention.

Mediaival writers generally, and eastern mediaeval authors

in particular, are not very accurate or discriminating in relating

the details of events that occurred before their time, or in

countries other than their own. We have to weigh, as is

indeed so necessary even with accounts of our own contem-

porary domestic events, one statement with another, and thus

determine as best we may what we consider to be the truth.

For example, here is our gossiping Mes'iidiyy, a kind of

Arabian Herodotus, who relates, on the one hand, how ‘Amr

son of ‘Adiyy, nephew of Jedhima the Leper, killed Zebba’u
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in about tbe twenty-fifth year of the Sasaniyy dynasty,

a.d. 251, founded the Lakhmiyy succession at Hlra, and

reigned a hundred years, goes on then to give in detail the list

of his successors and the length of every reign, until Khusrew-

Perwlz (King of Persia from a.d. 590 to 028) put an end to

the series by causing its last prince, Nu'man, to be trodden to

death under the feet of an elephant exactly five hundred years

later, i.e. in a.d. 251 + 500 = 751 ;
to which must yet be

added a period of somewhat more than 20 years for an

unknown remnant of the reign of that king, and the 20 that

elapsed after him before the Arabian conquest of Persia in

a.d. 051. If we allow only four years for the remnant, we

shall arrive at a.d. 781 instead of 051 ;
that is, Mes'udiyy

has exaggerated the Lakhmiyy period by 130 years. On the

other hand, he has curtailed the reigns of the GassSn line

from thirty-four princes to twelve
;
he names seven only of

these, Nos. 3, 5, 9, 20, 20, 29, and 34 of the chronological

table to be found further on, and he does not give the length

of the reign of any one of them. He thus reduces the house

of Gassan to a mere fraction of its totality, while its rival of

Lakhm is made to appear more ancient and more important

than it really was.

To put my readers in a position to judge of all the phases

of the question known to myself, it may be of interest to

them to be informed that although, as above stated, the notes

to the eighteen pages of Mes'udiyy ’s Meadows of Gold

directly concerned with the history of Zebba’u give no clue

to her identification with Zenobia, a note to an incidental

recurrence of her name on p. 275 of the same volume gives

a reference to the valued work of an eminent French

Orientalist, M. Caussin de Perceval, entitled “ Essai sur

l’histoire des Arabes avant l’islamisme,” etc., published in

Paris in 1847, and in which the learned author, to his own

satisfaction (as observed above), and in agreement with a

previous “ conjecture ” by the equally esteemed savant M.

YOL XIX.—[XE-W SERIES.] 39
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Saint-Martin, has, not “proved” that Zebba'u was not

Zenobia, but has on the whole, by admittedly surmised

alterations, additions, suppressions, and omissions or suppo-

sitions of dates, admissible, perhaps, in conjectural history,

come to the conclusion that “le personnage de Zebba (not

“ Zibba” as in the “ Prairies d’Or,” etc.) .... m’a paru

offrir une telle ressemblance avec Zenobie, que j’ai cru pouvoir

identifier les deux heroines.”

This belief of M. Caussin de Perceval, and the previous

conjecture of M. Saint-Martin, are, so far as I now know, the

grounds for identifying Zebba'u with Zenobia, and under

these circumstances I can but submit to my readers what

I have been able to gather from various sources, remark that

Tbnu-Quteyba and 'Ebu-’l-Feda' are equally defective with

Mes'iidiyy as to the Gassan princes, and then leave the main

question of the identity or otherwise of Zebba'u and Zenobia

to be settled in candid minds by what is herein set forth,

or by other more convincing arguments, should such be

forthcoming.

In the first place, the Sihah of Jewheriyy and the Qamus of

Firuzabadiyy both describe 'Ez-Zebba‘u (the female hirsute

one) simply as “ queen (or princess, melika, aLkLi) of 'El

Jezlra, 1 ,
who is accounted one of the kings or princes

of the tribal or local communities < iP ld.\ (among

whom the empire of Darius was parcelled out on the death of

Alexander the Great).” But a difficulty is created at this

early stage of the inquiry, by the details added, I believe,

erroneously, by the very learned Turkish translator of the

Qamus, in all probability from sources respecting which no

information is given. The Turkish Qamus says as follows,

besides several other meanings of the word

:

“ Zebba'u is the name of a woman who formerly was queen

or princess (melika) of Jezlretu-’bni-‘Umer, and one of the

princes of the local communities
;

she had very long and

abundant tresses of hair, being named Zebba'u for this reason.
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Jezlmetu ’l-’Ebresh (Jezlrna the Leper), king or prince of

Hlra and ‘Anbar, had killed the father of Zebba’u, and had

taken possession of his territories. But Zebba’u, with much

trouble, had regained her dominions and had managed to

compass the destruction of Jeznna himself, as is related in

books of history and in books of proverbs. The proverb

:

‘ For a purpose did Qasir cut off his own nose,’ took its rise

out of her history.”

This amplification of the story by the Turkish Qamus

assumes that the“Jezlra” mentioned in the Siluih as well

as in the Arabic Qamus, and which usually (besides other

significations) means Mesopotamia, here stands for the town

of Jezlretu-’bni-'Umer. This is the ancient “ Bczabde,” a

strongly fortified city on a rocky island in the river Tigris,

some seventy or eighty miles above Mewsil (Mosul of maps),

and in latitude 37° 27' N. longitude 42° 2' E., in the

neighbourhood of Jebel Judiyy, the “Ararat” on which,

according to all Arabian legend, Noah’s ark rested on the

subsidence of the deluge; our modern Christian Ararat in

Armenia being unknown to Arabians. The assumption is

probably founded on some legendary basis, but it is not

in accordance with the details of the story of Zebba and

Jedhima, as given by Mes'udiyy, where the river Tigris is

not once alluded to, the Euphrates alone being there in

question.

Mes'tidiyy’s account might now be given, as re-translated

by myself, had a few more pages been available, but in

default of space, reference, if required, must be made to the

French versions. The passages I had selected show how

unreliable are the stories told by Arabian authors relating

to times anterior to Islam. Here we have a Sumeyda', son

of Hewber, king of the Amalekites, and fighting against

Joshua sou of Nun (about fourteen hundred years before our

Era)
;
and then we have his son ‘Udheyna made king by the

Romans. If this ‘Udheyna be intended for the Odenathus of
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Roman History, husband of Zenobia, and murdered with her

suspected privity in a.d. 266, the story would appear to

suppose that Sumeyda‘’s life extended to the ultra-Methuselah

period of about 1600 years, though it may be contended that

‘Udheyna, the son of Joshua’s contemporary, was not the

same person with the ‘Udheyna of whom the Zebba’u of

Mes'udiyy was the great-great-great-granddaughter.

I find in Numbers xxvi. 32, mention made of a con-

temporary of Joshua who was named Sumeyda‘,

rendered “ Shemida ” in our version. The two

names are evidently one, and this one had perhaps been

foisted into Arabian history by some zealous Jewish convert

to ’Islam in its very early days. I do not find that Joshua

fought the Amalekites in any other battle than that at

Rephidim, and no king’s name is mentioned there. The

Shemida of our version was a Jew, chief of a family that was

a brancli of the half-tribe of Manasseh.

But the ‘Udheyna who was a king under the Romans, and

was great-great-great-grandfather to Zebba'u, could not be

Odenathus husband to Zenobia. Neither, by Mcs'udiyy’s

account, could she be the Roman Zenobia, wife and widow of

Odenathus, who had had a former husband before Odenathus,

and a son named “ Waballath ” or “ Athenodorus ” by that

husband. From this alias we may infer that the son’s

correct Arabic name was Wehbu-’l-Lat, the Gift of

(the goddess) Lat,
;
and that Lat was considered to be

Athene, Minerva, as far as he was concerned. Zebbfi'u was a

virgin when wooed by Jedhlma the Leper, her father’s slayer;

she must be supposed to have been so when she put him to

death
;
and there is no mention of her having changed her

condition after that event, until she fell a victim herself to

the plot of Qasir. Whereas the Roman Zenobia, twice a

wife, had two families
;

for “ her surviving son ” was made

king of a petty state in Armenia, and “her daughters were

married into noble Roman families.”
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Jedhlma is said by Mes'udiyy to have lived twenty-three

years during the reigns of Artaxerxes son of Babek, and of

Sapor the First, son of Artaxerxes. This Artaxerxes is held

by chronologists to have become king of Persia in a.d. 220,

reigning till a.d. 240, and being succeeded by Sapor, who

died in a.d. 273. Jedhlma, then, must have been put to

death by Zebbii’u in a.d. 249, and she may have been killed

by ‘Amr, nephew to Jedhlma, with the help of Qaslr, in

about a.d. 251 ;
whereas Zenobia was captured by Aurelian in

a.d. 273, the year of Sapor’s death, and was carried to Italy in

a.d. 274, never again quitting the land of her exile. That is to

say, Zebba’u the virgin was killed twenty-three years, or so,

before Zenobia, the twice-married wife, widow, and mother

of sons and daughters, was carried alive, as captive, to Rome.

Can it be possible, under these circumstances, that Zebba’u

was Zenobia ?

Another very markworthy difference between the two

queens is, that while Zenobia was queen of Palmyra, the

Tedmur of the Hebrews and Arabians which

words appear to be related to destruction, and have no con-

nection with the date-palm or the dry date-fruit, as

some have said they have), with a dominion extending to

the frontiers of Bithynia, the city of Zebba’u was on the

west bank of the Euphrates, somewhere between Circesiuin

and Thapsacus. Tedmur is never once mentioned by

Mes udiyy in his story of Zebba’u, nor does lie mention

Zebbii’u in his notices of Tedmur. This would be surprising

if ZebbaTi were Zenobia, for Tedmur has always been famous

among tbe Arabians, as the city built for Solomon by his

vassal genii.

Zebba’u is only a nickname, meaning the hirsute or long-

haired woman. Her real name is said to have been Na’ila,

aJj li
;
and out of tbe nickname Zebba’u one cannot possibly

form the word Zenobia, though we have seen that Odenathus

is a corruption of the Arabic ‘Udheyna. We may conjecture
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that Zenobia was a corruption of Dhenub, but this name is

applied only to a long-tailed horse or mare, as dheneb signifies

a tail. Even if Dhenub were used as a woman’s name, it

would have been corrupted into Denubia or Denobia, not

Zenobia. There is an Arabic woman’s name, however, that

could, imaginably, become Zenobia, and this is the name

Zeyneb. One of the wives and one of the daughters of

Muhammed bore this name, which is now very much used in

’Islam. Muhammed is said to have endearingly modified the

name of that wife into Zunab, as we say Maggy for Margaret,

etc.
;
and from Zunab to Zenobia is not so violent a trans-

ition. Local Syrian modifications yet nearer to Zenobia

may be, or may have been in use
;
but Zebba’u never, in my

estimation, could have become Zenobia, or Zenobia become

Zebba'u.

There is a difficulty arising beween the alternative stories

given above from Mes'udiyy, in one of which he explicitly

states that Zebba’u was a virgin when Jedhima wooed her, and

says nothing afterwards of her marrying or having a child

until she was killed by ‘Amr, Jedhima’s nephew. In the other,

however, he mentions a Zebba'u, whose son was commonly

known by her name only
;

i.e. he -was commonly called the

son of Zebbau, though it is a matter of doubt whether this son

of Zebbau was ‘Amr son of Tarib, the father of our Zebba’u,

who killed Jedhima, his slayer
;
or whether he was Hassan

son of ‘Udheyna, son of Tarib, son of Hassan. There is an

obscurity about ‘Udheyna, as there is a mention of ‘Udheyna

son of Sumeyda', and of ‘Udheyna son of Tarib. But these

are all given as ancestors, more or less remote, of the ‘Amr

who was the father of our Zebba'u. Jedhima killed her father,

‘Amr, after many battles, for which no dates are given
;

and

then Zebba'u killed Jedhima in the twenty-third year of the

Sas&niyy dynasty, a.d. 249, being killed herself not very

long afterwards by his nephew, say in a.d. 251, twenty-tliree

years before Zenobia was carried to Rome. Any former
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Zebba’n, therefore, must have lived at a date more remote

still from that of Zenobia’s captivity, and be so much further

removed from identity with Zenobia. If a Zebhfi’u were

really mother of Hasean son of ‘Udbeyna, such Zebbii’u and

such ‘Udbeyna must have lived more than a hundred years

before Zenobia and Odenathus.

Mes'udiyy, then, writing in a.h. 332 (a.d. 943), leaves

the question very strongly decided against the possible identity

of his Zebb&'u with the Roman Zenobia of Palmyra.

In the History of the Resuliyv dynasty of Yemen by Hasan

son of ‘Aliyy, *E1-Khazrejiyy, of which a unique manuscript

copy exists in the Library of the India Office, a gift of Warren

Hastings, there is recorded in the preliminary chapter, from

an older work by 'Ebu-’l-Hasan Hamza son of Hasan, of

'Ispahan, supplemented from other writers, the whole list of

thirty-four princes of the Gassan line who acted as viceroys

of Rome in trans-Jordanic Syria, from the time when they

overcame their Sellh predecessors in that high office, until

the last of the line was expelled from the province by the

victorious hosts of ’Islam in the time of the second caliph, ‘Umer

son of 'El-Khattab, in about a.d. 639. The Resilliyy dynasty

claimed to be the descendants of the fugitive
;
and for this

reason the ancient history of the line possessed a special inte-

rest for them. The length of the reign of each Syrian prince

of the house of Gassan is given, with a few exceptions, so as

to reach a total of 616 years.

The third king of the Syrian line, Harith the Great, is

apparently the “ Aretas the King” of 2 Corinthians xi. 12,

who ruled for twenty-two years. The conversion of St. Paul

at Damascus is put in a.d. 35, when he had to escape thence

by stealth, by reason that “ the governor under Aretas the

king kept the city of the Damascenes, desirous to apprehend
”

him.

But this king, Harith the Great, was also father-in-law to

Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, murderer of John the
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Baptist, to whom Pilate, according to St. Luke, sent Jesus

before he delivered him over to the Jews for execution. When
Herod took to wife the profligate Herodias, the wife of his

own brother, the daughter of Harith quitted him in disgust,

and Harith invaded the territory of Herod, inflicting a defeat

on his forces. This must have been before a. D. 38, when Herod,

after the death of Tiberius, went to Rome and was exiled, first

to Gaul, and then to Spain, where he died. It was, perhaps,

about the year a.d. 34, after the death of John the Baptist

and the crucifixion. Herod had then been tetrarch about

thirty-four years, having been appointed on the death of his

father b.c. 4. If Harith began to reign as late as a.d. 33,

one year before he punished Herod, then, as his father, ‘Amr

son of Jefna, reigned only five years, his grandfather Jefna,

the conqueror of the Sellh tribe, will have died in a.d. 28, only

five years after the date of his victory, as 639-616 = a.d. 23,

the date of the commencement of the Gassan supremacy. This

being accepted as, at any rate, approximately correct,

dates of reigns of the Gassan princes will fall as in

following table :

—

Chronology of the Syrian Princes of Gassan.

1. Jefna 1, son of ‘Amr, son of ‘Amir becomes prince

,, defeats the Sellh tribe and becomes king

,, dies, having been prince and king 45 years

2. His son ‘Amr I. reigns ... 5 years, dying

3. His son Harith I. the Great (Aretas),

reigns 22 „

4. His brother Tha'leba reigns . . 17 ,,

5. His son Harith II. the Halting,

reigns 20 „

6. His son Jebela I. reigns ... 40 „ 132

7. His son Ilarith III. the Less, reigns 10 „ 142

the

the

17
A..D.

23

28

33

55

72

92
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A.D.

8. His son Mundhir I. reigns . .

O
O dying 145

9. His brother Nu'man I. the Great, 15 tt 160

10. His brother Nu'man II. the Younger, 13 tt 173

11. Ilis brother Jebela II. reigns . . 34 tt 207

12. Ilis brother 'Eyhern I. reigns . . 3 tt 210

13. His brother ‘Amr II. reigns . . 26 tt 236

14. The son of* Nu'man (9), Jefna II. 3 tt 239

15. Nu'man III. grandson of Mundhir

(8), reigns 1 tt 240

16. Nu'man IY. son of * Amr bin

Mundhir bin Mundhir (VIII). 27 tt 267

17. Jebela III. son of Nu'man, reigns 16 tt 283

18. Nu'man Y. son of 'Eyhem bin

Harith, reigns 22 tt 305

19. Nu'man VI. son of Harith bin

\Eyhem, reigns 18 tt 323

20. Mundhir II. son of Harith bin

’Eyhern, reigns 32 tt 355

21. Mundhir HI. son of Nu'man, reigns 19 tt 374

22. ‘Amr III. son of Nu'man, reigns 33 tt 407

23. Hujr, son of Nu'man, reigns 26 tt 433

24. Haritjb IV. son of Hujr, reigns . 12 tt 445

25. Jebela IV. son of Harith, reigns 19 tt 446

26. Harith V, son of Jebela, reigns . 21 tt 485

27. Nu'man VII. son of Harith, reigns 37 tt 522

28. ‘Amr IV. ’Ebu-Shemir, reigns . 25 tt 547

29. ‘Awf, son of ‘Amr 'Ebu-Shemir, 45 tt 592

30. 'Eyhem II, son of Jebela bin

Harith, reigns 29 tt 621

31. Mundhir IV. son of Jebela bin

Harith, reigns 1 tt 622

32. ‘Amr V. son of Jebela bin Harith, 10 tt 632
COCO Jebela V. son of Harith bin Jebela, 4 tt 636

34. Jebela Yl.son of'Eyhem bin Jebela, 3 expelled 639
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Hamza of ‘Ispahan wrote contemporaneously with Mes‘udiyy;

and Khazrejiyy compiled his history in Yemen about the year

a.d. 1400, while a prince of the Restiliyy dynasty was still

reigning there. Hamza distinctly states that thirty-four

princes of the Gassan line ruled in Syria from Jefna I. to

Jebela VI., and gives the period of each prince’s rule, with two

exceptions. By some fatality, however, a few of the princes

are omitted in the Khazrejiyy manuscript, and these have

been inserted here from other authors quoted by Khazrejiyy,

of a less complete character. The two reigns left unrecorded

in Hamza’s list as to their duration have been of advantage,

as they have permitted hypothesis to be used in their cases,

to bring the total to conform to three known or reported facts,

related by quite independent authorities.

We have, in the first place, the king Aretas mentioned

by St. Paul. We have that same king warring successfully

against Herod; and we have the facts that Pilate sent Jesus

to Herod before the crucifixion
;
as also that Herod went to

Rome after the death of Tiberius. These events fix approxi-

mately the date of the rule of Aretas (Harith the Great, son

of ‘Amr son of Jefna).

The second fact is that Muhammed is said by one writer

to have been “ sent ” during the rule of ‘Awf son of ‘Amr

’Ebu-Shemir. Now, as ‘Awf died in a.d. 592, after a rule of

forty-five years, this “ sending ” of Muhammed, usually

understood as meaning his being commissioned to announce

’Islam, must here mean his birth, which happened in a.d.

571, in the “year of the elephant” of ’Ebreha, while

Khusrew Nushlrewfin was king of Persia, who died in

a.d. 579. If we are to take the “sending” as the prophetic

mission, we must put it in the reign of 'Eyhem II., son of

‘Awf, since the mission is dated in a.d. 610, when Muhammed

was forty years of age, and while Khusrew Perwlz ruled in

Persia.

The third fact is the expulsion or voluntary exile of
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Jebela VI., in a.d. 639, after lie had embraced ’Islam, and had

accompanied the caliph ‘Umer, on his return from Jerusalem,

to the pilgrimage at Mekka. He was there performing the

circumambulation of the Cubical House, his mantle wa3

inadvertently trod upon by a man behind him, and he inflicted

on the offender a blow in the face that knocked out some

of his teeth. The injured man carried his suit before the

caliph, who suggested to Jebela that he should compensate

the man privately. Jebela urged due consideration for his

princely rank
;
but ‘Umer told him that all Muslims being

brethren and equals before the law, he should himself feel

bound to command open compensation if the complainant

were not privately satisfied and so silenced. Jebela asked for

a remand till the morrow, and this was accorded. He then

decamped by night, repaired to Antioch, renounced ’Islam,

and rejoined the Christian fold, fleeing shortly afterwards

to Constantinople in the suite of the Roman Emperor

Heraclius.

If the foregoing chronological table be approximately

correct, then the thirteenth prince of the Gassan line,

‘Amr II., son of Mundhir son of Harith the Less, who ruled

twenty-six years, was lord of the Arabians of trans-Jordanic

Syria when ’Erd-Shlr son of Babek founded the Sasanian

monarchy of Persia in a.d. 226; the fifteenth, Nu‘man III.,

who ruled only one year, was prince when Sapor I. succeeded

in a.d. 240; the sixteenth, Nu'man IV., was ruling when

Odenathus was murdered in a.d. 266; and the seventeenth,

Jebela III., who reigned sixteen years, was on the throne when

Sapor died in the same year that Zenobia was captured by

Aurelian, a.d. 273, and carried to Rome in a.d. 274. But

the father of this Jebela, the above-mentioned Nu‘man III.,

must have been still reigning when Jedhima the Leper was

put to death by Zebba’u in a.d. 249, twenty-three years after

the accession of ’Erd-Shir son of Babek, and also when

Zebba’u was killed in turn by Jedhlma’s nephew, ‘Amr son of
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‘Adiyy, in about a.d. 251, twenty-three years before Zenobia

was carried to Rome, never to return.

There is, however, a most important remark to offer here

with respect to the date of Zebba’u and of her death. Hamza
of Isfahan is far more correct and careful in his chronology

than is Mes‘ildiyy, as has been shown by his list of the

princes of Gassan, and the remarks on the exaggeration of

Mes‘udiyy in his list of the Lakhmiyv princes of Hira. But

this exaggeration requires, according to Hamza’s account of

the Lakhmiyy dynasty, to be still further corrected in a way

that throws the date of the death of Zebba'u back nearly a

century, and removes her far away from the time of Zenobia.

It must be remembered that Hamza was really contem-

poraneous with Mes'udiyy, his book having been finished

eighteen years only later than the date a.h. 332, so frequently

adduced by Mes'tidiyy in the Meadows of Gold. The cor-

rection is this : According to Hamza, instead of Jedhima’s

having been killed and having been succeeded by his nephew

‘Amr son of ‘Adiyy in the year a.d. 249, the ninth year of

Sapor I., and 23 years after the accession of Artaxerxes,

Jedhima was killed at such time that, out of ‘Amr’s total

reign of 118 years (60 only being allowed to Jedhima),

ninety-five were past when Artaxerxes became king of Persia.

Zebba’u must then, by this chronology, have been killed by ‘Amr

about a.d. 156, in the reign of the Roman Emperor Antoninus

Pius, one hundred and twenty-three years before Zenobia

was defeated by Aurelian. The lengths of reigns assigned

by Hamza to the Lakhjmyy princes that reigned at Hira

after the death of ‘Amr son of ‘Adiyy, added together,

make a total of 419 years, or more than thirty years over

what is required to bring us up to the invasion of Hira by

Khfilid son of Welld and the final overthrow of the Lakhmiyy

dynasty. But as a reign of 114 years is given by Hamza

to Tmru'u-’l-Qays, the successor of ‘Amr son of ‘Adiyy, those

31 years may be well deducted, so as still to leave him a
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reign of 83 years, whereas Mes’iidiyy gives him but a

modicum of sixty, the length of reign of his son ‘Amr,

according to Hamza.

Should these details of the reigns of the Syrian viceroys

of the Gassan line be found on investigation to be moderately

correct, they will form in themselves a not uninteresting

chapter of history, and may help to fix the date of many an

obscure event connected with the Roman domination in Syria,

and with the fortunes of Christianity there. The true history

of the rival line of Lakhm at Hira, descendants of Jedhima’s

sister and her son ‘Amr son of ‘Adiyy, may be deduced from

the contemporaries of the two lines, and from the known

dates of the Sasaniyy sovereigns of Persia
;
and hence the

date of many an Arabian event may become determinable.

It is not a little singular that no mention of Zebba’u or

Zenobia is found in them.
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Art. XIX.— The First Mandala of the Rig-Veda. By

Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.

The paper which I formerly wrote on the Rig-Veda 1 was

merely intended to lay down the general principles which

guided the ancient Arranger of that venerable collection of

poems. It was my good fortune to be the first to lay before

scholars the following discoveries :

—

1. That the hymns of the Rig-Veda are arranged in the

order of their diminishing length.

2. That the First Mandala differs from the rest, and that it

possesses a special arrangement of its own.

3. That Mandalas II. to VII. are uniform in character.

4. That the hymns of the Ninth Mandala are manifestly

arranged according to the metre and length of the hymns.

5. That certain long hymns in the Rig-Veda can be

resolved into short sets of verses.

6. That the Tenth Mandala consists of, at least, two

collections, showing a distinct mark of cleavage between the

84th and 85th hymns.

I am, of course, pleased to find that my views have

obtained general acceptance, and that M. Abel Bergaigne has

founded upon them two interesting papers in the Journal

Asiatique .
2 My present purpose is to carry the matter

further, by endeavouring to clear the way for a clear

apprehension of the nature of the First Mandala.

M. Bergaigne thinks my original suggestion about the First

1 Journal of the Roy. Asial. Soe., Vol. XVI. Tart II.

2 Sept.-Oct., 1886, p. 183; Feb.-March, 1887, p. 191. As the whole of M.
Bergaigne’s papers are based on my discoveries, it would have been more

courteous had that gentleman made a more prominent allusion to me than an

obscure reference at the end of the first paper, for the purpose of dissenting from

au unimportant detail iu my long article.
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Mandala rather risky. It is, according to him, an “ ingenieuse

mais tres-aventureuse hypothese.” Three j
Tears ago I pointed

out certain facts which indicated that the First Mandala was

a ritual, consisting of hymns selected from those of the

various families of Rishis to whom other Mandalas are

ascribed. M. Bergaigne does not attempt to discuss this

view
;
he simply dismisses it with an epithet, and in its

place he supplies an elaborate exposition of the Mandala, in

the course of which he is driven to divide the book into

sections, to split up single hymns into fragments, to imagine

interpolations, to reject hymns altogether, 1 and having, by

these hazardous courses, produced a number of clusters of

hymns, he ends with the statement that, “ on n’apercoit

qu’une seule succession a laquelle il semble possible d’attacher

quelque importance.” Thus the entire explanation ends,

to all intents and purposes, in a fiasco. In proof that

I do not exaggerate, I cite M. Bergaigne’s final remark

on this Mandala :
—“ II est impossible qu’une samhita

aussi systematique que celle qui comprend les Mandalas

II.-VII., ait commence originairement par le Mandala I.

tout entier, sous sa forme actuelle Je ne vois

done que deux hypotheses possibles : ou bien le Mandala I. a

4te ajoute tout entier apres coup
;

ou bien il se composait

primitivement d’une seule collection, qui est devenue le noyau

autour duquel se sont groupees successivement les autres.”

This plain statement of defeat surely renders it desirable

to adduce some of the additional evidence which I formerly

withheld, confirmatory of my apparently bold assertion, that

the First Mandala is, in reality, an orderly ritual. To make

this clear, I will first indicate the influence under which the

Sanhita was arranged
;

next, I will show that the First

Mandala is, in a way, eclectic
;

thirdly, I will point out

unmistakeable evidence of orderly arrangement
;

and, lastly,

I will adduce some proof of its ritualistic character.

1. It has long been known that the Angirasas were greatly

concerned in the arrangement of the entire Sanhita, and in

1 At the end of his second paper, M. Bergaigne gives a list of 184 hymns, and
parts of hymns, in the Rig-Veda which he regards as interpolations.
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the development of the ceremonial generally. 1 A very large

number of the hymns in the Rig-Yeda are directly ascribed

to members of the Angiras family
;
and this also was the

family which gave canonical sanction to the Atharva-Veda
;

2

which must have been done at an early date, for the book is

mentioned as a Veda in the Satapatha-Brahmana. The

Sankhayana-sutra (xvi. 1) particularly associates the Angiras

family with the Soma. 3 Shadgurusishya intimates, in one

of his anecdotes, that the Angirasas claimed authority over

Mandalas not ascribed to members of their family. It is

related that Saunahotra (of the Bharadvaja branch of the

Angiras family) pleased Indra, who thereupon changed his

name to Gritsamada, and caused him to be born in the race

of Bhrigu, and to become the seer of the Second Mandala.

This tale seems obviously designed to show that the Second

Mandala owes its existence to an ancient representative of

the Angiras family. A further indication of union between

the Angirasas and the Bhargavas is found in the fact

that the Atharva-veda—the special child of the Angiras

family—is known as the “ Bhrigvangiras,” as well as the

“ Atharvangiras,” thus associating the name of Bhrigu

with the production.4 Again, the story of Sunahsepha

is calculated to show how deeply the Yaisvamitras are

indebted to the Angirasas, and indeed owe their very

Brahmanhood to the dominant family.

The foregoing facts show that the Angiras family claimed an

interest in nearly the whole of the First Mandala, the Second,

Third, Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, and portions of the Ninth and

Tenth Mandalas. A very similar state of things is found in

the case of the Adi Oranth. That book is well known to have

been arranged by the fifth Guru, Arjun
;
and, having counted

the verses, I am able to state that, out of the 15,575 stanzas

1 In the 83rd hymn of this Mandala Gotama makes the following statements

about his family :
“ The Angirasas first prepared the sacrificial food, and then,

with kindled fire, (worshipped) with a most holy rite : they, the institutors (of the

ceremony), acquired all the wealth of Rani, comprising horses, and cows, anti

(other) animals.”
2 See the 80th hymn of this Mandala.
3 Seo l’rof. Max Muller’s Ancitnt Sanskrit Literature

,

p. 38.

* Ibid. p. 440.
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which the book contains, no fewer than 6204 stanzas were

composed by Arjun, the Arranger, himself.

The predominating influence of the Angiras family is

further indicated by the fact that, of the Forty-nine Gotras

into which the faithful were divided, no less than thirty-

eight are those of Angirasas, and their friends the Yaisva-

mitras and Bliargavas. Surely here is enough to prove the

powerful influence of this great family, and to relieve one of

any charge of venturesomeness in ascribing the arrange-

ment of the Rig-Yeda to Angiras influence. In the First

Mandala this is yet further marked by the exclusion of Atreya

hymns, and by the inclusion of both branches of the Angiras

family.

2. The eclectic character of the First Mandala is demon-

strated by the fact that it contains hymns of seven out of the

eight great /amities of JRishis. 1 This, to my mind, is conclusive

on the question. No other portion of the Rig-veda is of this

mixed character. The Eighth Mandala (which contains

hymns by four families) is in no respect representative
;

for

nearly all its hymns are by Angirasas, the only exceptions

being one by a Kasyapa, one by an Atreya, and three by

Bliargavas.

The First Mandala was certainly intended to bring together

representatives of the various families of Risliis. There are

hymns by the Vaisvamitras, by both the Gautama and the

Bharadvaja branches of the Angirasas, by the Yasishthas, by

the Kasyapas, by the Bhargavas, and by the Agastyas. The
hymns of these families are arranged in a definite order, as

will be shown further on. The only family excluded is that

of the Atreyas
;

but there are reasons which satisfactorily

account for this exclusion.

In the first place, the theology of the Rig-veda is pre-

eminently Solar
;
and this is strikingly apparent in the First

Mandala. The Rishis represented in this Mandala are, all of

them, authors of hymns to Agni, the typical Solar deity. It is

1 The Satapatlia-Brahmana reckons only seven Brahmarshis, ky omitting
Agasti from its list ; but Agasti is a Devarshi of the highest rank, and the
progenitor of an orthodox Gotra or family.
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also clear that the Angirasas were specially interested in the

Solar cult
;
indeed, one of the names of Agni is “Angiras,”

and, in the 21st hymn of this Mandala, Agni is said to have

been “ the first Angiras Rishi.” 1

Atri is the only Maharshi who never hymned the flaming

Agni. Some of Atri’s descendants did celebrate Agni, as

is seen in the Fifth Mandala
;

but Atri himself was the

patron of the Moon, not of the Sun. In my former paper I

pointed to the legend that the Moon was produced from the

flash of Atri’s eye. The special connection of the Atreyas

with Lunar worship is emphasized by the fact that the first

hymn of their Mandala is by Budha, the regent of the Moon;

and an indication of conversion to Angirasas views is plainly

shown by the second hymn. This curious poem alludes to

the tradition that its author Vrisa, of the Atri race, who was

Purohita to the Ikshvakus, through unskilfulness killed a

Brahman child. It was not until Vrisa had acquired the

Angirasa-mantra that he recovered intelligence and restored

the boy to life. The seventh verse of this hymn says,

“ Thou hast liberated the fettered Sunahsepha from a

thousand stakes
;
for he was patient in endurance

;
so, Agni,

free us from our bonds.” Here we have the Risbi of a race

specially devoted to the Moon, offering laudation to Agni,

the Solar representative, for a boon conferred on the

Angirasas. Translated into history, this tradition obviously

means that the devotees of a Lunar cult were won over to the

Solar cult under Angiras influence. This original connection

with Lunar ideas is, in itself, a sufficient reason for exclusion

from a specially Solar ritual, such as the First Mandala

appears to be. But there is another and more cogent reason

for the exclusion of Atreya hymns from that book.

1 Here it may bo pointed out that the names of the families represented in the

First Mandala themselves indicate Solar attributes; thus, Bhrigu “ the scon h-

ing,” Augiras “the swift,’’ Vis'vamitra “the universal friend,” Yasishtha

“ most wealthy.” The meaning of Agasti is doubtful
;
the suggested rendering,

“ mountain-thrower,” is more than problematical. On the other hand, the

meaning of Atri “the devourer," and that of Easyapa “with black teeth,”

may imply allusions to Lunar eclipse. These are probably mere coincidences

;

but they curiously accord with the rest of the evidence adduced. Atri may mean

“the devourer (of clarified butter),” and Kasyapa’s having been the first human

pupil of Agni, would connect these two also with Solar worship.
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The Atreyas were the friends of the Gaupayanas
,

1 who

were dismissed from their office of Purohita to the Ikshvaku

race. They made themselves obnoxious in consequence of

their dismissal
;
but were punished by the incantations of

their rivals, who are termed muyucin “possessors of magic

arts.” When we remember that the Angirasas were the

Rishis of the Atharva-veda, we see, in this tradition, the

record of an enmity between the believers in, and the dis-

believers in, the magic formulae of the Atharvans
; and,

as the Angirasas ultimately gained the ascendancy, they

excluded from their ritual the hymns of their opponents.

But this tradition has another phase. We know that

Yisvamitra and Vasishtha were the rival orthodox Purohitas

of the Ikshvakus, and that Yisvamitra was connected, in an

especially cordial manner (by the Sunahsepha affair), with

the great Angiras family. Here we have an additional

reason for the exclusion, from an Angirasas ritual, of the

hymns written by the friends of those who had been dis-

missed by the Ikshvakus, the patrons both of themselves and

of their friends the Yaisvamitras.
A.

The exclusion of the hymns of the Atreya family from

the First Mandala is certainly remarkable
;
but the reasons

given above are sufficiently cogent to account for it. It may
be objected that it is not an easy thing to reject the hymns
of an undoubted Devarshi, and unsettle the traditions of

so conservative a faith as that of Brahmanism. To this I
A

reply, that the Atreyas do not seem to have been popular.

They founded only two Gotras out of the Forty-nine, and

were thus, apparently, but little known. Furthermore, the

Lunar devotees may have been held to be sufficiently repre-

sented by the hymn of Kasyapa, the pre-eminent Rishi of

the Soma. The fact that the very centre of the Mandala is

given to the representative of the Soma or Lunar cult may
well be held to have satisfied the claims of both the Atreyas

and the Kasyapas.

The rejection of Atri’s family necessarily reduced to six

*
1 This is plainly shown by the inclusion of the Gaupayana hymn in the Fifth or

Atreya Mandala.*
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the number of families taking part in the ritual. A change

in number is a far more patent fact than a change of names.

There is abundant evidence to show that the ancient

originators of Brahmanism were spoken of as the Seven

Rishis. In order to make the First Mandala conform to

this recognized number, after the rejection of Atri, the simple

expedient was adopted of admitting both branches of the

Angiras family. The Seven Rishis are not always mentioned

under the same names. Conflicting lists of names are given

in different works; and, although some of these varying names

are equivalents of each other, the diversities are sufficient

to show that the only thing settled was the number Seven.

This number was preserved, as we have seen, by dividing

the Angirasas into two branches.

3. As to the arrangement of the First Mandala, my
hypothesis is, that the Angiras family of worshippers of Agni

by means of Soma, placed the only hymn invoking Agni

written by the peculiar Rishi of the Soma (Kasyapa), as a

centre, in conjunction with the antique poem of the so-called

Rajarshis, addressed to Indra. On each side of these they

placed their own hymns to Agni and Indra, bearing the

name of the progenitor of their race, the Devarshi Kutsa. 1

Outside these again were placed h}’mns from the other

branch of their family,
thereby monopolizing the posts of

honour. Two other families were then admitted, one on

each side, flanked by other collections of Angirasa hymns;

ending, at the two extremes, with the hymns of two other

families. Whether my explanation of the reason is the right

one, or not, the fact is indubitable, that the family clusters

are arranged in the order I have stated.

I have conceived that this ver}r methodical arrangement

was intentional, and for liturgical purposes of an eclectic

character. It is certainly remarkable that hymns of the

1 The hymns arc said to have been ‘ seen ’ by Kutsa, of the race of Angiras, or

the son of Angiras ; but the relationship of these remote progenitors is decidedly

problematical. Kutsa may have been an old, or specially influential, member of

the Bharadvaja family, and may have been accounted a Devarshi in consequence;

or, being already accounted a Devarshi, hymns ascribed to him may have been

selected to represent the Bharadvaja family. It is remarkable that Yaska, in his

Nirukta, quotes Kautsa as a heterodox disbeliever.
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Seven Risliis should be found arranged in this peculiar

manner; and it is difficult to imagine that this could have

occurred through mere accident, or that it could have been

purposely done except for a liturgical object.

A startling confirmation of the truth of my suggestion is

found in the fact that the Adi Granth of the Sikhs is arranged

on precisely the same system
;

and this was done, un-

doubtedly, for liturgical purposes. The Adi Granth, as I

showed in my paper last July, consists of three parts; the

first contains the sacred texts used in daily prayer, and

this is certainly of a liturgical character
;
the second con-

tains the various Rags, the equivalents of the Mandalas

II.-VII.
;
and the third part consists of a supplement, not

unlike the Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Mandalas. In this

case, no doubt whatever exists as to the principle of arrange-

ment, and it is, therefore, not unreasonable to conclude that

similar causes produced similar effects in the case of the

Rig-veda. I must confess that the more I study the First

Mandala, the more clearly does its liturgical character appear,

and to abandon my hypothesis in favour of the explanation

proposed by M. Bergaigne seems to me like quitting a

Copernican to return to a Ptolemaic system. The orderly

arrangement of this Mandala will be further explained in

the next paragraphs.

4. The foregoing facts make it clear to my mind that the

First Mandala is a collection of hymns intended to represent

the families or Gotras of the Seven Rishis, the grand

originators of the Brahmanic faith, and to unite in a single

ceremonial observance the entire body of the orthodox. The

next point to ascertain is, whether this Mandala is really

ritualistic in character. I have spoken of the difficulties

and complications into which M. Bergaigne is driven by his

rejection of my suggestion that the hymns are clustered

round a centre represented by the hymn of Kasyapa. Let

any one compare M. Bergaigne’s attempt with my simple

exposition, and ask himself which is the more venturesome.

I simply lay down the facts as we find them, which arrange

themselves in the following manner :
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5. Yaisvamitra hymns

4. Bharadvaja hymns

3. Yasishtha hymns

2. Gautama hymns
1. Bharadvaja hymns (Kutsa)

0. Kasyapa and the Five Kishis.

1. Bharadvaja hymns (Kutsa)

2. Gautama hymns
3. Bhargava hymns
4. Gautama hymns

5. Agastya hymns

Here we have a perfectly regular system, without the

least tampering with the text. In the centre we have

Kasyapa’s Soma hymn, outside which the rest is arranged in

sets of hymns balancing each other
;

the intention to place

Kasyapa’s hymn in the centre being markedly shown by

Kutsa’s hymns to Agni being separated from his h)rmns to

Indra for this’purpose. 1

The subject-matter of the various hymns lends further

support to this theory of arrangement. Towards the com-

mencement of the Mandala are hymns speaking of the efficacy

of ritual observances, and these are followed by the remark-

able hymns describing the process of manufacturing Soma.

The fully prepared juice is then lauded in the 91st hymn
;

and then come supplications for the forgiveness of sins

;

followed by a hymn which speaks of generating fire from

wood. Then comes Kasyapa’s verse, “ We offer libations,”

followed by prayers asking freedom from sin
;
and these are

succeeded by historical instances recounting the efficacy of

sacrificial observances. These indications of methodical

arrangement of matter require further investigation
;
but, so

far as they go, they tend still further to show that the prevail-

ing idea in this Mandala culminates in the hymn of Kasyapa.

1 In proof that the early Hindus were familiar with this system of placing

ceremonial observances on each side of a medial act, I cite what the Satapatha-

Bruhmana says of this arrangement of the I’urushainedha sacrifice :
“ Thereof the

Agnishtoma is the first day
;

the next is the Ukthya
;

the next is the Atiratra;

then comes the Ukthya
;
and next the Agnishtoma

;
thus it is enclosed on both

sides by the Ukthya and the Agnishtoma.”

Hymns 1-98.

Hymns 99, 100.

|

Hymns 101-191.

J
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It will be seen that, starting from Kasyapa, the hymns of

this Mandala fall naturally into five clusters on each side

of it
;

and, therefore, the entire Mandala consists of eleven

divisions. These divisions exhibit themselves on mere inspec-

tion, and do not call for the smallest interference with the

preserved text. It is an incontestable fact that there are

eleven divisions, five on each side of a medial one, whether

any special significance attaches to that fact, or not. The

mere coincidence of these eleven divisions in an assortment of

hymns representing the families of the Seven llisliis, instantly

calls to the mind of every student of ancieut Brahmanism

the old Purolasa offering in eleven receptacles.

With respect to this number 11, the Satapatha-Brahmana

tells us that, at the Purushamedha, “ for the initiation (there

should he) eleven animals fit for Agni and Soma
;
for them

there should be eleven sacrificial posts
;
eleven syllables are

comprised in the Trishtubh metre. The Trishtubh is the

thunderbolt—it is vigour ... In the rite of consecration

there should be eleven victims . . . because the victims are

elevenfold., therefore, verily, is all this creation elevenfold.

Prajapati is elevenfold
;

all this is truly Prajapati
;

all this is

the Purushamedha, which is the means for the attainment

and subjugation of all this.” This quotation is sufficient to

show that an important sacrifice was really divided into

eleven parts, and that a ritual might be expected to follow

such an arrangement.

Orderly ai-rangement is, furthermore, indicated by the fact

that the hymns of Kutsa are divided into two portions; those

addressed to Agni being placed before the 99th l^’mn, and

those to Indra after it. If we consider the 99th hymn as

the medial act of a ceremonial, we then find that the hymns
placed in immediate contiguity to it, on each side, are those

hearing the name of the great Devarshi representing the

very family under ichose influence we have excellent reason

for believing that the entire Sanhitd was arranged. Again,

if we consider the verse of Kasyapa as a dividing line, we
find that the Apri hymn of the Bharadvajas occurs on one

side of that line, and the Apri hymn of the Gautamas on the
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otter side, thus conferring very special distinction on the

Angiras family. Yet again, it cannot fail to attract attention

that, on one side of Kasyapa’s hymn there are two sets of

Bharadvaja hymns and one of Gautama, while, on the other

side, quite systematically, there are two sets of Gautama

hymns and one of Bharadvaja. It would, indeed, be most

remarkable if all this were the result of pure chance

;

more especially, when we remember that the hymns of

Kutsa ai’e quite peculiar in this fact of division, and that the

effect is to place the praises of Agui and Indra on each side of

a central hymn on the Soma, in conformity with the dictum

that Agni and Indra share the Soma between them.

Patient investigation will, no doubt, reveal further con-

firmatory details
;

in the meantime it is well to point out

that the First Mandala admits of division into eleven parts in

another way, still without the least tampering with the text.

This is effected by simply utilizing the fact that the hymns
of Agasti are in three clusters, viz. those addressed to Indra

and the Maruts (hymns 165-172)
;
those celebrating Indra

and the Aswins (hymns 173-183)
;

and those devoted to

Agni and the Sun (hymns 184-191). Boom is found for

these new divisions by bringing together the hymns of each

family, thus absorbing a cluster of Bharadvaja hymns on

one side of Kasyapa, and a cluster of Gautama hymns on the

other side, in the following manner :

1. Vaisvamitra hymns (1-10).

2. Bharadvaja hymns (11-64 and 95-98).

3. Vasisbtha hymns (65-73).

4. Gautama hymns (74-94).

5. Kasyapa and the Five Rishis (99, 100).

6. Bharadvaja hymns (101-115).

7. Bhargava hymns (128-140).

8. Gautama hymns (116-127 and 141-164).

Ili/mns of Agasti.

9. Indra and the Maruts (165-172).

10. Indra and the Aswins (173-183).

11. Agni and the Sun (184-191).
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This last method of classification satisfies the rule of the

Aitareya-Bralimana, that the Purolasa is offered in eleven

receptacles, eight of which belong to Agni, and three to

Vishnu. There is no difficulty with respect to the first

eight divisions
;
they are all specially consecrated to Agni

by beginning with that deity’s hymns
;
for even the verse of

Kasyapa is addressed to Agni, although invoking a blessing

on tho libation of Soma. With respect to the hymns of

Agasti, a careful inspection will show that there is nothing

fanciful in this suggested division into three parts. They

separate readily and naturally into clusters of 8, 11, and 8

hymns respectively. But a real objection to considering the

hymns of Agasti as the portion of Vishnu lies in their

subject-matter. There seems no reason why hymns to India,

the Maruts, the Aswins, Agni, and the Sun, should be held

to represent Vishnu in particular. Of course, as the Vishnu

of the Vedas is the deity of the fire on the hearth, while

Agni is the ethereal or heavenly fire, the last portion

may be held to celebrate the earthly or material fire,

bearing the oblation from earth to heaven. It seems to

me, however, far more probable that the entire ceremonial

was completed in eleven acts, which were simply allotted

in the proportions of 8 and 3 without particular reference

to any part of the ritual. As a fact, furthermore, the

material offering was divided into eleven portions in

eleven platters, and the rule of division has, probably,

reference solely to that fact, without involving a corre-

sponding division of the hymns which accompanied the

offering.

It is not a little remarkable, however, that the First

Mandala admits of division into eleven parts in a manner

which separates the whole Mandala into three well-defined

clusters, with an Angiras Apri hymn in the first and

last; and Kasyapa and its companion hymn occupy the

centre of the middle cluster. This also is effected without

the least interference with the text

:
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I

1. Vaisvamitra hymns.

2. Bharadvaja hymns (with Apri hymn of Kanwas).

3. Yasishtha hymns.

4. Gautama hymns.

!

9. Bhargava hymns.

10. Gautama hymns (with Apri hymn of Angirasas).

11. Agastya hymns.

Here, again, we find that by taking the hymns in the

order of their occurrence, they fall into three clusters of

threes, making nine sets of hymns, into the midst of which

two special hymns are inserted, making altogether eleven

divisions. It will, furthermore, be perceived that the middle

set contains a selection of Bharadvaja hymns (the very

family which arranged the Sanhita), on each side of which is

a selection of Gautama hymns (representing the other branch

of the same influential race). In the cluster which precedes,

we find Bharadvaja hymns in the middle, flanked by Vaisva-

mitra and Yasishtha hymns (opposing family representa-

tives)
;
while the cluster which follows the medial set con-

tains Gautama hymns as a nucleus, with Bhargava and

Agastya hymns as supporters.

These three clusters certainly present a systematic group-

ing, having Angirasas hymns as the nucleus of each
;

the

medial cluster being entirely Angirasas in origin
;
while the

two outer clusters are flanked hymns from other families.

I must also call attention to the fact that the Apri hymn

of the Bharadvajas falls near the middle of the first cluster

;

and the Apri hymn of the Gautamas near the middle of the

third cluster
;
while the remarkable hymns numbered G and

7 are exactly in the middle of the central cluster.

There are several hymns in the Mandala which intimate

that a threefold division of the sacrifice was a familiar idea

to the ancient Brahmans. The 34th hymn abounds in speci-

fications of threes, particularly mentioning a “ threefold act of
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worship”; and the 47th hymn speaks of the “ ^/trice-heaped

sacred grass.” The expression “ thrice eleven divinities,”

which several times occurs, seems to connect the numbers

3 and 11 together.

The foregoing facts tend to prove still more plainly that

the First Mandala is systematically arranged ;
for, in what-

ever way we test it, we find that it presents features of

regularity. This can only be the case when objects recur in

an orderty series. Under such circumstances, from whatever

point the search may start, an orderly succession is detected.

The initial fact of orderly arrangement having been ascer-

tained, the discussion can be narrowed to the discovery of

the correct starting-point.

The arrangement which I think the true one is that set

forth in my first paper, in 1884, where I place five sacrificial

acts on each side of a middle point. The dogmatic allotment

of eight of those parts to Agni, and three to Vishnu, on

account of the Gayatri meti'e and the three mythological

steps, seems to belong to an epoch when the primitive ideas

had become clouded with misapprehension. 1

There is one argument against the ritualistic character of

the First Mandala which demands consideration, and that is

the fact that it contains three Apri hymns. We know that

each family was particular in the use of these hymns, and

each claimed the right to introduce its own Apri hymn at the

sacrifices. If the First Mandala is a general ritual, how is it

that it contains, not seven Apri hymns, one for each family,

nor one Apri hymn of the dominant party, but three Apri

hymns ? As regards two of them we need feel no surprise
;

for they are the Apri hymns of the two branches of the

Angiras family
;

one of them being placed before, and the

other after, the medial point marked by the hymn of

Kasyapa. The predominant influence of the Angirasas

renders this quite intelligible. Nothing can be more natural

than the desire to include both these representative hymns

;

1 The legend that Vishnu stepped three times is found in the 22nd hymn of

this Mandala
; but the steps were taken “ to uphold righteous acts,” and Vishnu

was aided in the performance “by the seven metres,” without allusion to the
eight Gayatri feet.
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one to be rehearsed towards the beginning, the other towards

the end, of the ceremony.

But these two hymns exhibit a striking peculiarity.

They consist of twelve and thirteen verses, respectively,

whereas all the other Apri hymns in the Rig-veda contain

only eleven verses each. The ordinary Apri hymns invoke

the Sun under either the name Tanimapdt or Nardsansa
;

these two hymns alone invoke the Sun under both those

names
,
and this occasions their extra length. Here we have

another plain proof, not only of orderly arrangement, but of

designed eclecticism or selective combination. These two

hymns were intended to express both forms of adoration

;

the verse invoking Tanunapat gratifying the Agastyas, the

Vaisvamitras, the Kasyapas, and the Jamadagnyas
;

while

that invoking Narasansa must have been pleasing to the

Bhargavas, the Atreyas, the Vasishthas, and the Badhryasvas.

This fact of double invocation, in the case of two Apri hymns,

just where (on the ritual theory) we should expect such a

phenomenon to appear, is too remarkable to be set aside

as a mere accident.

With respect to the third Apri hymn, it is sufficient to

remark that it is found among the hymns of Agasti at the

end of the First Mandala. This small batch of hjrmns con-

tains all the hymns of the Rishi Agasti
;

and, if his Apri

hymn were not placed among them, it would have no place

of rest in the canon, according to my theory of the arrange-

ment of the Rig-veda. This of itself is sufficient reason for

its present position. There is only one other hymn of the

Agastya race in the Rig-veda, and that is one addressed to

Soma in the Ninth Mandala
;
accordingly, if the Apri hymn

of this family were rejected from the First Mandala, it would

have to form a Mandala by itself. Furthermore, as the First

Mandala contains all the hymns of each Rishi whose hymns

are included in it, there would be no valid reason for reject-

ing this hymn, which is ascribed to Agasti himself.

It is, at the same time, worth remarking that, according to

the suggested division of this Mandala into eight and three

parts, respectively, the Apri hymn of the Agastyas would fall
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in the latter part, hypothetically devoted to Vishnu. This

would give eight parts and two Apri hymns to Agni
;
and

three parts and one Apri hymn to Vishnu. Another fact, of

which more will be said presently, is that there are twice as

many verses of the Agastyas in this Mandala, as there are

verses of the other Rishis, with the exception of the

Angirasas. This fact indicates, possibly, a partiality, which

might also have been extended to the admission of the Apri

hymn of that family. On this point further investigation is

needed. But surely there are sufficient facts in support of

my hypothesis, to warrant the serious consideration of my
views on this point.

The interesting question here not unnaturally suggests

itself, why the head of each family should not have been

selected as its most fitting representative. Why, for

instance, should Madhuchchhandas be chosen to represent

the Vaisvamitras, instead of Visvamitra himself? In this

particular case we have the legend that Madhuchchhandas

was the eldest of the sons of Visvamitra, who consented to

recognize the leadership of Sunahsepha, after his adoption by

their father. He received a special blessing in consequence

of this dutiful conduct
;
and the prominent position assigned

to his hymns as the first in the Mandala is in conformity

with the indications of the legend. Close upon the heels of

the hymns of Madhuchchhandas come those of Sunahsepha

himself, the first two of whose hymns are those which

specially celebrate the circumstances which made him the link

between the Angirasas and the Vaisvamitras. This, of course,

emphasizes the distinction conferred upon Madhuchchhandas,

by implying that the story of Sunahsepha was in the mind of

the Arranger, when he placed these hymns near each other.

It is not improbable that other circumstances, which at

this distance of time do not readily catch attention, may have

led, in a similar way, to the selection of the other Rishis as

the representatives of their respective families. It is even

possible that the term Satarchin, applied to these Rishis, may
indicate that, of all members of their families, their hymns
approach nearest to a total of 100 riches. This is, in reality.
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the case. The founders of the families far exceed that number

of verses, and other members of the various families fall far

short of that number. Those selected will, upon examination,

be found to be the Rishis whose total riches approach nearest

to 100 of any member of their respective families.

But there is another very remarkable fact connected with

this name Satarchin, which appears to indicate the true

meaning of the term. If the stanzas of the First Mandala be

added together, the total number is 1973 ; and, as this

number is ascribed to nineteen Rishis, by dividing the total

among them, we get 103 for each, with 16 for a remainder.

Thus, by dividing the total of riches among the total of

Rishis, we find rather less than 104 for each of them. This

is sufficiently good ground for ancient writers to speak of

the Rishis of the First Mandala as Satarchin, or “possessors

of 100 riches.” 1 Should this indeed prove to be the reason

for calling these Rishis Satarchin, it at once proves also that

the hymns of Agasti form an integral portion of the First

Mandala. On totally different grounds I have already shown

that thejr are a necessary part of the First Mandala; but

the name Satarchin, in the sense here pointed out, would

effectually dispose of M. Bergaigne’s suggestion that Agasti’s

hymns should be severed from the rest, and treated as a

separate Mandala, in accidental union with a heterogeneous

collection of poems.

Another very singular fact is revealed, by estimating the

totals of the riches in the First Mandala. We find that the

1 It may be only a coincidence, but still it deserves notice that the number of

stanzas which M. Bergaigne proposes to reject from the First Mandala as inter-

polations, amount to 177 ;
but as he hesitates about rejecting the tenth stanza of

Hymn 45, we may reduce this number to 176. He would, however, reject the

whole of hymns 162-164, which specially relate to the Horse-sacrifice
;
and he

would also omit the last hymn (191), addressed to the Sun. These are just the

hymns which I consider specially significative of the true character of the

Mandala. However this may be, they comprise 103 stanzas, which, deducted from

his total rejections 176, leave 73 as remainder, exactly the number which 1973 is

in excess of 1900 stanzas, which would allow 100 riches to each of the 19 Rishis.

It would thus appear that M. Bergaigne’s investigations tend to strengthen my
conclusions generally. The above certainly shows that if hymns 162, 163, 164,

and 191 be considered integral parts of the First Mandala, and the remaining 73

stanzas be rejected which M. Bergaigne holds to be interpolations, we get

exactly the 1900 riches needed to provide the Rishis with 100 each.
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quantities contributed by the different families bear relative

proportions the one to the other
;
and the proportions which

they bear to each other are exactly those which my previous

arguments would have led the student to expect. The totals

of the riches are as follows :

—

Kas'yapas 1

The Five Rishis 19

Yasislithas 91

Bhargavas 100

Yaisvamitras 110

Agastyas 229

Gautamas 594

Bharadvajas 829

Total 1973 riches.

Ilere we find that the apostle of the Soma is represented

by unity; the Yasislithas (the orthodox antagonists of the

Angirasas and their friends) are in a minority; the Bhargavas

and Yaisvamitras (friends of the Angirasas) have more space

accorded to them
;
while double their number of riches is

allowed to Agasti, who sings of Agni and Indra exclusively

(a champion of the Solar cult)
;

but four times the space

is given to the Gautamas, and eight times the space to the

Bharadvajas. It must not be forgotten that Kutsa’s hymns
are placed on both sides of the middle of the Mandala, and

that he was a Bharadvaja. This fact, and the enormous

preponderance of Bharadvaja verses in the Mandala seem

conclusively to prove that the Mandala, and probably the

entire Rig-Yeda, as we possess it, were arranged by the

Bharadvaja branch of the Angirasas, and that Kutsa’s l^’inns

are, in reality, placed in the post of honour, on each side of

the 99-1 00th hymn, which indicates when the libation of

Soma was poured out. 1

1 I am, of course, aware that the particular Sakha preserved to us is that of

the Sakalas, and this appears to have been the Sakha followed by Saunaka,

of the Sunaka-gotra, of the Bhrigu race. But this does not imply that the text

we possess is the Bhargava version, and therefore unsuitable as a foundation for
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It is now necessary to examine tliis middle point a little

more closely, in order to show that, like every other feature

of this Mandala, it lends its quota of proof to the hypothesis

that the First Mandala is a devotional ritual.

In the first place, as I pointed out three jmars ago, the

libation of Soma was unquestionably the most solemn

moment of the sacrifice
;
and in the orderly arrangement of

the hymns of the First Mandala we find that the medial

hymn consists of a single verse, plainly asking the blessing

of Agni on the Libation then being offered. This remarkable

hymn is ascribed to Kasyapa, the pre-eminent Rishi of the

Soma, and therefore the most appropriate Rishi to memorize

when the Soma was being offered. All the hymns of the

Kasyapas, hut two, are invocations of Soma. The two

exceptions are this very hymn to Agni and one to Indra in

the Eighth Mandala. This single-versed hymn is addressed

to Agni as Jatavcdas “the knower or possessor of all

creatures”; and this very epithet, by which Agni is hero

invoked in the act of offering the libation, is an additional

testimony to the eclectic character of the whole Mandala. It

implies that the offering was made for all creatures, and was,

therefore, accompanied by hymns from the Rishis of all

sections of Brahmanism. “ Let us offer libations of Soma to

Jatavedas,” is the prayer; that is, let us worship the one

who knows all clans, before whom there is no difference of

family or race, he who is the owner and knower of all

creatures. It is in some such form as this that we should

expect the libation to be made, if it tvere indeed offered in

the name of an entire community
;

and the fact that these

remarkable words occur as the very middle of the Mandala

strengthens the conviction that they indicate the middle

arguments relating specially to the Bharadvajas
;
for the Pratisakhyn of this

Sakha claims to follow the Sanhita of the Sais'iriya-s'akha. Now Sisira and

Mudgala, both founders of Bharadvaja Gotras, are cited as two of the five

students of the Sakala School who propagated varying recensions of the Hig-

veda
;
lionco I infer that the Bharadvajas were intimately associated with the

Sfikalas. Saunaka, also, though reckoned an adherent to the Sakala School, yet

opeuly differed from the Sakalas on various points.
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ceremony of the sacrifice,—the pouring out of the libation,

—

and also that the office is arranged on eclectic principles.

I have held that the words of Kasyapa were used at what

I believe to be the moment of offering the Soma
;
because he

is the peculiar Rishi of the Soma, because of the nature of

the words themselves, and because of their medial position.

We have not only the evidence of our senses, that nearly

all the Soma hymns handed down to us are by members of

the Kasyapa family; but we have also the express declaration

of the Aitareya-Brahmana, that the Kasyapas conquered the

Soma-juice for the benefit of creatures. This is good evidence

to show that almost in Yedic times it was acknowledged that

the Kasyapas were the representatives of Soma worship.

There is, however, another and equally cogent reason for

placing Kasyapa in the middle as the leader in sacrifice.

Kasyapa was recognized as the first human teacher who
received sacred knowledge from the gods themselves. We
find, by the lists of revered teachers preserved in the Yansa-

Bralimana and the Satapatha-Brahmana, that traditional

knowledge passed through a long line of teachers, who
received divine truth one from another, until, in the

remote past, the list ends in Kasjmpa, who received the

secrets directly from Agni himself. These instructive lists

of teachers afford something like historical evidence that the

early Brahmans held that their system of belief had its

origin from Kasyapa
;
at any rate, he was certainly regarded

as the Father of the Faithful. This high antiquity and

venerable position, as the ultimate link in the chain of union

betv<-een heaven and earth, renders Kasyapa the most suitable

of all the Rishis to be the leader in the greatest sacrificial

ceremonial. The extravagant veneration felt for Kasyapa is

reflected through all stages of Sanskrit literature, and finds

its expression in the legends of the Yishnu-Purana, in which

Kasyapa is fabled to have been the husband of Diti, the

parent of the Maruts, the progenitor of the Adityas, if not

the very Creator of the Universe. It is this name, written

thus deeply in the Brahmanical system, that we find placed

in the very middle of the First Mandala, as the point around

VOL. XIX.—[new series.] 41
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which all the rest is clustered. It is such a personage as

this that we should expect to find in such a position
;

and

the fact that we do find this honoured name there affords the

most conclusive proof that my theory as to the arrangement

of this book is the true one.

In immediate connection with this single verse of Kasyapa

on the Soma libation, comes the very remarkable hymn of

the Five Rishis. In my former paper I said hut little of

this hymn, because I was then laying down the broad

principles of a subject entirely new. My object then was to

show the general system of the arrangement of the entire

Rig-Veda
;
and, in the course of doing so, I merely indicated

some of the conclusions to which my principles would pro-

bably lead. But, now that I am dealing particularly with

the First Mandala, and calling attention to the numerous facts

which concur to prove its ritualistic character, it becomes

needful to examine more fully this peculiar hymn.

The first thing that arrests attention, in contemplating

this hymn, is its composite authorship—it is the only hymn
of the First Mandala with more than a single Rishi. This

hymn is supposed to have had five Rishis
;
of whom, how-

ever, almost nothing is known. It happens that the name

of one of these Rishis is given as Ambarisha, who is said to

have been the king of Ayodhya who purchased Sunahsepha

for the purpose of sacrifice .

1 If this identification be correct,

it affords some clue to the distinction conferred upon it; for

there can be no doubt that the incident of Sunahsepha, and

the bond of union created between the Vaisvamitras and the

Angirasas, had a marked influence on early Brahmanism.

The fourth verse of this hymn specially praises Indra as

“the most Angiras of the Angirasas.” This, of course, may

mean, as Sayana suggests, “ the swiftest of the swift ”
;

still

1 It deserves remark, however, that Ambarisha is, also, the name of one of the

ancestors invoked by the Kautsa-gotra of the Rharadvaja race. Was this

ancestor and the king of Ayodhya the same person P The lists of Gotras and

Ancestors preserved to us date however from only the Sdtra period of Sanskrit

literature
;
and we know that, long before that time, the meaning of many Yedic

words and expressions had become matter of speculation, and the subjects of

improbable fables.
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the use of the word angiras in this way may have had its

influence in placing the hymn in the prominent position in

which we find it. But it seems perfectly clear that a stronger

reason lay in the fact that it celebrates Iudra and the Maruts

in an especial manner. 'Wc know positively that Agni along

with Indra and the Maruts share the Soma between them ;

and here, just where other reasons have led us to conclude

that the Soma was offered, we find the remarkable verse of

libation offered to Agni, immediately followed by this peculiar

hymn celebrating Indra and the Maruts.

The hymn consists of nineteen stanzas, the first fifteen of

which end with the refrain, “ May Indra, with the Maruts,

be our protection.” It might almost be inferred that the

statement of the 72nd hymn of this Mandala must have

special reference to this particular composition. Thus it is

seen that both the middle position and the nature of these

two hymns answer precisely the conditions requisite to give

them the characters I assign to them.

But this is not all. It will be seen that this hymn of the

Five Rishis changes its character after the 15th stanza. Up
to that point each stanza ends with the same refrain, but the

refrain disappears from the last four stanzas. This peculiarity

of fifteen stanzas leads to the reflection that something turns

on the number 5. The number 15 may consist of five threes,

or of three fives
;
and it will instantly recur to the mind that

this Mandala is divided, by the families of its Rishis, into

two sets of five, with the two hymns now under discussion as

a point of separation. This implies that some special signifi-

cance may have been associated with the number 5. The

12th stanza of this hymn of the Five Rishis seems to direct

our minds to an exact understanding, by lauding the Soma
on the ground that it

“ inspires the five classes of beings.”

These five classes of beings have been held by Sayana to

mean the four castes and the Nishadas; 1 in other words, they

1 It is clear from other hymns of this Mandala that by this term is meant all

the dwellers on earth
;
thus the 7th hymn says that “ Indra rules over the five

classes of the dwellers on earth ;

” and the 89th hymn, wishing to express the
universality of Aditi, says, “ Aditi is all the gods

;
Aditi is the five classes of
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represent the community at large, and this precisely tallies

with my discovery that the entire Mandala is of a corporative

character. It was intended to unite in one common act of

worship all sections of the community
;
and the “ five classes

of beings ” were typified by five ceremonial acts before the

libation, and by five similar acts after it; while at the most

solemn moment of the sacrifice they were specially mentioned

in a hymn consisting of three parts of five stanzas each, or of

five parts of three stanzas each, and a Supplementary group

of four verses. 1

On directing attention to this Supplement, it will be seen

that the tone of the hymn changes. In the former part,

Indra is celebrated as the bestower of rain, the god of the

thunder-clouds, the fertilizer and sustainer,—he is, in short,

hymned as the farmer’s friend. In the Supplement, though

still styled “ the showerer,” he is celebrated as the god of

war; and his aid is sought in the subjugation of very human

foes. This is one of the hymns which contain unmistakeable

allusion to the conquest of the aborigines bjr the fair-com-

plexioned Aryans. I do not wish to assert that this

Supplement is an addition to a previously existing poem
;
for

I am well aware that sudden changes of style and subject

are common enough in the Rig-veda
;

still, it deserves notice

that, in the present case, this change of style takes place

just after we pass the sets of five verses, and the special

refrain of the hymn.

There can, however, be no objection to the idea of a

designed introduction of the warlike character of Indra into

the ceremonial; on the contrary, it makes the principal act

of worship more complete. Accepting these four stanzas as

part of the original arrangement, we should have, in the

middle of the ritual— (1) the praises of Agni (fire, warmth,

men
;

” and the 117th hymn says that Atri was “venerated by the five classes of

men,” meaning that all mankind honoured him.

1 It deserves remark that the Satapatha-Brahmana expressly tells us that the

sacrifice is fivefold. The words are :
“ The l’urushamedha occupies five days,

and is the greatest rite of sacrifice. The sacrifice is fivefold, and fivefold are t ho

sacrificial animals
;

five are the seasons included in the year. Whatever is five-

fold iu celestial matters maybe obtained through this.”
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and comfort), who is also asked, in his military capacity,

to “consume the wealth of those who feel enmity against”

the Aryans; (2) the libation of Soma
; (3) the praises of India

and the Maruts for both agricultural and military success.

The supplemental character of the last four stanzas of the

hymn of the Five Rishis deserves remark more from its

interference with any idea that might be based on the signi-

ficance of the numeral 5. There is, however, a further point

to remark, which is, that the names of the so-called Five

Rishis do not occur in the first fifteen stanzas. They are

found in the seventeenth verse, as part of what I call the

Supplement. I am not disposed to consider these stanzas

as a later addition, on that account
;
much less, to deem them

spurious. I 'would rather seek to discover their meaning.

These five names are asserted to be those of Rajarshis,

possibly because the name of one of them agrees with that

of a King of Oudh
;

for little else is known of them. This

interpretation appears to rest on the word Vdrshdyir, which,

with grammatical correctness, has been held by commen-

tators to mean “descendants of Vrishagir.” It has never

occurred to any inquirer to suggest that these wTords are not

necessarily patronymics at all. In the note to my former

paper I pointed out that Vdrshdyir would mean, equally

well, “ descendants of the adorers of the sprinkler,” and that

this would very fitly designate those who praised Indra as

“ the showerer,” or rain-god, in the manner of this very

poem. If we extend this process to the other names, we

shall see that they also are significative in a very unexpected

way. The word JEtijrasva means “ the horse of the leader,”

or the horse of sacrifice
;
Ambarislia is a cooking utensil for

frying or broiling; Sahadeva is “the bearer,” or “carrying

deity,” a common term for the sacrificial fire
;
Bhayamana is

the decoction or preparation of “fear,” or “anxiety,” not an

inappropriate name for the Soma itself
;
while Snradhas is

plainly “the receptacle of the Soma.” These translations

enable us to see the reason for the introduction of the word

rijrasva into the 16th verse. That verse praises the long-

limbed coursers of Indra, and asks that they may be made
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specially beneficent to Bijrasva. There seems to be no

particular reason why oue of the supposed Five Brothers

should be specially selected for benediction
;

or why the

horses of Indra should be likely to become his exemplars

;

but, if we see in this word a mention of the horse of sacrifice,

then we have a fact of the greatest interest. When trans-

lated by the aid of my interpretations, verses 16 and 17 read

as follows :
—

“

The long-limbed, decorated, and celestial, red

and black Coursers, harnessed with satisfaction to the yoke

of the chariot in which the Showerer of Benefits is conveyed,

(are) for the benefit of the Sacrificial Horse, distinguished

among the armies of mankind. 0 Indra, the Showerer, the

Adorers of the Showerer, the Sacrificial Horse and his

accompaniments,—the Cooking Utensil, the Fire, the Soma,

and the Soma-receptacle,—address this propitiatory praise to

thee.”

It will be seen that Indra, throughout this hymn, is called

“ the Showerer,” which confirms my interpretation of the

name Varsliayir “the adorers of the showerer”; and the

compliment paid to Rijrasva, as “distinguished among the

armies of mankind,” confirms the opinion that the word implies

a troop-horse, “ the horse of the leader,” the finest charger

selected for sacrifice. The interpretations given to these

words indicate that the sacrifice for which the First Mandala

was arranged was none other than the famous Asvamedha.

The arguments which lead to this conclusion are greatly

fortified by the positive knowledge we possess that the

162nd and 163rd hymns of the First Mandala actually were

rehearsed at the Asvamedha. We also know that this was

the most solemn sacrifice in which Brahmanism ever en-

gaged, that it dated from remote antiquity, and was, from

its supposed efficacy and the splendour of its ceremonial, the

sacrifice most likely to call for a Yedic ritual.

It must not be lost sight of that, at the Asvamedha sacri-

fice, there were twenty-one posts, the eleventh of which was

called Agnishtha, because standing nearest to the fire. This

plainly informs us that there was one yupa or post near the

fire, and that the others stretched away, ten on each side;
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this gives two posts to each of the fire ceremonial acts I have

spoken of, still further confirming my theory. The Taitiriya-

Brahmana tells us that “ ten times eighteen” heads of

animals were required for the Asvamedha, which again

brings two fives before us in connection with this sacrifice.

It will also be noticed that “ ten times eighteen ” are 180.

Now, there are 191 hymns in the First Mandala, that is,

180+ 11; from this it might be inferred that 180 hymns

were each accompanied by the slaughter of an animal, and

that eleven (again this figure 11) were repeated without

sacrifice. Can it have been that one hymn out of each of

the eleven sets into which I have shown that the Mandala is

divided was a simple prayer, introduction, or doxology ? At
the Asvamedha a human being was offered, and therefore the

peculiarities of a Purushamedha attach to it, as noticed in a

previous part of this paper. 1

The conclusions to which my interpretations and argu-

ments lead are so startling, that the premisses on which they

are based will receive, and ought to receive, the keenest

criticism
;
but they are far too numerous, and far too cogent,

to be. set aside with a contemptuous allusion. TFe find that

the First Mandala has preserved to us the ritual of the

famous Horse-sacrifice, which is admitted to have been the

most solemn ceremonial of ancient Brahmanism. The Man-

dala itself, by its repeated mention of Brahman, Adhvaryu,

Ilotri, and Potri priests, shows that a complicated ceremonial

existed before the formation of the Sanhita. It is such

a ceremonial as that of the Asvamedha, and only such a

ceremonial as that, which could influence the arrangement

of the Big-veda
;
and it will require serious argument and

solid facts to shake the weighty and numerous considerations

which I have adduced in support of my discoveries that :

1. The First Mandala is an eclectic ritual.

2. That it is orderly in its arrangement.

3. That it expresses eleven acts of worship.

4. That the eleven acts are placed five on each side of a

medial one.
1 See pp. 607 and 620 note.
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5. That the medial point is the hymn of Kasyapa, together

with the hymn of the Five Rishis.

6. That the so-called Five Rishis are not historical per-

sonages, but are the names of the principal facts in

the famous Horse-sacrifice.

7. That the ritual of the First Mandala was intended to

unite in one act of worship the “five classes of beings,”

that is to say, all sections of the community.

8. That there is good ground for believing that the

Mandala is the ritual of the Asvamedha.

In the course of arriving at these conclusions, I have

never been driven to amend the text handed down to us.

Throughout my elucidation I am able to accept the text as

it stands
;
and, although I do not pretend to have explained

all the details, or to have actually demonstrated in an in-

contestable manner every suggestion which I have advanced,

yet I do maintain that I have brought together such an

accumulation of evidence that it will require the strongest

of testimony to shake the conclusions which I have sought to

establish.
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Art. XX.— Origin and Development of the Cuneiform

Syllabary. By G. Bertin, M.R.A.S.

Introduction.—

G

raphic development.—Pictorial stage.—Influence ef material

used for writing.—Primitive arrangement of the signs.—Change of order and

position.—Modern order of the columns.—Decay of the primitive images.

—

Confusion of the signs.—Archaic and ornamental styles.—Fanciful archaic.

—

Cursive writing.— Period of its invention.—Phonetic development —Figura-

tive stage.—Second stage.—Phonetic complements. —Determinatives.—Third

period.—Akkadian values.—Phonetic determinatives.— Prefixes and determi-

natives.—Compound ideograms.—Akkadian phonology.—Its influence on the

values attributed to the signs.—Fourth period.— Sumerian values.—Phonetic

decay.— Fifth period.—Semitic renaissance.—Lists of words and signs.

—

Eclecticism.— Syllabic determinatives.— Pictorial origin of the signs.

—

Theories on its origin.—Akkadian theory.—Semitic theory.—Egyptian theory.

—Pre-historic theory.—Kushite theory.—Egyptian and Babylonian signs.

—

Symbolism.— Phonetic changes.— Change of meanings.— Illustrations.

—

Syllabaries derived from the Babylonian one.

Palaeography never attracted much the attention of As-

syriologists, and in only a few cases have they either turned

their mind to the origin, growth and development of the

Cuneiform syllabary. M. Menant, who tried in his grammar 1

to give a list as complete as possible of all the signs of various

styles and epochs, has unfortunately accepted many doubtful

characters, and has not distinguished the really archaic from

the ornamental style. F. Lenormant, 2 who specially studied

the Babylonian syllabaries now in the British Museum, has

done much to elucidate many points, but his observations

bear only on a few characters, and have for principal object

to ascertain the values and meanings in order to help the

decipherer in reading rightly the inscriptions. He made a

great step no doubt in attributing exclusively certain values

1 Manuel de la langue Assyrienne, Paris, 1880.
- Etude sur quelques parties des Syllabaires Cuneiformes, Paris, 1876. Les

Syllabaires Cuneiformes, Paris, 1877, etc.
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of the characters to Akkadian and others to the Assyrian

texts, but other works seem to have claimed his attention,

and he did not follow up the subject.

In my previous paper
,

1 a few words only were said about the

development of the Cuneiform syllabary, and nothing about

its origin, because these two questions are too important to be

treated incidentally. I now propose to take them, but will first

follow the evolutions of the syllabar}'
;
for it is important that

they be well understood before discussing the question of origin.

The development of the Cuneiform syllabary and the modi-

fications and adaptations it underwent, may be considered

under two aspects
;
what may be called the graphic and the

phonetic aspects, that is, the material modifications brought

to the writing and those brought to the phonetic values given

to the characters.

Graphic Development.—The first stage of the writing was

pictorial
,

2 objects being drawn not only to represent the

objects themselves, as hand, foot, house, tree, but also

abstract ideas and actions, as the forearm and fist for power,

the mouth for speaking or language.

The writing being little by little abbreviated and decayed,

the images meant became unrecognizable, as in Egyptian

hieratic, and also as illustrated by the letters of our alphabet

;

for instance, A is derived from the Egyptian emblem of

divinity, the hatchet, through the Phoenician aleph, and has

preserved very little of the primitive image .
3

There are no Babylonian documents which take us back

to this first stage, but its existence is not doubtful, as in

many cases the figure of the object represented is still visible

in the linear or even cuneiform signs.

The material used for writing had naturally a great

influence on the changes brought to the forms of the signs.

At first probably papyrus, leaves, bark or other similar

material was used
,

4 but at an early date the Babylonians

1 J.R.A.S. Vol. XVIII. Partlll.
2 This has been recognized by the first Assyriologists, Sir H. Rawlinson, Dr.

Ilincks, Norris, Dr. Oppert, etc.

3 Origin of the Phoenician Alphabet, London, 1882, p. 26 el seq.

4 Sayce, (Pe of Pitpyrus, etc., S.B.A. Trans, vol. i. p. 313 el eeq.
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adopted clay, so abundant and so easily obtained. The use

of clay as writing material, combined with the use of a square

wooden style, 1 gave to all the lines a peculiar form, and

originated the Cuneiform writing, each line having the form

of a nail or wedge.

At about the same period stone was also used as a writing

material; in that case, for some inscriptions at least, the scribe

preserved to the signs a more primitive form
;
curved lines

were rare, but in the Cuneiform style they are impossible.

For this reason the linear inscriptions often give us forms

nearer to the pictorial stage. 2

One of the most important modifications, brought on by

the use of clay as writing material, is that which affected the

grouping of the characters and the direction of the writing.

As I have already noticed,3 the inscriptions were at first

written in horizontal columns, each column was divided by

small divisions running from right to left, and in each of

these divisions the signs (three, four or more in number, but

forming one word or one connected expression, as powerful

king, son ofso and so, etc.), were grouped rather irregularly, the

first sign of the expression, however, being always placed at the

right hand top corner
;
representing each sign by one cipher,

the following diagram will give an idea of the grouping.

Col. I.

Col. II.

Col. III.

1 Mr. Pinches has noticed that on the tablets the grain of the wood impressed
by the style is often visible.

2 In some cases the Unear inscriptions seem to have been copied from a Cunei-
form copy, and the linear character wrongly transcribed

; the same has happened
in Egyptian, where the scribe or carver had hieratic copies for the tests he had to
engrave on the stone. In many cases he transcribed the wrong hieroglyphs.

2 J.R.A.S. Vol. XVIII. p. 422.
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When clay was used to write on, and a square piece of

wood as style, the scribe was necessarily brought to turn the

tablet, and to place what used to be the right hand side at the

top .

1 As a consequence of this change, the columns ran from

left to right, and the divisions in each column from top to

bottom. The irregular grouping of the characters was still

preserved, hut then the first sign of each group appeared to

be placed in the left hand top corner of each division, in

consequence of the shifting of the tablet. The scribes

preserved for a long time the ancient habit of dividing the

tablet into small columns, so small in fact that many words

could not have been written in one line if they had wished

to do so
;

little by little they gave up this practice,

and when the columns were more extended, the irregular

grouping became impossible
;

they therefore adopted the

plan of placing all the characters after one another from

left to right
;

the division lines were preserved only to

mark what we call paragraphs. In some Omen tablets,

no doubt, by tradition and in a few and exceptional

cases, these division lines are retained and used as in the

old documents.

In writing afresh any old tablet, or in copying proper

names, or quoting from ancient records, the scribes had

naturally to restore to the words the phonetic sequence of the

signs irregularly grouped in the original texts
;

this was

easily done for all phonetically written expressions
;
but when

the scribes came to compound ideograms or compound ideo-

graphical expressions, the elements of which had no relation

to the pronunciation of the group, often, perhaps by

ignorance or either because the position of these compound-

ing elements had no importance as long as they carried to

the mind of the reader the expression meant, they copied

these groups irregularly, one or two characters being by so

doing transposed. For instance, as I have already noticed,

the name of the town of Lagash
,

2 written by means of a com-

1 This observation is due to tho Rev. Mr. Tomkins (though I do not think it

was over printed), at one of the meetings of the Society of Biblical Archsaology.
2 J.R.A.S. Vol. XVIII. p. 422.
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pound ideogram, and the characters being unequally grouped

according to the old arrangement, was

or

s i?

The scribes copied either %yr >-jEy or >-Y:T

^f, but read in either case LagaS.

Another remnant of the old irregular arrangement of the

old tablets is preserved in the relative position of the columns

of the obverse and reverse of the modern tablets. In the

obverse they follow regularly from left to right, but in the

reverse from right to left, because, when the scribe arrived

at the end of the last column of the obverse, he went on over

the bottom edge and straight to the other side
,

1 so the second

column of the reverse had to he placed to the left, and there-

fore run from right to left, as shown in the following

diagram :

Obverse. Reverse.

I. II. III. IY. VIII. VII. VI. V.

The change of position of the tablet had a more important

consequence for the characters
;

all the objects represented

were by this change reversed on the side, or rather on the

back, for, like in early Egyptian, they always faced the

right, so the foot P-^ . meaning “to stand,” was reversed

to /I, and the Cuneiform character became

1 The position of the reverse is besides contrary to that of the obverse
; a tablet

is not turned over as the leaves of a hook, but as our gold and silver coins.
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The characters are all and always reversed in the same 1

way, what was the right hand side became the top.

There are two facts to be always borne in mind wben we
examine these early forms of characters : it is that generally

the part represents the whole of an object or being
,

2 and that

all the objects or beings always in profile face the right
;

for

instance, “ man ”
is represented by the trunk and head

with the ribs marked
;

it became placed on the back in

lineary ivr^
,

in archaic Babylonian in modern

Babylonian An animal, especially a “dog,” was

represented by the head and neck , which became

reversed P—

|

,
and in Cuneiform jjy .

The characters as impressed on the clay b}r the wooden

style were very peculiar and far from being clear
;

each

wedge was formed by an indentation having a sharp edge on

the left hand top side, but the other side was formed by an

inclined plane. When several wedges were impressed near

one another, they overlapped, so to say, each sharp edge

cutting each sloping edge of the previous wedge .
3

When the character is complicated, it makes its decipher-

ment rather difficult.

To imitate these wedges the stone engravers adopted the

conventional regular wedge of the lapidary inscriptions, and

it is this style which has been adopted also as the standard by

modern Assyriologists for their publications.

As it has been said above, the system of Cuneiform writing,

that is, that made on clay by means of a square wooden style,

seems to have been in practice before any of the inscriptions

which have come down to us, for in some stone inscriptions

the engraver has given a Cuneiform appearance to the lines,

and even in the oldest dated inscription, that of Sargon of

Agade, the characters are Cuneiform. The linear characters

1 This is without exception. It is an erroneous supposition that any influence

was exercised by the shape and size of the characters (vide J.R.A. S. Vol. XV.
p. 279).

2 Dr. Birch noticed it for the earliest Egyptian texts.
3 This is very visible in photographs, hut could only with difficulty be repre-

sented in a woodcut.
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are not besides a mark of antiquity, as the material used to

inscribe on greatly influenced the scribes. When the stone

was soft and the scribe careless, the characters were often linear

and badly formed, as the careful engraving of each Cuneiform

wedge required much time. We have of the same king

linear and Cuneiform inscriptions. In some cases also in-

scriptions were written in linear characters to give them

an archaic appearance.

The Cuneiform characters were primitively most elaborate;

at first the scribe seems to have endeavoured to represent

with the straight lines the object meant, but in course of

time, through the natural desire to abbreviate and simplify,

the characters were more and more decayed till the stage

of the later Babylonian Empire, where the most complicated

groups ai’e reduced to a few wedges, as we have seen for the

sign for “ man.”

In some cases it happened that two groups quite different

were brought by decay to one form, as the Ninevite

and often confounded by the scribes; the first comes

from the image of a garden y, , and the latter from that of

a tower ? -
1

G. Smith was of opinion that in other cases the Babylonian

scribes had created a kind of graphic doublets to differentiate

two phonetic values of the same polyphonic sign .

2

The number of wedges in each sign and their position

varied according to the time and the locality. The study of

palaeography became for this reason a special branch, for the

difficulties were as great for the Babylonians as for ourselves.

Lists of these variations were drawn up
;
one which has come

down to us gives twenty different variants of the same

character.
3

1 Pinches, Proc. S.B.A., June, 1S86. The author points out that the

difference was kept up more clearly in the Babylonian style, in which

and
>
see a'so Zeitsehr. fair Keilschr. vol.

ii. p. 158. For other examples, G. Smith, Phonetic Values, p. 4.
2 Phonetic Values, London, 1871. p. 3.
3 Pinches, Archaic Forms of Babylonian Characters, in Z.f 'ir Keilschr. vol. ii.

p. 149 et seq.
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It is to be noticed that the difference between the Cuneiform

signs at Babylon and Nineveh was great enough to make a

transcription necessary. In the case of the very old Baby-

lonian documents copied by order of the Assyrian kings, the

Ninevite scribes, sometimes unable to transcribe a si<rn,

merely copied it.

The archaic style, as our old English, was often used as

ornamental
;

it was, for instance, always the one used on

seals. One syllabary gives in the archaic style the signs to

be explained, using it as a kind of italic.

The old form of characters used as an ornamental writing

has been also employed by several kings, and the inscrip-

tions which affect the oldest or rather the most elaborate

style are after that of Antiochus. In one of his inscriptions

Nebuchadnezzar has in the same way adopted an archaic

style.

In the case of this ornamental archaic we must be very

careful, for often the scribes have adopted signs which they

believe or assume to be archaic, but really invented by them.

For instance, in the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar the sign

for sacrifice is written by this group intended

no doubt for the representation of a Zigarat, as represented

on the monuments
,
but placed on the side, the scribe

being under the impression that the sign was the representa-

tion of a temple .

1 But the real archaic form was in linear

before it was placed on the side ~j)j(|

L
,
which represents a

blazing altar with th libation or the blood of the victim

running down
J^\

-

The explanations which the Babylonian scribes tried to

give of the origin of the signs are all of the same misleading

character, if we judge from those given in the fragment of a

tablet now in the British Museum
;

2 for instance, the sign

IY4T> which has the meaning of hand, arm, limb, wing,

power, etc., is explained as being derived from three different

1 This observation is due to Mr. Pinches.
2 Published by the Rev. Mr. Houghton, in his paper S.B.A. Trans, vol. iv.

part ii.
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objects, the first looking as a quiver the second,

difficult to determine, may he a jug, and the third appears to

be a throne, the scribe being no doubt uncertain, gave the

three alternatives
;
hut if we go hack to the most archaic

and the linear form
,
we have clearly the represen-

tation of the fore-arm and fist ChiL,
|, with an ornamental

sleeve.

In the private documents the writing decayed more rapidly

after the Persian conquest. The tablets of this period are

very roughly written, but the decay attained its highest

point under the Greek and Parthian kings. The documents

of these periods are almost illegible, and require a special

study.

The decay of the Cuneiform writing is well illustrated by
the private documents : letters, contracts, receipts and the

like. The alteration was slow and insensible, though

uninterrupted
;

a simple but careful examination of the

writing of a private document is sufficient in fact to fix

its approximate date.

The oldest private documents, those of the time of Ham-
murabi, have the highest pakeographical interest .

1 The
characters of these documents seem to be the connecting-

links between the old complicated and the modern characters,

all the wedges which were at a later date left out are faintly

impressed, but those which remain are deeply marked, for

instance, in the sign — war, the three inner lines are faint,

and the others give the modern form >-^y.

Phonetic Development.—The modifications which the sylla-

bary experienced, as to the values given to the characters, and

the way in which those were combined, were less capricious,

and resulted to a great extent from the phonetic peculiarities

of the languages or dialects to be expressed. Considered

under this aspect, the syllabary went through five different

periods, during each of which modifications were brought

1 All the contract tablets of this period have been published in autography by
Dr. Strassmaier in the Transactions of the Congress of Orientalists held at Berlin

;

his copies give a fair idea of the originals
;
when one knows how difficult these

are to read, he cannot be surprised in finding some mistakes.

vol. xix .—[new sekies.] 42
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either to the values of the characters, or to the way in which

they were used.

The first period, which may be called the figurative stage,

has left no documents, so it would be entirely speculative if

the texts of later date did not contain figurative expressions.

At this period of the syllabary, the signs were all taken as

ideograms, the foot for instance, represented not only

this part of the body, but was used also to express the idea of

‘to stand,’ ‘to walk,’ to journey,’ etc.
;
the context only could

give the value of the character used. This purely figurative

stage has been preserved in the proper names and in some

parts of the Omen tablets, as for instance in the name of

Nabuchadnezzar :
—

HP- s*= V ,su
The first two characters mean ‘ the god shining forth,’ and

express the planet Mercury in the morning, considered as

the announcer or proclaimer of the day, in Babjdonian Nabu ;

y is ‘thing,’ is ‘fixed’ together, ‘what is fixed,’ i.e.

‘ boundaries,’ in Babylonian Kudurru
;

the last character

means ‘ to protect,’ and is to be read as the imperative

in Babylonian usur
;
the whole name is therefore to be read

Nabu-ltudurru-usur, ‘ Nebo !
protect the boundaries.’

It is evident that such a pure figurative, or rather ideo-

graphic, system of writing could not he maintained for a long

time, and the writers soon found the necessity of specifying

by one way or another the value which they wished to attach

to the signs. 1 They did so exactly as the Egyptians and

Japanese, by means of phonetic complements, just as we do

ourselves when we add a syllable after the ciphers to express

the ordinal numbers, 1st, 2nd, 4th, etc.

This is the second period of the syllabary, or the stage

of phonetic complements.

The greatest number of the characters of the Babylonian

syllabary had, as we have seen, several pronunciations

and meanings, and each word ideographically represented

had besides different forms according to its grammatical

1 Also in Egyptian we have no example of purely figurative texts.
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relation, to determinate the way in which the ideogram was

to be read, the Babylonian repeated the final sound of the

word. The sign »-*f- had the values of 1 god ’ ilu and
4 heaven ’ some

;
when they wanted to write the latter, they

placed after the ideogram another character having the

phonetic value e : >-»f- Jyly = same. In the same way y,

among its ideographic values, had that of ‘ to fix,’ in

Babylonian mkanu in the infinitive
;
when the scribe wanted

to express the third person of the aorist iskun, he wrote after

the ideogram another character giving the phonetic

ending un of the verbal form, to he pronounced y tyj iskun.

We may here notice that the Babylonians never went,

in the use of the phonetic complements, as far as the

Egyptians, who not only expressed the final sound by a

phonetic sign, but often placed before the ideogram another

sign giving the initial sound .
1

Besides the use of final phonetic complements, the

Babylonians had another graphic contrivance in common

with the Egyptians, that is, the use of determinatives
; but it

is, however, much more limited, as the determinatives are

found prefixed regularly only to proper names of men and

women, names of gods, cities, countries, stars, rivers and

months, and may have been pronounced in many cases. The

Babylonian differ from the Egyptian determinatives also as to

position, the}’’ are always placed before and not after the words.

It is difficult to determine at which period the use of

determinatives was resorted to, for it seems to have slowly

grown with the desire for clearness. For instance, deter-

minatives placed before proper names of men, |, and before

those of women, appear only after the reign of Ham-
murabi. The use of determinatives may also have been the

outcome of the adaptation of the Semitic syllabary by the

Akkadians, though these determinatives were generally

pronounced in Akkadian.

1 At the later Babylonian period we find, however, in some cases what might
he called a phonetic determinative prefix, but it is only to make certain the pro-

nunciation of a syllable which is doubtful, as -Tt ^rr <l< e-iS-lin for estin

‘ one,’ and tTTyt: u-ul for ul ‘not.’
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The third period begins with the Akkadian invasion of

Mesopotamia. The Akkadians spoke, as far as we can judge,

and as generally admitted by Assyriologists, a Turanian

agglutinative language having nothing in common with the

Semitic tongue of the Babylonians
;

after the more or less

prolonged struggle required to subdue the Semites, they

acquired peaceful possession of the country, and adopted

the civilization of the conquered race. Their first care was

no doubt to adopt the sj^stem of writing of the Semites
;

it

was so much more easily done that the writing was still at

the figurative or ideographic stage
;
they had therefore only

to take the Babylonian signs and read them in their own

language, as we did ourselves for the ciphers borrowed from

the Arabs
: y sakanu ‘

to place,’ was read gin, >-»f- ilu
‘ god,’

was read dingir.

As a consequence of the use of phonetic complements,

the Babylonians had been obliged to employ their signs

sometimes ideograjrhically and sometimes phonetically
;

the

Akkadians in adopting the system of writing were naturally

brought to adopt the phonetic values of the signs when not

used ideographically, and also to give to such signs the

phonetic values obtained by the Akkadian readings. To

remedy the obscurity resulting from such a polyphony, the

Akkadians imagined to write inside or after the ideogram its

pronunciation, a system which "was also resorted to by the

Egyptians, 1 and we call these phonetic groups by the same

name adopted by Egyptologists— phonetic determinatives.

The Akkadians, -who borrowed the word for * price ’ simu

from the Semites, written primitively by the sign £^£1,

wrote inside it, its pronunciation, or rather their pronuncia-

tion of it, »-»f- se-am, and the sign became ;r

Often, however, the Akkadians were satisfied in writing

inside or by the side of the sign its Akkadian phonetic

complement, thus inside the sign for mouth use^

express language, they wrote when so used me, phonetic

complement of cmc 111 Babylonian lisanu.

1 In Egyptian the phonetic determinatives follow the words.
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One of the most curious peculiarities of the writing of this

period is that a certain number of words are read backwards

like la-gal ‘ man great,’ written in archaic characters clearly

If- gal-la
,
and apsu written tt'f su-ap. But

this comes from the fact that the Akkadians, as I have

shown in my previous paper, changed and partly reversed the

ideological order of their language; these compound ideo-

grams had been invented, perhaps, before the change, and

then retained after by tradition.

On account of its agglutinative character, and the use of

the phonetic determinatives, the Akkadians gave a great

development to what may appear at first sight a system of

determinative prefixes. The words are easily decomposed

into their compounding elements; for instance, ^rrrr Q<A-uru

* a beam,’ which passed in Babylonian with the same

meaning, is evidently formed of gis ‘ wood ’ or ‘ tree,’ and

of E^m ant ‘ strong.’ The first of these two words enters into

the composition of many others
: yt E^TT <7*s-2a-ra ‘ the

door post,’ in Assyrian giz-zir-ru; gis-bar ‘the barra

tree,’ in Assyrian gis-bar-ru.

In time the first formative element was either neglected in

the pronunciation through phonetic decay, or considered as

a determinative aphone, as in the following words, which

passed into Assyrian at a time when the first element

was not pronounced at all : tfY y’ gis-si-gar * a wooden

lock,’ in Assyrian si-gar
;

sa-ka-na ‘ a

wooden bolt,’ in Assyrian sakanaku
;

apina

* foundation,’ in Assyrian epinu, and many others.

In the same way s^Yfc: u ‘ plant,’ TEJ ku * clothing,’

Jy^Y sa ‘ stone,’ etc., which formed the first element of many
words, came to be considered as determinative prefixes.

TThen the phonetic complement gave the pronunciation

of the whole word, the ideogram was easily mistaken for a

determinative prefix, or even considered as such by the Akka-

dians themselves, as was no doubt the case for the word for

‘horse,’ written by the sign for ‘ ass,’ followed by the phonetic

pronunciation kurra V" E^IT* the case of this

particular word, we must remember that the horse was
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unknown to the Semites before the Akkadian invasion; when

the new comers wished to express with the ideographic

writing of the Semites the idea of their new animal, they

naturally took the ideogram for the most important beast of

burden of the Semites, the ass, but to distinguish it they

wrote the whole name as a phonetic determinative.

When trying to analyze Akkadian words, great care must

be taken not to confound compound ideograms with com-

pound words
;
the former are very abundant in the Akkadian

texts, and Assyriologists in some cases have committed

serious mistakes in taking ideographic for phonetic elements.

The name of the camel might be given as an example. It is

written ^T’ which has been explained as meaning

‘ the beast of the sea/ but it is rather 1 the beast with water

in a hollow,’ no doubt an allusion to the peculiarity of this

animal, which carries water in a special receptacle. If this

compound ideogram, formed only to give a notion of the

animal meant, was read phonetically, it would be ansa-a-ab

,

but it is to be read gammalu in Assyrian.

The Akkadian phonology had a great influence on the

values given to the characters, not only on account of the

new words translating the ideograms or signs, but also

through the peculiarity of the sounds of this language, which

at first certainly did not correspond with the Semitic sounds.

All the letters of the Babylonian language have been

weakened. The simple aspirate il often disappears entirely,

the y is no more an aspirated guttural, and its existence in

Assyrian words is often difficult to detect, and is apparent

only by its influence on the character of the vowel.

There is a phonetic peculiarity of Akkadian which had a

greater influence still on the phonetic values of the Cuneiform

characters. In Akkadian, as also in a few languages of the

same stock, the consonants when at the end of a closed

syllable become obscure, and the letters of the same order

are confounded in a kind of intermediary sound
;
the conse-

quence was that a character having as value a close syllable,

as >~< bat or mas, was used to express also the sounds bad

and bat or mas, mas and mas.
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The Akkadian consonants also have not the clearness of

sound of the Semitic ones
;

the same signs are used often to

express different syllables, pu or bu, sa or za, etc.

These peculiarities contributed not a little to throw confu-

sion into the syllabary, but it had not the same importance

for Akkadian as for Babylonian, because Akkadian at all

periods was always written much more by means of ideograms

than the Semitic language of the post-Akkadian period.

The fourth period is the one during which the Sumerians

made use of the Cuneiform syllabary. The Sumerians, who

took the power after the Akkadians, spoke a similar language,

or rather a dialect of the same language. There are no

grammatical, or at best very few, differences between Akka-

dian and Sumerian, but only phonetic variations, and, as

Akkadian was written chiefly by means of ideograms, the

Sumerians had only to read their ideograms with their own
pronunciation. By doing so they naturally attributed new
values to the characters, values given by the phonetic ex-

pressions in their own dialect. All the Cuneiform characters

acquired, therefore, as new values all the phonetic variations

of Sumerian

:

V gar became mar.

<v;yy kirn „ dim, etc.

The consequence was to double the number of values

attached to each character, already polyphonic in many cases.

The confusion resulting from this polyphonism caused

naturally a greater tendency towards phonetism, and in the

Sumerian texts we find a greater number of words written

phonetically. There was, however, a great difference still

between the phonetism of this period and that of the pure

Assyrian and later Babylonian empires. The phonetism of

the Sumerian texts is as a rule but the development of the

principle of phonetic determinatives
;

in many cases the

words, though phonetically written, are preceded or followed

by their ideograms.

During this period, and perhaps also during the preceding

one, another cause came to add still more to the polyphonism,
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that is, the phonetic decay. In all unwritten languages, and

also in those written by means of ideograms, the phonetic

decay is very rapid, as in the symbols used to represent the

words there is nothing to keep visible the real or conventional

pronunciation
;
the frequent invasion of Kassites and their

domination at various times may have contributed to accele-

rate the phonetic decay, especially as in Kassite there appears

to have been a tendency to abridge all words by dropping a

consonant placed between two vowels. At any rate, we see

the phonetic decay at work in Akkadian and Sumerian, even

at the literary period of these languages
;

if there was no

other evidence than that taken from the syllabary, it would

be conclusive
;
for instance, the sign -<4tf= had at first the

value guv, it was weakened in guv or hur, then in mur
(
tour),

and finally in ur
;
in the same way gis became is

;
the

sign with the meaning of * flower,’ was to be read his
,

and its phonetic value u came perhaps through the same

process of decay by the loss of the initial and final con-

sonants.

The fifth period of the syllabary, which began with the

age of Sargon of Agade or some time before, was the result

of the adoption, by the Semites of the renaissance, of all the

values attributed to the characters in the previous ones, a

kind of eclecticism, so to say.

The Semites, during the long rule of the Akkadian and

Sumerian dynasties and their struggle with the Kassites,

appear to have lost all clear remembrance of the first age

of their independence, and to have accepted the notion that

their masters the Akkadians had initiated them in every art

and science
;
they looked at the Akkadian pronunciation of

the ideograms as the primitive one. The age of literature

was over
;
the Semitic writers seem to have exhausted their

resources during the Akkadian and Sumerian periods, when

the Patesi, encouraging fine arts, received at their courts

poets and prosators of the two races. The Semitic renais-

sance was the age of grammarians and commentators.

The new school of scribes classified the signs of their com-

plicated syllabary, giving to them names drawn from tho
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Akkadian vocabulary, wrote lists of Akkadian words or

expressions explained in the Semitic language, and also inter-

lineary translations of the Akkadian and Sumerian literary

productions.

A careful survey of the syllabaries and word-lists, as the}’

have come down to us, leaves no doubt as to the period

in which they must have been written. The words, for

instance, are classed not according to the Akkadian, but the

Semitic root system, and in the lists of verbal forms the third

person is always given first, as is customary among Semitic

grammarians.

The Babylonian scribes classified also the Cuneiform

characters according to a certain order
,

1 but, as in some lists

certain groups are left out, it is difficult, before more docu-

ments are found, to determine according to which principle.

The Semites at any rate adopted the graphic system, with

all the modifications and alterations brought on by their

predecessors, not only the new phonetic values, but, as we
have seen, the graphic variations and additions, and often

took even with the ideogram its Akkadian or Sumerian

phonetic complement: sar was written lugal-la, the

Akkadian word with its phonetic complement
;
in the same

way ur-ra stands for hubullu ‘pledge,’ just like in

English No. (the French abbreviation of numero) has been

taken to mean ‘ number.’

In the historical inscriptions the scribes, having clearness as

one of their objects, gave a greater development to phonetism,

but in the trade documents, in which the writers wanted to

economize space and time, ideograms are very common, and

also ideograms with Akkadian phonetic complements, even

down to the latest age of the Cuneiform writing.

This strange use of a foreign phonetic complement had no

doubt for object to determine more precisely the Semitic

word which was to be read, and the Akkadian word with its

phonetic complement was really considered as a compound

ideogram.

The use of the real phonetic complements was not resorted

1 Dr. Reiser first pointed it out.
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to by the Semitic scribes as much as in the second period

;

though it has not disappeared entirely from the historical

texts
;

it is rarer, and generally the phonetic complement is

merely the ending of the word, and often only a voweh
Sibe ‘seven,’ is written amelutu ‘servant or slave,’

kind of abstract formative of amelu, is written

really a combination of the ideogram for amelu with the

termination u-tu.

An important fact must be mentioned, which appears, how-

ever, to have escaped the notice of the Assyriologists, that is,

that the Semites of the historical period have taken the

values of the signs much more from their Sumerian than

from their Akkadian readings
;

for instance, the sign (ZZ-

has generally the Sumerian value mi attributed to it, and not

the Akkadian value gi. In the same way is more often

to be read dim than Jam, TtTf dib than dug, etc.

The Semitic scribes made a curious use of the phonetic

complements, which in that case might he called syllabic

determinatives
;
when they had to use a polyphonic sign,

like tb or and when there might have been a doubt as

to the value meant, they added another sign giving the end

of the syllable, was without doubt to be read rab, the

second sign being ab. It shows that the first is to be read

rab and not gal; in the same way we found for sal £- tl<j,

really written sal-al.

During the Greek and Parthian periods the same com-

plicated system of writing was preserved, but there is a

tendency to omit the determinative prefixes. Often these

prefixes are neglected before the names of gods, stars, months

and others. In the astronomical tablets the use of ideograms

is so much a matter of course that a set of characters were

chosen to indicate the signs of the Zodiac introduced by the

Greeks.

Origin .—There is very little doubt of the pictorial origin

of the Cuneiform characters; it was so natural, and indeed so

evident, that the first Assyriologists did not fail to notice it

at the very outset of their study, but no attempt was made to

demonstrate it scientifically before the Rev. Mr. Houghton
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took up the subject .

1 This writer was certainly very happy

in some of his identifications, but the progress of Assyriology

has shown that he was also wrong in many, as in some cases

he took compound ideograms for simple, and simple for

compound.

There is also an important rule, which was unknown to the

Rev. Mr. Houghton, and which must not be lost sight of

when the characters are identified
;

it is that all the figures

of men, animals, and objects are always represented in

profile 2 and looking to the right, as in Egyptian
;

for

instance, ‘ the mouth,’ ka in Akk. and pu in Bab., is

the decayed form of which appears to be a repre-

sentation of the opened mouth, with the upper lip covered

with a moustache ^ . The signs for ‘ man ’ and ‘ dog ’ or

animal in general are also, as we have seen in the early part

of this paper, derived from pictures in profile.

A great many signs still resist our analysis, but enough of

them can be identified to leave no doubt on the principle

which guided the inventors of the writing. It will not be

out of place to give here a few examples :

used ideographically for ‘ by the side of,’ archaic form

^yr^y, being the hand and fore-arm
f~).

ideogram for * man,’ especially ‘ servant,’ archaic

lineary form representing the legs of a man

walking F^-
3

ideogram for ‘ corn ’ or any other seed, archaic lineary

form representing an ear of corn .
4

h»—
ideogram for ‘child,’ archaic form L , lineary form

j<^_ ,
being the breasts with flowing milk yy .

1

1 S.B.A. Trans., vol. vi. part ii.

3 As far as the signs are explained. Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie has been
•wrongly informed, when he states that the figures face the reader (J.R.A.S. Vol.

XV. p. 279).
3 This last form is taken from the fragment of a very archaic inscription which

was in the British Museum, but this stone was mislaid when Mr. Budge had
the partition of his room raised, and it has not yet been found, in spite of the
efforts of Mr. Pinches.

4 These identifications are due to Mr. Pinches.
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fyy< ideogram to express * to multiply/ archaic lineary

form representing a fish throwing its eggs

£1 ideogram for ‘ hollow/ by extension of ‘ the abyss/

archaic lineary form t4d, being the representation of

a well or cistern as still constructed by the Arabs

tt]] ideogram for ‘ to inundate/ lineary form
|
?
repre-

senting the open door of a canal lock.

These few examples prove that the principle was the same

for the Egyptian and Babylonian picture-writing. But who
were the inventors, when and where was it invented ? That

is what is difficult to decide.

Many theories have been brought forward, but none has

been as yet scientifically developed or supported by any

proof and a scientific demonstration.

The opinion, accepted by all the Assyriologists till the

publication of my last article, is that the system of writing

from which we derived the Cuneiform characters was invented

by the Akkadians, according to some before the invasion of

Mesopotamia, 1 according to others after their settlement

there. One of the strongest arguments in favour of this

theory of the Akkadian origin of the writing is the opinion

of the Babylonians themselves : though they never said any-

thing about this question, it is evident that, as they attributed

to the Akkadians all the inventions in art and science, they

must have considered writing as an Akkadian invention.

But I have in my last paper shown in a satisfactory way, I

think, that writing was known to the Semites previous to the

Akkadian invasion. The Akkadian origin of the writing

must be therefore dismissed. 2

Another theory, the Semitic origin of the Cuneiform

writing, which the first Assyriologists were inclined to

accept before the discovery of the existence of the Akkadians

by Sir H. Rawlinson, was soon abandoned, and the tendency

1 This opinion is the more general, it was that of the late F. Lenormant.
2 In my last paper I spoke only of this opinion, because after the discovery of

Akkadian all the Assyriologists, except myself, had accepted it.
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5

was to consider the art of writing as of foreign origin
; the

indigenous and Semitic origin is advocated now only by those

exclusive Semitic scholars, who will not admit that the

Semites borrowed anything. There is, however, in support

of the theory the fact that some of the characters must have

been invented in Babylonia.

Many reasons speak in favour of a foreign origin. The

Semites never invented anything
;

in art and science, as

literature, they always copied or imitated their neighbours,

and the invention of a system of writing requires certain

aptitudes which are wanting in the Semitic race. The

Arabs, who, according to most writers, represent the Semites

par excellence, lived till the third or fourth century without

any system of writing.

The proximity of Egypt, the constant commercial inter-

course of the Semites with this country, and the evident

pictorial origin of the Cuneiform characters, seem to have

suggested to Dr. Ilincks the Egyptian origin of the Babylo-

nian writing. Norris seems to have entertained the same

opinion, but his great caution prevented him from writing

anything about it. Dr. Ilincks only compared two charac-

ters, V" ‘ country,’ in Egyptian and ^f, archaic 4^.

‘ city,’ in Eg. ^ ;

1 he had noticed no doubt the similarity of

other characters, but was perhaps waiting to compare the

two systems of writing, that more might be known about

the Cuneiform syllabary.

This similitude of a few characters in the two systems of

writing was explained by others in a different way. Mr.

Hyde Clarke was the first one 2 who brought forward the

theory that both systems of writing—and that also developed

in China—sprung from a more archaic system of writing,

which was afterwards lost and must have been pictorial.

This ingenious theory, supported by only a few philologic

considerations, was not however scientifically demonstrated.

The two points of Mr. Hyde Clarke’s theory are : 1. The

common origin of the Egyptian and Babylonian systems of

1 In the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
2 See Journal of the Society of Arts, vol. xxviii. p. 791.
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writing
;
and 2. The existence of a civilization, and the use

of a system of writing, in Babylonia previous to the Akka-

dian and perhaps Semitic occupation. The second point

seems to have been partly confirmed.

Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie, who took up Mr. Hyde Clarke’s

theory, has not brought forward any proof in support of his

view, 1 but gives to the inventors of the writing, from which

the Egyptian and Babylonian systems sprang, the name

of Kushites, though at the same time he supposes, on what

ground he does not say, a still older system, about which he

says nothing.

It is difficult to accept this Kushite origin of the Baby-

lonian writing, even if it was not scientifically unsupported,

when the very existence of the Kushites is doubtful, and

when we do not know even what was this population. The

oldest school considered the Kushites, that is, the children

of Kush, as a race akin to the Hainites, and consequently

related to the Egyptians. This was certainly the view of the

ancient writers, who took the relation of the Bible as their

chief authority. But the desire to find Ethiopians in Asia

has caused a great confusion in the use of this name. 2
Still

the Kushites were considered as the ancestors of the Semites

by most writers. M. Maspero, who as a rule gives on

debated questions the opinion generally accepted, represents

the Kushites as proto-Semites, and does not make of them a

special race.3 Others go the opposite way, making of the

Kushites quite a special race distinct from the llamites and

Semites. Some identify them with the Akkadians, and

declare that the Akkadians were black. Some identify them

1 When I wrote my last article I had not seen the Professor’s note in the

J.R.A.S. Vol. XV. p. 279, hut the fact is not material, as the assertions which

it contains are unsupported by examples or illustrations. The promised article on

the Kushite origin of the Cuneiform Syllabary has not yet appeared.
2 If it had not been for the social position of Baron d’Eckstein, his dreams

about the Kushites would never have been taken seriously.

3 Maspero, Hixtoire ancienne, p. 145 et seq. Through a surprising oversight

M. Maspero gives the physical characteristics of the Kushites, supposed to bo

taken from Pritchard, but the characteristics are given by Pritchard not for the

Kushites, but for the Ethiopians of Egypt and Abyssinia in modern times.

Physical History of Mankind
,
vol. ii. p. 44. Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie has

reproduced this misstatement without correcting it.
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with the Agau. The natural conclusion is that a theory,

having as principal part the hypothetical existence of so

uncertain a population, cannot be scientifically entertained.

For a comparison with Egyptian we have at least more

solid ground to stand on. The hieroglyphs of an early

period are known to us, and their pronunciation, if still

doubtful for a few, is certain for the greatest number.

As has been said above, the likeness of some of the

Babylonian signs with those of Egypt struck the very first

Assyriologists, but the subject never was taken into serious

and scientific consideration, and no comparative list drawn .

1

The vague statement of the common origin or the derivation

of the Babylonian from the Egyptian syllabary never was

besides, except in the case of the two signs given by Dr.

Hi neks, supported by any illustration at all.

There is another most important consideration, which does

not appear to have been taken into account by those who

hazarded the statement
;

it is, that in two pictorial systems

of writing, even independently elaborated, many symbols

must be the same
;

for instance, a man, a dog, etc., would

always be represented by the image of a man, a dog, etc., or

by the most characteristic part of the animal
;
the idea of

walking will always also be represented by the foot or leg.

We may have two examples of this necessary likeness in the

two signs quoted bj' Dr. Hincks: W Eg. may be the

representation of an undulated land, and in Eg. the

representation of a town with its streets
;

therefore two

different inventors may have come to adopt symbols not far

dissimilar to represent the same notion, and what in these

two cases supports this explanation is, that the phonetic

readings of the signs are not the same in both syllabaries.

The first, however, with the meaning ‘ mountain,’ can be

read in Assyrian sadu, and in Egyptian we have the value

set for from its meaning of * country ’ set.

1 A list was drawn by Dr. Hommel ; it contained only ten characters, among
which were the two given by Dr. Hincks and two very doubtful. A list drawn
by Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie contained only ten or twelve characters, among
which the two above noted and some others were apparently misread.
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There are many difficulties which render any comparison

of the two syllabaries unsatisfactory and awkward.

I have myself, too hastily perhaps, accepted the probable

connection between them
;

for, when I came to draw parallel

lists of the signs of both, my belief was shaken a little,

and, though my comparative table contained more than fifty

characters, I felt that there were so many things which

ought to be taken into account, that what might be con-

sidered as a connection may, if the utmost care he not taken,

prove often only accidental.

The objects represented by the Cuneiform characters cannot

always he identified with certainty, even when the lineary

forms are known, as at that stage they have deviated already

from the primitive drawings. We have not to contend with

such a difficulty in the Egyptian syllabary, hut for both there

is a question of great importance which in many cases it is

impossible for us to answer satisfactorily; that is, the question

of symbolic relationship between the material objects and the

abstract ideas. This depends upon many causes, especially

on accepted notions, on figm-es of speech used in the language,

and on the use made of the objects. For instance, a feather

taken symbolically with us would mean ‘ to fly away,’ but

on the Western Coast of Africa it means ‘ to hear,’ from

the custom of the inhabitants of this part to use a feather to

clean their ears. This one example is enough to show how

little we may he able to understand the symbolism of other

nations. And how different may have been the symbolical

notions of people separated from us by hundreds of

centuries, and living under a different climate with different

wants

!

On account of the symbolic meaning attached to characters

we found that the phonetic value in many cases does not give

the name of the object represented.

In Egyptian a small pot 0 has the value mi, and we may

look in vain in the Egyptian vocabulary for a word nu,

meaning ‘pot,’ hut this same pot is used as a determinative

to words meaning liquids, perfumes, oils
;
we may therefore
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infer that the value is taken from nu ‘sweet water,’ 1 an

antiquated word, which has been preserved in tlie name of

the Goddess Nut,2 the primordial water, or the abstract water,

the vase being taken to give the idea of its contents.

In Babylonian we have a similar pot very likely in the

sign archaic form from f
==

5»
3 it has the phonetic

value ni
;
but, as in the case of the Egyptian sign 0, this

value is not the name of the object represented. A bilingual

list tells us that its ideographic meaning is musiabant ‘ con-

ductor.’ We have here again a case of symbolic adaptation.

Any one carrying an order or doing something for somebody

else has been symbolically compared in the East to the

vase or vessel containing a liquid, and it explains why this

character has the ideographic values of ‘ conductor ’ or

‘ leader,’ for the one who leads metaphorically carries his

followers, and by extension 1 man ’ in general.

Can we, however, assimilate the two characters 0 mi and

niy because their phonetic value is nearly the same, and

because they both represent a pot ?

The Egyptian and Babylonian characters are most of them,

we must not forget, polyphonic. This of course increases

the possible accidental coincidence of sound. As seen above,
J

X*'

and have the phonetic values sad and set; but the former

may be read mat, nat, lat, /car, etc., and take its value of sad

from its ideographic meaning of ‘ mountain ’ sadu
;

the

Egyptian on the other side may be read set only from

its meaning of ‘ country.’

Other causes come also to increase the number of values

attached to the signs.

In Egyptian there is a double vocabulary. As far back as

we can go in the Egyptian literature, we can detect clearly

the existence of two sets of words, one which may be called

Hamitic proper, and the other which is more or less Semitic.

The latter are not a later introduction through foreign

' This word is not given in the Dictionary of Pierret
;
but see S.B. A. Trans,

vol. viii. p. 218.
2 There is also the masculine form, the god Xu.
3 This identification is due to Mr. Pinches.

vol. six.—[new series.] 43
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invasion, as they already exist in the earliest dynasties

before the Asiatic eruptions in historic times. Separating

these two vocabularies is often difficult, as they were already

amalgamated when the first documents were written in

Egypt. These Semitic or proto-Semitic words must be dis-

tinguished from the purely Semitic ones introduced at a later

period, like ToTtl
(J

"

Isadu, to be read laam

fch ‘ head.’

In the Babylonian syllabary the alternative readings, as

we have seen, are still more numerous, each sign having for

values the Akkadian, Sumerian and Babylonian readings.

And in both syllabaries there are also all the symbolical

derivative meanings given to each primitive picture. In

Babylonian we have, however, this advantage, of being able

to assign with a certain degree of certainty the approximative

period at which the values were given.

We ought not to be surprised to find in the Egyptian and

Babylonian vocabularies a great many words having a close

phonetic affinity, as the two languages sprung certainly from

the same primitive stock, but the words which belong to the

first period of separation of the two races, Hamitic and

Semitic, must show the phonetic peculiarities of each branch

of language
;

for instance, we have the Egyptian |1
*J|

sob ‘star,’ and the Semitic reduplicated form 2313, Ass.

kakkabu for kab-kab, the Egyptian s being represented by k

in the Semitic tongue.

A fact which has been a cause of great surprise to me is

that often, when I had succeeded in tracing a Babylonian

sign to a pictorial symbol, I found, on comparing it to the

similar Egyptian hieroglyph, that the Akkadian values and

pronunciation answered more often to the Egyptian than the

Semitic readings. This would tend to support the theory

of Dr. Strassmaier, who supposes that a relationship exists

between the Akkadian and Egyptian languages. 1

Most of those who have tried to compare the syllabaries,

1 Iu the album offered to Dr. Lcemann of Leyden.
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-either Babylonian, Egyptian or other, have neglected to take

into account two important considerations, the change of the

meanings of the words, and their phonetic alteration in the

long period which elapsed between the invention of the syl-

labary and the time at which the words of the language

known to us belong. The second consideration is especially

important for the case which concerns us now.

As already stated, Egyptian and the Semitic tongues are

derived from the same stock, and a regular phonetic change

ought to be traced from one language to the other. This is

not the place to enter into an elaborate comparison of the

two vocabularies, but I may state now that from a slight

comparison of them I have noticed the following most im-

portant changes

:

Eg. m=Semitic p, n— r or l, f=w or »?, r=l, x= ^> s=k. 1

These changes are not, however, constant and invariable.

Some words, like the pronouns for instance, have escaped the

law. We also notice in the Egyptian vocabulary a class of

words which give exactly the Semitic forms, but are not of a

later introduction, and appear on the monuments of the first

dynasties. This might be explained by the supposition that,

after the first separation, and after having experienced in

fheir vocabulary the phonetic changes, a few of which we

have noticed above, the Semites and the Egyptians came

again in contact, and the latter borrowed largely from the

vocabulary of the former. 2

The two hypotheses, (1) that the hieroglyphic writing was

invented before the first separation of the Hamites and

Semites, and (2) that after this separation the Egyptian lan-

guage suffered greatly from phonetic decay, are supported

by the curious fact that the phonetic values of the hieroglyphs

are more often found to correspond to the Semitic words of

the picture, the Semitic tongues having perhaps suffered less

from phonetic decay.

I will now give two or three examples of Babylonian

1 I cannot here give any examples, as it would extend this paper too much.
- This contact must have taken place before the historical period.
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signs, with their pictorial origin and their possible Egyptian

equivalents

:

S=yn*» lineary form IpEO, representing a steaming pot,

phonetic value ga, primitively gur, the first is ‘ milk ’ in

Akkadian, but in the Semitic tongues we have ‘ to be

hot, to boil up '

‘ewer, pot with pointed bottom,’ we find

in Egyptian the steaming pot § as determinative to
(j ^

ar-t ‘milk,’ perhaps weakened form with loss of initial g, and

the t mark of the feminine.

4ft, archaic lineary (P’Y, represents the sail of a

boat
,
the Semitic value rim (for riw) is taken from the root

pin ‘ to breathe,’ the aspirate is often lost in Babylonian. In

Egyptian we have the sail used as determinative for the word
A/VWNA A

for ‘ wind, blow of wind, breathing,’ nefi. This

word corresponds also to the Semitic one, Eg. «=Sem. r,

Eg./=Sem. iv, and the Eg. i represents the lost aspirate.

arch. lin. is the image of an ear of corn,

phonetic value se, in Babylonian seim, ‘ corn, wheat.’ In

Egyptian we have jl

r\ o

form

su 1 wheat,’ with a feminine

P
°

"'fe- lt Pf° stu, to be read sut, and c
O

sames ‘ an ear of corn.’

It is tempting to compare and with the

Egyptian both signs have the ideographic meaning of

‘ life,’ Balatu in Assyrian, in which it is also used with the

value of laku ‘ to take,’ and silu ‘ side ’
;

its phonetic value is

ti, supposed to be the Akkadian pronunciation of the ideo-

gram
;
in Egyptian the sign is read d»x ‘ life.’ The value

‘ life ’ may after all in Babylonian have been given because

the sign had the value ti, weakened Sumerian form of the

word til ‘ life,’ Akk. din. The ideogram for life, read din in
jV

Akk., is <K, arch.
,
/v

f
lineary

J)y,

which represents an eating

bowl and no doubt used symbolically to mean ‘ living
’

and ‘ life.’
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Before concluding, a few words must be said of the

syllabaries derived from that of Babylon. The oldest of

these derived syllabaries is that used at Susa, which yet

differs very little from that of Babylon, and may be con-

sidered as only graphic variants.

The Vanuic S3’llabary
1 is derived from the Ninevite style

of writing, and the combinations of the wedges are adapted

to stone engraving. The characters have been much re-

duced in number, but the use of ideograms and determinatives

is largely resorted to.

The syllabary of the Apirian inscriptions at Mal-Amir

and that of the Medic text of the Bihustun monument are

variants of the same. 2 The first one, which is the oldest,

appears to have been derived from the Babylonian signs

of the later epoch. The characters have been considerably

reduced in number and abbreviated
;

the ideograms are but

few, but the determinatives are still maintained.

The Persian syllabar}7 is nearly alphabetic. It seems to

have been devised under the reign of C}tus, by translating

the Babylonian signs and taking for value the initial sound

of the Persian words. 3

The Kappadokian syllabary, of which very little is known,

was no doubt derived from early forms of characters used

at Babylon. And possibly from it is derived the Cypriot

system of writing.

As far back as 1868 F.Lenormant advanced that the Chinese

system of writing was derived from that which was, he

supposed, introduced by the Akkadians into Babylon. 4 The

same theory was advocated by Mr. Hyde Clarke. Lately an

eminent Chinese scholar, Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie, took

up the theory again
;

well qualified by his knowledge of

old Chinese, but unfortunately unable, through his ignorance

of the Akkadian and Babylonian sj’llabary and languages,

to control the statements of the Assyriologists he had

1 Sayce, Inscriptions of Tan, J.R.A.S. Vol. XIV. Parts III. and IV.
2 Sayce, Inscriptions of Mal-Amir, Congress of Orientalists of 1883, at Leide.
3 Oppert, in the Journal Asiatique.
A Manuel d’llistoire ancienne, Paris, 1868, vol. i. p. 401.
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consulted
,

1 he failed to establish the theory on any scientific

basis.

Several attempts have also been made to derive from the

Cuneiform syllabary the characters of the Phoenician alphabet,

but with very little success. The last exponent of the theory.

Dr. Peters, has however shown much erudition
;
but the weak

point is always the missing links, which would give the forms

standing half way between the two systems of writing
;
he

also does not perhaps take enough account of the archceo-

logical evidence.

1 For instance, in his Early History of the Chinese Civilization, lecture re-

printed from the Journal of the Society of Arts, London, 1880, he gives a plate

of twelve Chinese characters compared with those of Babylonia; four are misread,

and most of the others have the wrong reading attached to the meaning given.
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Art. XXI. — The Babylonian Chronicle. By Theo. G.

Pinches, M.R.A.S.

Among the tablets acquired by the British Museum in 1884,

is one of peculiar interest. It is a tablet of unbaked clay,

6| in. by 7| in., inscribed, on both sides, with two columns

of writing in the Cuneiform or wedge-character. This tablet

is one of a series which must have contained, when entire,

a complete chronicle of all the important events which had

taken place in Babylonia, Assyria, Elam, etc., in ancient

times. The text (of which a paraphrase has already been

published by the present writer,

1

)
begins with the reign of

Nabonassar (747 b.c.), and ends with the accession of Samas-

sum-ukin or Saosduchinos, brother of Assur-bani-apli (667

b.c.). The subject of this tablet was continued on others of

the series, a part of one of the tablets, referring to the reign

of Nabonidus and relating the capture of Babylon by Cyrus,

having been acquired in 1878.3

The publication of the present text was announced in the

April number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Societj’

(p. 327), but my publication of the text of the Chronicle, made

known to the world by the paraphrase given by me in 1884,

has meanwhile been forestalled bv a German Assvriologist,

Dr. Hugo Winckler.3 Xo notice of his intention was given

to me by Dr. Winckler, it having been fondly hoped (as

I hear) by him and his friends, that my publication

of the text would be rendered superfluous by this act. Dr.

1 Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology for May, 1 SS t.

2 See the Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, yoI. vii. part i.

1880.
3 Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie for June, 1887.
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Winckler’s edition of the text, however, is reproduced

by the autographic process, and many of the characters

are imperfectly printed. It contains, moreover, no less

than fifteen mistakes, either of omission or of com-

mission. Whether, therefore, my edition of this text be

rendered superfluous or not by Dr. Winckler’s forestalling,

I leave to the reader to judge.

The first portion of the text, which includes four short

paragraphs, refers to the reign of Nabonassar, during which

there was a revolt in Borsippa. The next paragraph tells of

of the death of Nadinu, his son (who was killed in a

revolt), the accession and overthrow of Sum-ukin, and the

accession of Ukin-zer or Chinzirus. After this is a paragraph

which speaks of the invasion of Babylonia by Tiglath-

pileser III. of Assyria, and his mounting the throne of

Babylon.

The seventh paragraph mentions the death of Tiglath-

pileser and the accession of Shalmaneser. The eighth speaks

of the death of the last-named and the accession of Sargon in

Assyria and Merodach-baladan in Babylonia. The next five

paragraphs treat of the conflicts which took place between

the Babylonians and the Elamites on one side and the

Assyrians on the other. Four of these paragraphs are imper-

fect, and the connection is sometimes lost. The 13th ends

with the accession of Bel-ibni (Belibus), who was placed on

the Babylonian throne by Sennacherib. The next two para-

graphs give an account of Sennacherib’s continued incursions

into Babylonia, the deposition of Bel-ibni, and the accession

of Assur-nadin-sum, his son, to the throne of Babylon.

The 16th and 17th paragraphs give an account of affairs in

Elam, and Sennacherib’s invasion of that country, in revenge

for which, Tlallusu, king of Elam, invaded Babylonia, carried

Assur-nadin-sum captive, and set Kergal-usezib on the

Babylonian throne. This king, as was natural, resisted

the Assyrians, the result being that he was captured by the

Assyrians in a battle which took place near Niffer (18). Affuirs

in Elam are then treated of, and the paragraph ends with an

account of a renewed invasion of Elam by Sennacherib, and
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the accession of Musezib-Marduk in Babylon. The next

paragraph (the 19th) refers to the battle of Halule between

the Assyrians and the Elamites, the victory being attributed

to the latter. The Elamites, however, seem afterwards to

have united with the Assyrians against the Babylonians, and

Musezib-Marduk was captured and sent to Assyria.

The 20th paragraph refers to the affairs in Elam, and

—

most important of all—the murder of Sennacherib by one of

his sons, during a revolt, and the accession of Esarhaddon.

This is followed by an account of the rule of Esarhaddon in

Babylon (paragraphs 21, 22 and 23), and a notice of his

expedition against Sidon, etc., which is continued in the

following paragraph. The 25th paragraph speaks of an

invasion of Babylonia by Elam, the death of the Elamite

king in his palace, “not sick,” the accession of Urtagu, and

the carrying off of a Babylonian official to Assyria. The 26th

refers to an Assyrian expedition to Egypt, and the return of

Babylonian gods held captive by the Elamites; the 27th to

Esarhaddon’s progress towards Egypt, and the death of his

queen. The 28th refers again to Esarhaddon’s progress in

Egypt, and records three battles there, resulting in the cap-

ture of the city of Memphis b}r the Assyrian army. The

30th refers to a second expedition of Esarhaddon to Egypt,

his death on the road, and the accession of Assurbanipal in

Assyria and Saosduchinos in Babylon. The 31st refers to

the restoration of Babylonian gods held captive by the

Assyrians, and is followed by the colophon giving the name
ef the owner and writer of the document.
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Transcription.

Column I.

1

sar Babili D.S.

2

ina mat Assur ina kussi isab

3. sattu suatu . . mat Akkad D.S. ur-dain-ma

4. alu Rab-bi-su u alu Ha-am-ra-nu ili-ta-bat
v

w

5. u iliini sa al Sa-pa-az-za i-ta-bak

6. A-na tar-si Nabft-naser Bar-sip D.S.

7. itti Babili D.S. it-te-kir. Sal-tum sa Nabu-naser

8. a-na lib Bar-sip D.S. i-pu-su ul sa-tir

v

9. Sattu hamiltu Nabu-naser Um-ma- ni-ga-as

10.

ina mat Elamti ina kussi isa-ab

11. Sattu arba-esrit Nabu-naser imrus-ma ina ekalli-su simati

12. arba-esrit sanati Nabu-naser sarru-tam Babili D.S. epu-us

13. y Na-di-nu mari-su ina Babili ina kussi isa-ab

14. Sattu sanitu Na-di-nu ina si-lii daiku

15. Sanitu sanatu Na-din sarru-tam Babili epu-us

16. y Sum-ukin, bel pihate, bel si-bi ina kussi isa-ab

17. arhi sani, umu .... [Sum]-ukin sarru-tam Babili

(D.S.) epu-us

18. f Ukin-zer kussii idku (P)-su-ma kussa is-bat

19. Sattu selaltu Ukin-zer, Tukul-ti-apil-e-sar-ra

20. ana mat Akkadi D.S. ki-i u-ri-dam

21. Bet-a-mu-ka-nu ih-ta-pi u Ukin-zer ik-ta-sad

22. Salsu sanati Ukin-zer sarru-tam Babili D.S. ep-us

23. y Tukul-ti-apil-ina-E-sar-ra ina Babili ina kussi isa-ab

V A

24. Sattu sanitu Tukul-ti-apil-E-sar-ra ina arhi Tebeti simati
_ t

1 A v .

25. sanati Tukul-ti-apil-E-sar-ra sarru-tam mat

Akkadi (D.S.)

26. u mat As-sur epu-us sanitu sanati ina libbi ina mat

Akkadi epu-us

VOL. XIX.—[new series.] 44
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27. arhu Tebetu umu hamis-sera Sul-man-a-sa-rid ina mat

As-sur
v

28. (D.S.) ina kussi isa-ab. A1 Sa-ba-ra-’-in ih-te-pi

29. Sattu hamistu Sul-man-a-sa-rid ina arab Tebeti simati

30. Hassu sanate Sul-man-a-sa-rid sarru-tam mat Akkadi u

mat Assur epu-us

31. Arliu Tebetu, umu sane-esrit Sarru-ukin ina mat Assur

ina kussi isa-ab

32. ina Nisanni
| Marduk-abla-iddin ina Babili (D.S.) ina

kussi isa-ab.

33. Sattu sanitu Marduk-abla-iddin TJm-ma-ni-ga-as sar

Elamti

34. ina pihat Dur-ili (D.S.) sal-tum ana lib Sarru-ukin sar

mat Assur epus-ma

35. sapilta mat Assur isakka-an, abikta-su-nu] ma-’-dis

isakka-an

36. y Marduk-abla-iddin u um-ma-mi-su sa a-na ri-su-tu
m

37. sar Elamti (D.S.) illi-ku sal-tum ul ik-su-ud, ana arki-su

ismid-sa

38. Sattu hamistu Marduk-abla-iddin Um-ma-mi-ga-as sar

Elamti simati

39. . .
.

[sanati] Um-ma-ni-ga-as sarru-tam mat Elamti

epu-us

40. . . un-du mar a-ha-ti-su, ina mat Elamti ina kussi isa-ab

41

Marduk (D.P. bel pihati), a-di satti esrit

42

-ti Marduk-abla-iddin na-si

43

Bit-Da-ku-ri

44

ih-ta-bat

Column II.

1. Sattu

2. sal-tum

3. Marduk
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4. sane-esrit sanati

5. Sarru-ukin

6

7
8

ina kussi (?)

9

10. ilani

11. sa ina pani (?)

12. sattu sanitu

[Lines 13 to 16 illegible.]

17. Marduk

18. it-ta-si >-»f- Sin-abe-eriba ina

19. Babilaa ul-tab-mi-is

20. ir-tib-ba Marduk-abla-iddin u

21. hu-bu-ut mati-su ih-ta-bat u

22. al La-rag al Sar-ra-ba

23. ki-i irki-su f Bel-ib-ni ina Babili ina kussi ul-te-sib

24. Sattu estin Bel-ib-ni Sin-abe-eriba

25. Al Hi-ri-im-ma u Al Ha-ra-ra-tum ih-te-pi

v A

26. Sattu salistu | Bel-ib-ni Sin-abe-eriba ana mat Akkadi

(D.S.)

27. ur-dam-ma bu-bu-ut mat Akkadi (D.S.) ib-ta-bat

28. ] Bel-ib-ni u rabuti-su ana mat Assur ul-te-ek-lu

29. Salsu sanati Bel-ibni sarru-tam Babili (D.S.) epu-us

30. >->]- Sin-abe-eriba Assur-nadin-sumi mari-su

31. ina Babili (D.S.) ina kussi ul-te-sib

v

32. Sattu estin Assur-nadin-sumi Is-tar-bu-un-du sar
A W

Elamti

33. Hal-lu-su abi-su is-bat-su-ma baba ina pani-su ip-bi

34. Samasserit sanati Is-tar-bu-un-du sarru-tam mat Elamti

epu-us

35. Hal-lu-su abi-su ina mat Elamti ina kussi isa-ab

36.

Sattu sissu *->f- Assur-na-din-sumi >->f- Sin-abe-eriba
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A

37. ana mat Elamti u-rid-ma al Na-gi-tura
,
al Hi-il-lum

38. al Pi-il-la-tum
,
u al Hu-pa-pa-nu ih-[te-pi]

39. hu-bu-us-su-nu ih-ta-bat, arki Hal-lu-su sar Elamti

40. ana mat Akkadi (D.S.) illi-kam-ma >->-< ’rtf ana Sipar

(D.S.) erub
v A

41. nise iduk, >-*f- Samas ultu E-bar-ra la isu

42. Assur-na-din-sumi isbat-ma ana mat Elamti a-bi-ik

43. Sissu sanati >-»f- Assur-nadin-sumi sarru-tam Babili

(D.S.) epu-us
v A

44. Sar Elamti >-*f- Nergal-u-se-zib ina Babili (D.S.)

45. ina kussi ul-te-sib . . . mat Assur isakka-an

46. Sattu estin y«-»f- Xergal-u-se-[zib] arab Du’uzi, dmu

sissiserit

47. ->f Nergal-u-se-zib Nippuru (D.S.) is-bat izammi-ir

usal-lal (?)

48. arab Tesriti umu estin [ummane mat] Assur ana Uruk

(D.S.) erubu

Columx III.

1. ilani sa su-ud Uruk (D.S.) u nise-su ih-tab-tu

2. Nergal-u-se-zib arki Elame illi-ku-ma ilani

su-ud Uruk (D.S.)

3. u nise-su i-te-ek-mu. Arab Tesriti, umu sibu, ina pi-hat

Eippuri (D.S.)

4. sal-tu
m ana lib ummani mat Assur epu-us-ma ina tahazi

seri sa-bit-ma

5. ana mat Assur a-bi-ik. Sattu 6stin, [sissit (?)] arhe>->f-

Nergal-u-se-zib

6. Sarru-tam Babili (D.S.) epu-us. Arbu Tesriti, umu
sissu-esra

A _
7. Hal-lu-su sar Elamti nise-su is-bu-su-ma baba ina pani-su

w
v

w

8. ip-hu-u iduku-su. Sissu saniiti Hal-lu-su sarru-tara mat

Elamti epu-us

9. Kudurru ina mat Elamti ina kussi isa-ab. Arki Sin-

abe-eriba
w a

f

10.

ana mat Elamti u-rid-ma ultu mat Ba-a-si a-di
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11. Bit-Bur-na-ki ih-te-pi, hu-bu-ut-su ih-ta-bat

12. Mu-se-zib-Marduk ina Babili ina kussi isa-ab

13. Sattu estin Mu-se-zib-Marduk, arah Abi, utnu sebisserit
A ' W

.

14. Kudurru sar mat Elamti ina si-hi sa-bit-ma deku.
A v •

Esrit arhi

15. Kudurru sarru-tam mat Elamti epu-us. Me-na-nu ina

mat Elamti
v

16. ina kussi isa-ab. Sattu-la-idu y Me-na-nu ummani mat

Elamti u mat Akkadi (D.S.)

17. id-ki-e-ma ina al Ha-lu-li-e sal-tum ana lib mat Assur

18. epu-us-ma nabalkut-tum mat Assur isakka-an

19. Sattu irbit Mu-se-zib-Marduk, arah Nisanni, umu
hamisserit.
v A

20. Me-na-nu, sar mat Elamti, rni-rit-tum i-mi-rit-su-ma

21. pi-su sa-bit-ma at-ma-a la-li-’

22. Ina arhi Kisilimi, umu estin, ala sa-bit, Mu-se-zib-

Marduk
23. sa-bit-ma ana mat As-sur a-bi-ik

24. arba saniiti Mu-se-zib-Marduk sarru-tam Tiu-tir D.S.

ep-us.

25. Ina arhi Adari, umu sibu, Me-na-mu sar mat Elamti

simati.

26. Arba sanati Me-na-nu sarru-tam mat Elamti ep-us.aa A »a _
A

27. Hum-ba-hal-da-su ina mat Elamti ina kusse is-ab

28. Sattu samnu sarru ina Tin-tir ki . . . arab Du’uzu,

umu salsu

29. ilani su-ud Uruk D.S. ultu mat Assur D.S. ana Uruk
D.S etarbu

30. Ina arab Tisriti, umu [salas-esra] Hum-ba-[bal]-da-su

sar Elamti ina Hf-
31. ma-bi-is-ma ina adari-e »->f- . . . imu-ut. Samnu sanati

Hum-ba-bal-da-suw - A

32. sarru-tam mat Elamti ep-us

33. Hum-ba-bal-da-su san-u ina mat Elamti ina kussi is-ab.

34. Arah Tebeti, umu esra, Sin-abe-eriba sar mat As-sur,
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35. mari-su ina si-bi iduk-su . . . sanati Sin-abe-eriba

36. sarru-tam mat As-sur ep-us [ultu] umi esra sa arbi

Tebeti a-di
A

37. umi sane sa arbi Adari si-hi ina mat As-sur sa-tir
A A V W ^A *

38. Arhu Adaru, umu samanesrit Assur-aba-iddin, mari-su,

ina mat As-sur ina kussl is-ab.

39. Sattu estin Assur-aba-iddin, Zer-bet-ussur sa mat Tam-

tim

40. ki-i is-ka-a ina eli Uru D.S. it-ta-di alu . . .

41. ina jaan D.P. rabuti sa mat As-sur innabtu-ma ana mat

Elamti i- . . .

42. ina mat Elamti sar mat Elamti is-bat-su-ma ina kakki

[iduk ?]

43. Arab-la-idu ina Nippuri D.S. D.P. gu[-en-na] . . . .

44. Ina arab tlluli D.P. Ka-di u ilani

45. ana Dur-ili D.S. illiku

46. ana Dur-Sarru-ukin illiku
A

47. arab Adari us-si sa na

48.

Sattu sanitu D.P. rab-beti

49

Colton IY.

1 -abi-sul-lim D.P. Gu-en-na

2. . . . -ri ana mat As-sur ab-ku-ma ina mat As-sur

iduku

3. . . [alu] Si-du-nu Sa-bit sal-lat-su sal-lat.

4. . . D.P. rab-beti ina mat Akkad D.S. bi-hir-tum

ib-te-hir.

5. Sattu bamistu, arab Tisriti, umu sane, umman mat As-sur

Ba-az-za

6. is-sab-tu. Ina arab Tisriti kakkada sa sarri sa alu

Si-du-nu
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7. nak-is-ma ana mat As-sur na-si. Ina arah Adari

kakkada sa sarri

8. sa mat Kun-du u mat Si-su-u nak-is-ma ana mat As-sur

na-si.

9. Sattu sissitu sar Elamti ana Sipar D.S. erib, iduk. D.P.

Samas ul-tu
A

10. E-bar- ra la isu. Mat As-sur ana mat Mi-sir illik me-lu-u

sibittu

11. IJum-ba-hal-da-su sar mat Elamti la marsu ina ekalli-su

imOt

12. ITamistu saniiti Hum-ba-hal-da-su sarru-tam mat Elamti

ep-us.

13. Ur-ta-gu, ahi-su ina mat Elamti ina kussl is-ab.

14. Arah-la-idu Nadin-sum D.P. gu-en-na

15. u Kudurru, mar Da-ku-ri ana mat As-sur ab-ku

16. Sattu sibittu, arah Adari, umu hamsu, umman mat

As-sur ina mat Mi-sir iduku
A *

17. Ina arah Adari Istar A-ga-de D.S. u ilani sa A-ga-de
w O o

D.S.
A zv

18. ultu mat Elamti illiku-nim-ma ina arah Adari, umu esrit,

ana A-ga-de D.S. illiku.

19. Sattu samantu Assur-aha-iddin, arah Tebeti, umu (hi-bi)

20. mat Ru-ri-sa-a-a sa-bit, sal-lat-su sal-lat

21. Ina arhi Kisilimi sal-lat-su ana Uruk D.S. i-tir-bi

22. Arab Adari, umu hamsu, assat sarri mat-at

v

23. Sattu esrit, arah Nisanni, umman mat As-sur ana Mi-sir

illiku (hi-bi)

24. Arhu Du’uzu, umu salsu, umu [sissiserit], umu
[samasserit]

25. selalta su di-ik-tum ina mat Mi-sir di-kat

26. Umu [sanesra] Me-ira-bi, alu sarru-tam sa-bit

27. sarri-su ul-te-zib, mari-su, u [martini ahi-su ina kata]

sab-tu

28. sal-lat-su sal-lat, nesi su ina kir-ta sa-su-su . . tal-lu-ni
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29. Sattu estinesrit sar ina mat As-sur D.P. rabuti [su ina

kakki] id-du-uk

30. Sattu [sanesrit] sar mat As-sur ana mat Mi-sir illik . . .

31. ina harrani imrus-ma ina arbi samna, umu esrit simati

32. [Sauesra] sanati Assur-aha-iddin sarru-tam mat As-sur

ep-us

33. Samas-sum-ukin ina E-ki | Assur-bani-abli ina mat

As-sur sane marani-su ina kussi i-sib.

v v

34. Sattu resi | Samas-sum-ukin ina arbi Aari

35. Bel u ilani sa mat Akkad D.S. ul-tu al Assur

36. u-su-nim-ma ina arbi Aari [a-na Babili] D.S. eribu-ni

37. Sattu sa’atu.alu Bis-bi-tum . . . sarri-su ka-sid.

38. Arab Tebeti, umu esra |
Bel-ed-ir . . Tin-tir D.S.

sa-bit-ma deku.

39. His-su res-tu-u, ki-ma labiri-su satru-ma ba-ru u

ub-bu-us.

40. Dup-pi f A-na-Bel-garib, abli-su-sa | Li-ib-lu-tu,

41. mar
y
Ur-Aku, ka-at y E-a-iddin, abli-su sa

42. y A-na-Bel-garib, mar y
Ur-Aku. Tin-tir D.S.

43. Arab . ,
umu sissu, sattu [sanesra], Da-ri-ia-

mus, sar E-ki

44. u matati.

Translation.

Coloin I.

I.

1

king of Babylon.

2

sat on tbe tbrone in Assyria.

3. That year [to] Akkad be descended and

4. plundered Babbisu and Hamranu,

5. and carried off the gods of Sapazza.

II.

6. In the time of Eabonassar, Borsippa,

7. against Babylon revolted. Tbe battle which Nabonassar
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fought in the midst of Borsippa is not described.

III.

9.

In the 5th year of Nabonassar Ummanigas
10. sat on the throne in Elam.

IV.

11. In the 14th year Nabonassar fell ill and died in his

palace.

12. Nabonassar had ruled the kingdon of Babylon 14 years.

13. Nadiuu, his son, sat on the throne in Babylon.

V.

14. In the 2nd year Nadinu was killed in a revolt.

15. Nadinu had ruled the kingdom of Babylon for 2 years.

16. Sum-ukin, a governor, leader of the revolt, sat on the

throne.

17. Sum-ukin ruled the kingdom of Babylon for 2 months

and .... days.

18. Ukin-zer .... hurled him from the throne and

took the throne.

VI.

19. In the third year of Ukin-zer Tiglath-pileser

20. to the land of Akkad then descended.

22. Ukin-zer had ruled the kingdom of Babylon for 3 years.

21. He destroyed Bet Amukan and captured Ukin-zer.

23. Tiglath-pileser sat on the throne in Babylon.

VII.

24. In the 2nd year Tiglath-pileser died in the month Tebet.

25. [*] years Tiglath-pileser the kingdom of Akkad
26. and Assyria had ruled

;
he had ruled two years in the

midst of Akkad.

27. On the 25th day of Tebet Shalmaneser in Assyria

28. [
2

] sat on the throne. He destroyed Sabara’in.

1 Blank. 2 Here a blank, followed by tbe character ki.
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VIII.

29. In the 5th year Shalmaneser died in the month Tehet.

30. Shalmaneser had ruled the kingdom of Akkad and

Assyria for 5 years.

31. In the month Tebet, 12th day, Sargon sat on the throne

in Assyria,

32. and in the month Nisan Merodach-baladan sat on the

throne in Babylon.

IX.

33. In the second year of Merodach-baladan, Ummanigas
king of Elam

34. made battle with Sargon king of Assyria in the province

of Dur-ili,

35. he made a defeat of Assyria, and greatly overthrew them.

36. Merodach-baladan and his army, who to the help

37. of the king of Elam went, did not join battle—he

followed after it.

X.

38. In the 5th year of Merodach-baladan, Ummanigas king

of Elam died.

39. Ummanigas had ruled the kingdom of Elam . . . j'ears.

40. [After him] . . -undu, son of his sister, sat on the

throne in Elam.

41

-Merodach, the prefect until the 10th year.

42

Merodach-baladan fled.

XI.

43

Bit-Dakuri

44

he plundered

Column II.

XII.

1. Year

2. battle

3. Merodach- [baladan] . . .
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4. 12 years

5. Sargon .

t

8

Assyria (?)

9

10. the gods

11. which before (?)

12. the 2nd year

[Lines 13 to 16 illegible.]

17. Merodach

18. went forth. Sennacherib

19. the Babylonians he afflicted

20. he increased. Merodach-baladan and

21. the plunder of his country he carried off and . . . .

22. Larancha and Sarraba

23. then he captured. He seated Bel-ibni on the throne in

Babylon.

XIY.

24. In the first year of Bel-ibni Sennacherib

25. destroyed the cities Hirimma and Hararatum.

XY.

26. In the 3rd year of Bel-ibni Sennacherib to Akkad
27. descended, he carried off the plunder of Akkad,

28. he took Bel-ibni and his great men to Assyria.

29. Bel-ibni had ruled the kingdom of Babylon 3 years.

30. Sennacherib set Assur-nadin-sum, his son,

31. on the throne in Babylon.

XYI.

32. In the first year of Assur-nadin-sum, Istarhundu, king of

Elam,

33. Hallusu, his brother, took him, and closed the gate

upon him.
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34. Istarhundu had ruled the kingdom of Elam for 18 years.

35. Hallusu, his brother, sat on the throne in Elam.

XVII.

36. In the 6th year of Assur-nadin-sum, Sennacherib

37. descended to Elam, and the cities Nagitum, Hillum,

38. Pillatum, and Hupapanu he destroyed,

39. he carried off their plunder. Afterwards Hallusu, king

of Elam,

40. went to Akkad and in anger (?) descended to Sippara.

41. He killed the people, (but) the Sungod went not forth

from E-bara.

42. He captured Assur-nadin-sum and took him to Elam.

43. Assur-nadin-sum had ruled the kingdom of Babylon 6

years.

44. The king of Elam set Nergal-usezib on the throne

45. in Babylon. He accomplished [the defeat] of Assyria.

XVIII.

46. In the 1st year of Nergal-usezib, the 16th day of

Tammuz,

47. Nergal-usezib took Niffer, proclaimed himself (?) and

took spoil (?).

48. On the 1st day of the month Tisri, the people of Assyria

descended to Erech.

Column III.

1. They carried off the gods which were over Erech, and its

people.

2. Nergal-usezib went after the Elamites, and the gods over

Erech

3. and its people he carried off. On the 7th day of Tisri in

the province of Niffer

4. he made battle with the army of Assyria and was

captured on the battle-field and

5. taken to Assyria. For 1 year and 6 months Nergal-

usezib
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6. had ruled the kingdom of Babylon. On the 26th day of

[Tisri]

7. Hallusu king of Elam his people revolted against him

and the gate before him

8. they shut
;

they killed him. Ilallusu had ruled the

kingdom of Elam for 6 years.

9. Kudurru sat on the throne in Elam. Afterwards

Sennacherib

10. descended to Elam, and from lias to

11. Bit-Burnaki he devastated, he carried off its plunder.

12. Musezib-Marduk sat on the throne in Babylon.

XIX.

13. In the 1st year of Musezib-Marduk, the 17th day

of Ab,

14. Kudur king of Elam was captured in a revolt and killed.

For 10 months

15. Kudur had ruled the kingdom of Elam. Menanu in

Elam

16. sat upon the throne. In a j-ear unknown Menanu the

army of Elam and Akkad

17. gathered, and in the city Ilalule battle with Assyria

18. he made, and accomplished the overthrow of Assyria.

19. In the 4th year of Musezib-Marduk, the loth day of

Nisan,

20. Menanu king of Elam plotted (?) against him and

21. his command he took away and annihilated (?) his

authority.

22. In the month Kislev, the 1st day, he took the city

;

Musezib-Marduk

23. he captured and took away to Assyria.

24. For 4 years Musezib-Marduk had ruled the kingdom of

Babylon.

25. On the 7th day of Adar Menanu king of Elam died.

26. For 4 years Menanu had ruled the kingdom of Elam.

27. Humbahaldasu sat upon the throne in Elam.
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XX.

28. In the 8th year of the king in Babylon, the 3rd day of

Tammuz,

29. the gods over Erech from [Assyria] to Erech descended.

30. On the 23rd day of Tisri Humbahaldasu king of Elam by

fever

31. was smitten, and in the sickness of [the fever] died.

For 8 years Humbahaldasu

32. the kingdom of Elam had ruled.

33. Humbahaldasu II. sat on the throne in Elam.

34. On the 20th day of Tebet Sennacherib king of Assyria

35. his son, in a revolt, killed him. For .... years

Sennacherib

36. had ruled the kingdom of Assyria. From the 20th day

of Tebet to

37. the 2nd day of Adar the revolt in Assyria continued.

38. On the 18th day of Adar, Esarhaddon, his son, sat on the

throne in Assyria.

XXI.

39. In the 1st year of Esarhaddon Zer-bet-ussur of the

land of Tamtim

40. then arose, over Ur he placed (himself). The city [they

besieged (?)]

41. he fled before the great men of Assyria, and [descended]

to Elam.

42. In Elam the king of Elam captured him and [killed

him] with the sword.

43. In a month unknown in Niffer the Gu[enna\ . . . .

XXII.

44. In the month Elul the god Kadi and the gods . . . .

45. went to Dur-ili

46. went to Dur Sarru-ukin (Khorsabad)

47. In the month Adar the foundation (?) of
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XXIII.

48. In the 2nd year the chief of the house

[2 lines illegible.]

Column IY.

1 ahe-sullim the guenna

2. . . . they carried off to Assyria and killed in Assyria

3. . . . Sidon was captured, its spoil carried off

4. . . . the chief of the house in Akkad gathered an

assembly.

XXIY.

5. The 5th year, on the 2nd day of Tisri, the army of

Assyria Bazza

6. took. In Tisri the head of the king of Sidon

7. was cut off and taken to Assj'ria. In the month Adar

the head of the king

8. of Kundu and Sisfi was cut off and taken to Assyria.

XXY.

9.

In the 6th year the king of Elam went down to Sippara

and made slaughter. The Sungod from
A

.

O O
10. E-bara did not go forth. Assyria went to Egypt, 7

bands (?).

11. Humbahaldasu, king of Elam, died in his palace. He
was not sick.

12. For 5 years Humbahaldasu had ruled the kingdom of

Elam.

13. Urtagu, his brother, sat on the throne in Elam.

14. In a month not known, Jsadin-sum, the Guenna,

15. and Kudurru son of Dakuri, were carried off to Assyria.

XXYI.

16. In the 7th year, on the 5th day of Adar the army of

Assyria fought in Egypt.

17. In the month Adar Istar of Agade and the gods of

Agade
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18.

went from Elam and descended to Agade on the 10th of

Adar.

XXVII.

19. In the 8th year of Esarhaddon, the . . . day of Tebet

20. the land of Rurisaa was taken and its spoil carried off

21. In the month Kislev its spoil was taken down to Erech.

22. On the 5th day of Adar the wife of the king died.

XXVIII.

23. In the 10th year, the month Nisan, the army of

Assyria went to Egypt.

24. On the 3rd, 16th, and 18th of Tammuz
25. three times a battle was fought in Egypt.

26. On the 22nd day, Memphis, [the royal city], was taken,

27. its king fled, (but) his sons, and the sons of his brother,

were taken.

28. Its spoil was carried off, its people in difficulty (?)

their (?) goods

XXIX.

29.

In the 11th year of the king in Assyria, he killed his

great men with the sword.

XXX.

30. In the 12th year the king of Assyria went to Egypt . .

31. he fell ill on the road, and in Marcheswan, on the 10th

day, died.

32. Esarhaddon had ruled the kingdom of Assyria for 12

years.

33. Samas-sum-ukin in Babylon, (and) Assur-bani-apli in

Assyria, his two sons, sat on the throne.

XXXI.

34. In the accession-year of Samas-sum-ukin, in Iyyar,

35. Bel and the gods of Akkad from the city of Assur

36. went forth, and in Iyyar, to Babylon descended.
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37. That year, the city Bisbitum [and] its king were

captured.

38. On the 20th day of Tcbet Bel-edir . . . was taken to

Babylon and killed.

39. First tablet, written, explained, and made like its old

copy.

40. Tablet of Ana-Bel-garib, son of Liblutu.

41. son of Ur-Aku, (written by) the hand of Ea-iddin, son of

42. Ana-Bel-garib, son of Ur-Aku. Babylon,

43. month .... day 6th, 22nd year of Darius, king of

Babylon,

44. and countries.

(To be continued.)

YOL. XIX.—[new SERIES.] 45
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(June, July, August.)

I. Repoets of Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society, Session

1886-87.

Ninth Meeting

,

20th June, 1887.—Sir Thomas "Wade, K.C.B.,

President, in the Chair.

Elections

:

Miss L. L. "W. Perkins, of New York, and Mr.

Prederic L. Goldsmid, Non-Resident Members.

Mr. E. S. "W. Senathi Raja read portions of an essay on the “Pre-

Semitic element in Ancient Tamil Literature.” As the paper is

published in extenso in the present number of the Journal, no resume

of its purport need here be given. Professor Terrien de Lacouperie

made a few remarks suggested by some of the arguments put for-

ward; and the President, after thanking Mr. Senathi Raja for his

lecture, declared the proceedings of the Session closed.

II. Proceedings of Asiatic or Oriental Societies.

Asiatic Society of Bengal
,
2nd February, 1887.—E. T. Atkinson,

Esq., President, in the Chair.

After the delivery of the Annual Address (alluded to last quarter),

and the election of Office-bearers and Members of Council, the

Annual Meeting was resolved into the Ordinary General Monthly

Meeting, when eighteen presentations were announced
;
the election

of one member and one withdrawal notified
;
and one gentleman

was proposed for election.

2nd March

,

1887.—E. T. Atkinson, Esq., President, in the Chair.

Seventeen presentations were announced
;

the election of one

member, three withdrawals, and two deaths, notified
;
and three

candidates for election were proposed.

The President reported to the Meeting that the Address to Her
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Most Gracious Majesty the Queen Empress on the occasion of the

Jubilee, prepared in accordance with the resolution of Council, was

presented to the Viceroy by a deputation, together with a copy of

the Centenary lteview of the Society bound in vellum and enclosed

in a kincob
(
'lcim-hcah) case.

Lieut.-Col. Waterhouse submitted some photographs, showing

the application of the principle of so-called “ orthochromatic photo-

graphy ”
;

also some specimens of heliogravure produced in the

Survey of India Offices; and Dr. Eajendralala Mitra made some

appreciative remarks on the death of our late esteemed Member,

Mr. Arthur Grote. After two contributions in natural history, a

short paper was read by Mr. J. Cockbum on “ S’ita’s Window, or

Buddha’s Shadow Cave, near Prabhasa, with an eye copy of an

ancient inscription in the Asoka characters.”

6/A April, 1887.—Lieut.-Col. J. Waterhouse, Vice-President, in

the Chair.

Twenty presentations were announced
;

the election of three

Ordinary Members, one withdrawal, two deaths (one that of an

Honorary Member) notified
;
and the names of five candidates for

election were brought forward.

Dr. Eajendralala Mitra, referring in laudatory terms to the new
edition of Manu with seven Commentaries, edited with notes by the

Hon. Eao Sahib Vishvanath Harayan Mandalik, C.S.I., put it to

the Council whether this publication had not done away with the

necessity of continuing the Manu-tika-sangraha, of which two

fasciculi, or a ninth part only, had appeared in the Bibliotheca

Indica.

The Philological Secretary read the report of a find of 38 old

coins in Pargana Bansi, east of the Basti district
;
also an extract

of a letter from Mr. C. J. Eodgers regarding coins he had lately

collected, and one from Mr. A. M. Markham, of Bijnaur, on two

terra-cotta Buddhist medals. He further exhibited a new gold

Gupta coin forwarded by Mr. Bivett-Camac, and a MS. in two

volumes called “ Visuddhi Marya,” by Buddha Ghosha, lent by the

Archbishop of Siam. Dr. Hoemle then submitted the Joint Eeport

of Mr. Grierson and himself on the Congress of Orientalists at

Vienna, to which they had been deputed as delegates from the

Government of India.

4/A May, 1887.—Lieut.-Col. Waterhouse, Vice-President, in the

Chair.

Eleven presentations were announced; the election of five Ordinary
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Members and two withdrawals notified
;
and three new candidates

were proposed for election.

The Chairman reported that the publication of the Persian work
Ma’agiru’l Umara 1 in the Bibliotheca Indica had been sanctioned,

edited by Maulavi Abdu’r Eahim.

The Philological Secretary exhibited 20 old copper coins, Kash-

miri, Indo-Scythian, and Indo-Bactrian, received from Babu Jogesh

C. Dutt
;
also some ancient copper coins from Nepal, forwarded by

Mr. Y. Smith, C.S., which Dr. Hoernle pronounced to be of great

interest and “ of a type hitherto unknown.”

A paper by the Bev. J. H. Knowles was read on Kashmiri

Biddles; one by the Bev. James Tracy on Pandyan Coins; and one

by Babu Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., on the Coinage and Currency

of Siam. Col. Biddulph communicated “ Bock-Cut Figures and

Inscriptions in the Chittral Yalley (Kashmir), and at Gangani,

on the Upper Indus.” “ Notes on the City of Herat,” were

contributed by Capt. C. E. Yate, of the Afghan Boundary Com-

mission.

Societe Asiatique, Paris, 6 April, 1887.—M. Barhier de Mcy-

nard, Yice-President, in the Chair. After the election of a new

Member, M. Senart presented a fresh impression of the Bhabra

Inscriptions, and explained in detail such passages as had become

clearer in its light. M. Clement Huart made some remarks upon

three Babi works which would shortly be reported in the Journal.

M. Halevy called attention to the following points in Assyrian

texts : first, a system of enumeration like that in the Mane thecel

pharcs of Daniel
;
second, the orthography Sa-mu-nu-ya-tu-nu for

the Phoenician Eshmounyaton.

13th May, 1887.—M. Kenan, President, in the Chair.—After the

elction of four Members and ordinary business, M. Barbier de

Meynard, in presenting from the author, M. Bene Basset, Le

Manuel de Lanyue Kahyle, expressed his opinion that this work

would not only be useful for the study of Berber dialects, but also

in generally forwarding the political and commercial interests of tho

French-African colony.

M. Bubens Duval gave some further information on M. Loevy’s

new study of the Stdle de Meslta
;
and M. Kochcmontaix, alluding

to M. Quatremero’s identification of Phanidjoit with Ez-Zeiloun,

and Pouschin with Pousch (accepted by M. Amelineau), showed

1 See Dr. Rieu’s interesting notice of this book and its author, Shahnaw&a

Khan, pp. 340-41, Catal. of Persian MSS. in the British Museum, vol. i.
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cause for believing the first of these Coptic names to be found in

Ez-Zeidya, and the second in Austin.

American Oriental Society, May llrfA, 1887.—The Rev. Dr.

Peabody, of Cambridge, Vice-President, in the Chair.

After the election of a Corresponding Member and eight Corporate

Members, and transaction of ordinary and miscellaneous business,

the Society proceeded to hear communications. The following is

a list of the papers read, or accepted for reading :

—

1. The rising sun on Babylonian seals; by the Rev. Dr. W.
Hayes Ward.

2. On the Syriac text of the book of the Extremity of the

Romans
;
by Professor Isaac II. Hall.

3. On the Transliteration of Sanskrit proper names into Tamil

;

by the Rev. John S. Chandler.

4. On Haville’s Book of the Dead
;

by the Rev. Mr. C.

Winslow.

5. On the relationship of the Kachari and Garo Languages of

Assam
;
by Prof. John Avery.

6. Hotice of Delitzsch’s^lssyme/«?s Worterbuch, Erste Lieferung

;

by Professor David G. Lyon.

7. The discovery of the Second Wall, and its bearing on the

Site of Calvary
;
by the Rev. Sclah Merrill.

8. On Ikonomatic Writing in Assyrian
;
by Professor Morris

Jastrow, jun.

9. The Lokman legend
;
by Professor C. H. Toy.

10. A Syriac Baliira Legend; by Dr. Richard J. H. Gottheil.

11. On a Syriac manuscript of the Hew Testament belonging to

the Rev. Mr. Heesan
;
by the same.

12. On the MS. of a Syriac Lexicographical Treatise belonging

to the Union Theological Seminary of Hew York
;
by the same.

1 3. On Avestan Similes : II. Similes from the Animal World

;

by Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson.

14. The Afrigan Rapithwin of the Avesta, translated with com-

ments
;
by the same.

15. On the Vyuha, or Battle Order of the Mahabharata
;
by

Professor Edw. W. Hopkins.

16. On Eire Arms in Ancient India
;
by the same.

17. On Professor Biihler’s “ Manu ”
;
by the same.

Of these, no less than four are evidences of Syriac, and three of

Assyrian and Babylonian scholarship.
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III. CoBBESPONDENCE.

1, The Persian for Pouble.

SlB,

London, August 10th, 1887.

"With reference to the Persian iskenan (paper-rouble),

quoted in the issue of the Journal for April, I would suggest

that this word seems to be a somewhat irregular, or rather,

vulgar plural form of askenas (paper-money), which, ac-

cording to Kasimirski, comes from the Russian word accurnaqia

assignats]/

a

(French assignat).

Yours truly,

T. G. de Gtjieaudon, Capt.

The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. The Bibliography of Africa.

London, August 10 th, 1887.

See,

Will you allow me to add some information to the

Bibliography of Africa for the current year ?

Lieut. G. Binger, of the French Marines, has published at Paris,

of course in the French language, a Sketch on the Bamhara language
,

as spoken in the Kaarta and the Beledougou, West Sudan: this

language belongs to the Mandingo family, and it is the first serious

attempt to reduce it to writing. Lieut. Linger’ s little work

contains a short Grammar, many usual phrases, and a Vocabulary

of about 2000 words, and is accompanied by an interesting map

:

this Handbook is a very valuable contribution towards our know-

ledge of African languages, and it will prove quite useful.

Lieut. Binger is now engaged in travelling from Bakel down to

the Guinea coast, and he will, no doubt, bring back some interesting

notices on the great Mandingo family.

I am informed that the Roman Catholic Missionaries of the

Senegambia have collected and will publish shortly an extensive

Dictionary of the Susu language, also belonging to the Mandingo

family, and for which we had only an old Vocabulary by Brunton

(1802), with Grammar, and a little Grammar by Rev. J. H.

Duport.

Yours truly,

T. G. de Gueeaddon, Carr.

The Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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IV. Obituary Notices.

Tho Rev. George Shirt, 1 Senior Missionary of the Church Mis-

sionary Society in Sindh, was horn at Cawthome, Yorkshire, in

1843. Educated at the C.M.S. College, London, and the University

of Cambridge, he took his B.A. degree at the latter, with honours

(Oriental Tripos) in 1864. lie left England for India in 1866,

and was shipwrecked on his way out; but after spending four days

and nights in an open boat, he and his companions in peril were

picked up by a passing vessel, and landed safely in Bombay. Mr. Shirt

was appointed to Hyderabad, the old capital of Sindh, and having

rapidly acquired tho language of the country, he laboured on till

1873, when he left on furlough to England. His stay at home
was spent at Cambridge, where he was engaged chiefly in the study

of Oriental languages. He returned to Sindh in 1875, and was
stationed at Karachi till 1877. During these two years he com-

piled, at the request of the Government of India, his Sindhi

Dictionary. In October, 1881, being in a bad state of health, he

went to Quetta for three months, during which short period, besides

carrying on his studies in Arabic, he acquired a considerable know-

ledge of Brahui. In August, 1882, he came to England on fur-

lough, and again settled at Cambridge, where, besides taking an

active part in parish work, he continued his Oriental studies in the

University. During this period he competed for the “Brotherton

Sanskrit Prize,” and was adjudged equal with another, the prize

being divided. In January, 1885, he returned to India through

Persia, by means of which tour he added to an already scholarly

acquaintance with Classic Persian a powerful knowledge of the

Colloquial.

Arriving in Sindh, he made Sukkur his head-quarters, and once

again took up the great work of his life, in carrying on his Transla-

tion of the Bible into Sindhi. He was spared, not only to translate,

but also to thoroughly revise and test, the greater portion of the

Holy Scriptures. A number of smaller books, tracts, and hymns

were given by him at various times, during his twenty years’ work,

to the Sindhi Church. In April, 1886, he was sent, in company

with Dr. S. "W. Sutton, to open the new C. M. S. Mission at

Quetta. He entered upon this fresh sphere of work with all his

accustomed energy, working at the same time hard at Brahui. At

1 Memoir kindly contributed by the Rev. J. Bambridge.
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the beginning of June be was taken ill, and on tbe 16th be died,

quite suddenly, and without pain. As a Christian Missionary and

Pastor he was equalled by few, whilst by a diligent use of his

great linguistic talents, he surpassed many in the amount of literary

work he was enabled to accomplish. By Europeans and natives,

Christians and Non-Christians, throughout the Province of Sindh,

he was beloved and respected. Mr. Shirt was married in 1868,

and leaves a widow and eight children.

In 1878 his name first appears among the Members of the Poyal

Asiatic Society. He was, moreover, a Fellow of the University of

Bombay.

The Hon. Sir Ashley Eden, K.C.S.I. and C.I.E., 1 whose death

took place in London on the 9th July, was a son of the Bishop of

Bath and 'Wells, and educated at Winchester and Haileybury. Of

his life at the latter seminary nothing is worthy of remark save his

comparative indifference to the results of the periodical examina-

tions, which are popularly supposed to foreshadow the career of

after-years. Passing in some way or another through these

barriers of successful egress, he passed out in 1852, and joining

the Bengal Civil Service, soon began to show of what stuff he was

made, with the result, that in 1861, although hut of nine years’

standing, he was selected as Special Envoy to Sikkim. He did his

work well on this occasion, and was rewarded with the Secretary-

ship of the Bengal Government, a post which he held for the long

period of nine years, leaving his duties for a while to take charge of

the Special Mission to Bhutan in 1864. In 1871 Mr. Eden became

Chief Commissioner of British Burma, and in 1882 succeeded to the

Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal. After the regulated five years

—having become in the meanwhile Hon. Sir Ashley Eden, K.C.S.I.

—he retired from the Service, and joined the Council of the

Secretary of State for India. Possessed of great determination of

character, and wide experience of Bengal customs and manners, his

loss in this country is well-nigh irreparable. Many who disagreed

with his views will avow that he was a most powerful opponent

and a most vigorous foe. He became a member of the lloyal

Asiatic Society in 1882, and at the period of his decease was on

the Executive Committee of the Imperial Institute.

The death of Sir Barrow Helbert Ellis, K.C.S.I., 2 removes from

1 By A. N. 'Wollaston, Esq., C.I.E., M.R.A.S.
2 By Sir George Birdwood, M.D., K.C. I.E., C.S.I.

,
M.R.A.S.
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the world a distinguished member of the Anglo-Indian community

of London, and one of the most active Members of this Society,

which he joined in 1876, and served on its Council from 1878 to

the period of his decease, having been for three years a Vice-

President. Ho was educated at University College School, and

University College, London, and matriculated, in 1839, at the

University of London, taking a scholarship in classics. He subse-

quently entered Ilaileybury College, from which he was appointed

to the Bombay Civil Service on the 26th of July, 1843, arriving

in India on the 11th December in the same year. He served from

1844 as Third Assistant -Collector, and from 1847 as Second

Assistant at Batnagiri; from 1848 as Commissioner for investigating

certain claims against the Nizam's Government
;
and from 1851 to

1855 as Assistant Commissioner, and from 1855 to 1857 in charge

of the office of Commissioner, in Sind. This was during Sir Bartle

Frere’s absence in England, just before the outbreak of the Mutiny.

From 1857 to 1S59 he was at different times in charge of the

office of Bevenue Commissioner for the Southern Division of the

Bombay Presidency, Special Commissioner for Jaghirs in Sind, and

afterwards Acting Secretary to the Government of Bombay in the

Bevenue, Finance and General Departments, Government Director

of the Bank of Bombay, and a Member of the Mint Committee

;

and, finally, for a short time, Collector and Magistrate of Broach.

In April, 1860, he was confirmed as Secretary to Government,

and in 1862 was made an additional Member of the Bombay
Legislative Council, and Bevenue Commissioner for the Northern

Division of the Bombay Presidency; and in 1865 an ordinary

Member of the Bombay Council. On the 2nd of May, 1870, he

was selected as a Member of the Governor-General’s Council
;
and

on retiring from the Bombay Civil Service, on the 27th of April,

1875, he was appointed a Member of the Council of the Secretary

of State for ten years from July, 1875. "Within two years of his

final retirement from the public service he died, on the 20th of

June last, at Aix-les-Bains. His remains were brought home, and

buried in the Jewish Cemetery at "Willesden.

Sir Barrow Ellis was one of the ablest Bevenue Officers of the

Bombay Presidency, ever prolific of ability in this important

department of the Indian administration, the brilliant traditions of

which have been so honourably sustained in the present generation

by such men as Sir B. Ellis, Mr. Pedder, C.S.I., and Mr. Peile, C.S.I.

Sir Barrow Ellis was remarkable also for the perfect confidence he
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inspired in himself, and the Government he represented, among the

various native communities of Western India. He was accessible

to natives of all ranks and grades, who ever met with a patient

and attentive hearing from him, and, where it was possible, the

fullest and most cordial support. He thus endeared himself widely

among them. His genuine sympathy with them is evinced by his

will, in which he has left a sum of £500 to the Northbrook Indian

Society, for the benefit of the Club, at No. 3, "Whitehall Gardens,

and the further sum of £2500 to be placed in trust for the benefit

of the poor of Batnagiri, his first official charge as an Assistant-

Collector in the Bombay Presidency. Also while in Bombay on

his way to England in 1875 he presented the local University with

the sum of Bs. 1500 for an annual prize of books to the

student who, on matriculation, passed the best examination in

an Oriental language. Eive years before, when leaving Western

India to take up his appointment as Member of the Viceregal

Council at Calcutta, public subscriptions to the amount of Bs. 7206

were invested on behalf of the Bombay University for awarding

a scholarship in the name of Sir Barrow Ellis, to the student

who passed the best examination in the English Language and

Literature at the annual B.A. examination of the University.

In private life Sir Barrow Ellis was distinguished for his un-

bounded hospitality. He kept open house for all comers in India,

and in this country his house in Cromwell Boad was the common
centre of Anglo-Indian officials from the Bombay Presidency, and

of natives from every part of India. It is a remarkable fact that

all the ablest Bevenue Officers in India have been notable for their

hospitality, and quick sympathy with the people of India
;

and

no doubt their natural virtue in these respects, through keeping

them in close touch with native feeling and opinion, has powerfully

contributed to their success as administrators.

In the Asiatic Society, as in all his other offices, Sir Barrow

Ellis was a thoroughly practical and useful adviser. Without any

pretence to profound Oriental scholarship, he had a very fair

knowledge of more than one Eastern tongue, and was a prominent

promoter of education in Sind under the ever memorable govern-

ment of that Province by the late Sir Bartle Frere.

The death, on the 7th August, at Malta, of Sir Joseph Ritchie

Lyon Dickson, M.D., has deprived the Society of a valued member

of more than twenty years’ standing. For nearly forty years

Physician to H.M. Legation in Persia—i.e. since 11th September,
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1847—Dr. Dickson was well known to European residents and

natives of all grades in the Shah’s capital, not only for his medical

skill and the readiness and kindliness with which this was rendered

available to his fellows, but for his intimate acquaintance with the

ways and customs, and sympathy with the character of the people

among whom ho lived. Many visitors to Teheran during the

present generation will bear testimony to the deceased officer’s

genial qualities, and usefulness in imparting those lessons of local

experience which are invaluable to travellers and diplomatists.

His place of residence was always to be distinguished by groups

of patient candidates for treatment and advice seated outside the

door
;

and the fluency with which he spoke Persian, as also his

intuitive grasp of its idiom, were remarkable. Sir Joseph Dickson

accompanied the Shah on his visit to England in 1873, and on the

30th June of that year received the honour of Knighthood.

V. Excerpta Orientalia.

The first number of part i. vol. lvi. of the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal contains a brief account of Tibet from
“ Dsam Ling Gyeshe,” the well-known geographical work of Lama
Tsan-po Nomian Khan of Amdo, translated by Sarat Chandra Das,
C.I.E., and Sita’s Window, or Buddha’s Shadow Cave, by S. J.

Cockburn, Esq., M.A.S. Bengal. Mr. Sarat Chandra Das is a most
painstaking and intelligent Government servant, honourable men-
tion of whose name has already been made in these Notes. His
present paper is a reprint from an official report, but valuable in

more than an official sense. The second paper, though very brief,

is replete with epigraphic interest. The writer would identify the

cave to which he refers with the “lofty stone cavern of a venomous
dragon, in which Buddha was supposed to have left his shadow, and
the spot visited by Hwen Thsang in the seventh century.” Mr.
Cockburn was enabled to copy the inscription above the door by
using an astronomical telescope. He had first discovered it through
his own glass, for it is, to all intents and purposes, invisible to tbc

naked eye.

An extra number of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society is given up to Prof. Peterson’s third Report
on the Search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Circle during
1884-86. To this is added an Index of Books for the three

Reports, and three valuable Appendices, the first of which is an
illustrative and elaborately-prepared catalogue of the Palm-leaf

MSS. in the Temple at Santinath, Cambay; the second supplies

extracts from books preserved in libraries at Ahmadabad, Boondi,

Kotah, Indore and Cambay; and the third relates to the Manuscripts
acquired for Government.
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Part I. of the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan contains

the following papers: 1. Japanese, by E. H. Parker; 2. The
Yellow Languages, by the same

;
3. On the Quasi-characters called

Ya-jirushi, by B. H. Chamberlain
;

4. The Gakashikaiin, by W.
Dening; 5. The Manchus, by E. H. Parker; 6. The Manchu
Eolations with Corea, by the same

;
7. Connection of Japanese

with the adjacent continental languages, by Dr. Edkins
;

8. On
Maritime Enterprise in Japan, by H. A. C. Bonar; and 9. An
Aino Bear Hunt, by B. H. Chamberlain. It will be seen that out

of nine articles, no less than four are from the pen of Mr. Parker.

The first two of these contributions are linguistic, while the other

two are concise historical notes. Of Mr. Chamberlain’s two papers

the main defect is brevity. Hot inferior in interest to any of the

articles is Mr. Dening’s account of the Society named in his title,

founded at the suggestion of the Yice-Minister of Education in

Japan. Mr. Bonar imparts to his readers much valuable informa-

tion, and his pages are beautifully illustrated. Altogether, the

June number of the Journal is excellent.

In the Journal Asiatique, huitieme serie, tome ix. Ho. 3 (Avril-

Mai-Juin, 1887), are the following papers:—1. Le Sutra d’Upali

(Upali Suttam), by M. L. Feer. This creditable outcome of

studies in Buddhism (Etudes Bouddhiques), is a translation from
the Pali text, with extracts from the Commentary, and an instruc-

tive prefatory Hotc. 2. Bibliographic Ottomane : a notice of

Turkish, Arabic and Persian Books printed in Constantinople, by
M. Cl. Huart. 3. Le premier conflit entre Pharisiens et Saduceens,

by M. Montet : a singular paper, discussing three authorities,

Josephus, the Babylonian Talmud, and Abu’l Fath, the Samaritan

chronicler of the fourteenth century. 4. Le texte originate du
Yih-king, sa nature et son interpretation, by M. C. de llarlez.

5. Hote sur la grande inscription Heo-punique, et sur une autre

inscription d’Altibaros. 6. Hotes d’epigraphie et d’histoire Arabe,

by M. Clermont-Ganneau. The Nouvellcs et Melanges contains M.
Eubens Duval’s criticism of the method of Dr. Payne Smith’s

Thesaurus Syriacus, but in no way disparaging its high merit. He
says: “La richesse des renseignemens qu’il renferme, l’abondance

des citations toujours exactes, empruntees aux meillcurs autorites,

les dissertations du savant Orientaliste, toujours cn quete des

nuances les plus delicates des mots, font de l’ouvragc un guide

indispensable pour quiconque vent acquerir une connaissance

approfondie de la langue Syriaque on eclaireir des locutions difficiles

des autres langues Semitiques.” There is also a second note by
M. Bergaigne on his Eecherches sur l’histoire de la Samhita du
Eig-veda

;
M. Mourier’s memoir of Chota Kousthaveli, a Georgian

poet of the twelfth century
;
a paper by M. ltodet, on a subject

too little studied, and at one time utterly neglected in Indian Civil

Service examinations—the expression of numbers in writing among
natives of India

;
and short reviews of M. Yan den Berg’s lladhra-

mout and a French translation of the late Count de Hoer’s essay

on Akbar.
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German Oriental Society, vol. xli. part i. contains :
“ II. Die

Separat-Edicto,” being a continuation of G. Biihler’s interpre-

tation of the Asoka Inscriptions
;

Goldziher’s “ Materialen zur
Kenntniss tier Almohaden bewegung in Nord-Afrika ”

;
Himly’s

“Die Denkmaler dcr Kantoner Moschee”; and Bbhtlingk’s “ Noch
ein Wort zur Maurja-Frage in Mahabhashya.” There is also

a review, signed 0. Bbhtlingk, of Dr. Speijer’s Sanskrit Syntax,
mentioned in our April Notes.

In the recently-published Fart I. Yol. IX. Transactions of the

Society of Biblical Archeeology
,
the Memoir of Dr. Birch, Notes on

Antiquities from Bubastis, Frofessor Sayce’s “ Karian Language
and Inscriptions,” and M. Lefebure’s paper on “Le Cham et l’Adam
Egyptien,” have all a certain interest for the Royal Asiatic Society.

The “ Martyrdom of Isaac of Tiphre ” affords a new instance of the

increased activity of Coptic scholia's in bringing to light valuable

records hitherto littlo known in this country. M. Amelineau,
though dwelling chiefly on a later period of Egyptian history, may
be looked upon as a fellow-labourer in the same field.

Arclueology.—In the Madras Mail of June 29 Surgeon-General
Bidie gives a very interesting account of his visit, in company of

Mr. Thorowgood, to the prehistoric graves near Fallavaram. The
following are extracts :

—

“Such burial-places are known to the natives in some districts

as Pandu-lcuris or Pandu-kulis, and in other districts as Panda-
vagudlu, Pundaval-kotil, etc In some instances, they are

simply kistvaens
;

in others—and more commonly—dolmens or

cairns as on the Nilgiris, and lastly, we have the coffin-like vessels,

such as those under notice, made of coarse pottery. The dolmens also

differ in type, being in some cases roomy stone-built chambers with
a cap-stone, the whole being usually buried in the earth ; while in

other localities they stand free, the dolmen being surrounded with
several circles of stone slabs with rounded tops, like the head
stones in a modern graveyard. Excellent specimens of the latter

type exist at Tralabanda, Bapanatham, near Falmaner, and in the

Kolar district, but this style is not common. The dolmens vary in

size, some of those buried in tumuli having a floor area of 85- -j- 5^
feet, and being as much as 6A feet in depth. In some cases a

rectangular stone slab like a couch or bed, and supported at the

corners by bits of stone, like legs, has been found resting on the

floor of the dolmen. In fact, the construction of these sepulchral

chambers shows some resemblance to the dwellings of the living,

and we shall find that the similarity was still further maintained

by the deposit along with the dead body of household utensils,

arms, ornaments and tools, such as were used by the person when
alive. It seems also pretty clear that the tumulus with its dolmen
in the interior or outside on the crown of the elevation, and its

enclosing concentric circles of stones, was the prototype of the

Buddhist tope or dagoba, with its rails, mound and relic casket.

At present there is no people in Southern India who practise
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dolmen burial, and the time at which these monuments were con-
structed is so remote that no existing race has any reminiscences of

their origin, and all repudiate them. The Pallavaram sarcophagi,

which have been so well described by Mr. Thorowgood, are made
of burnt clay, and in one fragment of a broken one which I saw,
the hard outer layer of the straw which had been mixed with the
clay is still extant. The oblong vessels hitherto seen vary in length
from upwards of six feet down to a little over two feet, and stand
on strong legs which have somewhat the appearance of a pig’s

snout, nose downwards. The proper sarcophagi have as many as

twelve legs, and the smaller six, and each leg is hollow, from seven
to eight inches high, and pierced about midway with two round
holes, which were probably made to facilitate the escape of gases

in firing the clay. Looking at the vessel sideways, it has at a

little distance some resemblance to a big caterpillar Mr.
Thorowgood also mentions the occurrence of large globular sepul-

chral urns The popular belief regarding these .... is,

according to Bishop Caldwell, that in ancient days men lived to a
great age, and shrank to the size of a cat. They were then put in

lamp-niches in the walls to keep them out of harm, and when at

last the relatives got tired of the aged pigmies, they put them in

these large jars and left them to die. This is contradicted by the

sizes of the bones found in the urns, which are generally those of

ordinary-sized individuals, and is simply one of those myths which
are sure to fasten on any object or subject the explanation of which
is lost in the mists of antiquity. Besides the large pyriform jars,

there are also occasionally found big vessels of a fusiform shape,

and one of those exhumed at Pallavaram has been sent to the

Museum by Mr. Thorowgood. The articles which arc lodged in

dolmens and sarcophagi along with human bones, or in the places

which once contained the latter, form a very curious paraphernalia,

and plainly point to some glimmering idea of a future life, analogous

to the present, having been entertained by the dolmen-builders. . . .

South Indian dolmens and prehistoric graves differ in one impor-

tant respect from those found elsewhere, viz. in the fact that they

never contain any implements belonging to the Stone age. This,

however, is of no value as a chronological fact, as some Indian

tribes were making stone hatchets in modern times
;
and all that

it shows, therefore, is that stone implements and weapons were not

in common use when the graves were constructed. In a dolmen in

the Coimbatore District some small human figures in copper were
found. They are now lodged in the Museum, and are believed to

be of Jain origin. A number of bronze articles also have been

found in the curious Nilgiri cairns. . . . Sir Walter Elliot held the

opinion, and so do others, that the dolmenswere erected by the Kurum-
bars, and this view receives support from the fact that at the present

time the shepherds of this race in North Arcot erect dolmens upon a

small scale when a Goudu or head of a sept dies. On the other hand,

it seems strange that any great difference should be fouud in the plan
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of such monuments if they wero tho work of one race. It appears to

me that not one but many races living at different times were the

constructors of the dolmens. In fact, that these structures indicate

a certain stage in the mental history of a people, and are due to a

psychological principle which is the constant outcome of intellectual

development The differences which we see in them would
probably be due to the nature of the constructive materials avail-

able, and to the variation in customs and beliefs.”

In the Academy of Juno 4, Mr. Burgess explains how Dr. Fiihrer

discovered, and obtained his copy of the inscription, in Gupta
characters, over the cave of Raja Gopala (Banda district). He was
not at the time aware that it had been previously brought to notice.

A Supplement to the Fatehpur Gazetteer
,
by Mr. E. S. Growse,

published at Allahabad in 1887, purposes to correct certain inac-

curacies in the topographical half of the larger work, and to supply

the blank in architectural and archaeological information occasioned

by the incompetence to deal with such matters of tho native

subordinates engaged on the original compilation. The statement

in the preface that “ every paragraph is the result of personal

observation ” will cany double weight from the writer’s well-

known zeal and ability. “ It will now be seen,” he says, “that
the district, instead of being exceptionally barren in objects of

historical interest, is richer than many—far more so than Buland-
shahr, for example, in monuments of the past.”

The June and July numbers of the Indian Antiquary continue

Mr. Patlibhai B. H. Madia's “Folk-lore in Western India,” and
Pandit S. M. Natesa’s “Folk-lore in Southern India”—both
pleasant reading and instructive to those who seek more from them
than amusement; Professor Kielhom contributes a note on the

Mahabhashya, and a paper on “Three Chandra Copper Plate

Grants ”
;
the Bev. J. Hinton Knowles three more Kasmiri stories

;

the Rev. S. Beal “Some Remarks on the Suhrillekha, or Friendly

Communications of Nagarjuna-Bodhisatva to King Shatopohanna ”

;

Professor R. G. Bhandarkar “ A Supplementary Note on the

Maurya Passage in the Mahabhashya”; and Mr. Fleet “No. 170
of Sankrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions,” as well as “The Date
of tne Poet Rajasekhara.” The Miscellanea and Book Notices

of both the Antiquary and Notes and Queries, would, it is believed,

carry more weight if invariably signed or initialled by the several

writers; or the source specified where an extract is taken from
another periodical. Part exeix. for August, besides a continuation

of the Pandit’s Folk-lore in Southern India, Mr. Fleet’s Sanskrit

and Kanarese Inscriptions, and Professor Kielhorn’s Notes on the

Mahabhashya, has a practical and praiseworthy though veiy short

paper, on the “ Somali as a Written Language.” Its writer, Capt.

King, of the Bombay Staff Corps, alluding to Dr. Cust’s classi-

fication of this tongue under the Ethiopic sub-group of the Hamitic
family, says :—“ This may be the original stock on which the

language mainly is founded
;

but the existence of a pre-Hamitic
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element in it is not improbable. Various influxes from Hadhra-
maut and Yemen have added a Semitic element which now seems
to predominate, and this element is observable, not alone in

individual words, but also in the construction.” A bright note by
Mr. Grierson forms the month’s “ Miscellanea.”

In the Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund for

July the chief contributors are Capt. Conder, MM. Schick and
Schumacher, and Drs. Chaplin and Hutchinson. From the “ Notes
and News ” it appears that Herr Schumacher will arrange with
the Turkish authorities for the removal of the sarcophagi recently

found near Sidon
;
and that the same gentleman’s English-translated

“ Jaulan” and Ajlun Memoirs will be published by the Society.

Whatever opposition Capt. Conder may meet with in the pending

settlement of the great Hittite question, he will deserve the thanks

of philologists and other learned bodies for a bold enunciation of

views which none but a privileged few are competent to accept or

reject, as well as for throwing broadcast original linguistic problems

to interest the many. His notion that Ed Dejjal, or more strictly

“ A1 Masihu’d-Dajjal,” may originate in “the Masdean ideas of

the false prophet,” because “ nearly the whole of the Moslem
eschatology is founded on Persian ideas,” needs, however,

warranted as a general observation, to be confronted with the

many interpretations given by learned Muhammadans of the Anti-

Christ they have been taught to expect. According to the compiler

of the Qdmus, Mr. Hughes reminds us in his Dictionary of Islam,

“ there have been at least fifty reasons assigned for his (the Dajjal)

being called al MasihP
Hebrew and Semitic Languages .—In a note headed “ Semitismi

nel Libro dei Re di Eirdusi,” at page 74 of the Giornale della

Societa Asiatica Italiana, M. Pizzi finds in the Shah Nameh certain

Aramaic, Judoeo-Pahlavi, and Arabic words, forms or expressions

of which he gives instances : Masiha, Salipa (salibd), Skuba and

Skupa
(
epishup6 ). These, he is disposed to believe, the author

obtained from a Pahlavi source, rather than that they were words

in common use by the people among whom he lived. 2. Bad-

kunisht he looks upon as exemplifying, in the final slit of Kunisht,

a Judaco-Persianism, consequently a Semiticism. 3. Khudavand,

when used in the sense of Sahib, “possessor,” before the thing

possessed, lie regards as an Arabicism
;
for instance, Kbudavand-i-

nam, Khudavand-i-shamshir, etc., etc. Nishast (inf. Nishastan),

combined with Gah, a place, is compared with the Arabic Majlis

or Maglis, a place of sitting. Ramish and Ramishgar, when meaning

music and musicians, arc likened to the Tarab and Mutrib of tho

Arabs. Diir, used as a capital, is assimilated to the Arabic Bab.

The Atlienccum of July 23 recommends to beginners the Hebrew

Grammar by the Rev. W. H. Lowe, which has just appeared in

Messrs. Ilodder and Stoughton’s scries entitled “ The Theological

Educator.” It remarks that “ Mr. Lowe has shown his immense

learning in Biblical Hebrew by his commentary on the Psalms and
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on Zechariah, and in Rabbinical Hebrew by his edition from MSS.
of the so-called Mishnah of the Talmud of Jerusalem, and of a

fragment of the Babylonian Talmud of Pesahim.”
General Houtum-Schindler, in the Academy of June 18, reverts to

the translation of the word “ Kipod,” propounded by the Rev. J.

Davies in the same journal last December (see page 325 of our

Quarterly Notes). He considers the Arabic version hubdra,
“ bastard,” to be the right one— utterly discarding the fanciful

connection of this word with the Persian uhu-barah “ a fawn.”
Die Semitische Sprachm. Eine Skizze, von Th. Noddeke.—In

our January “Notes,” allusion was made to Professor Nbldeke’s

valuable contribution to vol. xxi. of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

The German original of this article, revised and enlarged, has been
reprinted at Leipzig, and forms the subject of an elaborate notice

by M. J. Halevy in the Revue Critique of the 8th August. In one
respect M. Nbldeke and his reviewer differ. The former considers

the Nabateans to be Arabs who used the Aramean as a literary

language
;

while the latter regards them as Arameans who had
borrowed certain Arabic words from the dialects of their Arab
neighbours.

Dr. M. Rabbinowicz has announced the approaching publication of

a new edition of his French translation of the Babylonian Talmud,
or that section regarding the civil and criminal law of the Jews,
the position of the women, medicine and other sciences, beliefs,

manners and customs, and relations with the heathen. The work
will be published in six volumes of about 500-600 pages octavo

each, printed on fine paper. Six hundred copies, handsomely
bound, will be issued to subscribers at one guinea a volume. It is

expected that they will be ready at intervals of about six months.
Messrs. H. Grevel and Co., 33, King Street, W.C., are the London
agents.

In the Academy, 11th June, Professor Neubauer, under the head
“Arabia in the Land of Goshen,” throws out the following sugges-

tions: “Can it be that the word Arabia represents the Hebrew Arba
in the old name of Hebron, Kirjath Arba ? .... I have
always been tempted to consider the p in such proper names as

Balak, Amalek, and Anak as a suffix. * Balak would thus be ‘ one
who belongs to Baal’; Amalek, a tribe worshipping Amal=Amel;
and perhaps also Dameshek (Damascus), a town consecrated to a deity

called Demesh, or something like it.”

Arabic.—The somewhat exceptional character of Howell's

Grammar and Prof. Sachau's Albiruni render it necessary to defer

notices of both works until January. In the meantime, attention

is drawn to the estimate of the former expressed in the Saturday
Review of March 26, and to the high value set upon the latter by
our distinguished Honorary Member, Senator M. Amari of Pisa.

A new fasciculus (viii. 2) of Lane’s Arabic Lexicon, edited by Mr.
Stanley Lane Poole, has appeared, reaching page 2912. Two more
fasciculi

(Athen

.

16 July) complete the alphabet. Hasty criticism

vol. xix .—[new series.] 46
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of such a work were mere presumption, unless confined to a

particular word or entry. But it is mere justice to the indefatig-

able editor to acknowledge the self-evident ability he has displayed

in the production of this latest instalment of the Arabic-English

Dictionary.

At the sitting of the Societe Asiatique in Paris on the

13th May, a letter was read from the Archbishop of Damascus,

offering a catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the library of that city;

and an announcement was made from the Secretary of the Academic
du Var that a complete translation of the Arabian Nights would be

shortly published.

Mr. James Richard Jewett, “ who has been teaching in Arabic in

a little native school at Zahlek, Mount Lebanon,” has informed the

Oriental American Society “ that he has a large collection of

Proverbs and other texts in the common Arabic dialect of Syria,

with translation, notes and vocabulary, all well-advanced towards

readiness for publication.” Some Arabic proverbs, it is observed,

were submitted by this gentleman to the above-named Society at

their meeting in October last.

Assyriology.—By his analysis of the first fascicle of Delitzsch's

Assyriches Worterbuch, in the Proceedings of the American Oriental

Society, Professor David Lyon has earned the thanks of students.

To those who have been unable to subscribe to the work, it will

give an admirable account of its teaching
;

while those who have

become privileged to receive its several instalments will have their

attention drawn to particular points which the Professor’s high

reputation stamps as worthy of comment.
M Carl Bezold’s Journal of Assyriology for April contains M.

Barth’s “Das Nominal-Priifix na im Assyrischen ” ;
a contribu-

tion by M. Winckler on some recently published Assyrian texts,

and the Babylonian Chronicle (of which the long since prepared

edition by Mr. Pinches appears in the present number of our

own Journal)
;
M. Tiele’s remarks on E-sagita in Babel and E-zida

in Borsippa
;

a continuation of M. Jensen’s “ Ilymnen auf des

Wiedererscheinen de drei grossen Lichtgbtter together with the

Sprechsaal, Recensionen and Bibliographic.

Nos. 8 and 9 of the Babylonian and Oriental Record contain

articles of much interest, though for the most part fragmentary.

In both M. Amiaud discusses “ the various names of Sumer and

Akkad in the Cuneiform texts,” and Mr. Pinches affords “Glimpses

of Babylonian and Assyrian Life.” The remaining articles are

Babylonia and China, by Professor Dr. T. de Lacouperie
;
Some

Babylonian Cylinders, by Mr. W. H. Ward, of New York
;
A

Statement of Accounts in Nabopolassar’s time, by Dr. Y. Revillout;

a critical notice of Dr. F. Delitzsch’s Assyrian Worterbuch; an out-

lino of Professor Sayce’s third and fourth Hibbert Lectures
;

the

Borsippa Inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, by Mr. S. A. Smith
;
No.

2 of Dr. Casartclli’s Pehlevi Notes
;
Remarks on some Euphratean

Astronomical Names in the Lexicon of Hesychios, by Mr. Robt.
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Brown, jun.
;
and Notes, News and Queries on miscellaneous

subjects.

Independently of its Journal, the Italian Asiatic Society has

issued No. 1 of its separate publications, entitled Crestomazia

Assira con Faradigmi Grammaticali. The author, Dr. Bruto
Teloni, claims to he but a compiler, and his work is meant for

beginners in Assyriology. It contains a syllabary, a sketch
grammar, a few texts, with interlineary transliteration and com-
mentary, and a glossary, in which the words are placed under the

Hebrew roots. Some critics will doubtless object that the Doctor
follows too closely the German school, and ignores much that has
been written in other countries, consequently falling into errors

which a wider study might have avoided.

Hittite.—In the Times of August 22 is described a quadrangular
haematite seal discovered not long ago near Tarsus by Mr. Greville

Chester, and, owing to certain of its characteristics, regarded as

Hittite. The presence of equilateral triangles on this, as on the

circular seal previously found at Yuzgat (and now in the British

Museum), is interpreted to represent sacred or mystical objects.

If such notion be correct, the two together are brought into

apparent connexion with Indian symbolism.

Aryan Languages .—M. Sol. Rainach, in a long and instructive

criticism of M. Penka’s Die Herkunft der Aryer (Wien, Prochaska),

speaking of the lately disputed Asiatic origin of the Aryans,
writes :

“ Le premier qui ait envisage le probleme sous toutes

ses faces, en appelant a son aide les temoignages de la linguistique,

de l’anthropologie, de la paleontologie, et de l’histoire, pour conclure

a l’origine Europeenne des Aryens, est M. Penka.” This assertion

is of itself a powerful advertisement. But the whole question has
just been reviewed by Prof. Sayce in the Anthropological Section

of the British Association at Manchester.

Sanskrit.—In the Revue Critique of June 6 is a notice of Dr.

Pischel’s edition of Rudrata’s £r«garatilaka and Ruyyaka’s
Sahrdayatilrt. The first of these works, according to M. Sylvain
Levi, has enabled its author to display that passion for subtle

analysis and minute classification which exemplifies at once the

genius and mania characteristic of the Hindu mind. The second

work is chiefly commended as illustrative of literary composition

of a peculiar kind. With reference to the whole performance, it is

considered that, whatever value may be attached to the learned

editor’s own conclusions, his publication and exposition of the

native text will henceforth become indispensable to students.

Professor Max Muller enriches the columns of the Academy of

July 30th with a pleasant review of Professor Peterson’s edition of

the popular Hitopadesa, noting his discovery of the verse containing

the author’s name, “suppressed,” for some reason or other, by
Schlegel and Lassen. The editor is said, by this new publication, to

have “ earned the thanks of all Sanskrit scholars.”

The same number also mentions an edition of the Bhagavadgita

with Sridharasvamin’s Commentary and a Bengali translation
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under preparation, chiefly for the use of native students, by Gopala
Chandra Chattopadhyaya, in Calcutta.

Among the papers laid before the 18th Annual Meeting of the

American Philological Association, held at Ithaca, N.Y., in July,

1886, was a translation by Professor Whitney of the Katha Upan-
ishad. Instead of reading it through, the learned philologist

remarked upon the Upanishad literature in general, in its relation

to the history of religious thought in India. The abstract of his

address, recorded in the Proceedings, concludes as follows:—“It
appears impossible to regard the element of metempsychosis itself

as having a popular origin, as developing by any natural process

out of the older forms of Hindu religions
;

it must have been, as

it here exhibits itself, rather the product of a school of religious

philosophy, though winning afterward a general currency and
acceptation, as is testified by its underlying the later systems of

philosophy, including the philosophy of Buddhism.”
In the Athenaeum of July 30, a Sanskrit Critical Journal, “edited

under the auspices of the Oriental Institute at Woking, by Pandit

Bishi Kesh Shastri,” is noticed. “Its object,” we are told, “is

not only the cultivation of Sanskrit learning and research, but also

the formation of a linguistic command over that ancient language,

especially for the expression of modern ideas.”

The publication of Panini’s Grammatik Hrsg., fibers., erliiutert.,

&c., 0. Bohtlingk, 8 Lfg. Leipzig, Haessel, is notified in the

Academy of June 11.

Pahlavi.—M. Darmesteter notices in the Revue Critique of June

20 a pamphlet of 80 pages, entitled Gajastik Abalish, professing to

be the report of a Theological discussion presided over by the

Khalif Ma'mun. The text is published for the first time with

translation, commentary and lexicon, and should be of exceptional

interest to Pahlavi students.

Yol. xxxii. of the splendid series of Sacred Books of the East,

containing part iii. of the Zend Avesta, translated by the Rev.

L. H. Mills, has been received in the Society’s Library. Professor

Darmesteter, to whom the public is indebted for the translation of

parts i. and ii., not having the requisite time at his disposal to

continue his labours in this field, had himself apparently indicated

a fitting successor.

Turkish.—The June number of the Austrian monthly journal

(Monatsschrift fur den Orient) has an interesting paper on Turkish

inscriptions of the last century in the grounds at Hadersdorf
;

and

in July there is a notice, dated Basrah, 1884, on the inhabitants and

tracts of Turkish Arabia between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf.

Central Asia.—The Deutsche Litteraturzeitung of July 9 remarks

that Karasin’s Sketches of Travel on the Road from Orenburg

to Tashkend are “ full of life.”

India.—The first Annual Report of the Max Denso Hall Literary

Society for 1885-86 is indicative of healthy work at Karachi.

There is no apparent reason why this should not be the nucleus of
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a yet larger and more important Institution, as contemplated by
many of its Members. But efforts must be continuous and wisely

directed.

The three numbers of Indian Notes and Queries for the first

quarter of 1887—of which February and January were saved from
the wreck of the Tasmania, and reached the Society on the 2 1 st

July—are fair specimens of the whole work. Capt. Temple’s remarks
on the Orthography and Transliteration of Geographical names
merits particular notice in reference to what is called the somewhat
unscientific “phonetic” system. The numbers for April and May
have followed, and are full of pleasant and instructive reading.

In an interesting notice of the Report of the Operations of the

Survey of India, the Athcnteum of July 16 remarks that had the

native traveller known by the initials K. H. succeeded in his main
object of gaining Gyala-Syndong, “the lowest point yet reached

on the Sanpou,” and starting thence kept down the stream and
reached India without crossing it, “he would have been the most
famous Asiatic explorer of the day.” But while it was not B. N.’s

good fortune to achieve such a triumph as this, he was still

enabled to perform a useful and honest piece of work.
China.—The resolution of the Chinese Government to send a cer-

tain number of their civil servants to study Western lore in Western
countries is a remarkable sign of the times in which we live. Each
missioner, we leam from the London and China Telegraph, is to

receive a salary a little over £500 a year, with an allowance of

£125 a year for an interpreter and travelling expenses.

Professor Legge, in the Academy of the 9th July, when
reviewing Mr. P. H. Balfour’s Leaves from my Chinese Scrap Book

,

points to that writer’s monograph of Ts’in Shih Hwang Ti, as “the
longest and most discriminating account that has yet appeared in

English of this remarkable personage.” The reviewer’s estimate of

this hero places him third in the list of Chinese conspicuous above
all others by “ grand proportions and distinct personality.” Yu
the great is the first, and Confucius the second.

The two beautiful books on the Amoy Yearly Feasts, which
have been translated into French and published under the

authority of the Minister of Public Instruction as the 1 1th and 12th
volumes of the Annales du Musee Guimet, are worthy pendants of a

remarkable series. M. De Groot can hardly complain that justice

has not been done him in this reproduction of his valuable work.
Type, illustrations, paper— all are unexceptionable. Perhaps the

most palpable drawback to the English reader is that the familiar

‘Amoy’ is replaced by ‘ Emoui.’ In showing cause for this, the

author tells us in his preface that he might have been more
accurate had he written “ E mung,” and that some European maps
have recorded the Mandarin pronunciation of “ Hia-mun.”

Of less bulk and substance, but attractive in its way, is an
essay privately printed in Philadelphia by Mr. Stewart Curtin on
“ The Religious Ceremonies of the Chinese in the Eastern Cities of
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the United States.” “ The first immigrants,” we are told, “uncer-
tain whether the gods would still hear their prayers and protect them
in this remote land, neglected even these observances

;
but as

fortune favoured them, many in time erected a figure of their

accustomed god, and paid it the usual honour, attributing to its

influence some part of their success In the course of time,

as the people made homes for themselves, some of their former
many household gods were recognized.”

Japan .—The Academy of the 6th August has an interesting and
appreciative notice, by Mr. F. Y. Dickins, of a volume published
in the current year by the Imperial University of Tokyo, entitled,

“ The Language, Mythology, and Geographical Nomenclature of

Japan viewed in the light of Aino Studies, by Basil Hall Chamber-
lain, Professor of Philology in the Imperial University, including

an Aino Grammar by John Batchelor, Church Missionary Society.”

Dr. Cust thus records his opinion of the work :
—“ The first part of

the subject is ably treated in the first seventy-five pages, and I

leave it to others to comment upon it. My task is to draw attention

to the Aino Grammar by Mr. Batchelor : it is indeed an addition

to Linguistic Science of the highest importance. In the Northern-

most Island of the Japanese Group, Yezo, the Aino tribe, who
were the aborigines, have still survived in considerable numbers,
and are totally distinct from the more numerous and conquering

people known as the Japanese. The chief town is Hakodati, and
the Missionaries labour from this point. A portion of the Scripture

has been translated, and now the Missionary has supplied a Grammar
and a Vocabulary. The language belongs to the agglutinative class:

it has neither gender, nor grammatical inflections, and the relation of

words to each other is indicated by suffixes. The verbs have but one

mood, the indicative: all varieties of moods or tense are indicated by

auxiliary words. Postpositions take the place of Prepositions and
Conjunctions. As regards Syntax, the subject of the verb is

always placed at the beginning of the sentence, the verb at the

end, and the object immediately before the verb, and the genitive

precedes the noun which it qualifies. Some Texts are given to

illustrate the Grammar. It is a most satisfactory work, and when
it is recollected that it was printed at Tokio, we may well rejoice

in the signs of progress in Japan.”

Egyptology .—The Academy is rich, as usual, in Egyptian data.

June 4 has a letter from Mr. Flinders Petrie stating that he had
discovered way-marks on the ancient road from Memphis, across the

desert, to the Fuiyum
;

also, that on visiting the supposed site of

Kanobos, west of Abukir, he had found “a large site of rock-cut

baths in the sea,” and “ pieces of two granite colossi, aud two
large sandstone sphinxes thrown into the sea to form a breakwater.”

One of the sphinxes bore the name of a Psammetichos. M. Edward
Naville, on July 2, has a long account of nine recent explorations,

winding up with an expression of belief that “ we may expect

important results from a complete excavation of the temple of
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Bubastis, of which we have cleared only about one-third.” July 9

contains a letter from Professor Hirschfeld at Kbnigsberg confirming

his view against that of Mr. Gardner that there was no Greek town
of Naukratis before the time of Amasis. In July 16, both Mr.
Gardner and Mr. Flinders Petrie continue the discussion, ranging
themselves on the opposite side of the question. August 6 brings a

letter from Professor Sayce as a fresh contribution to the evidence

adduced; and Professor Hirschfeld publishes a courteous rejoinder

to MM. Gardner and Petrie on August 20. “ It will perhaps be of

use,” he says, to “renew the discussion afterthe results from Daphnae
have been published

;

” and lie is “ glad to learn that this will be
accomplished with the same promptitude which has already, in the

case of Naukratis, won for Mr. Petrie the heartiest thanks of every
scholar.” There has been going on for some days in Oxford
Mansions a so-called “ Exhibition of Minor Antiquities ” in con-

nection with the work of the Egypt Exploration Fund. On Miss
Edwardes’ high authority (see Academy of 13th August), “those
who are interested in flint implements and pottery ” are informed
that a visit to this quarter will reward them more or less for the
trouble involved.

Some interesting papers on Egyptian exploration have appeared
lately in the Times, and added to the universally-recognized value

of its many columns. One in the issue of August 22, commencing
with the statement that Professor Maspero “has laid down the

itinerary and topography of the Egyptian Inferno with a circum-
stantiality that is positively startling,” proceeds to an elaborate

analysis of the question mooted. While to the initiated the article

will not be unattractive—to the uninitiated it will be instructive

and pleasant reading, affording a curious insight into the beliefs of

an ancient people.

M. Amelineau has published separately the thirteenth century
Coptic MS. of the Martyre de Jean de Phanidjoit, mentioned
in the last Notes of the Quarter as among the contents of the

Journal Asiatique for February and March last. He has also made
more generally known, by republishing in pamphlet form, his

“Etude Historique sur Saint Pachome,” heretofore confined to the

pages of the “Bulletin de l’lnstitut Egyptien.” Saint Pakhom
or Pakhon of the Coptic Kalendar was the founder of the Caenobia,

and called the father of the Caenobites. We read in the Rev.
Mr. Malan’s translation of the Arabic Notes of the Coptic Church
that he wrote “Fifty Rules or Precepts for a Monastic Life,”

given in Patres Egyptii, p. 9, n. 8, ed. Migne.
In announcing that he has undertaken the preparation of a

history of Christian Egypt, M. Amelineau explains the process by
which he has attained the necessary knowledge and experience for

so important a work. The materials which he has been enabled to

collect during his residence in the country are such as throw much
new light on the state of its Christian inhabitants, from the period

of Diocletian (a.b. 284) to the thirteenth century. Indepen-
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dently of these, he has taken copies of all Coptic and Arabic MSS.
bearing upon this particular subject in various public and private

libraries of Europe, sufficient in themselves to fill many large-

sized volumes. M. Amelineau has already drawn attention to the

fact that many Coptic documents, lost in the original language,

have been preserved in Arabic translations, made at the time that

Coptic fell into disuse as a spoken language, to be superseded by
Arabic. He proposes to render his excerpta faithfully into French
for the benefit of students

;
each volume of collections being supple-

mented by a critical review of the data supplied, written without
predjudice or partiality. His own private conclusions will be quite

a separate affair, which he reserves to himself the right of expressing

in such form as he thinks fit.

The French Government will lend its aid to the proposed publi-

cation, and has furnished the requisite funds for defraying the cost

of the first volume (to appear in the course of October), but the

subvention will, it is believed, be insufficient to cover the whole
expenditure necessitated. An appeal is therefore addressed to

learned Societies to secure, by means of a subscription list, comple-

tion of the author’s labours. The work will be costly, and the

price of each volume will depend upon the number of its pages.

One volume will appear every year.

Numismatics.—M. A. de Barthelemy’s short but suggestive notice,

in the Revue Critique of June 27, of M. Theodore Rcinach’s “ Essai

dans la Numismatique des Hois de Cappadoce,” designates the work
to be a new and eloquent testimony in favour of those data which
“Archaeology supplies for the completion, and often rectification,

of classical texts,” and, moreover, a fresh argument in support of

the writer’s own proposition that historians and archaeologists can,

of themselves, “render but very imperfect service.” According to

the reviewer, M. Iteinach examines successively the state of Kappa-
docia under the Persian rule (b.c. 546-333), the respective

dynasties of the Ariarathes (333-100), and the Ariabarzanes (96-

36), and Archelaus, placed on the throne by Mark Antony (36-17).

The Persian period he finds illustrated only by a drachma coined

at Sinope, and bearing the name of Datames. Now, the best

numismatic authorities hold this personage to be the son of

Kamissares, Governor of Kappadocia under Artaxcrxes II.
;
but the

concise character of the texts does not allow him to accept the fact

as indisputable. On the other hand, he writes, “la serie des

Ariarathe et celle des Ariabarzane est classee avec une methode et

une critique qui ne laissent rien a desirer
;

la foliation des types,

l’examcn scrupuleux des surnoms pris par chacun de ces rois

homonymes, tout concourt a reconnoitre quo M. It. n’a rien avance

sans etre a memo de fournir des preuves a l’appui do son systeme

de classification.”

Epigraphy .—At a sitting of the Academic des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres on the 29th July, M. J. Halevy made some observa-

tions on the word adldn, which occurs in the lately discovered
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epitaph on Kin" Tabnit. The passage runs thus :
—

“

Do not open

my sepulchral chamber, nor disturb me, for there is neither an adldn

of silver, nor yet of gold, nor any treasure whatever.” Ei'SivXov

in Greek (image) was thought to be the word intended. At the

same meeting, the same gentleman had something to say on the

origin of the Phoenician letter tliet. According to M. de Rouge,
the Phoenicians had borrowed from the Egyptians the 22 letters of

their alphabet. M. Halevy, on the other hand—holding the theory

that they had only borrowed from them 12 or 13, making up the

remainder by adding a diacritical sign to, or otherwise modifying
some of these—showed that the letter thet was a combination of two
others— the tav and ain.

Miscellaneous.—The Athenceum of July 16 has a criticism of Mr.
Arthur Lillie’s Buddhism in Christendom. The chapters on ritual

and observances, it remarks, are rendered attractive by a number
of interesting illustrations.

A volume just published by Messrs. 'Whittingham, under the

title “ Christianity, Islam, and the Negro Race,” merits the close

attention of those who are sceptical as to the successful results of cul-

ture on the African mind. Dr. Blyden, its author, is, it is true, in

respect of literary distinction, one of a million
;
but he shows us

in his writings that there are a sufficient number of his fellow-

countrymen (in the widest sense of the word) to prove the Negro
capable of attaining the higher degrees of civilization. It is to the

general tone of the papers put together, of which there are fifteen,

exclusive of the Preface and interesting Biographical Note in

this book, rather than to the literary composition—however able

this may be—that the reader’s attention should be drawn.

In the Oxford “Examination Statutes” for the Degrees of Bachelor

of Arts, of Music, of Civil Law, and of Medicine, revised to Trinity

Term of the present year, it is provided that there shall be two
examinations in the Honour School of Oriental studies:— an examina-
tion in Indian studies, and an examination in Semitic studies.

Sanskrit, Persian, Arabic, Hindustani, Hindi, Marathi, Bengali,

Tamil and Telugu are the languages included in the former, and
Arabia Hebrew and Aramaic in the latter. The books chosen for

Indian studies are :—The Hitopadesa, Raghuvansa, Bhagavad-glta

and Vedanta-sara; the Shahnama, Life of Janghiz Khan, Jalalu’d-

din’s Masnavi, and Akhlak-i-Jalali; extracts in Wright’s Reading
Book, al Fakhri, the Kuran, and the Harnasa

;
the Ikhwanu’s

Safa, Araish-i-Mahfil, and Nasr-i-benazir
;

the Yikramorvasl,

Rajnltl, and Bal-kand of the Ramayan of Tulsi-Das
;

the Mukta-
mala, Yenisamhara Nataka, and Tukarama; the Charitavali,

Nabanasi, and Mahabharata
;
the Paiicatantra, Kurral, and Nlti

Nerri Yilakham; the Yikramanka Tales, Vemana, and Nala
Dvipada. For Semitic studies :—Extracts in Wright’s Reading
Book, al Fakhri, the Kuran, and Harnasa

;
i. and ii. Samuel,

Jeremiah, Job, Pirke Abhoth-Pesikta, Rashi on i. Samuel, Kimchi
on Jeremiah 1-15

;
Onkelos on Genesis, the Targum of Jonathan
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on Jeremiah, Psalms 1-72 in the Peshitta version; St. Matthew in

the Curetonian and the Peshitta versions, The Acts of Thomas (in

Wright’s Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles), Ephraemi Carmina
Nisibena (Bickell), 1-30. Provision is also made for History,

general and literary, and special subjects.

YI. Notes Contributed bt the Hon. Secretary.

Africa .— Vocabulary of “Navirondo,” S.P.C.K., 1887.—This tribe

occupies the East shore of Victoria Nyanza, in Eastern Africa on the

Equator. They are a Negro tribe, and the only one that has pushed
down so far South as the Equator : all the tribes South of the

Equator belong to the Bantu Family. The Rev. Mr. Wakefield, of

the United Methodist Mission at Mombasa, collected this Vocabu-
lary from a Merchant, and forwarded it to the Hon. Secretary of

this Society. As the tribe has been lately visited by Joseph

Thomson and Bishop Hannington, it has been thought expedient

to publish it.

Vocabularies of the Hadendoa and Beni Amir, S.P.C.K., 1887.

—

Major Watson of the Royal Engineers (Watson Pasha), while at

Suakim, collected a Vocabulary of the two above-mentioned Dialects,

and entered them in the Model Vocabulary Forms, which the

Honorary Secretary had sent out to him. They are now being

published by the S.P.C.K. The Hadendoa is a Dialect of the

Bishari language, of the Hamitic Group (see page 126 of Gust’s

Modern Languages of Africa, 1883). The Bani Amir are wrongly

entered as a Dialect of the same language, but the Vocabulary

shows that the language is Semitic, and akin to the Tigre of

Abyssinia.

Arab Tales in the Tugnlo Dialect of the Malcua Language,

Mozambik, East Africa, by Daniel Rankin, Acting British Consul,

Mozambik, S.P.C.K., 1 887.—These are very interesting and original

specimens of this previously totally unknown dialect of the Makua
Language

;
they were collected by the very intelligent acting

British Consul, and forwarded to the Hon. Secretary, with a letter

explaining their nature. The tales have been published by the

S.P.C.K., and some comparative Vocabularies.

Oceania.—Melanesia.—One of the languages spoken in the Isabel

Island of the Solomon Group is the Bogutu. The English Mela-

nesian Mission have prepared a translation of Mark in this language,

and it is published by the S.P.C.K., and is interesting as a genuine

specimen of this language.

Grammar and Vocabulary of Language spohen by the Motu Tribe,

New Guinea
,
by the Rev. W. G. Lawes, with Introduction, by Rev.

George Pratt. Sydney, Government Printer, 1885. London,

Triibner & Co.—This is one of the first fruits of the noble attempt

to evangelize the British portion of New Guinea by the London

Missionary Society. The names of Murray and Macfarlane, of

Lawes and Chalmers, arc known to all. From the Fly River to

the extreme point of the Island there are upwards of twenty-five
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languages, or dialects of languages, spoken by the numerous tribes,

or sections of tribes, which have pressed down from the unknown
interior to the coast

;
they are all savage Pagans, but not un-

friendly. These languages belong to the Melanesian Group with

certain Polynesian affinities : totally without literature or written

character. Mr. Lawes had seven years’ residence among the people,

to teach him the language of this important tribe, which lives near

to Port Moresby, and he has translated a portion of the New Testa-

ment, which was printed by the British and Foreign Bible Society.

It is of such importance that the officials appointed to carry out

the Protectorate should understand this leading language, which
no doubt will become the lingua franca of the South Coast, that Mr.
Lawes deserves the thanks of the Government. He promises, on
his return to the scene of his benevolent labour, a Comparative
Grammar, and Collective Vocabulary of all the forms of speech

spoken in the districts influenced by his Mission Stations.

Attached to this Grammar is an English-Motu and Motu-English
Vocabulary, of considerable length. It is an excellent book, and
reflects credit on the Australian publisher.

Asia. — Indo-Chinese Peninsula. — Cambodia. — Dictionnaire

Stieng; Recueil de 2500 Mots Fait a. Brolam en 1865 par H.
Azemar, Missionnaire, Saigon, 1887.— In the valley of the great

Mekong, in Cambodia, are a great many wild tribes, of whose
language little is known. Among them are the Stieng, and
a French lloman Catholic Mission has been established in their

midst for more than a quarter of a century. Their existence

is noticed in the travels of Gamier and Bastian. M. Azemar
was one of those Missionaries, who settled at Brolam in 1861,

and left in 1866. He dwelt quite alone among the people,

and picked up their language, and compiled this Vocabulary in the

French language, which, accompanied by a full description of the

tribe, has been published by the French Colonial Government of

Cochin-China, and a copy has found its way to the Libraiy of the

Royal Geographical Society. It is a very creditable performance.

La Societa Asiatiea Italiana .—We welcome the appearance of

the first volume of the Journal 1 of the Italian Asiatic Society,

published at Florence. Its President, Count Angelo di Gubernatis,

had lately visited India, and on his return conceived the idea of

an Italian Asiatic Society and an Indian Museum. The King of

Italy accepted the office of Patron, and in His Majesty’s presence

both Institutions were opened, and the President delivered his first

address. Some of the most distinguished scholars of Europe and
America have accepted the office of Honorary Members. The
Society held its first Annual Meeting in May of this year. The
Journal consists of 153 pages, of which 88 are devoted to 9 original

communications on a great variety of Asiatic subjects, and 68 to

Kotices of 13 works in different languages of Europe. The account

1 See ante, p. 699.
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of the res gestm of the Society occupy 39 pages in addition to the

above. The whole is in the Italian language, and there are no
illustrations. The Universities of Italy are numerous, some might
say, too numerous, and the Professors are numerous, and the chief

support of the Society must come from that quarter, as Italy has

as yet no intimate relations with or a single colony or dependency
in Asia. The names of some Italian scholars have a wide repute,

Amari, Ascoli, Gorresio, Teza, and Di Gubernatis, all of whom
have published noteworthy works. It might have been wiser to

have established the Society at Rome, as the rivalry of illustrious

cities is one of the causes of weakness of Italy.

Progress of Work of Translation of the Holt Scriptures in

Languages of Asia, Africa and Oceania.

Japan.—Ainu.—The Committee have published at Tokyo a

tentative edition of 250 copies of nine chapters of the Gospel of

St. Matthew. The remainder of the Gospel has now been translated,

and a complete edition will he published for circulation. The
translation was made by the Rev. J. Batchelor (C.M.S.), of Hako-
date, Japan. He is the only foreigner who understands the

language, and there is no native Ainu, who can speak English. The
translation has been made from the Greek by the aid of the English

Revised Version, and the few Ainu, who have been taught to read

have gone over the translations made by Mr. Batchelor, and thus

contributed to the idiomatic accuracy of the version.

Oceania.—Api or Bald.—The Gospel of St. Mark, translated by
the Rev. Rule Fraser, of the Presbyterian Church of Tasmania, and
printed by the New South Wales Auxiliary, is now in the hands of

the people. The Rev. Dr. Steel, of Sydney, Agent of the New
Hebrides Mission, read the proofs and edited the version.

India.—Badaga.—At the request of the Rev. J. Knobloch, of the

Basel Mission, of the Madras Auxiliary to this Society, has agreed

to publish an edition of the Gospel of St. Luke for the tribe of

Badaga, who inhabit the Nilgiri Hills, and number about 24,000.

The version will be prepared by the Rev. W. Lutz, who will take

as the basis of his revision a translation prepared and lithographed

in 1852.

Oceania.—Duke of York Island—The Committee have authorized

the Sydney Auxiliary to publish an edition of the Gospel of St.

Matthew and of the Acts of the Apostles, prepared under the

auspices of the Australasian Wesleyan Missionary Soc iety.

Oceania.—Fate.—The Gospel of St. John, translated by the Rev.

J. Cosh, and revised by the Rev. J. W. Mackenzie, is now in the

hands of the people, who have refunded to the Society the cost of

its production. The Rev. Dr. Macdonald, of Huvannah Harbour,

hopes that tho New Testament, completed by Mr. Mackenzie and

himself, will be ready for the press during this year. The trans-

lators have agreed to render the New Testament into the most
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important dialect of Fate, trusting that the version will be sufficient

for the whole island, and the surrounding islets.

Africa.—Ewe.—At the request of the North German Missionary

Society, the Committee have agreed to publish an edition of 1500
copies of the Hooks of Isaiah and Jeremiah. The version was made
by the Rev. T. Merz, formerly a Missionary on the Gold Coast.

He has revised his translation by the help of an Ewe student now
in Germany

;
and the Rev. Pastor Binder has also revised the

version, assisted by two Ewe studeuts, who are being educated by
him in Germany.

Africa (Ashanti).—Fanti.—The printing of the Four Gospels

progresses slowly, owing to the time lost in sending proofs to Cape
Coast. Meanwhile a Bible Revision Committee has been formed at

Cape Coast, consisting of ministers and laymen, who meet once a

week. They are now engaged on the Book of Genesis, which they
hope to complete in about a year.

China.—Fuh-chotc Vernacular (Roman Character).—The reception

given to his version of the Gospel of St. John has encouraged the

Rev. R. W. Stewart, of the Church Missionary Society, to continue

the translation of the New Testament, and the Committee have
resolved to continue the publication of the version.

Africa .— Gogo.—The Committee have published an edition of

500 copies of the Rev. J. C. Price’s version of the Gospel of St.

Luke. The language is closely allied to the Kaguru, but suffi-

ciently distinct to render Last’s Kaguru version useless among the

"Wa-Gogo. Mr. Price’s translation was made from the Greek, by
the help of the English Revised Version, and Rebman’s Swahili
version. They number about 100,000. They inhabit the region

between the U-Nyamwezi district on the West, and that of the

TJ-Sagara on the East. They are bounded on the North by the

Masai country. The rendering follows, with slight exceptions,

Steere’s system of orthography.

Gujarati—The Committee have completed the final revision of the

last 19 chapters of the Gospel of St. Luke, the Gospel of St. John,

the Acts of the Apostles, and eight chapters of the Epistle to the

Romans.
India.—Hindi.—The Revision Committee have completed the four

Gospels, and revised a part of the Acts of the Apostles.

Hindustani
(
Dakhani).—The Rev. M. G. Goldsmith, of the Church

Missionary Society, completed his revision of the Gospel of St.

Matthew in 1885. When the portion was revised by the Delegates,

it was sent to the lithographer to be photographed. The Gospels

of St. Luke and St. John have also been revised, and that of St.

Matthew is now being proceeded with. An edition of Genesis and
Exodus was passed through the press in December, 1885. The
brethren are aiming at a thoroughly idiomatic South Indian, which
differs considerably from North Indian Urdu.

Japan.—Japanese .—The version of the Old Testament is now
approaching completion. The work has been carried out by the
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Rev. P. K. Fj-son, and Drs. Hepburn and Yerbeck, the three

translators appointed by the Permanent Committee. In February,

1886, Mr. Fyson reported that the Books of Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy, and Daniel, translated by Dr. Hepburn, had been
published. Dr. Hepburn had also translated Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zacbariah. Dr. Yerbeck continued

his translations of the Psalms in addition to his revision work. Mr.
Fyson translated 1st and 2nd Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah,
and worked with Dr. Yerbeck on the Revision Committee. During
the past year Dr. Yerbeck has continued at work on the Psalms,

and assisted in the revision of other Books. Dr. Hepburn has

translated Esther, Job, and the Song of Solomon, and taken part

in revision, and Mr. Fyson, in addition to revision work, has

completed his version of Isaiah. During the year the Books of

Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah.

and Zechariah have been published.

Indian Archipelago.—Javanese .—The Rev. P. Jansz’s version

of the Gospel of St. Luke has been published and favourably

received, and the Committee have authorized Mr. Jansz to com-

plete the New Testament. As Mr. Jansz has already made exten-

sive preparations, it is expected that the work will be finished in a

year.

Africa.—Xosa alias Kafir.—The revision of the Bible has been

completed, and the Committee have agreed to publish a new
edition of 3000 copies, similar to the old 8vo. edition in type, page,

and size, the verses to be numbered and the paragraphs to be

marked by breaks. The poetical parts are to be printed in verse

form.

Central Asia.—Kalmuk.—Professor Pozdnejeff has completed his

version of the Four Gospels after six years of incessant labour.

An edition of 4C00 copies, with 1000 copies additional of each

Gospel, has been published under the editorial care of the translator.

The version was produced in the following manner. Professor

Pozdnejeff first made draft translations of the Gospels. These he

sent to Archimandrite Smirnoff, in Astrakhan, for revision. "When

Professor Pozdnejeff had collated M. Smirnoff’s criticisms, he pro-

ceeded to the steppes to test the translation by reading it to the

Kalmuks. In this way he was able to conform his version to the

style understood by the people, and to acquire information for

further translation. Professor Pozdnejeff made three journeys to

the steppes for the purpose of testing his work. On his return

home he carefully revised the translation once more, and prepared

copy for the press. The Committee have arranged with Professor

Pozdnejeff for the completion of the New Testament, and for this

purpose he proposes to make two journeys to the Kalmuk steppes.

On the death of Archimandrite Smirnoff, Professor Pozdnejeff

employed os his assistant M. D. Kutusoff, a native Kalmuk, now
Lector in the St. Petersburg University. M. Kutusoff, who has

completed his studies in the Imperial Medico-Surgical Academy,
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spent four years in Mongolia, and is acquainted with the literary

language of the Mongols, and Professor Pozdnejelf considers his

services of special value.

Russia.—Kazan- Turki.—The Gospel of St. Mark, translated and
edited by M. Saleman, is now completed, and will be immediately

circulated among the people for whom it is intended in Kazan and
elsewhere. M. Saleman will proceed with the translation of the

remaining two Gospels, St. Luke and St. John.

Central Asia.—Kirghiz- Turki.—The printing of the third edition

of the New Testament, revised by Ur. Gottwald, at the Kazan Uni-

versity Press, under the care of M. Saleman, proceeds slowly. The
Rev. W. Nicolson reports that thirty sheets out of forty-two have
been printed.

India.—Konkani.—The Madras Auxiliary are taking steps for

the formation of a Committee to revise the Gospels of St. Mark
and St. Luke, already printed, and to prepare other portions of the

New Testament for the press.

Caucasus.—Kumuk (Turki).—The publication of the Gospel of

St. Matthew has been delayed owing to the discovery of a few
typographical mistakes. The version is being re-examined by
Ur. Sauerwein and M. Amirkhaniantz, and will be issued imme-
diately.

Oceania.—Lifu.—The revision of the Bible has been brought to

a close, and at the request of the Mission, the Committee have
agreed to publish an edition of 4000 copies, the type and general

style to be similar to that of the Samoan Bible.

U-Ganda .—The Rev. R. P. Ashe, on his return from U-Ganda,
brought with him the first thirteen chapters of the Gospel of St.

Matthew, translated by himself and the Rev. Mr. Mackay, and
printed by their Mission press at U-Ganda. The version has been
tested by the natives and re-revised, and the Committee agreed to

print a tentative edition of 250 copies. Later news from U-Ganda
reports that Mr. Mackay is completing the translation, and the

Committee have resolved to await the arrival of the remaining
chapters of the Gospel with a view to printing (500 copies) of the

complete Gospel.

Madagascar.—Malagasi.—The revision of the Bible begun thirteen

and a half years ago is now completed, and the Revision Committee
has been dissolved. The first meeting was held in the house of Mr.
William Johnson, of the Friends’ Mission, on July 21, 1873. The
last meeting was held in the Committee-room of the London
Missionary Society, Madagascar, on April 30, 1887. Owing to the

absence on furlough of the chief reviser for two and a half years,

the time actually spent in revision was a little over eleven years.

On May 2, two days after the completion of the revision, a thanks-

giving service was held in the Memorial Church, attended by
Missionaries, Native Pastors, and a large number of Christians.

The Prime Minister was present with a special message of thanks
from Queen Ranavalona III., and this he delivered with his own
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congratulations on the very spot, where thirty-eight years before

fourteen Christians were hurled over the precipice, at the command
of Ranavalona I., for their adherence to the Word of God.

India.—Malayalam.—The Revision Committee met last September,

when it was resolved to circulate interleaved copies of the latest

revision of the New Testament. The criticisms called forth have
been revised by the Yen. Archdeacon K. Koshi, as far as the

Gospel of St. Luke, and printed and circulated among the delegates

and other scholars. The criticisms on the Gospel of St. John
and the Acts are in course of collation

,
and arrangements have been

made for the final revision of the four Gospels and the Acts.

New Zealand.—Maori.—The printing of the revised Bible has

been continued throughout the year. First proofs are read by
Archdeacon Maunsell in New Zealand, and Mr. Carleton, of Upper
Norwood, reads the second proofs, to see that the Archdeacon’s

corrections are carried into the text.

India.—Marathi.—The revised Book of Genesis has been

examined and approved by the Marathi Translation Committee,

and an edition of 1000 copies, 12mo. has been printed under

the ioint supervision of the Rev. Baba Padmonii and the Rev. J. E.

Abbott.

India. — Musalmani- Bengali. — The Calcutta Auxiliary have

resolved to revise and publish a small edition of the Gospel of St.

Matthew.
Oceania.—Nguna.— The Rev. P. Milne, of the New Hebrides

Mission, has translated the Gospels of St. Mark and St. Luke, and

hopes to go to New Zealand by the end of the year to carry an

edition through the press.

China.—Ningpo Vernacular

.

—The Revision Committee continue

their revision of the New Testament.

Africa.—Nupe.—The Committee have resolved to publish an

edition of 500 copies each of the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John

in the new orthography. The version was made by Archdeacon

Johnson, and it has been rendered into the new orthography by the

Rev. Dr. Schcin.

Turkey.— Osmdnli-Turki.—The Revised Bible has been published.

Afghanistan.—Pashtu.—The translation and revision of the

Scriptures for the Afghans are proceeding under the superintendence

of the Bishop of Lahore as chairman.

Persian.—The Rev. Dr. Bruce has been engaged on the revision

of his New Testament during the last six years. He has also

translated and revised the Books of Genesis, Exodus, and Psalms.

He has returned to England with his MS., and the Committee are

taking steps to have the whole finally revised with a view to

publication.

Africa.—Popo
(
Dahome).— In addition to the Gospels of St.

Matthew and St. Mark, which are now passing through the press,

the Popo Translation Committee at Lagos have completed the

translation of the Book of Psalms, the Gospels of St. Luke and
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St. John, and the Acts, and these portions are now being revised

and copied with a view to immediate publication.

India.—Rajmahdli, alias Pahari (Maler or Malto).—Tho Rev.
Ernest Droese has translated the Psalms, the Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Mark, and the Acts of the Apostles.

Oceania.—Rarotonga.—The ltcv. W. Wyatt Gill has returned to

England with the MS. of the revised Bible, and is now editing for

the Committee an 8vo. edition of 4000 copies. As the text is now con-

sidered to bo settled, stereotype plates of the edition are being prepared.
Morocco.—Riff (dialect of Shillia).—Mr. William Mackintosh, tho

Society’s agent at Tangiers, has completed his version of the Gospel
of St. Matthew, and t he Committee have published an edition of

500 copies.

Oceania.—Samoa.—The Rev. Dr. Turner has carried through the
press for the Committee an edition of the Bible in small size. He
lias made a few corrections in the text while passing through the
press.

India.—Santal (Roman Character).—The Calcutta Auxiliary to

the Bible Society have agreed to publish an interim edition con-

sisting of 1000 copies of the Xcw Testament. The edition will be
made up of tho portion of the New Testament completed by the

Revision Committee and Mr. Cole’s translation of the rest unrevised

by the Committee. It is intended to meet the demand for the

Book, until the version now being prepared by the Rev. F. T. Colo

and the Santali Revision Committee is ready.

Santal (Bengali Character).—The Calcutta Auxiliary published

an edition of 1000 copies of tho Gospel of St. Luke, prepared and
edited by Mr. Cole.

Africa.— Sato.—A few corrections are being made by the Rev.
A. Mabillc in the Pocket Xew Testament with a view to the
printing of an interim edition of 2000 copies. A further revision

in the light of the Revised Bible is contemplated.

Swahili (Arabic Character).—The Gospel of St. John, trans-

literated and edited by Miss Allen, of the Universities’ Mission, has

been published.

Swahili (Roman Character).—The version of Exodus revised by
the Venerable Archdeacon Hodgson, and edited by the Rev. F. A.
Wallis, of the Universities’ Mission, has been completed.

India.— Telugu .—The translation of the remaining books of the

Old Testament has been retarded by the serious illness of Dr. Hay.
During the year the Book of Isaiah has been translated, the Book of

Psalms has been revised, and the Books of Judges, Joshua and Ruth
have been printed. Dr. Hay is now translating the Book of

Jeremiah. The work has sustained a loss in the sudden death of

the Rev. M. Ratnam, one of the oldest members of the Revision

Committee.
Caucasus.—Transcaucasian-Turhi.—The printing of the Bible has

been begun at Leipzig. Proofs are being read by the Rev. A.

Amirkhaniantz.
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India.— Tula.—AVith a view to expedite the work of revision,

the New Testament has been parcelled out among a number of

scholars to make a first draft. The Rev. 11. Hartmann is working

on the four Gospels while on furlough. Catechist Obed has finished

the Acts of the Apostles. Messrs. Ritter and Ott, assisted by com-

petent native scholars, are engaged on the Epistles.

Urdu (Arabic Character).—The Committee have published an

edition of the Bible under the superintendence of Dr. AVeitbrecht,

assisted by a native TJrdu scholar. It was found undesirable to

carry out the changes announced last year, and the new edition

may be considered an interim reprint, with palpable mistakes and

typographical errors corrected.

Uriya.—Last year the Committee agreed to bring out an edition

of 2500 copies of the Old Testament, revised and edited by the

lamented Dr. Buckley, of the Baptist Mission at Cuttack. Dr.

Buckley was carrying on the revision with his usual energy, and

had completed the work up to the 83rd Psalm, when he was

suddenly called to rest. Dr. Buckley had already edited one edition

of the Old Testament.

Central Asia .— Uzbek- Turlci.—The printing of the Eour Gospels,

translated by M. Ostroumoff, has been begun. The proofs are being

read by Dr. Radloff, Dr. Sauerwein, M. Amirkhaniantz, and the

translator. The Sart dialect, chosen by M. Ostroumoff, is expected

to become the chief language of Central Asia.

Africa .— Yao.—The version of the Scriptures begun by Arch-

deacon Maples, of the Universities’ Mission, is being continued by

the Missionaries of the Established Presbyterian Chui'ch of Scot-

land. The Gospel of St. Matthew was translated and edited by

Archdeacon Maples. The remaining Gospels and the Acts have

been translated by the Scotch Missionaries of Blantyro and

Livingstonia.

Yorula.—The first edition of the New Testament being almost

exhausted, a Revision Committee, in which the AVeslcyan Mis-

sionaries have joined the Church Missionary Society Missionaries,

has been formed to revise the New Testament, with a view to the

publication of an edition of 10,000 copies, same size and type as

the present edition. The four Gospels have already been revised.

Proofs of the new edition will be read at Lagos.

VII. Special Committee, Royal Asiatic Society.

The statement and papers published under this head in the “ Notes ’

’

of the April number of the Journal (pp. 342-349) are incomplete

without the report of the Committee—of which they were the more

Appendices
;

it has now been considered advisablo to add this

document also. That it was withheld at all must be attributed to

the circumstance that the papers were referred back by the Coun il

for further information on certain points— a step which would
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entail modification. But such reference having been shown to

involve amplification only, without retractation, there appears no

further reason to withhold publication of the first approved draft

:

Report of Committee 1 appointed under the Resolutions of Council,

dated March and 10th May, 1886.—The Committee appointed

to consider the best means for the promotion of Oriental Studies in

England, and rendering the work of the Society more popular, beg

to report as follows on the several heads of inquiry indicated to

them

:

I. In reference to the first head—“Preparation of a list of

appointments in England, in Government Establishments, Univer-

sities and Colleges, and other Institutions for which a scholarly

acquaintance with Oriental Languages is a necessary or important

qualification, with the emoluments of each and the mode of appoint-

ment”—the Committee have prepared from the best information

at their command a list of such appointments, together with a

statement of the emoluments attached and mode of appointment

;

and a column has been added giving, where known, the name and

designation of the present holder
;
they have also given a list of

similar appointments in India open to Europeans.2

It will be seen from these lists that, excluding those for which a

knowledge of Hebrew only is required, the number of permanent

salaried appointments in the United Kingdom is about twenty-nine,

the salaries ranging from £50 to £1000 per annum. In India

there are ninety-eight Government appointments open to Europeans,

with salaries ranging from 250 to 2450 rupees per mensem, for

which a knowledge of Oriental languages and literature is either

essential or a very important qualification. These appointments

include 14 Professorships of Oriental Languages, 45 Headships of

Colleges and Schools, 32 Educational Inspectorships, and 7 Director-

ships of Public Instruction, and all—with the exception of 8

Professorships and 2 Inspectorships— are at present held by
Europeans.

Besides the appointments referred to above, there are, in the

United Kingdom, Professorships at King’s and University College,

London, minor College Tutorships at Oxford and Cambridge,

Examinerships in connection with Indian Civil Service competitions,

1 The Committee consisted of the following Members of the Council R.A.S. :

Gen. R. Maclagan, R.E. (Chairman); Messrs. Bendall, Dickins, Kay, Thornton,
the Hon. Secretary, and Secretary. Sir Monier Monier-Williams afterwards
joined.

2 See Appendix, page 348, J.R.A.S. for April, 1887.
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and temporary appointments in the British Museum, offering more

or less remunerative employment to Orientalists. Again, in India,

the Government offers to its Civil and Military servants handsome

rewards for proficiency in Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, and the

languages of India, and success in the examinations for them not

unfrequently leads to special advancement in the Service. Lastly,

both in England and India, important work is being done, and

much more remains to be done, in the editing and translation of

Oriental texts, and in the preparation of dictionaries and grammars

and other works relating to the history, antiquities, and languages

of the East, while, judging from the periodical lists of Messrs.

Triibner and other Oriental publishers, the public interest in this

class of literature is on the increase.

Thus the prospect of remunerative employment open to English

Orientalists, at any rate in the case of Indian languages, appears

less discouraging than is usually supposed. The field is vast, the

labourers—of British birth—are few, and the demand is greater

than the supply. Of the appointments contained in the lists twenty
,

including some of the most important, are at present held by foreign

scholars, and to foreign scholars we are indebted for many English

versions of Oriental texts, and some of the most important articles

on Eastern subjects contained in the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Of twenty-nine English Translations of the “ Sacred Books of the

East,” issued from the Clarendon Press, fourteen are by German

scholars, and that of A1 Beruni’s great work on India is being made

(partly at the expense of the Indian Government), not by an

Englishman, but by Professor Sachau of Berlin.

The Committee believe that these facts—that is, the opening for

Orientalists and the extent to which England has to resort in

Oriental subjects to foreign scholars—arc very little known, and

that their publication may do something towards stimulating

Oriental studies in this country. They recommend accordingly

that the appended lists of appointments with names of present

holders (after careful correction), be published in the Journal,

together with these remarks (so far as they arc approved of by

the Council), and that all new appointments of like character

created and all vacancies in appointments and changes of in-

cumbency be notified from time to time in like manner.

II. With regard to the second head—“ The possibility of

approaching the Government, the Universities, the City Com-

panies, etc., for support in the promotion of Oriental studies ”

—
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the Committee do not sec their way to recommend an appeal to

the Government either of the United Kingdom or of India for

direct support in the shape of University or School Endowments,

but they presume the Government of India will be ready in the

future, as in the past, to aid and assist in the production of

Oriental works of public interest and importance. To that Govern-

ment we owe, inter alia, the publication of the text of the Rig

Veda, the translation of the Adi Granth, and Jaeschke’s Tibetan

Dictionary
;
and it has liberally contributed to the cost of Professor

Max Muller’s series of “ Sacred Hooks of the East,” of Dr. Badger’s

English-Arabic Dictionary, of Professor Geldner’s Zend-Avesta, the

text and translation of A1 Beruni’s “ India,” the new Persian-

English Dictionary by Professor Steingass, the English-Persian

Dictionary by Wollaston, and the new edition of Professor Sir

Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit Dictionary.

But while they see no hopes of success in an appeal to Govern-

ment for direct support, the Committee feel strongly that an

attempt should be made to awaken a more active interest in the

subject on the part of the governing bodies of Educational Insti-

tutions, and also on the part of the great London Companies, many
of whom are already distinguished by the liberal aid they render

to Science and Education. The Committee therefore recommend

(i) that letters be addressed to the governing bodies of the prin-

cipal Universities, Colleges, and Schools of the United Kingdom,

inviting their assistance
;

suggesting, in the case of the University

of Oxford, the carrying out of the measures proposed by the Hebdo-

madal Council in 1877 for advancing the study of Arabic, Syriac,

Persian, and Ethiopic, and of the languages and antiquities of

Assyria and Ancient Egypt
;

and, in the case of Colleges, the

setting apart of one or more of their existing Fellowships for

bestowal on Oriental scholars, and of Scholarships and Exhibitions for

promising students of Eastern languages
;

and urging, in the case

of Schools, the formation of classes for the elementary teaching of

such languages and the offer of prizes for proficiency in them.

They recommend (ii.) that similar letters be addressed to certain

of the City Companies asking their aid and support by the grant of

funds for the establishment of new Fellowships, Scholarships and

prizes in Colleges and Schools, or for the publication of Oriental

texts and translations and other works of importance not likely to

be immediately remunerative.

The grounds of the recommendations are more fully set forth in
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a statement which accompanies, 1 and it is suggested that a copy

of the statement, if approved by the Council, might accompany the

letters addressed to the various bodies indicated.

In the event of the response to the above communications being

fairly favourable, an appeal might, the Committee think, be made
to the chiefs, nobles and wealthier residents of India for the foun-

dation of Scholarships at our Universities tenable to their fellow-

countrymen.

III. As to the third head—

“

Possibility and expediency of

amalgamating this Society with any other of kindred objects, and

of reducing the scale of subscriptions now in force”—the Committee,

after due inquiry, are not able to make any recommendation for the

amalgamation of the Royal Asiatic Society with any other Society,

with kindred objects. With regard to reduction of subscriptions,

the case stands in this wise. There are at present 129 resident

members paying three guineas per annum. A reduction in their

rate of subscription from three guineas to two guineas—which on

many grounds is desirable—will thus involve an immediate loss

to the Society of 144 guineas, and it will require the addition of

seventy-two new members to make good this loss. The majority

of the Committee are not sanguine that this addition to the number

of resident members will be soon obtained, but, meanwhile, the

loss can be met, in part at least, from the annual surplus over

expenses, which, the Secretary informs them, has latterly amounted

to about £100. As the Committee are not unanimous as to the

course to be pursued, they deem it best to leave the matter for

the decision of the Council without making any specific re-

commendation. Rut, in the event of its being decided to retain

the present rate of subscription, the Committee suggest that in

special cases the subscription be remitted or reduced on the

principles adopted at the meeting of Council on the 11th January,

1886.

IY. With regard to head number four—“ Whether the publica-

tion of Oriental works beyond the scope of the Journal should

be undertaken ”—the Committee do not doubt that the publica-

tion of Oriental texts or their translation might be legitimately

taken up by the Royal Asiatic Society
;

but having regard to

the fact that the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge are already

engaged upon tho work, and have in their professors of Oriental

1 Seo pp. 344-349, J.R.A.S. for April, 1887.
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languages a specially competent editorial staff, and that in London

there is more than one enterprising firm of Oriental publishers,

tho Committee are not prepared to advise, for the present, at all

events, the assumption of such work by the Society. Works

likely to be soon remunerative may, in their opinion, well be left

to the enterprise of existing agencies, while for the publication of

important works less likely to be remunerative, we should, the

Committee think, look, in tho first instance, at any rate, to our

Universities. Our Universities—Oxford especially—have already

done good work in this respect, and aided, it may be, by the

liberality of individuals and corporations, and, in special cases, from

tho revenues of India, may be willing to extend and systematize

the Oriental department of their Presses. In doing so they would

doubtless receive the hearty sympathy and co-operation of this

Society, and would do much to realize the hope which underlies

the recommendations under the second head—that our Universities

may become ere long centres of Oriental as well as of Western

learning and research.

Y. In considering the last of the five subjects indicated to them

—that is to say, “the best means of rendering the Society more

popular,”—the Committee have had the advantage of a valuable

paper of suggestions by Dr. R. N. Cust, the Hon. Secretary. After

considering those suggestions, the Committee submit the following

recommendations :

—

(i) One important means of rendering the Society more popular

is doubtless the improvement of the Journal. In this matter, the

Committee are glad to state, action has already been taken, and

most of Dr. Cust’s suggestions have been carried out or anticipated

by the Secretary of the Society, Sir Frederic Goldsmid. These

improvements are all, more or less, embodied in a paper contained

in the October number, and intended to form part of every suc-

ceeding issue, under the title of “ Notes of the Quarter,” an

introduction which, while it partakes of the character of Pro-

ceedings, will also aim at supplying such information gathered

during the preceding three months as is likely to interest Oriental

scholars and students. It should be remarked that arrangements

are in contemplation, or in progress, by which the “Notes” may

be rendered more complete and comprehensive than can be the

case at present, owing to the deficiency of data and want of co-

operation from without.

The Committee believe that the alterations and additions made
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will add greatly to the interest and value of the Journal, and they

recommend that they he approved by the Council.

(ii) Another effectual means for attaining the object aimed at

will he, they believe, the institution by the Society of occasional

meetings or conversaziones at which Orientalists of eminence should

be invited to deliver lectures describing in a popular style the

position, progress or results of some branch of Oriental research.

(iii) With the view of encouraging discussion at the ordinary

meetings, and thus increasing their attractiveness, it is recommended

that proofs of every paper about to he read he available at the

time of the meeting, and for three days previously, at the rooms

of the Society, and that the time allowed for reading the paper

or extracts from it be ordinarily limited to half an hour.

(iv) They recommend that members of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal and of the branch Societies of Bombay, Madras, Ceylon,

North China, Japan and Singapore, who may he temporarily in

England, be not only admissible to meetings (as already provided

by the rules), but have the use of the library and reading room.

(v) Lastly, it is recommended that a Gold Medal be annually

awarded by the Society in recognition of recent services in Oriental

research or scholarship.

Postscript.

The readers of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal will be glad to learn that

Professor Saycehas forwarded a supplement to his valuable Memoir on the Vannic
Inscriptions published some five years ago. This will appear in the January

number.
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Abe no Miushi, one of the suitors of

the Lady Kaguya, and how he failed

in the task imposed on him by her,

16-19.

Abkhazian, vocabulary of, 146-156.

Adi Oranth, arrangement of the, 605.
j

Adlan, J. Halevy’s observations on the

word, 704.

Afghanistan, Surgeon -General Bellew’s
paper on the names borne by some of

the tribes of, 503.

African philology, 184, 342, 545, 706.

Africa, the Bibliography of, 686.

Agap' Porul
,
a Tamil work on love,

575.

Agastya, the legendary author of the

Tamil language, 559.

Agau, Kushites identified with the, 646.

Ahuramazda, 204.

Aino language, Grammar of the, 332,
702.

Akinoyonaga-no-monogatari, a Japan-
ese .Romance, 44.

Akkadian and Egyptian languages,

theory of a relationship between the,

650.

Akkadian invasion of Mesopotamia, its

effect on the Babylonian language,

636.

Akkadian origin of the Cuneiform
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644.
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45.

Alla Bus, his handbook of Brahul, 60.

“Altar,” ancient forms representing
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Amaravati Stupa, 172.
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Andrew, Sir W. P., obituary notice

of, 524.
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Veda made by the, 599 et seq.

Antiochus, the Inscription of, 632.

Apirian syllabary, the, 653.
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necessary, Appendix I. page 348.

Appointments in India, do. do., Ap-
pendix II. page 348.
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III. page 348.
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Arbuthnot, Sir A., his memoir of Sir

W. Elliot, 519-524.

Arbuthnot, F. F., notice of his “Per-
sian Portraits,” 329; and E. C.

Wilson’s account of the same,
538.

Archaeological Survevs of India, 172,
701.

Archaeology in India, 323, 530, 693.

Aretas = Harith the Great, 591.

Ariabarzanes, the dynasty of, 704.

Ariarathes, the dynasty of, 704.

Armenian literature, 180.

“Art,” a poem by H. W. Freeland,

Chinese and Italian versions of,

136-7.

Aryan languages, literature of the, 177,

328, 537, 699.
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Asiatic Society of Bengal, Reports of

meetings of the, 158-159
; 313-315 ;

506-507; 682-684.
Asiatic Society of Japan, Reports of

meetings of the, 313.

Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, 680.

Assur-nadin-sutn, king of Babylon,

675.

Assyrian names of domestic animals,

319.

Assyriology, 175, 327, 535, 698.

As'vaghosha, author of the Jatakamala,
202 .

Asvamedha
,

the, or Horse-sacrifice,

622.

Australia, characteristics of the lan-

guages of, 378 et seq.

Aymonnier’s “Notes on Annam,”
331.

Azazel, a pagan divinity, 325.

Azemar, H., his dictionary of the

Stieng language, 707.

Baber, E. C., his “Note on Nine
Formosan MSS.,” 418-427.

Babu Ram Din Sinha, and Babu Sahib
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hooks, 140.

Babylonian and Oriental Record, notice

of papers in the, 175, 327, 535,

698.

Babylonian Chronicle, introductory

remarks on the, 655-57
;
Cuneiform

text of the, 658-664
;
Romanized

transcription of the, 665-672 ;

English translation of the, 672-81.

Babylonian picture-writing, when and
where was it invented ? 644.

Babylonian signs, examples of, with
their pictorial origin and assumed
Egyptian equivalents, 652.

Babylonian Talmud, Dr. Rabbinowicz’
French version of the, 697.

Babylonians and Elamites in conflict

with the Assyrians, 674.

Balance-sheet for the year 1886, vi.

Bamhara language of Africa, 686.

Bamboo-Hewer, Story of the Old,

translated by F. Y. Dickins, 1-36
;

transliteration of the text of the,

46-58.

Bambridge, the Rev. J., his memoir of

the Rev. G. Shirt, 687.

Bamian, the idols at, 161.

Bamiyan, the Red and the White idols

in the locality of, 162.

Batchelor, Rev. J., his Aino Grammar,
332 ;

Dr. Cust’s review of the same,

702.

Bate, Rev. J. D., sketch of the plan
of his proposed Hindustani-English
and English-Hindustani Dictionary,

335.

Beal, the Rev. S., “ Some Remarks
on the Narrative of Fa-hien,” Art.
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Bel-edir, 681.

Bel-ibni (Belibus), king of Babylon,

675.

Bellew, Surgeon- General, his grammar
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his

article on “Names home by some
of the Tribes of Afghanistan,” 309,

503.
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Bidie, Surgeon-General, his account of

prehistoric graves near Pallavaram,

693.

Bilhana, the story of, 329.

Binger, Lieut. G., his sketch of the

Bamhara language, 686.

Birdwood, Sir G., his memoir of Sir

Barrow Ellis, 688.

Bisbitum, the king of, 681.

“Bishop,” first European word known
in the New Hebrides, 381.

Blakiston, the Rev. R. M.,his memoir
of Archdeacon Harrison, 525.

Blyden, Dr., his “ Christianity, Islam

and the Negro Race,” 705.
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time Enterprise, 692.
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Borsippa, revolt at, 672.
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the world,” 542.
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on the, 59 ct seq.
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tracts from the Annual Report of,

regarding the progress of translation
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708—714.
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British India, total number of boohs
published in each Province of, during
the year 1885, 538-540.

British Institute of Hebrew, proposal

for a, 532.

Brunton’s Vocabulary of the Susu lan-

guage, 686.

Butlastis, expected important discove-

ries at the temple of, 703.

Buddha’s Sacred Begging-bowl, 7.

Buddha’s sacrifice of himself for the

Tiger, 202.

Buddha, the supernatural linguistic

attainments of, 567.

Buddhist Remains at Guntupalle, 508
et seq.

Buddhistic origin of the Miryek at

Un-jin, 555.

Buddhistic symbolism, 238 et seq.

Bu-hwan dialect of Formosa, vocabu-
lary of the, 487 et seq.

Bullock, T. L., quotation from, on the

tribes of Formosa, 423.

Bunyiu Naniio, sent on a scientific

mission to India, 332.

Burma, notes on, 331.

Burnell, Dr., on the derivation of the

modem Tamil alphabet, 567.

Burton, Lady, her edition of the

Arabian Nights, 534.

Burton, Sir R., on the discovery of

the original of “Zayn al-Asnam
and Aladdin,” 326.

Burtv, P., 40.

Butcher, the Rev. Dr., his re-
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502.

Csnobia, the founder of the, 703.

Calcutta Hevieic, summary of the

articles contained in the, 183, 336,

538.
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216.
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Oswald Fry’s) ‘‘Lost Among the
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Bamian, 164.

Campbell, Rev. W.
,
his account of the

Pepohwans from whom he obtained

the Formosan MSS. sent to Mr.
Baber, 426.

Canarese vocabulary, 562.

Candidius, George, 418
;
his descrip-

tion of Formosa, 453.

Cangam of Madura, a sort of Academie
Franqaise, 574.

Carles, M., on the Miryeks of Corea,

553.

Caste, absence of, amongst the ancient

Dravidians, 576.

Centamil literature, discussion as to tho
5

origin of, 560 et seq.

Qentamil versification, names of the
metres of, 568.

Centamil vocabulary, 562.

Oerppan, an old title of the Pandiyas,

580.

Chakra, the Buddhist emblem, 240.

Chakravartti, 203.

Chalmers’ Concise Kanghi quoted, 216.

Chamberlain, B. H., his translation of

the Knjiki, 37 ;
his investigations

into Japanese place-names, 332

;

his contributions to Japanese litera-

ture, 692.

Chamberlayne, John, his Formosan
version of the Lord’s Prayer, 439.

Chester, Greville, Hittite seal dis-

covered by, 699.
“ Child,” pictorial signs representing

the word, 643.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Reports of meetings of the,

160; 507-8.

Chinese civil servants sent to study in

Western countries, 701.

Chinese Guilds or Trades Unions, 507.

Chinese immigrants in the United
States, religious ceremonies of the,

702.

Chinese literature, 179, 331, 542, 701.

Chinese phonetics, priority of labial

letters illustrated in, 207 et seq.

Chinese porcelain, 179.

Chinese version of H. W. Freeland’s

poem on “Art,” 136.

Choohur Shah Dowlah, Dr. Cust’s

remarks on the, 313.

Chota Rousthaveli, a Georgian poet,

692.

Christian Egypt, M. Amelineau’s his-

tory of, 703.

Christian, John, a writer of hymns in

the Hindi vernacular, 141.

Chronology of Mr. Baber’s nine For-
mosan MSS., 419.

Churchill, S., his note on Reza Quli

Khfin and his works, 163, 318.

Chwolson, Prof., his report on Nes-
torian epitaphs in two recently-dis-

covered Syrian cemeteries, 535.

Clarke, Dr. Hyde, his remarks in the

discussion on the study of Oriental

languages, 505 ;
his theory of the

common origin of the Egyptian and
Babylonian systems of writing,

645.

Cochin-China, notes on, 331.
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Cockburn, S. J., his account of Sita’s
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691.

Cole, G.
,
his Hittite seal, 699.

Colebrooke, Sir E. T., his new edition

of Mountstuart Elphiustone’s “ Bise
of the British Power in the East,

337, 641.

Conder, Capt., the exponent of Hittite

Inscriptions, 328; his “Altaic
Hieroglyphs and Hittite Inscrip-

tions” reviewed by Prof. Sayce,536;
his notion of the origin of Ed Dejjal,

696.

Confucius not considered to be a
“ Myth,” 507.

Confucius, second in the triad of great

Chinamen, 701.

Coptic documents preserved in Arabic,

704.

Cordier, M. Henri, “ The Life and
Labours of Alexander Wylie,” Art.

XI., pp. 351-368.

Corea, the Miryelcs or Stone-men of,

553.
“ Corn,” pictorial forms representing

the word, 643.
“ Country,” ancient pictorial signs for

the word, 647, 649.

Couvreur, Pere S., obtains the

Stanislas-Julien Prize for his Franco-
Chinese Dictionary, 331.

Cuneiform signs, great difference

between those at Babylon and
Nineveh, 632.

Cuneiform Syllabary, G. Bertin’s

article on the origin and develop-

ment of the, 625 et seq.

Cunynghame, H., “ The Present

State of Education in Egypt,” Art.

VIII., pp. 223-237.
Curtin, S., his “ Eeligious Ceremonies

of the Chinese in the United States,”

701.

Cust, Dr. E. N., his note to Mr.
Peacock’s West Caucasian vocabu-
laries, 145 ;

his notes on African

Philology, 184, 342, 545, 706; his

account of tho Oriental Congress at

Vienna, 185-189; his remarks on
the Choohur Shah Dowlah, 313;
“The Modern Languages of

Oceania,” Art. XII., pp. 369-392
(accompanied by a Language-Map)

;

his review of Dr. F. Muller’s
“ Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft,”

546 ;
his review of J. Batchelor’s

“ Aino Grammar,” 702; his notes

on Oceanic Philology, 706.

Cypriot system of writing, 653.

Da Fonseca, Dr. J. N., obituary notice

of, 513.

Damascus, Catalogue of the Arabic
MSS. in the Library of, 698.

Darmesteter, Prof., his notice of the

Gajastik Abalish, 700.

D’ Eckstein, Baron, his dreams about
the Kushites, 646.

De Groot, M., his work on Amoy
Yearly Feasts, 701.

De Guiraudon, Capt T. G. “The
Persian for Eouble,” and “ The
Bibliography of Africa,” 686.

De Meynard, M. B., his “ Dictionnaire

Turc-Fran9ais,” 330.

De Perceval, M. Caussin, his theory

concerning Zenobia and Zebba'u,

585.

Dening, W., his account of the Gaka-
shikaiin, 692.

Diaramocks, the, of Formosa, 456.

Dickins, F. V., “The Story of the

Old Bamboo-Hewer, a Japanese

Eomance of the tenth century,” Art.

I., pp. 1-58.

Dickson, Sir J. E. L., obituary

notice of, 690.

“Dimdim,” the South Sea Islan-

ders’ synonym for English sailors,

380.
“ Dog,” archaic forms representing

the word, 630.

Domestic Animals, Assyrian names of,

319.

Douglas, Prof., his note on Tsuh fu,
512.

Dragon’s Head, The Jewel in the, 19.

Dravidian literature, its soul departed

with the advent of Sanskrit, 573.

Duhalde, on the Formosan aborigines,

416.

Duka, Dr. T., “ An Essay on the

Brahui Grammar,” etc., Art. II.,

pp. 59-134. For the table of con-

tents to this article, see p. 135.

Duport, J. H., his Grammar of the

Susu language, 686.

Duval, hi. E., his criticism of Dr. P.

Smith's Thesaurus Syriacus, 692.

Ecole speciale des Langues orientales

vivantes, notice of its new volume of

“Melanges Orientaux,” and history

of its origin and progress, 338—

341.

Ed Dejjal, Capt. Conder's notion as

to the origin of, 696.

Eden, the Hon. Sir Ashley, obituary

notice of, 688.
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Edkins, the Rev. Dr., “ Priority of
Labial Letters illustrated in Chinese
Phonetics,” Art. VII., pp. 207-222
(a lithographed Plate accompanies
this Article).

Egypt, discoveries in, 180.

Egypt Exploration Fund, Report of

the fourth annual meeting of the,

333 ;
“ Exhibition of Minor Anti-

quities” in connexion with the, 703.

Egypt, the present state of education
in, 223 et seq.

Egyptian Inferno, Prof. Maspero’s iti-

nerary of the, 703.

Egyptian origin of the Babylonian
writing discussed, 645.

Egyptian, the Hamitic and Semitic
vocabularies in, 649.

Egyptology, summary of progress in,

333, 542, 702.

Ekotibhiiva, information requested as

to analogues of, 507.
Encyclopedia Britannica, the Asiatic

articles in the, 54, 1S4.

Elliot, Sir W., obituary notice of,

320 ; memoir of, by Sir A. Arbuth-
not, 519-524.

Ellis, Sir B. II., obituary notice of,

688 .

Elphinstone, Mouutstuart, his “ His-
tory of India,” 337, 541.

Ephthalitm, the, were probably the
Mllechas, 200.

Epigraphy, notes on, 341, 704.
Ethiopic grammar, 328.
Ethnology of the Formosans, 441 et

seq.

Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, 678-80.
Excerpta Orientalia, 170-184, 321-

342, 528-548, 691-706.

Fa-hienand the Ta-li-lo Valley, 198.
Fa-hien, remarks on the Narrative of,

by the Rev. S. Beal, 191 et seq.

Fa-hien’s route from Tun-hwang to

Shen-Shen and Wu-i, 194.

Farhang Jahangiri, Dr. Redhouse’s
note on the, 161.

Favorlang dialect of Formosa, vocabu-
lary of the, 487 et seq.

Favorlang version of the Lord’s
Prayer, 473.

Feathers, The Celestial Robe of, 28
et seq.

Feer, M. L., his Studies in Buddhism,
692.

Fergusson, J., a tribute of respect to

the late, 324.

Finn, A., his note on the Persian word
for Rouble, 317.

Finzi, F., his monograph on Briihul,

60.

Fish emblem of the Pandiyas, 580.

Five Risliis, hymn of the, 618.
“ Fore-arm,” as indicating “power,”

pictorial signs for the, 633, 643.

Formosa, descriptions of the tribes of

the south of, 457.

Formosa, Notes on the MSS., Races,

and Languages of, 413 et seq.

Formosan alphabet at the Royal Print-

ing Office, Vienna, 437 (a reproduc-

tion of this is given on page 438).
Formosan MSS. in the British Museum,

description of, 431.

Formosan versions of the Lord’s Prayer,

470.

Foulk, Lieut. G. C., his photograph
of the statue at Un-jin in Corea,

553.

Four Castes, symbolization of the,

244.

Fravartish, 204.

Freeland, W. H., Chinese and Italian

versions of his poem on “Art,”
136-7.

French translation of Mes'udiyy’s
“ Meadows of Gold ” criticized,

and quoted, 583.

Fiihrer, Dr., his copy of an inscription

in Gupta characters, 695.

Fujisan, View of (a chromolithograph
illustrating Mr. Dickins’ paper), 40.

Fur Robe, The Flaming Fire-proof,

16.

Fusago, the lady sent by the Mikado
to the Lady Kaguya, 24.

Gajastik Abalish,a Pahlavi theological

discussion, 700.

Galland’s “ Thousand and One Nights,”

532.

Gassan, Chronology of the Syrian

Princes of, 592.

Gautama, statues in honour of, 556.

Genji-monogatari, an early Japanese
romance, 37, 43.

Geographical names, the orthography
and transliteration of, 701.

Georgian, vocabulary of, 146-156.

Gibbs, J., obituary notice of, 166.

Gir’dhar Das, 143.
“ Goddam,” the French synonym for

the English soldier at Agincourt, 380.

Grantha alphabet supposed by Dr. Bur-
nell to be the basis of the modem
Tamil, 567.

Graphic development of the Cuneiform
syllabary, 626 et seq.
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Grayius, Daniel, his translation of St.

Matthew and St. John into Formosan,

468 ;
Bomanized text of his version

of the Lord’s Prayer, 470.

Gkierson, G. A., “Some Useful Hind!
Books,” Art. IV., pp. 138-144.

Grote, A., obituary notice of, 168.

Growse, F. S., notice of his “ Indian

Architecture,” 324; and of his
“ Supplement to the Fatehpur
Gazetteer,” 695.

Guimet, M., on the Theatre in Japan,

331.

Guncho ichiran, a Japanese Bibliogra-

phy, short notices of the legends

therein, 42.

Guntupalle, Buddhist remains at, 508
et seq.

Gupta characters, an inscription in,

695.

Hadendoa, vocabulary of, 706.

Haggard, A., his note on the idols at

Bamian, 164.

Haig, Major-General M. B., “ Ibnu
Batuta in Sindh,” Art. XIII., pp.
393-412.

Hair, customs of wearing the, 575.

Halevy, M. J., his criticism of Prof.

Nbldeke’s “ Semitische Sprachen,”

697 ;
his remarks on the word ad/an

704, and the Phoenician letter t/iet,

705.

Hallusu, king of Babylon, 675 ;
he

captures Assur-nadin-sum, 676 ;
and

is dethroned and killed, 677.

Habile, the battle of, 677.

Hamhroek, Mr., the victim of Koxinga,

418.

Hammurabi, the Cuneiform documents

of his time possess the highest paheo-

graphical interest, 633.

Hamza of Ispahan, quoted or referred

to, 594 et seq.

Hanna, the Christian Maronite, who
supplied Galland with some of the

material for his “Thousand and
One Nights,” 533.

Hanniya Sutra, 43.

Happart, G., his vocabulary of Favor-

lang, 472.

Hariscliandra, 140, 143, 144.

Harrison, the Vcn. Archdeacon, obitu-

ary notice of, 525.

Hebrew and Semitic languages, 174,

325, 531, 696.

Hebrew Bible, Qentamil words found

in the, 565.

Herod’s city of Tiberius, 531.

Hervas, Lorenzo, on the Formosan
alphabet, 436.

Hincks, Dr., the suggester of the

Egyptian origin of the Babylonian
writing, 645.

Hindi books, notes on, by G. A.
Grierson, 138 et seq.

Hindu music, 183.

Hittite inscriptions and monuments,

176, 324, 536; seal, 699.
“ Hollow,” pictorial signs representing

the word, 644.

Holy Scriptures, progress of the work
of translation of the, into languages

of Asia, Africa, and Oceania, 708-
714.

Hommel, Dr., his comparative list of

Egyptian and Babylonian signs, 647.

Houghton, the Eev. Mr., Babylonian
tablet published by, 632 ;

he was
the first demonstrator of the pictorial

origin of the Cuneiform syllabary,

642.

Houtum-Schindler, General, on the

translation of the word “ Kipod,”
697.

Howorth, H. H., his remarks on Dr.

Cust’s lecture on the Languages of

Oceania, 308.

Hu Feng , diagram of the two Chinese

characters for, 422.

Humbahaldasu I. and II., kings of

Elam, 677, 678.

Hun coins of Bijaphr, 506.

Hunfalvy, M., on the Turko-Tathr and
Finn-Ugric question, A. Vambery’s
reply to, 330.

Hunt, The Eoyal, 24 et seq.

Ibnu Batuta in Sindh, Major-General
M. E. Haig’s article on, 393 et seq.

Iqai, the poetical dialect of Tamil,

559, 570.

Iddesleigh, obituary notice of the Earl

of, 320.

Ideology of the Formosan languages,

484.

Ima-monogatari, or biographies of

poets, 43.

Ima-mukashi-monogatari, a Japanese

encyclopaedia of habits and customs,

43.

Indian Antiquary, summary of articles

in the, 173, 324, 530,695.
Indian Archipelago, Arab colonists in

the, 634.

Indian Notes and Queries
,

notice of

the contents of, 701.

Indian Pagoda-umbrella, 555.
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Indo-Pacific stock of languages, table

of tlie Formosan dialects belonging

to the, 486.

Inferno, the Egyptian, 703.

Inscriptions of Palmyra, 323.

“Instep,” explanation of the Chinese

symbol representing the word, 206.

International Cougress at Vienna, 185.

“ Inundate,” pictorial signs represent-

ing the verb, 644.

Iranyar, the author of Agap’porul, 574.

Isaac of Tiphre, the martyrdom of, 693.

Ise-monogatari, the, 43.

Ishizukuri, one of the suitors of the

Lady Kaguya, and how he failed in

the task imposed on him by her, 7-9.

Istarhundu, kin" of Elam, 675-6.

Italian Asiatic Society, publications of

the, 699, 707.

Italian version of II. W. Freeland’s

poem on “ Art,” 137.

Iyat, the colloquial dialect of Tamil,

559, 570.

Izumi Shikibu-monogatari, the love

letters of the Princess Murasaki
Shikibu, 43.

Janani, note on the situation of, 512.

Japanese literature, short notes on,

37-45, 179, 331, 702.

Japanese place-names, a subject await-

ing investigation, 3.

Japanese text of the Story of the Old

Bamboo- II ewer, transliteration of

the, 46-5S.

Japanese theatrical representations,

331.

Jayakar, Surgeon-Major O. S., his

paper on the Arabic dialect spoken

at Oman, 535.

Jebela VI., of the Gassan dynasty,

historical note on, 595.

Jerusalem, description of the Noble
Sanctuary at, 247 et seq.

Jewett. J. it., his collection of Syrian

proverbs, 698.

Jito, the Emperor, 3.

Journal Asiatique, notice of articles in

the, 170, 321, 529, 692.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

notice of articles in the, 170, 321,

691.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, 691.

Journal of the China Branch of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, notice of

papers in the, 171, 321, 528.

Journal of the German Oriental Society,

notice of papers in the, 171, 529.

Journal of the Straits Branch of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, notice of

papers in the, 174, 528.

Junius, It., his Formosan version of the

Lord’s Prayer, 437 ;
ltomanized text

of the same, 470.

Justice’s “Moneys and Exchanges”
quoted, 496.

Kachiri Bara language, Grammar of

the, 335.

Kacliehar Naga tribes, Grammar, etc.,

of the, 336.

Kaguya, Lady, the more common name
of the heroine of the “ Story of the

Old Bamboo-IJewer,” 1 et seq.

Kaguya, The Upbearing of (a chromo-
lithograph illustrating Mr. Dickins’

paper), 40.

Kali, the worship of, 580.

j

Kamal (or Shams) ad Din as Suyuti,
1 his description of the Noble Sanctuary

at Jerusalem, 247 et seq.

Kamissares, governor of Kappadocia,

704.

Kanobos, discoveries at the supposed

site of, 702.

Kappadocian numismatics, 704.

Kappadokian syllabary, the, 653.

Kassite influence on the Cuneiform
syllabary, 640.

Kas'yapa, the author of the Soma
hymn, 616.

Kavirondo, vocabulary of, 706.

Keene, H. G., “ On the Revenues of

the Moghul Empire,” Art. XV., pp.
495-499.

Kie-cha, the Cassia Regio of Ptolemy,
= Syr-darya, the Yellow River, 197.

King, Captain, his paper on Somali as

a written language, 695.

“Kipod” of the Bible, various mean-
ings of the word, 325 ;

Houtum-
Schindler on the translation of, 697.

Eiravan, meaning of, 577.

Kirjath Arba, is this the old Hebrew
word for “Arabia” ? 697.

Kistvaens, dolmens, and prehistoric

graves in India, 693.

Kbotan, Buddhism in, 196.

Kodama Tadashi, his edition of the

Taketori, 44.

Koduntamil dialects, 569.

Ko
j
iki, the earliestspecimen of Japanese

literature, 37.

Koran, the sacred copy of the, at

Mecca, 225.

Koxinga the Pirate, 418 ;
derivation

of his name, 453.

Krishna, the worship of, 578.
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-kttdi, the ancient origin of this termi-

nation in the names of towns and
villages, 578.

Kudurru, king of Elam, 677.
Kunanda, the coins of, 341.

Kundu and Sisu, the king of, 679.

Kung-Ti, the Emperor, erects a statue

of Buddha, 556.

Kuramochi, one of the suitors of the

Lady Kaguya, and how he failed in

the task imposed on him by her,

10-16.

Kurraver, another name for the semi-
agricultural communities, 578.

Kurrinchimakkal, the ancient Dravidian
semi-agricultural tribes, 578.

Kushite origin of the Babylonian
writing is doubtful, 646.

Kuttab schools in Egypt, 227.

Kwanzan, the Mikado, 43.

Labial letters, priority of, illustrated in

Chinese phonetics, 207 et seq.

Lacoupehie, Prof. Terrien de, “ For-
mosa Notes on MSS., Eaces, and
Languages,” Art. XIV., pp. 413-494
(with three plates—an “Analytical
Summary of Contents ” is prefixed to

this article on pp. 414-416, to which
the searcher is referred) ;

‘ ‘ The
Miryeks or Stone-men of Corea,”
Art. XVI., pp. 553-557 (with a

Plate).

“Lagash,” the Cuneiform mode of

writing the word, 628.

Lama Tsan-po Nomian Khan of

Amdo, 691.

Landberg, Dr. C. Graf von, his
“ Critica Arabica,” 533.

Languages, etc., of Formosa, 413
et seq.

Lassen, Prof. C., his criticism of Major
Leech’s contributions to our know,
ledge of Brahui, 59.

Lawes, the Kev. W. G.,his Grammar,
etc., of the Motu tribe, 706.

Laz, vocabulary of, 146-156.

Le Strange, G., “ Description of the

Noble Sanctuary at Jerusalem,” Art.

X., pp. 247-305 (with a Plan of the

Haram-ash-Sharif).
Leech, Major, his contributions to

Brahui literature, 59.

Legge, Dr. J., his notice of A. Wylie,

353.

Lenormant, F., his Assyrian studies,

625 ;
his theory of the origin of the

Chinese system of writing, 653.

Levi, Dr. S., his “ Hieroglyphic-

Coptic-Hebrew Vocabulary’,” 326.

Levi, M. S., his opinion of Eudrata
and Kuyyaka, 699.

Lillie, Arthur, his “ Buddhism in

Christendom,” 705.

Lion tribe of Ceylon, legend of the,

205.

Lockhart, W., his remarks on the

death of A. Wylie, 501 ;
his memoir

and list of A. Wylie’s works, 513-

519.

Long, the Eev. J., obituary notice of,

524.

Lord’s Prayer in Formosan, 437 ;
the

Komanized versions of Junius and
Gravius, 470; a Favorlaug version,

473.

Lowe, Eev. W. EL, notice of his

“ Hebrew Grammar,” 696.

Lunar worship, 602.

Ludolph, Job, his Formosan version

of the Lord's Prayer, 438.

Lyon, Prof. D., his analysis of

Delitzsch’s Assyrisches Worter-
buch,” 698.

“ Magyar,” derivation of the word,

330.

Maitreya, the statue of, 198.

Maktia language, Arab tales in the,

706.

Maldives, the curious modern Alphabet

of the, 489.

Ma‘mun, the Khalif, 700.
“ Man,” archaic forms representing the

word, 630-31.

Mandingo family of African languages,

6S6.

Manucci, the Italian physician of Au-
rangzcb, 496.

Marotada, one of the suitors of the

Lady Kaguya, and how he failed in

the task imposed on him by her, 38 n.

Marutamakkal, the ancient Dravidian

agricultural tribes, 576.

Maspero, Dr., his confusion of the

Kushites with the Ethiopians, 646 ;

his itinerary of the Egyptian Inferno,

703.

Masson’s collection of Brahui words,

62.

Matsuho-monogatari, a Japanese ro-

mance, 44.

Matthews, II., his reply to the Address

presented to the Queen by the

Eoyal Asiatic Society, 551.

Max Denso Hall Literary Society at

Karachi, first report of the, 700.
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“Meadows of Gold,” the French
translation of Mes'Odiyy’s, quoted

j

and referred to, 583 et seq.

Melanesia, characteristics of the lan-

guages of, 374 et seq.

“ Men with tails,” the evidence proving
J

that this “ethnological fablo ” is a

fact, 453 et seq.

Menant, Dr., his Grammar of Assyrian,

625.

Menanu, king of Elam, 677.

Merodach-baladan, king of Babylon,
674.

Mes'udiyy, his imperfect account of

the Gassau and Lakhrn dynasties,

584.

Mihirakula, and his atrocious cruelty,

199 ;
his interview with the mother

of Baladitya, 201.

Mikronesia, characteristics of the

languages of, 377 et seq.

Mills, Rev. L. H., his translation of

the Zend Avesta, 700.

Mimurodo Imube no Akita, the less

common name of the heroine of the
“ Story of the Old Bamboo-
Hewer,” 2.

Minamoto Jun, the reputed author of

the Taketori, 42.

Mingrelian, vocabulary of, 146-156.

Miryeks or Stone-men of Corea, 553.

Mllechas, probably the Ephthalit®,
200 .

Moabite Stone, the, 173.

Modern India, notes on the literature

of, 182, 334, 538, 701.

Modern Languages of Oceania, 369-
381 ;

bibliographical list of the,

382-392.

Moghul Empire, revenues of the, 495.

Mosque al Azhar, the University at

the, 229.

Motu language of New Guinea,
Grammar, etc., of the, 706.

Mount Horai, The Jewel-bearing
Branch of, 10.

“ Mouth,” pictorial forms representing

the word, 643.

Mullaimakkal, the ancient Dravidian
pastoral tribes, 578.

Muller, Dr., review of his “ Grund-
riss der Sprachwissenschaft, ” 546.

Muller, Prof. M., his review of Prof.

Peterson’s edition of the Hitopadesa,
699.

“Multiply,” pictorial signs represent-

ing the verb, 644.

Munshi Radha Lai, a compiler of

Hindi books, 138.

Muvadi tankas, 498.

Murasaki Shibiku, Princess, the author
of the Genji-monogatari, 43.

Musezib-Marduk, king of Babylon,

677.

Nabonassar, king of Babylon, 672-
673.

Nabonassar Ummanigas, king of Elam,
673.

Niidagam, the dramatical dialect of

Tamil, 559, 570.

Nadinu, king of Babylon, 673.
Nambi, the author of Agap’porul, 574.
Naukratis, discussion on the age of, 703.
Naville, E., nine recent explorations

by, 702.

Nebuchadnezzar, analysis of the name,
634.

Negritos in Formosa, 444, 458.
Negro, the, his capability of attaining

the higher degrees of civilization,

705.

Nergal-usezib, king of Babylon, 676.
Nestorian epitaphs, 535.

Neubauer, Dr., his Catalogue of the

Bodleian Hebrew MSS., 326
;
his

suggestions in Semitic philology,

697.

New Guinea, languages of, 706.
Neytamakkal, the ancient Dravidian

hshing tribes, 579.

Nicholson, Dr. J., obituary notice of,

321.

Nicolson, Capt., his Brahui Reader,
61.

Nirvana, 239.

Nishhphr, General Houtum-Schindler’s
noteon, 164.

Noble Sanctuary at Jerusalem, descrip-

tion of the, 247 et seq.

Noldeke’s “Semitische Sprachen,” 697.

Norris, E., apparently favoured the

theory of the Egyptian origin of the

Cuneiform syllabary, 645.

Notes of the Quarter. September,
October, November, 1886, 157-189;
December, 1886, January, February,

1887, 306-349
;
March, April, May,

1887, 500-551; June, July, August,

1887, 682-720.

Numerals, table of the, in the dialects

of Formosa, 475-6.

Numismatics, recent contributions to,

341, 544, 704.

Nut, the Goddess, 649, and Nu, the

God, 649 n.

Nuyts, P., the first Dutch Governor of

Taiwan, 443.
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Obituary Notices. See Andrew, Da
Fonseca, Dickson, Eden, Elliot,

Ellis, Gibbs, Grote, Harrison, Iddes-

leigh, Long, Nicholson, Sarvardhi-

kari, Shirt, Stenzler, Wylie.
Oceania, the Modern Languages of,

Dr. Gust’s article on, accompanied
by a Language-Map and a Biblio-

graphy, 369-392.

Oceania, the various theories pro-

pounded for the existence of the

.Races of, 370-371.

Ochikubo-monogatari, popularly as-

cribed to Minamoto Jun, 42.

Odenathus = ‘Udheyna, 588.

Oman, a paper on the Arabic dialect

spoken at, 535.

Omina-meshi-monogatari, narratives

of celebrated Japanese women, 44.

“One heart,” explanation of the

Chinese symbols representing, 206.

Oread’s Haunt, The (a Chromolitho-
graph illustrating Mr. Dickins’

paper), 40. [N.B.—On the Plate

unfortunately printed ‘ ‘ Dreads’

Haunt.”]
Oriental languages, discussion on the

advantages of studying, 504-506.
Oriental studies in England, statement

of the Committee appointed to

inquire into the best means for the

promotion of, 342 et seq., 714.
Otomo no Miyuki, one of the suitors

of the Lady Kaguya, and how he
failed in the task imposed on him
by her, 19-24.

Oxford examinations for B.A., etc
,

list of subjects for the Honour Schools

in Indian and Semitic studies, 705.

Pachome, St., M. Amelineau’s study

on, 703.

-padi, the ancient origin of this

termination in the names of villages

and towns, 579.

Fahari or Maler language, new pub-
lications in the, 335.

Pahlavi literature, 700.

-pd/cJcain, the ancient origin of this

termination in the names of small

towns, 580.

Fulaimakka!, the ancient Dravidian
Nomadic tribes, 580.

Palembang, a desirable place to search

for Buddhist remains, 205.

Palestine Exploration Fund, 172, 324,

531, 696.

Palestine Pilgrims’ Text Society, 326.

Pallavaram, prehistoric graves near,

693.

Pandit Bihar! Lai Chaube, a compiler

of Hindi books, 139.

Pandit Chhotu Ram Tiwari, a compiler

of Hindi books, 142.

Pandit Kali Prasad Tiwari, 143.

Pandit Ravidatta S'ukla, 143.

Pandit Rishi Kesh Shastri, 700.

Pdndiyan, meaning of, 577.

Pandiyas, antiquity of the, supported

by the evidence of ancient geo-

graphers and historians, 563-65.

Pao -Yun, the probable author of

“Narrative of Fa-hien’s Travels,”

191.

Parbati Churn Roy’s article on “ High
Education in Bengal,” 540.

Parker, E. H., his contributions to

Japanese literature, 692.

Patesi, the, 640.

•patnam, the ancient origin of this

termination in the names of modem
large towns and cities, 579.

Peacock, Mr., “ Original Vocabularies

of Five West Caucasian Languages,”

Art. V., pp. 145-156.

Peiser, Dr., on the classification of the

Cuneiform characters, 641.

Pelam dialect of Formosa, vocabulary

of the, 487 et seq.

Pen for writing Arabic and Gothic

characters, 237.

Penka, M., his “ Herkunft der Aryer ”

applauded by M. S. Rainach, 699.

Pepo-hwan dialect of Formosa, vo-

cabulary of the, 487 et seq.

Perrot et Ckipiez’ “ Histoiredel’Art,”

323.

Persia, the possibility of her regaining

a position amongst nations, 638.

Persian conquest of Babylonia, decay

of Cuneiform writing after the, 633.

Persian literature, 178, 329, 538 ;
notes

on, by S. J. A. Churchill, 318.

Persian syllabary, the, 653.

Peters, Dr., his unsuccessful attempt

to derive the Phoenician alphabet

from the Cuneiform syllabary, 654.

Peterson, Prof., his third Report on

the search for Sanskrit MSS.,
691 ;

his edition of the Hitopadesa,

699.

Phanidjoit, M. Amclineau’s article on,

703.

Phoenician letter thdt, remarks on the,

705.

Phoenician, unsuccessful attempts to

derive the alphabet of, from the

Cuneiform syllabary, 654.
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Phonetic development of the Cuneiform
syllabary, 633 et seq.

Pictorial origin of the Cimeiform cha-
(

racters, 642 et seq.

Pigeon Monastery at Sri Siiilam, 205.

Pinches, T. G., “Assyrian Names of

Domestic Animals,’’ 319; discoveries

by, in the Cuneiform syallabary, 627,

631, 632, 643, 649; “The Baby-
lonian Chronicle,” Art. XXI., pp.
655-681 (previously mentioned on

page 327).

Pincott, F., “The Tri-Ratna,” Art.

IX., pp. 238-246 (illustrated with

woodcuts in the text) ;

‘ ‘ The First

Mandala of the Rig-Veda,” Art.

XIX., pp. 598-624.

Piscliel, Dr., his edition of Rudrata
and Ruyvaka, 699.

Pizzi, M., liis article on Semitic words
in Firdusi’s Shah Nameh, 696.

Pollock, Sir R., 60.

Poole, S. L., a new fasciculus of Lane’s

Arabic Lexicon edited by, 697.

Polynesia, characteristics of the lan-

guages of, 372 et seq.

Portuguese origin of Psalmanazar’s

information concerning Formosa,
464 et seq.

Torul, a term for old Dravidian litera-

ture, 574.

Pre- Sanskrit element in ancient Tamil
literature, 558 et seq.

Present state of Education in Egypt,
223 et seq.

Priority of labial letters illustrated

in Chinese phonetics, Dr. Edkins’

article on, 207 et seq.

Procopius’ account of the Ephthalit®,

201 .

Psalmanazar, George, 424; he must
he acquitted of the charge of having
invented the Formosan alphabet,

437 ; 450 ;
his account of the

Formosan numerals, 464.

Psammetichos, a name inscribed on a

recently discovered sphinx, 702.

Publications received in exchange by
the Royal Asiatic Society, xii.

Furap’ Forul, a Tamil work on war,

574.

Purushamedha sacrifice, the, 607, 620,

623.

Quinquennial Assembly ” of Asoka,
etc., 192.

4< R. N.,” the celebrated Indian traveller

known by these initials, 701,

Rabbinowicz, Dr., his new edition of

the French translation of the Baby-
lonian Talmud, 697.

Rainach, S., his review of Penka’s
“ Herkunft der Aryer,” 699,

Raja Gopala, the cave of, 695.

Ramses, the statue of, given to Great
Britain by Muhammad Ali, 542.

Rawlinson, Sir II. C., his remarks on
Dr. Bellew’s paper, 504 ; his obser-

vations on the advantages of Oriental

teaching, 505.

Redhouse, Dr. J. "W., “ Persian

Name for the Rouble,” 161 ;
“ The

Farhang Jahangir!, ” 161 ;
“ Were

Zenobia and Zebba'u identical?”
Art. XVIII., pp. 583-597.

Reinach, T., his essay on Kappadocian
coins, 704.

Reizei, the Mikado, 43.

Report of the Council at the Anniversary
Meeting, iv

—

xii.

Rest-seasons, or religious retreats of

the Buddhists, 193.

Resuliyy dynasty, history of the, 591.

Reynolds, Rev. J., his “History of

the Temple of Jerusalem” pulled

to pieces, 247 et seq.

Rezfi Quli Khan, and his works, 163,
318.

Rig-Veda, F. Pincott’s article on
the First Mandala of the, 598 et

seq.

Rodgers, C., his analysis of thirty coins,

341.

Romaji-kai, Society for the Romaniza-
tion of Japanese, 45.

Rost, Dr., his influence in securing the

Burmese Royal MSS., 331 ;
his

letter in favour of lending MSS.
from Public Libraries, 541.

Rouble, Persian name for the, 161,

317, 686.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY, Re-
ports of meetings of the, 157-158

;

306-313; 500-506; 682; Anni-
versary meeting, 504-506

;
Address

by, to the Queen, 549-551
; Report

of the Special Committee, 714-720
(the Appendixes to this Report are

given in Part II. at p. 348) ;
Pro-

ceedings of the Sixty-fourth Anni-
versary Meeting, i-xvi ; Balance-
sheet of the, vi

;
Officers and

Council of the, xi.

Rumianzof Cabinet, the number of the
coins in the, 544.

Rusden, G. W., his remarks on Dr.
Cust's lecture on the Languages of

Oceania, 307.
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Sabbagh, Michael, bis MS. of tbe

Arabian Nights recently acquired

by the Bibliotheque Nationale, 533.

Sacred Books of the East, 183, 700.

Saint-Martin, M., his conjecture re-

garding Zenobia and Zebba'u, 586.

S'akra-deva’s visit to Buddha, 206 (a

Plate in illustration of this subject

is appended).

Salmone, H. A., his remarks on the

study of Oriental languages, 504.

Saosduchinos, king of Babylon, 680.

Sanskrit Critical Journal, 700.

Sanskrit literature, 177, 328, 537, 699.

Sanskrit MSS. recently acquired by
the Bodleian Library, 537.

Sanugi no Miyakko, the Old Bamboo-
hewer, 1 et seq.

Saracen art iu Egypt, 182.

Sarat Chandra Dhs, his account of

Tibet, 691.

Sargon, king of Assyria, 674.

Sargon of Agade, the fifth period of

the Cuneiform syllabary began with

the age of, 640.

Sarvadhikari, Babu Prasanna Kumar,
obituary notice of, 320.

S'atarchin, the meaning of the term,

614.

Satow, M., his account of the Otsubo-

monogatari, 42.

Sayce, Prof., his review of Capt.

Conder’s “Altaic Hieroglyphs and
Hittite Inscriptions,” 536 ;

an-

nouncement of his forthcoming

article on the Yannic Inscriptions,

720.

Schindler, General, 164.

Schools in Egypt, description of the

new European, 230 et seq.

Schulze, B., his Formosan version of

the Lord’s Prayer, 437.

Schumacher, Herr, the publication of

his “ Jaulan” and Ajlun Memoirs,

696.

Sek-hwan dialect of Formosa, voca-

bulary of the, 487 et seq.

Semitic origin of the Cuneiform writing

abandoned, 644.

Semites of Babylonia, decadence of

the, 640.

Senathi Raja, E. S. W., “The Pre-

Sanskrit Element in Ancient Tamil

Literature,” Art. XVII., pp. 558-

582.

“Sending” of Muhammed, remarks

on the, 694.

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, invades

Babylonia, 675, and Elam, 676, 677 ;

is killed by one of his sons, 678,679.

“ Servant,” pictorial signs representing

the word, 643.

Severini’s translation of the Taketori,

39.

Sewell, the Rev. R., his note on
“ Buddhist Remains at Guntupalle,”
508-511 (illustrated with two
Plates).

Shah Nameh, instances of Semitic

words found in the, 696.

Shaiyang Miri language, Grammar of

the, 336.

Shalmaneser, king of Assyria and
Babylon, 673-4.

Shemida = Sumeyda‘, 588.

Shen-Shen, note on the clothing of the

people in, 196.

Shirt, Rev. G., obituary notice of, 687.

Sidon, the king of, 679.

Sidon, sarcophagi recently foimd near,

696.

Simha, the Buddhist Patriarch, slain

by Mihirakula, 199; story of the

“white milk” gushing from his

body, 200.

Simhala, origin of the word, 205.

Sindh, Ibnu Batuta in, 393 et seq.

Skanda, the worship of, 576, 578.

Smeaton’s “Loyal Karens of Burma,”
331.

Smith, G., his attribution of graphic

doublets to the Babvlonian scribes,

631.

Smith, Dr. Payne, M. Duval’s

criticism of his Thesaurus Syriacus,

692.

Smith. Prof. R., adopts the theory of

the identify of Zenobia and Zebba'u,

584.

Societe Asiatique, present of books by
the, to the Royal Asiatic Society,

306.

Societe Asiatique, Reports of meetings

of the, 160; 316-317; 508; 684.

Solar worship, 601.

Soma, the importance of the, in the

Yedic ritual, 616.

Somali language, the Semitic element

in the, 695-6.

Spearman, Major H. R„ compiler of

the “ Burma Gazetteer,” 556.

Speijer, Dr., on Sanskrit Syntax, 328.
“ Stand,” archaic forms representing

the verb, 629.

Steere, Mr., his remarks on the ancient

MSS. of the Pepohwans, 417.

Stenzler, Prof. A., obituary notice of,

526.

Stieng language, dictionary of the, 331,

707.'
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Stockholm, arrangements for the forth-

coming Oriental Congress to be held

at, 542.

Stone-men of Corea, the, 553.

Straits Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic

Society', Reports of meetings of the,

159.

Strassmaier, Dr., Cuneiform contract

tablets published by, 633 ;
his sup-

position of a relationship between

Akkadian and Egyptian, 650.

Sufi mysticism, 538.

Sumerian influence on the Cuneiform

syllabary, 639.

Snmiyoshi-monogatari, a Japanese

love-story, 43.

Sum-ukin, king of Babylon, 673.

Sundara Pandiyan, the age of, 573.

Sung-yun’s account of the Ye-tha,

200-201 .

Susu language of Africa, 686.

Suyematsu’s translation of the Genji-

monogatari, 37, 43.

Swanetian, vocabulary of, 146-156.

Swastika, the Buddhist emblem, 244

(illu'trated).

Syriac literature, 177, 535.

Syrian proverbs, a collection of, 698.

Tabnit, inscription of king, 705.

Taketori, a Japanese story, 37.

Taketori - no - Okina - no - Monogatari,

English version of the, 1-36
;
notes

on the, and on Japanese literature,

37-45 ;
Romanized transliteration

of the, 46-58.

Taketori, various editions of the, 44.

Takshasila, 202.

Tamil alphabet, the, independent of

Sanskrit, 566.

Tamil language, two theories of the

origin of the, 559-60.

Tamil literature, the pre- Sanskrit

element in ancient, 558 et seq.

Tanaka Daishu, his edition of the

Taketori, 44.

Taqsim-jamas, 498.

Tarsus, seal found near, 699.

Tavernier, his estimate of the value

of “The Great Table Diamond,”
496.

Taylards
(
i.e

.

men with tails), evidence

in favour of, 453 et seq.

Taylor, G., his work on the aborigines

of Formosa, 457.

Tedmur, the famous city, 589.

Teloni, Dr. B., his Assyrian Chresto-

mathy, 699.

Telugu vocabulary, 562.

Temple, Capt., his address on the

publications issued under his super-

vision, 309-313.
Tenjiku = Northern India, 6.

Theebaw’s Pali and Burmese MSS.
now in the India Office Library, 331.

Theobald,W . ,
on the coins of Kunanda,

341.

Thesaurus Syriacus, 183.

Thomas, E., his overestimate of Moghul
revenues controverted, 495.

Thorowgood, Mr., his excavations at

I'allavaram, 694.

Tiglath-pileser (III.), king of Assyria,

usuqis the throne of Babylon, 673.

Tin-yiit, or Tin-yue, explanation of

the compound, 192.

Tipuns, the, of Formosa, peculiar

marital custom of, 457.

Togen senseki, a Chinese legend quoted
from, 40.

Tolkapiyyam, a Tamil grammar, the
oldest grammatical work extant, 538.

Tomkins, the Rev. Mr., referred to,

628.

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan, notice of articles published
in the, 322, 692.

Trial of skill, curious Hindi, 143.

Tri-Ratna, F. Pincott’s article on the,

238 et seq.

Tris’ula, the Buddhist emblem, 241.

Trumpp, Dr., his Brahul Grammar, 61.

Tseng, the Marquis, “Art, a Chi-
nese Version of an English Poem by
H. W. Freeland,” Art. III., pp. 136-

137.

Ts’in Shill Hwang Ti, third in the triad

of great Chinamen, 701.

Tsuh fu, ‘ the instep,’ Prof. Douglas’

note on, 512.

Tsui-hwan dialect of Formosa, vocabu-
lary of the, 487 et seq.

Tsung-Ling Mountains, note on, 197.

Tul’si Das, 140, 143.

Turkey, present of books to the Royal
Asiatic Society by the Sultan of, 306.

Turkish Inscriptions, 700.

“Turkish Race,” Yambery’s work on
the, 330.

Turkish literature, 178, 330, 700.

Uchimaro, a family of noted craftsmen,

10, who explain to Lady Kaguya the

falsehood of Prince Kuramochi, 14.

Udyana, desolation of the district of,

by Mihirakula, 199.

Ukin-zer (Chinzirus), king of Babylon,

673.
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Ummanigas, king of Elam, 674.

University at the Mosque al Azhar in

Cairo, 229.

Un-jin in Corea, description of a
colossal statue at, 553.

Upanishad literature, Prof. Whitney’s
remarks on, 700.

-ilr, the ancient origin of this termina-

tion in the names of large towns
and districts, 577.

Urdu, proposed new English-Hindu-
stani Dictionary, 334.

Urtagu, king of Elam, 679.

Utsubo-monogatari, popularly ascribed

to Minamoto Jun, 42.

Vambery, A., his “ Turkish Race,”
and reply to M. Hunfalvy on the

Turko-Tatar and Finn-Ugric ques-

tion, 330.

Van denBerg.M.L. W.C., his “Hadh-
ramout et les Colonies de l’Archipel

Indien,” 534.

Yannic syllabary, the, 653, 720.

Varuna, the worship of, 57q.

Vatteruttu, the ancient Tamil alphabet,
567"

Victohia, Address from the Royal
Asiatic Society to Her Majesty the

Queen, 549.

Vienna Oriental Journal
,

notice of

papers in the, 341.

Vienna, the Oriental Congress at, in

1 886, 185-189.

Vijayanagar, account of the ruins of,

530.

Vocabularies of words in Formosan
dialects, 473.

Wade, Sir T., his collection of Chinese

books at Cambridge, 179; his note

on Dr. Edkins’ paper on the priority

of labial letters, 207.

War, the nine branches of, amongst
the Dravidians, 574.

Watson, Major C. M., his notes on

the School of Modern Oriental

Languages at Paris, 338-341.

“Wee-wee,” the South Sea Islanders’

synonym for Frenchmen, 380.

West Caucasian languages, vocabu-

laries of five, 145-156.

Whinfield, E. H., his translation of

Jal&lu’d-dinRumi’s “ Masnavi,” 538.

Whitney, Prof., his translation of the
Katha Upanishad, 700.

Wills, Dr. C. J., notice of his ‘‘Persia

as it is,” 329.

Wilson, E. C., his lament at not
finding a publisher for his translation

of the Baharistan of Jami, 538.
Winekler, Dr., his publication of the

Babylonian Chronicle, 655.

Winslow, Dr., his remarks on the
Tamil language, 538.

Wolf, the fabled origin of the Turkish
race from a, 206.

Wollaston, A. N., his memoir of the

Hon. Sir Ashley Eden, 688.

Wong Puh’s legend of “the flowing

milk,” 199.

Wylie, A., obituary notices of, 320,
500

;
M. H. Cordier’s article on his

life and labours, 351-368
;
memoir

of, by W. Lockhart, 513 ;
list of his

works in Chinese and translations,

516.

Yamato-kotoha, archaic Japanese, 45.

Yamato-monogatari, a collection of

Japanese love-stories, 43.

Ye Dharma, the phrase commencing
the Buddhist confession of faith

(illustrated), 242.

Ye-tha of Sung-yun were probably the

Ephthalitae, 201.

Yu the Great, first in the triad of great

Chinamen, 701.

Yue-chis = Vajjis, 203.

Yule, Colonel, his opening address at

the Anniversary Meeting, i-ii,

Yuzgat Seal, the, 699.

Zaing-ga-naing, the statue of Gautama
at, 556.

Zebba'u, a woman’s nickname, 589.

Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie, notice of

papers in the, 175, 328.

Zend Avesta, Rev. L. H. Mills’ trans-

lation of the, 700.

Zenobia, was she identical with
Zebba'u ? 583 et seq.

Zer-bet-ussur, of the land of Tantim,

678.

Zigarat, ancient forms representing a,

632.

Zotenberg, M. H., his note on the

Thousand and One Nights, 532.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.



ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SIXTY-FOURTH

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the 16 th of Hay, 1887,

SIR THOMAS F. WADE, K.C.B., VICE-PRESIDENT,

IH THB CHAIR.

OPENING ADDRESS, FROM THE PRESIDENT.

{Bead by the Honorary Secretary.)

Gentlemen,

In unavoidable absence and under much bodily weakness,

I write these few remarks as a ineagre substitute for a

Presidential Address, which I beg the Secretary to be kind

enough to read to the Society.

It is a matter of deep regret to me that I am prevented by

serious illness from doing for the last time my duties as

President. That you should have placed me in this Chair

two years ago may, as I am apt to think, not have been

altogether judicious
;
but be that as it may, you then conferred

on me the greatest honour that I have attained in life. And

I shall, whilst I live, so regard the choice which placed me in

the succession between Sir William Muir and Sir Thomas

Wade, to say nothing of earlier illustrious predecessors
;
and

glad I should have been to preside once more at this Annual

VOL. XIX.—[new series.] a
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Meeting, and at our Dinner, and to introduce to you formally

my distinguished successor, Sir Thomas Wade.

There is much in the recent history of the Society that

we can look upon with satisfaction. It has been to me a

piece of good fortune that my Presidency has synchronized

with the tenure of the Secretaryship by our esteemed friend,

Sir Frederic Goldsmid
;

to his excellent service we are deeply

indebted. Under his conduct both the Finances of the Society,

by which we must in the present measure its prosperity, and

the Journal of the Society , by which its value will be measured

in future years, have made important advances.

As regards the financial position, our nett increase of Mem-

bership during the year now expiring amounts to 4 Resident

and 19 Non-Resident
;

whilst our invested fund has once

more reached the water-mark of £1200, from which it began

to sink 19 years ago. 1

The Journal again, in mass of matter, and in excellence of

form, has continued to improve
;
whilst in regularity of issue

it has made a great advance, though difficulties have still beset

the attainment of perfection. If we cannot claim for its con-

tents the high value which distinguished the Journal in its early

years, yet there has been steady growth in that respect, and

such papers as those by the officers of the Frontier Survey,

illustrating the remains at Bamian, by Mr. Colborne Baber,

on documents in a language of Formosa, and by Professor

Terrien de Lacouperie in the prosecution of his learned re-

searches on ancient and obscure developments of Oriental

writing, will always be turned to as valuable.

That our matter on the whole does not come up to the

standard of earlier days is due, I conceive, in a measure to

the great multiplication of learned and scientific societies of

1 It is but right, however, to state that if we compare our list with that of May,
1885—two anniversaries ago—while a present gain of 15 is shown in our Non-
Residents, there is a decrease of 1 1 apparent in Resident Members. This is owing
notably to the heavy death-roll of that year, and many retirements during the

period succeeding the decease of the late Secretary, and prior to the instalment

of his successor.
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late years, and the consequent far greater subdivision of re-

search. It is due also no doubt to that decay or diminution

in the pursuit of Oriental studies in this country, to which

the Council of your Society has lately drawn prominent

attention, and on which a special Committee which we ap-

pointed has reported. Not much as yet has resulted, even in

the way of reply to the circular letters which we issued with

the printed Report of that Committee
;
and I can only point

to one such reply as encouraging, viz. that from the Heb-

domadal Council at Oxford. Our action, if followed up by

ourselves, may yet bear fruit. Rut I myself confess to a

feeling that the decay which we lament has its origin in causes

deeper than we can easily reach, and akin to changes which

seem to be affecting English public character on sides more

seriously touching the probabilities of our coming history than

even the decay of zeal for Oriental learning in a uation which

has been brought, in God’s providence, to rule so wide an

Oriental Empire.

I turn from these vast considerations
; but before I close

these few paragraphs, I feel constrained to recur to the sad

catalogue of losses which the Society has had to bear during

the two years of my incumbency. In no equal space of time,

I should think, since its foundation, have we had to count up

such a list of the tallest flowers of our field cut down ; a list

embracing the names of Yaux, Phayre, Fergusson, Edward

Thomas, Arthur Grote and Walter Elliot. It will be Ions:

I fear before such another list can be formed
;
but I trust our

younger Members will do their best to promote its growth.

With hearty gratitude to the Society, and especially to my
colleagues in the Council, who have always given me such

cordial support, and to my friend the Secretary, I now make

over the Chair to Sir Thomas Wade .
1

1 For further proceedings, in reference to the President’s Address and sub-

sequent Report, see Notes of the Quarter.
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Report.

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have to report

that, since the last Anniversary Meeting held on Monday, May
17

,
1886

,
there have been the following decrease in, and

addition to, the numbers of the Society’s Members.

They announce with regret the loss by death of seven

Resident Members, viz. :

—

Sir ’William Andrew, C.I.E.

James Gibb, Esq., C.S.I., C.I.E.

Arthur Grote, Esq.

The Venerable Archdeacon Harrison, M.A.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Iddesleigh, K.C.B.

The Rev. James Long.

Mrs. M. A. Smith.

and of one Non-Resident Member,

Dr. Jose de Fonseca.

Also the loss, by retirement, of three Resident Members,

Philip Sandys Melvill, Esq., C.S.I.

W. G. Pedder, Esq.

General George Ramsay.

and three Non-Resident Members,

Lieut. -Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S.

~W. Trevor Roper, Esq.

Major-Gen. F. W. Stubbs, R.A.

On the other hand, they have great pleasure in announcing

that they have elected fourteen Resident Members, viz. :
—

Surgeon-General W. R. Cornish, C.I.E.

General John Baillie.

Mr. Jahangir Kama.

Louisa Lady Goldsmid.

Dr. J. Anderson.

Mrs. Finn.

Pandit Sham I. all.

Pandit Lakhshmi Narayan.

Mr. C. E. Johnston.

Mr. S. W. Graystone.

Mr. H. Hallett.

Mr. W. C. Capper.

Professor W. Robertson Smith, M.A.

Mr. W. Simpson, Assoc. R.I.B.A.
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and twent3'-three Non-Resident Members,

Mr. 'William Davies.

Mr. C. A. Cookson, C.B.

Mr. J. II. Barber.

Mr. S. M. Burrows.

Mr. J. K. Birch.

Mr. Hector van Ciiylenberg.

Mr. J. D. Rees.

Mr. G. Stack.

Mr. Jai Singh Rao Angria.

Mr. Raganathji.

Mr. Venkatramana Naidu.

Lieut. W. H. Simpson.

Mr. W. McDouall.

Mr. A. Rae.

Mr. C. De Morgan.

Mr. C. Mullaly.

M. A. Baumgartner.

Dr. Marc Aurel Stein.

Mr. R. M. Henderson.

Mr. S. E. Wheeler.

Rev. E. Sell.

Professor Montet.

M. Enrico Vitto.

The difference showing a nett gain to the Society of twenty-

three Members.

Under the last year’s arrangements providing for a

quarterly record of occurrences likely to interest the readers

of the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal, obituary notices no

longer appear in the Annual Report, and the retrospect of

the more recent progress in Oriental research will be found

elsewhere. The next subject, therefore, for submission is the

account of the Receipts and Expenditure for 188G, as certified

by the Auditors :

—
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The items that require notice are :— 1st, Salaries, which

this year are shown to amount to £232 15s. in excess of 1885.

Explanation of the apparent discrepancy is to be found in the

circumstance that in the second half of the latter year no

Secretary’s remuneration was debited in account. From Mr.

Yaux’s death in June, the lion. Secretary, Mr. Oust, per-

formed the duties gratuitously up to the 31st October, and

the amount due for the two months (November and December)

to the newly-appointed Secretary was only debited in 1886,

in which year, moreover, a yearly allowance of £60 to the

Housekeeper also appears under this head. There is besides

a sum of £40 6s. 3d. in excess for printing the Journal, to be

readily accounted for by the fact that, in 1886, we had four issues

instead of three, as in 1885. No other point seems to need

explanation : but it may be stated that the proceeds of the sale

of the Journal for the current year promise to attain a higher

figure than in 1885 or 1886.O

Proceedings .—The following papers have been read, or

addresses delivered, at different Meetings of the Society since

the last Anniversary (May 17) :

—

1. Robert Sewell, Esq., Madras Civil Service, M.R.A.S.,

“ On Early Buddhist Symbolism.” Bead June 21st, 1886.

2. H. H. Cunynghame, Esq. (introduced by Mr. Habib

Anthony Salmone, M.R.A.S.), “On the Present State of

Education in Egypt.” Read 15th November, 1886.

3. Rev. S. Beal, M.R.A.S., “ Some Remarks on the Nar-

rative of Fa-hien.” Read in the author’s absence by Professor

R. K. Douglas, M.R.A.S., 20th December, 1886.

4. R. N. Oust, Esq., LL.D., Hon. Secretary R.A.S.,

Address “ On the Lan<ma<res of Oceania.” Delivered 24th

January, 1887.

5. Captain R. C. Temple, M.R.A.S., “Viva Voce Account

of the Serial Publications edited by him, or of which he is

joint Editor.” 21st February, 1887.
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6. “ Nine Formosa MSS.,” a paper by Mr. Colborne Baber,

M.R.A.S., followed by “ Formosa Notes on MSS., Races and

Languages,” by M. Terrien de Lacouperie, M.R.A.S. Read

in part 21st March, 1887.

7. “ Memoir of the Life and Writings of Alexander Wylie,”

by Prof. Heni’i Cordier (introduced by Prof. R. K. Douglas).

Read 18th April, 1887.

8. “ Notes on the Names borne by some of the Tribes of

Afghanistan,” by Surgeon-Major H. W. Bellew, M.R.A.S.

Read 2nd May, 1887.

All the papers above mentioned have been published in the

Journal, with the exception of three now to be noticed :—No.

4, which was not written at all
;
No. 5 suddenly substituted

lor another paper advertised for reading, but not read, and

No. 8, limited in publication to some 50 copies.

Journal.—Since the last Anniversary, Parts IIT. and IY. of

Yol. XY1II., and Parts I. and II. of Yol. XIX., have been

published. They contain the following papers :

Vol. XYIII. Part III.

14. The Rock-Cut Caves and Statues of Bamian. By
Capt. the Hon. M. G. Talbot, R.E. With Notes hereon,

and on Sketches of Capt. P. J. Maitland, Intelligence Branch,

Q.

-M.-Gen. Department, by W. Simpson, Hon. Assoc.

R.I.B.A.; and an additional Note of Capt. Maitland’s own.

15. The Sumerian Language and its Affinities. By Prof.

Dr. Fritz Hommel, of Munich. Introduced by Dr. Rost,

Hon. Memb. R. A.S.

16. Early Buddhist Symbolism. By Robert Sewell, Madras

Civil Service, F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S. With a Note by Sir G.

Birdwood.

17. The Pre-Akkadian Semites. By G. Bertin, M.R.A.S.

18. The Arrangement of the Hymns of the Adi Granth.

By Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.
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Vol. XVIII. Part IV.

19. Ancient Sculptures in China. By It. K. Douglas,

M.R.A.S., Professor of Chinese at King’s College, London.

20. The Mosque of Sultan Nasir Mohammed ebn Kalaoun,

in the Citadel of Cairo. By Major C. M. Watson, R.E.

Communicated by H. C. Kay, Esq., M.R.A.S.

21. The Languages of Melanesia. By Professor Georg

von der Gabelentz, of the University of Leipzig. Communi-

cated by the lion. Secretary.

22. Notes on the History of the Banu ‘Okayl. By Henry

C. Kay, M.R.A.S.

23. Foreign "Words in the Hebrew Text of the Old Testa-

ment. By the Rev. Stanley Leathes, D.D. Communicated

by the Hon. Secretary.

Vol. XIX. Part I.

1. The Story of the Old Bamboo-Hewer. (Taketori no

Okina no Monogatari.) A Japanese Romance of the Tenth

Century. Translated, with Notes, etc., by F. Victor Dickins,

M.R.A.S.

2. An Essay on the Brahui Grammar, after the German

of the late Dr. Trumpp, of Munich LTniversity. By Dr.

Theodore Duka, M.R.A.S., Surg.-Major Bengal Army.

3. Art. A Version in Chinese, by the Marquis Tseng, of

a Poem written in English and Italian by H. W. Freeland,

M.A., M.R.A.S., late M.P., Commander of the Order of the

Crown of Siam.

4. Some Useful Hindi Books. By G. A. Grierson,

M.R.A.S., Bengal Civil Service.

5. Original Vocabularies of Five "West Caucasian Lan-

guages. Compiled on the spot by Mr. Peacock, Vice-Consul

at Batum, Trans-Caucasia, South Russia, at the request of

and communicated by Dr. R. N. Cust, Hon. Sec. R.A.S., with

a Note.
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Yol. XIX. Part II.

6. Some Remarks on the Narrative of Fa-hien. By the

Rev. S. Beal., M.R.A.S,

7. Priority of Labial Letters illustrated in Chinese Pho-

netics. By the Rev. J. Edkins, D.D., Peking, Hon. Member

R.A.S.

8. The Present State of Education in Egypt. By H.

H. Cunynghame, Esq. Communicated by Habib Anthony

Salmone, M.R.A.S.

9. The Tri-Ratna. By Frederic Pincott, M.R.A.S.

10. Description of the Noble Sanctuary at Jerusalem in

1470 A.D., by Kama! (or Shams) ad Din as Suyuti. Extracts

re-translated by Guy le Strange, M.R.A.S.

The “Notes of the Quarter” have been added since July,

1886, and, it is hoped, will be found, in point of form, a not

inapt substitute for the Annual Review of Oriental Literature

and Research, which has hitherto been connected with the

Council’s Report submitted to Members at the close of the

Session. Time will, however, be required to give full effect

to the significance and intent of this division of the Journal.

Special Sub-Committee .—In the President’s Address of May
last, mention was made of a Special Committee appointed to

investigate the causes of decline in the prosecution of Oriental

studies which had become apparent in England. The Pro-

ceedings of this Committee have, after many sittings, been

recently brought to a close, and the character of the record is

such as to certify that something has been done, not only in

the investigation of an actual state of things, but also towards

the revival of a languishing department of knowledge. The

Statement and Appendices published at the close of the Quar-

terly Notes in the last number of the Journal show much of

the nature and extent of the enquiries carried out, but it may

be interesting to readers of these papers to learn that the

appeal made by the Council to particular individuals and
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bodies, in accordance with the Committee’s recommendation,

has resulted in 31 replies, which may thus be summarised :

—

1 from the Chancellor of the University of Oxford.

3 „ the Colleges of Oxford.

4 ,, the Colleges of Cambridge.

3 „ the Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and

Dublin.

11 „ Miscellaneous Colleges and Schools.

4 „ Miscellaneous Societies and Institutions.

5 „ City Companies.

In all 31

None of these demand a more special allusion than already

contained in the President’s Address, with the exception of

one just received by Sir Henry Rawlinson from the Merchant

Taylors’ Company, transmitting a donation of ten guineas—

a

sum which will at once be set aside as the first item of a fund

to be devoted to the cause advocated, in such practical form

as shall hereafter be decided.

The following list of Council and Officers for the ensuingo o

year is submitted for approval :

—

President.—Sir Thomas F. Wade, K.C.B.

Director.—Major-Gen. Sir H. C. Rawlinson, K.C.B., D.C.L.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.— Sir T. Edward Colebrooke, Bart.
;
Major-

Gen. Sir A. Cunningham, R.E., K.C.I.E., C.S.I.
;
The Rev.

Professor A. H. Sayce, M.A. ; Colonel Henry Yule, R.E.,

C.B., LL.D.

Council.—Professor Cecil Bendall. M.A. ; F. V. Dickins,

Esq. ; Professor R. K. Douglas
;
Theodore Duka, Esq., M.D. ;

Sir Barrow H. Ellis, K. C.S.I. ;
Colonel George E. Fryer;

Major-Gen. Sir F. J. Goldsmid, C.B., K.C.S.I.
;

H. H.

Howorth, Esq., F.S.A., M.P. ; Henry C. Kay, Esq. ; Pro-

fessor Terrien de Lacouperie, Ph. and Litt. Doctor; General
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Robert Maclagan, R.E., F.R.S.E.
;
Henry Morris, Esq. ;

T. H. Thornton,, Esq., C.S.I. ; M. J. Walhouse, Esq. ; Pro-

fessor Sir Monier Monier-Williams, K.C.I.E., M.A., D.C.L.

Treasurer.—E. L. Brandreth, Esq.

Secretary.—Fi’om 1st October, 1887, Professor T. W. Rhys

Davids.

Hon. Secretary.—Robert N. Cast, Esq., LL.D.

Trustees.—Sir Thomas E. Colebrooke, Bart.
;
R. N. Cast,

Esq., LL.D.
;

Sir Richard Temple, Bart., G.C.S.I., C.I.E.,

D.C.L., M.P.

Hon. Solicitor.— Alex. H. Wilson, Esq.

The following exchange Publications

—

o o

The Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Madras Literary Society.

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Straits Settlements Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Japan Asiatic Society.

Geological Museum, Calcutta.

• Meteorological Committee, Calcutta.

Royal Society.

Institution.

Astronomical Society.

Colonial Institute.

Geographical Society.

Society of Literature.

Society of Antiquaries.

Society of Arts.

Geological Society.

Anthropological Institute.

Biblical Archaeology.

Hellenic Society.

Linnaean Society.

Numismatic Society.

Statistical Society.

United Service Institution.

Zoological Society.

Manchester Geographical Society.

Philosophical Society.

Liverpool Philosophical Society.

Royal Irish Academy.

Royal Society of Edinburgh.
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The Scottish Geographical Society.

American Oriental Society.

Geographical Society.

Smithsonian Institution.

New Zealand Institute.

Royal Society, Victoria.

Tasmania.

New South Wales.

Society Asiatique, Paris.

Geographique, Paris.

Ethnologique, Paris.

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

Royal Academy, Brussels.

Munich.

University, Bonn.

Royal Academy, I.isbon.

Imperial Academy, St. Petersburg.

Royal Academy of Berlin.

Berlin Geographical Society.

German Oriental Society.

University of Copenhagen.

Royal Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam.

University Library, Tubingen.

Imperial Academy of Vienna.

Geographical Society, Vienna.

Royal Academy, Leyden.

Hungarian Academy, Pesth.

Society of Arts and Sciences, Batavia, Java.

The Journal is sent to

India Office Library. Advocates’ Library. Ilouse of Commons. Royal Library,

Windsor. Athenaeum Club. The Bodleian Library. British Museum.

Public Library, Calcutta. Devon and Exeter Institute. Guildhall, London.

House of Representatives, New Zealand. University Library, Cambridge.

Free Public Library, Manchester. Trinity College Library, Dublin.

The Society receives

The Athenaeum. The Academy. Allen's Indian Mail. Homeward Mail.

London and China Telegraph. Reports of the British Association. Indian

Journal. Seismological Society of Japan. Mittheilungen der Deutschen

Gesellschaft fur Natur- und Volkeikunde Ostasiens, Yokohama. China

Review. Excursions Chinoises.

Presented during the year :

From the Secretary of State for India in Council—Archaeological Survey of

Western India. Bombay, 1S85.—Ditto Southern India: Tamil and

Sanskrit Inscriptions. Madras, 1886. By James Burgess, C.I.E., LL.D.,

M.R.A.S.—The History of Kashgharia, by Dr. H. W. Bellew.—Calcutta
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Review.—Flora of British India, part xiii. 1886.—Selections from the

Records of the Government of India, 1885-6.—Early Voyages and Travels

to Russia and Persia, edited by E. Delmar Morgan and C. H. Coote

(Hakluyt Society).—Sacred Books of the East, vols. xxv. and xxix.

From the Government of Bengal.— Report of Administration, 1885-6.—Memoirs

of the Geological Survey of India.—Meteorological Memoirs.—Records of

the Geological Survey of India.—Report on the Administration of the

Hyderabad Assigned Districts for the year 1885-6.—Catalogue of the remains

of Siwalik Yertebrata in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 1885-6, by Richard

Lydekker, B.A.

From the Government of Madras.—Report on the Administration of Madras

during the year 1885-6.— Annual Report on the Civil Hospitals and

Dispensaries, 1885.—Madras Medical College; Annual Report 1885-6.

—

Annual Report on the Lunatic Asylums, 1885.

From the Government of Bombay.—Report of Administration 1885-6.—Ditto

Public Instruction, 1886.—Bombay Gazetteers, vols. xxiv.-v.—“ Kolhapur”

and “Botany.” — Howell, Arabic Grammar; introduction and part i.

fasciculus ii.

From the Government of the Panjaub.—Report of the Administration of Panjaub.

From the French Government .—Nouveaux Melanges Orientaux, 1886.—Revue de

l’histoire des Religions, 1886. — Dictionnaire Turc-Franqais. 2nd vol.

Premiere Livraison, Paris, 1886.—Annales du Musee Guimet, 1886.

From the Government of the Netherlands.—Nederlandsch-Chineesch Woorden-

hoek, Dr. G. Schlegel, Deel ii. Aflevering 1.— Le Hadliramout et les

Colonies Arabes dans L’Archipel Indien,par L. W. C. Den Berg. Batavia,

1886.

From the Turkish Ambassador .

—

dS> ulf*—u*}-** jCjb', Tarikh ‘ Umtimf, General History, by Murad Bey,

6 volumes.

bib jLl;, Talmak Tarjumasi, Translation of Telemachus,

by Yusuf Kamil Pasha, 1 volume.

i Ac ^.Jla-c—eAp Mutayabat Turkiya, Turkish Pleasanteries, by

Abdul Halim Ghaiab.

bib ^-*11 AX', Takmilatu’l ‘Abr, by Subhi Pasha.

cjb.jl/c, M‘alumat Kafiyali, Abundant Knowledge, by Ahmad

Juwad.

jjb— i Majmu‘atu’ t -Tarah

,

Collection of Cheerfulness, by Nkdir.

jL'A, Miftahu’l ‘Aliim, Key to Sciences.

dJj tiJU- ^j^A— <_>j
1 Job*, Mubhdi Adab, Beginning of Knowledge, by Ibra-

him Halat Bey.

dJj (/'—

j

+Siv, T'alim adahiykt, Lessons in Politeness, by Akram Bey.

.x**A—»UA Mudakhal Insha, Elements of Composition, by Ahmad

Hamadi.

l^eVc cwA—UA NamCma-i-Insha, Specimens of Composition, by Ahmad

‘Aksim.

ojj** jo-c— i^j\A Asul kithbat, Principles of 'Writing, by Saiyid

Muhammad Sairat.
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^L.— i_»>i Jeb katabkhhnasi, No. 12, Pocket Library

(Proverbs), by Shmi Bey.

xu»1— }
Saudiii-s‘ai wa ‘Amal, The Advantages of

Endeavour and Action, by Ahmad Madahat.

Jj«l, AsCil Geographiyai Kabir, Principles of High

Geography, by Ahmad Hamdi.

—Li)/*- Mulakhas Geographiya, Abridgment of Geography, by

‘Izzat.

juc— Geographiyai ‘Umumi, General Geography, by

Abdu’l-Rahman Sharaf.

Lilyu*- gj\j } J=-o*., Mudakbal wa tarikh fanun Geographiya, Introduction

to tbe Science of Geography.

Ljl^Jl jjjj, Zubdat ul Geographiyh, The Cream of Geography.

Li \ji>- Ajmtd Geographiya, Compendium of Geography.

—;Uie JLA Zarub Amsal Usmaniyh, Turkish Proverbs.

From Adler, Marcus N., The Temple at Jerusalem, with a report of the remarks

of Major-Gen. Sir Charles Warren, G.C.M.G., F.R.S.— Andrew, Sir William P., The Advance of Russia, Lond. 1886.— Baumgartner, Antoine J.—Le I’rophete Habakuk, Leipzig, 1885 :

—

.
Grammaire Hebraique, Leipzig, 1886:—Les Etudes Isagogiques chez les

Juifs, Geneve, 18S6:— Notes Ilistoriques et Litteraires sur la Poesie

Gnomique Juive, Geneva, 1886.

Bertin, G., L’ incorporation Verbale en Accadien, Paris, 1886.

-— Bushell, Dr. S. W., Chinese Porcelain before the present Dynasty, Peking,

1886:— “ Ancient Roman Coins from Shansi,” Peking, 1886.

—— Bellew, Dr. H. W., Kashmir and Kashghar, Lond. 1875 :—From the

Indus to the Tigris, Lond. 1874.

Budge, E. A. W., The Book of the Bee (Anecdota Oxoniensia).

Chamberlain, Basil Hall.— A Romanized Japanese Reader:—A short

statement of the Aim and Method of the Romaji Kai, Tokio, 1886.

Chijs, J. A. Van (the author), Nederlandsch-Indisch Plakaatboek, 1886.

Dr. Cust., Yalulema Vocabulary, London, 1887:— Kibangi ditto, Lond.

1886:—Kiteke ditto, Lond. 1886, by A. Sims, C.M.:—A Temne Primer,

by Rev. C. Knoedler, 1865.

-- Casartelli, L. C., Traite de Medicine Mazdeenne, Louvain, 1886.

Colebrooke, Sir Edward, “ The Rise of the British Power in the East,” by

the late Hon. Mount-Stuart Elphinstone, 1887.

Droese, Rev. Ernest, Malto Language and Vocabulary, Agra, 1884.

Delbos, Leon, Moments de Loisir, Paris, 1886.

Frothingham, A. L., jun., Stephen Bar Sudaili, the Syrian Mystic and the

Book of Hierotheos, Leyden, 1886.

Fryer, Col., Note on the Pali Grammarian Kachchayana, Calcutta, 1882.

Giles, H., The Remains of Lao Tzu, Hongkong, 1886.

Gheyn, Van den, Les Populations Danubiennes, Gand, 1886 :—Oil est-ce

l’Ethnographie : — Les peuples de l’Autriche - Hongrie : — Le Periple

d’Hannon:—Empire of the Hittites (review) :—L’unite de la Race Austra-

lienne.

—— Grierson, G. A., The Song of M5.nik Chandra [Bengal Asiatic Journal].
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From Haggard, Alfred, A new departure in Foreign Policy, London, 1886.

Harlez, C. de, Histoire de L’Empire de Kin ou Empire d’Or, Louvain,

1887.

Huet, M. Gedeon, Catalogue des Manuscrits Neerlandais de la Bibliotheque

Nationale, 1886.

Jamaspjee Minoeheherjee, On the Avestic Terms Mazda—Ahura-Mazda

—

Ahura.

Kavi Rhj Shyamal Dass, The Mina Tribe of Jajpur, in Maywar :—Birthday

of the Emperor Jalbluddin Muhammad Akbar:—On the Epic called The
Prithi Raj Rask [from the Bengal Asiatic Journal].

MacDonell, A. A., Anecdota Oxoniensa, Aryan Series, Katyayana’s Sarvanu-

kramani.

Minocheherji, A short treatise on the Navjot Ceremony, Bombay, 1887.

Neve, Felix, L’Armenie Chretienne, Louvain, 1886.

Poole, Stanley Lane, The Art of the Saracens in Egypt, Lond. 1886.

Societe Asiatique de Paris, Voyages d’Ibn Batoutah
;
Maqoudi, Les Prairies

d’Or, 9 vols. 1861-1877.

Pope, Dr. G. U., The Sacred “Kural.”

Rusden, G. W., “ Suggestions for a History of the Origin and Migrations

of the Maori People,” by Francis Dart Fenton.

Weber, A., vol. ii.
,
Die handschriften verzeichnisse der Koniglichen Biblio-

thek zu Berlin, 1886.

Whinfield, E. H., M.A., “MasnaviiMa’navi ” (Triibner’s Series), London,

1887.— Wheeler, J. Talboys, India under British Rule, London, 1886.
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